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The most fruitful areas for growth of the sciences are those 

between established fields. Science has been increasingly 

the task of specialists, in fields which show a tendency to 

grow progressively narrower. Important work is delayed 

by the unavailability in one field of results that may have 

already become classical in the next field. It is these 

boundary regions of science that offer the richest 

opportunities to the qualified investigator. 

NORBERT WIENER 
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Preface 

Global satellite observations coupled with increasingly sophisticated com- 
puter simulation have led to rapid advances in our understanding of the at- 
mosphere. While opening many doors, these tools have also raised new and 
increasingly complex questions about atmospheric behavior. At the same time, 
environmental issues have brought atmospheric science to the center of sci- 
ence and technology, where it now plays a key role in shaping national and 
international policy. 

An amalgam of several disciplines, atmospheric science is, by its very nature, 
interdisciplinary. It therefore requires one to master a wide range of skills and 
attracts students from varied backgrounds. Current environmental issues, like 
global warming and ozone depletion, have drawn increased attention to inter- 
disciplinary problems, which involve interactions between traditional subjects 
like dynamics, radiation, and chemistry. Yet, the demands of specialization 
often make the introductory course in atmospheric science the only formal 
opportunity to develop a broad foundation in basic physical principles and 
how they interact to shape atmospheric behavior. 

This book is intended to serve as a text for a graduate core course in 
atmospheric science. Modern research problems require a unified treatment 
of material that, historically, has been separated into physical and dynamical 
meteorology, one which establishes the interrelationship of these subjects. It is 
in this spirit that this book develops the fundamental principles of atmospheric 
physics. 

The text concentrates on four major themes: 

1. Atmospheric thermodynamics 
2. Hydrostatic equilibrium and stability 
3. Atmospheric radiation and clouds 
4. Atmospheric dynamics, 

which represent the cornerstones of modern atmospheric research. The global 
energy budget, hydrological cycle, and photochemistry are also treated, but 
as applications of the major themes. This material has been integrated by 
cross-referencing subject matter, with applications drawn from a wide range 
of topics in global research. 

xvii 



xviii Preface 

The text is targeted at first-year graduate students with diverse backgrounds 
in physics, chemistry, mathematics, or engineering, but not necessarily for- 
mal training in thermodynamics, radiation, and fluid mechanics. It emphasizes 
physical concepts, which are developed from first principles. Therefore, the 
student without formal exposure to a subject is not at a disadvantage, the 
only prerequisites being a solid grounding in basic undergraduate physics and 
advanced calculus and some exposure to partial differential equations. The 
material can also be digested by undergraduates with similar preparation. 

The presentation is from a Lagrangian perspective, which considers trans- 
formations of an individual air parcel moving through the circulation. In addi- 
tion to its conceptual advantages, this framework affords a powerful diagnostic 
tool for interpreting atmospheric behavior. Each chapter opens with a devel- 
opment of basic principles and closes with applications from topical problems 
in global research. Many are illustrated with behavior on a particular day, 
which enables the atmosphere to be dissected in contemporaneous properties, 
like thermal structure, motion, trace species, and clouds, and therefore brings 
to light interactions among them. 

Chapters 2 through 5 are devoted to atmospheric thermodynamics. Em- 
phasis is placed on heterogeneous systems, which figure centrally in cloud 
formation, its interaction with radiation, and the roles of water vapor in global 
energetics and chemistry. Atmospheric hydrostatics are treated in Chapters 
6 and 7, which interpret stratification from a Lagrangian perspective and at- 
mospheric heating in terms of stabilizing and destabilizing influences. Chap- 
ters 8 and 9 concentrate on atmospheric radiation and cloud processes. After 
developing the fundamental laws governing radiative transfer, the text con- 
siders energetics under radiative and radiative-convective equilibrium. Cloud 
behavior is discussed in relation to the greenhouse effect, climate feedback 
mechanisms, and chemical processes. Chapters 10 through 16 are devoted to 
atmospheric dynamics. The perspective is transformed from the Lagrangian to 
the Eulerian description of atmospheric behavior via Reynolds' transport the- 
orem, from which the equations of motion follow directly. Large-scale motion 
is treated first in terms of geostrophic and hydrostatic equilibrium and then ex- 
tended to higher order to introduce vorticity dynamics and quasi-geostrophic 
motion. Wave propagation is developed from the paradigm of surface water 
waves. The general circulation is motivated by a zonally symmetric model of 
heat transfer in the presence of rotation, which, through its laboratory ana- 
logue, the rotating annulus, sets the stage for baroclinic instability. The book 
closes in Chapter 17 with an overview of the middle atmosphere that synthe- 
sizes topics developed in earlier chapters. Problems at the end of each chapter 
are of varied sophistication, ranging in difficulty from direct applications of 
the development to small computer projects. 

One of the challenges in integrating material of this scope is to unify nomen- 
clature, in which an individual quantity can be referred to by as many as half 
a dozen different expressions (e.g., in radiation). In defining quantities, I have 
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adopted nomenclature that conforms to their physical meaning, for example, 
to distinguish scalar quantities, like trace speed, from vector quantities, like 
group velocity, to distinguish between properties referenced to unit mass ver- 
sus to a particle, and to clearly distinguish between frames of reference. SI 
units and terminology have been adopted almost throughout. Exceptional are 
units of mb, which remain the most familiar specification of pressure, chemical 
reaction rates, for which cgs units are the accepted standard, and the radia- 
tive terms intensity and flux, which are preferred over radiance and irradiance 
to conform to more general concepts discussed elsewhere in the text. 

This book has benefited from my interaction with a number of individuals. 
Constructive criticism on earlier versions of the text was selflessly provided by 
David G. Andrews, Rolando R. Garcia, Dennis L. Hartmann, Raymond Hide, 
David J. Hoffman, Brian J. Hoskins, James R. Holton, Julius London, Roland 
A. Madden, John. A. McGinley, and Gerald R. North. Thanks also go to those 
who supplied data and illustrations. Figures and the supporting calculations 
were skillfully prepared by Patrick Callaghan, Jacqueline Gratrix, and Kenneth 
Tanaka, several of which were organized with the guidance of Harry Hendon 
while I was away on sabbatical. Many of the problems evolved through inter- 
action with John Bergman, Patrick Callaghan, Gil Compo, Gene Francis, and 
Andrew Fusco, from whom I learned a lot. I am grateful to the National Aero- 
nautics and Space Administration for its continued support during the book's 
construction and to the Lady Davis Foundation at Hebrew University, which 
provided support during a sabbatical when I began this exercise. I am also 
grateful to Atmospheric Systems and Analysis for support to produce several 
of the illustrations. Last, but surely not least, I am indebted to my wife Eva 
for enduring the last years, so that this project could be completed. 

MURRY L. SALBY 
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Chapter 1 A Global View 

1.1 Introduction to the Atmosphere 

The earth's atmosphere is the gaseous envelope surrounding the planet. Like 
other planetary atmospheres, the earth's atmosphere figures centrally in trans- 
fers of energy between the sun and the planet's surface and from one region of 
the globe to another; these transfers maintain thermal equilibrium and deter- 
mine the planet's climate. However, the earth's atmosphere is unique in that 
it is related closely to the oceans and to surface processes, which, together 
with the atmosphere, form the basis for life. 

Because it is a fluid system, the atmosphere is capable of supporting a 
wide spectrum of motions, ranging from turbulent eddies of a few meters 
to circulations having dimensions of the earth itself. By rearranging air, mo- 
tions influence other atmospheric components such as water vapor, ozone, 
and clouds, which figure importantly in radiative and chemical processes and 
make the atmospheric circulation an important ingredient of the global energy 
budget. 

1.1.1 Descriptions of Atmospheric Behavior 

The mobility of fluid systems makes their description complex. Atmospheric 
motions can redistribute mass and constituents into an infinite variety of com- 
plex configurations. Like any fluid system, the atmosphere is governed by the 
laws of continuum mechanics. These can be derived from the laws of mechan- 
ics and thermodynamics governing a discrete fluid body by generalizing those 
laws to a continuum of such systems. In the atmosphere, the discrete system 
to which these laws apply is an infinitesimal fluid element or air parcel, defined 
by a fixed collection of matter. 

Two frameworks are used to describe atmospheric behavior. The Eulerian 
description represents atmospheric behavior in terms of field properties, like 
the instantaneous distributions of temperature, motion, and constituents. Gov- 
erned by partial differential equations, the field description of atmospheric be- 
havior is convenient for numerical purposes. The Lagrangian description repre- 
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sents atmospheric behavior in terms of the properties of individual air parcels, 
for example, in terms of their instantaneous positions, temperatures, and con- 
stituent concentrations. Because it focuses on transformations of properties 
within an air parcel and on interactions between that system and its environ- 
ment, the Lagrangian description offers conceptual as well as certain diag- 
nostic advantages. For this reason, the basic principles governing atmospheric 
behavior are developed in this text from a Lagrangian perspective. 

In the Lagrangian framework, the system considered is an individual air par- 
cel moving through the circulation. Although it may change in form through 
deformation by the flow and in composition through thermodynamic and 
chemical processes operating internally, this system is uniquely identified by 
the matter comprising it initially. Mass can be transferred across the boundary 
of an air parcel through molecular diffusion and turbulent mixing, but such 
transfers are slow enough to be ignored for many applications. Then an indi- 
vidual parcel can change through interaction with its environment and internal 
transformations that alter its composition and state. 

1.1.2 Mechanisms Influencing Atmospheric Behavior 

Of the factors influencing atmospheric behavior, gravity is the single most 
important one. Even though it has no upper boundary, the atmosphere is 
contained by the gravitational field of the planet, which prevents atmospheric 
mass from escaping to space. Because it is such a strong body force, gravity 
determines many atmospheric properties. Most immediate is the geometry of 
the atmosphere. Atmospheric mass is concentrated in the lowest 10 km--less 
than 1% of the planet's radius. Gravitational attraction has compressed the 
atmosphere into a shallow layer above the earth's surface, in which mass and 
constituents are stratified vertically. 

Through stratification of mass, gravity imposes a strong kinematic con- 
straint on atmospheric motion. Circulations with dimensions greater than a 
few tens of kilometers are quasi-horizontal, so vertical displacements of air 
are much smaller than horizontal displacements. Under these circumstances, 
constituents like water vapor and ozone fan out in layers or "strata." Vertical 
displacements are comparable to horizontal displacements only in small-scale 
circulations like convective cells and fronts, which have horizontal dimensions 
comparable to the vertical scale of the mass distribution. 

The compressibility of air complicates the description of atmospheric behav- 
ior because it allows the volume of a fluid element to change as it experiences 
changes in surrounding pressure. Therefore, concentrations of mass and con- 
stituents for an individual air parcel can change, even though the number of 
molecules remains fixed. The concentration of a chemical constituent can also 
change through internal transformations, which alter the number of a particu- 
lar type of molecule. For example, condensation will decrease the abundance 
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of water vapor in an air parcel that passes through a cloud system. Photodis- 
sociation of 02 will increase the abundance of ozone in a parcel that passes 
through a region of sunlight. 

Exchanges of energy with its environment and transformations between one 
form of energy and another likewise alter the properties of an air parcel. By 
expanding, an air parcel exchanges energy mechanically with its environment 
through work that it performs on the surroundings. Heat transfer, as occurs 
through absorption of radiant energy and conduction with the earth's surface, 
represents a thermal exchange of energy with a parcel's environment. Absorp- 
tion of water vapor by an air parcel (e.g., through contact with a warm ocean 
surface) has a similar effect. When the vapor condenses, latent heat of vapor- 
ization carried by it is released to the surrounding molecules of dry air. If the 
condensed water then precipitates back to the surface, this process leads to a 
net exchange of heat between the parcel and its environment, similar to the 
exchange introduced through thermal conduction with the earth's surface. 

Like gravity, the earth's rotation exerts an important influence on atmo- 
spheric motion and hence on distributions of atmospheric properties. Because 
the earth is a noninertial reference frame, the conventional laws of mechan- 
ics must be modified to account for its acceleration. Forces introduced by 
the earth's rotation are responsible for properties of the large-scale circula- 
tion like the flow of air around centers of low and high pressure. Those forces 
also inhibit meridional motion and therefore transfers of heat and constituents 
between the equator and poles. Consequently, rotation tends to stratify prop- 
erties meridionally, just as gravity tends to stratify them vertically. 

The physical processes just described do not operate independently. In- 
stead, they are woven together into a complex fabric of radiation, chemistry, 
and dynamics. Interactions among these can be just as important as the individ- 
ual processes themselves. For instance, radiative transfer controls the thermal 
structure of the atmosphere, which determines the circulation, which in turn 
influences the distributions of radiatively active components like water vapor, 
ozone, and clouds. In view of their interdependence, understanding how one 
of these processes influences atmospheric behavior requires an understanding 
of how that process is linked to others. This feature makes the study of the at- 
mosphere an eclectic one, involving the integration of many different physical 
principles. This book develops the most fundamental of these. 

1.2 Composition and Structure 

The earth's atmosphere consists of a mixture of gases, mostly molecular nitro- 
gen (78% by volume) and molecular oxygen (21% by volume); (see Table 1.1). 
Water vapor, carbon dioxide, and ozone, along with other minor constituents, 
comprise the remaining 1% of the atmosphere. Although they appear in very 
small abundances, trace species like water vapor and ozone play a key role in 
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Table 1.1 
Atmospheric Composition a 

Constituent Tropospheric Vertical distribution Controlling 
mixing ratio (mixing ratio) processes 

N 2 0.7808 Homogeneous Vertical mixing 

02 0.2095 Homogeneous Vertical mixing 

H2 Ob <0.030 Decreases sharply in Evaporation, condensation, 
troposphere; increases in transport; production by C H  4 

stratosphere; highly variable oxidation 

A 0.0093 Homogeneous Vertical mixing 

CO2 b 345 ppmv Homogeneous Vertical mixing; production by 
surface and anthropogenic 
processes 

O3 b 10 ppmv ~ Increases sharply in Photochemical production in 
stratosphere; highly variable stratosphere; destruction at 

surface transport 

CH4 b 1.6 ppmv Homogeneous in troposphere; Production by surface 
decreases in middle processes; oxidation produces 
atmosphere H20 

N2 Ob 350 ppbv Homogeneous in troposphere; Production by surface and 
decreases in middle anthropogenic processes; 
atmosphere dissociation in middle 

atmosphere; produces NO 
transport 

CO b 70 ppbv Decreases in troposphere; Production anthropogenically 
increases in stratosphere and by oxidation of C H  4 

transport 

NO 0.1 ppbv ~ Increases vertically Production by dissociation of 
N20 catalytic destruction of 03 

CFC-11 b 0.2 ppbv Homogeneous in troposphere; Industrial production; mixing 
CFC-12 b 0.3 ppbv decreases in stratosphere in troposphere; 

photodissociation in 
stratosphere 

aConstituents are listed with volume mixing ratios representative of the Troposphere or Strato- 
sphere, how the latter are distributed vertically, and controlling processes. 
bRadiatively active. 
cStratospheric value. 

the energy balance of the earth through involvement in radiative processes. 
Because they are created and destroyed in particular regions and are linked 
closely to the circulation through transport, these and other minor species are 
highly variable. For this reason, such species are treated separately from the 
primary atmospheric constituents, which are referred to simply as "dry air." 
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1.2.1 Description of Air 

The starting point for describing atmospheric behavior is the ideal gas law 

p V  - n R * T  

_ - m R ,  T 
M 

= m R T ,  (1.1) 

which constitutes the equation of state for a pure (single-component) gas. In 
(1.1), p, T, and M denote the pressure, temperature, and molar weight of 
the gas, respectively, and V, m, and n = m / M  refer to the volume, mass, 
and molar abundance of a fixed collection of matter (e.g., an air parcel). The 
specific gas constant R is related to the universal gas constant R* through 

R* 
R = - - .  (1.2) 

M 
Equivalent forms of the ideal gas law that do not depend on the dimension of 
the system are 

p - p R T  
(1.3) 

p v  = RT,  

where p and v = 1 / p  (also denoted c~) are the density and specific volume of 
the gas, respectively. 

A mixture of gases, air obeys similar relationships, as do its individual 
components. The par t ia l  pressure  Pi of the ith component--that pressure the 
ith component would exert in isolation at the same volume and temperature 
as the mixture--satisfies the equation of state 

p i  g -- m i R i T ,  (1.4.1) 

where R i is the specific gas constant of the ith component. Similarly, the part ia l  

v o l u m e  V/--that volume the ith component would occupy in isolation at the 
same pressure and temperature as the mixture--satisfies the equation of state 

p V  i - m i R i T  . (1.4.2) 

Dalton's law asserts that the pressure of a mixture of gases equals the sum 
of their partial pressures: 

P -- Z P i "  (1.5) 
i 

Likewise, the volume of the mixture equals the sum of the partial volumes ~" 

V = y ~  V/. (1.6) 
i 

1These are among several consequences of the Gibbs-Dalton law, which relates the properties 
of a mixture to properties of the individual components (e.g., Keenan, 1970). 
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The equation of state for the mixture can be obtained by summing (1.4) 
over all of the components: 

pV  -- T E m i R i  " 

i 

Then, defining the mean specific gas constant 

Y]~ miR i 
~__  i , (1.7) 

m 

yields the equation of state for the mixture" 

pV  - mRT  . (1.8) 

The mean molar weight of the mixture is defined by 

m 
M = --  . (1.9) 

n 

Because the molar abundance of the mixture is equal to the sum of the molar 
abundances of the individual components, 

mi 

iMi 
(1.9) may be expressed 

R*m 
M =  

Y~ m i ( R , / M i )  �9 
i 

Then applying (1.2) for the ith component together with (1.7) leads to 

R* 
R = __, (1.10) 

M 

which is analogous to (1.2) for a single-component gas. 
Because of their involvement in radiative and chemical processes, variable 

components of air must be quantified. The "absolute concentration" of the ith 
species is measured by its density Pi or, alternatively, by its number density 

[ i ] = ( ~ i ) P i  (1.11) 

(also denoted ni), where NA is Avogadro's number and Mi is the molar weight 
of the species. Partial pressure Pi and partial volume V/are other measures 
of absolute concentration. 

The compressibility of air makes absolute concentration an ambiguous mea- 
sure of a constituent's abundance. Even if a constituent is passive, namely, 
if the number of molecules inside an individual parcel is fixed, its absolute 
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concentration can change through changes of volume. For this reason, a con- 
stituent's abundance is more faithfully described by the "relative concentra- 
tion," which is referenced to the overall abundance air or simply dry air. The 
relative concentration of the ith species is measured by the molar  fract ion 

N i - ni .  (1 .12)  
n 

Dividing (1.4) by (1.8) and applying (1.2) for the ith component leads to 

U i -  Pi __ Vi . (1.13) 
p V 

Molar fraction uses as a reference the molar abundance of the mixture, 
which can vary through changes of individual species. A more convenient 
measure of relative concentration is mixing ratio. The mass  mixing ratio of the 
ith species, 

mi 
ri = ~ ,  ( a . a 4 )  

md 

where the subscript d refers to dry air, is dimensionless and expressed in g 
kg -1 for tropospheric water vapor and in parts per million by mass (ppmm or 
simply ppm) for stratospheric ozone. Unlike molar fraction, the reference mass 
m a is constant for an individual air parcel. If the ith species is passive, namely, 
if it does not undergo a transformation of phase or a chemical reaction, its 
mass m i is also constant, so the mixing ratio r i is fixed for an individual air 
parcel. 

For a trace species, such as water vapor or ozone, the mixing ratio is closely 
related to the molar fraction 

N i ~- r i ,  (1 .15.1)  
Ei 

where 

Mi 
E i = Md, (1.15.2) 

because the mass of air in the presence of such species is virtually identical 
to that of dry air. The vo lume  mixing ratio provides similar information and is 
distinguished from mass mixing ratio by dimensions such as parts per million 
by volume (ppmv) for stratospheric ozone (Problems 1.2 and 1.3). From (1.13) 
and (1.12), it follows that the volume mixing ratio is approximately equal to 
the molar fraction, which reflects the relative abundance of molecules of the 
ith species. 

As noted earlier, the mixing ratio of a passive species is fixed for an indi- 
vidual air parcel. A property that is invariant for individual fluid elements is 
said to be conserved.  Although constant for individual air parcels, a conserved 
property is almost surely not constant in space and time. Unless that property 
happens to be homogeneous, its distribution must vary because parcels having 
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different values exchange positions. A conserved property is a material tracer 
because particular values track the motion of individual fluid elements. Thus, 
tracking particular values of ri provides a description of how air is rearranged 
by the circulation and therefore of how all conserved species are redistributed. 

1.2.2 Stratification of Mass 

By confining mass to a shallow layer above the earth's surface, gravity exerts 
a profound influence on atmospheric behavior. If vertical accelerations are 
ignored, Newton's second law of motion applied to the column of air between 
some level at pressure p and a level incrementally higher at pressure p + dp 
(Fig. 1.1) reduces to a balance between the weight of that column and the net 
pressure force acting on it 

p d A  - (p  + d p ) d A  = pgdV, 

where g denotes the acceleration of gravity, or 

dp 
d----z = - P g  " 

(1.16) 

......:.::::::i:i:i:i:!:i:i:i:!:i:i:i:i:i: :?:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:-:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.: ........ .................. ~i~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~ ................. iiiiiii-(P+a ......... ~:i:i ................................................................ 

       iii!i iiii iii!ii i ii!i  i!iii!iiii iii i i i    i!iiii iiii!i  i   i           ....... ...................................... "iiiiiiiiiiiii!ililiiii!iiiiiiiiiiii 'iiii"ii"ii:  ' ' :i"  "    ::::":: 

dz OgdV 

iiiiiiiiii!iii!ill 
   i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiilliiii! iiiiiiiii!ii i i!iiiiiii iiiii!iiiiiiiiii  iii i ii  iiiii!i i iii iiiiii i iiiiiiiiiiiiii   

Figure 1.1 Hydrostatic balance for an incremental atmospheric column of cross-sectional 
area dA and height dz, bounded vertically by isobaric surfaces at pressures p and p + dp. 
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Known as hydrostatic balance, this simple form of mechanical equilibrium is 
a good approximation even if the atmosphere is in motion because vertical 
displacements of air and their time derivatives are small compared to the 
forces in (1.16). Applying the same analysis between the pressure p and the 
top of the atmosphere (where p vanishes) illustrates that the pressure at any 
level must equal the weight of the atmospheric column of unit cross-sectional 
area above that level. 

The compressibility of air makes the density in (1.16) dependent on the 
pressure through the gas law. Eliminating p with (1.3) and integrating from 
the surface to an altitude z yields 

 xp[ Ps H(z')  ' (1.17.1) 

where 

RT"(z) 
H(z) = (1.17.2) 

g 

is the pressure scale height and Ps is the surface pressure. The scale height 

represents the characteristic vertical dimension of the mass distribution and 
varies from about 8 km near the surface to 6 km in very cold regions of the 
atmosphere. 

As illustrated by Fig. 1.2, global-mean pressure and density decrease with 
altitude approximately exponentially. Pressure decreases from about 1000 mb 
or 105 Pascals (Pa) at the surface to only 10% of that value at an altitude 
of 15 km. 2 According to hydrostatic balance, 90% of the atmosphere's mass 
then lies beneath this level. Pressure decreases by another factor of 10 for 
each additional 15 km of altitude. From a surface value of about 1.2 kg m -3, 
the mean density also decreases with altitude at about the same rate. The 
sharp decrease with altitude of pressure implies that isobaric surfaces, along 
which p = const, are quasi-horizontal. Deflections of those surfaces introduce 
comparatively small horizontal variations of pressure that drive atmospheric 
motions. 

Above 100 km, pressure and density also decrease exponentially (Fig. 1.3), 
but at a rate which differs from that below and which varies gradually with 
altitude. The distinct change of behavior near 100 km marks a transition in 
the processes controlling the stratification of mass and the composition of air. 
The mean free path of molecules, which is determined by the frequency of 
collisions, varies inversely with air density. Consequently, the mean free path 
increases exponentially with altitude from about 10 -7  m at the surface to of 
order 1 m at 100 km. Because it controls molecular diffusion, the mean free 
path determines properties of air such as viscosity and thermal conductivity. 

2See Appendix A for conversions between the Standard International (SI) system of units and 
others. 
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Figure 1.2 Global-mean pressure (solid), density (dashed), and temperature (dotted), as 
functions of altitude. Source: U.S. Standard Atmosphere (1976). 

Diffusion of momentum and heat associated with those properties dissipate 
atmospheric motions by destroying gradients of velocity and temperature. 

Below 100 km, the mean free path is small enough for turbulent eddies in 
the circulation to be only weakly damped by molecular diffusion. At those al- 
titudes, bulk transport by turbulent air motions dominates diffusive transport 
of atmospheric constituents. Because turbulent air motions stir different gases 
with equal efficiency, the mixing ratios of passive constituents are homoge- 
neous in this region and the components of air are said to be "well mixed." 
Turbulent mixing below 100 km makes the densities of passive constituents 
decrease with altitude at the same exponential rate, which gives air a homo- 
geneous composition with constant mixing ratios rN2 ~ 0.78, ro2 ~ 0.21 and 
the constant gas �9 3 properties 

M(t = 28.96 g mo1-1 (1.18.1) 

R a = 287.05 J k g - l K  -1 . (1.18.2) 

3properties of dry air are tabulated in Appendix B along with other thermodynamic constants. 
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Figure 1.3 Global-mean pressure (bold), temperature (shaded), mean molar weight (solid), 
and number densities of atmospheric constituents, as functions of altitude. Source: U.S. Standard 
Atmosphere (1976). 

The well-mixed region below 100 km is known as the homosphere and processes 
within it form the primary focus of this book. 

Above 100 km, the mean free path quickly becomes larger than turbulent 
displacements of air. As a result, turbulent air motions are strongly damped 
by diffusion of momentum and heat, and diffusive transport becomes the 
dominant mechanism for transferring properties vertically. The transition from 
turbulent transport to diffusive transport occurs at the homopause (also known 
as the turbopause), which has an average altitude of about 100 km. Figure 1.4 
shows a rocket vapor trail traversing this region. Below 100 km, the trail is 
marked by turbulent eddies which are produced in the wake of the rocket and 
which homogenize different constituents with equal efficiency. These eddies 
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are conspicuously absent above 107 km, where molecular diffusion suppresses 
turbulent air motions and becomes the prevailing form of vertical transport. 

The region above the homopause and below 500 km is known as the het- 
erosphere. In the heterosphere, air flow is nearly laminar. Because it operates 
on gases according to their molar weights, molecular diffusion stratifies con- 
stituents so that the heaviest species 02 decreases with altitude more rapidly 
than the second heaviest species N2 and so forth (Fig. 1.3). For this reason, 
composition changes with altitude in the heterosphere, as evidenced by the 
mean molar weight in Fig. 1.3. Although constant below the homopause, M 
changes abruptly near 100 km, above which it decreases monotonically with 
altitude. 

Diffusive separation is primarily responsible for the stratification of con- 
stituents in the heterosphere. However, photodissociation also plays a role. 
Energetic ultraviolet (UV) radiation incident at the top of the atmosphere 
dissociates molecular oxygen, providing an important source of atomic oxygen 
at these altitudes. In fact, O becomes the dominant form of oxygen not far 
above the homopause. Photodissociation of H20 at lower altitudes by less en- 
ergetic UV radiation liberates atomic hydrogen, which is gradually mixed and 
diffused to higher altitudes. By dissociating such molecules, energetic radiation 
is filtered from the solar spectrum penetrating to lower levels. 

6J 

106 km 

,J 

102 km 

t I 

g.  11m 
D 108 km t 

112km 

Figure 1.4 Constant-density contours of a chemical vapor trail released by a rocket traversing 
the turbopause. Beneath 107 km, the vapor trail is distorted by an array of turbulent eddies that 
form in the wake of the rocket. Above 107 km, the vapor trail remains laminar, reflecting the 
absence of turbulence, and expands under the action of molecular diffusion. Adapted from Roper 
(1977). 
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In the homosphere and heterosphere, atmospheric molecules interact 
strongly through frequent collisions. Above an altitude of about 500 km, 
which is referred to as the critical level, molecular collisions are so rare that 
a significant fraction of the molecules passes out of the atmosphere without 
sustaining a single collision. Known as the exosphere, the region above the 
critical level contains molecules that leave the denser atmosphere and move 
out into space. As is illustrated in Fig. 1.5, these molecules follow ballis- 
tic trajectories that are determined by the molecular velocity at the critical 
level and the gravitational attraction of the planet. Most of the molecules 
in the exosphere are captured by the earth's gravitational potential. They 
return to the denser atmosphere along approximately parabolic trajectories. 
However, some molecules have velocities great enough to escape the earth's 
gravitational potential entirely and those are lost to deep space. 

The escape velocity Ve is determined by the kinetic energy adequate to 
liberate a molecule from the potential well of the planet's gravitational field. 
Since that energy equals the work performed to displace a molecule from the 
critical level to infinity, 

fa ~ ( a )2  1 mv~ - mg o dr, (1 19) 
7 " 
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Figure 1.5 Schematic cross section of the atmosphere illustrating the homosphere, hetero- 
sphere, and the exosphere, in which molecular trajectories are shown. 
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where a is the earth's radius, go is the gravitational attraction averaged over 
the surface of the earth, and the difference between a and the radial distance 
to the critical level is negligible. The escape velocity follows from (1.19) as 

V e - -  v/2go a. ( 1 . 2 0 )  

For earth, v e has a value of about 11 km S -1. Independent of molecular weight, 
Ve is the same for all molecules. However, different molecules do not all have 
the same distribution of velocities. Because energy is equipartitioned in a 
molecular ensemble (e.g., Lee, Sears, and Turcotte, 1973), lighter molecules 
have greater velocities than heavier ones. Consequently, lighter atmospheric 
constituents escape to space more readily than do heavier constituents. 

The critical level of the earth's atmosphere lies near 500 km. At this altitude, 
the temperature is about 1000 K under conditions of normal solar activity, but 
can reach 2000 K during disturbed conditions (Fig. 1.3). Figure 1.6 shows for 
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Figure 1.6 Boltzmann distribution of velocities for a molecular ensemble of oxygen atoms 
and hydrogen atoms. Escape velocity Ve for earth also indicated. 
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O and H the Boltzmann distributions of a molecular ensemble as functions of 
molecular velocity 

dn-4v2 [ (-~o)21 
n -- ~/~ v03 exp - dv, (1.21) 

where dn/n  represents the fractional number of molecules having velocities in 
the range (v, v + dr), 

g/ 2k T 
v 0 - - -  (1.22) 

m 

is the most probably velocity, m is the mass of the molecules, and k is the 
Boltzmann constant. The fraction of molecules with velocities exceeding the 
escape velocity is 

E I O)21 n e - - V u  e x p  
dv 

[ e21 (:ot exp 
forv0 < <  V e. 

For atomic oxygen, the most probable velocity is v 0 = 1.02 km s -1. The 
fraction of O molecules having velocities greater than v e is o n l y  about 10 -45. A 
lower bound on the time to deplete all O molecules initially at the critical level 
(e.g., neglecting production of O molecules locally by photodissociation and 
diffusive transport from below) is given by the mean time between collisions 
divided by the fraction of molecules moving upward with v > v e. Near 500 km, 
the mean time between collisions is of order 10 s. Hence, the time for all O 
molecules initially at the critical level to escape the earth's gravitational field 
is greater than 10 46 smfar greater than the four billion years the planet has 
existed. Heavier species are captured by the earth's gravitational field even 
more effectively. 

The situation for hydrogen differs sharply. The population of H is dis- 
tributed over much higher velocities, so many more molecules exceed the 
escape velocity l) e. The most probable velocity is 4.08 km S -1, whereas the 
fraction of molecules having velocities greater than Ve is about 10 -4. By pre- 
vious reasoning, a significant fraction of H molecules initially at the critical 
level is lost to deep space after only 105 s or 1 day. During conditions of dis- 
turbed solar activity, temperatures at the critical level are substantially higher, 
so hydrogen molecules are boiled off of the atmosphere even faster. The rapid 
escape of atomic hydrogen from the planet's gravitational field explains why 
H is found only in very small abundances in the earth's atmosphere, despite 
its continual production by photodissociation of H20. 
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1.2.3 Thermal  and Dynamical  Structure 

The atmosphere is categorized according to its thermal structure, which de- 
termines the dynamical properties of individual regions. The simplest picture 
of the atmosphere's thermal structure is provided by the vertical profile of 
global-mean temperature in Fig. 1.2. From the surface up to about 10 km, 
temperature decreases with altitude at a nearly constant lapse rate, which is 
defined as the rate of "decrease" of temperature with altitude. This layer im- 
mediately above the earth's surface is known as the troposphere, which means 
"turning sphere" and symbolizes the convective overturning that characterizes 
this region. Having a global-mean lapse rate of about 6.5 K km -1, the tropo- 
sphere contains most of what is known as weather and is driven ultimately by 
surface heating. The upper boundary of the troposphere or "tropopause" lies 
at an altitude of about 10 km (100 mb) and is marked by a sharp change of 
lapse rate. 

The region from the tropopause to an altitude of about 85 km is known as 
the middle atmosphere. Above the tropopause, temperature first remains nearly 
constant and then increases in the stratosphere, which means "layered sphere" 
and is symbolic of properties at these altitudes. Increasing temperature with 
altitude (negative lapse rate) in the stratosphere reflects ozone heating, which 
results from the absorption of solar UV. Contrary to the troposphere, the 
stratosphere involves only weak vertical motions and is dominated by radiative 
processes. The upper boundary of the stratosphere or "stratopause" lies at an 
altitude of about 50 km (1 mb), where temperature reaches a maximum. 

Above the stratopause, temperature again decreases with altitude in the 
mesosphere, where ozone heating diminishes. Convective motions and radiative 
processes are both important in the mesosphere. Meteor trails form in this 
region of the atmosphere, as do lower layers of the ionosphere during daylight 
hours. The "mesopause" lies at an altitude of about 85 km (0.01 mb), where 
a second minimum of temperature is reached. 

Above the mesopause, temperature increases steadily in the thermosphere 
(compare Fig. 1.3). Unlike lower regions, the thermosphere cannot be treated 
as an electrically neutral continuum. Ionization of molecules by energetic solar 
radiation produces a plasma of free electrons and ions, each of which interacts 
differently with the earth's electric and magnetic fields. As is apparent in Fig. 
1.3, this region of the atmosphere is influenced strongly by variations of solar 
activity. However, its influence on processes below the mesopause is very 
limited. 

A more complete picture of the thermal structure of the atmosphere is 
provided by the zonal-mean temperature T, where the overbar denotes the 
longitudinal average, which is shown in Fig. 1.7 as a function of latitude and al- 
titude during northern winter. In the troposphere, temperature decreases with 
altitude and latitude. The tropopause, which is characterized by an abrupt 
change of lapse rate, is highest in the tropics (-~16 km), where temperatures 
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Figure 1.7 Zonal-mean temperature during northern winter as a function of latitude and 

altitude. Adapted from Fleming et al. (1988). 

are quite cold, and lowest in polar regions (~8 km). A sharp change of zonal- 
mean lapse rate is not observed at midlatitudes, which is symbolized by a 
break in the tropopause. In the stratosphere, temperature increases with alti- 
tude. Temperatures are warmest over the summer pole and decrease steadily 
to coldest values over the winter pole. In the mesosphere, where temperature 
again decreases with altitude, the horizontal temperature gradient is reversed. 
Temperatures are actually coldest over the summer pole, which lies in per- 
petual daylight, and increase steadily to warmest values over the winter pole, 
which lies in perpetual darkness. This peculiarity of the temperature distribu- 
tion, which is contrary to radiative considerations, illustrates the importance 
of dynamics to establishing observed thermal structure. 

The thermal structure in Fig. 1.7 is related closely to the zonal-mean circula- 
tion ~, which is shown in Fig. 1.8 at the same time of year. In the troposphere, 
the circulation is characterized by subtropical jet streams, which strengthen 
with altitude up to the tropopause. These jets describe circumpolar motion 
that is westerly in each hemisphere/ Above the subtropical jets, the zonal- 
mean flow first weakens with altitude and then intensifies with opposite sign 
in the two hemispheres. In the winter hemisphere, westerlies intensify above 
the tropopause in the polar-night jet, which reaches speeds of 60 m s -1 in the 
lower mesosphere. In the summer hemisphere, westerly flow weakens above 
the tropopause and is then replaced by easterly flow that intensifies up to the 
mesosphere. Reaching speeds somewhat stronger than the zonal-mean flow 

4In meteorological parlance, westerly refers to motion from the west and easterly to motion 
from the east. 
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Figure 1.8 As in Fig. 1.7, but for the zonal component  of velocity. 

in the winter hemisphere, this easterly circulation merges below with weak 
easterlies in the tropical troposphere. 

On individual days, the circulation is more complex and involves a good 
deal more variability than is represented in the zonally and time-averaged 
distributions in Figs. 1.7 and 1.8. Figure 1.9a shows for an individual day 
the instantaneous circulation on the 500-mb isobaric surface: that locus of 
points where the pressure equals 500 mb. Contoured over the circulation is 
the altitude of the 500-mb isobaric surface. Because hydrostatic equilibrium 
(1.17) implies a single-valued relationship between pressure and altitude (Fig. 
1.2), the elevation of this isobaric surface may be interpreted analogously to 
the pressure on a surface of constant altitude. Because pressure decreases 
monotonically with altitude, low elevation of the 500-mb surface corresponds 
to low pressure on the surface with a constant altitude of 5 km. Similarly, high 
elevation of the 500-mb surface corresponds to high pressure on that constant 
altitude surface. Therefore, centers of low elevation that punctuate the height 
of the 500-mb surface in Fig. 1.9a imply centers of low pressure on a constant 
altitude surface, whereas centers of high elevation imply the reverse. 

The 500-mb surface slopes downward toward the pole, in the direction of 
decreasing tropospheric temperature (Fig. 1.7). The circulation at 500 mb is 
characterized by westerly circumpolar flow, which corresponds to the zonal- 
mean subtropical jet in Fig. 1.8. But the jet stream on the individual day shown 
is far from zonally symmetric. Half a dozen depressions of the 500-mb sur- 
face, which are associated with synoptic weather systems, distort the circulation 
into a wavy pattern that meanders around the globe. These unsteady distur- 
bances deflect the air stream meridionally and migrate from west to east. The 
circumpolar flow, although highly disturbed by these features, remains nearly 
parallel to contours of isobaric elevation. 
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Figure 1.9 (a) Height (contours) of and horizontal velocity (vectors) on the 500-mb isobaric 
surface for March 4, 1984. (continues) 

In addition to synoptic weather systems, disturbances of global dimension 
also appear in the 500-mb circulation. Known as planetary waves, these distur- 
bances are manifested by a displacement of the circumpolar flow out of zonal 
symmetry (e.g., at high latitudes) and by a gradual undulation about latitude 
circles of the jet stream. Planetary waves are more evident in the time-mean 
circulation, shown in Fig. 1.9b, in which unsteady synoptic weather systems 
are filtered out. The time-mean circulation exhibits more zonal symmetry and 
therefore a greater correspondence to the subtropical jet in Fig. 1.8 than does 
the instantaneous circulation in Fig. 1.9a. However, the time-mean flow is 
still disturbed, only on larger scales. Steady planetary waves, which are not 
removed by time-averaging, displace the circumpolar flow out of zonal sym- 
metry to again deflect the air stream across latitude circles. In addition, the 
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time-mean circulation contains locally intensified jets that mark the "North 
Atlantic" and "North Pacific storm tracks." Also marked by a steep merid- 
ional gradient of height, these are preferred regions of cyclone development 
and accompanying convective activity. By determining these and other longi- 
tudinally dependent features of the time-mean circulation, planetary waves 
control regional climates. 

The circulation in the stratosphere is also unsteady. However, the synoptic 
disturbances that prevail in the troposphere are not evident in the instanta- 
neous circulation at 10 mb, which is shown in Fig. 1.10a for the same day 
as in Fig. 1.9a. Instead, only planetary-scale disturbances appear at this al- 
titude. The time-mean circulation at 10 mb (Fig. 1.10b) is characterized by 
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Figure 1.10 As in Fig. 1.9, but for the 10-mb isobaric surface. (continues) 

strong westerly flow that corresponds to the polar-night jet in Fig. 1.8 and to a 
circumpolar vortex. Like motion at 500 mb, the time-mean circulation is dis- 
turbed from zonal symmetry by steady planetary waves that are not eliminated 
by averaging over time. The instantaneous circulation in Fig. 1.10a is much 
more disturbed than the time-mean circulation. Counterclockwise motion as- 
sociated with the polar-night vortex has been displaced well off the pole and 
highly distorted by a clockwise circulation that has amplified and temporarily 
invaded the polar cap. This anomalous feature deflects the air stream through 
large excursions in latitude, which transport air from one radiative environ- 
ment to another. 

In addition to the large-scale features described, the circulation is also 
disturbed on smaller dimensions that are not resolved in the global analyses 
shown in Figs. 1.9 and 1.10. These small-scale disturbances, which are known 
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Figure 1.10 (Continued) 

as gravity waves, owe their existence to buoyancy and the stratification of mass. 
Gravity waves are manifested in wavy patterns that appear in layered clouds, 
as are often observed from the ground and in satellite imagery like that shown 
in Fig. 1.11. Like planetary waves, gravity waves contain both transient and 
steady components, so they are present even in time-mean fields. 

1.2.4 Trace Constituents 

Beyond its primary constituents, air contains a variety of trace species. Al- 
though they exist in relatively minor abundances, several of these play key 
roles in radiative and chemical processes in the atmosphere. Perhaps the sim- 
plest such trace species is CO2 because it is chemically inert away from the 
surface and therefore well mixed throughout the homosphere. Like N2 and 02, 
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Figure 1.11 Satellite image of wavy cloud patterns found downwind of mountainous terrain. 
From Scorer (1986). Reproduced with permission of Ellis Horwood Ltd. 

carbon dioxide has a nearly uniform mixing ratio, rco 2 ~ 350 ppmv. However, 
unlike the primary constituents of air, CO2 is tied to human activities. 

CARBON DIOXIDE 

Involved in chemical and biological processes, CO2 is produced naturally 
near the surface. However, increasing levels of carbon dioxide in historical 
records point to human activities as an important perturbation to the natural 
budget of CO2. Since the dawn of the industrial age, global burning of fossil 
fuels has steadily increased the amount of carbon dioxide that is introduced 
into the atmosphere. Even though interactions with the oceans and the bio- 
sphere make the budget of CO2 complex, the influence of human activities 
is strongly suggested in recent measurements. Figure 1.12 shows the record 
of rco 2 at Mauna Loa in the latter half of the twentieth century. A rather 
modest annual variation of about 1%, which is associated with biological pro- 
duction and the growing season of the Northern Hemisphere, is superposed 
on a steady trend that reflects an increase of nearly 15% in just the last four 
decades. 

The rapid increase of CO2 in recent years has prompted concerns over 
global warming because of the role carbon dioxide plays in trapping radiant 
energy near the earth's surface. Such concerns are supported, in part, by large- 
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scale numerical integrations. General circulation models (GCMs) are used to 
study climate by including a wide array of physical processes, many of which 
can be only crudely parameterized. Nevertheless, most GCMs are in agree- 
ment in predicting a 2 to 3 K increase of global-mean surface temperature in 
response to a doubling of CO2, as appears imminent in the next century. In 
the absence of mitigating factors, such an increase of global-mean tempera- 
ture would introduce important changes to the earth's climate, for example, 
by melting polar ice caps and increasing the level of the oceans, not to men- 
tion changes in weather and regional climates. In the stratosphere, where CO2 
plays a dominant role in the radiative energy balance through infrared (IR) 
cooling to space, temperature decreases as large as 10 K have been suggested, 
which could alter other radiatively active constituents such as ozone. 

Concerns over increasing CO2 are also supported by historical records of 
the earth's climate. Glacial ice cores, drilled from great depths, provide a 
record of atmospheric composition dating far into the past. In combination 
with geological information on atmospheric temperature, that record suggests 
a link between atmospheric CO2 and global temperature. During previous cli- 
mates of the earth, these quantities varied in a systematically related fashion. 
Figure 1.13 shows geological records of CO2 and temperature that extend back 
160,000 years. Sharp minima in CO2 coincide with anomalously cold temper- 
atures that have been identified with ice ages 20,000 and 140,000 years ago. 
Some caution should be exercised in interpreting these records due to uncer- 
tainties in the stability of gases trapped inside ice and in fi~ng the times of 
individual events in the records. Equally important is the issue of causality: 
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Figure 1.13 (a) Temperature change and (b) atmospheric carbon dioxide as functions of 
time before present (BP), inferred from an ice core drilled at Vostok, Antarctica. Reprinted with 
permission from Nature (Barnola et aL, 1987). Copyright 1987 Macmillan Magazines Limited. 

Although they illustrate the interdependence of CO2 and temperature, these 
geological records provide no information on which produced changes in the 
other. Nevertheless, geological records like those in Fig. 1.13 provide impor- 
tant evidence of previous climates of the earth and the roles atmospheric 
constituents play in the current climate. 

WATER VAPOR 

The uniform composition of dry air in the homosphere is not to be confused 
with the distributions of trace species such as water vapor and ozone. These 
constituents are highly variable because they are not merely redistributed by 
atmospheric motions, which would eventually homogenize them. Instead, wa- 
ter vapor and ozone are continually produced in some regions and destroyed 
in others. By transporting them from their source regions to their sink regions, 
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the circulation exerts an important influence on these species and makes their 
distributions dynamic. 

Owing to its involvement in radiative processes, cloud formation, and in 
exchanges of energy with the oceans, water vapor is the single most important 
trace species in the atmosphere. The zonal-mean distribution of water vapor 
is shown in Fig. 1.14 as a function of latitude and altitude. Water vapor is 
confined almost exclusively to the troposphere. Its zonal-mean mixing ratio 
?I~2O decreases steadily with altitude, from a maximum of about 20 g kg -1 
at the surface in the tropics to a minimum of a few parts per million at the 
tropopause. The absolute concentration of water vapor, or absolute humidity, 
Piano (shaded area) decreases with altitude even more rapidly. From (1.14), 
the density of the ith constituent is just its mixing ratio times the density of 
dry air 

Pi - -  r i P d .  (1.24) 

Because Pd decreases exponentially with altitude, water vapor tends to be con- 
centrated in the lowest 2 km of the atmosphere. The zonal-mean mixing ratio 
also decreases with latitude, falling to under 5 g kg -1 poleward of 60 ~ These 
characteristics of water vapor reflect its production at the earth's surface, re- 
distribution by the atmospheric circulation, and destruction at altitude and at 
middle and high latitudes through condensation and precipitation. 

Owing to those production and destruction mechanisms and the rapid trans- 
port of air between source and sink regions, tropospheric water vapor is short 
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F igu re  1.14 Z o n a l - m e a n  m ix ing  ra t io  o f  wa te r  vapor  ( con tou red )  and densi ty  o f  wa te r  vapor  
or absolute humidity (shaded), as functions of latitude and pressure. The shaded levels correspond 
to 20, 40, and 60% of the maximum value. Source: Oort and Peixoto (1983). 
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lived. A characteristic lifetime, which may be defined as the time for rn2 o in- 
side an individual parcel to change significantly, is of order days. Every few 
days, an air parcel encounters a warm ocean surface, where it absorbs mois- 
ture through evaporation, or a region of cloudiness, where it loses water vapor 
through condensation and precipitation. 

Most of the water vapor in Fig. 1.14 originates near the equator at warm 
ocean surfaces. Consequently, transport by the circulation plays a key role 
in determining the mean distribution ~H20- Vertical and horizontal transport, 
which are referred to as convection and advection, respectively, each contributes 
to the redistribution of rH2 o. Introduced at the surface of the tropical atmo- 
sphere, water vapor is carried aloft by deep convective cells and horizontally 
by large-scale eddies that disperse rH20 across the globe in complex fashion. 
Some bodies of air escape production and destruction long enough for rH20 
to be rearranged as a tracer. 

Figure 1.15 presents for the day shown in Fig. 1.9 an image from the 
6.3-/zm water vapor channel of the geostationary satellite Meteosat-2, which 
observes the earth from above the Greenwich meridian (see Fig. 1.24 for 
geographical landmarks). The gray scale in Fig. 1.15 represents cold emis- 
sion temperatures (high altitudes) as bright, and warm emission temperatures 
(low altitudes) as dark. Since the water vapor column is optically thick at 
this wavelength (i.e., outgoing radiation is emitted by H20 at the highest 
levels), behavior in Fig. 1.15 corresponds to the top of the moisture layer. 
Bright regions indicate moisture at high altitudes and deep convective dis- 
placements of surface air, whereas dark regions indicate moisture that remains 
close to the earth's surface. Thus, Fig. 1.15 reflects the horizontal distribution 
of rile O. 

Unlike the mean distribution in Fig. 1.14, which is fairly smooth, the global 
distribution of water vapor on an individual day is quite variable. The mois- 
ture pattern is granular in the tropics, where water vapor has been displaced 
vertically by deep convective cells that have dimensions of tens to a few hun- 
dred kilometers. At middle and high latitudes, the pattern is smoother, but 
still complex. Swirls of light and dark mark bodies of air that are rich and 
lean in water vapor, respectively, for example, air that originated in tropical 
and extratropical regions and has been rearranged by the circulation. The lo- 
cal abundance reflects the history of the air parcel residing at that location, 
namely, where that parcel has been and what processes influencing water vapor 
have acted on it. A tongue of water vapor stretches northeastward from deep 
convection over the Amazon Basin (see Fig. 1.24), across the Atlantic, and 
into Africa, where it joins a tongue of drier air that is being drawn southward 
behind a cyclone in the eastern Atlantic (compare Fig. 1.9a). In the Southern 
Hemisphere, a band of high moisture is sharply delineated from neighboring 
lower moisture along a front that trails behind a cyclone in the South Atlantic. 

More relevant to radiative processes than the local concentration is the 
total abundance of a species over a position on the earth's surface. The 
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Figure 1.15 Water vapor image on March 4, 1984, from the 6.3-/xm channel of Meteosat- 
2, which is in geostationary orbit over the Greenwich meridian. Gray scale displays equivalent 
blackbody temperature from warmest (black) to coldest (white). (See Fig. 1.24 for geographical 
landmarks.) Supplied by the European Space Agency. 

column abundance,  

fo ~176 Zi -- p idz  

__ 1 f ps 
ridp~ Jo g 

(1.25) 

describes the mass of the ith species contained by an atmospheric column of 
unit cross-sectional area. Figure 1.16 displays the distribution of EH~O, which 
is referred to as total precipitable water vapor and expressed in millimeters of 
liquid water, for the day shown in Fig. 1.15. Sharply confined to the tropics, 
EH2O resembles the distribution of temperature. Signatures of deep convec- 
tion appear in enhanced column abundance (e.g., over tropical Africa, South 
America, and the eastern Atlantic), but EH2O is distributed more uniformly 
than rH~ o. In part, this feature of the water vapor distribution follows from 
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Figure 1.16 Global distribution of the column abundance of water vapor, or total precipitable 
water vapor, on March 4, 1984, derived from the TIROS Operational Vertical Sounder (TOVS). 
Data courtesy of I. Wittmeyer and T. Vonderharr (CSU). 

the concentration of PH20 in the lowest 2 km. But it also indicates that, at 
higher altitudes, even deep convective towers contain comparatively little wa- 
ter in vapor phase. 

Together, the zonal-mean and horizontal distributions illustrate the pre- 
vailing mechanisms controlling atmospheric water vapor. Large values of FH20 
at the earth's surface in the tropics reflect production of water vapor through 
evaporation of warm tropical oceans. Only inside convective towers and in 
analogous features of greater dimension are large mixing ratios found far 
above the ground. Even there, vertical transport of H20 is limited by thermo- 
dynamic constraints that prevent water vapor from reaching great altitudes, 
where it would be photodissociated by energetic solar radiation. 

O Z O N E  

Another radiatively active trace gas, ozone plays a key role in supporting 
life at the earth's surface. By intercepting harmful UV radiation, ozone allows 
life as we know it to exist. In fact, the evolution of the earth's atmosphere 
and the formation of the ozone layer are thought to be closely related to the 
development of life on Earth. 
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Geological evidence suggests that primitive forms of plant life developed in 

aqua deep in the oceans, at a time when the earth's atmosphere contained little 
or no oxygen and damaging UV radiation passed freely to the planet's surface. 
Through photosynthesis, these early forms of life are thought to have liberated 
oxygen, which then passed to the surface where it was photodissociated by UV 
radiation according to the reaction 

0 2 -+- hv --+ 20. (1.26) 

Atomic oxygen produced by (1.26) could then recombine with 02 to form 
ozone in the termolecular reaction 

02 + 0 +M--+ 03 + M ,  (1.27) 

where M represents a third body needed to carry off excess energy liberated 
by the combination of O and 02. Ozone created in (1.27) is dissociated by 
UV radiation according to the reaction 

0 3 + h v - +  02 + 0 .  (1.28) 

If third bodies are abundant, atomic oxygen produced by (1.28) recombines 
almost immediately with 02 in (1.27) to again form ozone. Thus, reactions 
(1.27) and (1.28) constitute a "closed cycle" that involves no net loss of com- 
ponents. Since the only result is the absorption of solar energy, this cycle can 
process UV radiation very efficiently. By removing harmful UV from the so- 
lar spectrum, ozone is thought to have allowed life to spread upward to the 
oceans' surfaces, where it had greater access to visible radiation, could pro- 
duce more oxygen through photosynthesis, and was then able to evolve into 
more sophisticated forms. 

The zonal-mean distribution of ozone mixing ratio is shown in Fig. 1.17 as a 
function of latitude and altitude. Whereas atmospheric water vapor is confined 
chiefly to the troposphere, ozone is concentrated in the stratosphere. Ozone 
mixing ratio increases sharply above the tropopause, reaching a maximum of 
about 10 ppmv near 30 km (10 mb). The zonal-mean ozone mixing ratio ?o3 
is largest in the tropics, where the flux of solar UV and photodissociation of 
02 are large. 

The photochemical lifetime of ozone varies sharply with altitude. In the 
lower stratosphere, ozone has a photochemical lifetime of several weeks. Since 
this is long compared to the characteristic timescale of air motion (,~ 1 day), 
ro3 behaves as a tracer at these altitudes and its distribution is controlled by 
dynamical influences. Should ozone find its way into the troposphere, it is 
quickly destroyed. Its water solubility makes 03 readily absorbed by convec- 
tive systems, which precipitate it to the surface, where it can be destroyed by a 
variety of oxidation processes. Thus, the troposphere serves as a sink of strato- 
spheric ozone. The photochemical lifetime of ozone also decreases upward, to 
of order 1 day by 30 km and only 1 h by the stratopause. For this reason, the 
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Figure 1.17 Zonal-mean mixing ratio of ozone (contoured) and density of ozone (shaded) 
averaged over January-February 1979, as functions of latitude and pressure, obtained from the 
Limb Infrared Monitor of the Stratosphere (LIMS) on board Nimbus-7. The shaded levels cor- 
respond to 20, 40, and 60% of the maximum value. 

distribution of ozone in the upper stratosphere and mesosphere is controlled 
chiefly by photochemical influences. 

Even though its mixing ratio ?o3 maximizes near 30 km, atmospheric ozone 
is concentrated in the lower stratosphere (Fig. 1.17). Because air density de- 
creases exponentially with altitude, the density of ozone Po3 (shaded area) is 
concentrated at altitudes of 10 to 20 km (1.24). Largest values are found in 
a shallow layer near 30 mb in the tropics, which descends and deepens in ex- 
tratropical regions. The column abundance, or total ozone, Eo3 is expressed in 
Dobson units (DU), which measure in thousandths of a centimeter the depth 
the ozone column would assume if brought to standard temperature and pres- 
sure. Figure 1.18 shows the zonally averaged column abundance of ozone as a 
function of latitude and season. Values of ~o3 range from about 250 DU near 
the equator to in excess of 400 DU at high latitudes. The entire ozone column 
measures less than one-half of 1 cm at standard temperature and pressure! 
Even though most stratospheric ozone is produced in the tropics, the greatest 
column abundances are found at middle and high latitudes. Like the temper- 
ature distribution in the mesosphere (Fig. 1.7), this peculiarity of the ozone 
distribution illustrates the importance of dynamics to observed composition 
and structure. 

As is true for water vapor, the circulation plays a key role in determining 
the mean distribution of 03 and makes the global distribution on individ- 
ual days dynamic. Figure 1.19 shows the distribution of ~o3 over the Northern 
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Figure 1.18 Zonal-mean column abundance of ozone, or total ozone, as a function of latitude 
and month. Based on the historical record prior to 1980. From London (1980). 

and Southern Hemispheres on individual days, as observed by the Total Ozone 
Mapping Spectrometer (TOMS). The distribution over the Northern Hemi- 
sphere (Fig. 1.19a) has been arranged by the circulation into several anomalies 
in which ~o3 varies by as much as 100%. Figure 1.19a, which is contemporane- 
ous with the 500-mb circulation in Fig. 1.9a, reveals a strong correspondence 
between variations of ~o3 and synoptic weather systems in the troposphere. 
Both evolve on a timescale of a day. The distribution over the Southern Hemi- 
sphere (Fig. 1.19b) is distinguished by column abundances of less than 200 DU 
(white) that delineate the '~ntarctic ozone hole." Anomalously low ~o3 ap- 
pears over the South Pole each year during Austral spring and then disappears 
some two months later. The formation of the ozone hole, which emerged in 
the 1980s, is attributed to increasing levels of atmospheric chlorine. Its disap- 
pearance each year occurs through dynamics. 

M E T H A N E  

Several other trace gases also figure importantly in radiative and chemi- 
cal processes. These include species that are produced naturally, like methane 
( C H 4 )  , and species that are produced solely by human activities, like chlorofiu- 
orocarbons (CFCs). Methane is produced primarily by bacterial and surface 
processes that occur naturally. However, anthropogenic sources such as min- 
ing and industrial activities may constitute as much as 20% of C H  4 production. 

Figure 1.19 Distribution of total ozone (color) from the Total Ozone Mapping Spectrom- 
eter (TOMS) on board Nimbus-7 and pressure (contours) on the 375 K isentropic surface (see 
Sec. 2.4.1) over (a) the Northern Hemisphere on March 4, 1984 and (b) the Southern Hemisphere 
on October 25, 1983. 
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Figure 1.20 Mixing ratios of radiatively active trace species as functions of altitude. Source: 
Goody and Yung (1989). 

Methane is long lived and therefore well mixed in the troposphere, where it 
has a constant mixing ratio of rCH" "~ 1.7 ppmv (Fig. 1.20). In the stratosphere, 
rCH" decreases with altitude as a result of oxidation. This process ultimately 
leads to the formation of stratospheric water vapor and is thought to be re- 
sponsible for the increase of ru2 o observed in the stratosphere. 

Like CO2, methane concentrations are increasing steadily. Although the 
exact rate is a matter of some debate, an increase of 1 to 2% per year is 
generally agreed on. Increasing levels of CH 4 are predicted by GCM studies to 
lead to increased global temperature, but not as great as those anticipated from 
increases of CO2. Methane is also involved in the complex photochemistry of 
ozone. 

CHLOROFLUOROCARBONS 

Industrial halocarbons like CC14 (CFC-10) and CFC13 (CFC-11) and CF2C12 
(CFC-12) are used widely as aerosol propellants, in refrigeration, and in a va- 
riety of manufacturing processes. As shown in Fig. 1.21, the release of these 
gases into the atmosphere has increased steadily since the Second World War, 
although the rate of increase has abated in the wake of heightened environ- 
mental concern and reduced demand. These anthropogenic species are stable 
in the troposphere, where their water insolubility makes them immune to nor- 
mal scavenging processes associated with precipitation. Because they are long 
lived, CFCs are well mixed in the troposphere, CFC-11 and CFC-12 having 
nearly uniform mixing ratios of rcFc_11 = 0.2 ppbv and rCFC_12 -~ 0.3 ppbv. 
Their radiative properties involve industrial halocarbons in the energy balance 
of the earth, making them another consideration for climate change. 
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Figure 1.21 Atmospheric release of CFCs. After Brasseur and Solomon (1986). 

The greatest interest in CFCs surrounds their impact on the ozone layer. Be- 
cause they are long lived in the troposphere, CFCs are eventually transported 
into the stratosphere, where UV radiation photodissociates them. Although 
constant in the troposphere, mixing ratios of CFC-11 and -12 decrease in the 
stratosphere (Fig. 1.20). Free chlorine liberated via dissociation of CFCs can 
destroy ozone. Catalytic destruction of 03 by C1 is responsible for the forma- 
tion of the Antarctic ozone hole in Fig. 1.19b. Chlorine is but one piece of 
the scientific puzzle surrounding the ozone hole. Very high clouds that rarely 
form except over Antarctica also play a key role, as does the stratospheric 
circulation during the spring breakdown of the ozone hole. 

N I T R O G E N  COMPOUNDS 

Oxides of nitrogen, such as nitrous oxide (N20) and nitric oxide (NO), 
are also relevant to the photochemistry of ozone. Nitrous oxide is produced 
primarily by natural means relating to bacterial processes in soils. Anthro- 
pogenic sources of N20 include nitrogen fertilizers and combustion of fossil 
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fuels, which may account for as much as 25% of the total production. These 
sources have altered the natural cycle of nitrogen by introducing it in the form 
of NeO instead of N e. Like methane, NeO is long lived and therefore well 
mixed in the troposphere, with a nearly uniform mixing ratio of rN2 o = 300 
ppbv. 

In the stratosphere, rN:o decreases with altitude due to dissociation of 
nitrous oxide, which represents the primary source of stratospheric NO. Like 
free chlorine, NO can destroy ozone catalytically. Nitric oxide is also produced 
as a by-product of inefficient combustion, for example, in aircraft exhaust. 
Nitrous oxide, similar to other anthropogenic gases, has increased steadily 
in recent years. Beyond its relevance to ozone, the increasing level of NaO 
has implications to the energy budget of the earth because nitrous oxide is 
radiatively active, albeit much less so than CO2. 

ATMOSPHERIC AEROSOL 

Suspensions of liquid and solid particles are relevant to radiative as well as 
chemical processes. Ranging in size from thousandths of a micron to several 
hundred microns, aerosol particles are vital to atmospheric behavior because 
they promote cloud formation. Aerosol particles serve as condensation nuclei 
for water droplets and ice crystals, which do not form readily in their absence. 
These small particulates are produced naturally, for example, as dust, sea salt, 
and volcanic debris. They are also produced anthropogenically through com- 
bustion and industrial processes. An important source of aerosols is gas-to- 
particle conversion, which occurs through chemical reactions involving, among 
other precursors, the gaseous emission sulfur dioxide (SOe) that is produced by 
industry and naturally by volcanos. Reflecting anthropogenic sources, aerosol 
concentrations are high in urban areas and near industrial complexes, for ex- 
ample, as much as an order of magnitude greater than concentrations over 
maritime regions (Fig. 1.22). Even higher concentrations are found in as- 
sociation with windblown silicates during desert dust storms. In addition to 
their role in cloud formation, aerosol particles scatter solar radiation at visi- 
ble wavelengths and absorb IR radiation emitted by the planet's surface and 
atmosphere. These radiative properties involve aerosols in the energy balance 
of the earth, wherein their influence is thought to be as great as that of COe. 

Aerosols play key roles in several chemical processes. One of the more 
notable is heterogeneous chemistry, which requires the presence of multiple 
phases. Reactions involving chlorine, which take place on the surfaces of cloud 
particles, lie at the heart of the chain of events that culminates in the forma- 
tion of the Antarctic ozone hole in Fig. 1.19b. Beyond this role, aerosols are 
thought to figure in climatic fluctuations and possibly in the evolution of the 
atmosphere. Sporadic increases of aerosol produced by major volcanic erup- 
tions have been linked to changes in thermal, optical, and chemical properties 
of the atmosphere. 
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Figure 1.22 Size spectrum of aerosol surface area, as a function of particle radius. The 

representation is area-preserving: Equal areas under the curves represent equal number densities 
of aerosol particles. Source: Slinn (1975). 

1.2.5 Clouds 

One of the most striking features of the earth, when viewed from space, is its 
extensive coverage by clouds. At any instant, about half of the planet is cloud 
covered. Clouds appear with a wide range of shapes, sizes, and microphysi- 
cal properties. Like trace species, the cloud field is highly dynamic because 
of its close relationship to the circulation. Beyond these more obvious char- 
acteristics, clouds and related phenomena figure importantly in a variety of 
atmospheric processes. 

The reason clouds are so striking from space is that they reflect back to 
space a large fraction of incident solar radiation, which is concentrated at 
visible wavelengths. Owing to their high reflectance at visible wavelengths, 
clouds shield the planet from solar radiation, which is one important role they 
play in the earth's energy budget. Clouds also figure importantly in the budget 
of terrestrial radiation that is emitted in the IR by the planet's surface and 
atmosphere to offset solar heating. Because they absorb strongly in the IR, 
cloud particles of water and ice increase the atmosphere's opacity to terrestrial 
radiation and hence its trapping of radiant energynear the earth's surface. 

Their optical properties allow clouds to be observed from space in measure- 
ments of visible and IR radiation. Figure 1.23 shows an image from the l l-/zm 
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Figure 1.23 Infrared image at 1200 GMT on March 4, 1984, from the ll-/xm channel of 
Meteosat-2. Gray scale displays equivalent blackbody temperature from warmest (black) to coldest 
(white). (See Fig. 1.24 for geographical landmarks.) Supplied by the European Space Agency. 

channel of Meteosat-2 that is contemporaneous with the water vapor image in 
Fig. 1.15. The gray scale in Fig. 1.23 emphasizes the highest objects emitting 
in the IR. Bright areas correspond to cold high clouds, whereas dark areas 
indicate warm surfaces under cloud-free conditions. Many features in the IR 
image are well correlated with features in the water vapor image. This is es- 
pecially true of high convective clouds in the tropics, which extend upward to 
the tropopause. Having horizontal dimensions of tens to a few hundred kilo- 
meters, those clouds mark deep convective towers that displace surface air 
vertically on timescales of hours to a day. On the other hand, the IR image 
reveals the subtropical Sahara and Kalahari deserts in dark areas that are far 
less evident in the water vapor image. 

High clouds at midlatitudes also correspond well with features in the water 
vapor image. Most striking is the band of high cirrus that extends northeast- 
ward from South America (Fig. 1.24), across the Atlantic, and into Africa. 
Overlying the tongue of moisture in Fig. 1.15, this high cloud cover is part of 
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Figure 1.24 Visible image at 1200 GMT on March 4, 1984, from Meteosat-2. Supplied by 
the European Space Agency. 

a frontal system that accompanies the cyclone in the eastern Atlantic, which 
appears in Fig. 1.23 as a spiral of lower clouds (compare Fig. 1.9a). As it ad- 
vances, that cyclone draws moist tropical air poleward ahead of the front and 
entrains it with drier midlatitude air. 

Clouds also appear in visible imagery, like that shown in Fig. 1.24, which 
is contemporaneous with the IR and water vapor images. Unlike those im- 
ages, which follow from emission of IR radiation, the visible image represents 
reflected solar radiation, so it does not depend on the temperature of the ob- 
jects involved. Consequently, low and comparatively warm stratiform clouds 
appear just as prominently as high cold convective clouds. The prevalence of 
stratiform features in Fig. 1.24 indicates that even shallow clouds are efficient 
reflectors of solar radiation. Their extensive coverage of the globe makes such 
clouds an important consideration in the earth's radiation budget. Swirls of 
light and dark in the water vapor image, which are signatures of horizontal 
motion, are only weakly evident in the IR image and are completely absent 
from the visible image. 
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The roles clouds play in the budgets of solar and terrestrial radiation make 
them a key ingredient of climate. In fact, the influence cloud cover exerts 
on the earth's energy balance is an order of magnitude greater than that 
of CO2. Its dependence on the circulation, thermal structure, and moisture 
distribution, make the cloud field an especially interactive component of the 
earth-atmosphere system. 

With the exception of shallow stratus, most clouds in Figs. 1.23 and 1.24 
develop through vertical motion. Two forms of convection are distinguished in 
the atmosphere. Cumulus convection, which is often implied by the term con- 
vection alone, involves thermally driven circulations that operate on horizontal 
dimensions of order 100 km and smaller. Deep tropical clouds in Fig. 1.23 are 
a signature of cumulus convection, which displaces surface air vertically on 
small horizontal dimensions. Sloping convection is associated with forced lift- 
ing, when one body of air overrides another, and occurs coherently over large 
horizontal dimensions. The band of high cloud cover preceding the cyclone in 
the eastern Atlantic is a signature of sloping convection. 

Beyond its involvement in radiative processes, convection plays a key role 
in the dynamics of the atmosphere and in its interaction with the oceans. 
Deep convection in the tropics liberates large quantities of latent heat that 
are released when water vapor condenses and precipitates back to the surface. 
Derived from heat exchange with the oceans, latent heating in the tropics 
represents a major source of energy for the atmosphere. It is for this reason 
that deep cumulus clouds are used as a proxy for atmospheric heating. 

Figure 1.25a shows a nearly instantaneous image of the global cloud field, as 
constructed from 11-/zm radiances measured aboard six satellites. The highest 
(brightest) clouds are found in the tropics in a narrow band of cumulus con- 
vection. Known as the Inter Tropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ), this band of 
organized convection is oriented parallel to the equator, except over the trop- 
ical landmasses: South America, Africa, and the "maritime continent" over 
Indonesia, where the zone of convection widens. Inside the ITCZ, deep con- 
vection is supported by the release of latent heat when moisture condenses. 
Transfers of moisture and energy make the ITCZ important to the tropical 
circulation and to interactions between the atmosphere and oceans. 

The ITCZ emerges prominently in the time-mean cloud field, shown in 
Fig. 1.25b. Over maritime regions, the time-mean ITCZ appears as a nar- 
row strip parallel to the equator, which reflects the convergence of surface air 
from the two hemispheres inside the Hadley circulation. Over tropical land- 
masses, t ime-mean cloud cover expands due to the additional influence of 
surface heating, which triggers convection diurnally. There, as throughout the 
tropics, the unsteady component of the cloud field is as large as the time- 
mean component. In addition to operating on timescales of hours to a day, 
organized convection migrates north and south annually with the sun and in- 
volves the monsoons over southeast Asia and northern Australia during the 
solstices. 
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Figure 1.25 Global cloud image constructed from 11-/zm radiances measured aboard six satel- 
lites simultaneously viewing the earth. (a) Instantaneous cloud field at 1200 GMT on March 4, 
1984. (b) Time-mean cloud field for January-March 1984. Gray scale displays equivalent black- 
body temperature as indicated. 
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Time-mean cloudiness also reveals the North Atlantic and North Pacific 
storm tracks, where convection is organized by synoptic weather systems. Sev- 
eral such systems are evident in the instantaneous cloud field in Fig. 1.25a. 
In the Southern Hemisphere, they are distributed throughout a nearly con- 
tinuous storm track. This feature of the tropospheric circulation reflects the 
relative absence of major orographic features in the Southern Hemisphere, 
which, by exciting planetary waves, disrupt the zonal circulation of the North- 
ern Hemisphere. 

Clouds are also important in chemical processes. Condensation and precip- 
itation constitute the primary removal mechanism for many chemical species. 
Gaseous pollutants that are water soluble are absorbed in cloud droplets and 
eliminated when those droplets precipitate to the surface. Referred to as rain 
out, this mechanism also scavenges aerosol pollutants, which serve as conden- 
sation nuclei for cloud droplets and ice crystals. Although they improve air 
quality, these scavenging mechanisms transfer pollutants to the surface, where 
they can produce "acid rain." 

Another chemical process in which clouds figure importantly relates to 
the ozone hole in Fig. 1.19b. Because moisture is sharply confined to the 
troposphere, clouds form in the stratosphere only under exceptionally cold 
conditions. The Antarctic stratosphere is one of the coldest sites in the atmo- 
sphere and, as a result, is populated by a rare cloud form. Thin and very high, 
polar stratospheric clouds (PSCs) are common over the Antarctic. Heteroge- 
neous chlorine chemistry that takes place on the surfaces of cloud particles 
is responsible for the formation of the ozone hole each year during Austral 
spring. 

1.3 Radiative Equilibrium of the Planet 

The driving force for the atmosphere is the absorption of solar energy at the 
earth's surface. Over timescales long compared to those controlling the redis- 
tribution of energy, the earth-atmosphere system is in thermal equilibrium, so 
the net energy gained must vanish. Consequently, absorption of solar radia- 
tion, which is concentrated in the visible and termed shortwave (SW) radiation, 
must be balanced by emission to space from the planet's surface and atmo- 
sphere of terrestrial radiation, which is concentrated in the IR and termed 
longwave (LW) radiation. This basic principle leads to a simple estimate of the 
mean temperature of the planet. 

The earth intercepts a beam of SW radiation of cross-sectional a r e a  7 r a  2 and 
flux Fs, as illustrated in Fig. 1.26. A fraction of the intercepted radiation, the 
albedo d ,  is reflected back to space by the planet's surface and components 
of the atmosphere. The remainder of the incident SW flux: (1 - d)F~, is then 
absorbed by the earth-atmosphere system and distributed across the globe as 
it spins in the line of the beam. 
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Figure 1.26 . Schematic of SW radiation intercepted by the earth and LW radiation emitted by it. 
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To maintain thermal equilibrium, the earth and atmosphere must re-emit 
to space LW radiation at exactly the same rate. Also referred to as outgoing 
longwave radiation (OLR), the emission to space of terrestrial radiation is 
described by the Stefan-Boltzmann law 

7rB = o.T 4, (1.29) 

where 7rB represents the energy flux integrated over wavelength that is emit- 
ted by a blackbody at temperature T and where or is the Stefan-Boltzmann 
constant. Integrating the emitted LW flux over the surface of the earth and 
equating the result to the SW energy absorbed by the earth-atmosphere sys- 
tem results in the simple energy balance 

(1 - d ) F  s " I r a  2 - -  4"n'a 2 o -T  4 , (1.30.1) 

where T e is the equivalent blackbody temperature of the earth. Then 

1 

4o- (1.30.2) 

provides a simple estimate of the planet's temperature. An incident SW flux of 
F s = 1372 W m - 2  and an albedo of d -- 0.30 lead to an equivalent blackbody 
temperature for earth of Te = 255 K. This value is some 30 K colder than the 
global-mean surface temperature, T~ = 288 K. 

The discrepancy between Ts and Te follows from the different ways the 
atmosphere processes SW and LW radiation. Although nearly transparent to 
SW radiation (wavelengths A ~ 0.5 /xm), the atmosphere is almost opaque 
to LW radiation (A ~ 10/zm) that is re-emitted by the planet's surface. For 
this reason, SW radiation passes freely to the earth's surface, where it can 
be absorbed, but LW radiation emitted by the planet's surface is captured by 
the overlying air. Energy absorbed in an atmospheric layer is re-emitted, half 
upward and half back downward. The upwelling radiation is absorbed again in 
overlying layers, which subsequently re-emit that energy in similar fashion. This 
process is repeated until LW energy is eventually radiated beyond all absorbing 
components of the atmosphere and rejected to space. By inhibiting the transfer 
of energy from the earth's surface, repeated absorption and emission by the 
atmosphere traps LW energy and elevates the surface temperature over what 
it would be in the absence of an atmosphere. 

The elevation of surface temperature that results from the atmosphere's 
different transmission characteristics to SW and LW radiation is known as 
the greenhouse effect. The greenhouse effect is controlled by the IR opac- 
ity of atmospheric constituents, which radiatively insulate the planet. In the 
earth's atmosphere, the primary absorbers are water vapor, clouds, and car- 
bon dioxide. Ozone, methane, and nitrous oxide are also radiatively active at 
wavelengths of terrestrial radiation, as are aerosols and CFCs. 
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1.4 The Global Energy Budget 

Because it follows from a simple energy balance, the equivalent blackbody tem- 
perature provides some insight into where LW radiation is ultimately emitted 
to space. The value T e = 255 K corresponds to the middle troposphere, above 
most of the water vapor and where clouds are abundant. Most of the energy 
received by the atmosphere is supplied from the earth's surface, where SW 
radiation is absorbed. Transfers of energy from the surface constitute a heat 
source for the atmosphere, whereas IR cooling to space in the middle tro- 
posphere constitutes a heat sink for the atmosphere. These energy transfers 
drive the atmosphere and make its circulation behave as a global heat engine 
in the energy budget of the earth. 

Energy absorbed at the earth's surface must be transmitted to the middle 
troposphere, where it is rejected to space. From the time it is absorbed at 
the surface as SW radiation until it is eventually rejected to space, energy 
assumes a variety of forms. Most of the energy transfer between the earth's 
surface and the atmosphere occurs through LW radiation. In addition, energy 
is transferred through thermal conduction, which is referred to as the transfer 
of sensible heat, and through the transfer of latent heat, when water vapor 
absorbed by the atmosphere condenses and precipitates back to the surface. 

In addition, energy is stored internally in the atmosphere in both ther- 
mal and mechanical forms. The thermal or internal energy of air, which is 
measured by temperature, represents the random motion of molecules. Me- 
chanical energy is represented in the distribution of atmospheric mass within 
the earth's gravitational field (potential energy) and in the motion of air (ki- 
netic energy). These internal forms of energy are involved in the redistribution 
of energy within the atmosphere, but they do not contribute to globally inte- 
grated transfers between the Earth's surface, the atmosphere, and deep space. 

1.4.1 Globa l -Mean  Energy Balance 

The globally averaged energy budget is illustrated in Fig. 1.27. Incoming solar 
energy is distributed across the earth. Therefore, the global-mean SW flux 
incident on the top of the atmosphere is given by /~  - Fs/4  - 343 W m -2, 
where the factor 4 represents the ratio of the surface area of the earth to 
the cross-sectional area of the intercepted beam of SW radiation (Fig. 1.26). 
Of the incident 343 W m -2, a total of 106 W m -2 (approximately 30%) is 
reflected back to space: 21 W m -2 by air, 69 W m -2 by clouds, and 16 W m -2 
by the surface. The remaining 237 W m -2 is absorbed in the earth-atmosphere 
system. Of this, 68 W m -2 (about 20% of the incident SW flux) is absorbed by 
the atmosphere: 48 W m -2 by atmospheric water vapor, ozone, and aerosol 
and 20 W m -2 by clouds. This leaves 169 W m -2 to be absorbed by the 
surfacemnearly 50% of that incident on the top of the atmosphere. 
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Figure 1.27 Global -mean energy budget (W m-Z). Updated  from Understanding Climate 
Change (1975) with recent satellite measurements  of the earth's radiation budget. Additional 
sources." Ramanathan (1987), Ramanathan et al. (1989). 

The 169 W m -2 absorbed at the ground must be re-emitted to maintain 
thermal equilibrium of the earth's surface. At a global-mean surface temper- 
ature of Ts - 288 K, the surface emits 390 W m -2 of LW radiation according 
to (1 .29)~far more than it absorbs as SW radiation. Excess LW emission must 
be balanced by transfers of energy from other sources. Owing to the green- 
house effect, the surface also receives LW radiation that is emitted downward 
by the atmosphere in the amount 327 W m -2. Collectively, these contributions 
result in a net transfer of radiative energy to the surface: 

SW absorption + LW absorption - LW emission = Net  radiative forcing 
from atmosphere of surface 

169 W m -2 -k- 327 W m -2 - 390 W m -2 - +106  W m -2 

The surplus of 106 W m -2 represents net "radiative heating of the surface." 
For equilibrium, this must be balanced by transfers of sensible and latent heat 
to the atmosphere. Sensible heat transfer accounts for 16 W m -2 through con- 
duction with the atmosphere. Latent heat transfer accounts for the remaining 
90 W m -z, which follows from evaporative cooling of the oceans. Were it not 
for these supplemental forms of energy transfer, the earth's surface would 
have to be some 50 K warmer to balance the net absorption of radiant energy. 

The energy budget of the atmosphere must also balance to zero to maintain 
thermal equilibrium. The atmosphere receives 68 W m -2 directly through 
absorption of SW radiation. Of the 390 W m -2 of LW radiation emitted by 
the earth's surface, only 22 W m -2 passes freely through the atmosphere and 
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is rejected to space. The remaining 368 W m -2 is absorbed by the atmosphere: 
120 W m -2 by clouds and 248 W m -2 by water vapor, CO2, and aerosol. The 
atmosphere loses 327 W m -2 through LW emission to the earth's surface. 
Another 215 W m -2 is rejected to space: 90 W m -2 emitted by clouds and 125 
W m -2 emitted by water vapor, CO2, and other minor constituents. Collecting 
these contributions gives the net flux of radiative energy to the atmosphere: 

SW absorp t ion  + LW absorp t ion  - LW emiss ion  - LW emiss ion  = Ne t  radia t ive  forcing 

f rom surface  to surface  to space  of a t m o s p h e r e  

6 8 W m  -2 + 3 6 8 W m  -2 - 3 2 7 W m  -2 - 2 1 5 W m  -2 = - 1 0 6 W m  -2. 

The deficit of 106 W m -2 represents net "radiative cooling of the atmosphere," 
cooling that is balanced by the transfers of sensible and latent heat from the 
earth's surface. 

1.4.2 Horizontal  Distribution of Radiative Transfer 

The preceding discussion focuses on vertical transfers associated with the 
global-mean energy balance. Were the absorption of SW energy and the emis- 
sion of LW energy uniform across the earth, those vertical transfers could 
accomplish most of the energy exchange needed to preserve thermal equi- 
librium. However, geometrical considerations, variations in optical properties, 
and cloud cover make radiant energy transfer nonuniform across the globe. 

Even if optical properties of the earth-atmosphere system were homoge- 
neous, the absorption of solar energy would not be distributed uniformly. 
At low latitudes, SW radiation arrives nearly perpendicular to the earth (see 
Fig. 1.26). A pencil of radiation incident on the top of the atmosphere is dis- 
tributed there across a perpendicular cross section. Consequently, the flux of 
energy crossing the top of the atmosphere at low latitudes equals that passing 
through the pencil. On the other hand, SW radiation at high latitudes arrives 
at an oblique angle. A pencil of radiation incident on the top of the atmo- 
sphere is distributed there across an oblique cross section. Because the latter 
has an area greater than that of a perpendicular cross section, the flux of en- 
ergy crossing the top of the atmosphere is less than that passing through the 
pencil and therefore less than that arriving at low latitudes. 

The daily-averaged SW flux incident on the top of the atmosphere is re- 
ferred to as the insolation. Insolation depends on the solar zenith angle, which 
is measured from local vertical, and on the length of day. Figure 1.28 shows 
the insolation as a function of latitude and season. During equinox, insolation 
is a maximum on the equator and decreases poleward like the cosine of lati- 
tude. At solstice, the maximum insolation occurs over the summer pole, with 
values uniformly high across much of the summer hemisphere. In the win- 
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Figure 1.28 Average daily SW flux incident on the top of the atmosphere (cal cm-2day-1), 
as a function of latitude and time of year. After List (1958). 

ter hemisphere, insolation decreases sharply with latitude and vanishes at the 
polar-night terminator, beyond which the earth is not illuminated. 5 

Optical properties of the atmosphere also lead to nonuniform heating of 
the planet. At low latitudes, SW radiation passes almost vertically through 
the atmosphere, so the distance traversed through absorbing constituents is 
minimized. However, at middle and high latitudes, SW radiation traverses 
the atmosphere along a slant path that involves a much longer distance and 
therefore results in greater absorption. A similar effect is brought about by 
scattering of SW radiation by atmospheric aerosol, which increases sharply 

5The slight asymmetry between the hemispheres evident in Fig. 1.28 follows from the eccen- 
tricity of the earth's orbit, which brings the planet closest to the sun during January and farthest 
from the sun during July. 
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with solar zenith angle, Each of these atmospheric optical effects leads to 
more SW energy reaching the earth's surface at low latitudes than at high 
latitudes. 

Optical properties of the earth's surface introduce similar effects. These 
emerge in OLR and reflected SW radiation observed by the Earth Radiation 
Budget Experiment (ERBE), which are shown in Fig. 1.29 during northern 
winter. Figure 1.29a shows the distribution of albedo. Low latitudes, which 
account for much of the earth's surface area, have extensive coverage by ocean. 

(a) ALBEDO 

(b) LONGWAVE (Wm "2) 

Figure 1.29 Top-of-the-atmosphere radiative properties for December-February derived 
from the Earth Radiation Budget Experiment (ERBE), which was on board the ERBS and 
NOAA-9 satellites: (a) albedo, (b) outgoing longwave radiation, (c) net radiation. Adapted from 
Hartmann (1993). (continues) 
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(C) NET RADIATION (Wm 2) 

Figure 1.29 (Continued) 

Those regions are characterized by very low albedo and thus absorb most of 
the SW energy incident on them. High latitudes, particularly in the winter 
hemisphere, have extensive coverage by snow and ice. Having a high albedo, 
those surfaces reflect back to space much of the SW energy incident on them, 
especially at large solar zenith angles, which increases scattering. Cloud cover 
adds to the high albedo of extratropical regions, for example, in the storm 
tracks. A high albedo is also evident in the tropics, where deep convection leads 
to maxima over the Amazon Basin, tropical Africa, and Indonesia. Flanking 
these regions are areas of low albedo that correspond to cloud-free oceanic 
regions in the subtropics and between tropical landmasses. 

Outgoing longwave radiation (Fig. 1.29b) is dominated by the poleward 
decrease of temperature, which results in OLR decreasing steadily with lat- 
itude (1.29). At middle and high latitudes, anomalously low OLR is found 
over the Tibetan Plateau and Rocky Mountains, where cold surface temper- 
atures reduce LW emission. Anomalously low OLR is also found near the 
equator, over the convective centers of South America, Africa, and Indone- 
sia. High cloud tops in those regions have very low temperatures, so their LW 
emissions are substantially smaller than those from the surface in neighboring 
cloud-free regions. In fact, subtropical latitudes are marked by distinct max- 
ima of OLR in regions flanking organized convection. Sinking motion there, 
which compensates rising motion inside the ITCZ, inhibits cloud formation 
and precipitation, maintaining arid zones that typify the subtropics. 

The net radiation, which is defined as the difference between the SW radia- 
tion absorbed and the LW radiation emitted by the earth-atmosphere system, 
is shown in Fig. 1.29c. Although the global-mean net radiation must vanish 
for thermal equilibrium (1.30), this need not be the case locally. Low latitudes 
are characterized by a surplus of net radiation (warming), whereas high lat- 
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itudes have a deficit of net radiation (cooling). During northern winter, the 
entire Northern Hemisphere poleward of 15 ~ absorbs less energy in the form 
of SW radiation than it emits as LW radiation. At the same time, most of the 
Southern Hemisphere absorbs more energy in the form of SW radiation than 
it emits as LW radiation. Only over Antarctica, where permanent snow cover 
produces a high albedo, is the net radiation negative. Net radiation is posi- 
tive and large almost uniformly across the tropics and in the subtropics of the 
summer hemisphere, where strong insolation and cloud-free conditions prevail. 
Even though, individually, albedo and OLR exhibit large geographical varia- 
tions across the tropics, a cancellation between these components in regions 
of convective activity nearly eliminates those anomalies from the distribution 
of net radiation. As a result, net radiative forcing of the earth-atmosphere 
system exhibits a good measure of zonal symmetry. 

The optical properties described above lead to nonuniform heating of the 
earth-atmosphere system. Low latitudes are heated radiatively, whereas middle 
and high latitudes are cooled radiatively. To preserve thermal equilibrium, the 
surplus of radiative energy arriving at low latitudes must be transferred to 
middle and high latitudes, where it offsets a deficit of radiative energy. About 
60% of this meridional transfer of energy is accomplished by the general 
circulation of the atmosphere. 

1.5 The General Circulation 

The term general circulation usually refers to the aggregate of motions con- 
trolling transfers of heat, momentum, and constituents. Broadly speaking, the 
general circulation also includes interactions with the earth's surface (e.g., 
transfers of latent heat and moisture from the oceans) because atmospheric 
behavior, especially that operating on timescales longer than a month, is in- 
fluenced importantly by such interactions. For this reason, properties of the 
lower boundary, like sea surface temperature (SST), figure importantly in the 
general circulation of the atmosphere. 

The general circulation is maintained against frictional dissipation by a 
conversion of potential energy, which is associated with the distribution of 
atmospheric mass, to kinetic energy, which is associated with the motion of 
air. Radiative heating acts to expand the atmospheric column at low latitudes, 
according to hydrostatic equilibrium (1.17), and to raise its center of mass. By 
contrast, radiative cooling acts to compress the atmospheric column at middle 
and high latitudes and lower its center of mass there. The uneven distribution 
of mass that results introduces an imbalance of pressure forces that drives a 
meridional overturning, with air rising at low latitudes and sinking at middle 
and high latitudes. 

The simple meridional circulation implied above is modified importantly 
by the earth's rotation. As is evident from the instantaneous circulation at 
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500 mb (Fig. 1.9a), the large-scale circulation remains nearly parallel to con- 
tours of isobaric height. Net radiative heating in Fig. 1.29c tends to establish 
a time-mean thermal structure in which isotherms and contours of isobaric 
height are oriented parallel to latitude circles. Consequently, the time-mean 
circulation at 500 mb (Fig. 1.10b) is nearly circumpolar at middle and high 
latitudes. Characterized by a nearly zonal jet stream, the time-mean circula- 
tion possesses only a small meridional component to transfer heat between 
the equator and poles. A similar conclusion applies to the stratosphere, where 
time-mean motion is strongly zonal (Fig. 1.10b). 

For this reason, asymmetries in the instantaneous circulation that deflect 
air meridionally play a key role in transferring heat between the equator and 
poles. In the troposphere, much of the heat transfer is accomplished by un- 
steady synoptic weather systems, which transport heat in sloping convection 
that exchanges cold polar air with warm tropical air. Ubiquitous in the tropo- 
sphere, those disturbances contain much of the kinetic energy at midlatitudes. 
They develop preferentially in the North Pacific and North Atlantic storm 
tracks and in the continuous storm track of the Southern Hemisphere. By 
rearranging air, synoptic disturbances also control the distributions of water 
vapor and other constituents produced at the earth's surface. 

In the stratosphere and mesosphere, synoptic disturbances are absent. Plan- 
etary waves, which propagate upward from the troposphere (Fig. 1.10), play 
a role at these altitudes similar to the one played by synoptic disturbances in 
the troposphere. Generated near the earth's surface, these global-scale dis- 
turbances force the middle atmosphere mechanically. By deflecting air across 
latitude circles, planetary waves transport heat and constituents between low 
latitudes and high latitudes. Such transport is behind the largest abundances 
of ozone being found at middle and high latitudes (Fig. 1.18), despite its pro- 
duction at low latitudes. 

The earth's rotation exerts a smaller influence on air motions at low lati- 
tudes. Kinetic energy there is associated primarily with thermally direct circula- 
tions, in which air rises in regions of heating and sinks in a regions of cooling. 
Thermally direct circulations in the tropics are forced by the geographical dis- 
tribution of heating (e.g., as is implied by time-mean cloud cover in Fig. 1.25b). 
Latent heat release inside the ITCZ drives a meridional Hadley circulation, in 
which air rises near the equator and sinks at subtropical latitudes. Subsiding 
air in the descending branch of the Hadley circulation maintains deserts that 
prevail at subtropical latitudes; compare Fig. 1.29b. 

Nonuniform heating also drives zonal overturning, known as a Walker cir- 
culation, in which air rises at longitudes of heating and sinks at longitudes 
of cooling. The nonuniform distribution of land and sea and asymmetries in 
radiative, conductive, and latent heating that accompany it lead to Walker 
circulations along the equator. The concentration of latent heating over In- 
donesia (Fig. 1.29b) forces the Pacific Walker circulation, which is illustrated 
in Fig. 1.30. This circulation reinforces easterly trade winds across the equa- 
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Figure 1.30 Schematic of the equatorial Walker circulation. Levels indicated correspond to 
isobaric surfaces in the upper and lower troposphere. Adapted from Webster (1983). 

torial Pacific, and maintains the arid climate that typifies the eastern Pacific 
(compare Figs. 1.29a,b). 

Latent heat release also excites unsteady wave motions. Another form of 
asymmetry in the circulation, these disturbances propagate the influence of 
their source region, which is subsequently deposited in regions where they are 
absorbed. Wave motions are also excited mechanically at the earth's surface. By 
displacing atmospheric mass vertically, orographic features like the/kips, the 
Himalayas, and the Rocky Mountains excite planetary waves and gravity waves 
that radiate away from those source regions. Like wave activity generated 
by unsteady heating, those disturbances can propagate the influence of their 
forcing far from regions where they are excited. 

Kinetic energy associated with the general circulation is damped by fric- 
tional dissipation, which involves turbulent air motion that operates on a wide 
range of scales. About half of the large-scale kinetic energy is dissipated in 
the lowest kilometer of the atmosphere. Inside the planetary boundary layer, 
small-scale turbulence extracts energy from large scales and cascades it to 
small dimensions, where it is dissipated by molecular diffusion. The remaining 
large-scale kinetic energy is dissipated in the free atmosphere by convective 
motions and dynamical instability, which generate turbulence from large-scale 
organized motion. Large-scale circulations are also damped by thermal dis- 
sipation (e.g., by IR cooling to space), which acts on motion indirectly by 
destroying the accompanying temperature anomalies. 

The description of the general circulation completes this overview of the 
atmosphere, which has been presented in terms of a wide range of behavior. 
Dynamical behavior comprising the general circulation follows from the strat- 
ification of mass and thermal structure, which in turn are shaped by energy 
transfer in the atmosphere. Because air motion controls transfers of sensible 
and latent heat as well as distributions of radiatively active species, the pro- 
cesses responsible for atmospheric behavior are interconnected. With these 
phenomenological ingredients as motivation, we now proceed to develop the 
fundamental principles of thermodynamics, hydrostatics, radiative transfer, 
and atmospheric dynamics that form cornerstones of atmospheric behavior. 
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Suggested Reading 

The Boltzmann distribution is developed along with other components of 
molecular kinetics in Statistical Thermodynamics (1973) by Lee, Sears, and 
Turcotte. 

Aeronomy of the Middle Atmosphere (1986) by Brasseur and Solomon includes 
a comprehensive treatment of anthropogenic trace gases and impacts they may 
have on the atmosphere. 

The Intergovernmental Panel Report on Climate Change (1990), edited by 
Houghton, Jenkins, and Ephraums, provides an overview of the climate prob- 
lem, numerical modeling of it, and historical evidence of previous climates. 

Atmospheric Science: An Introductory Survey (1977) by Wallace and Hobbs 
contains an excellent introduction to the general circulation and basic concepts 
of radiative transfer. 

A comprehensive treatment of the global energy budget and its relationship to 
the general circulations of the atmosphere and oceans is presented in Global 
Physical Climatology (1994) by Hartmann. 

Problems 

1.1. Derive expression (1.15) for the molar fraction of the ith species in terms 
of its mass mixing ratio. 

1.2. Derive an expression for the volume mixing ratio of the ith species in 
terms of its mass mixing ratio. 

1.3. Relate the volume mixing ratio of the ith species to the fractional abun- 
dance of i molecules present. 

1.4. Show that the sum of partial volumes equals the total volume occupied 
by a mixture of gases (1.6). 

1.5. Demonstrate that 1 atm of pressure is equivalent to that exerted by 
(a) a 760-mm column of mercury and (b) a 32-ft column of water. (The 
density of Hg at 273 K is 1.36 104 kg m-3.) 

1.6. Consider moist air at a pressure of 1 atm and a temperature of 20~ 
Under these conditions, a relative humidity of 100% corresponds to a 
vapor pressure of 23.4 mb. At that vapor pressure, air holds the maxi- 
mum abundance of water vapor possible under the foregoing conditions 
and is said to be saturated. For this mixture, determine (a) the molar 
fraction N___H~o, (b) the mean molar weight M, (c) the mean specific gas 
constant R, (d) the absolute concentration of vapor PrimO, (e) the mass 
mixing ratio of vapor ru~o, and (f) the volume mixing ratio of vapor. 

1.7. From the distribution of water vapor mixing ratio shown in Fig. 1.14, plot 
the vertical profile of water vapor number density [HzO](z ) at (a) the 
equator and (b) 60~ 

1.8. In terms of the vertical profile of water vapor mixing ratio rH20(z ), derive 
an expression for the total precipitable water vapor EH~O in millimeters. 
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1.9. If 
rH~O(4', Z) -- r0(4,)e -z/h, 

where h --- 3 km and r0(4,) is the zonal-mean mixing ratio at the surface 
and latitude ~b in Fig. 1.14, use the results of Problem 1.8 to compute 
the total precipitable water vapor at (a) the equator and (b) 60~ 

1.10. From the mixing ratio of ozone ro3 shown in Fig. 1.17, plot the vertical 
profile of ozone number density [O3](z) above 100 mb at (a) the equator 
and (b) 60~ 

1.11. As in Problem 10a, but for the contribution to total ozone Eo3(Z) from 
100 mb to an altitude z over the equator. 

1.12. Clouds contribute much of the Earth's albedo, which has a value of 
about 0.30. Calculate the change of equivalent blackbody temperature 
corresponding to a 5% reduction of albedo. 

1.13. The earth's equivalent blackbody temperature, Te - 255 K, corresponds 
to a level in the middle troposphere, above the layer in which water vapor 
is concentrated. This also corresponds to the level from which most of the 
outgoing LW radiation is emitted to space. Suppose atmospheric water 
vapor increases to raise the top of the (optically thick) water vapor 
layer by 1 km, while the albedo remains unchanged. (a) What is the 
corresponding change of the earth's equivalent blackbody temperature? 
(b) If a lapse rate of 6.5 K km -1 is maintained inside the water vapor 
layer, by how much will the earth's mean surface temperature change? 

1.14. By appealing to the hydrostatic relationship (1.17), contrast the vertical 
spacing of isobaric surfaces (p - const) at a horizontal site where air is 
cold from one where air is warm. 

1.15. Estimate the characteristic timescale for advection (a) in the tropo- 
sphere, where synoptic disturbances to the subtropical jet have a char- 
acteristic zonal wavenumber of 5 and move slowly relative to the zonal- 
mean flow, and (b) in the stratosphere, where planetary wave distur- 
bances to the polar-night jet have a zonal wavenumber of approximately 
1 and are quasi-stationary. 

1.16. The mean pressure observed in a planetary atmosphere varies with 
height as 

P0 
p ( z )  - 1 + ( z / h )  2" 

Determine the mean variation of temperature with height. 

1.17. Venus has a mean distance from the sun of 0.7 that of Earth and an 
albedo of 0.75. Calculate the radiative-equilibrium temperature of Venus 
and compare it with the observed surface temperature of 750 K. 

1.18. Calculate the fractional exchanges of energy in the global-mean energy 
budget (Fig. 1.27), referenced to the mean incoming flux. 



Chapter 2 Thermodynamics of Gases 

The link between the circulation and transfers of radiative, sensible, and 
latent heat between the earth's surface and the atmosphere is thermodynamics. 
Thermodynamics deals with internal transformations of the energy of a system 
and exchanges of energy between that system and its environment. Here, we 
develop the principles of thermodynamics for a discrete system, namely, an 
air parcel moving through the circulation. In Chapter 10, those principles are 
generalized to a continuum of such systems, which represents the atmosphere 
as a whole. 

2.1 Thermodynamic Concepts 

A thermodynamic system refers to a specified collection of matter (Fig. 2.1). 
Such a system is said to be "closed" if no mass is exchanged with its surround- 
ings and "open" otherwise. The air parcel that will serve as our system is, 
in principle, closed. In practice, mass can be exchanged with the surround- 
ings through entrainment and mixing across the system's boundary, which is 
referred to as the control surface. In addition, trace species like water vapor 
can be absorbed through diffusion across the control surface. Above the plan- 
etary boundary layer, such exchanges are slow compared to other processes 
influencing an air parcel, so the system may be regarded as closed. 

The thermodynamic state of a system is defined by the various properties 
characterizing it. In a strict sense, all of those properties must be specified 
to define the system's thermodynamic state. However, that requirement is 
simplified for many applications, as is discussed below. 

2.1.1 The rmodynamic  Propert ies  

Two types of properties characterize the state of a system. A property that does 
not depend on the mass of the system is said to be intensive, and extensive oth- 
erwise. Intensive and extensive properties are usually denoted with lowercase 
and uppercase symbols, respectively. Pressure and temperature are examples 

55 
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Mean Boundary 
Expanded Boundary 

Figure 2.1 A specified collection of matter defining an infinitesimal air parcel. The system's 
thermodynamic state is characterized by the extensive properties m and Z and by the intensive 
properties p, T, and z. 

of intensive properties, whereas volume is an extensive property. An intensive 
property z may be defined from an extensive property Z, by referencing the 
latter to the mass m of the system 

Z 
z = - - ,  (2.1) 

m 
in which case the intensive property is referred to as a specific property. The 
specific volume v = Vim is an example. A system is said to be homogeneous 
if its properties do not vary in space, and heterogeneous otherwise. Because 
an air parcel is of infinitesimal dimension, it is by definition homogeneous so 
long as it involves only gas phase. On the other hand, stratification of density 
and pressure make the atmosphere as a whole a heterogeneous system. 

A system can exchange energy with its surroundings through two fundamen- 
tal mechanisms. It can perform work on the surroundings, which represents a 
mechanical exchange of energy with its environment. In addition, heat can be 
transferred across the control surface, which represents a thermal exchange of 
energy between the system and its environment. 

2.1.2 Expansion Work 

The system relevant to the atmosphere is a compressible gas, perhaps con- 
taining an aerosol of liquid and solid particles. For this reason, the primary 
mechanical means of exchanging energy with the environment is expansion 
work (Fig. 2.1). If a pressure imbalance exists across the control surface, it is 
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Figure 2.2 Expansion work performed by 
the system during a cyclic process, wherein it is 
restored to its initial state. 

out of mechanical equilibrium. The system will then expand or contract to re- 
lieve the mechanical imbalance. By adjusting to the environmental pressure, 
the system performs expansion work or has such work performed on it. The 
incremental expansion work 6W performed by displacing a section of control 
surface dS = dSn, with unit normal n, perpendicular to itself by dn is 

= ( p d S )  . d n  
(2.2) 

= pdV, 

where dV = dSdn is the incremental volume displaced by the section dS. 
Integrating (2.2) between the initial and final volumes yields the net work 
performed "by" the system 

W12 - pdV. (2.3) 

Dividing both sides by the mass of the system then gives the specific work: 

w12 - pdv. (2.4.1) 
1 

For a cyclic variation, namely, one in which the initial and final states of the 
system are identical, 

- f pdv. (2.4.2) w 

The cyclic work (2.4.2) is represented in the area enclosed by the path of the 
system in the p - v  plane (Fig. 2.2). Although the system is restored to its initial 
state, namely, the net change of properties is zero, the same is not true of the 
work performed during the cycle. Unless the system returns to its initial state 
along the same path it followed out of that state, net work is performed during 
a cyclic variation. 
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On a fluid system, another form of work can be performed, one analogous 
to stirring. Paddle work corresponds to a rearrangement of fluid, as would occur 
by turning a paddle immersed in the system. The reaction of the fluid against 
the paddle must be overcome by a torque, which in turn produces work when 
exerted across an angular displacement. Although secondary to expansion 
work, paddle work has applications to disspative processes associated with 
turbulence (see Fig. 2.1). 

2.1.3 Heat  Transfer 

Energy can also be exchanged thermally via heat transfer Q across the system's 
control surface. If it moves into an environment of a higher temperature, an air 
parcel will absorb heat from its surroundings, for example, through diffusion 
or thermal conduction. If the system is open, a similar process can occur 
through the absorption of water vapor from the surroundings, condensation 
and the release of latent heat, and precipitation out of the system of the 
condensed water. Heat can also be exchanged through radiative transfer. By 
communicating radiatively with surroundings at a higher temperature, an air 
parcel will absorb more radiant energy than it emits. 

For many applications, heat transfer is secondary to processes introduced 
through motion, which operates on a timescale of order one day and shorter. 
This is especially true above the boundary layer, where turbulent mixing be- 
tween bodies of air is relatively weak. In the free atmosphere and away 
from clouds, the prevailing form of heat transfer is radiative. Operating on 
a timescale of order two weeks, radiative transfer is slow by comparison with 
expansion work, which usually influences an air parcel on timescales of only 
a day. 

If no heat is exchanged between a system and its environment, the control 
surface is said to be adiabatic, and diabatic otherwise. Because heat transfer 
is slow compared to other processes influencing a parcel, adiabatic behavior 
is a good approximation for many applications. Obviously, heat transfer must 
be central to processes that operate on long timescales since it is ultimately 
responsible for driving the atmosphere. For this reason, diabatic effects prove 
to be important for the long-term maintenance of the general circulation, even 
though they can be ignored for behavior operating on shorter timescales. 

2.1.4 State Variables and Thermodynamic Processes 

In general, describing the thermodynamic state of a system requires us to 
specify all of its properties. However, that requirement can be relaxed for 
gases and other substances at normal temperatures and pressures. A pure 
substance is one whose thermodynamic state is uniquely determined by any 
two intensive properties, which are then referred to as state variables. From 
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any two state variables Zl and z2, a third z 3 can be determined through an 
equation of state of the form 

f(Zl,  Z2, Z3) -- 0, 

or, equivalently, 

z3 = g(zl, Z2). 

In this sense, a pure substance has two thermodynamic degrees of freedom. 
Any two state variables fix the thermodynamic state. An ideal gas is a pure 
substance that has as its equation of state the ideal gas law (1.1). Because 
no more than two intensive properties are independent, the state of such a 
system can be specified in the plane of any two state variables (Za, z2). The 
latter represents the state space of the system, which defines the collection of 
all possible thermodynamic states. For instance, the state space of an ideal gas 
may be represented by the v -  T plane. Then any third state variable describes 
a surface as a function of the two independent state variables, for example, 
p = p(v, T), which is illustrated in Fig. 2.3 for an ideal gas. 

A homogeneous system is said to be in mechanical equilibrium if there 
exists at most an infinitesimal pressure difference between the system and 
its surroundings (unless its control surface happens to be rigid). Likewise, 
a homogeneous system is said to be in thermal equilibrium if there exists 
at most an infinitesimal temperature difference between the system and its 
surroundings (unless its control surface happens to be adiabatic). If it is in 
mechanical equilibrium and in thermal equilibrium, a homogeneous system is 
in thermodynamic equilibrium. 

Thermodynamics addresses how a system evolves from one state to another, 
for example, from one position in state space to another position. The trans- 
formation of a system between two states describes a path in state space, which 
is referred to as a thermodynamic process. As depicted in Fig. 2.4, infinitely 
many paths connect two thermodynamic states. Thus, a process depends on 
the particular path in state space followed by the system. However, the change 
of a state variable depends only on the initial and final states of the system, 
namely, it is "path independent." As illustrated in Fig. 2.2, a cyclic process can 
be decomposed into two legs: a forward leg, from the initial state to an in- 
termediate state, and a reverse leg, from that intermediate state back to the 
initial state. Because it is path independent, the change of a state variable 
z along the reverse leg must equal minus the change along the forward leg. 
Therefore, the cyclic integral of a state variable vanishes 

f dz - O. (2.5) 
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Figure 2.3 State space of an ideal gas, illustrated in terms of p as a function of the state 
variables v and T. Superposed are contours of constant pressure (isobars), constant temperature  
(isotherms), and constant volume (isochores). 
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The incremental change of a quantity z(x, y) satisfying (2.5) may be repre- 
sented as an exact differential" 

3z d dz -- 3z dx + (2.6) 
o-~ ~ y' 

which is true only under certain conditions. 

Exact Differential Theorem 

Consider two continuously differentiable functions M(x, y) and N(x, y) 
in a simply connected region of the x - y  plane. The contour integral 
between two points (x0, Y0) and (x, y) 

f(x x'y) 
o,Yo) 

M(x' ,  y')dx' + N(x ' ,  y') dy' (2.7) 

(e.g., along a specified contour g(x, y) relating x and y) is path indepen- 
dent if and only if 

3M 3N 

3y ,~x 
(2.8) 

Under these circumstances, the quantity 

M(x,  y)dx + N(x ,  y)dy - dz 

represents an exact differential. That is, there exists a function z such that 

M ( x ,  y)  - 
3X' 
3z 

U(x,  y) - - - ,  
ay 

in which case the contour integral (2.7) reduces to 

(2.9) 

f 
z(x,y) 

(xo,yo) 
dz - z(x, y ) -  Z(Xo, Yo) 

= A z  

o r  

z - z(x, y) + c. 

The variable defined by (2.7) is a point function: It depends only on the 
evaluation point (x, y), and its net change along a contour depends only on 
the initial and final points of the contour. Because it is unique only up to 
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an additive constant, only changes of a point function are significant. Also 
referred to as a potential function, z(x, y) defines an irrotational vector field I 

v--Vz 

= M(x, y)i + N(x, y)/', (2.10.1) 

which satisfies 

V x v - 0. (2.10.2) 

Conversely, an irrotational vector field may be represented as the gradient of 
a scalar potential z. Gravity g is an irrotational vector field: V x g = 0. The 
work performed to displace a unit mass between two points in a gravitational 
field is independent of path and defines the gravitational potential ~. 

Thermodynamic state variables are point functions. As properties of the 
system, they depend only on the system's state but not on its history. By 
contrast, the work performed by the system and the heat transferred into it 
during a thermodynamic process are not properties of the system. Work and 
heat transfer are, in general, path functions. They depend on the path in state 
space followed by the system. For this reason, the thermodynamic process 
must be specified to define those quantities unambiguously. 

Path-dependent, work and heat transfer can differ along the forward and 
reverse legs of a cyclic process. Consequently, the net work and heat transfer 
during a cyclic variation of the system need not vanish, as does the net change 
of a state variable (2.5). The path dependence of work and heat transfer 
produces a hysteresis in the w-q plane, illustrated in Fig. 2.5. During a cyclic 
variation of the system, the cumulative work and heat 

w= f 6w and q= f 6q 

do not return to their original positions after the system has been restored to 
its initial state. The discrepancy Aw -- f 6w after one cycle equals the area in 
the p-v  plane enclosed by the contour in Fig. 2.2. Due to hysteresis, successive 
cycles lead to a drift of the above quantities in the w-q plane, which reflects 
the net work performed by and the heat transferred into the system. 

Under special circumstances, the work performed by a system or the heat 
transferred into it "is" independent of path, in which case that quantity does 
vanish for a cyclic process. Because it is then a point function, this special form 
of work or heat transfer can be used to define a state variable. For instance, 
the displacement work in a gravitational field is path independent. Hence, 
that work can then be used to define the gravitational potential ~, which is a 
property of the system. 

1 If it refers to force, the vector field v is said to be conservative because the net work performed 
along a cyclic path vanishes (2.5). 
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iP 
w 

Figure 2.5 Cumulative work and heat transfer during successive thermodynamic cycles of 
the system. The path dependence of w and q introduces a hysteresis into those quantities, even 
though the system (i.e., any state variable) is restored to its initial state after each cycle. 

2.2 The First Law 

2.2.1 Internal  Energy 

The first law of thermodynamics is inspired by the observation that the work 
performed on an adiabatic system is independent of the process, that is, it 
is independent of the path in state space followed by the system. For an 
adiabatic process, expansion work depends only on the initial and final states 
of the system, so it behaves as a state variable. The internal energy u is defined 
as that state variable whose difference equals the work performed on the 
system under adiabatic conditions, or minus the work performed "by" the 
system under adiabatic conditions 

A u  = - -Wad .  (2.11.1) 

For an incremental process, 

du  = --6Wad, (2.11.2) 

where 6 refers to an incremental change that is, in general, path dependent, 
and d to one that is path independent (i.e., of a state variable). Under the 
special circumstances defined earlier, work is path independent, so the net 
work performed during a cyclic process vanishes. It follows that the system 
returns to its initial state along the same path it followed out of that state. 

2.2.2 Diabatic Changes of State 

Consider now a diabatic process, as illustrated in Fig. 2.6. Because heat is 
exchanged with the environment, 

w # Wad = --AU. 
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Figure 2.6 An air parcel undergoing a process 
between states 1 and 2, during which it performs 
work w and absorbs heat q. 

The work performed by the system w will differ from that performed under 
adiabatic conditions Wad by an amount q, which equals the energy transferred 
"into" the system through heat exchange. Hence, 

Au = q -  w. (2.12.1) 

Equation (2.12.1) constitutes the first law of thermodynamics. For an incre- 
mental process and for a system capable of expansion work only, the first law 
can be expressed 

du = 6 q -  pdv. (2.12.2) 

In (2.12), pdv represents the work performed "by" the system on its surround- 
ings and q the heat transfer "into" the system. Although the change of internal 
energy between two states is path independent, the same is not true of the 
work performed by the system and the heat transferred into it. Except under 
adiabatic conditions, the work performed by the system during a change of 
state depends on the thermodynamic process. Likewise, except under special 
circumstances, the heat transferred into the system depends on the path fol- 
lowed in state space. Since each is path dependent, neither the work nor the 
heat transfer vanishes for a cyclic process. However, the change of internal 
energy does vanish for a cyclic process, in which case the first law reduces to 

fpdv=f6q. (2.13) 

The net work performed by the system during a cyclic process is balanced by 
the net heat absorbed by the system. 

A closed system that performs work through a conversion of heat absorbed 
by it is said to be a heat engine. Conversely, a system that rejects heat through a 
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�9 2 conversion of work performed on it is a refrtgerator. We will see in Chapter 6 
that individual air parcels comprising the circulation of the troposphere behave 
as a heat engine. By absorbing heat at the earth's surface through transfers 
of radiative, sensible, and latent heat, and by rejecting heat in the upper 
troposphere through LW emission to space, air parcels perform net work as 
they evolve through a thermodynamic cycle (refer to Fig. 1.27). According 
to (2.13), the net work performed during such a cycle equals the net heat 
absorbed by the parcel. That work is ultimately realized as kinetic energy, 
which maintains the circulation of the troposphere against frictional dissipation 
and makes it thermally driven. 

In contrast, the circulation of the stratosphere behaves as a radiative re- 
frigerator. For vertical motion to occur, individual air parcels must have work 
performed on them, which is eventually rejected to space in the form of LW 
radiation. In that sense, the circulation of the stratosphere is mechanically 
driven. Gravity waves and planetary waves that propagate upward from the 
troposphere and are dissipated in the stratosphere exert an influence analo- 
gous to paddle work. By rearranging stratospheric air, those disturbances drive 
the circulation out of radiative equilibrium, which results in net IR cooling to 
space. 

It is convenient to introduce the state variable enthalpy 

h -- u + pv.  (2.14) 

In terms of enthalpy, the first law becomes 

dh = 6q + vdp. (2.15) 

Enthalpy is useful for diagnosing processes that occur at constant pressure. 
Under those circumstances, the first law reduces to a statement that the change 
in enthalpy equals the heat transferred into the system. 

2.3 Heat Capacity 

Observations indicate that the heat absorbed by a homogeneous system which 
is maintained at constant pressure or at constant volume is proportional to the 
change of the system's temperature. The constants of proportionality between 
heat absorption and temperature change define the specific heat capacity at 
constant pressure 

6qp (2.16.1) Cp = d T  

2 In some texts, the term refrigerator refers to a particular type of heat engine. However, we 
reserve this term for a system that converts work into heat and use the term heat engine exclusively 
for a system that converts heat into work. 
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and the specific heat capacity at constant volume 

~qv (2.16.2) cv= d T '  

where the subscripts denote isobaric (p = const) and isochoric (v = const) 
processes, respectively. 

The specific heat capacities are related closely to the internal energy and 
enthalpy of the system. Because they are state variables, u and h can be 
expressed in terms of any two other state variables. For instance, u = u(v, T), 
in which case 

du = du dv + dT. 
T v 

Incorporating this transforms the first law (2.12.2) into 

( )  ] du dT + ~ + p d v =  6q. 
v 7" 

For an isochoric process, this reduces to 

(O~T) = 'qv 
~, dT 

=co. (2.17.1) 

Thus, the specific heat capacity at constant volume measures the rate internal 
energy increases with temperature during an isochoric process. In a similar 
fashion, the enthalpy may be expressed h = h(p, T), with which the first law 
(2.15) becomes 

[ (~~--~hT) r v ] d p + ( ~ T ) p d T = ' q "  

For an isobaric process, this reduces to 

~ p d r  

=cp. (2.17.2) 

The specific heat capacity at constant pressure measures the rate enthalpy 
increases with temperature during an isobaric process. 

In a strict sense, cp and cv are state variables, so they depend on pressure 
and temperature. However, over ranges of pressure and temperature relevant 
to the atmosphere, the specific heats may be regarded as constant. Therefore, 
the change of internal energy during an isochoric process is proportional to the 
change of temperature alone and similarly for the change of enthalpy during 
an isobaric process. It turns out that, for an ideal gas, the relationships (2.17) 
hold irrespective of process. 
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Consider the internal energy of an ideal gas in the form u = u(p,  T). 
Joule's experiment, which is pictured in Fig. 2.7, demonstrates that u is then a 
function of temperature alone. Two ideal gases that are initially isolated and 
at pressures Pl and P2 are brought into contact and allowed to equilibriate, 
for example, by rupturing a diaphragm that separates them. Observations 
indicate that no heat transfer takes place with the environment during this 
process. Then the first law reduces to a statement that the change of internal 
energy equals minus the work performed. However, the volume of the system 
(that occupied by both gases) does not change, so the work also vanishes and 
Au = 0. Yet, the final equilibrated pressure clearly differs from the initial 
pressures of the two gases in isolation. Since the total internal energy of the 
system equals the sum of the contributions from the two cells, it follows that 
u is not a function of pressure. Therefore, u(p,  T)  reduces to 

u = u ( T ) ,  

which must hold regardless of process for an ideal gas. Incorporating this result 
and the ideal gas law into (2.14) demonstrates that the enthalpy is likewise a 
function of temperature alone 

h = 

which again holds irrespective of process. 
Based on these conclusions, equations (2.17) are valid in general for an ideal 

gas. Integrating with respect to temperature yields finite values of internal 
energy and enthalpy, which are unique up to constants of integration. It is 
customary to define u and h so that they vanish at a temperature of absolute 
zero. With that convention, 

u =cvT,  (2.18.1) 

h --cpT, (2.18.2) 

It follows that 

Cp - c,, = R. (2.19) 

According to statistical mechanics, the specific heat at constant volume is 
given by 

- 3 R  (2.20.1) cv 2 

Figure 2.7 Schematic of Joule's experi- 
ment: Two ideal gases in states 1 and 2 are 
brought into contact by rupturing a diaphragm 
that separates them initially. No heat transfer 
with the surroundings is observed. 
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for a monotomic gas, and by 

5 
c v - ~R (2.20.2) 

for a diatomic gas (e.g., Lee, Sears, and Turcotte, 1973). These values are con- 
firmed experimentally over a wide range of pressure and temperature relevant 
to the atmosphere. Taking air to be chiefly diatomic together with the value 
of Rd in (1.18) yields the specific heats for dry air 

Cvd -- 717.5 J kg -1K -1, 
(2.21.1) 

C p d -  1004.5 J kg -1 K -1, 

and the dimensionless constants 

" y -  Cp/C v -- 1.4, (2.21.2) 

K - - R / C p  

= ( y -  1)/y 

0.286. (2.21.3) 

With the aforementioned definitions, the first law can be expressed in the 
two equivalent forms: 

c,,dT + p d v -  6q, (2.22.1) 

c p d T -  v d p -  6q. 

For isochoric and isobaric processes, these expressions reduce to 

6% -- cvdT, 

(2.22.2) 

(2.23.1) 

6qp = cpdT, (2.23.2) 

respectively. Because the right-hand sides of (2.23) involve only state variables, 
the same must be true of the left-hand sides. Thus, under these special cir- 
cumstances, heat transfer behaves as a state variable. Although generally path 
dependent, heat transfer during an isochoric process or during an isobaric 
process is uniquely determined by the change of temperature. 

2.4 Adiabatic Processes 

For an adiabatic process, the first law reduces to 

cvdT + pdv  - O, (2.24.1) 

cpdT - vdp - O. (2.24.2) 
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Dividing through by T and introducing the the gas law transforms (2.24) into 

cvdln T + Rdln  v = 0, (2.25.1) 

cpd In T - Rd In p = 0, 

which may be integrated to obtain the identities 

T cv V R - - -  const 

(2.25.2) 

(2.26.1) 

TCp p-R = const. (2.26.2) 

A third identity, which relates p and v, can be derived from (2.25) with the 
aid of a differential form of the ideal gas law 

din  p + d ln  v = dln  T, (2.27) 

which follows from (1.1). Using (2.27) to eliminate T from (2.25.2) gives 

cvd In p + cpd In v = 0, (2.28) 

which on integration yields 

pCvvCp = const. (2.29) 

The three identities, (2.26.1), (2.26.2), and (2.29), can be cast in terms of 
dimensionless constants as 

T v  7 -1  = const, (2.30.1) 

Tp -~ = const, (2.30.2) 

pv ~ = const. (2.30.3) 

Known as Poisson's equations, (2.30) define adiabatic paths in the state space 
of an ideal gas. Each describes the evolution of a state variable during an 
adiabatic process in terms of only one other state variable. Thus, the change of 
a single state variable together with the condition that the process be adiabatic 
is sufficient to determine the change of a second state variable and hence the 
change of thermodynamic state. For this reason, an adiabatic system possesses 
only one independent state variable and thus only one thermodynamic degree 
of freedom. 

Because the state space of a pure substance is represented by the plane of 
any two intensive properties zl and z2, a thermodynamic process describes a 
contour 

g(za, z2) = const. 

Poisson's equations (2.30) are of this form and describe a family of contours, 
known as adiabats, in the plane of any two of the state variables p, T, and v 
(Fig. 2.8). In a similar fashion, isobaric processes describe a family of isobars 
(p = const), isothermal processes describe a family of isotherms (T = const), 
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Figure 2.8 Changes of pressure, volume, or temperature in terms of one other state variable during an adiabatic process, which define adiabats in 

the state space of an ideal gas. Also shown are the corresponding changes during an isothermal process (T  = const), an isochoric process (v = const), 
and an isobaric process ( p  = const), which define isotherms, isochores, and isobars, respectively. 
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and isochoric processes describe a family of isochores (v = const), which are 
superposed in Fig. 2.8. Just as each of the foregoing paths is characterized by 
invariance of a certain state variable, so too are adiabats. 

2.4.1 Potential Tempera ture  

Poisson's relation between pressure and temperature motivates the introduc- 
tion of a new state variable that is preserved during an adiabatic process. The 
potential temperature 0 is defined as that temperature assumed by the system 
when compressed or expanded adiabatically to a reference pressure of P0 = 
1000 mb. According to (2.30.2), an adiabatic process from the state (p, T) to 
the reference state (P0, 0) satisfies 

Opo~= rp-~. 

Hence, the potential temperature is described by 

0 
~ =  P . (2.31) 

A function of pressure and temperature, 0 is a state variable. According to 
(2.31) and Poisson's relation (2.30.2), 0 is invariant along an adiabatic path in 
state space. 

Adiabatic behavior of individual air parcels is a good approximation for 
many atmospheric applications. Above the boundary layer and outside of 
clouds, the timescale of heat transfer is of order two weeks and thus long 
compared to the characteristic timescale of displacements, which influence an 
air parcel through changes of pressure and expansion work. For instance, ver- 
tical displacements of air and accompanying changes of pressure and volume 
occur in cumulus convection on a timescale of minutes to hours. Even in mo- 
tions of large horizontal dimension (e.g., in sloping convection associated with 
synoptic disturbances), air displacements occur on a characteristic timescale 
of order one day. Thus, over a fairly wide range of motions, the timescale for 
an air parcel to adjust to changes of pressure and to perform expansion work 
is short compared to the characteristic timescale of heat transfer. 

Under these circumstances, the potential temperature of individual air 
parcels is approximately conserved. An air parcel descending to greater pres- 
sure experiences an increase of temperature according to (2.30.2) due to com- 
pression work performed on it, but in such proportion to its increase of pres- 
sure as to preserve the parcel's potential temperature through (2.31). Similar 
considerations apply to an air parcel that is ascending. It follows that, un- 
der adiabatic conditions, 0 is a conserved quantity and therefore behaves as 
a tracer of air motion. On timescales for which individual parcels can be re- 
garded as adiabatic, particular values of 0 track the movement of those bodies 
of air. Conversely, a collection of air parcels that has a particular value of 0 
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Figure 2.9 Surfaces of constant potential temperature 0. An air parcel remains coincident 
with a particular 0 surface under adiabatic conditions, whereas it drifts across 0 surfaces under 
diabatic conditions. 

moves through space coincidentally with the corresponding isopleth of poten- 
tial temperature. 

The distribution of 0 in the atmosphere is determined by the distributions of 
pressure and temperature. Because pressure decreases sharply with altitude, 
(2.31) implies that surfaces of constant 0 tend to be quasi-horizontal like 
isobaric surfaces (Fig. 2.9). On timescales characteristic of air motion, an air 
parcel initially coincident with a certain 0 surface must remain coincident 
with that surface, even though the position of that surface may change with 
time. Hence, deflections of these quasi-horizontal surfaces describe the vertical 
motion of individual bodies of air, which are constrained to move along them 
under adiabatic conditions. 

Magnified values of ozone column abundance that appear in Fig. 1.10 are 
attributable, in part, to vertical motion along 0 surfaces. Contoured over Eo3 is 
the pressure on the 375 K potential temperature surface, which lies just above 
the tropopause. Above tropospheric cyclones (see Fig. 1.9a), that surface is 
deflected downward to greater pressure. Air moving along the 0 surface then 
descends and undergoes compression, which in turn increases the absolute 
concentration Po3 and hence Eo3 (1.25). 

Another example is provided by the distribution of nitric acid on the 470 K 
potential temperature surface (Fig. 2.10), which also lies in the lower strato- 
sphere. Like ozone, HNO3 is long lived at this level, so its mixing ratio is 
conserved. Therefore, rHNO3 is passively rearranged by the circulation on po- 
tential temperature surfaces, along which air moves. The distribution of rHNO3 
on the 470 K surface has been distorted into a pentagonal pattern by tropo- 
spheric cyclones that are distributed almost uniformly along the continuous 
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Figure 2.10 Distribution of nitric acid mixing ratio rHNO3 (ppbv) on the 0 = 470 K potential 
temperature surface over the Southern Hemisphere on January 3, 1979, as observed by Nimbus-7 
LIMS. Adapted from Miles and Grose (1986). 

storm track of the Southern Hemisphere (see Fig. 1.25a). In fact, the pattern 
of rHNO3 suggests that air is being overturned horizontally by those synoptic 
disturbances. 

2.4.2 Thermodynamic Behavior Accompanying Vertical Motion 

According to (2.30.2), the temperature of an air parcel moving vertically 
changes due to expansion work, but in such proportion to its pressure as to 
preserve its potential temperature. An expression for the rate that a parcel's 
temperature T' changes with its altitude z' under adiabatic conditions follows 
from (2.25.2) in combination with hydrostatic equilibrium (1.16). With the gas 
law, the change with altitude of environmental pressure p is described by 

dz 
d l n p -  H '  (2.32) 

where H is given by (1.17.2). Since the parcel's pressure p' adjusts automati- 
cally to the environmental pressure to preserve mechanical equilibrium, (2.32) 
also describes how the parcel's pressure changes with altitude. Then, for the 
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b 

Figure 2.11 Profiles of pressure, temperature, and potential temperature for an individual 
air parcel ascending adiabatically. 

parcel, (2.25.2) becomes 

cpdT' + gdz' = O. 

Thus, the temperature of a displaced air parcel evolving adiabatically decreases 
with its altitude at a constant rate 

dT' g 

dz ~ Cp 

= F d, (2.33) 

which defines the dry adiabatic lapse rate. The linear profile of temperature 
followed by a parcel moving vertically under adiabatic conditions (Fig. 2.11) is 
associated with a uniform profile of potential temperature, namely, along which 
0' for an individual parcel remains constant. Both describe the evolution of a 
displaced air parcel that does not communicate thermally with its environment, 
namely, one for which the only interaction with its surroundings is mechanical. 

Having a value of approximately 9.8 K km -1, IF" d applies to a parcel of dry 
air undergoing vertical motion in a hydrostatically stratified environment. For 
reasons developed in Chapter 5, (2.33) also applies to an air parcel that is 
moist, but outside of clouds, because heat transfer remains slow compared 
to expansion work. Inside clouds, the simple behavior predicted by adiabatic 
considerations breaks down due to the release of latent heat, which accompa- 
nies condensation of water vapor and occurs on the same timescale as vertical 
motion. Although the behavior of an air parcel is then more complex, a gen- 
eralization of (2.33) holds under those circumstances and is developed in 
Chapter 5. 
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2.5 Diabatic Processes 

Whereas for many purposes the behavior of an air parcel can be regarded 
as adiabatic, that condition is violated in certain locations and over long 
timescales. Near the surface, thermal conduction and turbulent mixing be- 
come important on timescales of order one day. A similar conclusion holds 
inside clouds, where the release of latent heat operates on the same timescale 
as vertical motion. Over timescales longer than a week, radiative transfer be- 
comes important. 

Under diabatic conditions, the system interacts with its environment ther- 
mally as well as mechanically. The potential temperature of an air parcel is 
then no longer conserved. Instead, 0 changes in proportion to heat transferred 
into the system, where 0 and other unprimed variables are hereafter under- 
stood to refer to an individual air parcel. Taking the logarithm of (2.31) gives 
a differential relation among the variables 0, p, and T 

dln 0 - dln T -- - K d l n  p. (2.34) 

Likewise, dividing the first law (2.22.2) by T and incorporating the gas law 
leads to a similar relation 

6q 
d In T - Kd In p = ~ .  (2.35) cpT 

Combining (2.34) and (2.35) then yields 

6q 
d In 0 = cpT" (2.36) 

Thus, the increase of potential temperature is a direct measure of the heat 
transferred into the system. For this reason, an air parcel will drift across 
potential temperature surfaces in proportion to the net heat exchanged with 
its environment (Fig. 2.9). Equation (2.36) can be regarded as an alternate 
and more compact expression of the first law, one in which expansion work 
has been absorbed into the state variable 0. In this light, 0 for a compressible 
fluid like air is analogous to T for an incompressible fluid like water. Each 
increases in direct proportion to the heat absorbed by the system. 

2.5.1 Polytropic Processes 

Most of the energy exchanged between the earth's surface and the atmosphere 
and between one atmospheric layer and another is accomplished through ra- 
diative transfer (refer to Fig. 1.27). In fact, radiative transfer is the primary 
diabatic influence outside of the boundary layer and clouds. It is sometimes 
convenient to model radiative transfer as a polytropic process 

3q = cdT, (2.37) 
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wherein the heat transferred into the system is proportional to the system's 
change of temperature. The constant of proportionality c is the polytropic spe- 
cific heat capacity. Newtonian cooling, in which heat transfer is proportional to 
the departure from an equilibrium temperature, can be regarded as a poly- 
tropic process. For deep temperature anomalies, as is characteristic of plan- 
etary waves, Newtonian cooling is a useful approximation to IR cooling to 
space. 

For a polytropic process, the two expressions of the first law (2.22) reduce 
to  

(c v - c)dT + pdv = 0, (2.38.1) 

(Cp - c)dT - vdp = 0. (2.38.2) 

Equations (2.38) resemble the first law for an adiabatic process, but with 
modified specific heats. Consequently, previous formulas valid for an adiabatic 
process hold for a polytropic process with the transformation 

Cp --> (Cp - C), (2.39) 

Then (2.39) may be used in (2.31) to define a polytropic potential temperature 
0, which is conserved during a polytropic process (Problem 2.9). Analogous to 
potential temperature, O is the temperature assumed by an air parcel if com- 
pressed polytropically to 1000 mb, and it characterizes a family of polytropes 
in state space. 

In terms of potential temperature, the first law becomes 

dln O = ( ~ p ) d l n  T. (2.40) 

If c is positive, the effective specific heats (Cp-  c) and (c o - c )  are reduced 
from their adiabatic values. Therefore, a given change of pressure or volume 
in (2.38) leads to a greater change of temperature. For an increase of temper- 
ature, the additional warming implies heat absorption from the environment 
and an increase of 0 by (2.40). This would be the situation for an air parcel 
that is cooler than its surroundings. For a decrease of temperature, the ad- 
ditional cooling implies heat rejection to the environment and a decrease of 
0, as would occur for an air parcel that is warmer than its environment. The 
reverse behavior follows if c is negative. 

Suggested Reading 

A thorough discussion of thermodynamic properties of gases is given in Atmo- 
spheric Thermodynamics (1981) by Iribarne and Godson. 
Statistical Thermodynamics (1973) by Lee, Sears, and Turcotte provides a clear 
treatment of specific heats and other gas properties from the perspective of 
statistical mechanics. 
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Problems 

2.1. 

2.2. 

2.3. 

2.4. 

2.5. 

2.6. 

2.7. 

2.8. 

2.9. 

2.10. 

2.11. 

A plume of heated air leaves the cooling tower of a power plant at 1000 
mb with a temperature of 30~ If the air may be treated as dry, to 
what level will the plume ascend if the ambient temperature varies with 
altitude as: (a) T(z) = 2 0 -  8z(C) and (b) T(z) = 20 + z(C), with z in 
kilometers. 

Suppose that the air in Problem 2.1 contains moisture, but its effect is 
negligible beneath a cumulus cloud, which forms overhead between 900 
and 700 mb. (a) What is the potential temperature inside the plume at 
950 mb? (b) How is the potential temperature inside the plume at 800 mb 
related to that at 950 mb? (c) How is the buoyancy of air at 800 mb relat- 
ed to that if the air were perfectly dry? 

One mole of water is vaporized at 100~ and 1 atm of pressure (1.013 x 
105 Pa), with an observed increase in volume of 3.02 x 10 -2 m 3. (a) How 
much work is performed by the water? (b) How much work would be 
performed if the water behaved as an ideal gas and accomplished the 
same change of volume isobarically? (c) The enthalpy of vaporization 
for water is 4.06 x 10 4 J mol -~. What heat input is necessary to accom- 
plish the above change of state? Why does the heat input differ from the 
work performed? 

Demonstrate (a) that h = h(T) and (b) relation (2.19). 

Demonstrate that 0 is conserved during an adiabatic process. 

A large helium-filled balloon carries an instrumented payload from sea 
level into the stratosphere. If the balloon ascends rapidly enough for 
heat transfer across its surface to be negligible, what relative increase in 
volume must be accommodated for the balloon to reach 10 mb? (Note: 
The balloon exerts negligible surface tension~it serves merely to contain 
the helium.) 

Derive (2.27) for an ideal gas. 

Describe physical circumstances under which polytropic heat transfer 
would be a useful approximation to actual heat transfer. 

Use transformation (2.29) to define a polytropic potential temperature O, 
which is conserved during a polytropic process. How is 0 related to 0? 

Through sloping convection, dry air initially at 20~ ascends from sea 
level to 700 mb. Calculate (a) its initial and final specific volumes, (b) its 
final temperature, (c) the specific work performed, and (d) changes in 
its specific energy and enthalpy. 

A commercial aircraft is en route to New York City from Miami, where 
the surface pressure was 1013 mb and its altimeter was adjusted at 
takeoff to indicate 0 ft above sea level. If the surface pressure at New 
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2.12. 

2.13. 

2.14. 

2.15. 

2.16. 

York is 990 mb and the temperature is -3~ estimate the altimeter 
reading when the aircraft lands if no subsequent adjustments are made. 

Commercial aircraft normally cruise near 200 mb, where T = -60~ 
(a) Calculate the temperature of air if compressed adiabatically to the 
cabin pressure of 800 mb. (b) How much specific heat must then be 
added/removed to maintain a cabin temperature of 25~ 

A system comprised of pure water is maintained at 0~ and 6.1 mb, 
at which the specific volumes of ice, water, and vapor are vi = 1.09 x 
10 -3 m3kg -1, v w -- 1.00 x 10 -3 m 3 kg -1, v v = 206 m 3 kg -1. (a) How 

much work is performed by the water substance if 1 kg of ice melts? 
(b) How much work is performed by the water substance if 1 kg of 
water evaporates? (c) Contrast the values in (a) and (b) in light of the 
heat transfers required to accomplish the preceding transformations of 
phase: a f u s i o n -  0.334 • 10 6 J and Qvaporization ~-2 .50  x 10 6 J. 

Surface winds blow down a mountain range during a C h i n o o k ,  which is 
an Indian term for "snow eater." If the temperature at 14,000 ft along 
the continental divide is -10~ and if the sky is cloud-free leeward 
of the divide, what is the surface temperature at Denver, which lies at 
approximately 5000 ft? 

A scuba diver releases a bubble at 30~ at a depth of 32 ft, where the 
absolute pressure is 2 atm. Presume that the bubble remains intact, is 
large enough for heat transfer across its surface to be negligible, and 
condensational heating in its interior can be ignored. Beginning from 
hydrostatic equilibrium and the first law, (a) derive an expression for 
the bubble's temperature as a function of its elevation z above its initial 
elevation and (b) determine the bubble's temperature upon reaching 
the surface under the foregoing conditions. (c) How would these results 
be modified under fully realistic conditions? (No te :  Normal respiration 
processes only about 30% of the oxygen available, so the bubble can be 
treated as air.) 

An air parcel descends from 10 to 100 mb. (a) How much specific work 
is performed on the parcel if its change of state is accomplished adiabat- 
ically? (b) If its change of state is accomplished isothermally at 220 K? 
(c) Under the conditions of (b), what heat transfer must occur to achieve 
the change of state? (d) What is the parcel's change of potential temper- 
ature under the same conditions? 



Chapter 3 The Second Law and Its Implications 

The first law of thermodynamics describes how the state of a system changes 
in response to work it performs and heat absorbed by it. The second law of 
thermodynamics deals with the direction of thermodynamic processes and the 
efficiency with which they occur. Since these characteristics control how a 
system evolves out of a given state, the second law also underlies the stability 
of thermodynamic equilibrium. 

3.1 Natural and Reversible Processes 

A process for which the system can be restored to its initial state, without 
leaving a net influence on the system or on its environment, is said to be 
reversible. A reversible process is actually an idealization: one that is devoid of 
friction and for which changes of state occur slowly enough for the system to 
remain in thermodynamic equilibrium. By contrast, a naturalprocess is one that 
proceeds freely, for example, a spontaneous process which can be stimulated 
by a small perturbation to the system. Because the system is then out of 
thermodynamic equilibrium with its surroundings, a natural process cannot be 
reversed entirely, that is, without leaving a net influence on either the system 
or its environment. Thus, a natural process is inherently "irreversible," 

Irreversibility is introduced by any process that drives the system out of 
thermodynamic equilibrium, as occurs during rapid changes of state. Perform- 
ing work across a finite pressure difference, wherein the system is out of 
mechanical equilibrium, and transferring heat across a finite temperature dif- 
ference, wherein the system is out of thermal equilibrium, are both irreversible. 
A process involving friction (e.g., turbulent mixing, which is accompanied by 
frictional dissipation) is also irreversible, as are transformations of phase when 
different phases are not at equilibrium with one another (e.g., in states away 
from saturation). 

An example of irreversible work follows from a gas that is acted on by a 
piston and is maintained at a constant temperature through contact with a 
heat reservoir (Fig. 3.1). Suppose the gas is expanded isothermally at temper- 
ature T~2 from state 1 to state 2 and subsequently restored to state 1 through 

79 
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Figure 3.1 A gas at the system pressure Ps that is acted on by a piston with pressure pp and 
is maintained at constant temperature  through contact with a heat  reservoir. 

isothermal compression at the same temperature (Fig. 3.2). If the cycle is ex- 
ecuted very slowly and without friction, the system pressure p~ is uniform 
throughout the gas and equals that exerted by the piston p p at each stage of 
the process. Therefore, the work performed by the system during expansion is 
given by 

W12 __ f2 ppdv 

f2 RT12 dv 
,11 v 

v2 
- RTI2 In (~11) �9 

Likewise, the work performed on the system during compression is 

--W21 - -  - -  f21 ppdv 

=RT121n(V2) ' 01  

(3.1.1) 

(3.1.1) 
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q41 = 0 

T12 > T34 

T12 (q 12 > O) 

( ~  Isothermal Cycle 
Carnot Cycle 

T34 (q34 < O) 

q23 = 0 

Figure 3.2 Isothermal cycle (dashed) and Carnot cycle (solid) in the p - v  plane. 

which equals the work performed by the system during expansion. Hence, the 
net work performed during the cycle vanishes. Since f du = 0, (2.13) implies 

f, q-fpdv-o 
and the net heat absorbed during the cycle also vanishes. Consequently, both 
the system and the environment are restored to their original states, so the 
compression from state 1 to state 2 is entirely reversible. The same follows for 
the expansion and for the cycle as a whole. 

If the cycle is executed rapidly, some of the gas is accelerated. Pressure is 
then no longer uniform across the system and Ps does not equal pp. During 
rapid compression, the piston must exert a pressure which exceeds that exerted 
when the compression is executed slowly (e.g., to offset the reaction of the gas 
being accelerated). Therefore, the work performed on the system exceeds that 
performed under reversible conditions. ~ Since Au vanishes, the first law implies 
that heat transferred out of the system during rapid compression likewise 
exceeds that when the compression is executed slowly. During rapid expansion, 
the piston must exert a pressure which is smaller than that exerted when the 
expansion is executed slowly. The work performed by the system is then less 
than that performed under reversible conditions and, since Au ---_ 0, so is the 

1Kinetic energy generated by the excess work is eventually dissipated and lost through heat 
transfer to the environment. 
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heat transferred into the system. Thus, executing the isothermal cycle rapidly 
results in 

f pdv = f 6q < O. 

Net work is performed on the system, which must be compensated by net 
rejection of heat to the environment. 

This example illustrates that completing a transition between two states 
reversibly minimizes the work that must be performed on a system and maxi- 
mizes the work that is performed by the system. These results can be extended 
to a system that performs work through a conversion of heat transferred into 
it, namely, to a heat engine. With (2.13), it follows that the cyclic work per- 
formed by such a system is maximized when the cycle is executed reversibly. 
Irreversibility reduces the net work performed by the system over a cycle, 
which must be associated with some heat rejection to the environment. 

3.1.1 The Carnot  Cycle 

Consider a cyclic process comprised of two isothermal legs and two adiabatic 
legs (Fig. 3.2). During isothermal expansion and compression, the system is 
maintained at constant temperature through contact with a thermal reservoir, 
which serves as a heat source or heat sink. During adiabatic compression and 
expansion, the system is thermally isolated. If executed reversibly, this process 
describes a Carnot cycle. The leg from state 1 to state 2 is isothermal expansion 
at temperature T12, so 

AL/12 - -  0. 

Then the heat absorbed during that leg is given by 

q12 - -  w12 

- f12pdv 

=RTa21n(V2) "v l  

The leg from state 2 to state 3 is adiabatic, so 

(3.2.1) 

q23 - -  0 

and 

--W23 - -  AU23 

= c o ( T 3 4  - Z12 ). (3.2.2) 
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Similarly, the leg between states 3 and 4 is isothermal compression, so the heat 
transfer and work are given by 

q34-w34-RT341n(V-~33), (3.2.3) 

whereas the leg between states 4 and 1 is adiabatic, so it involves work 

W41 -- c v ( Z l 2  - T34 ). (3.2.4) 

If the cycle is executed in reverse, the work and heat transfer during each leg 
are exactly cancelled by those during the corresponding leg of the forward 
cycle. Therefore, the Carnot cycle is reversible. 

During the two adiabatic legs of (3.2.2) and (3.2.4), the work performed 
cancels, while the heat transfer vanishes identically. Hence, the net work and 
heat transfer over the cycle follow from the isothermal legs alone. The volumes 
in (3.2.1) and (3.2.3) are related to the changes of temperature along the 
adiabatic legs, which follow from Poisson's identity (2.30.1) 

y-1 
T12T34 - - (V~-~) ' ) ' - I - - (~I  4)  

Thus, 

1) 2 1) 3 
1) 1 1) 4 

Collecting the heat transferred during the isothermal legs yields 

1)4 f6q--RT1eln(~11 ) -i- RT34 In (~33) 

= R(T12 - T34)In (v~-12) , 

which is positive for T12 > T34 if v2 > va. Then 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

f pdv- f 6q > O. (3.5) 

The system performs net work, which is converted from heat absorbed during 
the cycle. 

The Carnot cycle is a paradigm of a heat engine. For net work to be per- 
formed by the system, heat must be absorbed at high temperature T12 (during 
isothermal expansion) and rejected at low temperature T34 (during isothermal 
compression). According to (3.2), more heat is absorbed at high temperature 
than is rejected at low temperature. The first law (2.13) then implies that net 
heat absorbed during the cycle is balanced by net work performed by the sys- 
tem. If the preceding cycle is executed in reverse, the system constitutes a 
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refrigerator. More heat is rejected at high temperature than is absorbed at 
low temperature. Then (2.13) asserts that net heat rejected during the cycle 
must be compensated by work performed on the system. 

Net work and heat transfer over the cycle are proportional to the tempera- 
ture difference T12- T34 between the heat source and heat sink. Not all of the 
heat absorbed by the system during expansion is converted into work. Some 
of that heat is rejected during compression. Therefore, the efficiency of a heat 
engine is limited--even for a reversiblecycle. 

3.2 Entropy and the Second Law 

In the development of the first law, we observed that work is independent of 
path under adiabatic conditions, which allowed the internal energy be intro- 
duced as a state variable. The second law of thermodynamics is inspired by 
the observation that the quantity q/T is independent of path under reversible 
conditions. As for the first law, this allows the introduction of a state vari- 
able, entropy, which is defined in terms of a quantity that is, in general, path 
dependent. 

Consider the Carnot cycle. According to (3.4), 

f 6q=R [In (V~a)  ( v ~ ) ]  -T +In =0 ,  

which is equivalent to the identity 

q1____22 -I- q4____l_l _ 0. (3.6) 
r12 T41 

It turns out this relationship holds under fairly general circumstances. 

Carnot's Theorem 
The identity (3.6) holds for any reversible cycle between two heat reser- 
voirs at temperatures T12 and T41, irrespective of details of the cycle. 

It can be shown that any reversible cycle can be represented as a succession of 
infinitesimal Carnot cycles (e.g., Keenan, 1970). Therefore, Carnot's theorem 
implies that the identity 

6q 
f ( T ) r e v - - 0  (3.7) 

holds irrespective of path. 
By the exact differential theorem (Sec. 2.1.4), it follows that the quantity 

(x y) (6q/T)rev represents a point function. That is, f~x'., x(6q/T)rev depends only 
on the thermodynamic state (x, y) and not on the ~ l~at'~ along which the system 
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evolved to that state. In the spirit that internal energy was introduced (Sec. 
2.2), we define the state variable entropy 

r e v  

which constitutes a property of the system. 
Carnot's theorem and the identity (3.7) apply to a reversible process. Under 

more general circumstances, the following inequality holds. 

The Clausius Inequality 

For a cyclic process, 

f ~ q  
-T < 0, (3.9) 

where equality applies if the cycle is executed reversibly. 

One of several statements of the second law, the Clausius inequality has the 
following consequences that pertain to the direction of thermodynamic pro- 
cesses: 

1. Heat must be rejected to the environment somewhere during a cycle. 

2. Under reversible conditions, more heat is exchanged at high temper- 
ature than at low temperature. 

3. Irreversibility reduces the net heat absorbed during a cycle. 

The first consequence precludes the possibility of a process that converts heat 
from a single source entirely into work: a perpetual motion machine of the sec- 
ond kind. Some of the heat absorbed by a system that performs work must be 
rejected. Representing a thermal loss, that heat rejection limits the efficiency 
of any heat engine, even one operated reversibly. The second consequence of 
(3.9) implies that net work is performed by the system during a cycle (namely, 
it behaves as a heat engine) if heat is absorbed at high temperature and 
rejected at low temperature. Conversely, net work must be performed on the 
system during the cycle (namely, it behaves as a refrigerator) if heat is rejected 
at high temperature and absorbed at low temperature. The third consequence 
of (3.9) implies that irreversibility reduces the net work performed by the sys- 
tem, in the case of a heat engine, and increases the net work that must be 
performed on the system, in the case of a refrigerator. 

A differential form of the second law, which applies to an incremental pro- 
cess, may be derived from the Clausius inequality. Consider a cycle comprised 
of a reversible and an irreversible leg between two states 1 and 2 (Fig. 3.3). A 
cycle comprised of two reversible legs may also be constructed between those 
states. For the first cycle, the Clausius inequality yields 

2 8q 1 

f (_~_)revq_f2 (t~q 
) 
~/irrev ~ 0, 
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v 

v 

Figure 3.3 Cyclic processes between two states comprised of (i) two reversible legs and (ii) 
one reversible and one irreversible leg. 

whereas for the second cycle 

~ 1 2 ( - ~ ) r e v d - ~ 2 1  ( - ~ ) r e v - - O "  

Subtracting gives 

or with (3.8) 

f2 a ( 6q 1 --T-) -f2 (6q irrev -T-) rev ~ 0 

ds > 
irrev 

Since it holds between two arbitrary states, the inequality must apply to the 
integrands too. Thus, 

6q ds > (3.10) 
- T '  

where equality holds if the process is reversible. 
Equation (3.10) is the most common form of the second law. In combination 

with (3.8), it implies an upper bound to the heat that can be absorbed by the 
system during a given change of state: 

6q <_ Tds, 
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namely, the heat absorbed when that process is executed reversibly. If the 
process is executed irreversibly, additional heat is rejected to the environment. 
This reduces 6q and the net heat absorbed, which in turn reduces the net work 
performed by the system if the process is cyclic (2.13). 

Also represented in (3.10) is the direction of thermodynamic processes. 
Through the inequality, the second law asserts whether or not a system is 
capable of evolving along a given path. A process for which the change of 
entropy satisfies (3.10) is possible. If (3.10) is satisfied through equality, that 
process is reversible, whereas if it is satisfied through inequality that process 
is irreversible (e.g., a natural process). By contrast, a process that satisfies the 
reverse inequality is impossible. 

3.3 Restricted Forms of the Second Law 

The entropy of a system can either increase or decrease, depending on the 
heat transfer needed to achieve the same change of state under reversible 
conditions. For certain processes, the change of entropy implied by the second 
law is simplified. 

For an adiabatic process, (3.10) reduces to 

dSad > O, (3.11) 

so the entropy can then only increase. It follows that irreversible work increases 
a system's entropy. Letting the control surface of a hypothetical system pass to 
infinity eliminates heat transfer to the environment and leads to the conclusion 
that the entropy of the universe can only increase. For a reversible adiabatic 
process, (3.11) implies ds = 0, so such a process is isentropic. 

For an isochoric process, wherein expansion work vanishes, the first law 
(2.23.1) transforms (3.8) into 

ds-c~ -T- rev" 
Since it involves only state variables, this expression must hold whether or not 
the process is reversible. Hence, 

- - T  (3 .12)  

In the absence of work, entropy can either increase or decrease, depending 
on the sign of dT. It follows that heat transfer can either increase or decrease 
a system's entropy. 

According to (3.11) and (3.12), changes of entropy follow from 

1. Irreversible work and 

2. Heat transfer. 
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Irreversible work only increases s, whereas heat transfer (irreversible or oth- 
erwise) can either increase or decrease s. In the absence of work, the change 
of entropy equals 6q/T,  irrespective of path (e.g., whether or not the process 
is reversible). 

3.4 T h e  F u n d a m e n t a l  R e l a t i o n s  

Substituting the second law (3.10) into the two forms of the first law (2.22) 
leads to the inequalities 

du < T d s -  pdv, (3.13.1) 

dh < Tds + vdp. (3.13.2) 

For a reversible process, these reduce to 

du = T d s -  pdv, (3.14.1) 

dh = Tds + vdp. (3.14.2) 

Since they involve only state variables, the equalities (3.14) cannot depend on 
path. Consequently, they must hold whether or not the process is reversible. 
Known as the fundamental relations, these identities describe the change in 
one state variable in terms of the changes in two other state variables. Even 
though generally valid, the fundamental relations cannot be evaluated easily 
under irreversible conditions. The values of p and T in (3.14) refer to the 
pressure and temperature "of the system," which can be specified only under 
reversible conditions. Under irreversible conditions, the relationship among 
these variables reverts to the inequalities (3.13), wherein p and T denote 
"applied values," which can be specified. 

It is convenient to introduce two new state variables, that are referred to 
as auxiliary functions. The Helmholtz function is defined by 

f -  u -  Ts. (3.15.1) 

The Gibbs function is defined by 

g = h -  Ts 

= u + p v -  Ts. (3.15.2) 

In terms of these variables, the fundamental relations become 

d f  = - s d T -  pdv, (3.16.1) 

dg = - s d T  + vdp. (3.16.2) 
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The Helmholtz and Gibbs functions are each referred to as the free energy 
of the system: f for an isothermal process and g for an isothermal-isobaric 
process, because they reflect the energy available for conversion into work 
under those conditions (Problem 3.10). 

3.4.1 The Maxwell Relat ions 

Variables appearing in (3.14) and (3.16) are not entirely independent. Involv- 
ing only state variables, each fundamental relation has the form of an exact 
differential. According to the exact differential theorem (2.8), these relations 
can hold only if the cross derivatives of the coefficients on the right-hand sides 
are equal. Applying that condition to (3.14) and (3.16) yields the identities 

( 
Os 

p 

(3.17) 

which are known as the Maxwell relations. 

3.4.2 N o n c o m p e n s a t e d  Hea t  Transfer  

The inequalities in (3.13) account for additional heat rejection to the environ- 
ment that occurs through irreversibility. Those inequalities can be eliminated 
in favor of equalities by introducing the noncompensated heat transfer 3q', 
defined by 

6q = T d s -  6q', (3.18) 

where 6q' > 0. The noncompensated heat transfer represents the additional 
heat that must be rejected to the environment as a result of irreversibility, for 
example, that associated with frictional dissipation of kinetic energy. 

Substituting (3.18) into the first law (2.22.1) yields 

du = T d s -  p d v -  6q', (3.19) 

where p and T are understood to refer to applied values. An expression 
for the noncompensated heat transfer can be derived from (3.14) and (3.19), 
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which hold for applied values under reversible and irreversible conditions, 
respectively. Subtracting gives 

~ q t  __ ( T  - T r e v ) d s  - ( p  - Prev)dl),  (3 .20)  

where Trev and Prev refer to applied values under equilibrium conditions (i.e., 
those assumed by the system when the process is executed reversibly). Ac- 
cording to (3.20), noncompensated heat transfer results from the thermal dis- 
equilibrium of the system, which is represented in the difference T -  Tre v, and 
from the mechanical disequilibrium of the system, which is represented in the 
difference p -  Prev" 

3.5 Conditions for Thermodynamic Equilibrium 

By defining the direction of thermodynamic processes, the second law implies 
whether or not a path out of a given thermodynamic state is possible. Since 
this determines the likelihood of the system remaining in that state, the second 
law characterizes the stability of thermodynamic equilibrium. 

Consider a system in a given thermodynamic state. An arbitrary infinitesimal 
process emanating from that state is referred to as a virtualprocess. The system 
is said to be in stable or true thermodynamic equilibrium if no virtual process 
emanating from that state is a natural process, i.e., if all virtual paths out of 
that state are either reversible or impossible. If all virtual paths out of the 
state are natural processes, the system is said to be in unstable equilibrium. A 
small perturbation will then result in a finite change of state. If only some of 
the virtual processes out of the state are natural, the system is said to be in 
metastable equilibrium. A small perturbation then may or may not result in a 
finite change of state, depending on the details of the perturbation. 

These definitions can be combined with the second law to determine con- 
ditions that characterize thermodynamic equilibrium. The relations 

du < T d s -  pdv, 

dh < Tds + vdp, 

d f  <_ - s d T -  pdv, 

dg <_ - s d T  + vdp, 

hold for a reversible process, in the case of equality, and for an irreversible 
(e.g., natural) process, in the case of inequality. For a state to correspond to 
thermodynamic equilibrium, the reverse must be true, that is, 

du > T d s -  pdv, 

dh >_ Tds + vdp, 

d f  > - s d T -  pdv, 
(3.21) 

dg > - s d T  + vdp, 
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where inequality describes an impossible process. Inequalities (3.21) provide 
criteria for thermodynamic equilibrium. If they are satisfied by all virtual pro- 
cesses out of the current state, the system is in true thermodynamic equilib- 
rium. If only some virtual paths emanating from the state satisfy (3.21), the 
system is in metastable equilibrium. 

Under special circumstances, simpler criteria for thermodynamic equilib- 
rium exist. For an adiabatic enclosure, (3.10) reduces to 

ds>_O, 

where inequality corresponds to a natural process. Then a criterion for ther- 
modynamic equilibrium is 

dSad < O, (3.22) 

which describes reversible and impossible processes. According to (3.22), a 
state of thermodynamic equilibrium for an adiabatic system coincides with a 
local maximum of entropy (Fig. 3.4). Therefore, an adiabatic system's entropy 
must increase as it approaches thermodynamic equilibrium. 

Choosing processes for which the right-hand sides of (3.21) vanish yields 
other criteria for thermodynamic equilibrium: 

dus, v > O, 

dhs, p > O, 

d f  ~,v > O, 

dg~,p >_0, 

(3.23) 

which must be satisfied by all virtual paths out of the current state for the 
system to be in equilibrium. For the particular processes just discussed, (3.23) 
implies that a state of thermodynamic equilibrium coincides with local minima 
in the properties u, h, f, and g, respectively. Thus, for those processes the 
internal energy, enthalpy, Helmholtz function, and Gibbs function must all 
decrease as a system approaches thermodynamic equilibrium. 

3.6 Relationship of Entropy to Potential Temperature 

In Chapter 2, we saw that the change of potential temperature is proportional 
to the heat absorbed by an air parcel. Under reversible conditions, (3.10) 
implies that the same is true of entropy. Substituting (2.36) into the second 
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Figure 3.4 Local entropy maximum in the u-v plane, symbolizing a state that corresponds 
to thermodynamic equilibrium. 

law yields 

ds 
din 0 _< ~ ,  (3.24) 

Cp 

where equality holds for a reversible process. Because it involves only state 
variables, that equality must hold irrespective of whether or not the process is 
reversible. Hence, 

ds 
d In 0 - ~ ,  (3 .25 )  

Cp 

and the change of potential temperature is related directly to the change of 
entropy. Despite its validity, (3.25) applies to properties of the system (e.g., to 
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p and T through 0). Thus, like the fundamental relations, it can be evaluated 
only under reversible conditions. 

3.6.1 Implications for Vertical Motion 

If a process is adiabatic, dO = 0 and ds >_ O. The entropy remains constant or 
it can increase through irreversible work (e.g., that associated with frictional 
dissipation of kinetic energy). In the case of an air parcel, the conditions 
for adiabatic behavior are closely related to those for reversibility. Adiabatic 
behavior requires not only that no heat be transferred across the control sur- 
face, but also that no heat be exchanged between one part of the system and 
another (e.g., Landau et al., 1980). The latter requirement excludes turbu- 
lent mixing, which is the principal form of mechanical irreversibility in the 
atmosphere. It also excludes irreversible expansion work because such work 
introduces internal motions that eventually result in mixing. 

Since they exclude the important sources of irreversibility, the conditions 
for adiabatic behavior are tantamount to conditions for isentropic behavior. 
Thus, adiabatic conditions for the atmosphere are equivalent to requiring isen- 
tropic behavior for individual air parcels. Under these circumstances, potential 
temperature surfaces, 0 = const, coincide with isentropic surfaces, s = const. 
An air parcel coincident initially with a certain isentropic surface remains on 
that surface. Because those surfaces tend to be quasi-horizontal, adiabatic be- 
havior implies no net vertical motion (see Fig. 2.9). Air parcels can ascend 
and descend along isentropic surfaces, but they undergo no systematic vertical 
motion. 

Under diabatic conditions, an air parcel moves across isentropic surfaces 
according to the heat exchanged with its environment (2.36). Consider an 
air parcel advected horizontally through different thermal environments, like 
those represented in the distribution of net radiation in Fig. 1.27. Because 
radiative transfer varies sharply with latitude, this occurs whenever the par- 
cel's motion is deflected across latitude circles. Figure 3.5 shows a wavy 
trajectory followed by an air parcel that is initially at latitude ~b 0. Sym- 
bolic of the disturbed circulations in Figs. 1.9 and 1.10, that motion ad- 
vects air through different radiative envil'onments. Also indicated in Fig. 3.5 
is the distribution of radiative-equilibrium temperature TRz(~b), at which air 
emits radiant energy at the same rate as it absorbs it. That thermal struc- 
ture is achieved if the motion is everywhere parallel to latitude circles, be, 
cause air parcels then have infinite time to adjust to local thermal equili- 
brium. 

Suppose the displaced motion in Fig. 3.5 is sufficiently slow for the parcel 
to equilibrate with its surroundings at each point along the trajectory. The 
parcel's temperature then differs from TRZ only infinitesimally (Fig. 3.6), so the 
parcel remains in thermal equilibrium and heat transfer along the trajectory 
occurs reversibly. Between two successive crossings of the latitude ~b 0, the 
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Figure 3.5 A wavy trajectory followed by an air parcel, which symbolizes the disturbed cir- 
culations in Figs 1.9a and 1.10a. When displaced poleward, the parcel is warmer than the local 
radiative-equilibrium temperature (contours), so it rejects heat. The reverse process occurs when 
the parcel moves equatorward. 

parcel absorbs heat such that 

f2 f26q (3.26) cpd In 0 - -~--. 

If the heat exchange depends only on the parcel's temperature, for example, 

6q = Tdf ( T), 

which is symbolic of radiative transfer, then (3.26) reduces to 

cpln(O-~11)- A f -  0, 

since Te = 7"1 = TRe(~bo). Thus, 0 2 "- 01 and the parcel is restored to its initial 
thermodynamic state when it returns to latitude ~b 0. 

While moving poleward, the parcel is infinitesimally warmer than the lo- 
cal radiative-equilibrium temperature, so it emits more radiant energy than 
it absorbs. Rejection of heat results in the parcel drifting off its initial isen- 
tropic surface toward lower 0, which, for reasons developed in Chapter 7, 
corresponds to lower altitude. While moving equatorward, the parcel is in- 
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Figure 3.6 Thermal history of the idealized air parcel in Fig. 3.5. If advection occurs on a 
timescale much longer than radiative transfer (dotted), the parcel remains in thermal equilibrium 
with its surroundings (i.e., it assumes the local radiative-equilibrium temperature). The heat 
it absorbs and rejects is then reversible. If advection occurs on a timescale comparable to or 
shorter than radiative transfer (dashed), the parcel is driven out of thermal equilibrium with its 
surroundings. The heat it absorbs and rejects is then irreversible, which introduces a hysteresis 
into the parcel's thermodynamic state as it is advected through successive cycles of the disturbance 
(refer to Fig. 2.5). 

finitesimally colder than the local radiative-equilibrium temperature, so it ab- 
sorbs more radiant energy than it emits. Absorption of heat then results in 
the parcel ascending to higher O, just enough to restore the parcel to its initial 
isentropic surface when it returns to the latitude ~b 0. Thus, successive crossings 
of the latitude ~b 0 result in no net vertical motion and the parcel's evolution 
is perfectly cyclic. 

Now suppose the motion is sufficiently fast to carry the parcel between 
radiative environments before it has equilibrated to the local radiative- 
equilibrium temperature. During the excursion poleward of ~b 0, the parcel 
is out of thermal equilibrium, so heat transfer along the trajectory occurs 
irreversibly. Because its temperature then lags that of its surroundings, the 
parcel returns to the latitude ~b 0 with a temperature different from that ini- 
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tially (Fig. 3.6). By the foregoing analysis, the parcel's potential temperature 
02 also differs from that initially 

Cp In ( ~ ) - - A f  # 0 ,  

since T2 ~ T1. Thus, the parcel is not restored to its initial isentropic surface, 
but rather remains displaced vertically after returning to the latitude th0. Simi- 
lar reasoning shows that heat transfer during the excursion equatorward of ~b0 
(e.g., between positions 2 and 3 in Fig. 3.5) does not exactly cancel net heat 
transfer during the poleward excursion. Hence, a complete cycle results in net 
heat transfer and therefore a net vertical displacement of the parcel from its 
initial isentropic surface. 

Whether the parcel returns above or below that isentropic surface depends 
on the radiative-equilibrium temperature and on details of the motion, which 
control the history of heating and cooling. In either event, irreversible heat 
transfer introduces a hysteresis (refer to Fig. 2.5), through which successive 
cycles produce a vertical drift of air across isentropic surfaces. Because ad- 
vection operates on a timescale much shorter than radiative transfer in the 
atmosphere, disturbed horizontal motion invariably drives air out of thermal 
equilibrium, introducing irreversible heat transfer, which in turn drives verti- 
cal motion. Vertical motions generated in this fashion play an important role 
in the mean meridional circulation of the atmosphere, which transfers heat, 
moisture, and chemical constituents. 

Suggested Reading 

An illuminating treatment of the second law and its consequences to mechan- 
ical and chemical systems is given in The Principles of Chemical Equilibrium 
(1971) by K. Denbigh. 

Statistical Physics (1980) by Landau et al. includes a clear discussion of re- 
versibility and its implications for fluid systems. 

Problems 

3.1. Two hundred grams of mercury at 100~ is added to 100 g of water at 
20~ If the specific heat capacities of water and mercury are 4.18 and 
0.14 J kg-~K -1, respectively, determine (a) the limiting temperature of 
the mixture, (b) the change of entropy for the mercury, (c) the change 
of entropy for the water, and (d) the change of entropy for the system 
as a whole. 

3.2. For reasons developed in Chapter 9, many clouds are supercooled: They 
contain droplets at temperatures below 0~ Consider 1 mol of super- 
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3.3. 

3.4. 

3.5. 

3.6. 

3.7. 

3.8. 

3.9. 

cooled water in the metastable state: T = -10~ and p --- 1 atm. Fol- 
lowing a perturbation, the water freezes spontaneously, with the ice and 
its surroundings eventually returning to the original temperature. If the 
heat capacities of water and ice remain approximately constant with the 
values 75 and 38 J K -a mo1-1, respectively, and if the enthalpy of fusion 
at 0~ is 6026 J mo1-1, calculate (a) the change of entropy for the water 
and (b) the change of entropy for its environment. 

Consider a parcel crossing isentropic surfaces. If radiative cooling is just 
large enough to maintain the parcel on a fixed isobaric surface, what 
is the relative change of its temperature when the parcel's potential 
temperature has decreased to 90% of its original value? 

Air moving inland from a cooler maritime region warms through con- 
duction with the ground. If the temperature and potential temperature 
increase by 5 and 6%, respectively, determine (a) the fractional change 
of surface pressure between the parcel's initial and final positions and 
(b) the heat absorbed by the parcel. 

During a cloud-flee evening, LW heat transfer with the surface causes an 
air parcel to descend from 900 to 910 mb and its entropy to decrease by 
15 J kg -1 K -1. If its initial temperature is 280 K, determine the parcel's 
(a) final temperature and (b) final potential temperature. 

Derive expression (3.20) for the noncompensated heat transfer. 

Air initially at 20~ and 1 atm is allowed to expand freely into an evacu- 
ated chamber to assume twice its original volume. Calculate the change 
of specific entropy. (Hint: How much work is performed by the air?) 

The thermodynamic state of an air parcel is represented conveniently 
on the pseudo-adiabatic chart (Chapter 5), which displays altitude in 
terms of the variable pK. Show that the work performed during a cyclic 
process equals the area circumscribed by that process in the O-p ~ 
plane. 

One mole of water at 0~ and 1 atm is transformed into vapor at 200~ 
and 3 atm. If the enthalpy of vaporization for water is 4.06 • 10 4 J mo1-1 
and if the specific heat of vapor is approximated by 

Cp = 8 . 8 -  1.9 • 10-3T -t- 2.2 • 10-6T 2 cal K -lmO1-1, 

calculate the change of (a) entropy and (b) enthalpy. 

3.10. The Helmholtz and Gibbs functions are referred to as free energies or 
thermodynamic potentials. Use the definitions (3.15) together with the 
first and second laws for a closed system to show that (a) under isother- 
mal conditions, the decrease of Helmholtz function describes the maxi- 
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mum total work which can be performed by the system: 

Wma x ~ - - A f ,  

(b) under isothermal-isobaric conditions, the decrease of Gibbs function 
describes the maximum work--exdusive of expansion work, which can 
be performed by the system: 

' - -Ag, Wmax 

where 8w' = 8 w -  pdv.  



Chapter 4 Heterogeneous Systems 

The thermodynamic principles developed in Chapters 2 and 3 apply to 
a homogeneous system, which can involve only a single phase. For it to be 
in thermodynamic equilibrium, a homogeneous system must be in thermal 
equilibrium: at most an infinitesimal temperature difference exists between 
the system and its environment, and also in mechanical equilibrium: at most 
an infinitesimal pressure difference exists between it and its environment. A 
heterogeneous system can involve more than one phase and, for it, thermo- 
dynamic equilibrium requires an additional criterion. The system must also 
be in chemical equilibrium: No conversion of mass occurs from one phase to 
another. Analogous to thermal and mechanical equilibrium, chemical equilib- 
rium requires a certain state variable to have virtually no difference between 
the phases present. 

4.1 Description of a Heterogeneous System 

For a homogeneous system, two intensive properties describe the thermody- 
namic state. Conversely, only two state variables may be varied independently, 
so a homogeneous system has two thermodynamic degrees of freedom. For a 
heterogeneous system, each phase may be regarded as a homogeneous sub- 
system, one that is "open" due to exchanges with the other phases present. 
Consequently, the number of intensive properties that describes the thermody- 
namic state of a heterogeneous system is proportional to the number of phases 
present. Were they independent, those properties would constitute additional 
degrees of freedom for a heterogeneous system. However, thermodynamic 
equilibrium between phases introduces additional constraints that actually re- 
duce the degrees of freedom of a heterogeneous system below those of a 
homogeneous system. 

The system we consider is a two-component mixture of dry air and water, 
with the latter existing in  vapor I and possibly one condensed phase (Fig. 4.1). 
This heterogeneous system is described conveniently in terms of extensive 

1The term vapor denotes water in gas phase and should not be confused with aerosol or other 
forms of condensate. 

99 
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Figure 4.1 Two-component heterogeneous system of dry air and water, with the water com- 
ponent present in vapor and one condensed phase. The water component is transformed incre- 
mentally from condensate to vapor in amount dn,, and from vapor to condensate in amount 
dnc. 

properties, which depend on the abundance of each species present. An ex- 
tensive property Z for the total system follows from the contributions from 
the individual phases 

Zto t = Zg  -+- Zc,  (4 .1 )  

where the subscripts g and c refer to the gas and condensate subsystems and 
the former includes both dry air and vapor. The extensive property for the gas 
phase subsystem is specified by its pressure and temperature and the molar 
abundances of dry air and vapor 

Zg = Zg(p,  T, ncl , nv). 

If the condensed phase is a pure substance, the extensive property for it is 
determined by the pressure and temperature and the molar abundance of 
condensate 

= Z (p, nc). 
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Then changes of the extensive property Z or the individual subsystems are 
described by 

= alp+ and+ \-~n,/ dn,, (4.2.11 
dZg  ~ dTnl- lk--~-P Tn ~ pTn pTn pn 

OZr dZc~ 
dZ c - \---ff~-) dT+ (--fffi-p ] dp+ ( OZc dn c, (4.2.2) ) - nc. 

where the subscript n denotes that all molar values are held fixed except, 
possibly, the one being varied. 

It is convenient to introduce a state variable that measures how the exten- 
sive property Z of the total system changes with an increase of one of the 
components, for example, through a conversion of mass from one phase to 
another. We will see in Sec. 4.5 that an isobaric change of phase also oc- 
curs isothermally. Consequently, the foregoing state variable is expressed most 
conveniently for processes that occur at constant pressure and temperature. 
The partial molar property is defined as the rate at which an extensive prop- 
erty changes with a change in the molar abundance of the kth species under 
isobaric and isothermal conditions 

2 k --(O0--~nZk) , (4.3.1) 
pTn 

where the subscript k refers to a particular component and phase. Similarly, 
the partial specific property is defined as 

2k = �9 (4.3.2) 
pTm 

In general, the partial molar and partial specific properties differ from the 
molar and specific properties for a pure substance: 

Z 
Z k = ~ ,  

nk (4.4) 
Z 

Z k = ~ ~  
mk  

due to interactions with the other components present. 2 However, for a system 
of dry air and water in which the latter appears only in trace abundance, such 

2 For example, adding air to a mixture of air and water at constant pressure and temperature 
results in a change of the extensive property Z which differs from that brought about by adding 
the same amount of air to a system of pure air if, in the former case, some of that air passes into 
solution with the water. 
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differences are small enough to be ignored. Hence, to a good approximation, 
the partial properties may be replaced by the molar and specific properties: 

Zd  ~" Zd Zd Zd, 

Z v '~ 2 v z v - Zv, (4.5) 

Zc ~ 2c Zc ~ Zc" 

If the system is closed, the abundance of individual components is also 
preserved, so 

dn e = O, (4.6.1) 

d ( n  v + nc) = 0. (4.6.2) 

Adding (4.2) and incorporating (4.6) and (4.5) yields the change of the exten- 
sive property Z for the total system 

( )  (~176 dZto t -- aZt~ d T  + dp  + (2 v - 2c)dnv,  (4.7.1) 
OT pn Ik ~P Tn 

where 

Zto t - na2 a + no2 v + nc2 c. (4.7.2) 

In terms of specific properties, the change of Z for the total system is given 
by 

where 

) ( ~176 ) -- ( ~176 d r  + dp  + ( z  v - z c )dmv ,  (4.8.1) dZt~ Ik ~ Z pm ~ Tm 

Ztot m mdZd § mvzv + mcZc" (4.8.2) 

These expressions represent generalizations of the exact differential relation 
(2.6) for a homogeneous system to account for exchanges of mass between the 
phases of a heterogeneous closed system. 

4.2 Chemical Equilibrium 

We now establish a criterion for two phases of the system to be at equilibrium 
with one another. In addition to thermal and mechanical equilibrium, those 
phases must also be in chemical equilibrium. The latter is determined by the 
diffusion of mass from one phase to the other, which, for reasons to become 
apparent, is closely related to the Gibbs function. The chemical  potent ia l  for 
the kth species/Zk is defined as the partial molar Gibbs function: 

 49, 
pTn 
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which is tantamount to the molar Gibbs function gk" For the gas phase, (4.2.1) 
gives the change of Gibbs function 

=- dT  + dp + tzddnd + tzvdn ~. 
dGg dT J pnvn u ~ Tnvn u 

In a constant nv, nd process (e.g., one not involving a phase transformation), 
this expression must reduce to the fundamental relation (3.16.2) for a homo- 
geneous closed system. Accordingly, we identify 

( OGg~ = -Sg  

3T } p,,,,,~ ' (4.10) 
3Gg 

- 

Since they involve only state variables, expressions (4.10) must hold irrespec- 
tive of path (e.g., whether or not a phase transformation is involved). Thus, 

dGg = - S g d T  + Vgdp + IXddnd + Ia, vdn v (4.11) 

describes the change of Gibbs function for the gas phase. A similar analysis 
leads to the relation 

dGc = - S c d T  + Vcdp + Iu.cdnc (4.12) 

for the condensed phase. Adding (4.11) and (4.12) and incorporating (4.6.2) 
yields the change of Gibbs function for the total system 

dGto  t = -S to tdT  + Vtotdp --[- (tj, v - -  tzc)dnv, (4.13.1) 

where 

Gto t -- nd~,d + n~ao~ + ncaoc. (4.13.2) 

For the heterogeneous system to be in thermodynamic equilibrium, the 
pressures and temperatures of the different phases present must be equal. 
Further, there can be no conversion of mass from one phase to another. 
Corresponding to the fundamental relation (4.13) is the inequality 

dGto  t _< -S to tdT  + Vtotd p -k- (tZv - tzc)dn~, (4.14) 

where p, T, and n~ refer to applied values and where equality and inequality 
correspond to reversible and irreversible processes, respectively. For the sys- 
tem to be in equilibrium, all virtual processes emanating from the state under 
consideration must be either reversible or impossible. Hence, thermodynamic 
equilibrium is characterized by the reverse inequality 

d a t o  t >_ -S to tdT  + gtotdp -+- (tZv - tzc)dn,, , (4.15) 
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which must hold for all virtual paths out of the state. Consider a virtual 
process involving a transformation of phase that occurs at constant pressure 
and temperature. Then 

d Gto  t > (I.l,v -- l zc )dn  v 

must hold for equilibrium. Because this expression must apply irrespective of 
the sign of dn,,, it follows that 

/z v - / z  c (4.16) 

is a criterion for chemical equilibrium. The chemical potential of different 
phases of the water component must be equal. This is analogous to the tem- 
peratures and pressures of the phases being equal under thermal and mechan- 
ical equilibrium. 

The chemical potential determines the diffusive flux of mass from one 
species to another. In that respect,/z k may be regarded as a diffusion potential 
from the kth species) Under the circumstances described by (4.16), the flux 
of mass from one phase of water to another is exactly balanced by a flux 
in the opposite sense, so the net diffusion of mass vanishes. If the chemical 
potential differs between the phases, there will exist a net diffusion of mass 
from the phase of high/z to the phase of low/z. This transformation of mass 
will continue until the difference of chemical potential between the phases has 
been eliminated and chemical equilibrium has been restored. 

4.3 Fundamental Relations for a Multicomponent System 

In a manner similar to that used to develop the change of Gibbs function, all 
of the fundamental relations for a homogeneous system can be generalized to 
a heterogeneous system of C chemically distinct components and P phases. 
Expanding U, H, F and G as was done above leads to the relations 

P C 

d U  : T d S  - p d V  + ~ ~ l d q j d n i j  , 
j=l i=l 

P C 

- ras + + Z Z i, ani,, 
j= l  i=l 

P C 

au - -sa - p a r  + Z Z , , i ,  ani,, 
j= l  i=1 

(4.17) 

P C 

a c - - s a t  +vap  + s  ani,, 
j=l i=1 

3 Chemical potential is the ultimate determinant of diffusion and supersedes concentration in 
certain applications; see Denbigh (1971). 
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where we have introduced alternate expressions for the chemical potential of 
the ith component and jth phase: 

~i j  . . . .  ( 4 . 1 8 )  

SVn Spn TVn pTn 

in terms of the variables in (4.17). As will be seen later, the definitions in (4.18) 
are equivalent. However, only the last corresponds to an isobaric-isothermal 
process. Consequently, the latter three do not represent partial molar prop- 
erties according to the definition (4.3). Because transformations of phase at 
constant pressure also occur at constant temperature, the last expression in 
(4.18) is the most convenient form of chemical potential and, for the same 
reason, the last of the fundamental relations in (4.17) is the most convenient 
description of such transformations. 

For a closed system, the mass of each component is preserved, so 
P 

dnij - O, i - 1, 2, 3, .... C. (4.19) 
j= l  

For the ith component, (4.19) implies 
P P 

Z tzijdnij - E tzijdnij + ~ i l  drti l  
j= l  j=2 

P 

= Z ( t z i j  - tZil)dnij, (4.20) 
j=2 

where j = 1 defines an arbitrary reference phase for that component. Then 
(4.17) may be expressed 

P C 

dU - TdS - p d V  + y ~  ~ ( t z i j  - ] . ~ i l ) d r l i j ,  
j=2 i=1 

P c 

d H  - TdS + Vdp + ~ ~--~(tzij - ]J-'il )dFlij, 
j=2 i=1 

P C 

dF  - - S d T  - p d V  + Z Z ( l d ' i j  - -  tzil)dnij ' 
j=2 i=l 

(4.21) 

P C 

d G  - - S d T  + Vdp + Z Z ( ~ i J  - p, ia)dnij, 
j=2 i=1 

which represent generalizations of the fundamental relations (3.14) and (3.16) 
to a heterogeneous closed system. According to (4.21), each of the definitions 
of chemical potential in (4.18) ffnplies the same statement of chemical equi- 
librium (4.16). However, only the expression involving Gibbs function applies 
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to a process conducted at constant pressure and temperature, for example, to 
an isobaric transformation of phase. 

4.4 Thermodynamic Degrees of Freedom 

Each phase of a heterogeneous system constitutes a homogeneous subsys- 
tem, so its state is specified by two intensive properties. Thus, the number 
of intensive properties that describes the thermodynamic state of a hetero- 
geneous system is proportional to the number of phases present. Consider 
a single-component system involving two phases. The state of each homo- 
geneous subsystem is specified by two intensive properties, so four intensive 
properties describe the state of the total system. However, thermodynamic 
equilibrium requires each subsystem to be in thermal, mechanical, and chem- 
ical equilibrium with the other subsystem. Consequently, the heterogeneous 
system must also satisfy three constraints: 

T I = T  2, 

Pl = P2, (4.22) 

~1 = /Z2, 

which leave only one independent state variable. 
Thus, a one-component system involving two phases at equilibrium with 

one another possesses only one thermodynamic degree of freedom. Such a 
system must therefore possess an equation of state of the form 

p = p ( T ) ,  (4.23) 

which is the same form that describes adiabatic changes of a homogeneous 
system (2.30). The equation of state (4.23) describes a family of curves, along 
which the heterogeneous system evolves reversibly (i.e., during which it re- 
mains in thermodynamic equilibrium). According to (4.23), fixing the temper- 
ature of a single-component mixture of two phases also fixes its pressure and 
vice versa. Consequently, an equilibrium transformation of phase that occurs 
at constant pressure also occurs at constant temperature. This feature makes 
the first expression in (4.18) the most useful definition of chemical potential 
and the change of Gibbs function the most convenient of the fundamental 
relations (4.21). 

If all three phases are present, six intensive properties describe the state 
of a single-component heterogeneous system. For the system to be in ther- 
modynamic equilibrium, those properties must also satisfy six independent 
constraints like those in (4.22). Consequently, a single-component system in- 
volving all three phases possesses no thermodynamic degrees of freedom. Such 
a system can exist only in a single state, which is referred to as the triple point. 

In general, the number of thermodynamic degrees of freedom possessed by 
a heterogeneous system is described by the following principle. 
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Gibbs' Phase Rule 

The number of independent state variables for a heterogeneous sys- 
tem involving C chemically distinct but nonreactive components 4 and P 
phases is given by 

N = C § 2 - P. (4.24) 

According to (4.24), the number of degrees of freedom possessed by a hetero- 
geneous system increases with the number of chemically distinct components 
but decreases with the number, of phases present. 

4.5 Thermodynamic Characteristics of Water 

The remainder of this chapter focuses on the thermodynamic behavior of 
a single-component system of pure water involving one, two, or possibly all 
three phases at equilibrium with one another (Fig. 4.2). Because water is a 
pure substance, its equation of state can be expressed 

p = p(v, T), (4.25) 

regardless of how many phases are present. However, the particular form of 
(4.25) depends on which_phases are_present. If only vapor is present, (4.25) 

is given by the ideal gas law (1.1). If two phases are present, the equation of 
state must reduce to the form of (4.23). 

4A generalization of the phase rule and its application to reactive components can be found 
in Denbigh (1971). 

I Vapor 

Figure 4.2 Single-component heterogeneous sys- 
tem of pure water. 
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Ice and Water 
/ (back surface) 
/ ~ Isobaric 
/ ~ ~ 1  Heat 

ection 

/ ' ~ \  vapor / 

Figure 4.3 State space of a single- 
component system of pure water, illustrated 
in terms of its pressure as a function of its 
specific volume and temperature. Heteroge- 
neous states occur below the critical point 
(Pc, Tc). A process corresponding to isobaric 
heat rejection (bold arrows) is also indicated. 
In the heterogeneous region of vapor and wa- 
ter, isobars coincide with isotherms. Adapted 
from Iribarne and Godson (1981) by permis- 
sion of Kluwer Academic Publishers. 

Like any pure substance, water has an equation of state that describes a 
surface over the plane of two intensive properties, as shown in Fig. 4.3 for p 
as a function of v and T. Portions of that surface describe states in which only 
a single phase is present and the system is homogeneous. In those regions 
of state space, the system possesses two thermodynamic degrees of freedom 
and any two state variables may be varied independently. For instance, both v 
and T are required to specify p and the thermodynamic state in the region of 
vapor, where the behavior is that of an ideal gas (compare Fig. 2.3). 

At pressures and temperatures below the critical point: (Pc, Tc), the system 
can assume heterogeneous states, wherein multiple phases coexist at equilib- 
rium with one another? If two phases are present, the system possesses only 
one thermodynamic degree of freedom (4.24). Consequently, in such regions, 
the surface in Fig. 4.3 assumes a simpler form and is discontinuous in slope at 
the boundary with regions where the system is homogeneous. For instance, in 
the region of vapor and water, isotherms coincide with isobars. Specifying one 
of those properties determines the other and thus the thermodynamic state of 
the pure substance. Similar behavior is found in the regions of vapor and ice 
and water and ice. 

At temperatures below the critical point, the system can evolve from a 
homogeneous state of one phase to a homogeneous state of another phase 
only by passing through intermediate states that are heterogeneous. Due to a 
change in the number of degrees of freedom, the path describing this process 

5At temperatures above T o the system remains homogeneous and its properties vary smoothly 
across the entire range of pressure, for example, condensed phases are not possible for any 
pressure. For those temperatures, water substance is referred to as gas, to distinguish it from 
vapor, which can coexist with condensed phases. 
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is discontinuous in slope at the boundary between homogeneous and hetero- 
geneous states. Consider isobaric heat rejection, indicated in Fig. 4.3. From 
an initial temperature above the critical point, where the system is entirely 
gaseous, temperature and volume both decrease, reflecting the two degrees 
of freedom possessed by a homogeneous system. Eventually, the process en- 
counters the boundary separating homogeneous states, wherein only vapor 
is present, from heterogeneous states, wherein vapor and water coexist at 
equilibrium. At that state, the slope of the process changes discontinuously 
because the temperature of the system can no longer decrease. Instead, iso- 
baric heat rejection results in condensation of vapor, which is attended by a 
sharp reduction of volume, all at constant temperature. This simplified be- 
havior continues until the vapor has been converted entirely into water, at 
which point the system is again homogeneous and the slope of the process 
changes discontinuously a second time. Beyond that state, heat rejection re- 
sults in a decrease of both temperature and volume, reflecting the two degrees 
of freedom again possessed by the system. 

In a heterogeneous state, different phases coexist at equilibrium only if their 
temperatures, pressures, and chemical potentials are equal. The individual 
phases are then said to be saturated because the net flux of mass from one 
phase to another vanishes. If one of those phases is vapor, the pressure of the 
heterogeneous system represents the equilibrium vapor pressure with respect 
to water or ice, denoted Pw and Pi, respectively. Should the heterogeneous 
system have a pressure below the equilibrium vapor pressure, the chemical 
potential of the vapor will be less than that of the condensed phase. Mass 
will then diffuse from the condensed phase to the vapor phase until chemical 
equilibrium has been restored, at which point the net flux of mass between 
the two subsystems vanishes. Conversely, a pressure above the equilibrium 
vapor pressure will result in a conversion of mass from vapor to condensate, 
again until the difference of chemical potential between the phases has been 
eliminated and chemical equilibrium has been restored. 

According to Gibbs' phase rule, there exists a single state at which all three 
phases coexist at equilibrium. Defined by the intersection of surfaces where 
water and vapor coexist, where vapor and ice coexist, and where water and ice 
coexist, the triple point for water is given by 

pv = 6.1 mb, 

TT = 273 K, 

vv~ = 2.06 • 105 m 3 kg -1, 

V~w- 1.00 • 10 -3 m 3 kg -1, 

v T i -  1.09 • 10 -3 m 3 kg -1, 

(4.26) 

where the subscripts v, w, and i refer to vapor, water, and ice, respectively. 
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4.6 Equilibrium Phase Transformations 

According to Sec. 2.3, heat transferred during an isobaric process between 
two homogeneous states of the same phase is proportional to the change of 
temperature. Under those circumstances, the constant of proportionality is 
the specific heat at constant pressure cp. By contrast, heat transfer during an 
isobaric process between two heterogeneous states of the same two phases 
involves no change of temperature (Fig. 4.3). Instead, heat transfer results 
in a conversion of mass from one phase to the other (which is associated 
with a change of internal energy) and in work being performed when the 
system's volume changes. Conversely, an isobaric transformation of phase can 
occur only if it is accompanied by a transfer of heat to support the change of 
internal energy and the work performed by the system during its change of 
volume. 

4.6.1 Latent  Heat  

The preceding effects are collected in the change of enthalpy, which equals 
the heat transfer into the system during an isobaric process (2.15). Analogous 
to the specific heat capacity at constant pressure, the specific la ten t  h e a t  of 
transformation is defined as the heat absorbed by the system during an isobaric 
phase transformation 

1 = t~qp 

= dh,  (4.27.1) 

which, by the first law, equals the change in enthalpy of phase transformation. 
In (4.27.1), the mass in I refers only to the substance undergoing the transforma- 
tion of phase (e.g., to the water component in a mixture with dry air). The spe- 
cific latent heats of vaporization, fusion (solid ~ liquid), and sublimation (solid 

vapor) are denoted Iv, 1 I, and ls, respectively, and are related as 
l~ = I f  + I v. (4.27.2) 

Like specific heat capacity, latent heat is a property of the system. Thus, l 
depends on the thermodynamic state, which may be expressed l - l ( T )  for a 
heterogeneous system of two phases. The dependence on temperature of I can 
be established by considering a transformation from one phase to another and 
how that transformation varies with temperature. Consider a homogeneous 
state wherein the system is entirely in phase a and another homogeneous state 
wherein it is entirely in phase b. By (2.23.2), an isobaric process between two 
homogeneous states that involve only phase a results in a change of enthalpy 

( d h a ]  d T  dha -- ---~-] p 

= cpadT. 
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Likewise, an isobaric process between two homogeneous states that involve 
only phase b results in 

d r  d h b  - ~ T  /] p 

-~ CpbdT.  

Subtracting gives an expression for how the difference of enthalpy between 
phases a and b changes with temperature 

d(~Xh) - (Cpb -- Cpa)dT. 

Since the enthalpy difference equals the latent heat of transformation between 
phase a and phase b (4.27.1), 

dl  
d T  = Acp,  (4.28) 

where Acp refers to the difference of specific heat between the phases. 
Known as Kirchhof f ' s  equat ion,  (4.28) provides a formula for calculating 

the latent heat, as a function of temperature, in terms of the difference of 
specific heat between the two phases. Of the three latent heats, only If varies 
significantly over a range of temperature relevant to the atmosphere. At 0~ 
the latent heats of water have the values 

l~ - 2.50 • 106 J kg-1, 

I f -  3.34 • 105 J kg -1, (4.29) 

l s - 2 . 8 3  x 106 J kg -1. 

Since it is defined for an isobaric process, l describes the change of enthalpy 
during a transformation of phase at constant pressure. The corresponding 
change of internal energy follows from the first law. Consider the system in 
a heterogeneous state and undergoing an isobaric transformation of phase. 
Then (2.12.2) becomes 

du  = l -  p d v .  (4.30) 

For fusion, dv  is negligible, so d u  = I. The change of internal energy is then 
just the latent heat, which also represents the change of enthalpy under those 
circumstances. For vaporization and sublimation, 

dv "~ v v, (4.31) 

where vv refers to the volume of vapor produced. Incorporating the ideal gas 
law for the vapor gives the change of internal energy 

du  - l -  R ~ T  (4.32) 

during isobaric vaporization and sublimation. 
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4.6.2 Clausius-Clapeyron Equat ion  

In states involving two phases, the system of pure water possesses only one 
thermodynamic degree of freedom. Thus, specifying its temperature deter- 
mines the system's pressure and hence its thermodynamic state. Under those 
circumstances, the equation of state (4.25) reduces to the form of (4.23), which 
describes the simplified behavior of the water surface in Fig. 4.3. The equa- 
tion of state describing those heterogeneous regions may be derived from the 
fundamental relations, subject to conditions of chemical equilibrium. 

Consider two phases a and b and a transformation between them that 
occurs reversibly (e.g., wherein the system remains in thermodynamic equi- 
librium). The heat transfer during such a process equals the latent heat of 
transformation. Then with (4.27), the second law becomes 

l 
ds = --. (4.33) 

T 

For the system to be in chemical equilibrium, the chemical potential of phase 
a must equal that of phase b, so by (4.5) 

ga = gb" 

Since this condition is satisfied throughout the process, the change of Gibbs 
function for one phase must track that of the other 

d g  a = d g  b. 

Applying the fundamental relation (3.16.2) to each subsystem then implies 

--(Sb -- sa)dT + (Vb -- va)dP = 0 

o r  

dp As 
= (4.34) 

d T  Av ' 

where A refers to the change between the phases. Incorporating (4.33) yields 
a relationship between the equilibrium pressure and temperature: 

dp l 
= (4.35) 

d T  TAr '  

where l is the latent heat appropriate to the phases present. Known as the 
Clausius-Clapeyron equation, (4.35) relates the equilibrium vapor pressure 
(e.g., p = Pw o r  Pi) t o  the temperature of the heterogeneous system. It thus 
constitutes an equation of state for the heterogeneous system when two phases 
are present and describes the simplified surfaces in Fig. 4.3 corresponding to 
such states. 

The Claussius-Clapeyron equation may be specialized to each of the het- 
erogeneous regions in Fig. 4.3. For water and ice, l corresponds to fusion. 
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Under those circumstances, (4.35) is expressed most conveniently in inverted 
form 

dT  TAr 

dp 1 ' 

which describes the influence on melting temperature exerted by a change 
of pressure. Because the change of volume during fusion is negligible, the 
equation of state in the region of water and ice reduces to 

(d_pT) ~'0. (4.36) 
fusion 

Changing the pressure has only a negligible effect on the temperature at which 
water is at equilibrium with ice. Consequently, the surface of water and ice in 
Fig. 4.3 is vertical. 

For vapor and a condensed phase, 1 corresponds to the latent heat of vapor- 
ization or sublimation. Under those circumstances, the change of volume is 
approximately equal to that of the vapor produced (4.31). Thus, 

Av Z R v T  
P 

which transforms (4.35) into 

din p ) 
For l ~ const, (4.37) gives 

l 
= (4.37) 

vaporization R v T  2" 
sublimation 

Using the value of l~ 
respect to water: 

2.354 x 103 
10810 P w  "~ 9.4041 - T ' (4.39) 

where Pw is in millibars and T = 0~ is used as a reference state. Similarly, 
the value of ls in (4.29) yields the equilibrium vapor pressure with respect to 
ice 

2.667 x 103 
log10 P i  " 10.55 - T ' (4.40) 

which differs from (4.39) only modestly. 
Equations (4.39) and (4.40) describe the simplified surfaces in Fig. 4.3 

that correspond to vapor being in chemical equilibrium with a condensed 
phase and to the system pressure equaling the equilibrium vapor pressure 
Pw or Pi. If the system's pressure is below the equilibrium vapor pressure 
for the temperature of the system, water will evaporate or sublimate until the 

in (4.29) yields the equilibrium vapor pressure with 
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system's pressure reaches the equilibrium vapor pressure. A pressure above the 
equilibrium vapor pressure will result in the reverse transformations. Owing 
to the exponential dependence in (4.39) and (4.40), Pw and Pi vary sharply 
with temperature. In the presence of a condensed phase, substantially more 
water can exist in vapor phase at high temperature than at low temperature. 
We will see in Chapter 5 that the principles governing a single-component 
heterogeneous system carry over to a two-component system of dry air and 
water. The equilibrium vapor pressure is then the maximum amount of vapor 
that can be supported by air at a given temperature. 

The exponential dependence of Pw on T has an important implication for 
exchanges of water between the earth's surface and the atmosphere. Accord- 
ing to (4.39), warm tropical oceans with a high sea surface temperature can 
transfer substantially more water into the atmosphere than can colder extra- 
tropical oceans. For this reason, tropical oceans serve as the primary source 
of water vapor for the atmosphere, which is subsequently redistributed over 
the globe by the circulation (refer to Fig. 1.15). Much of the water vapor ab- 
sorbed by the tropical atmosphere is precipitated back to the earth's surface 
in organized convection inside the Inter Tropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) 
(Fig. 1.25). However, latent heat that is released during condensation remains 
in the overlying atmosphere. Thus, cyclic transfer of moisture between ocean 
surfaces and the tropical troposphere results in a net transfer of heat to the 
atmosphere. Eventually converted into work, that heat generates kinetic en- 
ergy, which, along with radiative transfer from the earth's surface (Fig. 1.27), 
maintains the general circulation against frictional dissipation. 

Suggested Reading 

The Principles of Chemical Equilibrium (1971) by Denbigh includes a thorough 
development of phase equilibria in heterogeneous systems. 

A detailed treatment of water substance and accompanying thermodynamic 
properties is presented in Atmospheric Thermodynamics (1981) by Iribarne 
and Godson. 

Problems 

4.1. The Gibbs-Dalton law implies that the partial pressure of vapor at equi- 
librium with a condensed phase of water is the same in a mixture with 
dry air as the equilibrium vapor pressure if the water component were 
in isolation. Since it corresponds to the abundance of vapor at which no 
mass is transformed from one phase to another, this vapor pressure de- 
scribes the state at which air is saturated. For a lapse rate of 6.5 K km -a, 
which is representative of thermal structure in the troposphere (Fig. 1.2), 
calculate (a) the equilibrium vapor pressure as a function of altitude and 
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4.2. 

4.3. 

4.4. 

4.5. 

4.6. 

4.7. 

4.8. 

4.9. 

(b) the corresponding mixing ratio of water vapor as a function of alti- 
tude. 

Derive the fundamental relations (4.17) for a mixture involving multiple 
phases. 

Derive alternate expressions for chemical equilibrium under (a) 
isothermal-isochoric conditions and (b) reversible-adiabatic and isobaric 
conditions. 

Consider a mixture of dry air and water. Describe the state space of 
this generally heterogeneous system and the geometry its graphical rep- 
resentation assumes, noting the number of thermodynamic degrees of 
freedom in regions where one, two, and three phases are present. 

Use (4.39) to estimate the latent heat of vaporization for water. 

A more accurate version of (4.39) is given by 

2937.4 
log10 P w  - T 4.9283 log10 T + 23.5471 (mb). 

Estimate the boiling temperature for water at the altitude of (a) Denver, 
5000 ft, (b) the continental divide, 14,000 ft; and (c) the summit of Mt. 
Everest, 29,000 ft. 

Present-day Venus contains little water, most of which is thought to 
have been absorbed by its atmosphere and eventually destroyed dur- 
ing the planet's evolution (Sec. 8.7). (a) For present conditions, wherein 
Venus has a surface pressure of 9 • 10 6 Pa, at what surface tempera- 
ture does water vapor become the atmosphere's primary constituent? 
Compare this to Venus' present surface temperature of 750 K. (b) Were 
these conditions to prevail to altitudes where energetic UV radiation is 
present, what would be the implication for the abundance of water on 
the planet? (c) Contrast these circumstances with present-day conditions 
on Earth. 

Clouds seldom form in the stratosphere because air there is very dry. 
However, polar stratospheric clouds (PSCs) are known to form over the 
Antarctic and, less frequently, over the Arctic. The thicker of these clouds 
(Type II PSCs), which are still quite tenuous compared to tropospheric 
clouds, are known to be composed of ice. (a) For a mixing ratio at 
80 mb of 3 ppmv, which is representative of water vapor in the lower 
stratosphere (refer to Fig. 17.8), calculate the temperature at which ice 
cloud forms. (b) Referring to Fig. 1.7 and to the discussion in Sec. 17.3.2, 
where are such clouds likely to form? 

The average precipitation rate inside the ITCZ is of order 10 mm day -1 
(Fig. 9.38). (a) In watts per square meter, calculate the average column 
heating rate inside the ITCZ. (b) Compare this value with the longwave 
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radiative flux emitted to (and largely absorbed by) the atmosphere if the 
surface behaves as a blackbody at a temperature of 300 K (1.29). 

4.10. The Gibbs-Dalton law implies that equilibrium properties of water vapor 
in solution with dry air are identical to those of pure water. In light of 
this result, explain why the vertical profile of atmospheric water vapor is 
distinguished from other trace gases in Fig. 1.20. In particular, use the 
global-mean temperature (Fig. 1.2) to demonstrate why the mixing ratio 
of water vapor decreases sharply with height in the troposphere. 



C h a p t e r  5 T r a n s f o r m a t i o n s  o f  M o i s t  A i r  

The atmosphere is a mixture of dry air and water in varying proportions. 
Although its abundance varies widely, water vapor seldom represents more 
than a few percent of air by mass. We shall consider a two-component system 
comprised of these species, with water appearing in possibly one condensed 
phase. According to the Gibbs-Dalton law (which is accurate at pressures be- 
low the critical point), an individual component of a mixture of gases behaves 
the same as if the other components were absent. Consequently, the abun- 
dance of vapor at equilibrium with a condensed phase in a mixture of water 
and dry air is the same as if the water component were in isolation. ~ For this 
reason, concepts established in Chapter 4 for a single-component system of 
pure water carry over to a two-component system of dry air and water. 

5.1 Description of Moist Air 

5.1.1 Properties of the Gas Phase 

For the moment, we focus on the gas phase of this system, irrespective of 
whether condensate happens to be present. The vapor in solution with dry air 
is represented by its partial pressure e, which obeys the equation of state 

In (5.1.1), 

evv = R~T. (5.1.1) 

V 
vo = (5.a.e) 

m y  

is the specific volume of vapor (not to be confused with the partial volume), 

R* 
R v = Mo 

1 
= -rid,  (5.1.3) 

and ev = M v / M d  ~- 0.622 is the ratio of molar weights defined by (1.15.2). 
aThis and other implications of the Gibbs-Dalton law can be found in Keenan (1970). 
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The absolute humidity Pv - 1/vv measures the absolute concentration of 
vapor. The relative concentration of vapor is measured by the specific humidity: 

q _  p~ _ _ m__~v , ( 5 . 2 )  
p m 

which equals the ratio of the masses of vapor and mixture. Closely related is 
the mass mixing ratio r, which is referenced to to the mass of dry air (1.14). 
Since 

m - m d n t- m y ,  ( 5 . 3 )  

the mixing ratio is approximately equal to the specific humidity 

q 
r - -  

1 - q  

= q  (5.4) 

because vapor exists only in trace abundance (Table 1.1). Hence, to a good 
approximation, q and r can be used interchangeably. Both are conserved for an 
individual air parcel outside regions of condensation. By contrast, measures 
of absolute concentration like e and p~ change for an individual air parcel 
through changes of i.ts pressure, even if the mass of vapor remains fixed. 

Despite the advantages of relative concentration, chemical equilibrium of 
the water component is controlled by the absolute concentration of vapor. For 
this reason, it is convenient to express the mixing ratio r in terms of the vapor 
pressure e. The dry air component of the mixture obeys the equation of state 

P d V d  - -  R d T  , (5.5) 

where Pd and Vd denote the partial pressure and specific volume of dry air. 
Dividing (5.1) by (5.5) obtains 

where e -  % is understood. Now 

m y  

1 

r 

and, since vapor exists only in trace abundance, 

p - - P d + e  

~-- Pd" 
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Then (5.6) reduces to 

e 

P 

--Nv, (5.7) 

where the molar fraction of vapor Nv is defined by (1.12). 
Because the composition of air varies with the abundance of water vapor, 

so too do composition-dependent properties like the specific gas constant R. 
It is convenient to absorb such variations into state variables and deal with 
the fixed properties of dry air. From (1.7) and (5.3), the specific gas constant 
of the mixture may be expressed 

R - ( 1  - q)R d + qR v 

= ( l  -- q ) R d  + q Rd  
E 

o r  

R -- (1 + 0 . 6 1 q ) R  d. (5.8) 

Then the equation of state for the mixture becomes 

p v  - (1 + 0 . 6 1 q ) R d T .  (5.9) 

The moisture dependence in (5.9) can be absorbed into the virtual  temper-  

ature  

T~ - (1 + 0.61q)T. (5.10) 

Then the equation of state for the gas phase of the system is simply 

p v -  RdT,,, (5.11) 

which permits the fixed specific gas constant of dry air to be used for the 
mixture. In practice, q = O(0.01), so T can be used in place of the T~ to a 
good approximation. 

The specific heats of air also depend on moisture content: 

c v -- (1 + 0 .97q)cvd  , 
(5.12) 

Cp - (1 + 0 .87q)Cpd,  
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from which the dimensionless quantities 3' and K (2.21) follow directly. Like 
virtual temperature, co, Cp, y, and K differ only slightly from the constant 
values for dry air. 

5.1.2 Sa tu ra t ion  Proper t i e s  

Consider now the gas phase of the system in the presence of a condensed 
phase of water. If the vapor is in chemical equilibrium with the condensed 
phase, it is said to be saturated. Corresponding to this condition and for a 
given pressure and temperature are particular values of the foregoing moisture 
variables, which are referred to as saturation values. According to the Gibbs- 
Dalton law, the saturation vapor pressure with respect to water ew is identical 
to the equilibrium vapor pressure Pw of a single-component system of vapor 
and water (Sec. 4.6). Likewise, the saturation vapor pressure with respect to 
ice e i is identical to Pi for a single-component system. 2 

The saturation vapor pressure ec, where c denotes either of the condensed 
phases, is a function of temperature alone and described by the Clausius- 
Clapeyron relations (4.39) and (4.40). The saturation specific humidity qc and 
the saturation mixing ratio r c, which follows from ec through (5.7), also describe 
the abundance of vapor at equilibrium with a condensed phase. Like the 
saturation vapor pressure, these quantities are state variables. But, because 
they refer to the mixture and not just the vapor, qc and r c also depend on 
pressure, in accord with Gibbs' phase rule (4.24) for a two-component system 
involving two phases. However, the strong temperature dependence of ec(T) 
in the Clausius-Clapyeron equation is the dominant influence on qc(P, T)  
and rc( p, T). Therefore, a decrease of temperature following from adiabatic 
expansion sharply reduces the saturation values qc and r c. Just the reverse 
results from an increase of temperature following from adiabatic compression. 

Contrary to saturation values, which change with the thermodynamic state 
of the system, the abundance of vapor actually present changes only through 
a transformation of phase. If no condensed phase is present (e.g., under un- 
saturated conditions), the abundance of vapor is preserved. A decrease of 
temperature then results in a decrease of rc, but no change of r. On the other 
hand, if the system is saturated, r = rc( p, T). A change of state in which the 
system remains saturated must then result in a change of both rc(p, T)  and r, 
that is, the vapor and condensate must adjust to preserve chemical equilibrium 
between those phases. 

2 Strictly, the water component of the two-component system does not behave exactly as it would 
in isolation. Discrepancies in that idealized behavior stem from (1) near saturation, departures 
of the vapor from the behavior of an ideal gas, (2) the condensed phase being acted on by the 
total pressure and not just that of the vapor, and (3) some of the air passing into solution with 
the water. However, these effects introduce discrepancies that are smaller than 1%, so they can 
be ignored for most applications; see Iribarne and Godson (1981) for a detailed treatment. 
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Two other quantities are used to describe the abundance of water vapor. 
The relative humidity is defined as 

RH--  Nv 

e r 
= ___ , ( 5 . 1 3 )  

ec rc 

where N~c denotes the saturation molar abundance of vapor, and equilibrium 
with respect to water is usually implied. The dew point Td is defined as that 
temperature to which the system must be cooled "isobarically" to achieve 
saturation. If saturation occurs below 0~ that temperature is the frost point 
Tf. The dew point spread is given by the difference ( T -  Td). For a given 
temperature T, a high dew point implies a small dew point spread. Each cor- 
responds to a large abundance of vapor, which requires only a small depres- 
sion of temperature to achieve saturation. 

Neither relative humidity nor dew point spread are direct measures of va- 
por concentration but, rather, describe how far the system is from saturation. 
Because saturation values increase sharply with temperature, inferring mois- 
ture content from the aforementioned quantities is misleading. For instance, 
r w at 1000 mb and 30~ is nearly 30 g kg -1, but only 4 g kg -1 at the same pres- 
sure and 0~ Therefore, a relative humidity of 50% implies an abundance of 
vapor of 2 g kg -~ in the latter but of 15 g kg -~ in the fo rmer~more  than 
seven times as large. 

5.2 Implications for the Distribution of Water Vapor 

Saturation values describe the maximum abundance of vapor that can be sup- 
ported by air for a given temperature and pressure. At that abundance, dif- 
fusion of mass from vapor to condensate is balanced by diffusion of mass in 
the opposite sense. If the system is heterogeneous and has a vapor abundance 
below the saturation value (e.g., an unsaturated air parcel in contact with a 
warm ocean surface), vapor will be absorbed until the difference of chemical 
potential between the phases of water has been eliminated. For this transfor- 
mation to occur, the water component must absorb heat equal to the latent 
heat of vaporization. Conversely, if the system is heterogeneous and has a va- 
por abundance slightly above the saturation value (e.g., a supersaturated air 
parcel containing an aerosol of droplets), vapor will condense to relieve the 
imbalance of chemical potential. For this transformation to occur, the water 
component must reject heat equal to the latent heat of vaporization. 

At temperatures and pressures representative of the atmosphere, the satu- 
ration vapor pressure seldom exceeds 60 mb and the saturation mixing ratio 
seldom exceeds 30 g kg -1 or 0.030. It is for this reason that water vapor exists 
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only in trace abundance in the atmosphere. One should note that the foregoing 
moisture properties refer only to vapormnot to the total water content of the 
system. Condensation results in a reduction of q and r, but a commensurate 
increase of condensate according to (4.6.2). Unless condensate precipitates 
out of the system, the total water content of an air parcel is preserved. 

According to the Clausius-Clapeyron equation, saturation vapor pressure 
depends exponentially on temperature. Thus, air can support substantially 
more vapor in solution at high temperature than at low temperature. For this 
reason, water vapor is produced efficiently in the tropics, where warm sea 
surface temperature (SST) corresponds to high equilibrium vapor pressure 
(Fig. 5.1), and its mixing ratio decreases poleward (Fig. 1.14). Conversely, 
water vapor is destroyed aloft through condensation and precipitation, after 
displaced air parcels have cooled through adiabatic expansion work (2.33) and 
suffered a sharp reduction of saturation mixing ratio. Condensation also occurs 
at high latitudes, after displaced air parcels have cooled through radiative and 
conductive heat transfer. 

Production of vapor at an ocean surface can occur only if the water com- 
ponent absorbs latent heat to support the transformation of phase. Absorbed 
from the ocean or directly from shortwave radiation, that latent heat is then 
transferred to the air with which the vapor passes into solution. When the 
water recondenses, the latent heat is released to the air surrounding the con- 
densate (Fig. 5.2) and remains in the atmosphere after the condensate has 
precipitated back to the surface. Therefore, the preceding cycle results in no 
permanent exchange of mass but a net transfer of heat from the ocean to the 
atmosphere (see Fig. 1.27). 
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Figure 5.1 Global distribution of sea surface temperature (SST) for March. Temperatures 
warmer than 28~ are shaded. From Shea et al. (1990). 
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Figure 5.2 Schematic illustration of a saturated air parcel undergoing condensation, in which 
latent heat q is released to the gas phase and some of the condensate precipitates out of the 
parcel. 

5.3 State Variables of the Two-Component System 

Under unsaturated conditions, the two-component system involves only a sin- 
gle phase. By Gibbs' phase rule (4.24), the system then possesses three ther- 
modynamic degrees of freedom. Thus, three intensive properties are required 
to specify the system's state if no condensate is present. Usually, the state of 
moist air is specified by pressure, temperature, and a humidity variable like 
mixing ratio, for example, 0 = O(p, T, r). Under saturated conditions, two 
phases are present and one of the independent state variables is eliminated by 
the constraint of chemical equilibrium [e.g., r = rc( p, T)]. This leaves two de- 
grees of freedommthe same number as for a homogeneous single-component 
system. Thus, under saturated conditions, a state variable can be specified as 
0 = O(p, T). 

5.3.1 Unsaturated Behavior 

Under unsaturated conditions, thermodynamic processes for moist air occur 
much as they would for dry air because thermal properties are modified only 
slightly by the trace abundance of vapor. A change of temperature leads to 
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changes of internal energy and enthalpy given by (2.18), but with slightly mod- 
ified specific heats (5.12). The saturation mixing ratio r c, which measures the 
capacity of air to support vapor in solution, varies with the system's pressure 
and temperature. By contrast, the mixing ratio r of vapor actually present 
remains constant so long as the system is unsaturated. 

The same is approximately true of the potential temperature. Under adia- 
batic conditions, pressure and virtual temperature change in such proportion 
to preserve the virtual potential temperature 

To (5.14) 

where Kd denotes the value for dry air. Like virtual temperature, Ov is nearly 
identical to its counterpart for dry air, 0. Therefore, virtual properties of moist 
air like T v and 0~ will hereafter be referred to by their counterparts for dry 
air, but the former will be understood to apply in a strict sense. 

5.3.2 Saturated Behavior 

Under saturated conditions (e.g., in the presence of an aerosol of droplets), 
the aforementioned relationships no longer hold. Because the vapor must then 
be at equilibrium with a condensed phase, e = ec. A change of thermodynamic 
state that alters ec then also alters e, which must result in a transformation of 
mass from one phase of the water component to another. Accompanying that 
transformation of mass is an exchange of latent heat between the condensed 
and gas phases of the heterogeneous system (Fig. 5.2), one that alters the 
potential temperature of the gas phase through (2.36). 

State variables describing the two-component heterogeneous system must 
account for these changes. For a closed system, (4.7) gives the change of total 
enthalpy 

~H dT  + dp + (ho - hc)dmo. (5.15) 
d H  = ~ pm Tm 

Because 

H = mdh d + mvh v + mch c, 

- ma \ dT ,I + m~ \ dT + mc 
- - ~  pm pm pm \ O T  pm 

Similarly, 

= mdCpd -1- mvCpv + mcCpc. 

= m d + m v W m c 
-~P Tm ~ Tm \ - -~P,]Tm -~P Tm 

(5.16) 



For the gas phase, 
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dp  ,J Tm k Op Tm 

by (2.18). For the condensed phase, the corresponding change of enthalpy can 
be expressed 

0 c) 
Tm - v c ( 1 -  TOtp)' 

where 

f f p  ~ --  
V p 

defines the isobaric expansion coefficient (e.g., Denbigh, 1971). Because C~p is 
small for condensed phases, 

- PJ m 
The contribution to (5.15) from this pressure term can be shown to be neg- 
ligible compared to the corresponding contribution from temperature (5.16). 
Incorporating the above into (5.15) and identifying the specific heat of the 
heterogeneous system as 

mdCpd -Jr- mvCpv n t- mcCpc (5.17) 
Cp -- 

m 

and the latent heat as the difference of enthalpy between the phases of water 

l =  h ~ -  hc, (5.18) 

obtains the change of enthalpy for the system: 

dh = cpdT + l dmv 
m 

-~ cpdT + ldr. (5.19) 

The last expression holds exactly if the specific enthalpy refers to a unit mass 
of dry air, derivation of which is left as an exercise. In (5.19), the term 

6q - - l d r  

represents the heat transferred to the gas phase (which is chiefly dry air) from 
the water component when the latter undergoes a transformation of phase. 
If l is treated as constant (Sec. 4.6.1), (5.19) may be integrated to yield an 
expression for the absolute enthalpy of the two-component heterogeneous 
system: 

h = cpT + lr + ho, (5.20) 

where h0 denotes the enthalpy at a suitably-defined reference state. 
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Expressions for the internal energy and entropy of the system follow in 
similar fashion: 

u = cvT  + lr + u0, (5.21) 

s lr s o 
Cp = l n T -  Kdlnp + ~ -t- ~Cp 

lr s o 
= In 0 + + - - .  (5.22) 

Cp T Cp 

Like (5.19), the expressions for absolute enthalpy, internal energy, and entropy 
of the two-component system are exact if referenced to a unit mass of dry air. 

5.4 Thermodynamic  Behavior Accompanying Vertical Motion 

The thermodynamic state of a moist air parcel changes through vertical mo- 
tion. Vertical displacement alters the environmental pressure, which varies 
hydrostatically according to (1.17). To preserve mechanical equilibrium, the 
parcel expands or contracts, which results in work being performed. Compen- 
sating that work is a change of internal energy, which alters the temperature 
and hence the saturation vapor pressure of the two-component system. 

5.4.1 Condensation and the Release of Latent Heat 

From (4.38), the change of saturation vapor pressure between a reference 
temperature T O and a temperature T can be expressed 

ln(ecC0 ) = Rvl (1T T01)" (5.23) 

Then (5.7) implies that the saturation mixing ratio varies with pressure and 
temperature as 

rc exp [ - ~  ( 1 _  ~ ) ]  

rco ( ot 
(5.24) 

According to (5.24), the saturation mixing ratio increases with decreasing 
pressure. However, r c decreases sharply with decreasing temperature, which 
likewise accompanies upward motion. Therefore, even though an ascending 
parcel's pressure decreases exponentially with altitude, the temperature de- 
pendence in (5.24) prevails, so its saturation mixing ratio decreases monoton- 
ically with altitude. 
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Consider a moist air parcel ascending in thermal convection. Under unsat- 
urated conditions, the parcel's mixing ratio and saturation mixing ratio satisfy 

r <  r c.  

As it rises, the parcel performs work at the expense of its internal energy, which 
decreases its temperature at the dry adiabatic lapse rate F d. From (5.24), the 
decrease of temperature is attended by a reduction of saturation mixing ra- 
tio r c (Fig. 5.3). By contrast, the parcel's actual mixing ratio r and potential 
temperature 0 remain constant under the foregoing conditions. Sufficient up- 
ward displacement will reduce the saturation mixing ratio to the actual mixing 
ratio: 

rc  m r, 

at which point the parcel is saturated. The elevation where this first occurs is 
referred to as the l i f t ing c o n d e n s a t i o n  level (LCL). Because convective clouds 

LCL 

i 

\\= Ar(z) -------~ () \ ~  r w z 
\ ~  l r(z) 
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Figure 5.3 Vertical profiles of mixing ratio r and saturation mixing ratio r w for an ascending 
air parcel below and above the l i f t ing c o n d e n s a t i o n  level (LCL). 
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form through the process just described, the LCL defines the base of cumulus 
clouds that are fueled by air originating at the surface. 

Below the LCL, the parcel's thermodynamic behavior can be regarded as 
adiabatic because the characteristic timescale for vertical displacement (e.g., 
from minutes in cumulus convection to 1 day in sloping convection) is small 
compared to the characteristic timescale for heat transfer. Therefore, the par- 
cel evolves in state space along a dry adiabat, which is described by Poisson's 
equations (2.30) and characterized by a constant value of 0. 

In physical space, the parcel is actually part of a layer that is displaced verti- 
cally (Fig. 5.4). Material contours, which define a fixed collection of fluid elements, 
buckle to form a plume of moist air that rises through positive buoyancy. Folds 

LCL 

Material Contour 
(ee= const) 

e = const 

Figure 5.4 An ascending plume of moist air that develops from surface air that has become 
positively buoyant. Material lines (solid), which are defined by a fixed collection of air parcels, 
remain coincident with isentropes (0=const) below the LCL, but they drift to higher 0 and higher 
altitude above the LCL, where air warms through latent heat release. Although they depart from 
isentropes, material lines remain coincident with pseudo-isentropes (0e = const) above the LCL. 
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in the wall of the plume reflect turbulent entrainment with surrounding air, 
which dilutes the plume's buoyancy with that of the environment. Associated 
mixing introduces diabatic effects that are ignored in the present analysis, but 
play an essential role in dissipating cumulus convection (Chapter 9). Under 
unsaturated adiabatic conditions, 0 and r are both conserved for individual 
fluid elements. Therefore, a material line that coincides initially with a cer- 
tain isentrope 0 = 00 and mixing ratio contour r = r 0 remains coincident with 
those isopleths~as long as they reside beneath the LCL. 

Above the LCL, the foregoing behavior breaks down. Continued ascent and 
expansion work reduces the saturation mixing ratio r c below the mixing ratio 
r of vapor present. To restore chemical equilibrium, some of the vapor must 
condense~just enough to maintain saturation: 

r - - r  c .  

Thus, above the LCL, r and r c both decrease with height (Fig. 5.3), the de- 
crease of vapor being reflected in an increase of condensate (4.6.2). 

In this fashion, ascent above the LCL wrings vapor out of solution with 
dry air and produces condensate (e.g., cloud droplets). The production of 
condensate is attended by a release of latent heat to the gas phase of the 
system. Internal to the parcel, that heating alters the potential temperature 
of the gas phase through (2.36) and adds positive buoyancy, which in turn 
promotes continued ascent. The change of water vapor mixing ratio that results 
from a displacement Az above the LCL is given by 

A r ( z )  : - r o ,  

where z, p, and T are understood to refer to the displaced parcel. Because r c 

decreases monotonically with altitude, the greater the displacement above the 
LCL, the less vapor that remains in the gas phase of the parcel and the greater 
the abundance of condensate and the liberation of latent heat. Cloud droplets 
produced in this fashion grow (through mechanisms described in Chapter 9) 
until they can no longer be supported by the updraft, at which point they 
precipitate out of the parcel. 

Since 0 and r are no longer conserved, the material contour coincident initial- 
ly with the isopleths 0 = 00 and r = r0 deviates from those isopleths (Fig. 5.4). 
The release of latent heat increases 0 (2.36), so the material contour advances to 
isentropes of greater potential temperature. For reasons developed in Chap- 
ter 7, these lie at a higher altitude than the original isentrope. Similarly, con- 
densation reduces r, so the material line moves to isopleths of smaller mixing 
ratio, which likewise lie at higher altitude. 

Saturated air that is descending undergoes just the reverse behavior. Adia- 
batic compression then increases the internal energy and temperature of the 
gas phase, which increases the saturation mixing ratio r c over the actual mix- 
ing ratio r. Condensate can then evaporate to restore chemical equilibrium: 
r = r c .  Evaporation of condensate must be attended by absorption of latent 
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heat from the gas phase, which cools the parcel, introduces negative buoyancy, 
and thus promotes continued descent. Any condensate that previously precip- 
itated out of the parcel is not available to reabsorb latent heat that it released 
during ascent, which therefore remains in the gas phase. 

The foregoing behavior is responsible for confining water vapor near the 
earth's surface. Introduced over warm oceans, water vapor is extracted from air 
that is displaced upward. Moisture is lost altogether when condensate precipi- 
tates back to the earth's surface, after cloud particles have become sufficiently 
large. In this fashion, thermodynamics, in combination with hydrostatic strat- 
ification, maintains upper levels of the atmosphere in a very dry state. Even 
inside a convective tower, mixing ratio decreases vertically because chemi- 
cal equilibrium requires r to equal r c, which decreases steadily with altitude. 
By limiting its vertical transport, thermodynamics prevents water vapor from 
reaching great altitudes, where it would be photodissociated by energetic ra- 
diation and ultimately destroyed when the free hydrogen produced is lost to 
space (Sec. 1.2.2). 

Due to exchange of latent heat with the condensed phase, the gas phase 
of an air parcel is not adiabatic above the LCL---even though the entire 
system may still be. Consequently, the potential temperature of the gas phase 
is no longer conserved. Since the parcel's mass is dominated by dry air, the 
transformation of mass has only a minor effect on the energetics of the parcel. 
But the transfer of latent heat that attends the phase transformation has a 
major effect by serving as an internal heat source for the system. Latent heat 
released to the gas phase during condensation offsets cooling due to adiabatic 
expansion work that is performed by the parcel during ascent. Conversely, 
latent heat absorbed from the gas phase during vaporization offsets warming 
due to adiabatic compression work that is performed on the parcel during 
descent. Owing to the transfer of latent heat, the parcel's temperature no 
longer changes with altitude at the dry adiabatic lapse rate, but rather varies 
more slowly under saturated conditions. 

5.4.2 The Pseudo-Adiabatic Process 

If expansion work occurs fast enough for heat transfer with the environment 
to remain negligible and if none of its moisture precipitates out, the parcel 
is closed and its behavior above the LCL is described by a reversible satu- 
rated adiabatic process. That process depends weakly on the abundance of 
condensate present (e.g., on how much of the system's enthalpy is represented 
by condensate) and therefore on the LCL of the parcel. However, because it 
is present only in trace abundance, the variation of condensate unnecessarily 
complicates the parcel's description under saturated conditions. This compli- 
cation is averted by describing the parcel's behavior in terms of a pseudo-  

adiabatic  process,  in which the system is treated as open and condensate is 
removed (added) immediately after (before) it is produced (destroyed). Be- 
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cause the water component accounts for only a small fraction of the system's 
mass, the pseudo-adiabatic process is nearly identical to a reversible saturated 
adiabatic process. 

A pseudo-adiabatic change of state may be constructed in two legs: 

1. Reversible saturated adiabatic expansion (compression), which results 
in the production (destruction) of condensate of mass dmr and a com- 
mensurate release (absorption) of latent heat to (from) the gas phase 

2. Removal (addition) of condensate of mass dmc 

Since the phase transformation occurs adiabatically and reversibly, this process 
is isentropic: 

ds - O. 

Also, since just enough vapor condenses to maintain chemical equilibrium 
(r = rc), the change of water vapor mixing ratio is given by 

Then (5.22) implies 

dr = dr c. 

('rc  
dln 0 = - d  c p T }  " (5.25) 

With the removal of condensate, (5.25) describes the change of potential tem- 
perature of the gas phase in terms of the transformation of the water compo- 
nent. A decrease of rc, such as accompanies ascent and expansional cooling, 
increases 0, whereas an increase of rc, such as accompanies descent and com- 
pressional warming, decreases 0. 

Integrating (5.25) obtains 

0 e x p ( I r c ~  - const, (5.26) 
\ cpT,] 

which describes a family of paths in the state space of moist air, one analogous 
to the family of adiabats described by Poisson's equation (2.30) for dry air. 
Just as the latter was used to introduce the potential temperature, which is 
preserved for an adiabatic process, (5.26) may be used to introduce another 
state variable, which is preserved for a pseudo-adiabatic process. Evaluating 
(5.26) at a reference state of zero pressure (toward which r~ approaches zero 
faster than does the parcel's temperature) yields 

0e ('re t ~ = exp c - ~  ' (5.27) 

which defines the equivalent potential temperature Oe. According to (5.26), 0e 
is constant during a pseudo-adiabatic process. Condensation is accompanied 
by a reduction of rc and an increase of 0, but the two vary in such proportion 
as to preserve 0 e. The same holds for vaporization. In physical space, the 
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material line in Fig. 5.4 advances to isentropes of higher 0, due to the release 
of latent heat, but it remains coincident with the isopleth of 0e with which it 
coincided initially. The equivalent potential temperature reflects the maximum 
temperature a moist air parcel can assume through adiabatic compression 
and the release of latent heat: namely, if it was displaced to the top of the 
atmosphere, where all of the moisture condensed and released its latent heat, 
if the condensate produced subsequently precipitated out, and if the parcel 
was then brought down adiabatically to the surface. 

Like 0, 0 e " - -  Oe(P, T, r) is a state variable. Just as 0 is conserved along an 
adiabat in state space and below the LCL, 0e is conserved along a pseudo 
or saturated adiabat in state space and above the LCL. Because an adiabatic 
process involving no transformation of phase is also pseudo-adiabatic, 0e is 
conserved under unsaturated conditions as well. However, the definition (5.27) 
can be applied only under saturated conditions because only then does r = rc, 
as is impficit in the derivation of 0e. Alternatively, because it is conserved, 
0e can be calculated with r in place of rc if T is replaced by the parcel's 
temperature at the LCL, where it just becomes saturated. 

5.4.3 The Saturated Adiabatic Lapse Rate  

The temperature of a dry air parcel decreases with its altitude at the dry adi- 
abatic lapse rate Fa. To a good approximation, the same holds for a moist 
air parcel under unsaturated conditions because the trace abundance of water 
vapor modifies thermal properties of air only slightly. Under saturated condi- 
tions, the adiabatic description of air breaks down due to the release of latent 
heat that accompanies transformation of water from one phase to another. 
Latent heat exchanged with the gas phase then offsets cooling and warming 
that accompanies adiabatic expansion and compression. 

An approximate description of how the temperature of a saturated parcel 
changes with altitude can be derived from the first law with the aid of (5.19). 
From (2.35) the first law for the gas phase can be expressed 

6q cpd In T - R d  In p - -~--. (5.28) 

If the parcel is unsaturated, (5.28) recovers the dry adiabatic lapse rate (2.33). 
If it is saturated, the heat transferred to the gas phase is given by 

6q - - t d r  c. (5.29) 

Then (5.28) becomes 

l 
cpd In T - R d  In p = - - ~ d r  c, 

where l is treated as constant. Hydrostatic equilibrium (1.16) reduces this to 

c p d T  + g d z  - - l d r  c. (5.30) 
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Strictly, the saturation mixing ratio depends on both pressure and temper- 
ature, so 

( )  (3rc)  3rc dT + dp. 
drc= --~-f p \,gp r 

However, the strong dependence on temperature passed on from the Clausius- 
Clapeyron equation through (5.7) is the dominant influence on r~. If its de- 
pendence on pressure is ignored, the change of saturation mixing ratio can be 
written 

drc 
drc = --d-~ dT, 

where T and z are understood to refer to the displaced parcel. Then (5.30) 
reduces to 

drr 
cpdT + gdz - -l-d- ~ dT 

o r  

( drc) 
Cp + l-d- f dT + gdz = O. 

In terms of the dry adiabatic lapse rate, this can be expressed 

1 + ~ d r  + Fa dz = 0. (5.31) 
cp -d-T 

Then the saturated parcel's temperature decreases with altitude according to 

dT F d 
dz 1 -[ - l - - d r c  

Cp dT 

= Vs, (5.32) 

which defines the saturated adiabatic lapse rate. 
Unlike Fa, F, varies with the parcel's altitude due to the nonlinear depen- 

dence on T of r c. However, since (drc/dT) > 0, (5.32) implies 

F s < F a, (5.33) 

so a parcel's temperature decreases with altitude slower under saturated con- 
ditions than under unsaturated conditions. This property of saturated vertical 
motion follows from the release of latent heat to the gas phase, which offsets 
cooling associated with adiabatic expansion. Although variable, the saturated 
adiabatic lapse rate has a value of Fs ~ 6.5 K k m  -1 for conditions represen- 
tative of the troposphere. This is close to the global-mean lapse rate of the 
troposphere (Fig. 1.2). No accident, this correspondence follows from dynam- 
ical processes that are developed in Chapters 6 and 7. 
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5.5 The  P s e u d o - A d i a b a t i c  Chart  

Thermodynamic processes associated with vertical motion are represented 
conveniently on a diagram of the state space of moist air. Figure 5.5 shows 
the pseudo-adiabatic chart, which displays as functions of T and -p~  

1. Adiabats: 0 = const (solid lines) 
2. Pseudo-adiabats: 0 e - -  const (dashed lines) 
3. Isopleths of saturation mixing ratio 3. r w = const (thin solid lines) 

The ordinate -p~  can be interpreted in terms of altitude (1.17), which is 
indicated at the right for the U.S. Standard Atmosphere. Adiabats, along 
which a parcel evolves under unsaturated conditions and its temperature varies 

3If ice is present, moisture properties actually depend on r i, but the isopleths of r i differ only 
moderately from those of rw according to (4.39) and (4.40). 
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Figure 5.5 Pseudo-adiabatic chart illustrating thermodynamic processes for an ascending air 
parcel. Shown as functions of temperature and elevation are (1) adiabats (solid), which are labeled 
by the constant values of 0 characterizing those lines, (2) pseudo-adiabats (dashed), which are 
labeled by the constant values of 0 e characterizing those curves, and (3) isopleths of saturation 
mixing ratio (thin solid), which are labeled by the constant values of r w defining those curves. 
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with height at the dry adiabatic lapse rate F d, appear as straight lines in this 
representation (2.34). Pseudo-adiabats, along which a parcel evolves under 
saturated conditions and its temperature varies with height at the saturated 
adiabatic lapse rate Fs, are curved~but only weakly. Consistent with (5.33), 
pseudo-adiabats have a slope with respect to height that is everywhere smaller 
than that of adiabats. Both adiabats and pseudo-adiabats are labeled in Kelvin, 
which correspond to the constant values of 0 and 0e characterizing those paths. 

The use of the pseudo-adiabatic chart is best illustrated with an example. 
Consider conditions leading to the formation of a cumulus cloud. The cloud 
is fed by air ascending in a moist thermal that is driven by surface heating 
(Fig. 5.4). At the surface, which is located at 900 mb, air has a temperature of 
To = 15~ and a mixing ratio r0 = 6.0 g kg -1. Because air inside the thermal 
originates at the surface, thermodynamic properties inside the cloud, as well 
as beneath the cloud, can be inferred from the evolution of an air parcel that 
is initially at the ground. Once the parcel's initial state (state 0) has been 
located on the pseudo-adiabatic chart, individual properties follow by allowing 
the system to evolve along certain paths in the state space of the parcel, which 
are indicated in Fig. 5.5. 

SURFACE RELATIVE HUMIDITY 

The saturation mixing ratio at the surface follows from the isopleth of rw 
passing through state 0, which gives 

rw0 = 12 g kg -1. 

Thus, the initial relative humidity of surface air is 

6 
RH~ = 12 = 50%. 

SURFACE POTENTIAL TEMPERATURE 

The parcel's initial potential temperature is determined by the adiabat pass- 
ing through state 0, which is characterized by the constant value 

0 = 00 = 297 K. 

SURFACE DEW POINT 

The dew point of surface air follows from isobaric cooling out of state 0. 
During that process, the parcel's state evolves along the isobar p = 900 mb, 
which cuts across isopleths of saturation mixing ratio toward lower values 
of r w. Eventually, state 1 is reached, at which r w = r = 6 g kg -1 and the 
parcel is saturated. The temperature at which this occurs defines the dew 
point temperature of surface air 

Tao = 4~ 
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The foregoing process is responsible for the formation of ground fog. The 
dew point spread of surface air, which is l l~  in this example, provides an 
indirect measure of the base of convective clouds, since it reflects the amount 
of adiabatic cooling necessary to achieve saturation (Problem 5.25). 

CUMULUS CLOUD BASE 

The base of convective clouds corresponds to the LCL of surface air. The 
latter may be determined by displacing the parcel upward adiabatically. During 
that process, the parcel's state evolves along the adiabat passing through state 0 
(0 = 297 K), which also cuts across isopleths of saturation mixing ratio toward 
lower values of rw. Eventually, state 2 is reached, at which rw = r and the 
parcel is again saturated. The level at which this occurs corresponds to the LCL 

PLCL = 770 mb. 

The parcel's temperature at this level, which is 13 K colder than its initial tem- 
perature, is only 2 K colder than the dew point temperature, reflecting the weak 
pressure dependence of rc. 

EQUIVALENT POTENTIAL TEMPERATURE AT THE SURFACE 

The equivalent potential temperature is determined once the LCL is lo- 
cated. Through state 2 and along subsequent states, passes a saturated adiabat 
that defines 0e for the parcel. Because 0e is conserved under both saturated 
and unsaturated conditions, that value is also the equivalent potential temper- 
ature of the parcel below the LCL, so 

0e0 = 315 K 

at 900 mb. Note, even though it is conserved throughout, 0 e must be inferred 
at and above the LCL, for reasons discussed in Sec. 5.4.2. 

FREEZING LEVEL OF SURFACE AIR 

At the LCL, the parcel's temperature is greater than 0~ so the freezing 
level (FL) lies inside the cloud. Hence, lower portions of the cloud contain 
water droplets, whereas higher portions contain ice particles. 4 Conditions in- 
side the cloud can be determined by displacing the parcel above the LCL. The 
parcel's state then evolves along the saturated adiabat passing through state 2. 
Cutting across isopleths of saturation mixing ratio toward lower rw and across 
adiabats toward higher 0, the 0e = 315 K saturated adiabat eventually reaches 
state 3, where the temperature is 0~ That condition is achieved at the level 

PrL = 740 mb. 

4Ice forms only in the presence of a special type of aerosol particle, referred to as a freezing 
nucleus (Chapter 9). Since freezing nuclei are comparatively rare, many cloud droplets are actually 
"supercooled," that is, they remain liquid at temperatures below 0~ 
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LIQUID WATER CONTENT AT THE FREEZING LEVEL 

Because the parcel is saturated, its mixing ratio must equal the saturation 
mixing ratio at the freezing level. The isopleth of saturation mixing ratio 
passing through state 3 gives for the mixing ratio there 

rFL -- 5.5 gkg -1. 

If no precipitation occurs, the total water content of the parcel is preserved. 
Therefore, the liquid water content at the freezing level is given by 

r t = 0.5 gkg -1. 

Approximately 10% of the parcel's moisture has condensed by this altitude. 

TEMPERATURE INSIDE CLOUD AT 650 MB 

At 650 mb, the parcel has evolved along the 0e = 315 K saturated adiabat 
to state 4, where its temperature is 

T650 ---- _6~ 

Were the parcel perfectly dry, it would have continued to evolve above 770 mb 
along the 315 K adiabat. Without the release of latent heat to offset adiabatic 
cooling, the parcel's temperature would then have decreased more rapidly, 
resulting in a temperature at 650 mb of -12~ 

MIXING RATIO INSIDE CLOUD AT 650 MB 

Because the parcel remains saturated, the isopleth of saturation mixing 
ratio passing through state 4 gives for the mixing ratio at 650 mb 

r650 - 4.0 g kg- 1. 

By this level, one-third of the parcel's moisture has transformed into conden- 
sate. 

The foregoing example illustrates the strong constraint on water vapor im- 
posed by thermodynamics and hydrostatic stratification. Inside convective tow- 
ers, which transport moisture upward from its source at the earth's surface, the 
abundance of vapor that can be supported decreases with altitude (Fig. 5.3). 
By 500 mb, less than 30% of the surface mixing ratio of water inside the 
parcel described above remains as vapor. According to (1.24), the absolute 
humidity p~ decreases even faster. Thus, less than 15% of the absolute con- 
centration of water vapor remains after the parcel has been displaced to the 
middle troposphere. It is for this reason that deep convection increases the 
column abundance of water vapor in Fig. 1.16 only modestly. Much of s 
resides in the lowest 1 to 2 km, where water vapor is distributed more uni- 
formly. 

Through this mechanism, water vapor transported vertically inside convec- 
tive towers is systematically extracted. Condensation leads to a decrease with 
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altitude of water vapor mixing ratio and, through precipitation, a similar de- 
crease of total water content. Outside convective towers, air is even drier 
because it has not recently been in contact with the reservoir of moisture at 
the Earth's surface or it has been dehydrated inside convective towers in the 
aforementioned manner. The same mechanism operates on large scales inside 
sloping convection, like that involved in synoptic weather systems. By limit- 
ing the vertical transport of water vapor, thermodynamics in combination with 
hydrostatic stratification confines moisture to a shallow neighborhood of the 
earth's surface and has preserved water on the planet. 

Suggested Reading 

A complete discussion of the Gibbs-Dalton law, along with its implications 
for multi-component systems, is given in Thermodynamics (1970) by Keenan. 

Atmospheric Thermodynamics (1981) by Iribarne and Godson provides a de- 
tailed treatment of moisture-dependent air properties, including those under 
saturated conditions, and a complete survey of thermodynamic charts. 

The Principles of Chemical Equilibrium (1971) by Denbigh discusses the ther- 
modynamics of condensed phases. 

Problems 

The pseudo-adiabatic chart in Appendix F is to be used only for those prob- 
lems in which it is explicitly indicated. 

5.1. A downslope wind in North America is called a chinook, which is an 
Indian term meaning "snow eater." A chinook often occurs with the 
mountains blanketed in clouds but with clear skies leeward. Consider 
the following synoptic situation: Moist air originating in the eastern Pa- 
cific is advected over the western United States where it is forced over 
the continental divide. On the windward side, the surface lies at 800 mb, 
where the temperature and mixing ratio are 20~ and 15 g kg -1, respec- 
tively. If the summit lies at 600 mb and if any condensate that forms 
precipitates out, determine (a) the surface air temperature at Denver, 
which lies at 830 mb, (b) the mixing ratio at Denver, and (c) the relative 
humidity at Denver. 

5.2. A refrigerator having an interior volume of 2.0 m 3 is sealed and switched 
on. If the air initially has a temperature of 30~ and a relative humidity 
of 0.50, determine (a) the temperature at which condensation forms 
on the walls, (b) how much moisture will have condensed when the 
temperature reaches 2~ and (c) how much heat must be rejected to 
the surroundings to achieve the final state in part (b). 

5.3. A cold front described by the surface 

z = h(x - ct) 
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5.4. 

5.5. 

5.6. 

5.7. 

5.8. 

5.9. 

5.10. 

5.11. 

moves eastward with velocity c and undercuts warmer air ahead of it. 
Far ahead of the front, undisturbed air is characterized by the temper- 
ature and mixing ratio profiles T~(z) and ro~(z), respectively. If air is 
lifted in unison over the frontal surface, for a given location x, derive an 
expression for (a) the variation of temperature with altitude above the 
frontal surface but beneath the LCL as a function of time, (b) the vari- 
ation of mixing ratio with altitude above the frontal surface but beneath 
the LCL as a function of time, and (c) an expression for the altitude of 
the LCL if, far from the frontal zone, pressure decreases with altitude 
approximately as e -z/n, with H -- const. 

The development in Sec. 5.1 for a mixture of dry air and water con- 
siders the presence of only one condensed phase. Why and under what 
conditions is this permissible? 

State the number of thermodynamic degrees of freedom for (a) moist 
unsaturated air and (b) moist saturated air. (c) Explain the numbers in 
parts (a) and (b) and why they differ. 

Compare 0 and 0~ for saturated conditions at 1000 mb and a temperature 
of (a) 10~ (b) 20~ and (c) 30~ 

Warm moist air leaves an array of cooling towers at a power plant situ- 
ated at 825 mb. A cloud forms directly overhead. If the ambient temper- 
ature profile is isothermal, with T = 5~ and if the initial temperature 
and mixing ratio of air leaving the towers are 30~ and 25 g kg -1, respec- 
tively, determine (a) the relative humidity immediately above the towers, 
(b) the dew point immediately above the towers, (c) the virtual poten- 
tial temperature immediately above the towers; compare this value to 
the potential temperature and discuss it in relation to typical differences 
between 0 and 0~, (d) the pressure at the cloud base, (e) the equivalent 
potential temperature at 800 mb, (f) the mixing ratio at 700 mb, and 
(g) the pressure at cloud top. A pseudo-adiabatic chart is provided in 
Appendix E 

Room temperature on a given day is 22~ while the outside temperature 
at 1000 mb is 2~ Calculate the maximum relative humidity that can 
be accommodated inside without room windows fogging, if the windows 
can be treated as having a uniform temperature. 

(a) Use the same conditions as in Problem 5.8, but for an aircraft cabin 
that is pressurized to 800 mb. (b) As in part (a), but noting that the 
interior pane is thermally isolated from the exterior pane. 

Demonstrate that the pressure dependence in (5.15) is negligible. 

Evaporation is an efficient means of cooling air and, through contact 
with other media, of rejecting heat to the environment. An evaporative 
cooler processes ambient air at 35~ and 900 mb to produce room air 
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5.12. 

5.13. 

5.14. 

5.15. 

5.16. 

5.17. 

5.18. 

5.19. 

5.20. 

with a relative humidity of 0.60. Calculate the temperature inside if the 
relative humidity outside is (a) 0.10 and (b) 0.50. 

A cooling tower situated at 1000 mb processes ambient air to release 
saturated air at a temperature of 35~ and at a rate of 10 m 3 s -1. Calcu- 
late the rate at which heat is rejected if ambient air has a temperature 
of 20~ and a relative humidity of (a) 0.20 and (b) 0.80. 

Show that the exponent in (5.26) vanishes for an air parcel that is dis- 
placed to the top of the atmosphere. 

Show that (5.19) holds exactly when referenced to the mass of dry air. 

A morning temperature sounding is plotted in Fig. 5.6. Through absorp- 
tion of shortwave radiation at the ground, the surface inversion (F < 0) 
that developed during the night is replaced during the day by adiabatic 
thermal structure in the lowest half kilometer. A cumulus cloud then 
forms over an asphalt parking lot at 1000 mb, where the mixing ratio is 
10 g kg -1 and the relative humidity is 50%. For the air column above 
the parking lot, determine the (a) surface air temperature, (b) pressure 
at the cloud base, (c) potential temperature at 900 mb, (d) potential 
temperature at 700 mb, (e) equivalent potential temperature at the sur- 
face, (f) mixing ratio at 700 mb, (g) pressure at the cloud top, and 
(h) mixing ratio at the cloud top. A pseudo-adiabatic chart is provided 
in Appendix F. 

Moist air moves inland from a maritime region, where it has a tempera- 
ture of 16~ and a relative humidity of 66%. Through contact with the 
ground, the air cools. Calculate the temperature at which fog forms. 

Revisit Problem 2.15, recognizing now that the bubble is surrounded 
by water. If the bubble is saturated throughout its ascent, yet remains 
adiabatic, calculate the bubble's temperature upon reaching the surface. 

Use the pseudo-adiabatic chart in Appendix F to determine the LCL 
above terrain at 1000 mb for (a) moist surface conditions represen- 
tative of the eastern United States: T = 30~ and R H  = 70%, and 
(b) arid surface conditions representative of the southwestern United 
States: T - 30~ and R H  = 10%. (c) Contrast the heights of cumu- 
lus cloud bases under these conditions in relation to the likelihood of 
precipitation reaching the surface. 

An altitude chamber is used to simulate a sudden decompression from 
normal aircraft cabin pressure: 800 mb, to ambient pressure at 18,000 ft. 
If the initial temperature is 22~ how small must the relative humidity 
be to avoid spontaneous cloud formation during the decompression? A 
pseudo-adiabatic chart is provided in Appendix F. 

Outside air has a temperature of -10~ and a relative humidity of 0.50. 
(a) What is the relative humidity indoors if the room temperature is 
22~ and if air is simply heated, without humidification? (b) What mass 
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Figure 5.6 

of water vapor must be added to a room volume of 75 m 3 to elevate its 
relative humidity to 40%? (c) How much energy is required to achieve 
the state in part (b)? 

5.21. On a given day, the lapse rate and relative humidity are constant, with 
F = 8 K km -1 and R H  = 0.80. If the surface temperature at 1000 mb 
is 20~ (a) estimate the total precipitable water vapor. (b) Below what 
height is 90% of the water vapor column represented? (c) Now calculate 
the precipitable water vapor inside a column comprised of ascending air 
and a cumulonimbus cloud that extends to 100 mb. A pseudo-adiabatic 
chart is provided in Appendix E 

5.22. A morning temperature sounding over Florida reveals the profile 

T -  [ 1 0 - 6 ( z - 1 ) ( C )  z > _ l k m  

/ 2 0 -  10z (C) z < 1 km. 

That afternoon, surface conditions are characterized by a temperature 
of 30~ and a mixing ratio of 20 g kg -1. (a) To what height will cumulus 
clouds develop if air motion is nearly adiabatic? (b) Plot the vertical 
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5.23. 

5.24. 

5.25. 

5.26. 

5.27. 

profile of mixing ratio from the surface to the top of a cumulus cloud. 
(c) Over the same altitude range, plot the vertical profile of mixing ratio 
but neglect the explicit pressure dependence of the saturation mixing 
ratio. (d) Discuss how the results in parts (a) and (b) would be modified 
if air inside the ascending plume is not adiabatic but, rather, mixes with 
surrounding air in roughly equal proportions. A pseudo-adiabatic chart 
is provided in Appendix F. 

For the temperature sounding and surface conditions in Problem 5.22, 
determine the height of convection and the vertical profile of tempera- 
ture inside an ascending plume if the air were perfectly dry. A pseudo- 
adiabatic chart is provided in Appendix F. 

An air parcel drawn into a cumulonimbus cloud becomes saturated at 
900 mb, where its temperature is 20~ Calculate the fractional internal 
energy represented by condensate when the parcel has been displaced 
to 100 mb. A pseudo-adiabatic chart is provided in Appendix F. 

The base of convective clouds may be estimated from the dew point 
spread at the surface. (a) Derive an expression for the dew point tem- 
perature T d of an ascending parcel as a function of its height in terms 
of the surface mixing ratio r 0, presuming environmental conditions to 
be isothermal. (b) Show that T d for the parcel varies with height ap- 
proximately linearly in the lowest few kilometers. (c) Use the lapse rate 
of T d in part (b) to derive an expression for the height of the LCL in 
terms of the dew point spread at the surface: ( T -  Td) o. (d) Use the re- 
sult of part (c) to estimate the cloud base under the conditions given in 
Problem 5.22. 

Graph the dew point temperature as a function of relative humidity for 
1000 mb and 20 ~ 

For reasons developed in Chapter 9, many clouds are supercooled (e.g., 
they contain liquid droplets at temperatures below 0~ For a cloud 
that is saturated with respect to water, calculate the relative humidity 
with respect to ice at a temperature of (a) -5~  and (b) -20~ 



Chapter 6 Hydrostatic Equilibrium 

Changes of thermodynamic state accompanying vertical motion follow from 
the distribution of atmospheric mass, which is determined ultimately by gravity. 
In the absence of motion, Newton's second law applied to the vertical reduces 
to a statement of hydrostatic equilibrium (1.16), wherein gravity is balanced by 
the vertical pressure gradient. This simple form of mechanical equilibrium is 
accurate even in the presence of motion because the acceleration of gravity is 
much greater than vertical accelerations of individual air parcels for nearly all 
motions of dimensions greater than a few tens of kilometers. Only inside deep 
convective towers and other small-scale phenomena are vertical accelerations 
large enough to invalidate hydrostatic equilibrium. 

Because it is such a strong body force, gravity must be treated with some 
care. Complications arise from the fact that the gravitational acceleration 
experienced by an air parcel does not act purely in the vertical and varies 
with location. According to the discussion above, gravity is large enough to 
overwhelm other contributions in the balance of vertical forces. The same 
is true for the horizontal force balance. Horizontal components of gravity 
introduced by the earth's rotation and additional sources must be balanced 
by other horizontal forces, which unnecessarily complicate the description of 
atmospheric motion and can overshadow those forces actually controlling the 
motion of an air parcel. 

6.1 Effective Gravity 

The acceleration of gravity appearing in (1.16) is not constant. Nor does it act 
purely in the vertical. In the reference frame of the earth, the gravitational ac- 
celeration experienced by an air parcel follows from three basic contributions: 

1. Radial gravitation by the planet's mass 

2. Centrifugal acceleration due to rotation of the reference frame 

3. Anisotropic contributions, 

as illustrated in Fig. 6.1. Radial gravitation by the planet's mass is the dom- 
inant contribution. Under idealized circumstances, that component of g acts 

143 
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Figure 6.1 Effective gravity g illustrated in relation to its contributions from radial gravita- 
tion and centrifugal acceleration. Also shown are surfaces of constant geometric altitude z and 
corresponding surfaces of constant geopotential ~, to which g is orthogonal. 

perpendicular to surfaces of constant geometric altitude z, which are con- 
centric spheres. The rotation of the earth introduces another contribution. 
Because it is noninertial, the reference frame of the earth includes a centrifu- 
gal acceleration that acts perpendicular to and away from the axis of rotation. 
Last, departures of the planet from sphericity and homogeneity (e.g., through 
variations of surface topography) introduce anisotropic contributions to gravity 
that must be determined empirically. 

Collectively, these contributions determine the effective gravity, which can 
be expressed as follows: 

a 2 
g(A, q~, z)  = (a + z)  2gOk + ~2(a + z)cos dpe r + ~(A, q~, z), (6.1) 

where a is the mean radius of the earth, go is the radial gravitation at mean 
sea level, k is the local upward unit normal, l~ is the planet's angular velocity, 
A and ~b are longitude and latitude, respectively, e r is a unit vector directed 
outward from the axis of rotation, and ~(A, ~b, z) represents all anisotropic 
contributions. Even if the planet were perfectly spherical, effective gravity 
would not act uniformly across the surface of the earth, nor entirely in the 
vertical. According to (6.1), the centrifugal acceleration deflects g into the 
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horizontal, which introduces a component of gravity along surfaces of constant 
z. The centrifugal acceleration also causes the vertical component of g to vary 
from a minimum of 9.78 m s -2 at the equator to a maximum of 9.83 m s -2 
at the poles. Although more complicated, anisotropic contributions have a 
similar effect. 

These contributions introduce horizontal components of gravity that must 
be balanced by other forces acting along surfaces of constant geometric al- 
titude. Thus, (1.16) represents but one of several component equations that 
are required to describe hydrostatic balance. Horizontal forces introduced by 
gravity unnecessarily complicate the description of atmospheric behavior be- 
cause they can overshadow the forces actually controlling the motion of an air 
parcel. For instance, rotation introduces a horizontal component that must be 
balanced by a variation of pressure along surfaces of constant geometric al- 
titude. That horizontal pressure gradient exists even under static conditions, 
for which an observer in the reference frame of the earth would anticipate 
Newton's second law to reduce to a simple hydrostatic balance in the vertical. 
To avoid such complications, it is convenient to introduce a coordinate system 
that consolidates horizontal components of gravity into the vertical coordinate. 

6.2 Geopotential Coordinates 

Because gravity is conservative, the specific work performed during a cyclic 
displacement of mass through the earth's gravitational field vanishes: 

Awg = - f g(A, 4', z ) - d ~  - 0, (6.2) 

where ds denotes the incremental displacement of an air parcel. According 
to Sec. 2.1.4, (6.2) is a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of 
an exact differential 

dap = 6wg 

- - g .  dg, (6.3) 

which defines the gravitational potential or geopotential ~.  In (6.3), d~  equals 
the specific work performed against gravity to complete the displacement d~. 
Then, per the aforementioned discussion, gravity is an irrotational vector field 
that can be expressed in terms of its potential function 

g = - V ~ .  (6.4) 

Surfaces of constant geopotential are not spherical like surfaces of constant 
geometric altitude. Centrifugal acceleration in the rotating reference flame of 
the earth distorts geopotential surfaces into oblate spheroids (Fig. 6.1). The 
component of XT~ along surfaces of constant geometric altitude introduces a 
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horizontal component of gravity that must be balanced by a horizontal pressure 
gradient force. 

Representing gravity is simplified by transforming from pure spherical co- 
ordinates, in which elevation is fixed along surfaces of constant geometric 
altitude, to geopotential coordinates, in which elevation is fixed along surfaces 
of constant geopotential. Geopotential surfaces can be used for coordinate 
surfaces because �9 increases monotonically with altitude (6.3), which ensures 
a one-to-one relationship between those variables. Introducing the aforemen- 
tioned transformation is tantamount to measuring elevation z along the line of 
effective gravity, which will be termed height to distinguish it from geometric 
altitude. Defining z in this manner agrees with the usual notion of local verti- 
cal being plumb with the line of gravity and will be adopted as the convention 
hereafter. 

In geopotential coordinates, gravity has no horizontal component. Conse- 
quently, in terms of height, (6.4) reduces to simply 

ddO - gdz,  (6.5) 

where g denotes the magnitude of g, which is understood to act in the direc- 
tion of decreasing heightmnot geometric altitude. Using mean sea level as a 
reference elevation I yields an expression for the absolute geopotential 

f0 Z r = gdz.  ~ (6.6) 

Having dimensions of specific energy, the geopotential represents the work that 
must be performed against gravity to raise a unit mass from mean sea level 
to a height z. Evaluating �9 from (6.6) requires measured values of effective 
gravity throughout. However, since it is a point function, �9 is independent of 
path by (6.2) and the exact differential theorem (2.7). Therefore, �9 depends 
only on height z and surfaces of constant geopotential coincide with surfaces 
of constant height. 

Using surfaces of constant geopotential for coordinate surfaces consoli- 
dates gravity into the vertical coordinate, height. However, g still varies with z 
through (6.5). To account for that variation, it is convenient to introduce yet 
another vertical coordinate in which the dependence on height is absorbed. 
Geopotential height is defined as 

Z =  l f0 ~' m gdz  
go 
1 

= 

go 
(6.7) 

1Mean sea level may be used to define a reference value of �9 because it nearly coincides with 
a surface of constant geopotential. 
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where go - 9.8 m s - 2  is a reference value reflecting the average over the 
surface of the earth. Then 

d Z  - ml d ~  
go 

= g dz. (6.8) 
go 

Since it accounts for the variation of gravity, geopotential height simplifies 
the expression for hydrostatic balance. In terms of Z, (1.16) reduces to 

dp - - p g d z  

= - p g o d Z .  (6.9) 

When elevation is represented in terms of geopotential height, gravity can 
be described by the constant value go, which simplifies the description of 
atmospheric motion. 

Although it has these formal advantages, geopotential height is nearly iden- 
tical to height because g ~ go throughout the homosphere. In fact, the two 
measures of elevation differ by less that 1% below 60 km and only 3% below 
100 km. Therefore, Z can be used interchangeably with z, which will be our 
convention hereafter. Then g is understood to refer to the constant reference 
value go. 

6.3 Hydrostatic Balance 

In terms of geopotential height, hydrostatic balance can be expressed 

gdz  = - v d p .  (6.10) 

The ideal gas law transforms this into 

RT 
dz  = - ~ d l n  p 

= - H d l n  p, (6.11) 

where the scale height H is defined in (1.17). According to (6.11), the change 
of height is proportional to the local temperature and to the change o f -  In p. 
Since changes of temperature and thus H are small compared to changes of 
pressure, the quantity - I n  p can be regarded as a dimensionless measure of 
height. 

Consider a layer bounded by two isobaric surfaces p = p l ( x ,  y, z)  and 
p = p2(x ,  y, z), as illustrated in Fig. 6.2. By integrating (6.11) between those 
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- .  ,, 

Z l :  z(x,y, Pl) I f x  

Figure 6.2 Isobaric surfaces (dark shading) in the presence of a horizontal temperature 
gradient. Vertical spacing of isobaric surfaces is compressed in cold air and expanded in warm air, 
which makes the height of an individual isobaric surface low in the former and high in the latter. 
Because pressure decreases upward monotonically, a surface of constant height (light shading) 
then has low pressure where isobaric height is low and high pressure where isobaric height is 
high. Therefore, contours of height for an individual isobaric surface can be interpreted similarly 
to isobars on a constant height surface. Also indicated is the geostrophic velocity vg (Sec. 12.1), 
which is directed parallel to contours of isobaric height and has magnitude proportional to its 
horizontal gradient. 

surfaces, we obtain 

where 

A z - -  z 2 -- z I = - ( n ) I n  ~1 ' (6.12.1) 

(H) = R,_ ,IT~ (6.12.2) 
g 
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and 

(T) - fpp2 Td lnp  

fp7 d l n p  

_- fpPl ~ Tdln p (6.12.3) 

l n ( ~ )  ' 

define the layer-mean scale height and temperature, respectively, and Zl = 
z(x, y, Pl) and z2 = z(x, y, P2) denote the heights of the two isobaric surfaces. 
Known as the hypsometric equation, (6.12) asserts that the thickness of a layer 
bounded by two isobaric surfaces is proportional to the mean temperature 
of that layer and the pressure difference across it. In regions of cold air, the 
e-folding scale H is small, so pressure in (1.17) decreases with height sharply 
and the vertical spacing of isobaric surfaces is compressed. By comparison, H 
is large in regions of warm air, so pressure decreases with height more slowly, 
and the spacing of isobaric surfaces is expanded. 

If zl =0, the hypsometric equation provides the height of the upper sur- 
face z(x, y, P2). For example, the height of the 500-mb surface in Fig. 1.9 can 
then be expressed as a vertical integral of temperature. By (6.12), the height 
of an isobaric surface can be determined from measurements of temperature 
between that surface and the ground or, alternatively, between that surface 
and a reference isobaric surface, the height of which is known. Such tem- 
perature measurements are made routinely by ground-launched rawinsondes, 
which also measure air motion and humidity and ascend via balloon to as high 
as 10 mb. Launched twice a day, rawinsondes provide dense coverage over 
populated landmasses, but only sparse coverage over oceans and in the trop- 
ics. Temperature measurements are also made remotely by satellite. Satellite 
measurements of temperature provide continuous global coverage of the at- 
mosphere, albeit asynoptically. ~ Satellite retrievals also have coarser vertical 
resolution (~ 4 to 8 km) than that provided by rawinsondes (~1 km). Both are 
assimilated operationally in synoptic analyses of the instantaneous circulation, 
like those shown in Figs. 1.9 and 1.10. 

According to Fig. 1.9, the height of the 500-mb surface slopes downward 
toward the pole at midlatitudes, where zs00 decreases from 5900 to 5000 m. 
That decrease of 500-mb height mirrors the poleward decrease of layer-mean 
temperature between the surface and 500 mb, (T)500, which is shown in Fig. 6.3 
for the same time as that in Fig. 1.9a. The wavy region where (T)500 and 
zs00 change abruptly delineates the polar front, which separates cold polar air 
from warmer air at lower latitudes. As is apparent from Fig. 1.9a, that region 

2The term synoptic refers to the simultaneous distribution of some property, for example, a 
snapshot over the earth of the instantaneous height and motion on the 500-mb surface (Fig. 1.9a). 
However, a polar-orbiting satellite necessarily observes different regions at different instants. 
Termed asynoptic, such measurements sample the entire globe only after 12 to 24 hr. 
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Figure 6.3 Mean temperature (Kelvin) of the layer between 1000 mb and 500 mb for March 4, 
1984. The bold solid line marks a meridional cross section displayed in Fig. 6.4. 

of sharp temperature change coincides with the strong circumpolar flow of 
the jet stream, which is tangential to contours of isobaric height. Meridional 
gradients of temperature and height are particularly steep east of Asia and 
North America, where they mark the North Pacific and North Atlantic storm 
tracks that are manifested in the time-mean pattern (Fig. 1.9b) as locally 
intensified jets. Anomalies of cold air that punctuate the polar front in Fig. 6.3 
introduce synoptic-scale depressions of the 500-mb surface in Fig. 1.9a. By 
deflecting contours of isobaric height, those features disrupt the motion of the 
jet stream, which, in their absence, is nearly circumpolar. 

The hypsometric equation provides a theoretical basis for using pressure 
to describe elevation. Because H is positive, (6.12) implies a one-to-one rela- 
tionship between height and pressure: a given height corresponds to a single 
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pressure. Therefore, pressure can be used as an alternative to height for the 
vertical coordinate. Isobaric coordinates, which are developed in Chapter 11, 
use surfaces of constant pressure for coordinate surfaces. Although they evolve 
with the circulation, isobaric coordinates afford several advantages. 

In isobaric coordinates, pressure becomes the independent variable and 
the height of an isobaric surface becomes the dependent variable, for exam- 
ple, z2 = z(x, y, P2). Because pressure decreases monotonically with height, 
low height of an isobaric surface corresponds to low pressure on a surface of 
constant height and just the reverse for high values (Fig. 6.2). For the same 
reason, contours of isobaric height resemble isobars on a surface of constant 
height. Consequently, the horizontal distribution of isobaric height may be in- 
terpreted analogously to the distribution of pressure on a surface of constant 
height. From hydrostatic equilibrium, the latter represents the weight of the 
atmospheric column above a given height. Therefore, the distribution of iso- 
baric height reflects the horizontal distribution of atmospheric mass above the 
mean elevation of that isobaric surface. 

Contours of 500-mb height that delineate the polar front in Fig. 1.9a cor- 
respond to isobars on the constant height surface: z ,~ 5.5 km, with pressure 
decreasing toward the pole. Thus, less atmospheric column lies above that el- 
evation poleward of the front than equatorward of the front. Figure 6.4 shows 
a meridional cross section of the thermal structure and motion in Figs. 6.3 
and 1.9a. The horizontal distribution of mass just noted results from compres- 
sion of isobaric surfaces poleward of the front, which is centered near 40 N, and 
expansion equatorward of the front. This introduces a tilt to isobaric surfaces at 
midlatitudes, one that steepens with height. The jet stream is found in the same 
region and likewise intensifies vertically, to a maximum near the tropopause. 
Similar behavior at high latitudes marks the base of the polar-night jet. 

6.4 Strat i f i cat ion  

Expressions (2.33) and (5.32) for the dry adiabatic and saturated adiabatic 
lapse rates, which describe the evolution of a displaced air parcel under unsat- 
urated and saturated conditions, respectively, hold formally with z representing 
geopotential height and g constant. Neither Fa nor Fs has a direct relation- 
ship to the temperature of the surroundings because a displaced parcel is 
thermally isolated under adiabatic conditions. Thermal properties of the en- 
vironment are dictated by the history of air residing at a given location, for 
example, by where that air has been and what thermodynamic influences have 
acted on it. The environmental lapse rate is defined as 

dT 
F =  dz '  (6.13) 

where T refers to the ambient temperature. Like parcel lapse rates, F > 0 
corresponds to temperature decreasing with height. Conversely, F < 0 cor- 
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Figure 6.4 Meridional cross section of thermal structure and motion in Figs. 1.9a and 6.3 
at the position indicated in the latter. Vertical spacing of isobaric surfaces (bold solid curves) is 
expanded at low latitude and compressed at high latitude, introducing a slope at midlatitudes that 
steepens with height. Zonal wind speed (contoured in m s -1) delineates the subtropical jet, which 
coincides with the steep slope of isobaric surfaces, both intensifying upward to a maximum at the 
tropopause. Contour increment: 5 m s -1. 

responds to temperature increasing with height, in which case the profile of 
environmental temperature is said to be inverted. 

The compressibility of air leads to atmospheric mass being stratified, as is 
reflected in the vertical distributions of density and pressure. Since the en- 
vironment is in hydrostatic equilibrium, the distribution of pressure may be 
related to the thermal structure through the hypsometric relation. Incorporat- 
ing (6.11) transforms (6.13) into 

or  

1 dT 

H d lnp  
= F  

din T 

dln p 
=~r 

g 

F 

Fd 
(6.14) 
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6.4.1 Idealized Stratification 

For certain classes of thermal structure, (6.14) can be integrated analytically 
to obtain the distributions of pressure and other thermal properties inside an 
atmospheric layer. 

LAYER OF CONSTANT LAPSE RATE 

If F - const ~- 0, (6.14) yields 

T = ( -~~)  ~ K  Ts , (6.15) 

where the subscript s refers to the base of the layer. Because 

T ( z )  = T s - r z ,  (6.16) 

(6.15) can be used to obtain the vertical distribution of pressure: 

PPs - [ 1 -  K-~F (ZHss)] (~r) . (6.17) 

Then (2.31) implies the vertical profile of potential temperature: 

F d 

O(z,  - ( T  s - F z ) [ l  - K  F---aF (~s s ) ]  r , (618). 

where p~ - P0 = 1000 mb has been presumed for the base of the layer. 
As shown in Fig. 6.5, the compressibility of air makes pressure decrease 

with height for all F. The same is true of density. However, potential temper- 
ature decreases with height only for F > F a, whereas it increases with height 
for F < Fa. In both cases, 0 varies sharply with height because the pressure 
term dominates over the temperature term in determining the height depen- 
dence in (6.18). As a result, environmental potential temperature can change 
by several hundred degrees in just a few scale heights, as is typical in the 
stratosphere (refer to Fig. 17.19). By contrast, the potential temperature of a 
displaced air parcel is independent of its height under adiabatic conditions. 

The thermal structure described by (6.16) through (6.18) can apply lo- 
cally (e.g., inside a certain layer), even if temperature does not vary linearly 
throughout the atmosphere. Should it apply for the entire range of height, 
(6.16) has one further implication. For F > 0, positive temperature requires 
the atmosphere to have a finite upper bound 

L 
Zto p -- -~-, (6 .19)  

where p vanishes. For F < 0, no finite upper bound exists. 
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ISOTHERMAL LAYER 

For the special case F - 0, (6.17) is indeterminate. Reverting to the hydro- 
static relation (6.11) yields 

or 

z = - H l n  ( - ~ ~ )  

P z 

-- e ~, (6.20) 
Ps 

which is identical to (1.17) under these circumstances. Then the vertical profile 
of potential temperature is simply 

O ( z )  = T s e " ~  

: 0 se~ .  (6.21) 

Under isothermal conditions, environmental potential temperature increases 
by a factor of e every K -a --- 3 scale heights. 

ADIABATIC LAYER 

For the special case F = Fa, (6.15) reduces to 

T K 
-T-~ - ( - ~ s )  (6.22, 

and the distribution of pressure (6.17) becomes 
t 

P 1 -  . ( 6 . 2 3 )  

Equation (6.22) is the same relationship between temperature and pressure 
implied by Poisson's equation (2.30.2), which defines potential temperature 
(2.31). Accordingly, the vertical profile of potential temperature (6.18) re- 
duces to 

O ( z )  - O~ - const (6.24) 

inside this layer. 

6.5 Lagrangian Interpretation of Stratification 

As noted earlier, hydrostatic equilibrium applies in the presence of motion 
as well as under static conditions. Therefore, each of the stratifications in 
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Sec. 6.4 is valid even if a circulation is present, as is invariably the case. Under 
those circumstances, vertical profiles of temperature, pressure, and potential 
temperature [(6.16) through (6.18)] correspond to the horizontal-mean ther- 
mal structure and hence to averages over many ascending and descending air 
parcels. Interpreting thermal structure in terms of the behavior of individ- 
ual air parcels provides some insight into the mechanisms controlling mean 
stratification. 

For a layer of constant lapse rate, the relationship between temperature 
and pressure (6.15) resembles one implied by Poisson's equation (2.30.2), but 
for a polytropic process (Sec. 2.5.1) with (F/Fd)K in place of K. Consequently, 
we can associate the thermal structure in (6.16) through (6.18) with a vertical 
rearrangement of air in which individual parcels evolve diabatically according 
to a polytropic process. In that description, air parcels moving vertically ex- 
change heat with their surroundings in such proportion for their temperatures 
to vary linearly with height. For an individual air parcel, the foregoing process 
has a polytropic specific heat that satisfies 

R F 

(cp -c)  rd 
or  

C -  Cp 1 -  --F--- . (6.25) 

The corresponding heat transfer for the parcel is then given by (2.37) and its 
change of potential temperature follows from (2.40). 

6.5.1 Adiabatic Stratification 

Consider a layer characterized by 

V = V a, (6.26.1) 

the stratification of which is termed adiabatic. Then (6.25) implies 

C = 0 ,  
(6.26.2) 

6q - dO - O, 

so individual air parcels evolve adiabatically. Under these circumstances, air 
parcels move vertically without interacting thermally with their surroundings. 
Such behavior can be regarded as the limiting situation when vertical motion 
occurs on a timescale that is short compared to diabatic effects, as is typical of 
cumulus and sloping convection. Although their vertical motion is adiabatic, 
individual parcels may still exchange heat at the boundaries of the layer. In 
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fact, such heat transfer is necessary to maintain vertical motion in the absence 
of mechanical forcing. 

The evolution of an individual parcel can be envisaged in terms of a circuit 
that it follows between the upper and lower boundaries of the layer, where 
heat transfer is concentrated. Such a circuit is depicted in Fig. 6.6 for a layer 
representative of the troposphere. At the lower boundary, an individual par- 
cel moves horizontally long enough for heat transfer to occur. Isobaric heat 
absorption [e.g., through absorption of longwave (LW) radiation and transfer 
of sensible heat from the surface] increases the parcel's potential temperature 
(Fig. 6.7a). The accompanying increase of temperature (Fig. 6.7b) causes the 
parcel to become positively buoyant and rise. If the timescale of vertical mo- 
tion is short compared to that of heat transfer, the parcel ascends along an 
adiabat in state space until it reaches the upper boundary, where it again moves 
horizontally. Isobaric heat rejection (e.g., through LW emission to space) then 
decreases the potential temperature and temperature of the parcel, which 
therefore becomes negatively buoyant. The parcel then sinks along a different 
adiabat until it has returned to the surface and completed a thermodynamic 
cycle. 

If it remains unsaturated [e.g., below its lifting condensation level (LCL)], 
each air parcel comprising the layer preserves its potential temperature away 
from the boundaries. Consequently, each parcel traces out a uniform profile 

n 

of 0 as it traverses the layer. The horizontal-mean potential temperature O(z)  
is equivalent to an average over all such parcels at a given elevation, so it is 
likewise independent of height, that is, 

O(z)  - const. (6.27.1) 

~ q < O  

- - ~ m , - ~ - -  ~ ~ ~ - - 1 ~  ~ ~ ~  - -  - - q ~  ~ - - ~ m  ~ 
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Figure 6.6 Idealized circuit followed by an air parcel during which it absorbs heat at the base 
of a layer and rejects heat at its top, with adiabatic vertical motion between. 
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Figure 6.7 Thermodynamic cycle fol- 
lowed by the air parcel in Fig. 6.6 in terms 
of (a) potential temperature and (b) temper- 
ature. Horizontally averaged behavior for a 
layer composed of many such parcels is also 
indicated by the dotted lines. 

As is true for an individual parcel (Sec. 2.4.2), a uniform distribution of po- 
tential temperature corresponds to a constant environmental lapse rate 

F -  F a. (6.27.2) 

Consequently, the thermal structure associated with (6.24) can be interpreted 
as the horizontal mean for a layer in which air is being actively and adiabati- 
cally rearranged in the vertical. 

This interpretation can be extended to saturated conditions (e.g., inside 
cloud). An air parcel's evolution is then pseudo-adiabatic, so its equivalent 
potential temperature is conserved. Active vertical rearrangement_of air will 

B 

then make the horizontal-mean equivalent potential temperature Oe(z) inde- 
pendent of height 

E 

m 

Oe(Z ) = const. (6.28.1) 
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From Sec. 5.4.3, this uniform distribution of Oe(Z ) corresponds to a mean 
environmental lapse rate 

V = F,, (6.28.2) 

the corresponding stratification being termed saturated adiabatic. 
Even though all parcels inside the layer evolve in like fashion, local be- 

havior will differ from the horizontal mean because conserved properties may 
still vary from one parcel to another (e.g., due to different histories experi- 
enced by those parcels at the layer's boundaries). An ascending parcel will 
have values of 0 and 0e, which are greater than the corresponding horizontal- 
mean values because that parcel will have recently absorbed heat at the lower 
boundary. Conversely, a descending parcel will have values of 0 and 0e, which 
are less than the corresponding horizontal-mean values because that parcel 
will have recently rejected heat at the upper boundary. Therefore, the actual 
stratification of the layer will vary with horizontal position. 

If heat transfer at the boundaries were to be eliminated, convectively driven 
motions would then "spin down" through turbulent and molecular diffusion 
toward a limiting state of no motion. Since diffusion destroys gradients be- 
tween individual parcels, this limiting state is characterized by homogeneous 
distributions of 0 and 0e and thus, everywhere, by the environmental lapse 
rate F -- F d or F s. Hence, this limiting homogeneous state has stratifica- 
tion identical to the horizontal-mean stratification of the layer being con- 
vectively overturned, which may therefore be regarded as "statistically well 
mixed." 

The stratification (6.28) is characteristic of the troposphere. Close to the 
saturated adiabatic lapse rate (Fig. 1.2), the mean thermal structure in the 
troposphere follows from efficient vertical exchange of moist air inside cu- 
mulus and sloping convection. Air rearranged by convection is continually 
replenished with moisture through contact with warm ocean surfaces. Because 
convective motions operate on timescales of a day or shorter, they make the 
troposphere statistically well mixed and, in the mean, described approximately 
by (6.28). 

In traversing the circuit, the parcel in Fig. 6.7 absorbs heat at high temper- 
ature and rejects heat at low temperature. By the second law (Sec. 3.2), net 
heat is absorbed over a cycle. Then the first law (2.13) implies that the parcel 
performs net work during its traversal of the circuit. It follows that an indi- 
vidual parcel in the above circulation behaves as a heat engine. In fact, the 
thermodynamic cycle in Fig. 6.7 is analogous to the Carnot cycle pictured in 
Fig. 3.2, except that heat transfer occurs (approximately) isobarically instead 
of isothermally. More expansion work is performed by the parcel during ascent 
than is performed on the parcel during descent. The area circumscribed by 
the parcel's evolution in Fig. 6.7b reflects the net work it performs during the 
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cycle and is proportional to the change of the parcel's potential temperature 
at the upper and lower boundaries (i.e., to the heat transfer there). 

Net heat absorption and work performed by individual air parcels make 
the general circulation of the troposphere behave as a heat engine, one driven 
thermally by heat transfer at its lower and upper boundaries. Work performed 
by individual parcels is associated with a redistribution of mass when air that 
is effectively warmer and lighter (namely, when compressibility is taken into 
account) at the lower boundary is exchanged with air that is effectively cooler 
and heavier air at the upper boundary. The latter represents a conversion of 
potential energy into kinetic energy, which maintains the general circulation 
against frictional dissipation. 

6.5.2 Diabat ic  Stratification 

The idealized behavior just described relies on heat transfer being confined to 
the lower and upper boundaries of the layer, where an air parcel resides long 
enough for diabatic effects to become important. On longer timescales, as are 
typical of vertical motions in the stratosphere, the evolution of an individual 
air parcel is not adiabatic. Radiative transfer, which is the primary diabatic 
influence outside the boundary layer and clouds, is characterized by cooling 
rates of order 1 K day -1 in the troposphere (see Fig. 8.24). Cooling rates as 
large as 10 K day -1 occur in the stratosphere and near cloud (Fig. 9.33). 

By comparison, the cooling rate associated with adiabatic expansion follows 
from (2.33) as 

= -F 'w,  (6.29.1) 

where T and z refer to an individual parcel, F' denotes its lapse rate, and 

dz 
w = (6.29.2) 

dt 

is the parcel's vertical velocity. A vertical velocity of 0.1 m s -1 ,  which is rep- 
resentative of cumulus and sloping convection, gives (dT/dt)a d = 84 K day -1 
under unsaturated conditions and of order 50 K day -1 under saturated con- 
ditions. Both are much larger than radiative cooling rates, so heat transfer in 
those motions can be ignored to a good approximation. On the other hand, a 
velocity of 1 mm s -~, which is representative of vertical motion in the strato- 
sphere, is associated with an adiabatic cooling rate of only (dT/dt)a d = 0.84 K 
day -1. Heat transfer in such motions cannot be ignored and may even domi- 
nate temperature changes associated with expansion and compression of indi- 
vidual air parcels. 
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Under those circumstances, an air parcel moving vertically interacts ther- 
mally with its environment. Because 0 is no longer conserved, diabatic motion 
implies a different thermal structure. Consider a layer characterized by 

Fd > F = const, (6.30.1) 

the stratification of which is termed subadiabatic: Temperature decreases with 
height slower than dry adiabatic. By (6.18), 0 increases with height (compare 
Fig. 6.5). Then (6.25) together with (2.37) gives 

c > O  

6q > 0 d T  > 0 (6.30.2) 

6q < 0 d T  < 0 

for F < 0 (temperature increasing with height) and c and 6q with reversed 
inequalities for F > 0. Both imply that an air parcel absorbs heat during 
ascent and rejects heat during descent, so its potential temperature increases 
with height. As illustrated in Fig. 6.8, heat is rejected at high temperature in 
upper levels and absorbed at low temperature in lower levels. By the second 
law, net heat is rejected over a cycle. Then the first law implies that net work 
must be performed on the parcel for it to traverse the circuit. More work 
is performed on the parcel during descent than is performed by the parcel 
during ascent. 3 

Opposite to the troposphere, this behavior is characteristic of the strato- 
sphere. Net heat rejection and work performed on individual air parcels make 
the general circulation of the stratosphere behave as a refrigerator, one driven 
mechanically by waves that propagate upward from the troposphere. By rear- 
ranging air, planetary waves exert an influence on the stratosphere analogous 
to paddle work. When dissipated, they cause air at middle and high latitudes 
to cool radiatively, so individual parcels sink across isentropic surfaces to lower 
0 (see Figs. 8.27 and 17.11). Conversely, air at low latitudes warms radiatively, 
so parcels then rise to higher 0. 

For both, vertical motion is slow enough to make diabatic effects important 
and to allow the temperature of individual parcels to increase with height. 
This feature of the stratospheric circulation follows from buoyancy. Contrary 
to the troposphere, buoyancy in the stratosphere strongly restrains vertical 
motion because, on average, warmer (high 0) air overlies cooler (low 0) air. 
Work performed on the stratosphere against the opposition of buoyancy leads 
to a redistribution of mass, when heavier air at lower levels is exchanged with 
lighter air at upper levels. The latter represents a conversion of kinetic energy 

3 In practice, this paradigm can be pushed only so far because stratospheric air must eventually 
enter the troposphere to complete the thermodynamic cycle (refer to Fig. 17.9), which makes the 
stratosphere an open system. 
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F i g u r e  6.8 As in Fig. 6.7, b u t  for  an  air 
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into potential energy, which is dissipated thermally through LW emission to 
space. 

Stratification with 

r > r~,  (6.31) 

which is termed superadiabatic, can also be interpreted in terms of diabatic 
motion of individual air parcels. However, such stratification will be seen to be 
mechanically unstable. Buoyancy then reinforces vertical motion, so it occurs 
on timescales too short for diabatic effects to be important. Through convec- 
tive overturning, a superadiabatic layer quickly adjusts to adiabatic stratifica- 
tion, for reasons developed in Chapter 7. 
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Suggested Reading 

Atmospheric Thermodynamics (1981) by Iribarne and Godson contains a thor- 
ough discussion of atmospheric statics. 

Problems 

6.1. 

6.2. 

6.3. 

6.4. 

6.5. 

6.6. 

6.7. 

Calculate the discrepancy between geometric and geopotential height, 
exclusive of anisotropic contributions to gravity, up to 100 km. 

Show that the polytropic potential temperature in Problem 2.9 is con- 
served under the diabatic conditions described in Sec. 6.5.2. 

Use (2.27) and replace z by - I n  p to relate the area circumscribed in 
Fig. 6.7 to the work performed by the air parcel during one thermody- 
namic cycle. 

Approximate the thermodynamic cycle in Fig. 6.7 by one comprised 
of two isobaric legs and two adiabatic legs to show that (a) net work 
is performed during a complete cycle and (b) the work performed is 
proportional to the change of temperature associated with isobaric heat 
transfer. 

Show that an atmosphere of uniform negative lapse rate need not have 
an upper bound. 

For reasons developed in Chapter 12, large-scale horizontal motion is 
nearly tangential to contours of geopotential height and given approxi- 
mately by the geostrophic velocity 1( o ) 8~ 

, 

where v = (u, v) denotes the horizontal component of motion in the 
eastward (x) and northward (y) directions and �9 is the geopotential 
along an isobaric surface. Suppose that satellite measurements provide 
the three-dimensional distributions of temperature and of the mixing ra- 
tio of a long-lived chemical species. From those measurements, construct 
an algorithm to determine 3-dimensional air motion on large scales at 
elevations great enough to ignore variations in surface pressure. 

An upper level depression, typical of extratropical cyclones during early 
stages of development, affects isobaric surfaces aloft but leaves the sur- 
face pressure distribution undisturbed. Consider the depression of iso- 
baric height associated with the temperature distribution 

= -- [ ~2 -'~ (~ -- ~0)2] 
T(A, 4~, ~) -- T + T cos(4~) + T' exp - L2 �9 f(~), 

where T, T, and T' reflect global-mean, zonal-mean, and disturbance 
contributions to temperature, respectively, ~ - - ln (p /po) ,  with P0 = 
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6.8. 

6.9. 

6.10. 

6.11. 

1000 mb, is a measure of elevation, {-cos 
0 ~ > ~ T ,  

with ~r = --In(100/1000) reflecting the tropopause elevation. The sur- 
face pressure Ps = Po remains constant, ~b 0 = 7r/4, L = 0.25 rads, and 
T = 250 K, T = 30 K, and T' -- 5 K. (a) Derive an expression for 
the 3-dimensional distribution of geopotential height. (b) Plot the verti- 
cal profiles of disturbance temperature and height in the center of the 
anomaly. (c) Plot the horizontal distribution of geopotential height for 
the midtropospheric level ~ = ~r/2, as a function of A and q~ > 0. 
(d) Plot a vertical section at latitude ~b 0, showing the elevations ~: of 
isobaric surfaces as functions of A. 

Under the conditions of Problem 6.7, how large must the anomalous 
temperature T' be for the disturbance to form a cut-off low at the mid- 
tropospheric level ~: = ~r/2? 

Unlike midlatitude depressions, hurricanes are warm-core cyclones that 
are invariably accompanied by a trough in surface pressure. Consider a 
hurricane associated with the temperature distribution 

T(A, ~b, ~:) = T + T'(A, q~)e - '~ ,  

where T and T' reflect zonal-mean and disturbance contributions to 
temperature, ~: = - ln(p/po) ,  with P0 = 1000 mb, is a measure of 
elevation, 

m 

T'(A, ~b ) -  Tar ~b)exp[asrs(A, ~b)], 

in which 

~:,(A, 4~) =0 .1  exp - L2 , 

with a -1 = ~:r/2, and ~:r = In(100/1000) reflects the surface and 
tropopause pressures, respectively, and L = 0.1 rads. (a) Derive an 
expression for the 3-dimensional distribution of geopotential height. 
(b) Plot the vertical profiles of disturbance temperature and height in 
the center of the anomaly. (c) Plot the horizontal distribution of geopo- 
tential height for the midtropospheric level ~: = ~:r/2. (d) Plot a vertical 
section at the equator, showing the elevations ~: of isobaric surfaces as 
functions of A. 

Show that subadiabatic stratification requires an individual parcel moving 
vertically to, in general, absorb (reject) heat as it ascends (descends). 

Surface analyses produced by the weather service plot pressure adjusted 
to the common reference level, mean sea level (MSL), so that different 
locations can be compared meaningfully. (a) Derive an approximate 
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6.12. 

expression for the pressure at MSL in terms of the local surface height 

Zs, surface pressure Ps, and the global-mean surface temperature T - 
288 K. (b) A surface analysis shows a ridge with a maximum of 1040 mb 
over Denver, which lies at an elevation of 5300 ft above MSL. What 
surface pressure was actually recorded there? 

Deep convection inside a region of the tropics releases latent heat to 
achieve a column heating rate of 250 W m -2. (a) If, uncompensated, 
that heating would produce a temperature perturbation that is invari- 
ant with height up to the tropopause, calculate the implied change of 
thickness for the 1000- to 100-mb layer after 1 day (compare Fig. 1.30). 
(b) What process, in reality, compensates for the tendency of tropo- 
spheric thickness implied in part (a)? 



Chapter 7 Hydrostatic Stability 

The property responsible for the distinctly different character of the tro- 
posphere and stratosphere is vertical stability. Although forces are never far 
from hydrostatic equilibrium, vertical motions are introduced by forced lift- 
ing over elevated terrain and through buoyancy. Buoyantly driven motion is 
related closely to the stability of the atmospheric mass distribution, which is 
shaped by transfers of energy between the earth's surface, the atmosphere, 
and deep space. By promoting convection in some regions and suppressing it 
in others, vertical stability controls a wide range of properties. 

7.1 Reaction to Vertical Displacement 

Hydrostatic equilibrium and compressibility lead to density decreasing with 
height regardless of temperature structure (Fig. 6.5). Thus, mean stratification 
invariably has lighter air configured over heavier air, which suggests stability 
with respect to vertical displacements. Were air incompressible, this would 
indeed be the case. 

Consider an air parcel inside the layer shown in Fig. 7.1. In a linear stability 
analysis, we will use this parcel to establish how the layer reacts to small 
disturbances from equilibrium. Although the analysis focuses on an individual 
parcel, bear in mind that stability refers to the layer as a whole. Suppose 
the parcel is subjected to a virtual displacement 6z' = z', where primes will 
distinguish properties of the parcel from those of its environment. Through 
expansion or compression, the parcel automatically adjusts to the environmen- 
tal pressure to preserve mechanical equilibrium. Thus, 

p ' =  p 

during the displacement. Further, so long as the displacement occurs on a 
timescale short compared to that of heat transfer with the environment, the 
parcel's evolution may be regarded as adiabatic. 

Per unit volume, Newton's second law for the parcel is 

d2z ' 3p' 
p' = - ~ ,  (7.l . l)  dt 2 -P '  g ~z' 

166 
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dz' 

pdS 

z~  fb = (P- p,P')g 

p, T, z, p 

Figure 7.1 Schematic of an air parcel, the properties of which are distinguished by primes, 
inside a designated layer. The specific buoyancy force fb results from an imbalance between the 
parcel's weight and the net pressure force acting over its surface. 

which follows from a development analogous to the one leading to (1.16). The 
momentum balance for the environment is simply hydrostatic equilibrium: 

Op (7.1.2) 
0 =  p g  Oz" 

Subtracting (7.1) and incorporating mechanical equilibrium yields for the par- 
cel 

p~ d 2 z'  
- ( p  - p ' )g ,  (7.2.1) 

which may also be argued from Archimedes' principle (Problem 7.3). Per unit 
mass, the parcel's momentum balance is then described by 

d t  2 = p, g 

= fb ,  (7.2.2) 

where fb is the (specific) net buoyancy force acting on the parcel. With (7.1.2), 
the buoyancy force is recognized as an imbalance between the parcel's weight 
and the vertical component of pressure force acting over its surface. 
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Consider how the displaced parcel's temperature varies in relation to that 
of the environment. With the gas law, (7.2.2) may be expressed 

d2z  ' ( T' - T )  (7.3) 
dt 2 - g T " 

For small displacements from its undisturbed elevation, the parcel's temper- 
ature decreases with height at the parcel lapse rate: F' = Fa (Fs) under 
unsaturated (saturated) conditions. Thus, 

T' = T o - F'z' (7.4.1) 

describes the first-order variation of the parcel's temperature from its undis- 
turbed value T o , which equals the environmental temperature at the parcel's 
undisturbed elevation. On the other hand, the temperature of the surround- 
ings decreases with height at the local environmental lapse rate F, so the 
corresponding variation of environmental temperature is 

T = T o - Fz'. (7.4.2) 

The parcel's lapse rate is determined by its thermodynamics. Under adia- 
batic conditions, F' is independent of the environmental lapse rate F because 
the parcel is then thermally isolated. The environmental lapse rate, on the 
other hand, is determined by the history of air residing in the layer (e.g., by 
where that air has been and what thermodynamic influences have acted on it). 

Incorporating (7.4) transforms the vertical momentum balance (7.3) into 

dZz' = g ( v -  r ' )z ' .  (7.5) 
dt 2 T 

Hence, the specific buoyancy force experienced by the parcel is proportional to 
its displacement z' and to the difference between the parcel and environmental 
lapse rates. 

7.2 Stability Categories 

If the parcel is unsaturated, 

F ' =  F d. (7.6.1) 

Since F' is then constant, (7.4.1) is also valid for finite displacements. If the 
parcel is saturated, 

F ' =  F s, (7.6.2) 

which implies the local saturated lapse rate at the undisturbed elevation. 
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7.2.1 Stability in Terms of Tempera tu re  

For each of the preceding conditions, three possibilities exist (Fig. 7.2)" 

1. F < F': Environmental temperature decreases with height slower 
than the displaced parcel's temperature. Then (7.5) implies 

1 d2z ' 
< 0 .  

z' dt 2 

The parcel experiences a buoyancy force fb that opposes the displace- 
ment z'. If it is displaced upward, the parcel becomes heavier than its 
surroundings and thus negatively buoyant, whereas it becomes positively 
buoyant and lighter than its surroundings if the parcel is displaced down- 
ward. This buoyancy reaction constitutes a positive restoring force, one 
that acts to restore the system to its undisturbed elevationmirrespective 
of the sense of the displacement. The atmospheric layer is then said to 
be hydrostatically stable and the environmental temperature profile is said 
to be of positive stability. 

2. F -  F" Environmental temperature decreases with height at the 
same rate as the parcel's temperature. Under these circumstances, 

1 d2z ' 
O, 

z' dt 2 

so the buoyancy force fb vanishes and the displaced parcel experiences 
no restoring force. The atmospheric layer is then said to be hydrostatically 
neutral and the environmental temperature profile is said to be of zero 
stability. 

(a) Stable (F < F') 

~m' 5 m 

fb < 0 ~ "~ ~ ~  

~ ' \ l fb > 0 
T '>T 

(b) Neutral (F = F') 

F ,~, 

f b = 0  

(c) Unstable (F > F') 

T'>TI fb >0 

k 

k 

fb<O~ T' <T 

Ira, Ira, 
T T T 

Figure 7.2 Buoyancy reaction experienced by a displaced air parcel, in terms of the envi- 
ronmental lapse rate F and the parcel lapse rate F', which equals F d (Fs) under unsaturated 
(saturated) conditions. Stability categories: (a) F < F', (b) F = F', and (c) F > F'. 
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3. F > F': Environmental temperature decreases with height faster 
than the parcel's temperature. Then 

1 d2z ' 
> 0 .  

z' dt 2 

The parcel experiences a buoyancy force fb that reinforces the displace- 
ment z'. If it is displaced upward, the parcel becomes lighter than its 
surroundings and thus positively buoyant, whereas it becomes negatively 
buoyant and heavier than its surroundings if the parcel is displaced down- 
ward. This buoyancy reaction constitutes a negative restoring force, one 
that drives the system away from its undisturbed elevation~irrespective 
of the sense of the displacement. The atmospheric layer is then said to 
be hydrostatically unstable and the temperature profile is said to be of 
negative stability. 

Even though density decreases with height in all three cases, each leads to a 
very different response through buoyancy. The layer's stability is not deter- 
mined by its vertical profile of density because the density of a displaced air 
parcel changes through expansion and compression. Depending on whether 
its density decreases with height faster or slower than environmental density, 
a displaced parcel will find itself heavier or lighter than its surroundings and 
thus experience either a positive or a negative restoring force. 

The degree of stability or instability is reflected in the magnitude of the 
restoring force, which is proportional to the difference between the envi- 
ronmental and parcel lapse rates. According to (7.5), the parcel lapse rate 
F' serves as a reference against which the local environmental lapse rate F 
is measured to determine stability (Fig. 7.3). Under unsaturated conditions, 
F' = F a. If environmental temperature decreases with height slower than F a 
�9 (i.e., the lapse rate is subadiabatic), the layer is stable. If environmental tem- 
perature decreases with height at a rate equal to F a (i.e., the lapse rate is 
adiabatic), the layer is neutral. If its temperature decreases with height faster 
than F a (i.e., the lapse rate is superadiabatic), the layer is unstable. 

Under saturated conditions (e.g., inside a layer of str~tiform cloud), the 
same criteria hold with F~ in place of F a. Since 

Fs < F,t, 

Fig. 7.3 implies that hydrostatic stability is violated more easily under saturated 
conditions than under unsaturated conditions. That is, the range of stable lapse 
rate is narrower under saturated conditions than under unsaturated conditions. 
Reduced stability of saturated air follows from the release (absorption) of 
latent heat, which warms (cools) an ascending (descending) parcel. By adding 
positive (negative) buoyancy, heat transfer between the gas and condensed 
phases of saturated air reinforces vertical displacements and thus destabilizes 
the layer. 
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Vertical stability in terms of temperature and the environmental lapse rate F. 

7.2.2 Stability in Terms of Potential Tempera ture  

Stability criteria can also be expressed in terms of potential temperature. For 
unsaturated conditions, logarithmic differentiation of (2.31) gives 

1 dO 1 dT  K dp 

0 dz T dz p dz" 

Hydrostatic equilibrium and the gas law transform this into 

1 dO 1 d T  K 
~ �9 

0 dz T dz H 

Then with (1.17), the vertical gradient of potential temperature can be ex- 
pressed in terms of the lapse rate 

dO 0 F 
d---~ - -T( a - F). (7.7) 

Since it follows from the definitions of potential temperature and lapse 
rate, (7.7) applies to the parcel as well as to the environment. For the latter, 
an environmental lapse rate F < F d (subadiabatic) corresponds to dO/dz > 0 
and potential temperature increasing with height. An environmental lapse rate 
F - Fa (adiabatic) corresponds to dO/dz - 0 and a uniform profile of poten- 
tial temperature. Last, an environmental lapse rate F > F a (superadiabatic) 
corresponds to dO/dz < 0 and potential temperature decreasing with height. 
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Thus, for unsaturated conditions, the stability criteria established previously 
in terms of temperature translate into the simpler criteria in terms of potential 
temperature" 

dO 
> 0 (stable), 

dz 
dO 

= 0 (neutral), 
dz 
dO 

< 0 (unstable). 
dz 

(7.8) 

Illustrated in Fig. 7.4, these criteria have the same form as those expressed 
in terms of temperature, except that the reference profile corresponding to 
neutral stability is just a uniform distribution of 0. This has a parallel in the 
vertical stability of an incompressible fluid, like water. If potential temperature 
increases with height, effectively lighter air (when compressibility is taken into 
account) overlies effectively heavier air, so the layer is stable. If potential 
temperature is uniform with height, the layer is neutral, whereas if 0 decreases 
with height, effectively heavier air overlies effectively lighter air, so the layer 
is unstable. 

<o -~1 

Z 

dO 
d~ = 0 

Unstable - ~ d O 
I ~ ' ' ' ' - ~  Stable ~ > 0 

0 

Figure 7.4 Vertical stability, under unsaturated conditions, in terms of potential temperature. 
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The simplified stability criteria (7.8) reflect the close relationship between 
0 and atmospheric motion. Recall that potential temperature is conserved for 
individual air parcels because it includes the effect of expansion work. There- 
fore, a displaced parcel traces out a uniform profile of 0, which defines the 
reference thermal structure corresponding to neutral stability. The same is 
true of temperature for an incompressible fluid. It is for this reason that po- 
tential temperature plays a role for air analogous to the one that temperature 
plays for water. Hence, the vertical distribution of 0 describes the effective 
stratification of mass when compressibility is taken into account. 

Under saturated conditions, 0 is not conserved. However, 0e is conserved 
under those conditions and bears a relationship to Fs analogous to the one that 
0 bears to F d under unsaturated conditions. Using arguments similar to that 
above, it can be shown that the criteria for stability under saturated conditions 
are also given by (7.8), but with 0e in place of 0 (Problem 7.15). Thus, the 
vertical distribution of 0e describes the effective stratification of mass, when 
both compressibility and latent heat release are taken into account. 

7.2.3 Mois ture  D e p e n d e n c e  

Moisture complicates the description of vertical stability by introducing the 
need for two categories: One valid under unsaturated conditions and another 
valid under saturated conditions, for which the release of latent heat must be 
accounted. Since Fs < Fd, three possibilities exist (Fig. 7.5). If 

F < Fs, (7.9.1) 

a layer is absolutely stable. A small rearrangement of air will be met by a posi- 
tive restoring force, regardless of whether the air is saturated, because (7.9.1) 
ensures that displaced parcels will cool (warm) faster than their surroundings. 
If 

F > F d, (7.9.2) 

the layer is absolutely unstable. A small rearrangement of air will result in a 
negative restoring force, regardless of whether the air is saturated, because 
(7.9.2) ensures that displaced parcels will cool (warm) slower than their sur- 
roundings. If 

F s < F < Fd, (7.9.3) 

the layer is conditionally unstable. A small rearrangement of air will then result 
in a positive restoring force if the layer is unsaturated, but a negative restoring 
force if it is saturated. For infinitesimal displacements, these three possibilities 
are mutually exclusive because a parcel that is unsaturated remains so and 
likewise for one that is saturated. However, for finite displacements, a moist 
air parcel may change from unsaturated to saturated conditions or vice versa. 
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Figure 7.5 
rate F. 
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T 

Vertical stability of moist air in terms of temperature and the environmental lapse 

The restoring force experienced by the parcel can then change sign if the layer 
is conditionally unstable, a possibility that is treated in Sec. 7.4. 

7.3 Implications for Vertical Motion 

The stability of a layer determines its ability to support vertical motion and 
thus to support transfers of heat, momentum, and constituents. Since ver- 
tical motion must be compensated by horizontal motion to conserve mass 
(compare Fig. 5.4), hydrostatic stability also influences horizontal transport. 
Three-dimensional (3-D) turbulence that disperses atmospheric constituents 
involves both vertical and horizontal motion. Therefore, suppressing vertical 
motion also suppresses the horizontal component of 3-D eddy motion and 
thus turbulent dispersion. 

A layer that is stably stratified inhibits vertical motion. Small vertical dis- 
placements introduced mechanically by flow over elevated terrain or thermally 
through isolated heating are then opposed by the positive restoring force of 
buoyancy (Problem 7.5). Conversely, a layer that is unstably stratified pro- 
motes vertical motion through the negative restoring force of buoyancy. Work 
performed by or against buoyancy reflects a conversion between potential and 
kinetic energy, which controls the layer's evolution. 
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The vertical momentum balance for an unsaturated air parcel can be ex- 
pressed as 

where 

d 2 z  ' 

dt 2 
-Jr- N 2 z  ' - -  O, (7.10.1) 

U 2 - g ( rd  - r )  
7 

s 
= (7.10.2) 

Z f 

defines the buoyancy or Brunt-Viiisiiillii frequency N. Equation (7.10.1) de- 
scribes a simple harmonic oscillator, with N 2 reflecting the "stiffness" of the 
buoyancy spring. From (7.7), the Brunt-V~iis~iill~i frequency can be expressed 
simply 

din 0 
N 2  = g d---~" (7.10.3) 

Since it is proportional to the restoring force of buoyancy, N 2 is a measure of 
stability. 

If a layer is stable, N 2 > 0. Then (7.10.1) has solutions of the form 

z'(t) = A e  iNt + B e  - iNt.  (7.11.1) 

The parcel oscillates about its undisturbed elevation, with kinetic energy re- 
peatedly exchanged with potential energy. The stronger the stability (i.e., the 
stiffer the spring of buoyancy), the more rapid the parcel's oscillation and the 
smaller the displacements. Owing to the positive restoring force of buoyancy, 
small imposed displacements remain small. By limiting vertical motion, posi- 
tive stability also imposes a constraint on horizontal motion (e.g., to suppress 
eddy motions associated with 3-D turbulence). 

Under neutral conditions, N 2 - 0 and the restoring force vanishes. Imposed 
displacements are then met with no opposition. In that event, the solution of 
(7.10.1) grows linearly with time, which corresponds to a displaced parcel mov- 
ing inertially with no conversion between potential and kinetic energy. Under 
these circumstances, small disturbances ultimately evolve into finite displace- 
ments of air. That long-term behavior violates the linear analysis leading to 
(7.10.1), which is predicated on infinitesimal displacements. However, in the 
presence of friction, displacements remain bounded (Problem 7.17). 

Under positive and neutral stability, air displacements can remain small 
enough for the mean stratification of a layer to be preserved. A layer of 
negative stability evolves very differently. In that event, N 2 - -  _]Q2 < 0 and 
solutions of (7.10.1) have the form 

z'(t) = AeUt + Be -Rt. (7.11.2) 
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A parcel's displacement then grows exponentially with time through reinforce- 
ment by the negative restoring force of buoyancy. The first term in (7.11.2), 
which dominates the long-term behavior, violates the linear analysis leading 
to (7.10.1). Unlike behavior under positive and neutral stability, air displace- 
ments need not remain bounded. Except for small N, displacements amplify 
exponentially~even in the presence of friction (Problem 7.16). Small initial 
disturbances then evolve into fully developed convection, in which nonlinear 
effects limit subsequent amplification by modifying the stratification of the 
layer. By rearranging mass, convective cells alter N 2 and hence the buoyancy 
force experienced by individual air parcels. Because it is based on mean prop- 
erties of the layer remaining constant, the simple linear description (7.10) then 
breaks down. 

Amplifying motion described by (7.11.2) is fueled by a conversion of po- 
tential energy, which is associated with the vertical distribution of mass, into 
kinetic energy, which is associated with convective motions. By feeding off 
of the layer's potential energy, air motions modify its stratification. Fully de- 
veloped convection, which results in efficient vertical mixing, rearranges the 
conserved property 0 (0e) into a distribution that is statistically homogeneous 
(Sec. 6.5). According to (7.8), this limiting distribution corresponds to a state 
of neutral stability. Thus, small disturbances to an unstable layer amplify and 
eventually evolve into fully developed convection, which neutralizes the insta- 
bility by mixing 0 (0e) into a uniform distribution. In that limiting state, no 
more potential energy is available for conversion to kinetic energy, so convec- 
tive motions then decay through frictional dissipation. 

7.4 Finite Displacements 

Stability criteria established in Sec. 7.2 hold for infinitesimal displacements. 
Then a parcel that is initially unsaturated remains so and likewise for one 
that is initially saturated. For finite displacements, a disturbed air parcel can 
evolve between saturated and unsaturated conditions. Such displacements are 
relevant to conditional instability (7.9.3), because a disturbed parcel may then 
experience a restoring force of one sign during part of its displacement and 
of opposite sign during the remainder of its displacement. If the layer itself is 
displaced vertically (e.g., in sloping convection or through forced lifting over 
elevated terrain), finite displacements allow the layer's stratification and hence 
its stability to change. 

7.4.1 Conditional Instability 

Consider an unsaturated parcel that is displaced upward inside the condition- 
ally unstable layer shown in Fig. 7.6a. Depicted there is a simple representation 
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Figure 7.6 (a) Environmental temperature (solid line), under conditionally unstable conditions representative of the tropical troposphere (r Z 
8.5 K h - ' )  and stratosphere, and parcel temperature (dashed line) displaced from the undisturbed level pu  = 800 mb. Parcel temperature decreases 
with height along a dry adiabat below the lifting condensation level (LCL) and along a saturated adiabat above the LCL. It crosses the profile 
of environmental temperature at the level offfee convection pLFc and again at the crossing level p ,  above the tropopause. (b) Potential energy of 
the displaced parcel, which is proportional to minus the cumulative area A( p )  under the parcel's temperature profile and above the environmental 
temperature profile that is shaded in (a). 
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of the tropical troposphere, which is assigned a constant and conditionally un- 
stable lapse rate, and the lower stratosphere, which is assigned a lapse rate of 
zero. Below its LCL, the displaced parcel cools at the dry adiabatic lapse rate 
F d and therefore more rapidly than its surroundings (7.9.3). Consequently, 
the parcel experiences a positive restoring force, one which increases with up- 
ward displacement (7.5) and which must be offset for that displacement to be 
completed. Once it passes its LCL, the parcel cools slower at the saturated 
adiabatic lapse rate Fs, due to the release of latent heat. Since the layer is con- 
ditionally unstable, the parcel then cools slower than its surroundings (7.9.3). 
As a result, the temperature difference between the parcel and its environ- 
ment and hence the positive restoring force of buoyancy diminish with height. 
After sufficient displacement, the temperature profile of the parcel crosses 
the profile of environmental temperature. The parcel then becomes warmer 
than its surroundings, so it experiences a negative restoring force and thus can 
ascend of its own accord. The height where this occurs is the level of free con- 
vection (LFC). Reinforcement by buoyancy then accelerates the parcel upward 
until its temperature again crosses the profile of environmental temperature 
at the crossing level Pc. Above that level, the parcel is again cooler than its 
surroundings, so buoyancy opposes further ascent. 

Energetics of the displaced parcel provide some insight into deep convective 
motions in the tropical troposphere. Under adiabatic conditions, the buoyancy 
force is conservative (e.g., the work performed along a cyclic path vanishes). 
Therefore, the potential energy P of the displaced parcel can be introduced 
in a manner similar to that used in Sec. 6.2 to introduce the geopotential: 

d P -  ~Wb 

= - fbdz ' ,  (7.12) 

where ~wb is the incremental work performed against buoyancy. By defining 
a reference value of zero potential energy at the undisturbed height z0 and 
incorporating (7.2), we obtain 

P = gdz' 
1) 

/ 7,v ,713, 
Then, with the gas law, the parcel's potential energy becomes 

P(p)  = - R  ( r ' -  r ) ( - d l n  p) 
0 

= - R A ( p ) ,  (7.14) 

where A ( p )  is the cumulative area between the temperature profile of the 
parcel T' and that of the environment T to the level p (Fig. 7.6a). 
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Above the undisturbed level but below the LFC, T' < T, so P increases 
upward (Fig. 7.6b). Beneath the undisturbed level, T' and T are reversed, 
so P increases downward as well. Increasing P away from the equilibrium 
level describes a "potential well" in which the parcel is bound. Work must 
be performed against the positive restoring force of buoyancy to liberate the 
parcel from this potential well. 

Once the parcel reaches its LFC, where P is a maximum, that work is 
available for conversion to kinetic energy K. Above the LFC, T' > T, so P 
decreases upward. Under conservative conditions, 

AK = -AP. (7.15.1) 

An equivalent expression follows from (7.2), the derivation of which is left as 
an exercise. By (7.15.1), decreasing P above the LFC represents a conversion 
of potential energy to kinetic energy, which drives deep convection through 
buoyancy work. 

The total potential energy available for conversion to kinetic energy is 
termed the convective available potential energy (CAPE). Represented by the 
darkly shaded area in Fig. 7.6a, that energy reflects the total work performed 
by buoyancy above the LFC and the large drop of potential energy in Fig. 7.6b. 
Since the parcel's temperature eventually crosses the environmental tempera- 
ture profile a second time (at the crossing level Pc), CAPE is necessarily finite, 
as is the kinetic energy that can be acquired by the parcel. An upper bound 
on the parcel's kinetic energy follows from (7.15.1) as 

wt2 
2 = P(PLFC) -- P(Pc) 

- R ( r ' -  r ) ( - d l n  p) = CAPE, (7.15.2) 
LFC 

which corresponds to adiabatic ascent under conservative conditions. However, 
in practice, mixing with its surroundings makes the behavior inside convection 
inherently nonconservative (Sec. 7.4.2), so the upward velocity in (7.15.2) is 
seldom observed. 

Above the crossing level, where the parcel is neutrally buoyant, T' and T 
are again reversed, so P increases upward above Pc. The parcel then becomes 
negatively buoyant and is bound in another potential well. Despite opposition 
by buoyancy, the parcel overshoots its new equilibrium level Pc due to the 
kinetic energy it acquired above the LFC. However, P increases sharply above 
Pc because environmental temperature above the tropopause diverges from 
the parcel's temperature. Consequently, penetration into the stable layer aloft 
is shallow compared to the depth traversed through the conditionally unstable 
layer below. When the parcel reaches the penetration level pp, where P equals 
the previous maximum at the LFC, all of the kinetic energy it acquired above 
the LFC has been reconverted into potential energy, so the parcel is again 
bound. 
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The penetration level in this analysis provides an estimate of the height of 
"convective overshoots," which typify deep cumulus towers. However, like the 
maximum updraft in (7.15.2), this estimate is only an upper bound. In practice, 
some of the kinetic energy driving convective overshoots is siphoned off by 
mixing with the surroundings. Figure 7.7 shows an overshooting cumulonim- 

Figure 7.7 Convective domes overshooting the anvil of a cumulonimbus complex, at 2-min in- 
tervals. Fibrous features visible in the second plate mark ice particles that nucleate spontaneously 
when stratospheric air is displaced by convection. After Fujita (1992). 
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bus complex at 2-min intervals. Several convective domes have penetrated 
above the anvil, where air eventually fans out horizontally. Negatively buoy- 
ant, overshooting cloud splashes back into the anvil, but not before it has 
been sheared and mixed with stratospheric air. Thus, convective overshoots 
lead to an irreversible rearrangement and eventually mixing of tropospheric 
and stratospheric air. 

This feature makes penetrative convection instrumental in the competition 
between vertical overturning in the troposphere (which drives the stratification 
toward neutral stability) and radiative transfer in the stratosphere (which drives 
the stratification toward positive stability) that controls the mean elevation of 
the tropopause. Figure 7.8 displays anomalous temperature, moisture, and 
cloud cover for an area in the tropics, all as functions of time. Episodes of 
towering moisture (light shading in Fig. 7.8b) and cold high cloud (Fig. 7.8a), 
which mark deep cumulus convection, are contemporaneous with anomalously 
high tropopause (dashed line). Tropopause temperature during those periods 
is also colder than normal (contours) because the positive lapse of temperature 
extends upward to heights that are normally stable. 

7.4.2 Entra inment  

In practice, the vertical velocity and penetration height of a cumulus tower are 
reduced from adiabatic values by nonconservative effects. Cooler and drier 
environmental air that is entrained into and mixed with a moist thermal (Fig. 
5.4) depletes ascending parcels of positive buoyancy and kinetic energy. Only 
in the cores of broad convective towers are adiabatic values ever approached. 
Mixing also modifies the surroundings of a cumulus tower, which mediates 
gradients of temperature and moisture that control buoyancy. 

For reasons established in Chapter 9, entrainment of environmental air is 
an intrinsic feature of cumulus convection, one that makes the behavior of 
ascending parcels diabatic. The impact this process has on convection can 
be illustrated by regarding entrained environmental air to become uniformly 
mixed with ascending air. Following Holton (1992), consider a parcel of mass 
m inside the moist thermal pictured in Fig. 5.4. Through mixing, additional 
mass is incorporated into that parcel, which may then be identified with a 
fixed percentage of the overall mass crossing a given level. If t* is a conserved 
property (e.g., /z = r beneath the LCL), mt,' represents how much of that 
property is associated with the parcel under consideration. As before, primes 
will distinguish properties of the parcel from those of the environment. After 
mass dm of environmental air has been mixed into it, the parcel will have 
mass m + dm and property I*' + d/z'. Conservation of/z then requires 

(m + dm)(lz' + d~') = mtz' + dmt,, (7.16.1) 

where dmtz represents how much conserved property has been incorporated 
into the parcel from the environment. If the foregoing process occurs during 



Figure 7.8 Time series of (a) high cloud cover and (b) moisture and temperature derived from radiosondes and satellite IR radiances during the 
winter MONEX observing campaign. Relative humidities exceeding 80% are lightly shaded. Temperature departures from local time-mean values are 
contoured. Dark shading indicates stratospheric air above the local tropopause (heavy dashed line). Adapted from Johnson and Kriete (1982). 
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the time dt, expanding (7.16.1) and neglecting terms higher than first order 
leads to 

d/_t' d(ln m) 
= ~ ( / x  - /x ' ) ,  (7.16.2) 

dt dt 
which governs the conserved property inside the entraining thermal. More 
generally, if/x is not conserved but, rather, is produced per unit mass at the 
rate S~, its evolution inside the aforementioned parcel is governed by 

dl.t' d(ln m) 
= ~ ( u  - /~ ' )  + Su. (7.17) 

dt dt 
The time rate of change following the parcel is related to its vertical velocity 

w'= dz'/dt through the chain rule: 

d d 
dt = w d--z' (7.18) 

where d/dz refers to a change with respect to the parcel's height. Then (7.17) 
becomes 

d ~ '  w 

w d--z = Hee (/z - /~ ' )  + S~,, (7.19) 

in which He  1 = d(ln m)/dz defines the mass entrainment height. Representing 
the height for upwelling mass to increase by a factor of e, H e reflects the rate 
that the entraining thermal expands due to incorporation of environmental 
air.' 

If/x = In 0e, the source term Soe - 0 because 0e is conserved. Then, with 
(5.27), (7.19) reduces to 

[(o) '(re re)] d(ln Oe) 1 In + - -  T' 
~ ~ 

dz H e Cp T 

Replacing saturation values by the actual mixing ratios and temperatures by 
those corresponding to the LCL (Sec. 5.4.2) and noting that differences of 
temperature are small compared to differences of moisture leads to 

d(lnO'e) H el [ l n ( ~ ' ) + +  ( r - r ' ) ]  

_ T l _ )] 
1 [ ln(-~-7)+ (r r' . j  

- -  H e ~pT 

(7.21) 

Because r' > r and T' > T, 0' e decreases with the ascending parcel's height. 
This is to be contrasted with the parcel's behavior under conservative condi- 
tions (e.g., in the absence of entrainment), in which case its mass is fixed and 

1A cumulus cloud expands with height slower that the moist thermal supporting it because 
mixing with drier environmental air leads to evaporation of condensate and dissolution of the 
cloud along its periphery (Sec. 9.3.3). 
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0' e = const. The two sinks of 0' e on the right-hand side of (7.21) reflect trans- 
fers of latent and sensible heat to the environment, which are mixed across 
the parcel's control surface (compare Fig. 2.1). 

Suppose now /z equals the specific momentum w. Then w = 0 for the 
environment, so (7.19) reduces to 

dw 

dz 
o r  

113 2 

He 
+ Sw 

dK' 2 SK 
= - ~ K '  + ~ ,  (7.22) 

dz H e w 

where K' = w2/2 is the specific kinetic energy of the parcel and production 
of momentum and kinetic energy are related as SK = wSw. Unlike the source 
term for Oe, SK :/: O. Even in the absence of entrainment, K is not conserved 
because the parcel's kinetic energy changes through work performed on it by 
buoyancy. Differentiating (7.12) along with (7.15) implies 

dK' 
dz = fb (7.23.1) 

under conservative conditions (e.g., for a parcel of fixed mass, wherein He 
oo). Hence, we identify 

Then (7.22) becomes 

SK -- Wfb 

- w g  ( T '  - T 
T )"  (7.23.2) 

dK' ( T' - T ) 2 K, (7.24) 
dz = g T - -H--~e " 

The sink of K' on the right-hand side represents turbulent drag that is ex- 
erted on the ascending parcel due to incorporation of momentum from the 
environment. By siphoning off kinetic energy, entrainment reduces the par- 
cel's acceleration from what it would be under the action of buoyancy alone 
and limits its penetration into a stable layer to about an entrainment height 
(Problem 7.20). 

7.4.3 Potential Instability 

Until now, we have considered displacements of individual air parcels within 
a fixed layer. Suppose the layer itself is displaced vertically (e.g., in sloping 
convection or forced lifting over elevated terrain). Then changes of the layer's 
thermodynamic properties alter its stability. Stratification of moisture plays a 
key role in this process because different levels need not achieve saturation 
simultaneously. 
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Consider an unsaturated layer in which potential temperature increases 
with height, 

dO 
- -  > 0, (7.25.1) 
dz 

but in which equivalent potential temperature decreases with height, 

dO e 
dz < 0. (7.25.2) 

By (7.8), the layer is stable. The difference 0e - 0 for an individual parcel 
reflects the total latent heat available for release. Therefore, (7.25.2) reflects 
a decrease with height of mixing ratio (e.g., as would develop over a warm 
ocean surface). 

Suppose this layer is displaced vertically and changes in its thickness can be 
ignored (Fig. 7.9). Since the layer is unsaturated, air parcels along a vertical 
section all cool at the dry adiabatic lapse rate F a (e.g., between positions 
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Figure 7.9 Successive positions and thermal structures of a potentially unstable layer 
(shaded), in which moisture decreases sharply with height, that is displaced vertically. Air is 
initially unsaturated, so all levels cool at the dry adiabatic lapse rate. However displacement to 
position 2 leads to saturation of air at the layer's base (A2). Thereafter, that air cools at the sat- 
urated adiabatic lapse rate, while air at the layer's top (Be) continues to cool at the dry adiabatic 
lapse rate. 
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1 and 2). Hence, the layer's profile of temperature is preserved through the 
displacement, as are the layer's lapse rate and stability. Once some of the layer 
becomes saturated, this is no longer true. Because they have greater mixing 
ratios, lower levels achieve saturation sooner than upper levels. Above their 
LCL, lower levels (e.g., at A2) cool slower at the saturated adiabatic lapse 
rate F~, whereas upper levels (e.g., at B2) continue to cool at the dry adiabatic 
lapse rate F a. Differential cooling between lower and upper levels then swings 
the temperature profile counterclockwise and hence destabilizes the layer. 
This destabilization follows from the release of latent heat at lower levels, 
much as would occur were the layer heated from below. Sufficient vertical 
displacement will make the layer unstable with respect to saturated conditions 
(e.g., at position 3), even though initially it may have been absolutely stable. 
Such a layer is potentially unstable, the criterion for which is given by (7.25.2). 

A layer characterized by (7.25.2), but with the reversed inequality, is poten- 
tially stable. Reflecting an increase with height of mixing ratio, this condition 
accounts for the release of latent heat in upper levels, which stabilizes the 
layer when it becomes saturated. Once a potentially stable or unstable layer 
becomes fully saturated, it satisfies the usual criteria for instability because 0e 
is conserved and hence (7.25.2) obeys (7.8) with 0e in place of 0. 

7.4.4 Modification of Stability under Unsaturated Conditions 

A layer's stability can also change under unsaturated conditions through ver- 
tical compression and expansion. Consider the layer in Fig. 7.10, which is 
displaced to a new elevation and thermodynamic state, as denoted by primed 
variables, from an initial elevation and state denoted by unprimed variables. 
Because 0 is conserved under unsaturated conditions, the change of 0 across 
the layer is preserved: 

dO' = dO. 

Then the vertical gradient of potential temperature satisfies 

dz ] dz' = -~z dz. (7.26.1) 

A horizontal section of layer having initial area dA must also satisfy conser- 
vation of mass: 

pdAdz = p'dA'dz'. 

By combining (7.26), we obtain 

\ d A )  

for the new vertical gradient of potential temperature inside the layer. 

(7.26.2) 

(7.27) 
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Figure 7.10 Successive positions and thermal structures of a layer that remains unsaturated 
and therefore preserves the potential temperature difference across it. 

Sinking motion and horizontal divergence of air correspond to 

p 
! 

p 

dA' 
> 1, 

dA 

(7.28) 

respectively. Each implies vertical compression of the layer: the former through 
a reduction of the layer's overall volume and the latter to compensate hor- 
izontal expansion of the layer. By (7.27), these motions steepen the vertical 
gradient of potential temperature. Consequently, they increase the stability (in- 
stability) of a layer that is initially stable (unstable). In anticyclones, sinking or 
"subsidence" of stable air and horizontal divergence that compensates it (Sec. 
12.3) lead to the formation of a subsidence inversion, which caps pollutants 
near the ground. 

Ascending motion and horizontal convergence imply (7.28) with the re- 
versed inequalities. Vertical expansion then weakens the vertical gradient of 
potential temperature and therefore drives a stable layer toward neutral sta- 
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bility. Ascending motion in cyclones and horizontal convergence compensating 
it can virtually eliminate the stability of a layer, providing conditions favorable 
for convection. 

7.5 Stabilizing and Destabilizing Influences 

The preceding development illustrates that stability can be altered by inter- 
nal motions that rearrange air. More important to the overall stability of the 
atmosphere is external heat transfer, which shapes thermal structure. The ver- 
tical distribution of 0 provides insight into how stability is established because 
it reflects the effective stratification of mass. 

In light of the first law (2.36), the stability criteria (7.8) imply that a layer 
is destabilized by heating from below or cooling from aloft (Fig. 7.11a). Each 
rotates the vertical profile of 0 counterclockwise and thus toward instability. 
These are precisely the influences exerted on the troposphere by exchanges 
of energy with the earth's surface and deep space. Absorption of longwave 
(LW) radiation and transfers of latent and sensible heat from the Earth's sur- 
face warm the troposphere from below, whereas LW emission at upper levels 
cools the troposphere from above. Both drive the vertical profile of 0 coun- 
terclockwise and the lapse rate toward superadiabatic values. By destabilizing 
the stratification, these forms of heat transfer sustain convective overturning, 
which in turn maintains the troposphere close to moist neutral stability and 
makes its general circulation behave as a heat engine (Fig. 6.7). 

Conversely, cooling from below or heating from above stabilize a layer 
(Fig. 7.11b). Each rotates the profile of 0 clockwise and thus toward increased 
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Figure 7.11 (a) Destabilizing influences: Heating from below and cooling from above act to 
swing the profile of potential temperature counterclockwise. (b) Stabilizing influences: Cooling 
from below and heating from above act to swing the profile of potential temperature clockwise. 
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stability. These forms of heat transfer are symbolic of the stratosphere, where 
ozone heating increases with height to stabilize the thermal structure. By 
inhibiting vertical motion, strong stability suppresses turbulent dispersion and 
allows constituents to become highly stratified. Work must then be performed 
against buoyancy to drive vertical motion, which makes the general circulation 
of the stratosphere behave as a refrigerator (Fig. 6.8). 

According to Secs. 7.2 and 7.4, moisture also figures in the stability of a 
layer. If the lapse rate is conditionally unstable (7.9.3), increasing a layer's 
mixing ratio lowers the LCL and hence the LFC of individual parcels, which 
in turn increase CAPE to drive deep convection (compare Fig. 7.6). Likewise, 
increasing r in lower portions of the layer (e.g., through absorption of water 
vapor from a warm ocean surface) increases the equivalent potential temper- 
ature there, which swings the profile of 0e counterclockwise and drives dOe/dz 
toward negative values. Thus, introducing moisture from below, such as oc- 
curs over warm ocean surfaces and reflects a transfer of latent heat across 
the layer's lower boundary, drives the tropical troposphere toward potential 
instability. 

For conditional and potential instability, finite displacements of a i r ~  
whether they be of an individual air parcel or of a layer in toto, eventually 
result in buoyantly driven convection. However, for each, a finite potential 
well must be overcome before the instability can be released. Due to the 
source of water vapor at its base, lower portions of the tropical troposphere 
are potentially unstable. Figure 7.12 shows mean distributions of 0e and N 2 
over the equatorial western Pacific. In the lowest 3 km, 0e decreases with 
height, whereas N 2 > 0 implies that 0 increases with height. Despite such 
instability, deep convection breaks out in preferred regions, where forced 
lifting is prevalent (Fig. 1.25). Over the Indian Ocean and western Pacific, 
equatorward-moving air driven by thermal contrasts between sea and neigh- 
boring continents converges horizontally to produce forced ascent. Similarly, 
diurnal heating of tropical landmasses imparts enough buoyancy for sur- 
face air over the maritime continent, South America, and tropical Africa to 
overcome the potential well. 

7.6 Turbulent Dispersion 

7.6.1 Convective Mixing 

Hydrostatic stability controls a layer's ability to support vertical motion and 
hence mixing by 3-D turbulence. Regions of weak or negative stability favor 
convective overturning, which results in thorough mixing of air. This situation 
is common near the ground because absorption of shortwave (SW) radiation 
destabilizes the surface layer. Introducing moisture from below has a similar 
effect by increasing the equivalent potential temperature of surface air, which 
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Figure 7.12 Mean vertical profiles of equivalent potential temperature (solid line) and buoy- 
ancy frequency squared (dashed line) over Indonesia, obtained by averaging radiosonde observa- 
tions between longitudes of 90~ and 105~ and latitudes of 10~ and 10~ during March 1984 
(refer to Fig. 1.25). 

makes the overlying layer potentially unstable. When conditions are favor- 
able, small disturbances evolve into fully developed convection, which in turn 
neutralizes the instability by rearranging mass vertically. 

As noted earlier, the troposphere has a global-mean lapse rate of about 6.5 
Kkm -1, which is close to neutral stability with respect to saturated conditions. 
This mean stratification reflects two salient features of the troposphere: (1) 
Tropospheric air is moisture laden and (2) tropospheric air is efficiently over- 
turned in cumulus and sloping convection. Efficient vertical exchange leads to 
a characteristic time for air to move between the surface and the tropopause 
of only a couple of days. Because it operates on a timescale that is short com- 
pared to diabatic effects, vertical mixing drives the thermal structure of the 
troposphere toward that of saturated adiabatic motion (Sec. 6.5) and hence 
toward a mean state of moist neutral stability. 

Cumulus convection is favored in the tropical troposphere by high sea sur- 
face temperature (SST) and strong insolation. Both support large transfers 
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of radiative, latent, and sensible heat from the earth's surface, which destabi- 
lize the overlying atmosphere. Organized convection, which is reinforced by 
the release of latent heat, opposes those destabilizing influences to maintain 
much of the tropical troposphere close to moist neutral stability. Cumulus 
convection also operates outside the tropics, but it is organized in continental 
monsoons (e.g., over India and Australia) and synoptic disturbances. Frontal 
motions associated with cyclones, like the one in the eastern Atlantic in Fig. 
1.23, cause organized lifting of air through sloping convection. By displacing 
moist and often conditionally or potentially unstable air that originated in the 
tropics, those motions favor convection, which likewise drives mean stratifica- 
tion toward moist neutral stability. 

7.6.2 Inversions 

Contrary to the troposphere, the stratosphere is characterized by strong pos- 
itive stability. Ozone heating makes temperature increase and potential tem- 
perature increase sharply with height (Fig. 6.5). The potential temperature 
increases from about 350 K near the tropopause to more than 1000 K near 
10 mb. The sharp vertical gradient of 0 is associated with a strong positive 
restoring force, one that suppresses vertical motions and 3-D turbulence and 
allows chemical constituents to become highly stratified. 

Unlike the troposphere, where air is efficiently rearranged in the vertical, 
the stratosphere has a characteristic timescale for vertical exchange of months 
to years. The layered nature of the stratosphere is occasionally demonstrated 
by volcanic eruptions, which loft debris above the tropopause. During the 
1950s and 1960s, nuclear detonations introduced radioactive debris into the 
stratosphere. Because they have very slow sedimentation rates, aerosol parti- 
cles introduced in this manner behave as tracers. Volcanic and nuclear debris 
are observed to undergo little or no vertical motion, instead fanning out hori- 
zontally into clouds of global dimension that remain intact for many months 
(see Fig. 9.6). The great eruption of Krakatoa, which destroyed the Indonesian 
island of the same name in 1883, altered radiative properties of the strato- 
sphere and the color of sunsets for years afterward. The long residence time 
of stratospheric aerosol allows it to alter SW absorption at the earth's surface 
for long durations, which makes it an important consideration in the global en- 
ergy budget. In sharp contrast, tropospheric aerosol (e.g., from deforestation 
and the Kuwaiti oil fires) is eliminated by convective processes on a timescale 
of only days (Chapter 9). 

Convective cells do not penetrate appreciably above the tropopause, where 
N 2 and the restoring force of buoyancy increase abruptly (Fig. 7.12). Upon 
encountering this sharp increase of stability, an ascending plume is quickly 
drained of positive buoyancy and fans out horizontally to form a cloud anvil, 
as typifies the mature stage of cumulonimbus thunderstorms. Similar behav- 
ior is occasionally observed at intermediate levels of the troposphere, when 
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developing towers encounter a shallow inversion through which the buoyant 
plume is able to penetrate (see Fig. 9.18). 

Temperature inversions frequently accompany anticyclones. Often less than 
a kilometer above the surface, a subsidence inversion (Sec. 7.4) confines pollu- 
tants to a shallow layer near the ground, where they become airborne. Because 
winds accompanying an anticyclone also tend to be light, pollutants are nei- 
ther dispersed nor advected away from source regions, allowing concentrations 
to increase during periods of high production. The same mechanisms inhibit 
cloud formation by confining moisture near the surface. Consequently, anticy- 
clones are typified by cloud-free but often polluted conditions. 

7.6.3 Life Cycle of the Nocturnal  Inversion 

The competition between heat transfer and convection for control of the strat- 
ification of a layer is illustrated by the formation and breakup of the nocturnal 
inversion, which often develops at night. Under arid and cloud-free conditions, 
which favor efficient LW cooling to space, the surface temperature decreases 
sharply after sunset. To preserve thermal equilibrium, heat is transferred to the 
ground radiatively and conductively from the overlying air, which cools the 
surface layer from below and stabilizes it (Fig. 7.13). Sufficient cooling will 
swing the temperature structure toward an inverted profile, which corresponds 
to the potential temperature increasing sharply with height in a shallow layer 
adjacent to the ground. 

Strongly stable, the nocturnal inversion suppresses vertical motion, as well 
as 3-D turbulence. Without turbulent transport to disperse them, pollutants 
introduced at the surface are frozen in the stable air, so their concentrations 
increase steadily near pollution sources. Such behavior is particularly notice- 
able in urban areas during early morning periods of heavy traffic. 

After sunrise, absorption of SW radiation warms the ground, which in- 
fluences the surface layer in just the reverse manner. To preserve thermal 
equilibrium, heat is then transferredto the overlying air, initially through con- 
duction and radiative transfer. These forms of heat transfer warm the surface 
layer from below, which increases the potential temperature and swings its ver- 
tical profile counterclockwise near the ground. Inside the shallow surface layer 
that has been destabilized, thermal convection then develops spontaneously to 
neutralize the instability. By rearranging air vertically, heat is transferred from 
the surface (in high values of 0) and mixed across the shallow layer of con- 
vective overturning. The same is true for other conserved properties, such as 
moisture and pollutants. 

Absorption of SW radiation and vertical heat transfer continue to destabi- 
lize the surface layer and thus maintain convective overturning. To preserve 
neutral stability, additional heat transferred to the atmosphere must be mixed 
over an ever deeper layer. In this fashion, the layer driven toward neutral sta- 
bility expands upward, as do pollutants that were frozen near the surface in 
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Figure 7.13 Schematic illustrating the breakdown of the nocturnal inversion, which forms 
during night. Following sunrise, surface heating and heat transfer to the overlying air destabilize 
a shallow layer adjacent to the ground. Convection then develops spontaneously and, through 
vertical mixing, restores the thermal structure inside that layer to neutral stability. Continued 
heat transfer from the ground requires 0 to be mixed over a progressively deeper layer, which 
erodes the nocturnal inversion from below. When convection has advanced through the entire 
layer of strong stability, the nocturnal inversion has been destroyed. Deep convection can then 
penetrate into weakly stable air overhead, to disperse pollutants that were previously trapped near 
the surface in stable air. 

stable air. Convective mixing erodes the nocturnal inversion from below and 
reduces pollution concentrations by diluting them over an ever deeper layer. 

After sufficient surface heating, convection will have advanced through the 
entire nocturnal inversion, at which point it reaches air of weaker stability 
overhead (e.g., air that was unaffected by surface cooling during the night). 
The surface temperature when this condition is reached is termed the break or 
trigger temperature because deep convection can then develop from the source 
of positive buoyancy at the ground. Pollutants are then dispersed vertically 
over a deep volume, as well as horizontally by 3-D turbulence, resulting in a 
sharp reduction of pollution concentrations. By permitting vertical transport 
of water vapor, this condition also sets the stage for cumulus cloud formation, 
which appears soon thereafter if sufficient moisture is present. 
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Suggested Reading 

Vertical stability is treated in detail, along with other considerations relevant 
to cloud formation, in Atmospheric Thermodynamics (1981) by Iribarne and 
Godson. 

Environmental Aerodynamics (1978) by Scorer contains an advanced treatment 
of thermal entrainment, including laboratory simulations. 

Problems 

A pseudo-adiabatic chart is provided in Appendix E 

7.1. Use Newton's second law to derive the momentum balance (7.1.1) for 
an individual air parcel. 

7.2. In early morning, the profile of potential temperature in a layer adjacent 
to the surface is described by 

0 ~ z 
..-- e h l  

00 h 2 ' 

with hi > h2. If condensation can be ignored, (a) characterize the static 
stability of this layer, (b) determine the profile of buoyancy frequency, 
and (c) determine the limiting distribution of 0 for t ~ ~ ,  after suffi- 
cient surface heating for convection to develop. 

7.3. Use Archimedes' principle to establish (7.2.2). 

7.4. A simple harmonic oscillator comprised of a 1-kg weight and an elas- 
tic spring with constant k provides an analog of buoyancy oscillations. 
Calculate the effective spring constant for unsaturated conditions repre- 
sentative of (a) the troposphere: F = 6.5 K k m  -1 and T = 260 K and 
(b) the stratosphere: F -  - 4  Kkm -a and T = 250 K. 

7.5. An impulsive disturbance imposes a vertical velocity w0 on an individual 
air parcel. If the layer containing that parcel has nonnegative stability N, 
(a) determine the parcel's maximum vertical displacement, as a function 
of N, under linear conditions and (b) describe the layer's evolution under 
nonlinear conditions, in relation to N. 

7.6. Upstream of isolated rough terrain, the surface layer has thermal struc- 
ture 

a 

T(z )  = T o a + z 

where a > 0 and T o > aFa. (a) Determine the upstream profile of 
potential temperature. (b) Characterize the upstream vertical stability. 
(c) Describe the mean stratification far downstream of the rough terrain. 
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7.7. Derive the identity 

1 dO 1 d T  K 

0 dz T dz H 

relating the vertical gradients of temperature and potential temperature. 

7.8. An early morning sounding reveals the temperature profile 

/ + 
To+ - -~-- 

(a) Determine the trigger temperature for deep convection to develop. 
(b) If, following sunrise, the ground warms at 3~ per hour, estimate the 
time when cumulus clouds will appear. 

7.9. For the circumstances in Problem 7.8, describe the transformations be- 
tween radiative, internal and potential, and kinetic energies involved in 
the development of convection. 

7.10. The potential temperature inside a layer varies as 

0 

00 
--  - - ( Z -  a )  2 + a 2 -+- 1 Z > 0 .  

(a) Characterize the stability of this layer. (b) How large a vertical dis- 
placement would be required to liberate a parcel originally at z = 0 from 
this layer? 

7.11. Radiative heating leads to temperature in the stratosphere increasing up 
to the stratopause, above which it decreases in the mesosphere. If the 
temperature profile at a certain station is approximated by 

= 

b + ( ~ )  2' 

7.12. 

7.13. 

determine (a) the profile of potential temperature, (b) the profile of 
Brunt-V~iis~iill~i frequency squared N 2. (c) For reasons developed in 
Chapter 14, gravity waves can propagate through regions of positive 
static stability, which provides the positive restoring force for their os- 
cillations. In terms of the variable b, how small must h be to block 
propagation through the mesosphere? (d) By noting that gravity waves 
impose vertical displacements, discuss the behavior of air in the meso- 
sphere under the conditions given for part (c). 

Analyze the stability and energetics for the stratification and parcel in 
Fig. 7.6, but under saturated conditions. 

To what height will the parcel in Problem 7.12 penetrate under purely 
adiabatic conditions? (See Problem 7.20.) 
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7.14. Estimate the maximum height of convective towers under the conditions 
in Fig. 7.6, but with the isothermal stratosphere replaced by one with a 
lapse rate o f - 3  K km -1. 

7.15. Establish stability criteria analogous to (7.8) under saturated conditions. 

7.16. Rayleigh friction approximates turbulent drag in proportion to an air 
parcel's velocity: 

D = Kw,  

where D is the specific drag experienced by a parcel, w is its velocity, 
and the Rayleigh friction coefficient K has dimensions of inverse time. 
For given Rayleigh friction coefficient K, show that vertical displace- 
ments remain bounded for small instability but become unbounded for 
sufficiently large instability. 

7.17. Show that, in the presence of Rayleigh friction, vertical displacements 
remain bounded under conditions of neutral stratification. 

7.18. The lapse rate at a certain tropical station is constant and equal to 7 
Kkm -1 from 1000 to 200 mb, above which conditions are isothermal. At 
the surface, the temperature is 30~ and the relative humidity is suffi- 
ciently great for vertical displacements to bring about almost immediate 
saturation. Approximate the saturated adiabat by the constant lapse rate, 
F s "~ 6.5 Kkm -1, to estimate the maximum vertical velocity attainable 
inside convective towers. (See Problem 7.20.) 

7.19. The weather service forecasts the intensity of convection in terms of 
a thermal index (TI), which is defined as the local ambient tempera- 
ture minus the temperature anticipated inside a thermal under adiabatic 
conditions. The more negative TI, the stronger are updrafts inside ther- 
mals. A morning sounding over an arid region reveals a lapse rate of 
- 4  Kkm -1 in the lowest kilometer anda  constant lapse rate of 6 Kkm -1 
above, with the surface temperature being 10~ If air is sufficiently dry 
to remain unsaturated and if the surface temperature is forecast to reach 
a maximum of 40~ (a) determine the thermal index then as a func- 
tion of height for z > 1 km. (b) To what height will strong updrafts 
be expected? (c) Calculate the maximum updraft and maximum height 
reached by updrafts anticipated under adiabatic conditions if, at the time 
of maximum temperature, mean thermal structure has been driven adi- 
abatic in the lowest kilometer. 

7.20. In practice, vertical velocities inside a thermal differ significantly from 
adiabatic values, entrainment limiting the maximum updraft to that near 
the level of maximum buoyancy. Under the conditions in Problem 7.19, 
but accounting for entrainment, calculate the profile of kinetic energy 
and note the height of maximum updraft inside a thermal for an en- 
trainment height of (a) infinity, (b) 1 km, and (c) 100 m. 
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7.21. Establish relationship (7.21) governing behavior inside an entraining 
thermal. 

7.22. According to Fig. 1.27, the troposphere is heated below by transfers of 
radiative, latent, and sensible heat, while it is cooled aloft by LW cooling. 
Discuss why, on average, the troposphere remains close to moist neutral 
stability in the presence of these destabilizing influences. 

7.23. The approach of a warm front is often heralded by deteriorating visibility 
and air quality. Consider a frontal surface that slopes upward and to the 
right, separates warm air on the left from cold air on the right, and 
moves to the right. The intersection of this surface with the ground 
marks the front. (a) Characterize the vertical stability at a station ahead 
of the front. (b) Discuss the vertical dispersion of pollutants that are 
introduced at the ground. (c) Describe how the features in (a) and (b) 
and pollution concentrations vary as the front approaches the station. 

7.24. Consider the conditions in Problem 7.18, but in light of entrainment. 
If the ambient mixing ratio varies as r -- ro e-z/h, with h = 2 km, and 
the entrainment height is 1 km, calculate the profile of (a) equivalent 
potential temperature inside a moist thermal (b) specific cooling rate for 
air entrained into the thermal. 

7.25. Consider a constant tropospheric lapse rate of F --- 7 K km-1 and mixing 
ratio that varies as r = ro e-z/h, with h = 2 km. If the troposphere can be 
regarded as being close to saturation, characterize the stability of the tro- 
posphere to large-scale lifting (e.g., in sloping convection) in the presence 
of moisture that is representative of (a) midlatitudes, r0 - 5 g kg -1, and 
(b) the tropics, r0 = 25 g kg -1. 

7.26. A morning temperature sounding over Florida reveals the profile 

T -  / 2 0 -  8 ( z -  1) [~ z > - l k m  

t 20 [~ z < 1 km. 

If the mixing ratio at the surface is 10 g kg-1, estimate the LFC. 

7.27. See Problem 13.19. 



Chapter 8 Atmospheric Radiation 

The thermal structure and stratification discussed in Chapters 6 and 7 are 
shaped in large part by radiative transfer. According to the global-mean energy 
budget (Fig. 1.27), of some 542 W m -2 that is absorbed by the atmosphere, 
more than 80% is supplied through radiative transfer: 368 W m -2 through 
absorption of longwave (LW) radiation from the earth's surface and another 
68 W m -2 through direct absorption of incoming shortwave (SW) radiation. 
Similarly, the atmosphere loses energy through LW emission to the earth's 
surface and to space. 

To maintain thermal equilibrium, components of the atmospheric energy 
budget must, on average, balance. Vertical transfers of radiant energy involved 
in this balance are instrumental in determining thermal structure and mo- 
tion, which characterize individual layers. Likewise, the dependence of optical 
properties on temperature, variable constituents, and clouds makes radiative 
transfer horizontally nonuniform. Geographical variations of radiative heating 
(Fig. 1.29c) must be compensated by horizontal transfers of energy that main- 
tain thermal equilibrium locally. That energy transfer is accomplished by the 
general circulation, which, in turn, is driven by the nonuniform distribution 
of heating. Thus, understanding these and other essential features requires an 
understanding of how radiation interacts with the atmosphere. 

8.1 Shortwave and Longwave Radiation 

Energy transfer in the atmosphere involves radiation in two distinct bands 
of wavelength. SW radiation emitted by the sun and LW radiation emitted by 
the earth's surface and atmosphere are concentrated in wavelengths A that are 
widely separated due to the disparate temperatures of the emitters. Figure 8.1a 
shows blackbody emission spectra for temperatures of 6000 and 288 K, which 
correspond to the equivalent blackbody temperature of the sun and the mean 
surface temperature of the earth. The representation in Fig. 8.1a, logarithmic 
in wavelength versus wavelength times energy flux, is area preserving. Equal 
areas under the curves in different bands of wavelength represent equal power. 

The spectrum of SW radiation, which is concentrated at wavelengths shorter 
than 4/xm, peaks in the visible near A - 0.5/zm. Tails of the SW spectrum 

198 
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Figure 8.1 (a) Blackbody emission spectra as functions of wavelength A for temperatures 

corresponding to the sun and the earth's global-mean surface temperature. The representation: A 
times energy flux versus log(A), is area preserving---equal areas under a spectral curve represent 
equal power. (b) Absorption as a function of A along a vertical path from the top of the atmosphere 
to a height of 11 km. (c) As in (b), but to the surface. Adapted from Goody and Yung (1989). 

extend into the UV (A < 0.3 /zm) and into the near-infrared region (A > 
0.7 /xm). On the other hand, the LW spectrum peaks well into the IR at 
a wavelength of about 10 /xm. Tails of the LW spectrum extend down to 
wavelengths of about 5/xm and out to the microwave region (A > 100/zm). 
Overlap between the spectra of SW and LW radiation is negligible, so they 
may be treated independently by considering wavelengths shorter and longer 
than 4/xm. 

Also shown as a function of wavelength is the fractional absorption of ra- 
diation passing from the top of the atmosphere to a height of 11 km (Fig. 
8.1b) and to the ground (Fig. 8.1c). Energetic radiation, A < 0.3/zm, is ab- 
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sorbed at high levels in connection with photodissociation and photoionization 
of 02 and 03. As a result, very little of the UV incident on the top of the 
atmosphere reaches the tropopause. By contrast, the bulk of the spectrum in 
the visible and near-IR regions arrives at the tropopause unattenuated, with 
the exception of narrow absorption bands of water vapor and carbon dioxide. 
However, in passing from 11 km to the ground, the remaining SW spectrum 
is substantially absorbed in the IR by water vapor and carbon dioxide, ab- 
solute concentrations of which are large in the troposphere. Consequently, 
the spectrum of SW radiation reaching the surface is concentrated at visible 
wavelengths, for which the atmosphere is mostly transparent. 

In contrast to solar radiation, LW radiation emitted by the earth's surface 
is almost completely absorbedmmost notably by H20 in a wide band centered 
at 6.3/zm and another in the far infrared, by CO2 in a band centered at 15/zm 
near the peak of the LW emission spectrum, and by a variety of trace gases 
including 03, CH4, and N20. Consequently, most of the LW energy emitted 
at the ground is captured in the overlying air. That energy must be reemitted, 
half upward and half back downward. The upward component then undergoes 
repeated absorption and reemission in adjacent layers until it is eventually 
rejected to space. This sequence of radiative exchanges traps LW radiation 
and, through mechanisms developed later in this chapter, elevates the surface 
temperature of the earth. 

A comparison of Figs. 8.1b and 8.1c indicates that most of the LW energy 
emitted by the surface is absorbed in the troposphere. Only in the atmospheric 
window at wavelengths of 8 to 12/zm is absorption weak enough for much of 
the LW radiation emitted by the surface to pass freely through the atmosphere. 
The 9.6-/xm band of ozone, which is positioned inside this window, is the only 
strong absorber at those wavelengths. Most of that absorption takes place in 
the stratosphere, where ozone concentrations are large. 

8.1.1 Spectra of Observed SW and LW Radiation 

The most important property of the SW spectrum is the solar constant, which 
represents the flux of radiant energy integrated over wavelength reaching the 
top of the atmosphere at the mean earth-sun distance. The solar constant 
is weakly variable, having a value of about 1370 W m -2 according to recent 
satellite measurements. When distributed over the globe, this SW flux leads to 
the daily insolation shown in Fig. 1.28, which follows primarily from the length 
of day and solar inclination for particular latitudes and times of year. 

Spectra of observed SW and LW radiation are shaped by the absorption 
characteristics described above. At the top of the atmosphere (Fig. 8.2), the 
solar spectrum resembles the emission spectrum of a blackbody at about 6000 
K. That temperature is characteristic of the sun's photosphere, where most of 
the radiation is emitted. Wavelengths shorter than 300 nm deviate from this 
simple picture, instead reflecting temperatures of 4500 to 5000 K, which are 
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Figure 8.2 Spectrum of SW radiation at the top of the atmosphere (solid) and at the earth's 
surface (shaded), compared against the emission spectrum of a blackbody at 6000 K (dashed). 
Individual absorbing species indicated. Adapted from Coulson (1975). 

found somewhat higher near the base of the sun's chromosphere. At the earth's 
surface, the wings of the solar spectrum have been mostly stripped off, in the 
UV by ozone and molecular oxygen and in the IR by absorption bands of 
water vapor and carbon dioxide, leaving wavelengths of 0.3 to 2.4/zm. 

Wavelengths shorter than 300 nm, which constitute a small fraction of the 
solar energy flux, are absorbed fairly high in the earth's atmosphere through 
photodissociation and photoionization. As shown in Fig. 8.3, these energetic 
components penetrate to altitudes in inverse relation to their wavelengths. 
Wavelengths shorter than 200 nm do not penetrate appreciably below 50 kin, 
whereas A < 150 nm tend to be confined to the thermosphere. Exceptional 
is the discrete Lyman-a emission at 121 nm, which corresponds to transitions 
from the gravest excited state of hydrogen. The Lyman-a line happens to co- 
incide with an optical window in the banded absorption structure at these 
wavelengths that allows it to reach the upper mesosphere and lower thermo- 
sphere, where it is involved in photoionization and photodissociation. 

The wavelength of SW radiation is also inversely related to the altitude in 
the solar atmosphere where it is emitted. As indicated in Fig. 8.4, A of 300 nm 
and longer originate in the photosphere, whereas A < 200 nm are emitted by 
the chromosphere, and very energetic components with A < 50 nm originate 
higher yet in the corona. Solar variability increases with altitude in the solar 
atmosphere. Consequently, temporal variations in the SW spectrum are most 
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apparent in the far-UV region, which makes only a small contribution to the 
solar constant. 

Two phenomena dominate solar variability. The 27-day rotation cycle of 
the sun leads to variations of several percent in the UV and fall to under 
1% for wavelengths longer than 250 nm (WMO, 1986). Sunspot activity also 
evolves through an l 1-year cycle that modulates solar emissions. Between its 
extremes, solar-max and solar-min, activity changes noticeably in the outer 
reaches of the sun's atmosphere. Owing to the inverse relationship between 
solar altitude and the emitted wavelength, SW variability decreases sharply 
with increasing A (Fig. 8.4), which, in turn, strongly limits the altitudes in the 
earth's atmosphere affected by such variations. At h = 160 nm, the peak-to- 
peak variation in flux between solar-max and solar-min is about 10% and it 
drops to less than !% by 300 nm. In terms of the solar constant and most of 
the energy reaching the earth's surface, the variation between solar-max and 
solar-min is of order 0.1% (Willson et aL, 1986). 

The spectrum of LW radiation emitted to space (Fig. 8.5) also 
resembles that of a blackbody. However, it corresponds to a temperature of 
288 K only in the atmospheric window: wavenumbers h -1 of 800 to 1200 
cm -~, where radiation emitted by the surface passes to space relatively 
freely. Other wavenumbers are absorbed and reemitted in the overlying 
atmosphere by water vapor and clouds, which emit radiation at colder 
temperatures. 

The strong absorption bands of C O  2 and 0 3 sharply reduce emission to 
space at 15 and 9.6/xm, respectively. Each corresponds to a blackbody tem- 
perature distinctly colder than that within the atmospheric window, where 
outgoing radiation emanates from the earth's surface. The 15-/xm emission of 
CO2, which is positioned near the center of the LW spectrum, corresponds to 
a blackbody temperature of about 220 K and an altitude in the upper tropo- 
sphere. The 9.6-/xm emission of ozone corresponds to a temperature of about 
270 K and an altitude in the upper stratosphere. Along with water vapor, these 
minor constituents trap LW radiation emitted by the earth's surface and ele- 
vate its temperature over what it would be in the absence of an atmosphere 
(e.g., over the effective blackbody temperature of 255 K). Known as the green- 
house effect, this phenomenon follows from the atmosphere's transparency to 
visible radiation and opacity to infrared radiation, which are controlled by 
optically active species. 

8.2 Description of Radiative Transfer 

8.2.1 Radiometr ic  Quantit ies 

Understanding how radiation influences atmospheric properties requires a 
quantitative description of radiative transfer, which is complicated by its three- 
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Figure 8.6 A pencil of radiation that occupies the increment of solid angle dI~ in the direction 
.0 and traverses a surface with unit normal n. The monochromatic intensity or radiance passing 
through the pencil: I A = Ix.O, describes the rate at which energy inside the pencil crosses the 
surface per unit area, steradian, and wavelength. Integrating the component normal to the surface: 
Ix(.O. n) = I x cos0, over the half-space of 2~r steradians in the positive n direction yields the 
monochromatic forward flux or irradiance F +. 

dimensional nature and its dependence on wavelength and directionality. As 
illustrated in Fig. 8.6, radiant energy traversing a surface with unit normal 
n can have contributions from all directions, which are characterized by the 
unit vector g~. Such multidimensional radiation is termed diffuse, whereas, if 
it arrives along a single direction (like incoming solar), it is termed parallel- 
beam radiation. The monochromatic intensity or radiance I A - lag] repre- 
sents the rate that energy of wavelengths A to A + dA flows per unit area 
through an increment of solid angle df~ in the direction g]. Having dimen- 
sions of power/(wavelength, area.  steradian), IA(x, g]) is a function of posi- 
tion x and direction g~ and characterizes a pencil of radiation that traverses 
the surface at a zenith angle 0 from its normal. Then the rate energy flows 
in the direction g~ per unit cross-sectional area and wavelength interval is 
Idi) .  

Integrating the component of intensity normal to the surface" I~.  n - 

IA(O.n ) = I~ cos 0, over the half-space of solid angle in the positive n direction 
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defines the monochromatic flux or irradiance crossing the surface 

F+ = f2~ Ix " ndg~+ 

= .~-~~ I x cos Odf~ + 

f02~r f0 ~r/2 = Ia(~b, 0)cos 0sin OdOdch, (8.1) 

which has dimensions of power/(wavelength �9 area). The total flux then follows 
by integrating over the electromagnetic spectrum 

F + = F+dA, (8.2) 

which has the dimensions of energy flux: power/area. It follows that the 
monochromatic flux F + represents the spectral density at wavelength A of 
the total flux F +. 

The forward energy flux in the n direction is described by F +. The backward 
energy flux F~- may be obtained by integrating I in the negative n direction over 
the opposite half-space. Both are nonnegative quantities. The monochromatic 
net flux in the n direction is then the difference between the forward and 
backward components: 

Fx = F + - F~-. (8.3) 

By applying (8.1) and (8.3) to the three coordinate directions, we obtain the 
net flux vector Fx. In the special case of isotopic radiation, for which the 
intensity is independent of direction: Ix # Ix(J2), (8.1) reduces to 

F~- = 7rI A. (8.4) 

Since the forward and backward components are then equal, the net flux in 
any direction vanishes. 

Electromagnetic radiation can interact with matter through three basic 
mechanisms: absorption, scattering, and emission. A pencil of radiation oc- 
cupying the solid angle dO is attenuated in proportion to the density and 
absorbing characteristics of the medium through which it passes. Energy can 
also be scattered out of the solid angle, which likewise attenuates energy 
flowing through dO. Together, absorption and scattering constitute the net ex- 
tinction of energy passing through the pencil of radiation. Conversely, energy 
emitted into the solid angle or scattered into dO from other directions intensi- 
fies the flow of energy through the pencil of radiation. These interactions are 
governed by a series of laws that describe the transfer of radiation through 
matter. 
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8.2.2 Absorption 

In the absence of scattering, absorption of energy from a pencil of radiation 
is expressed by the following principle. 

LAMBERT'S LAW 

The fractional energy absorbed from a pencil of radiation is proportional 
to the mass traversed by the radiation. For an incremental distance ds, this 
principle may be written 

dlA 
--  -PO 'aAds  , (8.5.1)  

Ix 

where the constant of proportionality trax is the specific absorption cross sec- 
tion (also referred to as the mass absorption coefficient), which has units of 
area/mass. The cross section symbolizes the area of the pencil lost by passing 
through an increment of mass pdAds or, equivalently, the effective absorbing 
area of that massmeach for the wavelength A. The foregoing principle can 
also be expressed in terms of the particle number density n (e.g., of molecules 
or aerosol) through which the radiation passes 

dlA 
= - n & a , ~ d s ,  (8.5.2) 

Ix 

where the absorption cross section graA is referenced to an individual particle 
and has dimensions of area. Thus, &aA symbolizes the effective absorbing area 
posed by a particle in the path of the radiation. In either representation, 
Lambert's law for attenuation of energy is linear in the intensity I a. 

The absorption coefficient 

[3 aA --  PO'aA 

: nO'ax, (8.6.1)  

which has dimensions of inverse length, measures the characteristic distance 
over which energy is attenuated. The density in (8.5) corresponds to the mass 
of the absorber, which, in a mixture, may follow from several constituent gases. 
Collecting contributions from different constituents then gives 

f lax --  Z ripO'ahi (8.6.2) 
i 

= ~ rirt~raX i, (8.6.3) 
i 

where r i denotes the mass mixing ratio of the ith absorbing species. 
By integrating Lambert's law along the path of radiation, we obtain 

I~(s) = I~(O) exp ( -  foSptra~ds') . (8.7) 
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In the absence of scattering and emission, the intensity inside a pencil of 
radiation decreases exponentially with the opt ica l  p a t h  length 

U(S) -- pO'axds' 

- f laxds' ,  (8.8) 

which is the dimensionless distance traversed by radiation weighted according 
to the density and absorption cross section of the medium. Because Lambert's 
law involves no directionality, it applies to flux as well as intensity. 

The monochromatic t ransmiss iv i ty ,  which describes the fraction of incident 
radiation remaining in the pencil at a given distance, is then 

I (s) 
(s) = I (O) 

= e -u(s). (8.9) 

Transmissivity decreases exponentially with optical path length through an 
absorbing medium. Conversely, the monochromatic absorpt iv i ty  a A represents 
the fraction of incident radiation that has been absorbed from the pencil 
during the same traversal. Since 

+ a x -  1 (8.10) 

in the absence of scattering and emission, the absorptivity follows as 

a x ( s )  - 1 - e -u(s). (S.ll)  

Absorptivity exponentially approaches unity with path length through an ab- 
sorbing medium, which, in that limit, is said to be "optically thick." 

8.2.3 Emission 

To maintain thermal equilibrium, a substance that absorbs radiant energy must 
also emit it. Like absorption, the emission of energy into a pencil of radiation is 
proportional to the mass involved. The basis for describing thermal emission 
is the theory of blackbody radiation, which was developed by Planck and 
contemporaries near the turn of the century. 

Blackbody radiation is an idealization that corresponds to the energy emit- 
ted by an isolated cavity in thermal equilibrium. Such radiation is characterized 
by the following properties: 

�9 The radiation is uniquely determined by the temperature of the 
emitter. 

�9 For a given temperature, the radiant energy emitted is the maxi- 
mum possible at all wavelengths. 

�9 The radiation is isotropic. 
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In addition to being a perfect emitter, a blackbody is also a perfect absorber: 
Radiation incident on a blackbody is completely absorbed at all wavelengths. 

PLANCK'S LAW 

To explain blackbody radiation, Planck postulated that the energy E of 
molecules is quantized and can undergo only discrete transitions that satisfy 

AE = An. hv, (8.12) 

where n is integer, h is Planck's constant (Appendix C), and u = c/A is the 
frequency of electromagnetic radiation emitted or absorbed to accomplish the 
energy transition AE. Hence, the radiation emitted or absorbed by individual 
molecules is quantized in photons that carry energy in integral multiples of 
hu. On this basis, Planck derived the following relationship between the spec- 
trum of intensity B A emitted by a population of molecules and their absolute 
temperature: 

2 h c  2 

BA(T) -  AS(eK-~-cT -- 1)' (8.13) 

where K is the Boltzmann constant. Plotted in Fig. 8.7, the Planck or blackbody 
spectrum (8.13) possesses a single maximum at wavelength A m and increases 
with temperature. At wavelengths shorter than Am, B a decreases sharply, 
whereas a comparatively wide band is involved at longer wavelengths. Because 
blackbody radiation is isotropic, the form of the Planck spectrum applies to 
flux (8.4) as well as to intensity. 

WIEN'S DISPLACEMENT LAW 

The wavelength of maximum intensity follows from (8.13) as 

2897 
/~m= T [/zm], (8.14) 

which decreases with increasing temperature of the emitter. This feature of the 
emission spectrum allows the brightness temperature of a body to be inferred 
from radiation emitted by it. For instance, SW radiation incident on the top 
of the atmosphere is concentrated in the visible and peaks near a wavelength 
of 0.480/xm (Fig. 8.2), which corresponds to blue light. Wien's displacement 
law then implies an effective solar temperature of about 6000 K. On the other 
hand, the 288 K mean surface temperature of earth corresponds to maximum 
emission at a wavelength of about 10/zm (Fig. 8.1). Similar reasoning can 
be applied to individual wavelengths via (8.13). For instance, features in the 
observed spectrum of outgoing LW radiation (Fig. 8.5) at 15 and 9.6/zm can 
be identified with emission by CO2 in the upper troposphere and by 0 3 in the 
upper stratosphere. Each is significantly colder than the surface temperature, 
which is manifested in the outgoing spectrum only in the atmospheric window 
at 8 to 12/xm. 
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Figure 8.7 Spectra of emitted intensity B;,(T) for blackbodies at several temperatures, with 
wavelength of maximum emission Am(T) indicated. 

THE STEFAN-BOLTZMANN LAW 

The total flux emitted by a blackbody follows by integrating over the elec- 
tromagnetic spectrum, which, in combination with (8.4), yields 

F -  IrB(T) 

- -  o ' T  4,  (8.15) 

where ~r is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant (Appendix C). 1 
The quartic temperature dependence in (8.15) implies LW emissions that 

differ sharply between cold and warm objects. This feature of LW radiation 

1Chronologically, the Stefan-Boltzmann law and Wien's displacement law predate Planck's 
postulate of the quantization of energy and his derivation of (8.13). While accounting for these 
earlier results, Planck's law resolved the failure of classical mechanics to explain the thermal 
emission spectrum at short wavelengths. See Eisberg (1967) for an overview. 
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is inherent to IR imagery like that shown in Figs. 1.23 and 1.25. The Sahara 
desert in North Africa at 1200 GMT (Fig. 1.25a), which is very dark and has 
temperatures in excess of 315 K, corresponds to emitted fluxes exceeding 550 
W m -2. (This strong surface emission is mediated by the atmosphere, which 
traps LW radiation and limits outgoing fluxes at the top of the atmosphere 
to 350 W m -2 or less.) At the same time, LW emission from deep convective 
towers over Indonesia, which have temperatures as cold as 180 K, is only of 
order 60 W m -2. These large differences of LW emission symbolize geograph- 
ical variations in the earth's energy budget. They are also symbolic of diurnal 
variations, which follow from changes during the day of surface temperature 
and cloud cover. 

KIRCHHOFF'S LAW 

The preceding laws determine the emission into a pencil of radiation during 
its passage through a medium that behaves as a blackbody. Real substances 
absorb and emit radiation at rates smaller than those of a perfect absorber and 
emitter. A graybody absorbs and emits with efficiencies that are independent 
of wavelength. The absorptivity a x of a substance is defined as the ratio of 
the intensity it absorbs to Bx(T). According to (8.11), the absorptivity of a 
layer approaches unity with increasing optical path length, at which point it 
behaves as a blackbody. Similarly, the emissivity E A is defined as the ratio of 
intensity emitted by a substance to Bx(T), which, according to the properties 
of blackbody radiation, must likewise approach unity with increasing optical 
path length. 

Consider two infinite plates that communicate with one another only radia- 
tively: one a blackbody and the other a graybody with constant absorptivity a 
and emissivity e. Suppose the plates are in thermal equilibrium, so they ab- 
sorb and emit energy in equal proportion. Suppose further that this state is 
characterized by the plates having different temperatures. Introducing a con- 
ducting medium between the plates will then drive the system out of thermal 
equilibrium by permitting heat to flow from the warmer to the colder plate. 
To restore thermal equilibrium, radiation must then transfer energy from the 
colder plate back to the warmer plate~which violates the second law of ther- 
modynamics. It follows that the radiative equilibrium temperature of the gray 
plate, that temperature at which it emits energy at the same rate as it absorbs 
energy from its surroundings, must be identical to that of the black plate. 

For the gray plate to be in equilibrium, the flux of energy it emits, E o'T 4, 
must equal the flux of energy it absorbs from the black plate: ao'T 4. Apply- 
ing this reasoning to substances of arbitrary monochromatic absorptivity and 
emissivity leads to the conclusion 

E~ =aA. (8.16) 

Known as Kirchhoff's law, (8.16) asserts that a substance emits radiation at 
each wavelength as efficiently as it absorbs it. 
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In general, the radiative efficiency of a substance varies with wavelength. As 
illustrated in Problem 8.12, an illuminated surface with an absorptivity of asw 
in the SW and aLw in the LW has a radiative-equilibrium temperature that 
varies according to the ratio asw/aLw. Thus, a surface like snow, which absorbs 
weakly in the visible but strongly in the IR, has a lower radiative-equilibrium 
temperature than a gray surface, for which the absorptivity is independent of 
wavelength. Likewise, the selective transmission characteristics of the atmo- 
sphere elevate the radiative-equilibrium temperature of the surface over what 
it would be in the absence of an atmosphere. SW radiation that passes freely 
through the atmosphere is absorbed at the surface. But LW radiation reemit- 
ted by the surface to preserve thermal equilibrium is trapped by the overlying 
atmosphere, which absorbs at those wavelengths (Problem 8.16). To offset re- 
duced transmission, the surface must emit more LW radiation, which requires 
a higher temperature (8.15), until the LW radiation rejected at the top of the 
atmosphere just balances the SW radiation absorbed. The increased surface 
temperature (e.g., the greenhouse effect) is related directly to the difference 
in opacity between the visible and IR, the demonstration of which is left as an 
exercise. 

Kirchhoff's law is predicated on a state of local thermodynamic  equil ibrium 
(LTE), wherein temperature is uniform and radiation is isotropic within some 
small volume. Those conditions are satisfied when energy transitions are dom- 
inated by molecular collisions, which is true for the most important radiatively 
active gases at pressures greater than 0.01 mb (e.g., at altitudes below 60 km). 
At higher altitudes, LTE breaks down because the interval between collisions 
is no longer short compared to the lifetime of excited states associated with 
absorption and emission. Kirchhoff's law is then invalid. 

With (8.16), the fractional energy emitted into a pencil of radiation along 
an incremental distance ds can be expressed 

d/,~ 

B,~ 
= de.~ - da~ 

= p~raAds 

by Lambert's law. Then 

dlx  - p~raflxds,  (8.17) 

where 

JA -- B~ (T) (8.18) 

denotes the monochromatic source func t ion  in the absence of scattering. Equa- 
tion (8.18) holds under the conditions of Kirchhoff's law, namely, under LTE. 
Otherwise, the contribution to the source function from emission is more 
complex. 
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8.2.4 Sca t t e r ing  

Beyond absorption and emission, energy passing through a pencil of radiation 
is also modified by scattering, which refers to the extraction and subsequent 
reemission of energy by matter.  A population of molecules possesses, in addi- 
tion to the translational energy associated with temperature ,  electronic, vibra- 
tional, and rotational energies. Those forms of internal energy can be excited 
by absorbing a photon, which can then be released in several ways. The sim- 
plest is when the excited internal energy is converted into translational energy 
or " thermalized" through molecular collision, which corresponds to thermal 
absorption of radiation. Thermal  emission occurs through the reverse process. 
The excited energy can also be reemi t ted- - in  wavelengths and directions dif- 
ferent from those of the incident radiation (Fig. 8.8), which then constitutes 
scattering. Analogous interactions occur between radiation and atmospheric 
aerosol. 

The foregoing process is described in terms of the monochromatic  sca t -  

t e r i ng  c ros s  s e c t i o n  trsx, which symbolizes the fractional area removed from a 
pencil of radiation through scattering. Effects of absorption and scattering are 
additive since both are linear. Then the monochromatic  e x t i n c t i o n  c ros s  s e c t i o n  

is defined by 

k a = o-~;~ + o-,;~, (8.19.1) 

(a) 

~ ~ 1 . 6  .... 

(b) 

- - - J- ~ ~ , )  30 . . . . .  

Figure 8.8 Angular distribution of radiation scattered from (a) small particles (of radius 
a < < h), which is representative of Rayleigh scattering of SW radiation by air molecules (Sec. 
9.4.1), and (b) large particles (a > > Z), which is representative of Mie scattering of SW radiation 
by cloud droplets (Sec. 9.4.1). Phase function P is plotted in terms of the scattering angle O 
and in (b) for a scattering population with the refractive index of water and an effective size 
parameter x e - 27r(ae/Z ) = 5. Note: The compressed scale in (b) implies that energy redirected 
by large particles is dominated by forward scattering. Larger particles produce even stronger 
forward scattering (compare Fig. 9.27). Data in (b) courtesy of E Evans (U. Colorado). 
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from which the extinction coefficient follows as 

[~eA = pkA, (8.19.2) 

where p is understood to refer to the optically active species. Lambert's law 
(8.5) and its consequences for attenuation then hold with k a in place of traa. 

Scattering also modifies how energy is introduced into a pencil of radiation, 
which makes the source function more complex than the contribution from 
emission alone (8.18). While scattering removes radiation from one direction, 
it introduces it into other directions. Alternatively, photons can be scattered 
into a particular solid angle d12 from all directions. If photons are introduced 
into the pencil of radiation through only one encounter with a particle, the 
process is termed single scattering. If more encounters are involved, the process 
is termed multiple scattering. 

The single scattering albedo 

Crsa (8.20) 
r~ = kA 

represents the fraction of radiation lost through extinction that is scattered 
out of a pencil of radiation. Then 

O'aA (8.21) 
1 - ro a = ka 

represents the fraction lost through extinction that is absorbed from the pencil 
of radiation. The dire~ionality of the scattered component is described in 
the phase function Pa(g~, g~'), which corresponds to the fraction of radiation 
scattered by an individual particle from the direction g}' into the direction g}. 
If the phase function is normalized according to 

1 f g}, 4rr an Pa(g]' ) d O ' -  1, (8.22) 
7r 

then 

da'  
~ 47r 

represents the fraction of radiation lost through extinction from the ^pencil 
in the direction g~' that is scattered into the pencil in the direction g~. The 
scattered contribution to the source function is then 

 "f4 Js,~ = ~ Ia(~')Pa(g~, g~')dlT. (8.23) 
7I" 

Combining the contributions from emission and scattering yields the total 
source function 

w,~ f ia(g],)pa(g}, g}')dfY (8.24) Jx - (a - ~~ + -~  ,J4rr 
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8.2.5 The Equat ion  of Radiative Transfer 

Collecting the extinction of energy (8.19) and the introduction of energy (8.17) 
yields the net rate at which the intensity inside a pencil of radiation changes 
with distance s, 

- - Ix  + JA, (8.25) 
pkAds 

which is the radiative transfer equation in general form. In the absence of 
scattering, (8.25) reduces to 

dI~ 

pkads 
= - I  x + BA(T), (8.26) 

where kA then equals the  absorption cross section O-ax. Introducing the optical 
thickness 

i 
O 

XA(s) = pkxds' 

= - u ( s ) ,  

which increases in the negative s direction (i.e., opposite to g]): 

(8.27.1) 

dXA = - p k A d s ,  (8.27.2) 

casts the energy budget for a pencil of radiation into the canonical form 

dlA 
dxa 

-- I x - BA(T ), (8.28) 

which is known as Schwartzchild's equation. 
The solution of Schwartzchild's equation can be expressed formally with 

the aid of an integrating factor. Multiplying by e-X~ allows (8.28) to be written 

dxx 
~ ( e - X a l x )  -- _e-X~BA(T), 

which upon integrating from 0 to Xa(S) yields 

I,~(s) = I,~(O)e x~(s) - fo x~'(s) B A [ T (X'A ) ] ex~ (s)-x'~ dx'x . (8.29) 

The first term in (8.29) describes an exponential decrease with optical path 
length of the incident intensity IA(0), as embodied in Lambert's law (8.7). 
The second term describes the cumulative emission and absorption between 0 
and XA(S). If the properties T, p, and k A are known as functions of s, (8.29) 
uniquely determines the intensity along the path of radiation. 
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8.3 Absorption Characteristics of Gases 

8.3.1 Interactions between Radiat ion and Molecules 

The absorptivity of a medium approaches unity with increasing optical path 
length (Sec. 8.2.1), irrespective of wavelength. Along finite path lengths (e.g., 
through an atmosphere of bounded mass), absorption may be large at some 
wavelengths and small at others, according to the optical properties of the 
medium. For a gas, the absorption spectrum a A is concentrated in a complex 
array of lines that correspond to transitions between the discrete electronic, 
vibrational, and rotational energy levels of molecules. Electronic transitions are 
stimulated by radiation at UV and visible wavelengths, whereas vibrational and 
rotational transitions occur at IR wavelengths. At pressures greater than about 
0.1 mb (e.g., below 60 km), the internal energy acquired by absorbing a photon 
is quickly thermalized. In addition to discrete absorption characteristics, a 
continuum of absorption occurs at shorter wavelengths in connection with 
the photodissociation and photoionization of molecules. The latter occur at 
wavelengths of X-ray, UV, and, to a lesser degree, visible radiation and are 
possible for all A shorter than the threshold to break molecular and electronic 
bonds. 

Figure 8.9 shows absorption spectra in the IR for optically active gases 
corresponding to a vertical path through the atmosphere. All of the species 
are minor constituents of air, the most important being water vapor, carbon 
dioxide, and ozone. Each of these triatomic molecules is capable of under- 
going simultaneous vibration-rotation transitions, which produce a clustering 
of absorption lines. At coarse resolution, like spectra in Figs. 8.1 and 8.9, 
these clusters appear as continuous bands of absorption. Water vapor absorbs 
strongly in a broad band centered near 6.3/zm and in another at 2.7/zm. Both 
bands correspond to transitions from vibrationally excited states: 6.3-pm ab- 
sorption to the v2 vibrational mode (Fig. 8.10a), whereas the band at 2.7/xm 
involves both va and v 3 modes of vibration. Rotational transitions of H20, 
which are less energetic, lead to absorption at wavelengths longer than 12/zm 
(compare Fig. 8.1). Carbon dioxide is excited vibrationally by wavelengths near 
15 pm and also near 4.3/zm. The former corresponds to the transverse mode 
v2 (Fig. 8.10b), whereas the latter corresponds to the longitudinal vibration 
v 3. Ozone absorbs strongly at wavelengths near 9.6/xm in connection with vi- 
brational transitions. Because it coincides with the atmospheric window at 8 
to 12/xm (Fig. 8.1), this absorption band allows stratospheric ozone to inter- 
act radiatively with the troposphere and the earth's surface. Except for ozone, 
most of the absorption by these species takes place in the troposphere, where 
absolute concentrations are large (compare Figs. 8.1b and c). Nitrous oxide, 
methane, carbon monoxide, and chlorofluorocarbon (CFC) -11 and -12 also 
have absorption lines within the range of wavelength shown in Fig. 8.9, but 
are of secondary importance. 
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Figure 8.9 Absorption spectra for LW radiation passing vertically through the atmosphere 
as contributed by strong absorbing gases. Adapted from Handbook of Geophysics and Space 
Environment (1965). 

At higher resolution, IR absorption features in Fig. 8.9 are actually com- 
prised of a complex array of lines. Figure 8.11 illustrates this in high-resolution 
spectra for the 14-/xm band of CO2 (Fig. 8.11a) and for the rotational band 
of H20 at wavelengths of 27 to 31 /xm (Fig. 8.11b). Absorption lines in the 
15-/xm band of CO2 are spaced regularly in wavenumber. By contrast, the 
rotational band of water vapor is characterized by a random distribution of 
absorption lines. In principle, all such lines must be accounted for in radiative 
calculations. However, their number and complexity make line-by-line calcu- 
lations impractical for most applications. Instead, radiative calculations rely 
on band models to represent the gross characteristics of absorption spectra in 
particular ranges of wavelength. 

Similar features characterize the absorption spectrum at visible and UV 
wavelengths, where radiation interacts with molecular oxygen and ozone. In 
addition to discrete features, the more energetic radiation at these wave- 
lengths produces continuous bands of absorption in connection with photodis- 
sociation and photoionization of molecules. Figure 8.12 shows the absorption 
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Figure 8.10 Normal modes of vibration 
for triatomic molecules corresponding to (a) 
H20 and 03, in which atoms are configured 
triangularly, and (b) CO2, in which atoms 
are configured longitudinally. After Herzberg 
(1945). 

cross section &aA for 0 2 in the UV. The Herzberg continuum lies at wave- 
lengths of 242 to 200 nm, where O2 is dissociated into two ground-state oxygen 
atoms. At shorter wavelengths, the absorption spectrum is marked by the dis- 
crete Schumann-Runge bands, where O2 is vibrationally excited. These excited 
bound states are unstable and eventually produce two ground-state oxygen 
atoms. Each of the vibrational bands in the Schumann-Runge system is actu- 
ally comprised of many rotational lines, which are shown at high resolution in 
Fig. 8.13. The rotational line structure is fairly regular at long wavelength, but 
gradually degenerates to an almost random distribution at short wavelength. 
Wavelengths shorter than 175 nm are absorbed in the Schumann-Runge con- 
tinuum (Fig. 8.12), in which O2 is dissociated into two oxygen atoms, one 
electronically excited. Absorption at still shorter wavelengths exhibits an irreg- 
ular banded structure that eventually merges into the ionization continuum at 
wavelengths shorter than 102 nm. 

Actual absorption by individual bands in Fig. 8.12 varies strongly with alti- 
tude. Even though it has the smallest values of &~, the Herzberg continuum at 
200 to 242 nm dominates absorption by O2 up to 60 km because shorter wave- 
lengths have already been removed at higher altitude (Fig. 8.3). Above 60 km, 
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Figure 8.11 Absorption spectra in (a) the 14-/xm band of CO2 and (b) the rotational band 
of H20 at 27 to 31/xm. Adapted from McClatchey and Selby (1972). 

the Schumann-Runge bands are dominant. The Schumann-Runge continuum 
prevails only in the thermosphere, where very energetic UV is present. 

Ozone absorbs at longer wavelengths, which penetrate to lower altitudes. 
The primary absorption of UV by ozone is in the Hartley band at wavelengths 
of 200 to 310 nm (Fig. 8.14). At long wavelength, the Hartley band merges 
with the Huggins bands at 310 to 400 nm. Ozone also absorbs in the visible 
in the Chappuis band at wavelengths of 400 to 850 nm, which is important at 
altitudes below 25 km. In all of these bands, absorption follows from photodis- 
sociation of ozone. The Hartley and Chappuis bands are continuous, whereas 
the Huggins bands contain a spectrum of diffuse lines. The Chappuis band 
is weaker than the Hartley and Huggins bands, but its importance is under- 
scored by its overlap with the peak of the SW spectrum, which leads to rapid 
photodissociation of 0 3 in sunlight---even at the surface. This property cou- 
ples ozone in the stratosphere to snow and cloud cover in the troposphere, 
which sharply increase the underlying reflectivity and SW flux. 

Absorption and therefore radiative heating follow from the cross sections 
of individual species weighted by their respective mixing ratios (Fig. 8.15). Ab- 
sorption at wavelengths longer than 200 nm is dominated by photodissociation 
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Figure 8.12 Absorption cross section as a function of wavelength for molecular oxygen. After 
Brasseur and Solomon (1986). Reprinted by permission of Kluwer Academic Publishers. 

of 03, whereas photodissociation of 02 dominates at shorter wavelengths. Ow- 
ing to the inverse relationship between wavelength and penetration altitude 
(Fig. 8.3), these bands influence different levels. Absorption by 03 in the 
Hartley and Huggins bands at A > 200 nm dominates in the stratosphere and 
mesosphere, where it provides the primary source of heating. Ozone absorp- 
tion in the Chappuis band at A > 400 nm becomes important below 25 km. 
On the other hand, absorption by 02 at A < 200 nm prevails only only above 
60 km. Despite its-secondary contribution to absorption, photodissociation of 
02 plays a key role in the energetics of the stratosphere and mesosphere be- 
cause it produces atomic oxygen, which supports ozone formation (1.27). In 
addition to molecular oxygen and ozone, water vapor, methane, nitrous oxide, 
and CFCs also absorb in the UV through photodissociation. 

8.3.2 Line Broadening 

Absorption lines in Figs. 8.11 and 8.13 are not truly discrete; rather, they 
occupy finite bands of wavelength due to practical considerations surrounding 
molecular absorption and emission. The spectral width of an absorbing line is 
described in terms of a shape factor. The absorption cross section at frequency 
~, is expressed 

O'a,, - -  S f ( v -  v0), (8.30.1) 
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where 
s 

S = J ~r~dv (8.30.2) 

is t h e  line strength, v 0 is the line center,  and the shape factor f accounts for 
line broadening. 
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A fundamental source of line width is natural broadening, which results from 
the finite lifetime of excited states. Perturbations to the radiation stream then 
introduce a natural width that has the Lorentz line shape 

where 

fL( - = 7T(P - -  /20)2 + O~2L ' ( 8 . 3 1 . 1 )  

a L = ( 2 r r ~ ) - 1  ( 8 . 3 1 . 2 )  

is the half-width at half-power of the line (Fig. 8.16) and t is the mean lifetime 
of the excited state. For vibrational and rotational transitions in the IR, natural 
broadening is insignificant compared to other sources of line width. The two 
most important stem from the random motion of molecules and collisions 
between them. 

Collisional or pressure broadening results from perturbations to the absorb- 
ing or emitting molecules, which are introduced through encounters with other 
molecules and which destroy the phase coherence of radiation. The spectral 
width introduced by collision is modeled in the Lorentz line shape (8.31.1), 
but with the collisional half-width 

1 

ac = a0 -~- , (8.32) 

which, from kinetic theory, is inversely proportional to the mean time between 
collisions and where a 0 ~ 0.1 cm -1 is the half-width at standard temperature 
and pressure T 0, P0. 
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Figure 8.16 Lorentz, Doppler, and Voigt shape factors describing finite spectral line width. 
Reconstructed from Andrews et  al. (1987). 
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Molecular motion v along the line of sight introduces another source of 
line width. Doppler broadening follows from the frequency shift 

( v) (8.33.1) V - V o  1 +  c 

of individual molecules undergoing emission or absorption. In combination 
with the Boltzmann probability distribution 

}/ m e x p ( m y 2 )  (8.33.2) 
p ( v )  - 27rKT - 2 K T  ' 

where m is the molecular mass, (8.33.1) leads to the shape factor 

1 [ l fD (v -- v o) -- aD ~ exp -- aD , (8.34.2) 

where 

Vo / 2 K T  (8.34.2) 
a D  ~ ~Vc m 

is the Doppler half-width divided by a factor of ~ 2. The Doppler line shape 
is illustrated in Fig. 8.16 along with the collisional line shape for aD = ac. 
Unlike the collisional half-width, aD does not depend on pressure. 

Below 30 km, the pressure dependence in ac makes collisional broadening 
dominant for IR bands of CO2 and H20. At higher altitudes, Doppler and 
natural broadening become significant at wavelengths in the visible and UV. 
Natural broadening of the Schumann-Runge bands of O2 becomes comparable 
to collisional broadening in the upper stratosphere and mesosphere. Those 
two sources of line width are treated jointly in the Voigt line shape, which is 
superposed in Fig. 8.16. When they are comparable, the Doppler profile is 
dominant near the line center, whereas the Lorentz profile prevails in the 
wings of the line. The Voigt profile gives a line shape between the two. 

8.4 Radiative Transfer in a Plane Parallel Atmosphere 

In a stratified atmosphere, properties vary sharply with height. It is therefore 
convenient to treat radiative transfer within the framework of a plane parallel 
atmosphere,  in which 

�9 Curvature associated with sphericity of the Earth is ignored. 
�9 The medium is regarded as horizontally homogeneous and the radia- 

tion field horizontally isotropic. 

Then, along a slant path ds (Fig. 8.17), a pencil of radiation inclined from 
the vertical at a zenith angle 0 traverses an atmospheric slab of thickness 

dz  = tzds, (8.35.1) 
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Figure 8.17 Plane parallel atmosphere, in which a pencil of radiation is inclined at the zenith 
angle 0 = cos -1 /z. Elevation is measured by the optical depth for a given wavelength ~-x, which in- 
creases downward from zero at the top of the atmosphere to a surface value of ~'sx. 

where 

/z = cos 0. (8.35.2) 

Introducing the optical depth 

f 
OO 

~'A -- pkAdz' 

1 P 

- g fo kAdp' - /zXA, (8.36) 

which is measured downward from the top of the atmosphere, transforms the 
budget for a pencil of radiation (8.28) into 

d/A 
/z~-~-A - I,~ - J,~, (8.37) 

where I~ - IA(~- ~,/z) and JA = J~(~A,/x). Proceeding as in the treatment of 
(8.28) leads to a formal expression for upwelling radiation (0 < /z <_ 1) in 
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terms of that at the surface (r a = rsa), 

Ia(z' l'~) = Ix(zsx' lx)exp [ ra(z) - 'rsx 

+ JA(z~,/x) exp 
a~A(z) lz IZ 

0</z_< 1, (8.38.1) 

and for downwelling radiation ( -1  </z < 0) in terms of that at the top of the 

atmosphere (r~ = 0), 

Ia(z' tz) = Ia(O' tz)exp [ ra(z) 

_ f'~(z)ja(rx, tz)exp rx(z) 
�9 10 i ~ 

- l _ < / z < O .  

'] dr~ T h 
/z 

(8.38.2) 

As before, the first terms on the right-hand sides of (8.38) describe the extinc- 

tion of radiation incident at the boundaries, whereas the second terms account 
for the cumulative emission, absorption, and scattering into the pencil between 
the boundaries and the height z. If Ia is known at the upper and lower bound- 
aries and if Ja can be specified in terms of known properties, (8.38) determines 
the radiation field throughout the atmosphere. Alternatively, if Jx, p, and k 
can all be specified in terms of temperature [e.g., in the absence of scattering 
(8.18) and under hydrostatic equilibrium (1.17)], then (8.38) determines the 
thermal structure of the atmosphere. The expressions for the radiation field 
then provide integral equations for the temperature distribution T(z). Their 
solution defines the radiative-equilibrium thermal structure, which corresponds 
to a balance between radiative components of the energy budget. 

Horizontal homogeneity and isotropy make the upwelling and downwelling 
fluxes 

fo 
F~(zA) - -  2Ir IA(rx,/.Q/~d/.~ 

f_o F1(ra) = -27r I~(r A,/x)/xd/x 
1 

(8.39) 

in (8.1) and (8.3) the essential descriptors of radiative transfer in a plane 

parallel atmosphere. By integrating (8.38) over zenith angle and incorporating 
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(8.4), we obtain 

f01 ( TA ) F~a (%)  -- 2rr Ia(rsa, / , ) e xp  - rsa tzdl~ 
tx 

f%afO1 t (TA -- TAt) + 2rr Ja(r  a,/x) exp dlzdr'  a , 
J T A J~ 

F+a(ra) - - 2 r r  Ix(0,/,1 exp b~eb~ 
1 

fo, f_ o , ( . - . , )  + 27r JA(%, Ix) exp dtzdr'  a. 
1 tz 

(8.40.1) 

(8.40.2) 

For LW radiation and in the absence of scattering, the source function is just 
Ba(T) .  Upwelling radiation at the surface, which is taken to be black, is then 
given by 

I , (rsa,  b~)= Ba(Ts) 0 < ~ < 1. (8.41.1) 

Likewise, downwelling LW radiation at the top of the atmosphere must vanish, 
SO 

Ix(0,/x) = 0 - 1 < / ,  < 0. (8.41.2) 

The upwelling and downwelling fluxes of LW radiation can then be written 

f01 ( TA ) Fa~(ra) - 27rBa(Ts) exp - rsa ~db~ 

frsaf01 ( t )  + 2 ~rBa[T(r'a) ] exp ra - ra dlxdr,a, 
,1 g A I ~ 

fofo 1 ( l )  F+a (%)  = 2 ~" rrBa[T(r'a)]ex p ra - r~ dl~dr,a. 
IX 

(8.42.1) 

(8.42.2) 

The integrations over zenith angle may be expressed in terms of the expo- 
nential integral (Abramowitz and Stegun, 1972) 

f 
oo e-Xr 

En(T ) = - - ~ - d x ,  (8.43.1) 

which satisfies 

dEn 
dr  

= --En_I(T ). (8.43.2) 
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Letting x =/x  -1 transforms (8.42) into 

F~(Tx) = 2.n'Bx(Ts)E3('rsx - rx) 

f TsA 
+ 2 ,n'B,~[T(,r'~)]EE('r ~ - "rx)d'r~, (8.44.1) 

o, T A 

F~ ('r;t ) - 2 fo ~'~ "n'B;t[ T('r~)]E2('rx - "r'x)d'r ~. (8.44.2) 

Then integrating over wavelength recovers the total upward and downward 
fluxes 

fo Ft ( ' r )  - 2 "rrB;L(Ts)Ea('rs, ~ - ~'a)dh 

+ 2 J~ Jo =B.[r(,i)IE2( k - ,r,~)dhd,r', (8.45.1) 

fo fo F~'('r) = 2 ,n'B;t[T(,rl)]E2(z,~ - r',x)dhd'r' , (8.45.2) 

which constitute the formal description of LW radiative transfer in a nonscat- 
tering atmosphere. 

8.4.1 Transmission Function 

Implementing (8.45) is complicated by the rapid variation with wavenumber 
of absorption cross section, which involves thousands of vibrational and rota- 
tional lines in the IR. In place of line-by-line calculations, radiative transfer is 
calculated with the aid of band-averaged transmission functions that embody 
the general characteristics of the absorption spectrum in designated ranges of 
wavelength. 

Integrating (8.44) over a frequency interval Av yields the band-averaged 
fluxes 

F~r (z~) - 27rBv(T~) fa E3(z~, - z~)a,d--~ 

+ 2 E 2 ( G  - 
J T b l~ 

F~(~'v) - 2 7rB~[T(~',~)] Ez(z,, - r eL,, 
P 

(8.46.1) 

where B~ can be used for the band-averaged emission because the Planck 
function varies smoothly with frequency. The band  transmissivity or transmis- 
sion func t ion  is defined as 

f ~  "/'v 
~(~'~,/x) = ~ ~ e - ;  dr. (8.47) 

(8.46.2) 
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Decreasing downward, ~ represents the fractional intensity in the band and 
in direction/z that reaches optical depth z~. The band absorptivity is then 

a~ = 1 - ~ ,  (8.48) 

analogous to (8.11). 
Averaging (8.47) over zenith angle defines the diffuse flux transmission func- 

tion for the band 

~( r~)  = fo 
, t  

/~)/.,d/., 

fo 1/xd/x 

f0 
1 

= 2 ~(z~,/z)/zd~, (8.49) 

which can be written in terms of the exponential integral as 

f~ dv (8.50/ ~-~(~'~) = 2 E3(~'~) A---v" 

With the aid of (8.43.2), the band-averaged fluxes can then be expressed in 
terms of the flux transmission function 

F}(z~) = ~rB~(T~)~(%~ - ~ )  

- 

- 7rn~[r(r'~)] dr" dr'~ , (8.51.11 

f0 "~' dr (8.51.2) 
d~ (% g'v) 

Fr (r = + ~rB~ [T(r dr 

In principle, absorption characteristics of the band Av determine the corre- 
sponding transmission function and the vertical fluxes through (8.511. Collect- 
ing contributions from all absorbing bands then obtains the total upwelling and 
downwelling fluxes. However, in practice, even individual absorption bands are 
so complex as to make direct calculations impractical (refer to Figs. 8.11, and 
8.13). Instead, the transmission function is evaluated with the aid of band 
models that capture the salient features of the absorption spectrum in terms 
of properties like mean line strength, line spacing, and line width. The regular 
band model of Elsasser (1938) treats a series of evenly spaced Lorentz lines, 
like those comprising the CO2 14-/zm band (Fig. 8.118). The Goody (1952) 
random model treats a spectrum of lines that are randomly spaced, as is typ- 
ical of the 6.3-/.~m band of water vapor (Fig. 8.11b). See Liou (1980) for a 
development of these models. 

The transmission function, although more complex than the exponential 
attenuation of monochromatic radiation (8.9), is far simpler than a line-by-line 
calculation over the band. It is instructive to consider how the transmission 
function, or alternatively the absorptivity (8.48), behaves with optical depth for 
an individual absorption line. Below a certain height, the absorptivity of a line 
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Figure 8.18 Absorptivity contributed by an individual absorption line at 0.5 tzm for an ab- 
sorber with a uniform mixing ratio and for the layer extending from the top of the atmosphere 
to a height z of 5 scale heights, 3 scale heights, and 1 scale height. As the layer extends down- 
ward, where absorber concentration increases exponentially, the line becomes saturated, first at 
its center but eventually over a widening range of wavelength. 

may be represented in terms of the Lorentz profile (8.31.1). As ~-~ increases, 
so does a~ (Fig. 8.18). Eventually, the absorptivity reaches unity near the line 
center, at which point the corresponding frequencies are fully absorbed. The 
line is then said to be saturated, which corresponds to the limit of strong 
absorption. 

Subsequent absorption can occur only in the wings of the line, which are 
pushed out by the ever-widening region where the line is saturated. In a 
band containing many lines, saturation leads to the absorption spectrum fill- 
ing in between discrete features. This occurs first for the narrowly separated 
vibration-rotation transitions (e.g., Figs. 8.11, and 8.13). Over sufficient opti- 
cal depth, those clusters merge to produce continuous bands of absorption, 
such as those appearing in Figs. 8.1 and 8.9. The strong absorption limit ap- 
plies to bands that dominate vertical energy transfer in the atmosphere. It 
is the basis for a powerful approximation that reduces the three-dimensional 
description of diffuse LW radiation to a one-dimensional description. 

8.4.2 Two-Stream Approximation 

Embodied in the flux transmission function (8.50) is an integral over zenith 
angle, which collects contributions from diffuse radiation, and another integral 
over frequency. Because E3(rv) depends on frequency, the two integrations are 
related. In the strong absorption limit, the integral over zenith angle can be 
approximated fairly accurately by incorporating the spectral character of ~ .  
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where 

Integrals on the right-hand sides of (8.51) involve the term 

d ~  (Az~)d~-'~ -- 2 fa 
d/,,, 

E z ( A r " ) P k " d z '  A----v ' (8.52.1) 

a ~  - I , ;  - ~1. (8.52.2) 

If the band described by ~ is saturated, the factors k~ and E2(A~'v) have recip- 
rocal behavior in frequency, which sharply limits their product. As depicted in 
Fig. 8.19, E2(Az~) vanishes near the center of the band, for which the medium 
is optically thick, and approaches unity far from the band center, for which 
the medium is optically thin. A transition between these extremes occurs at 
frequencies corresponding to an optical thickness A~'~ of unity. On the other 
hand, k~ is large near the center of the band and vanishes in the wings. 

Due to the reciprocal nature of E2(Az~) and k~, contributions to (8.52.1) 
are concentrated in a fairly narrow spectral interval that corresponds to an 
optical thickness of about 1. Consequently, most of the energy exchange be- 
tween two levels in (8.51) occurs along paths having an optical thickness of 
unity. Along paths having optical thicknesses much greater than 1, the medium 
is optically thick. Radiation is then absorbed before it can traverse the lev- 
els, which therefore experience little interaction. Along paths having optical 
thicknesses much smaller than 1, the medium is optically thin. Radiation then 
traverses the levels with little attenuation, so the levels again experience little 
interaction. 

J 

1.0 

, ~  kv 

E2(A% 

).k~ 

AI: v = l  A%=0 A%=1 v 

Figure 8.19 Factors EE(AZ~) and k~ appearing in the integral over zenith angle that is implicit 
to the band-averaged upwelling and downwelling fluxes (8.51). Due to their reciprocal nature, the 
factors' product is concentrated at frequencies corresponding to an optical depth of A~- ~ 1, 

5 Adapted from Andrews et al. which is associated with an effective zenith angle of f/-1 ~ 3" 
(1987). 
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For any specified A r~, an effective inclination /2 may be found such that 
the exponential integral over zenith angle is given by 

2E3(Ar~) = exp ----~- . (8.53.1) 

Because contributions to (8.51) are restricted to Ar~ ~ 1, the parameter/2-1, 
which is referred to as the diffusivity factor, is likewise restricted to a narrow 
range of values. For A%, = 1, the diffusivity factor assumes the value 

/2_ 1 _~ 5 (8.53.2) 
3" 

The implication of this analysis is that the zenith angle dependence in (8.51) 
can be eliminated in favor of an effective inclination/2, which reduces the 
multidimensional description to integrals over optical depth alone. Diffuse 
transmission which is embodied in ~(~'~) is then equivalent to that of a colli- 
mated beam inclined at a zenith angle of 53 ~ 

~( r~)  = ~(r~, /2)  (8.53.3) 

or, alternatively, inclined at zero zenith angle but through an optical thickness 
5 expanded by a factor of 3" 

Known as the exponential kernel approximation, this simplification follows 
from the fact that radiative exchange in strong bands is dominated by spectral 
intervals in which A~- = 1. For this reason, most of the LW radiation emitted 
by the earth's surface is captured in the lower troposphere, which is made 
optically thick by strong absorption bands of water vapor and carbon dioxide. 
Likewise, incident SW radiation in particular wavelengths of UV is absorbed 
in the stratosphere over a limited range of altitude (Fig. 8.3), which is made 
optically thick by photodissociation at those wavelengths. 2 The development 
leading to (8.53) is one of several so-called two-stream approximations that 
eliminate the zenith angle dependence in F t  and F+. Applicable under fairly 
wide circumstances (e.g., in the presence of scattering), this formalism leads 
to diffusivity factors in the range 23- < t2 -1 < 2, depending on the particular 
approximation adopted. 

Because/x enters the equations jointly with ~-~, the full description of ra- 
diative transfer in a plane parallel atmosphere can be reduced to a vertical 
description by taking/x = -t-/2 for upwelling and downwelling radiation and 
introducing the transformation 

�9 ._ /~-1 
'/'A 7"A 

F~*(T]) = 7rlA(T ~, -+-/2), 

- 

(8.54.1) 

(8.54.2) 

(8.54.3) 

2For weak bands that are unsaturated near their centers, energy exchange may arrive from 
smaller values of At., which correspond to larger values of/2 -1. 
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which relies on hemispheric isotropy. Then integrating the radiative transfer 
equation (8.37) over upward and downward half-spaces yields for the budgets 
of upwelling and downwelling radiation 

dF~ = F~ - J'A, (8.55.1) 
dr]  

dF~ _ F~ - J*~. (8.55.2) 
dr~ 

The foregoing development applies to LW radiation, which is inherently dif- 
fuse. SW radiation, which is parallel beam in the absence of scattering, involves 
only a single direction/z. 

8.5 Thermal Equilibrium 

8.5.1 Radiat ive Equi l ibr ium in a Gray Atmosphe re  

We are now in a position to evaluate the thermal structure toward which radia- 
tive transfer drives an atmosphere. To do so, we consider a simple model of the 
earth's atmosphere: a gray atmosphere that is transparent to SW radiation but 
absorbs LW radiation with a constant absorption cross section which is inde- 
pendent of wavelength, temperature, and pressure. Consider a plane parallel 
gray atmosphere that is nonscattering, motionless, and in thermal equilibrium 
with incoming SW radiation and with a black underlying surface. Individual 
layers of the atmosphere then interact only through LW radiation. 

For an incremental slab of thickness dz, the first law (2.22.2) implies 

d T  dp 
pCp dt dt = P{I 

dF 
= d z '  (8.56.1) 

where 

F = F t - F + (8.56.2) 

is the net LW flux integrated over wavelength and ~r is the local rate at which 
heat is absorbed per unit mass or the specific heating rate. The convergence of 
LW flux on the right-hand side of (8.56.1) represents the local radiative heating 
rate per unit volume, which forces the atmosphere's thermal structure. In 
equilibrium, the left-hand side vanishes. Then the net flux must be independent 
of height 

F = const, (8.57) 

which implies that radiative energy does not accumulate within individual 
layers. 
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The upwelling and downwelling components of F are governed by (8.55). 
Adding and subtracting yields the equivalent system 

where 

dF 

dr* 
= F - 2B*, (8.58.1) 

dP 
= F, (8.58.2) 

d'r* 

P - F 1' + F ~ (8.58.3) 

represents the total flux emanating from an incremental slab and all quantities 
have been integrated over wavelength. With (8.57), (8.58.2) gives 

and (8.58.1) reduces to 

Thus, the emission 

F - F'r* + c (8.59.1) 

F -  2B*. (8.59.2) 

F 
B*(z*)  = z~z* + B~ (8.60) 

increases linearly with optical depth from its value B~ at the top of the atmo- 
sphere (Fig. 8.20). 

For thermal equilibrium of the atmosphere and surface collectively, the 
incident SW flux 

F 0 = (1 - d )Fs  (8.61) 

(See. 1.4.1) must be balanced by the outgoing LW flux at the top of the 
atmosphere 

Ft(0)  - F 0. (8.62) 

Because the downwelling LW flux at the top of the atmosphere vanishes, F(0) 
and F(0) each reduce to FI"(0), so by (8.57) 

F = F0. (8.63) 
The net LW flux at any level equals the SW flux at the top of the atmosphere. 
Then incorporating (8.59.2) yields 

B*('r*) - F 0  ('r* + 1), (8.64) 
5- 

which is shown in Fig. 8.20 alongwith U and F +. Under radiative equilibrium, 
the upwelling and downwelling fluxes differ by a constant, so the net heating 
at any level vanishes. 

Consider next thermal equilibrium of the surface. Since it is black, the 
surface absorbs the incident SW flux in addition to the downwelling LW flux 
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Figure 8.20 Upwelling and downwelling fluxes and emission in a gray atmosphere that is 
in radiative equilibrium with an incident SW flux F0 and a black underlying surface. Note: the 
emission profile is discontinuous at the surface. 

emitted by the atmosphere F+ (~-]'). Together, these must balance the upwelling 
flux emitted by the surface 

B * ( T s )  - F o + F+('r'~). (8.65) 

Subtracting (8.59.2) and (8.63) gives the downwelling LW flux emitted by the 
atmosphere 

F~ (8.66) F ~" ('r~ ) - B* ('r~ ) 2 '  

which, when combined with (8.65), implies 

F0 
B*(T~) - B*(~-s) + -~-. (8.67) 

According to (8.67), the temperature predicted by radiative equilibrium is 
discontinuous at the surface, the ground being warmer than the overlying air. 
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The emission profile (8.64) determines the radiative equilibrium tempera- 
ture through 

B*('r*) = "n'B[T("r*)] 

= o'T 4. (8.68) 

Because the atmosphere is hydrostatic, density decreases with height approx- 
imately exponentially (1.17) and by (8.36) so does z*. Further, most of the 
atmosphere's opacity follows from water vapor and clouds (Fig. 8.1), which 
are concentrated in the lowest levels. Therefore, the linear variation with op- 
tical depth of B* translates into a steep decrease with height of temperature. 
At the surface, the lapse rate is infinite because the radiative equilibrium tem- 
perature is discontinuous there. 

Taking the optical depth to vary with height exponentially 

Z 

~" = Zse-~, (8.69) 

where h = 2 km is symbolic of the absolute concentration of water vapor (Fig. 
1.14), and F 0 = 240 W m -2 results in the temperature profiles (solid lines) 
shown in Fig. 8.21. For given z~ > 0, the surface temperature exceeds that in 
the absence of an atmosphere (z~ = 0) and increases with the atmosphere's 
optical depth. These features are manifestations of the greenhouse effect. 
Radiative equilibrium temperature is maximum at the ground, where it varies 
sharply with height and jumps discontinuously to the surface temperature Ts. 
As z ~ oo, the radiative equilibrium temperature approaches a finite limiting 

1 

value "--'(~)4 ~ 215 K, which is called the skin temperature. 

In a neighborhood of the surface, temperature decreases with height more 
\ z 

rapidly than the saturated adiabatic lapse rate F s "~ 6.5 K km -1 (dotted lines), 
which characterizes moist neutral stability. Thus, each of the radiative equilib- 
rium temperature profiles in Fig. 8.21 is hydrostatically unstable in its lowest 
levels. For an optical depth of z~ = 4, the radiative equilibrium profile is con- 
ditionally unstable below 6 km, absolutely unstable below about 5 km, and has 
a lapse rate of some 36 K km -1 at the ground. 

8.5.2 Radiat ive-Convective Equil ibrium 

If air motion is accounted for, convection develops spontaneously to neutral- 
ize the unstable stratification introduced by radiative transfer. The radiative- 
convective equilibrium that ensues, which is superposed in Fig. 8.21 for z~ = 4 
(dashed line), produces two layers of distinctly different character. In the layer 
below a height zr ,  which constitutes the troposphere in this framework, ther- 
mal structure is controlled by convective overturning that is driven by radiative 
heating and its continual destabilization of the stratification. Since it operates 
on a timescale much shorter than radiative transfer, convective overturning 
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Figure 8.21 Radiative equilibrium temperature (solid lines) for the gray atmosphere in Fig. 
8.20, wi th  a profile of optical depth representative of water vapor (8.69), presented for several at- 
mospheric optical depths T s. Saturated adiabatic lapse rate (dotted lines) and radiative-convective 
equilibrium temperature for ~'s = 4 (dashed line) superposed. 

drives the stratification below z T to neutral stability (Sec. 7.6.1), which, un- 
der saturated conditions, corresponds to a lapse rate of F s. Heat supplied at 
the ground is carried upward and mixed vertically over the convective layer 
to maintain a uniform profile of equivalent potential temperature 0e. In the 
layer above zT~, which constitutes the stratosphere in this framework, the ther- 
mal structure remains close to radiative equilibrium because radiative transfer 
stabilizes the stratification at those levels. Since tropospheric air displaced 
vertically by convection cools along the saturated adiabat, it cannot penetrate 
appreciably above the tropopause height ZT, where the saturated adiabatic and 
radiative equilibrium profiles cross. 

The particular form of radiative-convective equilibrium assumed depends 
on the parameterization of ingredients like clouds and convective heat flux at 
the surface, which dictate the height of the tropopause. For instance, taking 
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the height of the convective layer equal to the maximum height of instability 
under radiative equilibrium predicts one tropopause height. On the other 
hand, taking the air temperature at z -- 0 equal to the surface temperature 
under radiative equilibrium leads to a different tropopause height. 

An alternative that circumvents ambiguities surrounding convection and is 
consistent with the radiative framework behind (8.64) requires the convec- 
tive layer to supply the same upward radiation flux at the tropopause as that 
under radiative equilibrium (Goody and Yung, 1989). Tantamount to presum- 
ing the stratosphere is unaffected by vertical motions below, this formalism 
provides a self-consistent (albeit limited) rationale for determining radiative- 
convective equilibrium. Integrating (8.55) as before leads to expressions valid 
under arbitrary conditions for the upward and downward radiation fluxes 

F~(r *) = B(Ts)exp('r* - "r~)* _ l""j~.," 

fo'" - exp( ' - 

exp(r* - z')B*[T(r')ldr'  (8.70.1) 

(8.70.2) 

where convection has been presumed efficient enough to maintain the surface 
at the same temperature as the overlying air. Then equating (8.70.1) to the 
upward flux under radiative equilibrium 

F o  Ft ( r  *) = -~-(r* + 2), (8.71) 

which follows in the same manner as (8.66), obtains a surface temperature 
of T s ~ 285 K for Zs = 4. Superposed in Fig. 8.21, the radiative--convective 
equilibrium temperature that follows (dashed line) is cooler in the lower tro- 
posphere and warmer in the upper troposphere than the radiative equilibrium 
profile and has a tropopause at about 10.5 km, in qualitative agreement with 
observed thermal structure. For a characteristic extinction scale of h = 2 km, 
ZT lies several optical depths above the ground, so the stratosphere is close to 
the atmosphere's skin temperature. 

The corresponding upward and downward fluxes (dashed lines) are shown 
as functions of height in Fig. 8.22a along with those under radiative equi- 
librium (solid lines). Reduced temperature in the lower troposphere leads to 
smaller upward and downward fluxes that merge with the radiative equilibrium 
profiles above Zr. To satisfy overall equilibrium, F~ approaches 0 and F 1" ap- 
proaches 240 W m -2 as z ~ c~. Whereas the radiative equilibrium fluxes 
preserve a constant difference, the net flux under radiative-convective equi- 
librium varies with altitude below ZT, which implies nonzero radiative heating 
in the troposphere. The specific heating rate it/Cp (Fig. 8.22b), which has 
dimensions of degrees per day, is negative throughout the troposphere and 
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approaches zero inside the region under radiative equilibrium. Thus, radiative 
transfer cools the troposphere, which is heated by convective transfer from 
the surface. Reaching a maximum of about 2 K day -1, the cooling rate in 
Fig. 8.22b is in qualitative agreement with detailed calculations of radiative 
cooling based on observed behavior (compare Fig. 8.24a). 

More sophisticated calculations of radiative-convective equilibrium incor- 
porate distributions of optically active species, mean cloud cover, and direct 
absorption of SW radiation. Figure 8.23 shows the results of a calculation that 
accounts for radiative transfer by water vapor, carbon dioxide, and ozone. Re- 
sembling the idealized behavior in Fig. 8.21, the radiative equilibrium tempera- 
ture (solid line) drops sharply from about 340 K at the surface to a tropopause 
value of about 185 K near 10 km. Most of the troposphere is absolutely unsta- 
ble, whereas temperature increases in the stratosphere due to absorption of 
SW radiation by ozone. Radiative--convective equilibrium (dashed line) pro- 
duces a thermal structure which also resembles that of the gray atmosphere, 
with temperatures colder in the lower troposphere and warmer in the upper 
troposphere than those under pure radiative equilibrium. 
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Figure 8.23 Temperature under radiative equilibrium (solid line) and radiative--convective 
equilibrium (dashed line) from calculations that include mean distributions of water vapor, carbon 
dioxide, and ozone. Adapted from Manabe and Wetherald (1967). 
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8.5.3 Radiative Heat ing 

Knowledge of the mean distributions of temperature and optically active con- 
stituents allows the LW heating to be inferred via (8.56) from the upwelling 
and downwelling fluxes. For an individual band, the specific heating rate can 
be expressed 

Cp 

1 dF 
pCp dz* 

k dF 
Cp dr* ' 

(8.72) 

where (8.53) has been incorporated into height and the frequency dependence 
is implicit. Differentiating and subtracting (8.51) gives 

- _ f d23-(r ' - r * )  dF d3-(r; r*) VB,[T(r , )  ] dr' 
dr* - +B*(Ts) dr* v~* dr'dr* 

f r* d23-(r * - r') d r ' +  2B*[T(r*)] d3-(O) 
- B* [ T ( r ' ) ]  d r ' d r *  d r  - - - - - 7 -  

from which the specific heating rate can be arranged into the form 

q(r) 
Cp 

g 

k(r*) JB*[T(r*)] d3-(r* - 0) 
Cp / dr* 

d f f ' (7 '  - 7"*) 
B* (r*) dr*dr' dr' 

d 2 3-(7"* - 7"') dr' !. 
d r*d'r' ! 

r*) 

(8.73) 

Equation (8.73) collects contributions to ~l/Cp from LW interactions between 
the level r* and its environment, with d J - ( r * - r ' ) / d r '  serving as an influence 
function between that level and another r'. The first term on the right-hand 
side describes interaction with space. Since d3-/dr  < 0 (8.47), this term is 
always negative and represents "cooling to space." The second term, which 
describes interaction with the surface, is negative when the level r* is warmer 
than the ground. The last two terms are exchange integrals that collect con- 
tributions from levels r '  above and below r*. Because d 2 3 - / d  rd r '  < 0, those 
contributions represent cooling when the temperature at level r* exceeds that 
at level r ' .  

Figure 8.24a illustrates the dominant contributions to LW heating. Except 
for ozone, the primary LW absorbers cool the atmosphere. Water vapor dom- 
inates LW cooling in the troposphere, where it leads to a globally averaged 
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cooling rate of about 2 K day -1 . In the stratosphere, the 15-/xm band of CO2 
dominates LW cooling, which, together with the 9.6-/zm band of 03, produces 
a maximum cooling rate near the stratopause of some 12 K day -1 . Because it 
lies within the atmospheric window, the 9.6-/xm band of ozone also produces 
heating in the lower stratosphere by absorbing upwelling LW radiation from 
below. 3 

In contrast to LW radiation, SW radiation produces only heating because 
the atmosphere does not emit at those wavelengths. For a particular frequency, 
the specific heating rate is given by 

(7 = - k /z s d E  
d ' r  ' 

where/x s = - /z  > 0 refers to the solar zenith angle and, as above, the frequency 
dependence is implicit. Incorporating (8.7) transforms this into 

'[ ( 4 = - k t z s - d - ~ r  Ioexp - -  

= kI~ exp ( - ~ s )  o (8.74) 

3 Even though specific heating rates in the stratosphere are larger than those in the troposphere, 
volume heating rates pq are smaller by two orders of magnitude. 
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Then the volume heating rate follows as 

Oil - pkIo exp --~--~ 

-  ,oexp ( i ) ,  (8.75) 

(8.6), where p and n refer to absorbers at the frequency under consideration. 
Heating varies strongly with the absolute concentration n of absorber. Dom- 

inated by the variation of air density, the absorber concentration can be mod- 
eled as 

n z 

= e  h .  
no  

Then the optical depth also varies exponentially and (8.75) becomes 

where 

z z 
n0 ,0 ex. + 

no[oH 
% = ~ .  (8.76.2) 

/Xs 

The volume heating rate (8.76) possesses a single maximum at the height 

z~ = In ~0, (8.77) 
H 

which corresponds to a slant optical path from the top of the atmosphere of 
unity. Above that level, heating decreases exponentially with the air density, 
whereas it decreases even faster below due to attenuation from the first expo- 
nential term in (8.76.1). Therefore, SW heating is concentrated within about a 
scale height of the level z 0, which defines the Chapman layer for this frequency. 
Consequently, the penetration altitude in Fig. 8.3 for a particular wavelength 
also describes where most of the SW absorption and heating occur. As shown 
in Fig. 8.25, increased solar zenith angle reduces SW heating, because the ver- 
tical flux is diminished according to/Xs, and increases the altitude z0, because 
it elongates the optical path length traversed by solar radiation. 

Because the extinction cross section k for different wavelengths results 
from different species, which, in turn, have different vertical profiles, the full 
spectrum of SW radiation produces a series of Chapman layers that follow 
from the vertical distributions of optically active species. According to Fig. 
8.3, energetic radiation at wavelengths shorter than 200 nm is absorbed in the 
upper mesosphere and thermosphere by O2 in the Schumann-Runge bands 
and continuum. Wavelengths of 200 to 300 nm are absorbed in the mesosphere 
and stratosphere by 03 in the Hartley band. Longer wavelengths penetrate to 
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the surface, with partial absorption in the visible by ozone and in the near IR 
by water vapor and carbon dioxide. 

Ozone is responsible for most of the SW absorption in the stratosphere and 
mesosphere (Fig. 8.24b). It produces maximum heating near the stratopause, 
even though the absolute concentration of ozone maximizes considerably lower 
(Fig. 1.17). In the global-mean, SW heating and LW cooling at these heights 
nearly cancel, indicating that the middle atmosphere is close to radiative equi- 
librium. In the troposphere, water vapor is the dominant SW absorber. Achiev- 
ing a global-mean heating rate of about 1 K day -1 , SW absorption does not 
completely offset LW cooling. Thus, radiative transfer leads to net cooling of 
the troposphere, which must be compensated by mechanical energy transfer 
from the surface. 

Heating rates depicted in Fig. 8.24 apply to a clear atmosphere under 
global-mean conditions. Clouds and aerosol influence the budgets of SW and 
LW radiation dramatically. Figure 8.26 shows that SW heating rates can be 
substantially larger under conditions typical of the tropical troposphere (see 
also Reynolds et al., 1975). Likewise, the radiative balance in the stratosphere 
suggested by Fig. 8.24 does not apply locally. As shown in Fig. 8.27, the winter 
stratosphere experiences strong net cooling--more than 8 K day -1 in the polar 
night, which implies that region is warmer than radiative equilibrium. As in 
the troposphere, net radiative cooling must be balanced by mechanical energy 
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Figure 8.27 Net radiative heating in the middle atmosphere during January, as derived from 
Nimbus-7 LIMS. After Kiehl and Solomon (1986). 

transfer. In the stratosphere, that energy transfer occurs through planetary 
waves, which drive the circulation out of radiative equilibrium (refer to Fig. 
1.10). 

8.6 Thermal Relaxation 

The foregoing discussion illustrates that a layer will cool or warm according to 
the temperature of its surroundings. If a layer is in radiative equilibrium with 
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its surroundings, LW and SW contributions to its radiation budget balance, so 
net heating vanishes. If disturbed from radiative-equilibrium (e.g., by motions 
that displace air into different radiative environments), a layer will experience 
net heating or cooling (8.73), which tends to restore the layer to radiative equi- 
librium. For example, polar air drawn equatorward by a cyclone will find itself 
colder than the radiative-equilibrium temperature of its new environment (Fig. 
1.15). Net radiative heating then acts to destroy the temperature anomaly by dri- 
ving that air toward the local radiative equilibrium temperature. Since the circu- 
lation is related to the thermal structure (Figs. 1.9a and 10a), dissipating anom- 
alous temperature alsodissipates anomalous motion. 

In the absence of other forms of heat transfer, the temperature field is 
described by (8.56), with the heating rate given by (8.73). The first term in 
(8.73), which describes cooling to space, often dominates radiative heating. 
Figure 8.28 compares the total heating for water vapor, carbon dioxide, and 
ozone against cooling to space alone. Over much of the troposphere and 
stratosphere, cooling to space provides an accurate approximation to net ra- 
diative heating. Exceptional is ozone in the lower stratosphere, which absorbs 
upwelling 9.6-/xm radiation from below. 

The agreement in Fig. 8.28 under widely varying circumstances is the basis 
for the cool-to-space approximation,  which, for a particular frequency band, 
can be expressed 

d T 1 d ~-~ ( z* - c~ ) 
~_ - - B * [ T ( z * ) ]  , (8.78) 

dt  pCp dz* 

where vertical motion (e.g., d p / d t )  is ignored, z* includes the diffusivity factor 
(8.54.1), and summation over different absorbers is understood. Away from the 
surface and in the absence of strong curvature of the emission profile, (8.78) 
accurately represents cooling due to both water vapor and carbon dioxide. 
These conditions hold for temperature disturbances of large vertical scale, for 
which interactions with underlying and overlying layers is negligible. Emission 
to space of monochromatic radiation then takes place from a Chapman layer, 
analogous to absorption of SW radiation, so emission over a finite spectral 
band can be interpreted in terms of a series of Chapman layers. 

Consider a disturbance T ' ( z ,  t) to an equilibrium temperature profile 
T0(z). 4 If T ' / T  o << 1 and if the cool-to-space approximation applies, the 
emission in (8.78) can be linearized in T' to obtain 

~T'  _ _ 1 d B * [ T o ( z , ) ] d ~ ( z *  - c~) . T'  
3t  poCp d T  dz* 

= - t ~ ( z * ) T '  (8.79) 

4The equilibrium thermal structure can be maintained by heat transfer other than radiation 
alone, but we will take To to represent the radiative-equilibrium temperature. 
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Known as the Newtonian cooling approximation, (8.79) govems the evolution 
of anomalous temperature. The Newtonian cooling coefficient a(z*) varies 
spatially through the equilibrium thermal structure To(z*). This approximation 
is of great practical importance because it eliminates the rather cumbersome 
interactions in (8.73) in favor of a simple expression that depends only on 
the local temperature and is linear in the disturbance. Even though it breaks 
down for CO2 in the mesosphere (Andrews et al., 1987), the Newtonian cooling 
approximation is widely adopted. 

Under the influence of Newtonian cooling, a temperature disturbance (e.g., 
introduced through motion) relaxes exponentially toward radiative equilib- 
rium. Owing to its linearity, (8.79) can be cast into the form of an e-folding 
time 

1 3T' 
T' ~t 

4o'T 3 d ~ ( z *  - ~ )  

POCp dz* 
- (8.8o) 

which measures the efficiency of radiative transfer in relation to other factors 
influencing thermal structure. Taking values representative of the troposphere 
(Problem 8.32) yields a radiative timescale of order 10 days. 

The timescale tra d - -  O~ - 1  is an order of magnitude longer than the char- 
acteristic timescale of air motion, which makes radiative transfer inefficient 
compared to dynamical influences. For this reason, adiabatic behavior of indi- 
vidual air parcels is a good approximation on timescales comparable to advec- 
tion. Because it operates on a timescale much shorter than radiative transfer, 
air motion controls tropospheric properties like thermal structure and verti- 
cal stability. In the stratosphere, where water vapor and clouds are virtually 
absent, tra d decreases to only 3 to 5 days. Although shorter, this is still long 
enough to permit air motions to influence many stratospheric properties. 

More accurate formulations of heat transfer apply to temperature distur- 
bances whose vertical scales are not large enough to neglect exchange with 
neighboring layers. Figure 8.29 shows thermal damping rates for sinusoidal 
vertical structure with several vertical wavelengths A z. Minimum dissipation 
occurs in the limit A z --+ c~, which corresponds to deep temperature struc- 
ture described by Newtonian cooling (8.79). Under those circumstances, tra d 

decreases from 10 to 15 days in the troposphere to about 5 days near the 
stratopause. Smaller vertical scales experience significantly faster dissipation 
due to exchange with neighboring layers, which produces relaxation times of 
only a couple of days in the upper stratosphere and mesosphere. 

8.7 The Greenhouse Effect 

The radiative--equilibrium surface temperature T~ is significantly warmer than 
that in the absence of an atmosphere. Combining (8.67) and (8.64) for a gray 
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Figure 8.29 Thermal damping rate for temperature disturbances with sinusoidal vertical struc- 

ture of vertical wavelength A z (dashed lines). After Fels (1982). The Newtonian cooling rate (solid 
line), from a calculation by Dickinson (1973), is superposed. 

atmosphere yields 

F0 
B*(Ts )  - - ~ ( r ~  + 2), (8.81) 

which determines T s through (8.68). Surface temperature increases with the 
optical depth of the atmosphere, which is a statement of the greenhouse 
effect. Although smaller, the surface temperature under radiative-convective 
equilibrium is likewise controlled by rs, for example, through (8.70) and (8.71). 

The atmosphere's optical depth depends on its mass and on its compo- 
sition through optically active species. Such constituents are produced and 
destroyed by surface processes. For example, water vapor is introduced at 
ocean surfaces through evaporation. Carbon dioxide is produced by oxidation 
of organic matter, whereas ozone is destroyed at the Earth's surface through 
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oxidation. These and other processes controlling optically active species are 
temperature dependent, which introduces the possibility of feedback between 
the two sides of (8.81). 

Noteworthy is the mechanism controlling water vapor, which is the pri- 
mary absorber in the IR. Temperature dependence in the Clausius-Clapeyron 
relation (4.38) makes the water vapor abundance vary sharply with Ts. The 
exponential dependence of saturation vapor pressure implies that an increase 
of Ts can sharply increase the water vapor content of the atmosphere. En- 
hanced cloud cover, which is likewise implied, further increases z~. By (8.81), 
the increased optical depth results in a higher equilibrium surface tempera- 
ture, which, in turn, increases the saturation vapor pressure and H20 content 
of the atmosphere, and so forth. 

Positive feedbacks like the one between temperature and water vapor sup- 
port potentially large changes of Ts and other properties that characterize 
climate. A paradigm of such changes is the so-called "runaway greenhouse ef- 
fect," which is used to explain the present state of the Venusian atmosphere. 
The evolution of a planet's atmosphere is thought to occur through slow dis- 
charge of gases from the planet's surface. Atmospheric uptake of those gases 
is limited by their saturation vapor pressures, which depend only on tempera- 
ture (e.g., on T~). Because those gases are responsible for atmospheric opacity, 
their saturation vapor pressures translate into the optical depth "r s. Plotting 
T~ against log(ew), which is symbolic of log( ' rs ) ,  produces the saturation curve 
(dotted line) in Fig. 8.30 separating heterogeneous states of water from vapor 
phase alone. 

The optical depth z~ and incident solar flux F 0 determine the surface tem- 
perature of the planet, for example, via (8.81) under radiative equilibrium 
or its counterpart (8.70) under radiative--convective equilibrium. Then the 
surface temperature T~ defines a family of radiative-convective equilibrium 
curves, two of which are superposed in Fig. 8.30. The curve for a particular 
F 0 can be thought to represent the evolution of a given planet. For small 'r s, 

T~ _~ ( F o / o ' ) ~ ,  which reflects the initial state of the planet when all of its water 
resided at the surface in condensed phase. The situation for Earth is repre- 
sented in the curve for planet 1 (solid line). Initially unsaturated, the atmo- 
sphere incorporates water vapor from the surface, with concomitant increases 
of its opacity ~'~ and surface temperature T~. Positive feedback between tem- 
perature and water vapor then drives the state of the atmosphere to the right 
along its radiative--convective equilibrium curve. Eventually, the atmosphere's 
state encounters the saturation curve, beyond which further increases of "r s 

and Ts are prevented. For the conditions of planet 1, saturation is achieved at 
a surface temperature of about 287 K. Subsequent increases of water vapor 
are offset by condensation, which returns H20 to the planet's surface. Those 
conditions describe a saturated system that contains multiple phases of water, 
reflecting the present state of Earth's atmosphere. By preventing H20 from 
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Figure 8.30 Surface temperature under radiative-convective equilibrium, as a function of sat- 

uration vapor pressure for water (which is symbolic of atmospheric optical depth to LW radiation 
~'s)- Radiative-convective equilibrium curves shown for conditions representative of Earth (planet 
1) and Venus (planet 2), which characterize atmospheric evolution from an initial state when 
all water resided at the surface in condensed phase. Positive feedback between temperature and 
water vapor drives the state of a planet's atmosphere to greater temperature and humidity. For 
planet 1 (solid line), the radiative-equilibrium curve eventually encounters the saturation curve (dot- 
ted line), where no more water is absorbed by the atmosphere and positive feedback ceases. 
However, the radiative equilibrium curve for planet 2 (dashed line) never encounters the saturation 
curve, so it continues to evolve through positive feedback until all water has been incorporated into 
the atmosphere. The calculation of radiative-convective equilibrium presumes a constant albedo and 
relates optical depth to saturation vapor pressure as -r = 4[ew(T)/ew(288 K)]. 

reaching great heights, where it would be photodissociated and the resulting 
atomic hydrogen would be lost to space (Sec. 1.2.2), saturation is responsible 
for maintaining water on the planet. 

The curve for planet 2, which corresponds to Venus, describes a very different 
evolution. Closer to the sun, Venus has a larger F0 and hence a higher initial sur- 
face temperature. As for planet 1, the atmosphere's state evolves to the right along 
the radiative-convective equilibrium curve. However, planet 2 never encounters 
the saturation curve. Instead, water continues to boil off the surface, which rein- 
forces the surface temperature, until all H20 has been incorporated into the 
atmosphere. Unchecked, feedback between Ts and % leads to temperatures that 
are greatly elevated over the initial radiative-convective equilibrium tempera- 
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ture. This is symbolic of the 750 K mean surface temperature of Venusmwhich 
is some 400 K warmer than would result in the absence of its atmosphere. 

Atmospheric composition suggested by the evolution of planet 2 also differs 
fundamentally from that of planet 1. For initial water abundance comparable 
to that of Earth, the Venusian atmosphere would reach a state in which H20 
is its primary constituent. Water vapor would then be vulnerable to photodis- 
sociation by UV, allowing atomic hydrogen to escape to space and free oxygen 
to recombine at the surface through oxidation processes. In this fashion, atmo- 
spheric water vapor would be systematically depleted and replaced by carbon 
dioxide, which is consistent with the predominance of CO2 in the present-day 
Venusian atmosphere. 

For Earth, gases other than water vapor also contribute to the greenhouse 
effect. Absorption by carbon dioxide is situated near the maximum of the LW 
emission spectrum (Fig. 8.5). In tandem with the steadily increasing concen- 
tration of CO2 (Fig. 1.11), this feature suggests that increased surface tem- 
peratures are inevitable if the present trend continues. CFCs, methane, and 
nitrous oxide follow carbon dioxide in importance. All have anthropogenic 
sources that have been associated with increasing concentrations. 

Were the preceding feedback to operate in isolation, small changes of tem- 
perature (e.g., stimulated by occasional volcanic eruptions or anthropogenic 
activities) could result in large shifts of the Earth's climate. In fact, the 
temperaturemwater vapor feedback is but one of several believed to shape 
climate. The involvement of properties like surface reflectivity (e.g., snow and 
ice cover), clouds, and the distributions of optically active species is strongly 
suggested by models of radiative-convective equilibrium, which exhibit marked 
sensitivity to how such ingredients are prescribed. Clouds and aerosol, which 
are treated in the next chapter, are especially important because they sharply 
alter the absorption and scattering characteristics of the atmosphere. 

Suggested Reading 

An Introduction to Atmospheric Radiation (1980) by Liou is a very readable 
treatment of radiative transfer. It includes discussions of solar variability and 
band models. 

Fundamentals of Modern Physics (1967) by Eisberg provides an excellent 
overview of Planck's theory and the emergence of modem physics. It includes 
a basic treatment of line broadening. 

Aeronomy of the Middle Atmosphere (1986) by Brasseur and Solomon and Mid- 
dle Atmosphere Dynamics (1987) by Andrews et al. contain excellent treatments 
of radiative transfer in the stratosphere and mesosphere. They also include de- 
scriptions of solar variability and its implications to UV radiation. 

An advanced treatment of radiative transfer can be found in Atmospheric Ra- 
diation (1989) by Goody and Yung, which contains an enlightening comparison 
of two-stream approximations. 
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Atmospheric Ozone: Assessment of Our Understanding of Processes Controlling 
Its Present Distribution and Change (WMO, 1986) includes a detailed overview 
of solar variability based on satellite measurements. 

Special Functions and Their Applications (1972) by N. Lebedev contains a 
proper development of the exponential integral. 

Hartmann (1994) provides an excellent overview of the earth's energy budget, 
including a treatment of horizontal energy transport by the general circulation. 

Ramanathan et al. (1989) provides an overview of recent satellite measure- 
ments of the earth's radiation budget and observations of the solar constant. 

Manabe and Strickler (1964) is a classic calculation of radiative-convective 
equilibrium, which contains an estimate of thermal damping time inside the 
troposphere. 

Climate Change: The IPCC Scientific Assessment (Houghton et al., 1990) con- 
tains an overview of climate feedback mechanisms and assessments of how 
well they are understood. 

Problems 

8.1. Calculate the brightness temperature of the earth based on (a) an ob- 
served broadband OLR of 235 W m -2, (b) the outgoing narrowband flux 
(Fig. 8.5) at A = 11 pm, (c) the outgoing narrowband flux at A = 9.6/zm, 
and (d) the outgoing narrowband flux at A = 15 pm. 

8.2. Derive the Stefan-Boltzmann law (8.15). 

8.3. As the sun cools, its spectrum will shift toward longer wavelengths. Esti- 
mate the change in the earth's equivalent blackbody temperature if the 
peak in the SW spectrum is displaced from its current position of 0.48 
/xm to a yellower wavelength of 0.55/zm. 

8.4. Orbital ellipticity brings the earth some 3.5% nearer the sun during Jan- 
uary than during July, which is responsible for the slight asymmetry of 
insolation apparent in Fig. 1.28. (a) Calculate the corresponding change 
in the earth's equivalent blackbody temperature. (b) Discuss this change 
in relation to other changes that are introduced by hemispheric asym- 
metries of the earth's surface and atmospheric circulation. 

8.5. Consider a 250 K isothermal atmosphere that contains a single absorbing 
gas of uniform mixing ratio 0.05. The specific absorption cross section 
of that gas is given as a function of wavelength by 

trax--a'Oexp[-(A-A~ l a  [m2kg-1]' 
where A 0 = 0.5/zm and a = 0.01/zm. (a) Calculate, as a function of A, 
the optical path length for downward-traveling radiation from the top of 
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the atmosphere to the height z. (b) Plot the absorptivity of this layer, as 
a function of h, for z = 5, 3, and 1 scale heights. 

8.6. Show that a layer having optical thickness Au < <  1 has absorptivity 
Aa - Au. 

8.7. Prove Kirchhoff's law (8.16) in generality. 

8.8. The top of the photosphere has a radius of 7.0 x 108 m. If the mean 
earth-sun distance is 1.5 x 1011 m, calculate the equivalent blackbody 
temperature of the photosphere. 

8.9. Venus has an albedo of 0.77 and a mean distance from the sun of 1.1 x 
1011 m. (a) Calculate the equivalent blackbody temperature of Venus. 
(b) Discuss this value in relation to the observed surface temperature of 
750 K. 

8.10. Consider an isothermal atmosphere that is optically thick to LW radia- 
tion. (a) How much of the LW radiance emitted to space at zero zenith 
angle originates in its uppermost three optical depths? (b) Determine 
the altitude range, in scale heights, occupied by the layer between optical 
depths of 0.1 and 3.0 under isothermal conditions. 

8.11. A fiat plate sensor on board a satellite behaves as a graybody with 
constant absorptivity a. Calculate its radiative-equilibrium temperature 
when the sensor faces the sun if (a) a - 0.8 and (b) a - 0.2. 

8.12. As for Problem 8.11, but if the sensor has different absorptivities to SW 
and LW radiation of (a) asw and aLW, respectively, and (b) asw = 0.2 
and aLW = 0.8. 

8.13. Under the conditions of Problem 8.12, calculate the sensor's temperature 
as a function of time after the satellite has been rotated to face the sensor 
away from the sun, if it has an area of 0.1 m 2 and a specific heat of 2 
j K  -1. 

8.14. The hood of an automobile can be modeled as a gray flat plate with LW 
absorptivity 0.9 and the atmosphere as a gray layer with LW absorptivity 
0.8. In this framework, estimate the hood's temperature for a solar zenith 
angle of 25 ~ if (a) the automobile's color is light with a SW absorptivity 
of 0.2 and (b) the automobile's color is dark with a SW absorptivity of 
0.6. (c) What physical process would, in practice, mediate the values in 
parts (a) and (b)? 

8.15. A simple model approximates the earth's surface as a graybody and the 
atmosphere as a gray layer with LW absorptivities of 1.0 and 0.8, respec- 
tively. Use this model to estimate the radiative-equilibrium temperature 
of the ground in the presence of 50% cloud cover (fully reflective) and 
under (a) perpetual summertime conditions over vegetated terrain: a so- 
lar zenith angle of 25 ~ and the surface having a SW absorptivity of 0.6, 
and (b) perpetual wintertime conditions over snow-covered terrain: a 
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8.16. 

8.17. 

8.18. 

8.19. 

8.20. 

8.21. 

8.22. 

8.23. 

solar zenith angle of 60 ~ and the surface having a SW absorptivity of 
0.2. 

Consider a simple model of the earth comprised of an isothermal gray 
layer with SW and LW absorptivities asw and aLw, respectively, and a 
black underlying surface, both of which are illuminated by a SW flux F 0 
and are in thermal equilibrium. The energy budget can be formulated 
by tracing energy through repeated absorptions and reemissions by the 
surface and atmosphere. (a) Develop an arithmetic progression for the 
fractional energy absorbed by the atmosphere during successive trans- 
missions from the surface to construct a series representation for the net 
energy absorbed by the atmosphere. (b) Use the series representation 
to calculate the radiative-equilibrium temperature of the atmosphere 
for F 0 - ( 1 -  d ) ( F s / 4  ) = 240 W m -2 (Sec. 1.3), asw - 0.20, and 
aLw - 0 . 9 4 ,  which are representative of values in Fig. 1.27. 

Use the results of Problem 8.16 to determine the radiative-equilibrium 
temperature of the surface (a) for the conditions given, (b) in the absence 
of an atmosphere, and (c) as in part (a), but with the atmosphere's LW 
absorptivity increased to aLw - 0 . 9 8 .  

Estimate the level where the collisional half-width equals the Doppler 
half-width for (a) the water vapor absorption line (Fig. 8.11) at A -1 -- 352 
cm -1 and (b) the CO2 absorption line at A -1 - 712 cm -1. 

Consider a discretely stratified atmosphere comprised of N isothermal 
layers, each of which is transparent to SW radiation but has a LW ab- 
sorptivity a and which, collectively, are in radiative equilibrium with an 
incident SW flux F 0 and a black underlying surface. (a) Derive expres- 
sions for the flux Fs emitted by the surface for N - 1, N - 2, and 
then generalize those expressions to arbitrary N. (b) Let a - 'rs /N and 
take the limit N --+ ~ to recover expression (8.81) for a continuously 
stratified atmosphere. (c) Verify that, even though they have different 
optical characteristics, the atmospheres for different N all have the same 
equivalent blackbody temperature. Explain why. 

Derive expressions (8.38) for the upwelling and downwelling intensities 
in a plane parallel atmosphere as functions of optical depth. 

Show that the upwelling and downwelling fluxes for horizontally isotropic 
radiation are described in terms of the exponential integral E 2 by (8.45). 

An 80% solar eclipse occurs during morning, when the tempera- 
ture would normally be 20 ~ C. Use a gray atmosphere in radiative- 
equilibrium with a black surface to estimate the change of surface 
temperature that would result were the eclipse to persist indefinitely 
(compare Problem 8.33). 

Show that the two-stream transformation (8.54) casts the budgets of 
upwelling and downwelling radiation into the form of (8.55). 
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8.24. 

8.25. 

8.26. 

8.27. 

8.28. 

8.29. 

Consider a gray atmosphere that is moisture laden, in hydrostatic equilib- 
rium, and has a LW specific absorption coefficient k. The atmosphere is 
in radiative equilibrium with a black surface, which, in turn, is in thermal 
equilibrium with a downwelling SW flux F 0. (a) Provide an expression 
relating the radiative-equilibrium temperature TeE to height z. Discuss 
the form of this relationship and how it can be solved for TRe(Z). (b) 
Determine TRe(Z) in a neighborhood of the surface if the atmosphere 
is optically thick (e.g., in the limit k --+ c~) and if the relative change of 
temperature there can be ignored. (c) Under the conditions of part (b) 
but in light of hydrostatic stability and if air near the surface is almost 
saturated, derive an expression involving the height of the tropopause. 
Discuss how the tropopause height depends on surface temperature and 
the physical processes controlling it. 

Consider a gray atmosphere with a LW specific absorption coefficient k 
and an underlying surface with SW and LW absorptivities asw and aLW, 
respectively. (a) Determine the distribution of radiative-equilibrium 
temperature as a function of optical depth, asw, and aLW. (b) For 
aLW = 1, discuss the limiting behavior: asw ~ O. (c) For asw = 1, 
discuss the limiting behavior: aLw ~ O. 

Discuss how the competing influences of radiative transfer and con- 
vective mixing control stratification, in light of the diurnal variation of 
insolation. 

Show that the upwelling flux inside a gray atmosphere that is in radiative 
equilibrium with a black underlying surface is given by (8.71). 

Revisit the radiative-convective equilibrium in Figs. 8.21 and 8.22. (a) 
Determine the temperature distribution under the same conditions, but 
now using the CAPE (Sec. 7.4.1) of the radiative equilibrium atmosphere 
to infer the tropopause height zT and presuming the air to be virtually 
saturated. (b) Plot the profiles of upwelling and downwelling fluxes under 
this radiative-convective equilibrium. (c) Plot the profile of radiative 
heating. 

The Venusian atmosphere is composed chiefly of carbon dioxide, with 
g = 8.8 m s -2, Cp = 8.44 • 102 J kg -1 K -1 for CO2, a mean distance 
from the sun of 0.70 that of Earth, and an albedo of d = 0.77. (a) Use 
radiative equilibrium and the observed surface temperature Ts = 750 K 
to estimate the optical depth of the Venusian atmosphere. (b) Calcu- 
late the temperature distribution under radiative-convective equilibrium 
based on (1) the profile of optical depth (8.69), with h = RTs/g,  (2) 
the presumption that temperatures inside the convective layer are hot 
enough to ignore condensation, and (3) in place of the constraint used 
in Sec. 8.5.2 to determine the tropopause height, requiring the temper- 
ature at the midlevel of the hydrostatically unstable layer to equal that 
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8.30. 

8.31. 

8.32. 

8.33. 

8.34. 

under radiative equilibrium. (c) Plot the profiles of upwelling radiation, 
downwelling radiation, and radiative heating. 

The CO2 absorption band is already saturated in the earth's atmosphere 
(Fig. 8.1). In light of this feature, explain how increased levels of CO2 
could result in global warming. 

Derive the expression for Newtonian cooling (8.79) from the full repre- 
sentation of radiative heating. 

(a) Calculate the characteristic timescale of thermal damping in the 
troposphere based on P0 = 1.2 kg m -3, the equivalent blackbody tem- 
perature T e = 255 K (which is symbolic of where most OLR is emitted), 
and a characteristic depth of 5 km (which corresponds to the preced- 
ing temperature under radiative-convective equilibrium: Fig. 8.21). (b) 
What is the heat capacity of the surface under this approximation? 

Use Newtonian cooling in Problem 8.32 to estimate the amplitude ATs 
of the diurnal cycle of surface temperature, where AT~ is approximated 
by half the nocturnal depression of temperature from its daytime maxi- 
mum. Estimate ATs under equinoctial conditions, for a surface temper- 
ature maximum of 300 K, and for an optical depth (a) ~'s = 4, which is 
representative of the global-mean conditions, and (b) ~s = 1, which is 
representative of arid conditions. 

Construct a counterpart to Fig. 8.30 for the runaway greenhouse effect, 
using the same initial values but based on radiative equilibrium. At what 
temperature does the earth's atmosphere become saturated? Compare 
this value with the one obtained under radiative-convective equilibrium. 



Chapter 9 Aerosol and Clouds 

Radiative transfer is modified importantly by clouds. Owing to their high 
reflectivity in the visible, clouds shield the earth-atmosphere system from so- 
lar radiation and thus represent cooling in the shortwave (SW) energy budget. 
Conversely, the strong infrared (IR) absorptivity of water and ice particles 
sharply increases the optical depth of the atmosphere, which magnifies the 
greenhouse effect and represents warming in the longwave (LW) energy bud- 
get. Atmospheric aerosol has optical properties similar to clouds. 

We develop cloud processes from a morphological description of atmo- 
spheric aerosol, without which clouds would not form in the earth's atmo- 
sphere. We then examine the microphysics controlling cloud formation. Macro- 
physical characteristics of clouds and accompanying microphysical properties 
are developed in terms of environmental conditions controlling the formation 
of particular cloud types. These elemental considerations culminate in descrip- 
tions of radiative and chemical processes that operate inside clouds and figure 
in climate. 

9.1 Morphology of Atmospheric Aerosol 

Small particulates are produced and removed through a variety of processes, 
which make the composition, size, and distribution of atmospheric aerosol 
widely variable (Table 9.1). Aerosol concentrations are smallest over the 
oceans (Fig. 1.22), where a particle number density of n = 1 0  3 c m  - 3  is repre- 
sentative, and greatest over industrial areas, where n > 105 cm -3 is observed. 
These and other distinctions lead to two broad classes of tropospheric aerosol: 
continental and marine. 

9.1.1 Continental Aerosol 

Continental aerosol includes (1) crustal species that are produced by ero- 
sion of the earth's surface, (2) combustion and secondary components related 
to anthropogenic activities, and (3) carbonaceous components consisting of 
hydrocarbons and elemental carbon. Crustal aerosol is produced in subtrop- 
ical deserts like the Sahara, the southwestern United States, and southern 
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Table 9.1 Properties of Atmospheric Aerosols and Clouds 

Horizontal Frequcricy &lass Optical Mean Principal 
Typc. of Altitude Scale of  C"n1p"- Loading Depth Particlr Size Range 
Particulatc (krri)  (kiii) Occurronw sitioii ( r i i g / ~ i i " )  (at 0.55 / L I I ~ )  R a d i u s  ( ,u ir i )  (/mi) 

Stratus, c i i r n r i l u s .  
I i i m b i i s  clouds 
Cirnis cloiids 
Fog 
Tropospheric 

aerosols 

Occari hazc 

Dust storms 

Volcanic cloricls 

Smoke 

Stratosphcric a.crosols 

Polar stratosphcric 
clo11ds 

Polar mesospheric 
Cl<>ll<lS 

blct voric dust, 

1 18 
7 16 
0 1  

0 10 

0 1 

0 3  

5-35 

0 10 

10 30 

15-25 

80-85 

50 90 

10 1,000 
10 1,000 
10 100 

1,000 10,0000 
(ubiquitous) 

100 1,000 

10 1.000 

100-10,000 

1 100 

1.000 10,000 
(ubiquitous) 

10-1,000 

0.5 
0.3 

Sporadic 

1 

0.3 

Sporadic 

Sporadic 

Sporadic 
(fronl fircs) 

1 

0.1 

Water. ice 
Icc. 

Wittcr 
Sulfate, 
ni tra te .  
minerals 
Sca salt 
s11lfate 

Silicates, 
clays 

Mincral ash, 
SlllfiLtCS 

Soot, ash. 
tars 

Sulfatc 

1.000-10,000 
10 100 
10 100 

0 01 0 1 

0 1 1 

< I- > 100 

< 1 - > 1, 000 

0 1  1 

0.001 0.01 
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(winter orlly) ic? 
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-1 100 
-1 
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-0 1 

0.1 1 

1 1 0  

0 1-10 

- 0 1  10 

-0.01 
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-0 0 0 0 1  
0 0 1  

-0 .oooo 1 

10 1,000 
-10 100 

-10 

0.1 1 

0.5 

1 10 
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0 1  1 

0.1 

1-10 

- 0.05 
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- 0.02 
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meteors 
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Asia (see Fig. 9.40). Combustion and secondary aerosols originate chiefly in 
the industrialized regions of Europe and North America. These continental 
source regions give the Northern Hemisphere greater number densities than 
the Southern Hemisphere.  Carbonaceous aerosol has large sources in tropical 
regions due to agricultural burning and, through reaction with other species, 
to vegetative emissions. 

Aerosol  number density decreases vertically away from the surface 
(Fig. 9.1), where particles and gaseous precursors originate. In the tro- 
posphere, n has a characteristic height of only 2 km. This shallow depth 
reflects the absolute concentration of water vapor (Fig. 1.14) and removal by 
precipitation processes. In the stratosphere, n decreases more slowly. 

Aerosol  is characterized by its size distribution, n(a), which denotes the num- 
ber density of particles with radii smaller than a [a monotonically increasing 
function of a, with n(a) approaching n as a ~ c~]. The size spectrum, dn/da 
(Fig. 9.2), represents the contribution to n = f(dn/da)da from particles with 
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Figure 9.2 Aerosol size spectra, as functions of particle radius a, inside the planetary bound- 
ary layer and aloft for (a) continental environment and (b) marine environment. From Patterson 
(1982). Copyright by Spectrum Press (A. Deepak Publishing). 

radii between a and a + da. As before, plotting dn/d(log a) versus log a is area 
preserving: Equal areas under the spectrum represent equal contributions to n 
from different size ranges. Crustal aerosol, which is comprised chiefly of wind- 
blown silicates, involves particles with radii a > 1 /zm. Secondary and com- 
bustion aerosols, which form through condensation, contain submicron-scale 
particles. These different production mechanisms give continental aerosol a 
bimodal size spectrum (Fig. 9.2a), in which particles are concentrated in two 
distinct ranges of a. The size spectrum diminishes sharply with increasing a, 
the greatest contribution to n arriving from particles with a < 0.1 ~m--the 
so-called Aitken nuclei. Despite their relative abundance, Aitken nuclei con- 
stitute less than half of the surface area of aerosol (Fig. 1.22), which figures 
centrally in thermodynamic and chemical processes, and only about 10% of 
its mass. 

Combustion and secondary aerosols form through several mechanisms: (1) 
gas-to-particle conversion, wherein gaseous precursors undergo physical and 
chemical changes that result in particle formation, (2) direct condensation of 
combustion products, and (3) direct emission of liquid and solid particles. Gas- 
to-particle conversion is responsible for much of the sulfate and nitrate that 
dominate urban aerosol. That process is exemplified by a series of reactions 
which begins with the gaseous pollutant sulfur dioxide 

OH + SO 2 -+ HSO3, (9.1) 

followed by oxidation of HSO 3 to form H2SO 4 vapor. Owing to its low satu- 
ration pressure, sulfuric acid vapor readily condenses, or nucleates, into liquid 
particles---especially in the presence of water vapor. Once formed, nuclei grow 
rapidly to radii of 0.01 to 0.1/xm. Larger aerosol can then develop through 
coagulation of individual nuclei to form accumulation panicles. Sulfate aerosol 
is also produced through reaction of sulfur dioxide with ammonia inside cloud 
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droplets, which, upon evaporating, leave behind sulfate particles. In the tro- 
posphere, (NH4)2SO4, NHnHSO4, and H2SO 4 are all present, whereas super- 
cooled H2SO 4 droplets are the prevalent form of sulfate in the stratosphere. 
Nitrogen emissions from combustion and natural sources lead to analogous 
products. Sulfate and nitrate are both important in the troposphere, but nitrate 
is especially prevalent in urban areas because it is an inevitable by-product of 
combustion. 

Carbonaceous aerosols like soot consist of submicron-size particles. Natural 
sources include pollen and spores, as well as complex hydrocarbon vapors, like 
isoprene. Emitted via plant transportation, those vapors react with oxides of 
nitrogen and subsequently nucleate. 

Once formed, aerosol nuclei interact strongly with water vapor. Through 
condensation (Fig. 9.3), liquid particles like H2SO 4 enlarge steadily with in- 
creasing relative humidity (RH) .  Conversely, hygroscopic solids like NaC1 and 
(NH4)2SO 4 remain dry below a threshold of R H  ~- 80%. Particles then dis- 
solve, undergo a discontinuous enlargement, and thereafter exhibit depen- 
dence on R H  similar to liquid aerosol. 

Anthropogenic sources account for about 30% of aerosol production. The 
anthropogenic component of sulfate, which plays a key role in cloud forma- 
tion, exceeds 60% over urban areas. The distribution of continental aerosol 
is strongly affected by sedimentation, especially for large crustal species. Fall 
speeds range from 50 cm s -1 for large silicates (a ~ 50/zm) to 0.03 cm s -1 for 
smaller (a -~ 1/xm) particles. As a result, larger particles tend to be confined 
to a neighborhood of their source regions. 
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Figure 9.3 Aerosol particle radius as a function of relative humidity for liquid droplets and 
hygroscopic solids. Adapted from Patterson (1982). Copyright by Spectrum Press (A. Deepak 
Publishing). 
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Figure 9.4 Formation of marine aerosol 
particles from a bursting ocean bubble. 
Adapted from Patterson (1982). Copyright by 
Spectrum Press (A. Deepak Publishing). 

9.1.2 Marine Aerosol 

Composed primarily of sea salt, marine aerosol has a smaller overall concentra- 
tion. Its number density drops sharply above the boundary layer (Fig. 9.1), re- 
sembling the distribution of moisture. Like continental aerosol, marine aerosol 
has a size spectrum that is bimodal (Fig. 9.2b), which reflects two classes of 
droplets that form when ocean bubbles burst (Fig. 9.4). Water entrained into 
a bubble is ejected vertically in a stream of drops (a --- 25/zm). Upon evap- 
orating, those drops leave behind large (a > 1/xm) particles of sea salt. The 
thin film comprising the bubble's surface shatters to release droplets of 1 ~m 
and smaller, which evaporate and produce smaller particles of sea salt. 

9.1.3 Stratospheric Aerosol 

Aerosol is introduced into the stratosphere through penetrative convection 
and volcanic eruptions. It also forms in situ through gas-to-particle conver- 
sion from precursors like SO2, which maintains a background level of H2SO 4 
droplets. Its long residence time makes stratospheric aerosol fundamentally 
different from tropospheric aerosol. Small particulates with slow fall speeds 
are dynamically isolated by strong static stability. Sequestered from removal 
processes associated with precipitation, aerosol can survive in the stratosphere 
long after it is introduced. This feature enables stratospheric aerosol to alter 
SW absorption at the earth's surface for long durations. The great eruption of 
Krakatoa in 1883, which destroyed the Indonesian island of the same name, al- 
tered SW transmission and sunsets for 3 years afterward (see, e.g., Humphreys, 
1964). 

Aerosol number density decreases vertically in the stratosphere more slowly 
than in the troposphere (Fig. 9.1). Following major volcanic eruptions, aerosol 
number density actually increases into the stratosphere, as was evident follow- 
ing the eruption of E1 Chichon in 1982. A clear signature of E1 Chichon was 
registered in SW transmission (Fig. 9.5), which decreased sharply in 1982. In- 
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Figure 9.5 Change of direct solar transmission through the atmosphere, as observed over 
Hawaii by ground-based instruments. Note: Reduction of direct transmission is offset by an in- 
crease of diffuse transmission (see, e.g., Hoffman, 1988). After WMO (1988). 

creased extinction in volcanic debris can increase radiative heating, which, in 
turn, can produce ascent of air in which the debris is suspended. 

A characteristic vertical scale of 7 km for n in the stratosphere resembles 
the scale height of air density, which suggests that the relative concentration 
of aerosol (e.g., n/nd) is approximately conserved for individual air parcels. 
Owing to the absence of removal processes, stratospheric aerosol behaves as a 
tracer. Figure 9.6 shows the cloud of volcanic debris introduced by the eruption 
of Mount St. Helens. Two months after the eruption, the cloud has dispersed 
zonally but not meridionally. Its confinement to high latitudes of the summer 
hemisphere follows from certain characteristics of the stratospheric circulation 
(Chapter 17). 

9.2 Microphysics of Clouds 

Large particles (a > 1/zm) are vulnerable to sedimentation, which accounts 
for 10 to 20% of the overall removal of atmospheric aerosol. A more efficient 
removal mechanism is washout, which occurs when cloud droplets that form 
on aerosol particles carry them back to the earth's surface. This removal 
mechanism is closely related to cloud formation. 

9.2.1 Droplet  Growth by Condensation 

The simplest means of forming cloud is through homogeneous nucleation, 
wherein pure vapor condenses to form droplets. Suppose a small embryonic 
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Figure 9.6 Mean aerosol optical depth at 1 /xm two months after the eruption of Mt. St. 
Helens. Constructed by averaging satellite measurements from the Stratospheric Aerosol and Gas 
Experiment (SAGE) between July and August 1980. After Kent and McCormick (1984). Copyright 
by the American Geophysical Union. 

droplet forms through chance collisions of vapor molecules. The survival of 
that droplet is determined by a balance between condensation and evapora- 
tion. The equilibrium between the droplet and surrounding vapor is described 
by the Gibbs free energy (3.16.2), but with one modification. In addition to 
expansion work, a spherical droplet performs work in association with its sur- 
face tension cr, which has dimensions of energy/area.  Thus, o d A  represents 
the work to form the incremental area d A  of interface between vapor and 
liquid. 

For a heterogeneous system comprised of the droplet and surrounding 
vapor, the fundamental relation for the Gibbs free energy (4.13) becomes 

where 

d G  - - S d T  + Vdp + (tz v - p,w)dmv + ordA, (9.2.1) 

dmv - - d m w  

= - n w d V  w, (9.2.2) 
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and n w and Vw denote the number density and volume of the droplet, 
respectively. ~ 

The difference of chemical potential between the vapor and liquid phases 
can be expressed in terms of the vapor and saturation vapor pressures by 
appealing to the fundamental relation (3.16) for the individual phases. 2 Under 
an isothermal and reversible change of pressure de,  

for the vapor and 

d ~ v  - v, ,de (9.3.1) 

dtzw - vwde  (9.3.2) 

for the liquid. Subtracting gives 

d ( t ~  - l~w) - ( v ~ -  v w ) d e  

~- vvde .  (9.4) 

Then applying the gas law for an individual molecule of vapor 

ev  o = K T  (9.5) 

(e.g., Lee et al., 1973), where K is the Boltzmann constant, gives 

d(i~o - tZw) - K T d l n  e, 

which upon integrating from the saturation pressure (at which /z o - ~w) 
obtains 

/zv - / z  w - KT ln(e-~) .  (9.6) 

Incorporating (9.6) into (9.2) and integrating from a reference state of pure 
vapor (with the vapor pressure maintained) yields the change of Gibbs free 
energy 

A G =  - V w n w K T l n ( - ~ w ) + O r A .  

Thus, forming a spherical droplet of radius a corresponds to the change of 
Gibbs free energy 

4 ( ~ w )  AG =--47ra2o - - -~Tra3nwKTln  . (9.7) 

1 In phase transformations away from saturation, the system is out of chemical equilibrium, so 
the chemical potentials in (9.2) need not be equal. 

2 Surface tension introduces a pressure difference between the droplet and surrounding vapor, 
which makes the pressure during a phase transformation variable. Strictly, that process should 
be treated as isothermal and isochoric, for which F is the appropriate free energy. However, 
discrepancies with G under isothermal and isobaric conditions are small enough to be ignored 
(see, e.g., Pruppacher and Klett, 1978). 
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Figure 9.7 Gibbs free energy of a pure-water droplet produced through homogeneous  nucle- 
ation, as a function of droplet radius. Shown for subsaturation (e/ew < 1), saturation (e /e  w = 1), 
and supersaturation (e/ew > 1). 

Figure 9.7 shows the free energy as a function of droplet radius for subsatu- 
ration (e/ew < 1), saturation (e/ew - 1), and supersaturation (e/e w > 1). For 
subsaturation as well as for saturation, G increases monotonically with droplet 
radius a. Under isothermal isobaric conditions, a system approaches thermo- 
dynamic equilibrium by reducing its free energy (3.23), so droplet formation 
is not favored for e/ew _< 1. Those conditions characterize stable equilibrium 
and G(a) an unbounded potential well. A droplet formed through chance 
collision of vapor molecules will spontaneously evaporate (e.g., in association 
with latent heat released during its formation). Under supersaturated condi- 
tions, G(a) possesses a maximum at a critical radius ac, beyond which the free 
energy decreases and condensation is more efficient than evaporation. G(a) 
then characterizes conditional equilibrium and a bounded potential well. A 
droplet formed with a < ac evaporates back to the initial state (G - 0). But 
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one formed with a > a c grows spontaneously through condensation of vapor 
and is said to be activated. 

The critical radius for a given temperature and vapor pressure follows by 
differentiating (9.7): 

2tr 
ac = e " (9.8) 

n w K T l n ( ~ )  

Known as Kelvin's formula, (9.8) can be rearranged for the critical or equilib- 
rium supersaturation 

(L) e c = - 1, (9.9) 
c 

above which a droplet of radius a grows spontaneously through condensa- 
tion. As shown in Fig. 9.8, small droplets have higher ec than large droplets, 
with ec ~ 0 as a ~ c~. This behavior reflects the so-called curvature effect 
of surface tension (9.2), which makes the equilibrium vapor pressure over a 
spherical droplet higher than that over a plane surface. 

The curve for ec describes an unstable equilibrium, which therefore can- 
not be maintained. Adding a vapor molecule drives a droplet of radius a 
above the equilibrium curve. The actual supersaturation e then lies above the 
equilibrium value e c, so the droplet continues to grow through condensation. 
Removing a water molecule has the reverse effect, wherein the droplet con- 
tinues to evaporate. In either case, a perturbed droplet evolves away from the 
equilibrium state. More importantly, values of ec implied by Kelvin's formula 
pose a practical barrier to droplet formation via chance collection of vapor 
molecules. An embryonic droplet as large as 0.01 /zm still requires a super- 
saturation of 12% to be sustained. Yet, supersaturations exceeding 1% are 
rarely observed, e = 0.1% being typical. Therefore, cloud formation cannot 
be explained by homogeneous nucleation. 

Instead, cloud droplets form through heterogeneous nucleation, when water 
vapor condenses onto existing particles of atmospheric aerosol. Termed cloud 
condensation nuclei (CCN), such particles support condensation at supersatu- 
rations well below those required for homogeneous nucleation. Particles that 
are wettable allow water to spread over their surfaces. Such particles pro- 
vide ideal sites for condensation because they then resemble a droplet of 
pure water, which, for observed supersaturations, could not attain that size 
through homogeneous nucleation. According to Fig. 9.8, the larger such a nu- 
cleus, the lower its equilibrium supersaturation and the more it favors droplet 
growth through condensation. Other conditions equal, large nuclei then acti- 
vate sooner than small nuclei. 

Even more effective are hygroscopic particles, like sodium chloride and 
ammonium sulfate. In the presence of moisture, NaC1 and (NH4)2SO 4 absorb 
vapor and readily dissolve (Fig. 9.3). The resulting solution has a saturation 
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Figure 9.8 Critical supersaturation ec = (e/ew)c - 1 at 278 K necessary to sustain a droplet 
of radius a. The critical value of e describes an unstable equilibrium, wherein perturbations in a 
are reinforced. A perturbed droplet then either evaporates or grows through condensation away 
from the equilibrium state. 

vapor pressure below that of pure water--because e w is proportional to the 
absolute concentration of water molecules on the surface of the droplet. Con- 
sequently, a droplet containing dissolved salt favors condensation more than 
would a pure-water droplet of the same size. The so-called K 6 h l e r  c u r v e s  

(Fig. 9.9) describe the equilibrium supersaturations for solutions containing 
specified amounts of solute. Hence, a droplet which develops on a soluble nu- 
cleus evolves along the curve corresponding to the fixed mass of that solute. 
The presence of NaC1 sharply reduces the equilibrium supersaturation below 
that for a pure-water droplet (homogeneous nucleation), which is superposed 
on Fig. 9.9. For fixed a, e~ decreases with increasing solute and eventually 
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specified amounts of solute (solid lines). Critical supersaturation for a pure-water droplet (dashed 
line) is superposed. For a given amount of solute, the corresponding K 6 h l e r  c u r v e  describes 
different forms of equilibrium, depending on whether a is smaller or larger than the threshold 
radius at the maximum of the curve, a t. For a < a t ,  a droplet is in stable equilibrium: Perturbations 
in a are opposed by condensation and evaporation, which restore the droplet to its original state. 
For a > a t ,  a droplet is in unstable equilibrium: Perturbations in a are reinforced, so the droplet 
either evaporates toward a t or grows through condensation away from its original state. 

becomes negative (i.e., R H  < 100%). Hence, nuclei that are more soluble 
activate sooner and are more favorable to droplet growth. 

The equilibrium described by a given K6hler curve differs according to 
whether the droplet radius is larger or smaller than a at the maximum of the 
curve, which is hereafter referred to as the threshold radius a t. A droplet with 
a < a t is in stable equilibrium: Adding a vapor molecule drives the droplet 
along its K6hler curve to higher Ec. The actual supersaturation E then lies 
beneath the equilibrium value, so the droplet evaporates back to its original 
size. Removing a water molecule has the reverse effect. In either case, a 
perturbed droplet is restored to its original state. Droplets with a < a t cannot 
grow through condensation and comprise h a z e .  Conversely, a droplet with 
a > a t is in unstable equilibrium: Adding a vapor molecule drives that droplet 
along its K6hler curve to lower Ec. The actual supersaturation then exceeds 
the equilibrium value, so the droplet continues to grow through condensation. 
Removing a water molecule has the reverse effect. In either case, a perturbed 
droplet evolves away from its initial state, analogous to the behavior of a 
pure-water droplet (Fig. 9.8). Droplets with a > a t can enlarge into cloud 
drops. 

Only a small fraction of tropospheric aerosol actually serves as CCN be- 
cause many particles are too small, not wettable, or insoluble. Continental 
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aerosol is the dominant source of CCN because of its greater number den- 
sity and high concentration of soluble sulfate, which is found in many cloud 
droplets. By contrast, sea salt is not common in cloud droplets~even over 
maritime regions. Instead, CCN in maritime clouds are comprised chiefly of 
sulfate particles, which, through anthropogenic production, have nearly dou- 
bled globally (Houghton et al., 1990). Sulfate aerosol also forms through con- 
densation of dimethylsulphide (DMS), which is emitted by phytoplankton at 
the ocean surface. 

Cumulus clouds have droplet number densities of order 102 cm -3 over mar- 
itime regions and 10 3 cm -3 over continental regions, as is reflected in observed 
droplet size spectra (Fig. 9.10). The greater number density of continental 
cloud droplets mirrors the greater number density of continental aerosol. It 
also implies a smaller mean droplet size because the density of condensate, 
or liquid water content Pt (gm-3),  does not differ appreciably between these 
cloud categories. In addition to being more numerous and smaller, droplets 
inside continental cumulus are more homogeneous in size than droplets in- 
side maritime cumulus. The wider size spectrum of maritime cloud droplets 
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Figure 9.10 Droplet size spectra for cumulus cloud in (a) maritime environment and (b) con- 
tinental environment. Note the compressed scale in (b). Area under each curve reflects the overall 
number density n, which is an order of magnitude greater in continental cumulus than in maritime 
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follows from the fact that they form chiefly on soluble sulfates that activate 
over a wide range of sizes. 

Liquid water content varies strongly over dimensions of a cumulus complex 
(Fig. 9.11), but remains highly correlated with upward motion. Liquid water 
content Pl increases yertically to a maximum in the upper half of a cloud 
and then decreases sharply to zero at the cloud top. It is noteworthy that Pt 
observed in nonprecipitating clouds seldom approaches adiabatic values p~d, 
which describe air parcels rising in isolation from environmental air. In fact, 
pl/p'] d < 0.5 and vanishes at the cloud top, which reflects entrainment of 
drier environmental air through the walls of the cloud system (Sec. 7.4.2). 
For similar reasons, the greatest supersaturations are found in the core of a 
convective cloud, where moisture is relatively undiluted. 

Before precipitation can occur, cloud droplets must enlarge by several or- 
ders of magnitude. After passing over the peak of its K6hler curve, a droplet 
can grow through condensation. The droplet's mass m then increases at the 
rate vapor diffuses across its surface 

am dp, (9.10) 
d t = 41rrZu dr ' 

where r denotes radial distance, v is the diffusion coefficient for water vapor, 
and p~ is its density. By integrating from the droplet radius r = a to infinity 
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and expressing the droplet's mass in terms of the density of liquid water Pw, 
we obtain 

da v 
= ~ [ p o ( e e ) -  pv(a)], 

dt apw 

which, with the gas law, can be written 

da [ pv(c~) ] e(cxz) - e(a) 
a ~ -  - u  . (9.11) 

Pw e(c~) 

For droplets larger than 1 /xm, the curvature and solute effects (Figs. 9.8 
and 9.9) are small enough to take e(a)~ ew. Then (9.11) can be expressed 

d a ~  [pv(oe) ] (9.121) 
a-d- )- - u e, 

pw 

which, if the right-hand side is approximately constant, gives 

1[ ]/1 a ( t ) -  2u p~(c~) e . (9.12.2) 
Pw 

Droplet growth through condensation (Fig. 9.12) is rapid at small radius, 
but slows as a droplet enlarges. This implies that a droplet population will 
become increasingly homogeneous in size as it matures. While explaining the 
preliminary stage of droplet growth, condensation is too slow at large a to 
account for observed droplets in precipitating clouds. 

9.2.2 Drop le t  Growth  by Collision 

Clouds that lie entirely beneath the freezing level are called warm clouds. 
Droplets inside warm clouds also grow through coalescence, when they collide 
with other droplets. Large droplets have faster fall speeds than small droplets. 
A large collector drop then sweeps through a volume of smaller droplets. 
The collection efficiency E, which is a dimensionless quantity that reflects the 
effective collecting area posed to other droplets, is small for collector radii less 
than 20/xm and increases sharply with collector size. For this reason, the tail 
of the droplet spectrum at large a is instrumental in forming precipitation. 3 

The rate at which a collector drop grows through collision with a homoge- 
neous population of smaller droplets can be expressed as 

dm 
dt 

- -  " r r a 2 E P l A W ,  (9.13) 

3The collection efficiency also increases with the radius of the droplet population encountered 
by the collector (small droplets being swept aside without impact) up to a maximum. Beyond that 
droplet radius, coalescence is not favored (see, e.g., Wallace and Hobbs, 1977). 
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Figure 9.12 Droplet growth rate da/dt due to condensation (solid lines) and collision (dashed 
lines) inside a cloud with liquid water content of Pt = 1.0 g m -3, as functions of droplet radius 
a. Growth rate due to condensation shown for different supersaturations ~ = [ pv(oo)p,o .! ] �9 (see text). 

Growth rate due to collision shown for a droplet population whose size spectrum has a maximum 
at radius am. Adapted from Matveev (1967). 

where a refers to the collector and Aw is the difference in fall speed between 
the collector and the population of smaller droplets. Rearranging as in the 
derivation of (9.12) yields 

da Ew Pt 
= ~ ~ ,  (9.14) 

dt 4 Pw 

where Aw = w has been presumed for the collector. Because w and E both in- 
crease with the radius of the collector, (9.14) predicts growth that accelerates 
with the size of the droplet. Therefore, growth due to collision eventually dom- 
inates that due to condensation. According to Fig. 9.12, droplets smaller than 
20/zm grow primarily through condensation (solid lines), because fall speeds 
are small enough for such droplets to move in unison with the surrounding 
air and make collisions infrequent. However, collision (dashed lines) becomes 
dominant for droplets larger than 20/xm. Since it favors large drops, collision 
tends to broaden the size spectrum from the homogeneous population favored 
by condensation. It thus provides a mechanism for a small fraction of the drops 
to grow much faster than the rest of the population, with a > 100/zm domi- 
nating precipitation reaching the ground. Marine cumulus, which have larger 
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droplet sizes due to comparatively fewer CCN, are more likely to precipitate 
than continental cumulus of similar size. Collision also tends to limit the size 
of cloud droplets to a couple of millimeters, larger drops fragmenting during 
impact. 

9.2.3 Growth  of Ice Particles 

Clouds extending above the freezing level are called cold clouds. Cold clouds 
are seldom composed entirely of ice. In fact, nearly 50% of clouds warmer 
than -10~ and virtually all clouds warmer than -4~  contain no ice at 
all (Fig. 9.13). Droplets in such clouds remain in the metastable state of 
supercooled water (Problem 3.2). However, 90% of clouds colder than -20~ 
contain some ice. 

The reason cold clouds are not composed entirely of ice, or glaciated, is 
that ice can form only under special circumstances. Homogeneous nucleation 
of ice is not favored at temperatures above -36~ The free energy of an 
ice embryo formed when water molecules collect inside a droplet increases 
for particles smaller than a critical dimension--analogous to homogeneous 
nucleation of droplets (Fig 9.7). Therefore, such particles tend to disperse. 
Because the critical dimension is greater than 20/zm for temperatures above 
-36~ homogeneous nucleation of ice occurs only in very high clouds (see 
Fig. 7.7). 

Heterogeneous nucleation occurs when water molecules collect onto a spe- 
cial type of particle known as a freezing nucleus, which has a molecular struc- 
ture similar to that of ice. Because it assumes the size of the freezing nucleus, 
an ice embryo formed in this manner can grow at temperatures much warmer 
than that for homogeneous nucleation. Maritime clouds, whose droplet size 
spectrum is broad (Fig. 9.10), glaciate more readily than continental clouds. 
Crustal aerosol composed of clay is a prevalent form of freezing nucleus. But 
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Figure 9.13 Fractional occurrence of unglaciated cloud, as a function of temperature, ob- 
served over Germany (solid line) and Minnesota (dashed line). Source: Pruppacher (1981). 
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even at -20~ less than one out of every hundred million aerosol particles 
serves as an ice nucleus. This leaves many cloud droplets supercooled, which 
makes aircraft encountering such clouds prone to icing. 

Once formed, ice particles can grow through condensation of vapor, or de- 
position. Since the saturation vapor pressure with respect to ice is lower than 
that with respect to water (4.40), a cloud that is nearly saturated with respect 
to water may be supersaturated with respect to ice. 4 A particle's growth is 
therefore accelerated if it freezes and, in a mixed population, ice particles will 
grow faster than droplets. Ice particles also grow through collision with super- 
cooled droplets, or riming. This produces a layered structure about the original 
ice particle. Beyond a certain dimension, the original structure is no longer 
discernible. The resulting particle is then referred to as grauple, which is irreg- 
ularly shaped and often proliferated with cavities. Last, ice particles can grow 
through coagulation, which is favored at temperatures above -5~ These 
mechanisms lead to a wide array of shapes and sizes that include bullets, plates, 
slender needles, and complex configurations of hexagonal crystals (Fig. 9.14). 

I Nlc 0 Pla ~ CP2b 
Elementary sheath Hexagonal plate Bullet with dendrites 

N2b ~ Plb ~ Rla 
Combination of sheaths Crystal with Rimed needle crystal 

sectorlike branches 
Pie ~ Rib 

( ~  Cla Crystal with Rimed columnar crystal 
Pyramid broad branches 

Solid bullet Ordinary dendritic crystal Rimed plate or sector 

q ~  P2a ~ R2a 
Cld Stellar crystal Densely rimed 

Hollow bullet ~ with plates at ends plate or sector 
$ P2d ~ Rna 

O Cle Dendritic crystal Hexagonal graupel 
Solid column with sectorlike ends 

$ P2g .... R4b 
Clf Plate with "'"  ̂

Hollow column dendritic extensions ~ Lump graupel 

Clg ~ P4b ~ I1 
Solid thick plate Dendritic crystal Ice particle 

with 12 branches 

CPIa 
Column with plates 

Figure 9.14 Ice crystals observed in cold clouds. Adapted from Pruppacher and Klett (1978). 
Reprinted by permission of Kluwer Academic Publishers. 

4 Saturation mixing ratios with respect to water and ice typically differ by 10% or less, but at 
very cold temperatures representative of the upper troposphere the differences can be substantial 
(see Problems 5.27 and 17.9). 
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9.3 Macroscopic Characteristics of Clouds 

9.3.1 Formation and Classification of Clouds 

Most clouds develop through vertical motion, when moist air is lifted above 
its lifting condensation level (LCL) and becomes supersaturated. Clouds fall 
into three broad categories: 

1. Stratiform (meaning "layered")clouds develop from large-scale lift- 
ing of a stable layer. Characteristic of sloping convection, this process is 
exemplified by warm moist air that overrides cold heavier air along a warm 
front. Vertical motion accompanying stratus cloud development is of order 
1 cm s -1 and the characteristic lifetime of these clouds is of order 1 day. 

2. Cumuliform (meaning "piled") clouds develop from isolated air 
plumes that ascend buoyantly. Associated with cellular convection, cu- 
mulous clouds grow through positive buoyancy supplied via sensible heat 
transfer from the surface and latent heat released to the air during con- 
densation, both of which make these clouds dynamic. Updrafts are of 
order 1 m s -1 in developing cumulus, but can be several tens of m s -1 in or- 
ganized mature cells like cumulus congestus and cumulonimbus. The char- 
acteristic lifetime of cumulus clouds ranges from a few minutes to hours. 

3. Cirriform (meaning "fibrous") clouds develop through either of the 
preceding forms of lifting. Found at high altitudes, cirrus clouds are com- 
posed chiefly of ice particles, the larger components of which descend in 
fallstreaks or mares' tails that give these clouds their characteristic wispy 
appearance (Fig. 9.15). 

Additional terms like nimbo and alto, which denote precipitation bearing and 
midlevel, respectively, are used to specify particular cloud types (WMO, 1969). 

Cumulus clouds develop in association with a plume of rising air known as a 
thermal (Fig. 5.4), which can be treated as a succession of buoyant air parcels. 
Laboratory simulations reveal the development of a thermal to be closely 
related to its dissipation (Fig. 9.16a). A mass of buoyant fluid is transformed 
into a toroidal vortex ring (analogous to a smoke ring), which is characterized 
by a hole in its center and a complex array of protrusions along its advancing 
surface. Buoyant fluid penetrates its surroundings by entraining environmental 
fluid into its center (Fig. 9.16b). This process dilutes its buoyancy and causes 
the thermal to expand at an angle of about 15 ~ from the vertical. The buoyant 
mass is turned completely inside out after advancing about 1.5 diameters, 
during which it has become thoroughly mixed with surrounding fluid and its 
buoyancy has been destroyed. The direct involvement of vorticity is illustrated 
in the trajectory of individual air parcels, which may complete several circuits 
about the advancing vortex ring before falling out of its influence. 

Expansion is less evident in cumulus cloud because mixing with drier environ- 
mental air leads to evaporation along its periphery. Because observed liquid water 
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Figure 9.15 Hook-shaped cirrus uncinus. After WMO (1969). 

contents are well below adiabatic values, mixing occurs throughout a cumulus 
cloud and some environmental air is communicated into its very core. Conse- 
quently, a cumulus can grow to appreciable height only by expanding enough 
to isolate saturated air in its interior from drier environmental air being mixed 
across its walls. Rising motion inside the thermal is compensated by gradual 
sinking motion outside the thermal, which is distributed over a broader area. 
That subsidence is promoted by evaporative cooling when saturated air mixes 
with unsaturated environmental air. By inhibiting ascent, subsiding motion or- 
ganizes new parcels into the existing cloud, which, in turn, favors its growth. 
Likewise, buoyant parcels are most likely to produce cloud growth if the region 
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Figure 9.16 (a) Laboratory simulation of buoyant fluid inside a thermal. After advancing 1 to 2 diameters, a mass of buoyant fluid has been 
turned inside out. Environmental fluid entrained into its core produces a hole in the center of the buoyant mass. (b) Motion and streamlines 
about the moving body of fluid. Mixing with surrounding fluid causes the advancing mass to expand at an angle from the vertical of about 15". 
Adapted from Scorer (1978). 
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into which they advance has already been moistened and its stability reduced 
by preceding parcels. 

A developing cumulus is marked by well-defined protrusions along its 
boundary, especially at its top. Those dissolve through evaporation as they 
penetrate into unsaturated air and are replaced from the rear by new protru- 
sions. The base of a developing cumulus is also well defined, being level or 
even concave down--because warmer temperature in the thermal's core ele- 
vates the LCL (5.24). Conversely, a decaying cumulus is rendered amorphous 
by turbulent mixing, which leads to evaporation and quickly blurs detailed 
features created during its development. The cloud's base may then become 
concave up due to a reversal of vertical motion and the horizontal temperature 
gradient. Cloud matter descending beneath a cloud's base is termed virga, and 
referred to as precipitation only if it reaches the ground. 

Thermal growth is inhibited by strong vertical stability. Figure 9.17 illus- 
trates a thermal that encounters and partially penetrates through a layer of 
strong stability. After penetrating the stable layer, negatively buoyant fluid 
continues to advance and eventually diffuses via turbulent mixing with sur- 
rounding fluid. Fluid deflected by the stable layer fans out to form an anvil. 
Such behavior appears occasionally at intermediate levels in the troposphere 
(Fig. 9.18) and invariably when a cumulonimbus encounters stable air at the 
tropopause. Turbulent entrainment that accompanies penetrative overshoots 
at the tropopause (Fig. 7.7) then mixes tropospheric and stratospheric air in- 
side the resulting anvil. 

The stratiform anvil of a mature cumulonimbus often evolves into small 
cellular convection. LW emission at its top and absorption at its base 
(Sec. 9.4.2) destabilize the anvil layer and introduce convective overturning, 
Domes of sinking virga then define mammatus (meaning "breast-shaped") 

Figure 9.17 Laboratory simulation of a thermal encountering a layer of strong static stability. 
Upon reaching the stable layer, the negatively buoyant plume is deflected horizontally into an 
anvil. Fluid penetrating the stable layer continues to advance and eventually diffuses through 
turbulent mixing. After Scorer (1978). 
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Figure 9.18 A developing cumulus that encounters and penetrates through a shallow layer 
of strong static stability. Courtesy of Ronald L. Holle (Holle Photography). 

clouds (Fig. 9.19), the descent of which is promoted by evaporative cooling. 
Spaced quasi-regularly, mammatus features resemble cells in Rayleigh-B6nard 
convection (Fig. 9.20), which develops in a shallow fluid that is heated differ- 
entially at its top and bottom. The horizontal dimension of the cells reflects 
the depth of the layer involvedJ Stratiform cloud is often destabilized by 
absorption of LW radiation from the surface and emission to space, which 
can transform a continuous cloud layer into an array of cumulus cells hav- 
ing a preferred dimension. Stratocumulus and fair weather cumulus develop 
behind a cold front in this fashion (e.g., Fig. 9.21), when cold air that is ad- 
vected over a warmer surface is heated at its base and cooled radiatively at its 
top. 

Clouds also form in the absence of buoyancy through forced lifting over 
elevated terrain. Orographic clouds do not delineate a particular body of air 
but, rather, air flows through them. The lenticular (meaning "lens-shaped") 
cloud forms inside an organized wave pattern (Fig. 9.22a) that develops when 
the air stream is deflected over a mountain range. Each lenticular cloud in 
Fig. 9.22a continually forms along its leading edge, where air is displaced 
above its LCL, and dissolves along its trailing edge, where air returns below 

5According to Rayleigh-B6nard theory, conversion of potential energy into kinetic energy be- 
comes increasingly efficient with decreasing horizontal dimension of the cells. Energy conversion is 
eventually offset by frictional dissipation (e.g., mixing of momentum across the walls of the cells), 
which becomes important at horizontal dimensions comparable to the depth of the fluid. It is no 
accident that cumulonimbus cells have dimensions comparable to the depth of the troposphere. 
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Figure 9.19 Mammatus cloud that develops from a cumulonimbus anvil. Supplied by the 
National Center for Atmospheric Research, University Corporation for Atmospheric Research, 
National Science Foundation. 

its LCL. Also known as mountain wave clouds, lenticular clouds are often 
found at great heights and, on occasion, in the stratosphere, where they are 
termed nacreous clouds. Vertical motion accompanying wave clouds has been 
harnessed by sailplanes to achieve record-breaking altitudes~as high as 50,000 
feet. The vertical structure of lenticular clouds is controlled by environmental 
conditions. When moisture is stratified in layers, lenticular clouds form in a 
stack (Fig. 9.22b). Such stratification can result from towers of anomalous 
moisture left upstream by prior convection, which are then sheared by the 
circulation and folded into a layered structure. 

The smooth form of lenticular clouds characterizes air flow that is turbu- 
lence free or laminar. That steady motion is often replaced just downstream 
by severe turbulence, which is made partly visible by fractus (meaning "frag- 
mented") clouds. So-called rotor clouds, which are evident at levels beneath the 
lenticular clouds on Figs. 9.22a and b, are "dynamic." Looping cloud matter in 
Fig. 9.22c makes visible strong updrafts and downdrafts and severe turbulence, 
which have been faulted for numerous aircraft disasters over mountainous ter- 
rain. 

Because they remain fixed, orographic clouds make cloud behavior unre- 
liable as a tracer of air motion. Cumulus clouds more faithfully track the 
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Figure 9.20 Laboratory simulation of Rayleigh-B6nard convection. A fluid layer heated at 
its base evolves into a regular array of hexagonal cells with a preferred horizontal scale. Fluid 
ascends in the center of each cell and descends along its edges. After Koschmieder and Pallas 
(1974). 

movement of individual bodies of air, but even they are complicated by non- 
conservative behavior (e.g., condensation and evaporation), which limits their 
usefulness for diagnosing air motion. 

All of the foregoing clouds develop from upward motion, which reduces 
the saturation mixing ratio of air through adiabatic cooling. Cloud can also 
develop isobarically through heat rejection, which cools air below its dew point. 
Conductive and radiative cooling lead to the formation of fog and marine 
stratus over cold oceans. 

The stratosphere is isolated from convective motions and therefore from the 
source of water vapor at the earth's surface. Consequently, clouds rarely form 
above the tropopause. Exceptional are nacreous clouds that develop in con- 
nection with the mountain wave. Nacreous clouds are thought to be a subset 
of more ubiquitous polar stratospheric clouds (PSCs). Because the stratosphere 
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Figure 9.21 Visible image revealing cellular cloud structure behind a cold front. The cloud 
pattern is organized into a quasi-regular array of cells with a preferred horizontal scale. The cold 
front is part of a mature cyclone that advances across the British isles. Cloud cover ahead of the 
cold front marks the warm sector of the cyclone, which is just occluding north of Ireland. After 
Scorer (1986). 

is very dry, PSCs form only under very cold conditions. Zonal-mean temper- 
atures over the Antarctic fall below 190 K during Austral winter, more than 
20 K colder than temperatures over the wintertime Arctic (Chapter 17). For 
this reason, PSCs occur over the Antarctic with much greater frequency and 
depth than over the Arctic. 

Figure 9.22 (a) Schematic of the mountain wave that develops leeward of an elongated range. 
Lenticular clouds are fixed with respect to orography, while air flows through them. The positions 
of rotor clouds are also fixed, but those fragmented features are highly unsteady, with turbulent 
ascent (descent) along their leading (trailing) edges. Westward tilt with height (e.g., of wave 
crests) corresponds to upward propagation of energy (Chapter 14), a feature that is often visible 
in the structure of lenticular clouds. (b) Longitudinal view through the mountain wave. Smooth 
lenticular clouds form in a stack, separated by clear regions, due to stratification of moisture. 
These laminar features contrast sharply with turbulent rotor clouds below. (c) Transverse view 
from the ground. Vorticity and severe turbulence are made visible by looping cloud matter that 
comprises rotor clouds. Courtesy of V. Haynes and L. Feierabend (Soaring Society of Boulder). 
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Even over Antarctica, PSCs are tenuous by comparison with tropospheric 
clouds, almost all of which are optically thick. Some 3 to 5 km in depth, PSCs 
form at heights of 15 to 25 km and are often layered. Their occurrence is 
strongly correlated with temperature. Few clouds are sighted at temperatures 
warmer than 195 K, whereas the likelihood of finding PSC at temperatures 
below 185 K approaches 100% (WMO, 1988). Two distinct classes of PSCs are 
observed. Type I PSC is comprised of frozen droplets of nitric acid trihydrate 
(NAT), which has a low saturation vapor pressure. Submicron in scale, PSC 
I particles form at temperatures of 195 to 190 K and have the appearance 
of haze. Type II PSC may be nucleated by Type I particles or by background 
aerosol, but contains much larger crystals of water ice. PSC II particles, which 
are several tens of microns and larger, form at temperatures of 190 to 185 K 
and have features similar to cirrus. Their larger sizes give type II particles 
significant fall speeds, which makes them important in chemical considerations 
(Chapter 17). 

9.3.2 Microphysical Properties of Clouds 

Microphysical properties vary with cloud type (Table 9.2). Stratus have number 
densities n "~ 300 c m  -3 and droplet radii of a ,~ 4/zm. Liquid water content 
is more variable, but of order 0.5 g m -3.  Similar numbers apply for cumulus. 
However, cumulonimbus are distinguished by much lower number density and 
higher liquid water content, which imply significantly larger droplets. Com- 
pared to water clouds, cirrus have much lower number densities that are ob- 

Table 9.2 

Microphysical Properties of Clouds* 

Cloud type n (cm -3) (a) (/xm) 
((Te) @ <Be> @ 

p~ (g m -3) 0.5 tzm (/zm 2) 0.5/xm (km -1) 

Stratus (St) 300. 3. 0.15 450. 135. 
Stratocumulus (Sc) 250. 5. 0.3 120. 30. 
Nimbostratus (Ns) 300. 4. 0.4 400. 120. 
Cumulus (Cu) 300. 4. 0.5 200. 60. 
Cumulonimbus (Cb) 75. 5. 2.5 500. 38. 
Cirrus (Ci) 0.03 250. 0.025 t 1 • 10 4 0.5 
Tropical cirrus (Cs) 0.10 800. 0.20* 4 x 10 4 0.4 
PSC I < 1 0.5 10-6 t 10 0.005 
PSC II <0.10 50. 0.05* 100 0.015 

*Representative values of number density n, mean droplet radius (a), liquid water content Pt, 
mean extinction cross section (be), and mean extinction coefficient (/3e) for different cloud types. 
Typical values are subject to a wide range of variability, especially for cirrus. Sources: Carrier et al. 

(1967), WMO(1988), Dowling et aL (1990), Liou (1990), Knollenberg et al. (1993), and Turco et al. 
(1993). 
t Ice water content. 
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Figure 9.23 Cloud particle size spectra for (a) droplets inside water clouds and (b) crystals 
inside ice clouds. Adapted from Liou (1990). 

served over a wide range: 10 -7  to 10 c m  -3  (Dowling et al., 1990; Knollenberg 
et al., 1993). Their ice water contents Pi are likewise smaller (e.g., Pi < 0.1 
g m-3). The characteristic dimension of cirrus ice crystals ranges from several 
tens of microns to as large as 1 mm. PSCs have number densities similar to 
cirrus and may form under analogous environmental conditions. 

Figure 9.23 presents size spectra representative of several cloud types. Stra- 
tus and cumulus have the simplest spectra, which possess a single maximum. 
Spectra of nimbostratus and cumulonimbus exhibit secondary maxima at radii 
larger than the mean: (a) -~ 5/xm. While comparatively unpopulated, the tails 
of these size spectra (a > 20/xm) describe particles that grow most rapidly 
through collision (Sec. 9.2.2) and consequently favor precipitation. Spectra of 
cirrus can also possess a secondary maximum, but at much larger size (e.g., at 
100 to 1000/zm). These larger particles have rapid fall speeds, which produce 
the mares' tails characteristic of hook-shaped cirrus uncinus (Fig. 9.15). 

9.3.3 Cloud Dissipation 

Clouds dissolve through evaporation when unsaturated environmental air is 
entrained into and mixed with saturated air. By diluting moisture inside a 
thermal with cooler and drier environmental air, entrainment also siphons 
off positive buoyancy, kinetic energy, and excess water vapor that would oth- 
erwise be available to reinforce upward motion through latent heat release 
(Sec. 7.4.2). Entrainment is the principal destruction mechanism for cumulus 
cloud and must be offset for such cloud to grow. 
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When particles grow so large that they can no longer be supported by the 
updraft (e.g., a > 100/zm), clouds are dissipated by precipitation or, in the 
case of cirrus, sedimentation. Evaporative cooling and downward drag exerted 
on air by falling cloud particles oppose the updraft and the resupply of mois- 
ture and positive buoyancy necessary to sustain the cloud against entrainment 
(Problem 9.16). Strong LW cooling at the top of a cumulus tower, which pro- 
motes subsidence, can likewise oppose cloud growth. 

Entrainment is less effective in stratiform cloud because of its horizontal 
extent and weaker vertical velocities. However, radiative heating at its base and 
cooling at its top destabilize stratus, which stimulates entrainment of drier air 
overhead and acts to dissolve such cloud. Radiative heating can also dissolve 
cloud by elevating its temperature above the dew point, which breaks up fog 
and marine stratus. This dissipation mechanism and formation mechanisms 
associated with surface heating make diurnal variations an important feature 
of the cloud field (Fig. 9.36). 

9.4 Radiative Transfer in Aerosol and Cloud 

The presence of liquid and solid particles greatly elongates the path trav- 
eled by photons of SW radiation, which then undergo repeated reflection and 
diffraction. Along with absorption inside particles, this sharply increases the 
optical depth posed to incident radiation. 

9.4.1 Scattering by Molecules and Particles 

RAYLEIGH SCATFERING 

The simplest treatment of scattering describes the interaction of sunlight 
with molecules and is due to Rayleigh (1871). Rayleigh scattering, which ap- 
plies to particles much smaller than the wavelength of radiation, considers a 
molecule exposed to electromagnetic radiation as an oscillating dipole. The 
strength of this oscillation is measured by the dipole moment  p, which is related 
to the electric field E 0 of incident radiation as 

p - aE 0, (9.15) 

where a is the polarizability of the scatterer: Established through interaction 
with the wave's electromagnetic field, the dipole in turn radiates a scattered 
wave with electric field E. At large distances r from the dipole, radiation 
emitted at an angle 3' from p behaves as a plane wave whose amplitude satisfies 

1 sin 7 a2P 
E -  c2 r Ot 2'  (9.16.1) 
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where c is the speed of light (see, e.g., Jackson, 1975). Incorporating (9.15) 
and plane wave radiation of the form e x p [ i k ( r -  ct)] obtains 

E = -Eok2a  sin 7 exp[ik(r - ct)]. (9.16.2) 
r 

Consider sunlight at a scattering angle 19 from the path of incident radiation 
(Fig. 9.24). Sunlight is unpolarized, so its electric field E 0 is distributed isotrop- 
ically over directions orthogonal to the path of propagation. It can, therefore, 
be represented in independent components Eox and EOy of equal magnitude. 
These incident electric fields induce dipole moments Px and py, which, in turn, 
radiate scattered waves. Radiation scattered at the angle 19 makes an angle 
Yx = 7r/2 from Px and an angle ")/y  - - "  ( 7 r / 2 ) -  19 from py. Then (9.16.2) gives 

Ox 
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Path 

\ 
\ 
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Figure 9.24 Rayleigh scattering of SW radiation by air molecules. Unpolarized sunlight is 
characterized by radiation with equal and independent electric fields EOx and E0y , which induce 
dipole moments Px and py at the scatterer. Those in turn emit radiation at angles | from the path 
of incident radiation with electric fields Ex and Ey that are determined by Px and py (see text). 
The orthogonal electric fields Fox and Eoy have been chosen to position the scattering angle O in 
the plane formed by the path of incident radiation and E0y. 
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the corresponding electric fields of scattered radiation 

1 
E x - -  - E o x k 2 ~  - e x p [ i k ( r  - c t ) ] ,  

r (9.17) 

E y  - -  - E o y k Z c r  cOs O e x p [ i k ( r  - c t ) ] .  
F 

The intensity of radiation is proportional to the average of [El 2. Incident 
sunlight of intensity I 0 is then scattered into the angle O with intensity 

a 2 (1 -}- COS 2 O )  (9.18) 
I ( 0 ,  r )  - Io k 4  r-- T 2 " 

In terms of the phase function (8.22) and wavelength A - 2 r r / k ,  (9.18) may 
be cast into the canonical form 

a 2 327r  4 
I( |  r) -- I0~- T 3A 4 P(|  (9.19.1) 

with 

3 (1 n t- COS 2 O )  (9.19.2) P(O) = ~ 

The scattered intensity (Fig. 8.8a) has maxima in the forward (O - 0 ~ and 
backward (O - 180 ~ directions, with equal energy directed into each half- 
space. 

The scattered flux follows as in (9.19), but with the incident flux F 0 in 
place of I 0. Integrating the scattered flux over a sphere of radius r obtains the 
scattered power 

= F0cr 2 ~1287r5 (9.20) 
3A 4 , 

which has dimensions of energy/time. Then the scattering cross section for an 
individual molecule is 

F0 
- -  a 21287r5  

3A 4 . (9.21) 

Finally, the scattered intensity at distance r can be expressed 

I(O, r) - I 0 6s P(O). (9.22) 
47rr 2 

Electromagnetic field theory relates the polarizability cr to the dimensionless 
refractive index 

m - m r - m i. (9.23) 
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The real and imaginary parts of m refer to the phase speed and absorption 
of electromagnetic radiation in a medium relative to those in a vacuum. An 
ensemble of scatterers with number density n has polarizability 

3 (m2-~) 
Ce -- 4--~ n m2+  " 

(9.24) 

At wavelengths of visible radiation, absorption by air molecules is small enough 
for m i to be ignored, while m r is close to unity. Then (9.26) reduces to 

,,~ m r - 1  
a -  2"n'n ' (9.25) 

so the scattering cross section for an individual molecule is given by 

327r3(mr- 1) 2 
&s - 3n2A 4 �9 (9.26) 

Scattering then yields an optical depth for the atmosphere of 

f0 ~ 'r = &s(A)  n ( z ) d z .  (9.27) 

Rayleigh scattering explains why the sky appears blue. The ,~-4 depen- 
dence of &s implies that shorter wavelengths are scattered by air molecules 
much more effectively than longer wavelengths. Blue light (A ~ 0.42 /xm) 
is scattered five times more than red light (A ~ 0.65 rim), so it arrives at 
the earth's surface as diffuse radiation emanating from all directions. When 
the sun is near the horizon, sunlight passes obliquely through the atmosphere 
and therefore along an extended path. Shorter wavelengths are then scattered 
out of the incident beam, leaving longer (red) wavelengths to illuminate the 
sky. On average, about 40% of the SW flux is scattered out of the incident 
beam in the near-UV region, whereas less than 1% is removed in the near-IR 
region. Overall, about 10% of SW radiation incident on the atmosphere is 
scattered by molecules, half of which is returned to space and contributes to 
the earth's albedo (Fig. 1.27). Most of that scattering takes place in the low- 
est 10 km, where n ( z )  is large. For this reason, increasing elevation witnesses 
a darkening of the sky and an intensification and whitening of direct sunlight. 
Rayleigh scattering influences ozone photochemistry and stratospheric heat- 
ing, for example, by enhancing the SW flux available to the Chappuis bands 
of 0 3 (Sec. 8.3.1). 

Owing to its relationship to dipole radiation, Rayleigh scattering has cer- 
tain polarization properties. In the forward and backward directions (O = 0, 
180~ scattered radiation is unpolarized--like incident sunlight. However, 
scattered sunlight becomes increasingly polarized at intermediate angles and 
is fully polarized at directions orthogonal to the path of incident radiation 
(O = 90~ It is for this reason that the sky assumes a deeper blue when 
viewed through a polarizer at directions orthogonal to incident sunlight. 
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MIE SCATIqERING 
Scattering from spherical particles of arbitrary dimension was first treated 

by Mie (1908). M i e  sca t t e r ing  applies to the interaction of radiation with aerosol 
and cloud droplets. Figure 9.25 shows the refractive indices for water and ice, 
as functions of wavelength. Although m r is of order unity, it varies with A, 
which makes diffraction and reflection by spheres of condensate wavelength- 
dependent. On the other hand, mi,  which is proportional to the absorption 
coefficient/3aa, 

A 
mi =/~aa 4rr' (9.28) 

is small in the visible. However, it increases sharply at A > 1 /zm for both 
condensed phases, which makes all but tenuous clouds optically thick in the 
IR. 

Application of Mie scattering to atmospheric aerosol relies on particles be- 
ing sufficiently separated for their interactions with the radiation field to be 
treated independently. Mie theory solves Maxwell's equations for the electro- 
magnetic field about a dielectric sphere of radius a in terms of an expansion 
in spherical harmonics and Bessel functions (see Liou, 1980). Properties of 
the scattered wave field emerge in terms of the dimensionless size parameter 

a 
x = 2rr- .  (9.29) 

A 
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Figure 9.25 Index of  refraction for water (solid line) and ice (dashed line) as functions of  
wavelength.  (a) Real  c o m p o n e n t  and (b) imaginary component .  Adapted  from Liou (1990). 
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The dimensionless scattering and ext inct ion eff iciencies 

Qs = ,rfa 2 
(9.30) 

Qe = 7Ta2 

represent the fractional area of the incident beam removed through interaction 
with the sphere by scattering and in toto. The scattering efficiency is shown 
in Fig. 9.26 for a sphere with m r :- 1.33 and for several values of m i. For 
conservative scattering ( m  i = 0), Q= increases quartically for x < < 1 (which 
corresponds to Rayleigh scattering) and attains a maximum near x ~ 27r (i.e., 
A ~ a). The scattering efficiency then passes through a series of oscillations 
that result from interference between light transmitted through and diffracted 
about the sphere. 

In  the limit of large radius, the oscillations in scattering efficiency damp 
out to give 

Qs "~ 2 = const x ~ ~ (9.31) 

for conservative scattering. Hence, a sphere much larger than the wavelength 
of incident radiation scatters twice the energy it intercepts. Scattered radiation 
then includes contributions from energy that is diffracted about the sphere 
as well as energy that is redirected by reflection inside the sphere. This limit- 
ing behavior applies to the interaction of visible radiation with cloud droplets 

w , , I j~t~ ,~ I ~ i i I I i l l  
/ �88 

- m i = O  Y ~ t  --- 

_ 

~  I .,-, I/AV  

I 

I 
I I t [ I I I I I  i i l I i i l l l  

5 IO 50 IO0 

x - 2 ~  

Figure 9.26 Scattering efficiency from a dielectric sphere having real component of refractive 
index mr = 1.33 for several imaginary components mi, as functions of the dimensionless size 
parameter x = 27r(a/A). After Hansen and Travis (1974). Reprinted by permission of Kluwer 
Academic Publishers. 
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(compare Fig. 9.23). The weak dependence on wavelength and the fact that 
droplet size spectra span several oscillations in Q~ explain why clouds appear 
white. 

For nonconservative scattering (m i > 0), Q~ exhibits similar behavior, but 
the oscillations due to interference are damped out with increasing absorption 
(since radiation emerges from the sphere progressively weaker). By mi = 1, 
only the maximum near x = 2~r remains. Increased attenuation inside the 
sphere also reduces the limiting value of Qs for x --+ c~, by absorbing energy 
that would otherwise contribute to the scattered wave field. Far from the 
sphere, radiation exhibits strong forward scattering (e.g., Fig. 8.8b), but is 
complicated for an individual sphere by rapid fluctuations with 19 that result 
from interference. 

Under the conditions of independent scattering, properties of a population 
of spheres follow by collecting contributions from the individual particles. The 
scattering and extinction coefficients are then given by 

f 
~s = ] &sdn(a), 

, 1  
(9.32) g 

13e = / [cdn(a), 
J 

where dn(a) - (dn /da)da  describes the droplet size spectrum. The single 
scattering albedo for the population is characterized by 

o) = - - .  (9.33) 
~e 

Similarly, the optical depth of a cloud of thickness Azc can be estimated as 

T c - -  ~ e A Z c ,  (9.34) 

where ~e is representative of the cloud as a whole. 
Figure 9.27 shows, for several wavelengths, the phase function (solid lines) 

corresponding to a droplet size spectrum representative of cumulus (Fig. 9.23). 
Compared to Rayleigh scattering (dashed line), Mie scattering possesses much 
stronger directionality. All A shown exhibit strong forward scattering, especially 
shorter wavelengths, which are sharply peaked about 19 = 0 and for which 
absorption is small (Fig. 9.25b). A weaker maximum appears at backward 
scattering for wavelengths in the near-IR and visible regions. 

The mean extinction cross section for the population: (Ore) - f le/n (Fig. 
9.28a), is nearly constant across the visible, where cloud droplets are large 
(9.31). Weak absorption at those wavelengths leads to a single scattering 
albedo (Fig. 9.28b) of near unity, so ~r e ~ ~r s and scattering is likewise wave- 
length independent. Individual components of sunlight are then scattered with 
equal efficiency, so the cloud appears white. The extinction cross section at- 
tains a maximum near 5/xm, at a wavelength comparable to the mean radius 
of cloud droplets (Fig. 9.23), and falls off at longer wavelength. Because oJ --- 1 
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F i g u r e  9 .27  Phase function for scatter- 
ing from the cumulus droplet population 
i n  F ig .  9 .23,  for several wavelengths ( s o l i d  

l ines), .  Phase function for Rayleigh scatter- 
ing ( d a s h e d  l i n e )  superposed. Source: L i o u  

(1990) .  

for A < 10/zm, most of the extinction results from scattering, which dominates 
over absorption at wavelengths of SW radiation. Exceptional are narrow bands 
at A ~ 3 and 6 /zm,  where absorption spectra of water and ice are peaked 
(Fig. 9.25b). At A > 10/zm, to decreases due to diminishing Qs and increas- 
ing absorption. Similar optical properties follow from a droplet size spectrum 
representative of stratus. 

Extinction by cloud droplets greatly increases the SW opacity of the atmo- 
sphere. For cumulus 1 km thick and a droplet number density of 300 cm -3, 
(9.34) gives an optical depth at A = 0.5 /xm of ~'c = 50, so the cloud is op- 
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scattering albedo for the cumulus droplet population in  F ig .  9 .23.  Adapted from L i o u  (1990) .  
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tically thick to visible radiation. Organized cumulus of the same dimensions 
can have "i- c > 100. Even shallow stratus have optical depths in the visible well 
in excess of 10. In the IR, "i" c is smaller but still large enough to render all 
but tenuous clouds optically thick to LW radiation. At 10 ~m, the foregoing 
conditions for cumulus lead to an optical depth of about 20. 

Scattering by nonspherical ice particles is complicated by their irregular 
structure and anisotropy. Even though their rudimentary geometry is hexago- 
nal, ice crystals assume a wide range of shapes (Fig. 9.14), which can produce 
a myriad of optical effects associated with orientation, directionality, and po- 
larization. The familiar halo of thin cirrus results from prismatic crystals with 
a preferred orientation. 

9.4.2 Radiat ive Transfer  in a Cloudy Atmosphe re  

Influences of cloud and aerosol on atmospheric thermal structure can now 
be evaluated with the radiative transfer equation. Consider a homogeneous 
cloud layer that is illuminated by a solar flux Fs inclined at the zenith angle 
0s = cos -1 ~s (Fig. 9.29). The source function for diffuse SW radiation (8.24) 
then becomes 

~~ f02~ f_l 4,'m' J(~b , / , ,  ~') = 1I(4~ ' , / , ' ,  r)P(d) ,  IX; , ) d d ) ' d l ~ '  

+ ~w-----FsP(ck, tx; , # ' , - t X s ) e  ~s, (9.35) 
q.'TT 

I;*= O~ 

Mult ip le-Scattered 

Single-Scattered 

p = cos 0 

Hs = COS 0 s 

1;c 
Figure 9.29 Transmission of diffuse SW radiation through a scattering layer. 
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where the wavelength dependence is implicit and emission is ignored. The 
first term on the right-hand side represents contributions to diffuse radiation 
from multiple scattering of the diffuse intensity I, whereas the second term 
represents the contribution from single scattering of direct solar radiation. 
Transmission of diffuse SW radiation through a cloudy atmosphere is then 
governed by the radiative transfer equation. 

Scattering transforms (8.25) into an integrodifferential equation. It is then 
treated by expanding the phase function P(cos| where 19 is the three- 
dimensional scattering angle, in a series of spherical harmonics and the diffuse 
intensity I in a like manner; see Liou (1980) for a formal treatment. Express- 
ing P(cos 19) in terms of the spherical coordinates (4', 0) and integrating over 
4' then yields the transfer equation governing the azimuthal-mean component 
I(~, ~-) of the diffuse radiation field 

d I  o, f I /x~-~r - I - ~ -  a I(/z', ~-)P(/x; I,z')dtz' - - - F s P ( I x ; - l a ,  s)e ~ , (9.36.1) 

where 

POx; ~') = ~ cjPj( lx)Pj( tx ' ) ,  (9.36.2) 
J 

Pj is the Legendre polynomial of degree j, and the expansion coefficients cj 
follow from orthogonality properties of the Pj(tz) .  For single scattering, the 
convolution integral is omitted. The diffuse intensity is then directly propor- 
tional to the phase function P. Approximate solutions for multiple scattering 
can be obtained by numerical techniques. A simple but enlightening solution 
follows from the two-stream approximation. 

Owing to the involvement of Legendre polynomials, the integral in (9.36) 
can be evaluated efficiently with Gaussian quadrature at a finite number of 
zenith angles/zj (see, e.g., Rektorys, 1969), each one describing a different 
stream of radiation. The two-stream approximation then follows by taking just 
two angles: j = +1, which correspond to the diffusivity factor/2 -1 = ~/3, that 
is, to the upwelling and downwelling streams Ir = 1(+/2, ~-). Incorporating 
the orthogonality properties of Legendre polynomials (Abramowitz and Ste- 
gun, 1972) and the transformation (8.54) leads to a system of two ordinary 
differential equations for the downwelling and upwelling fluxes 

( - / 2  r * ) ( 9 . 3 7 . 1 )  dF'l'd'r* = F'I" - w [ f F  "1" + (1 - f )F  ~ ] - S + exp ~ss ' 

where 

dFr ) = F t - o2 [ f F  t + (1 - f ) F * ]  - S -  exp --~-* , (9.37.2) 
d'r* 

1 + g (9.37.3) 
f =  2 
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and ( 1 -  f )  represent the fractional energy that is forward and backward 
scattered, respectively, 

1f_1 g -- 2 1 P(cos | cos | 19) (9.37.4) 

is an asymmetry factor, and 

Fs (1 + 3g[xl, Zs). S i _ ~ - ~  (9.37.5) 

The asymmetry factor g, which equals the first moment of the phase func- 
tion, measures the difference in scattering between the forward and back- 
ward half-spaces. For isotropic scattering, g - 0 and f - 1. The same holds 
for Rayleigh scattering. However, the strong forward lobe of Mie scattering 

1 with ~" 0.85 being representative for (Figs. 8.8b and 9.27) leads to f > ~, g 
water clouds (see, e.g., Liou, 1990). 

Subtracting and adding (9.36), introducing the net and total-emitted fluxes 

F = F 1" - F +, (9.38.1) 

P = F 1" + F+, (9.38.2) 

and differentiating with respect to r* results in the equivalent second-order 
system 

d2F y 2 ( ~ ) 
dr,2 F - Z exp -~ss r* , (9.39.1) 

where 

d2F ( ~ ) 
dr,2 - a/'2/~ -- /~ exp -~ss r* , (9.39.2) 

3, 2 - (1 - o9)(1 + w - 2mr) (9.39.3) 

and 

/ i -  z - '  s+(1-o , ) s  
/Zs 

2 -  - / 2  S -  ( 1 +  w _  2wf)~ 
/Zs 

S = S + _ S  - 

S = S + + S  - .  

(9.39.4) 

(9.39.5) 
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The general solution of (9.39) can be expressed 

F 1' - Ca+ exp(yr*) + Da_ exp(-  yr*) + E+ exp ( - / 2  r*] ,  
\ /Zs / 

F* - Ca_ exp(yr*) + Da+ exp(-  yr*) + E_ exp - - -  r* 

where 

o~_1 - --- 
1+/3  

2 
1 - - o 9  ~ 2  

1 + w -  2a)f 

E +  = 
2 

- ~s2 2 a = ~s2 z .  
/~2 _ . s 2 r 2  /~2 _ . s 2 r 2  

(9.40.1) 

(9.40.2) 

The integration constants C and D are determined by boundary conditions. 
If r* is measured from the top of the cloud layer, which has an effective 
optical depth r c, and if the underlying surface is black, the downwelling diffuse 
flux vanishes at the top of the scattering layer and the upwelling diffuse flux 
vanishes at the bottom 

Then 

F+(0) = 0 ,  
(9.41) 

F f ( r  *) = 0 .  

E_~_ r  - E+~+ r ~ )  
C - -  

a 2 exp(yr*) - c~ 2 exp( -yr*)  (9.42) 

E+a_ e x p ( - ~ r c ) -  E_a+ exp(yrc) 
D ~  

~2+ exp(~c )  - ~2_ exp( -  ~ c )  

The solution can then be used to evaluate the cloud albedo and transmissivity 

FI"(0) 
d c - tzsFs, (9.43.1) 

= F*(rc) + Ix~Fs e x p ( - ~ r c ) ,  (9.43.2) 
i~Fs 

where the direct solar contribution in (9.43.2) is negligible for cloud that is 
optically thick. From these, the cloud absorptivity follows as 1 - d c  - ~ .  
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Figure 9.30 shows d C and ~ as functions of optical depth and solar zenith 
angle for microphysical properties representative of cumulus (Fig. 9.28) and 
for a wavelength of 0.5 /~m. Cloud albedo increases sharply at small optical 
depth (Fig. 9.30a) and exceeds 50% for ~-c > 20, which is typical of water 
clouds. Hence, even shallow stratus are highly reflective. Transmissivity de- 
creases with increasing ~-c~nearly complementary to cloud albedo, so most 
incident SW energy is either reflected or transmitted. The absorptivity is of 
order 10% across much of the range of optical depth shown, with contributions 
from droplets and surrounding vapor being comparable (Stephens, 1978a). Be- 
cause the cloud layer is optically thick, most of the absorption occurs near its 
top, where heating rates ~l/Cp are 10 K day-aand greater. Cloud albedo also 
increases with increasing solar zenith angle (Fig. 9.30b), which elongates the 
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Figure 9.30 Albedo and transmissivity at 0.5/xm for a cloud layer with microphysical proper- 
ties of cumulus in Fig. 9.23 and nearly conservative scattering (a) for overhead sun, as functions 
of cloud optical depth, and (b) for a cloud optical depth of 20, as functions of solar zenith angle. 
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slant optical path. For Zc = 20, d c increases from 53% for overhead sun to 
75% when the sun is on the horizon. The behavior of ~ is nearly comple- 
mentary, decreasing from 32% for overhead sun to only 10% when the sun is 
on the horizon. Shallower cloud depends even more strongly on solar zenith 
angle because the slant optical path then varies between optically thin and 
optically thick conditions. 

The factor most strongly influencing cloud optical properties is liquid water 
content, which determines ~c (Stephens, 1978b). The optical depth of a cloud 
can be expressed in terms of the column abundance of liquid water, 

Et - ~]o ~ pldZ 

= Az c �9 47rPw [ a 3 d n ( a )  (9.44) 
3 LI 

which is called the liquid water path. From (9.34) and the fact that &e - 
QeTra 2 ~ 2zra 2 for SW radiation, the optical depth can be expressed as 

3Et 
Zc = ~ ,  (9.45.1) 

2Pwae 
where 

f a(Tra2)dn(a) 
ae = f (Tra2)dn(a) (9.45.2) 

is a scattering-equivalent mean droplet radius. Because most water clouds 
have liquid water contents greater than 0.1 g m -3 (Table 9.2), cloud layers 
more than a kilometer thick have liquid water paths ~l of 100 g m -2 and 
greater. Those clouds then have optical depths in the visible of several tens 
and greater. Deep clouds with El > 1000 g m -2 have albedos exceeding 80% 
(see the bright features in Fig. 1.24). 

For given Et, clouds with smaller droplets have a higher albedo and smaller 
absorptivity than clouds with larger droplets (Fig. 9.31). The increased reflec- 
tivity of clouds containing smaller droplets follows from the increased number 
densities in such clouds and reduced absorption by smaller droplets. Their 
smaller droplets and greater number densities make continental clouds more 
reflective than maritime clouds of the same type and liquid water path (see, 
e.g., Twomey, 1977). For the same reason, precipitation (a > 100/xm) sharply 
increases the absorptivity of cloud. Ice clouds, while more complex, are like- 
wise highly reflective across the visible, where their dependence on microphys- 
ical properties resembles that of water clouds. Thin cirrus with ice water paths 
of ~i < 5 g m -2 have albedos of order 10% and absorptivities of only a couple 
of percent (see, e.g., Paltridge and Platt, 1981). 

According to Fig. 9.28b, scattering by cloud particles falls off at h > 4/xm, 
where water absorbs strongly (Fig. 9.25b). Figure 9.32 illustrates that water 
clouds 3 km thick, which are highly reflective at h < 1/xm, become fully ab- 
sorbing at h > 4/xm. The interaction of cloud with LW radiation can be treated 
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Figure 9.31 SW (a) reflectance and (b) absorptance, as functions of liquid water path, for a 
solar zenith angle of 60 ~ and for different scattering-equivalent droplet radii ae. Adapted from 
Slingo (1989). 

as in the foregoing development for SW radiation, but with the scattering of 
direct solar in (9.37) replaced by emission of terrestrial radiation: (1 - ~o)B*[ T]. 
Inside a cloud layer of temperature T c, upwelling and downwelling LW fluxes 
are then described by 

d F t  

dT* 

dF+ 

d-r* 

= F t  - w [ f F t  + (1 - f ) F  +] - (1 - w)B*[Tc] , 

= F "~ - ~o [ f F  "~ + (1 - f ) F  t ] - (1 - w)B*[Tc],  

(9.46.1) 

(9.46.2) 
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Figure 9.32 Reflectance and absorp- 
tance of 3-km-thick stratus, as functions of 
wavelength, for overhead sun and for a range 
of microphysical properties bounded by cat- 
egories 1 and 2. Category 1 is based on a 
droplet distribution of characteristic radius 6 
/xm, n=102 cm -3, and pl=0.30 gm -3. Cate- 
gory 2 includes rain with a droplet distribu- 
tion of characteristic radius 600/zm, n=0.001 
cm -3, and p/=2.1 gm -3. Source: Cox (1981). 
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where the cloud is sufficiently thin for Tc to be treated as constant. The 
blackbody spectrum B* is a particular solution of (9.46). Proceeding as in the 
treatment of SW radiation leads to the general solution 

F t - Ca+e ~* + D a _ e  -~*  + (1 - oo)B*[Tc] , 

F + = C a _ e  ~* + D a + e  -~*  + (1 - w)B*[Tc] , 
(9.47) 

which applies inside the scattering layer. 
To illustrate the influence of clouds on the LW energy budget, we consider 

a statistically homogeneous scattering layer within the framework of radiative- 
convective equilibrium (Sec. 8.5.2). Microphysical properties incorporated in 
the treatment of SW radiation (Fig. 9.28) are used to define a cloud layer of 
thickness Azc = 1 km and fractional coverage r/that is situated at a height Zc in 
the troposphere--all under the conditions of radiative-convective equilibrium 
(Fig. 8.21). In the spirit of a gray atmosphere, radiative characteristics at 10/zm 
are used to define the broadband transmission properties for LW radiation, 
whereas the fractional cloud cover is adjusted to give an albedo of 30%. The 
fluxes F t and F+ are described by (8.70) outside the cloud layer and by (9.47) 
inside the cloud layer. Matching fluxes across the scattering layer then leads 
to behavior analogous to that under simple radiative-convective equilibrium 
(Fig. 8.22), except for the addition of the cloud layer. 

Figure 9.33a shows upwelling and downwelling fluxes in the presence of a 
cloud layer of "r c = 20 that is situated at Zc = 8 km. The equilibrium tem- 
perature structure (not shown) is identical to that in Fig. 8.21, except that 
temperatures beneath the cloud layer are uniformly warmer. The surface tem- 
perature T s has increased from its cloud-free value of 285 to 312 K. Below 
the cloud layer, upwelling and downwelling fluxes resemble those under cloud- 
free conditions (Fig. 8.22a), except likewise displaced to higher values. Inside 
the cloud layer, the profiles of F t  and F+ undergo a sharp adjustment that 
drives them nearly into coincidence. This behavior follows from the cloud be- 
ing optically thick, so, away from its boundaries, the LW flux is approximately 
isotropic and equal to o'T 4. Above the cloud layer, F t  and F~ recover the 
cloud-free forms in Fig. 8.22a to satisfy boundary conditions at the top of the 
atmosphere (8.63). 

Sharp changes of Ft  and F~ in Fig. 9.33a introduce strong LW warming and 
cooling near the base and top of the cloud layer. The cloud-induced heating, 

0 (q) 
Cp Cp 

CS 

where (Q/r is the clear-sky heating profile under radiative--convective equi- 
librium (Fig. 8.22b), is shown in Fig. 9.33b. Absorption (warming) is concen- 
trated within an optical depth of the cloud base, whereas emission (cooling) is 
concentrated within an optical depth of the cloud top. These regions of net ab- 
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Figure 9.33 Energetics inside a cloudy atmosphere that is in radiativexonvective equilibrium and contains a 1 -h - th i ck  scattering 
layer with microphysical properties of cumulus 

and downwelling LW fluxes. (b) Cloud-induced 
clear-sky conditions (Fig. 8.22). 
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sorption and emission are shallow, analogous to Chapman layers (Sec. 8.5.3), 
so they introduce substantial heating and cooling locally (8.72). The LW heat- 
ing rate approaches 70 K day -1 near the cloud's base, whereas the LW cooling 
rate approaches 50 K day -1 near its top. ~ By reemitting energy downward, the 
cloud also introduces heating beneath its base, but much smaller than the 
heating and cooling at the cloud's boundaries. 

LW cooling in upper portions of a cloud is offset by SW heating, but 
only partially (see, e.g., Stephens et al., 1978). Anvil cirrus experience net 
radiative cooling at their tops of several tens of K day -1 (see, e.g., Webster 
and Stephens, 1980) and heating at their bases as large as 100 K day -1 (Platt 
et al., 1984a). Radiative cooling at its top and heating at its base destabilize a 
cloud layer, introducing convection that entrains drier environmental air and 
tends to dissolve the cloud (Fig. 9.19). Radiative heating also tends to dissolve 
cloud by elevating its saturation mixing ratio. 

The cloud layer in Fig. 9.33 is optically thick. Therefore, it influences the 
LW energy budget chiefly through cloud-top emission, which decreases with 
the cloud's temperature and elevation. Figure 9.34 shows the dependence on 
cloud height of surface temperature under radiative-convective equilibrium. 
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Figure 9.34 Surface temperature for the cloudy atmosphere in Fig. 9.33, as a function of the 
cloud layer's height. 
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Situating the cloud below 2 km recovers nearly the same surface temperature 
as under cloud-free conditions. The scattering layer is then embedded inside 
the optically thick layer of water vapor, so the cloud does not alter the effective 
emission temperature of the atmosphere. However, Zc > 2 km leads to warmer 
surface temperature, which increases steadily with the cloud's height. By Zc = 8 
km, T s has increased 27 K to maintain the cloud at the equivalent blackbody 
temperature of the earth (Problem 9.40). 

Water clouds become optically thick to LW radiation for liquid water paths 
~t greater than about 20 g m - 2  (see, e.g., Stephens, 1984), wherein they behave 
as blackbodies. The LW characteristics of ice clouds are more complex, at 
least for those that are optically thin. The emissivity (LW absorptivity) of thin 
cirrus with ice water paths less than 10 g m -2 (which is typical of cirrus 1 km 
thick) is 0.5 or smaller and may vary diurnally with convection (Platt et aL, 
1984b). However, even cirrus emits approximately as a blackbody for Azc 
sufficiently large. Figure 9.35 shows spectra of outgoing LW radiation (OLR) 
in the tropics over a clear-sky region and several neighboring cirrus-covered 
regions of different optical depths. Cirrus reduces the radiation emitted to 
space throughout the LW, except near 15/xm, where radiation emitted by the 
surface has already been absorbed by underlying CO2. By an optical depth 
of ~'c = 5, OLR has approached the blackbody spectrum with a temperature 
equal to the cirrus temperature of 230 K. The effect of cirrus is to remove 
the layer emitting to space to a higher level and colder temperature. Outgoing 
radiation is most reduced in the atmospheric window between 8 and 12/xm, 
where radiation emitted by the surface passes relatively freely through the 
atmosphere under cloud-free conditions. 

Contrary to the preceding treatment, real clouds have only finite horizontal 
extent. A finite cloud scatters energy out its sides, which allows neighbor- 
ing clouds to interact. Energy lost through the sides of a cloud exceeds SW 
absorption for aspect ratios as small as 1/20 (Cox, 1981), so finite extent is im- 
portant for all but extensive stratiform decks. Optical characteristics are then 
sensitive to the vertical distribution of microphysical properties. A cloud hav- 
ing the smallest droplets near its base will be less reflective than one having 
the smallest droplets near its top because, in the former case, much of the SW 
energy will have already been scattered out the sides before the highly reflec- 
tive droplets are encountered. Finite cloud can also increase SW absorption 
by reducing the effective solar zenith angle. 

9.5 Roles of Clouds and Aerosol in Climate 

Clouds modify the global energy balance by altering the absorption and scat- 
tering characteristics of the atmosphere. The largest variations of albedo and 
OLR in Fig. 1.29 are associated with clouds (see, e.g., Ramanathan et al., 
1989). Convection also supports large transfers of sensible and latent heat 
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Figure 9.35 Spectrum of outgoing LW radiation observed by Nimbus-4 IRIS for a clear-sky 
region ( ' r  c = 0) at (134~176 and neighboring cirrus-covered regions (zc > 0). Courtesy of 
B. Carlson (NASA/Goddard Institute for Space Studies). 

from the earth's surface (Fig. 1.27), which represent another important heat 
source for the atmosphere. Similar radiative effects are introduced by aerosol, 
which controls cloud formation through microphysical processes (Sec. 9.2). 

9.5.1 Involvement in the Global Energy Budget 

INFLUENCE OF CLOUD COVER 

The role of clouds in global energetics can be interpreted as a forcing in 
the radiative energy balance. For LW radiation, the large opacity of clouds in- 
creases the optical depth of the atmosphere, which promotes increased surface 
temperature by enhancing the greenhouse effect (8.81). Thus, clouds introduce 
warming in the LW energy budget, and this warming is proportional to the 
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cloud-top temperature and height (Fig. 9.34). Cold cirrus also cools the lower 
stratosphere via exchange in the 9.6-~m band of ozone (Sec. 8.5.3). For SW ra- 
diation, the high reflectivity of clouds decreases the incoming solar flux, which 
favors reduced surface temperature (8.81). Thus, clouds introduce cooling in 
the SW energy budget. Unlike the LW effect, cloud albedo is insensitive to 
cloud height, so low clouds in visible imagery (Fig. 1.24) are almost as bright 
as high clouds. The zenith angle dependence of scattering (Fig. 9.30b) en- 
hances albedo at high latitudes. Clouds also introduce heating by absorbing 
SW radiation. 

Clouds routinely cover about 50% of the earth and account for about half 
of its albedo. Marine stratocumulus (e.g., over the southeastern Atlantic in 
Fig. 1.24) are particularly important because they cover a large fraction of the 
globe and reflect much of the incident SW radiation. However, because their 
cloud-top temperatures do not differ substantially from those of the surface, 
marine stratocumulus do not appreciably modify OLR (refer to Fig. 1.23) and 
hence the LW energy budget. In contrast, deep cumulus over Africa, South 
America, and the maritime continent have cloud-top temperatures as much as 
100 K colder than the underlying surface, so they sharply reduce OLR from 
that under cloud-free conditions. 

The SW and LW effects of clouds are both variable. Owing to the zenith an- 
gle dependence of scattering (Fig. 9.30b) and to systematic variations in cloud 
cover and type, the most important component of cloud variability is diurnal. 
Figure 9.36 shows the daily variation of cloud properties over the southeast- 
ern Pacific, which is populated by marine stratocumulus, and over the Amazon 
basin, where deep continental convection prevails. Marine stratocumulus (Fig. 
9.36a) is present throughout the day, but undergoes a 50% variation in albedo. 
This resembles the variation of fractional cloud cover, which results from SW 
heating during daylight hours. The corresponding variation of OLR is small. 
Continental convection (Fig. 9.36b) undergoes a 25% variation of OLR, which 
resembles the daily life cycle of cumulonimbus towers and anvil cirrus. The 
corresponding variation of fractional cloud cover is small. Cirriform shields, 
which are glaciated and markedly colder than the surface, persist several hours 
after convection has dissipated (Houze, 1982; Platt et al.,  1984a). 

A quantitative description of how clouds figure in the global energy budget 
is complicated by their dependence on microphysical properties and inter- 
actions with the surface. These complications are circumvented by comparing 
radiative fluxes at the top of the atmosphere (TOA) under cloudy versus clear- 
sky conditions. Over a given region, the column-integrated radiative heating 
rate must equal the difference between the energy flux absorbed and that 
emitted 

Q - ~jn ~ pgtdz  

= (1 - d ) F  s - FEW , (9.48) 
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Figure 9.36 Top-of-the-atmosphere radiative properties, as functions of local time, over 
(a) the southeastern Pacific, which is populated by marine stratocumulus, and (b) the Ama- 
zon basin, which is populated by organized cumulonimbus and anvil cirrus. Adapted from Minnis 
and Harrison (1984). 

where d is the albedo of the region and FEW and F, denote the downward 
SW and upward LW fluxes at the TOA. The cloud radiative forcing 

C - Q -  0 cs, (9.49) 

where QCS is the heating rate under clear-sky conditions, then represents the 
net radiative influence of clouds on the column energy budget of the region. 
Incorporating (9.49) into (9.48) yields 

C - ( d c s  - ag)F s + (F  c s  - FEW), (9.50) 

from which we identify the SW and LW components of cloud forcing 

Csw - ( d  cs - d )  F, 

= FScW s - Fsw (9.51.1) 

CLw = Fcs  - FEW. (9.51.2) 
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If the region has fractional cloud cover ?7, which refers to overcast subre- 
gions, the outgoing SW and LW fluxes are given by 

fsw = (1 - r l )f  cs  + tiE ~  

FEW = (1 -- rt)F cs  + rtF~ c, 
(9.52) 

where the superscripts refer to clear-sky and overcast subregions. Then the 
SW and LW components of cloud radiative forcing can be written 

C s w  = ,(Fs  - F s % )  

= ?TFs ( d  cs - d ~ (9.53.1) 

= s - (9.53.2) 

The components of cloud forcing (9.53) can be evaluated directly from 
broadband fluxes of outgoing LW and SW radiation measured by satellite. 
Figure 9.37 shows time-averaged distributions of Csw, CLw, and C. Long- 
wave forcing (Fig. 9.37a) is large in centers of deep convection over tropical 
Africa, South America, and the maritime continent, where CLW approaches 
100 W m -2 (compare Fig. 1.25b). Secondary maxima appear in the maritime 
Inter Tropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) and in the North Pacific and North 
Atlantic storm tracks. Shortwave forcing (Fig. 9.37b) maximizes in the same 
regions, where Csw < -100 W m -2. Negative SW forcing over extensive ma- 
rine stratocumulus is smaller but significant. Inside the centers of deep trop- 
ical convection, SW and LW cloud forcing nearly cancel, leaving small values 
of C (Fig. 9.37c) throughout the tropics. Negative Csw in the storm tracks 
and over marine stratocumulus then dominate positive CLW to prevail in the 
global-mean cloud forcing. Globally averaged values of CLw and Csw are 
about 30 and -45  W m -2, respectively, which may be compared against the 90 
W m -2 transfer of latent heat to the atmosphere (Fig. 1.27). The global-mean 
cloud forcing is then -15 W m -2. This represents cooling about three times as 
great the warming that would be introduced by a doubling of CO2. Thus, even 
a small change of cloud radiative forcing could overshadow the direct effect 
of increased greenhouse gases. 

While circumventing many of the complications surrounding cloud behav- 
ior, cloud forcing is limited in several respects. Foremost is the fact that C 
gives only the column-integrated effect of clouds--it provides no information 
on the vertical distribution of that heating. Shortwave cloud forcing (which 
represents cooling) is concentrated near the surface, because the principal 
effect of increased albedo is to shield the ground from incident solar radi- 
ation. Longwave cloud forcing (which represents warming) is manifested in 
heating near the base of a cloud and cooling near its top (Fig. 9.33b). That 
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Figure 9.37 Cloud radiative forcing during northern winter derived from ERBE measure- 
ments on board the satellites ERBS and NOAA-9 for the (a) LW energy budget, (b) SW energy 
budget. (continues). 

radiative forcing depends importantly on the vertical distribution of cloud. 
For instance, deep cumulonimbus and comparatively shallow cirrus with the 
same cloud-top temperature yield identical LW forcing, yet imply very dif- 
ferent optical depths. The strong correlation between water vapor and cloud 
cover introduces another source of uncertainty because it biases CLW toward 
higher values (Hartmann and Doelling, 1991). 

Clouds introduce heating through the release of latent heat. Precipitation 
leads to a net transfer of heat from the oceans to the atmosphere. Latent 
heating is particularly important for organized deep cumulus clouds, which 
produce large volumes of precipitation in the tropics. The column-integrated 
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(C) Net Radiative Cloud Forcing 

Figure 9.37 (Continued). (c) net radiative energy budget. Courtesy of D. Hartmann (U. Wash- 
ington). 

latent heating rate follows from the specific heat 1 and precipitation rate P as 

Q = lp w [,. (9.54) 

A counterpart of TOA radiative fluxes in (9.48), (9.54) gives approximately 25 
W m -2 for each mm day -1 of precipitation. 

Figure 9.38 illustrates the geographical distribution of precipitation. Large 
precipitation is found inside the ITCZ, where P ~ 10 mmday -1. Thus, la- 
tent heating contributes of order 250 W m -2 to the energy budget of the 
atmospheric column. These are the same regions implied by cloud forcing to 
experience strong radiative heating and cooling. But latent heating of the col- 
umn is three times greater than SW or LW forcing individually and an order 
of magnitude greater than net cloud radiative forcing in those regions. Fur- 
ther, whereas cloud radiative forcing is sharply concentrated in the vertical, 
latent heating inside deep cumulus affects much of the tropical troposphere. 
Latent heat release inside tropical convection leads to a specific heating rate 
(t/Cp of order 10 K day -1 (Fig. 9.39). Radiative heating and cooling can ex- 
ceed this value near cloud boundaries, but the deep distribution of latent heat 
release makes it a key source of energy for the tropical troposphere. 

INFLUENCE OF AEROSOL 

Atmospheric aerosol introduces similar, albeit weaker, effects. Like cloud, 
aerosol is an efficient scatterer of SW radiation, one that alters optical prop- 
erties following major volcanic eruptions (Fig. 9.5). Depending on its com- 
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Figure 9.39 Vertical profile of the heat- 
ing rate inside tropical convection, normal- 
ized by that accompanying a precipitation 
rate of 10 mmday -1. Source: Webster and 
Lukas (1992); adapted from data in Yanai 
et al. (1973). 

position and the underlying surface, aerosol can either enhance or diminish 
albedo. Aerosol increases the albedo over otherwise dark oceans to introduce 
cooling in the SW energy budget. However, arctic haze (which is comprised 
of anthropogenic pollutants) reduces the albedo over bright polar ice (Ack- 
erman, 1988). Aerosol also contributes significantly to SW absorption in the 
tropical troposphere (Fig. 8.26). To illustrate how these factors determine the 
net effect of aerosol, we consider a natural species: desert dust. 

During disturbed periods, Saharan dust has optical depths exceeding 2 (Fig. 
9.40). Convection carries desert aerosol as high as 500 mb. Dust absorbs SW 
radiation, so it reduces the albedo over a highly reflective surface, like desert 
or shallow stratus, to introduce warming in the SW energy budget of the 
column (9.48). However, dust changes the albedo over a dark surface like 
ocean only slightly--because both absorb strongly. The LW energy budget is 
influenced by desert aerosol in a manner similar to clouds. When convected 

Figure 9.38 Annual-mean precipitation rate inferred from convective clouds colder than 
230 K in global cloud imagery (Fig. 1.25) between August 1983 and July 1984 [see Hendon 
and Woodberry (1993) for details]. Deep convection in the maritime ITCZ and over tropical 
landmasses leads to mean precipitation rates exceeding 10 mm day -1. Note also the North Atlantic 
and North Pacific storm tracks, which lie east of North America and Asia, respectively. 
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Figure 9.40 Visible image from Meteosat on March 25, 1991, which reveals a tongue of 
Saharan dust that is drawn northward from the African coast ahead of a cold front. Courtesy of 
D. Rosenfeld and Y. Levi (Hebrew University). 

to great heights, desert aerosol can reduce the effective emission temperature 
significantly, with a commensurate warming in the column energy budget. 6 

SW effects dominate the energy budget for desert aerosol and produce 
net warming of the column, at least over surfaces with appreciable albedo. 
The same is true for the atmosphere alone, but LW and SW components 
both determine the vertical distribution of heating. Figure 9.41 shows the net 
heating rate for Saharan dust that is distributed between the surface and 500 
mb. Over cloud-free ocean (Fig. 9.41a), absorption of upwelling LW radiation 
introduces significant heating near the surface, where gl/Cp > 2 K day -a. For 
optical depths greater than 1, SW absorption introduces a second heating max- 
imum near the middle of the dust layer. Over cloud-free desert (Fig. 9.41b), 
higher surface albedo backscatters much of the transmitted SW radiation, 
which is then absorbed inside the dust layer. Net heating is then dominated 
by SW absorption, which leads to gl/Cp of order 1 to 2 K day -1 across much 
of the dust layer. Because it heats the atmosphere and cools the underlying 
surface, the net effect in both cases is to stabilize the stratification. 

Aerosols are central to cloud formation, a role that is even more important 
than their direct radiative effect. Outbreaks of Saharan dust alter both the 

6The reduction of effective emission temperature can exceed that of cloud occupying the 
same volume because the temperature at the top of the dust layer decreases with height "dry 
adiabatically." 
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Figure 9.41 Vertical profiles of heating rate for Saharan dust that is distributed between 1000 
and 500 mb and has optical depths z d over (a) cloud-free ocean and (b) desert. Adapted from 
Carlson and Benjamin (1982). Copyright by Spectrum Press (A. Deepak Publishing). 

amount and type of cloud, with stratiform being favored. Therefore, changes 
in the concentration, size, or composition of atmospheric aerosol can introduce 
important changes in cloud cover and radiative energetics. 

9.5.2 Involvement in Chemical Processes 

Clouds also support important interactions with chemical species. Precipita- 
tion is the primary removal mechanism for atmospheric pollutants. By serving 
as CCN, aerosol particles are incorporated into cloud droplets and precip- 
itated to the earth's surface. This process scavenges air of most nuclei ac- 
tivated and others absorbed through collision with cloud droplets. The effi- 
ciency of washout accounts for the short residence time of tropospheric aerosol 
(~1 day). Washout also operates on gaseous pollutants that are water soluble. 

Aerosol particles support heterogeneous chemistry, which requires the pres- 
ence of multiple phases. Cloud particles comprising PSCs are directly in- 
volved in the formation of the Antarctic ozone hole (Chapter 17). Beyond 
that role, PSCs introduce an important transport mechanism that can also in- 
fluence ozone depletion. If they attain sufficient size, PSC particles undergo 
sedimentation~like cirrus ice particles. Water vapor and nitrogen are then 
removed from the lower stratosphere. 

Chemical reactions similar to those occurring inside PSCs take place on 
natural aerosol, the concentration of which increases sharply following ma- 
jor volcanic eruptions (Fig. 9.1). Enhanced aerosol surface area, which figures 
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centrally in heterogeneous chemistry, is then comparable to that normally ob- 
served over the Antarctic in connection with PSCs. This mechanism may have 
been at least partly responsible for anomalously low ozone abundances that 
were observed following the eruption of E1 Chichon (Hoffmon and Solomon, 
1989). 

Suggested Reading 

Atmospheric Science: An Introductory Survey (1977) by Wallace and Hobbs 
contains a nice overview of cloud formation. Advanced treatments of cloud 
microphysics are given in Microphysical Processes in Clouds (1993) by Young 
and in Microphysics of Clouds and Precipitation (1978) by Pruppacher and 
Klett, which also includes observations of macrophysical cloud properties. 
Production of atmospheric aerosol is discussed in the monograph Atmospheric 
Aerosols: Their Formation, Optical Properties, and Effects (1982), edited by 
Deepak. Aerosol and Climate (1988) edited by Hobbs and McCormick discusses 
possible impacts of increased aerosol. Stratospheric aerosol is reviewed jointly 
with polar stratospheric clouds in Report of the International Ozone Trends 
Panel: 1988 (WMO, 1988). 
International Cloud Atlas (WMO, 1969) presents a complete classification of 
clouds and a photographic survey. 
Cloud Dynamics (1993) by Houze is a comprehensive treatment of the subject 
that includes numerous illustrations of cloud formation and structure. An 
advanced treatment of the fluid dynamics surrounding cloud formation and of 
laboratory simulations is presented in Environmental Aerodynamics (1978) by 
Scorer. 
Classical Electrodynamics (1975) by Jackson provides a rigorous development 
of Rayleigh scattering. Mie scattering is formally discussed in An Introduction 
to Atmospheric Radiation (1980) by Liou. 
Radiation and Cloud Processes in the Atmosphere (1990) by Liou is a com- 
prehensive treatment of cloud radiative processes and their roles in global 
energetics. The radiative properties of water clouds and their parameteriza- 
tion are developed in Stephens (1978a,b). 

Hartmann et al. (1986) contains a nice overview of how cloud and surface 
effects figure in the Earth's energy budget. 

Climate Change: The IPCC Scientific Assessment (Houghton et al., 1990) dis- 
cusses historical variations of climate, surveying trends in atmospheric aerosols 
and trace gases and their possible involvement in climate feedback mecha- 
nisms. 

Problems 

9.1. Contrast the characteristic vertical scale of aerosol in the troposphere 
with that in the stratosphere, in light of removal processes. 
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9.2. Why is nitrate an inevitable by-product of combustion? 

9.3. In terms of the size distribution n(a), derive an expression for the size 
spectrum of (a) aerosol surface area S(a) and (b) aerosol mass M(a), if 
particles have uniform density p. 

9.4. A population of cloud droplets has the log-normal size spectrum 

d n -  no [ l n 2 ( ~ ) ]  

d(log a) - cr~/2--~ exp - 20.2 , 

where n o = 300 cm -3, a m = 5 Ixm is the median droplet radius, and 
~r = 4 Ixm is the rms deviation of ln(a). (a) Plot the size spectrum 
dn/d(log a), the surface area spectrum dS/d(log a), and the mass spec- 
trum dM/d(log a). (b) Contrast the distributions of those properties over 
droplet radius a. 

9.5. Discuss how the introduction of volcanic dust can affect the mean surface 
temperature of the earth. 

9.6. Derive expression (9.11) for the growth rate of a droplet through con- 
densation. 

9.7. Show that the rate a droplet's mass increases via coalescence is described 
by (9.13). 

9.8. Provide an expression for the potential barrier that must be overcome 
for a water droplet to be activated. 

9.9. (a) Determine the critical radius at 0.2% supersaturation for a droplet of 
pure water. (b) How large must a droplet containing 1 0  - 1 6  g of sodium 
chloride become to grow spontaneously? 

For the cloud described in Fig. 5.5, calculate the liquid water content at 
650 mb, presuming adiabatic conditions. 

A cumulus cloud forms inside a moist thermal. The base of the thermal is 
at 1000 mb, where T O = 30~ and r 0 = 10 g kg -1. (a) If, at all elevations, 
the thermal is 2~ warmer in its core than near its periphery (other 
factors being equivalent), determine the height difference between the 
cloud base at its center versus at its periphery. (b) How would mixing of 
moisture with the environment modify this result? 

Discuss why clouds often have bases at, not one, but several distinct 
levels. 

Convection is favored over elevated terrain. In terms of 0 and hydrostatic 
stability, discuss why convection tends to form earlier during the day and 
become more intense over mountains. 

In relation to cloud dissipation, contrast entrainment of environmental 
air from above versus below an established cumulus. 

9.10. 

9.11. 

9.12. 

9.13. 

9.14. 
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9.15. The flow about a falling sphere of radius a and velocity w is laminar if 
the dimensionless Reynolds number 

paw 
R e =  

tz 

is less than 5000 (Chapter 13), where/z = 1.7 x 10 -5 kgm -1 s -1 is the 
coefficient of viscosity for air. Under these circumstances, the sphere 
experiences a viscous force 

9.16. 

9.17. 

9.18. 

9.19. 

9.20. 

9.21. 

9.22. 

9.23. 

9.24. 

9.25. 

D = -6vr t zaw 

known as Stokes drag. (a) Calculate the terminal velocity w t of a spherical 
cloud droplet of radius a. (b) For what range of a does the preceding 
result apply if the flow becomes turbulent for Re > 5000? (c) If the flow 
about them remains laminar, how large must droplets grow before they 
can no longer be supported by an updraft of 1 rn s -1 ? 

Consider a population of cloud droplets having size distribution n(a)  un- 
der the conditions of Problem 9.15. (a) Derive an expression for the spe- 
cific drag force exerted on air by the falling droplet population. (b) What 
is required to maintain an updraft in the presence of those droplets? 

Estimate the time for volcanic dust particles of density 2.6 x 103 kg m -3 
to reach the earth's surface from 50 mb if the tropopause is at 200 mb 
and the particles are spherical with a mean radius of (a) 1.0/zm and 
(b) 0.1/xm. 

(a) Use typical observed values of pl/p'~ a to characterize the fractional 
composition of a nonprecipitating cumulus by surface air. (b) Discuss the 
thermodynamics of an air parcel inside the cloud and its interaction with 
environmental air. 

Estimate the entrainment height (Sec. 7.4.2) for a thermal of diameter 
(a) 100 m and (b) 1 km. 

Describe the evolution of a stack of lenticular clouds if they form from 
moisture anomalies upstream that are sheared and advected through the 
mountain wave by the prevailing flow. 

Plot the saturation mixing ratio with respect to water and with respect to 
ice as functions of temperature for cloud at 400 mb. 

Why does the sky appear brighter when the ground is snow covered? 

Discuss why the milky appearance of the sky, which is often observed 
from the surface, disappears at an altitude of a kilometer or two. 

Other factors identical, why does a nimbus cloud appear darker than 
others? 

Use the scattered intensity (9.19) to obtain the total scattered power 
(9.20) for Rayleigh scattering. 
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9.26. 

9.27. 

Transmission of diffuse SW radiation through a scattering layer is de- 
scribed in terms of the phase function P(cos 19), where O is the three- 
dimensional scattering angle. Express cos 19 in terms of the zenith angles 
0 and 0' and the azimuthal angles ~b and ~b' of scattered and incident 
radiation, respectively. 

Calculate the atmospheric albedo due to Rayleigh scattering for overhead 
sun and (a) h = 0.7/xm, (b) h = 0.5 /zm, and (c) h = 0.3 tzm. The 
refractive index of air at 1000 mb and 273 K is approximated by 

(m - 1)106 = 6.4328 101 + 
2.94981 x 104 2.554 x 102 

+ 
1 4 6 -  h -2 41 - h -2 

with h in micrometers and m -  1 proportional to density. 

9.28. Scattering of microwave radiation by cloud droplets and precipitation en- 
ables cloud properties to be measured by radar. (a) Verify that Rayleigh 
scattering is a valid description of such behavior. (b) The backscattering 
coefficient (8.6), which measures the reflected power per unit length of 
scattering medium, follows from the scattering cross section as 

f l  s ( "rr ) = n & s P ( 'rr ) , 

9.29. 

9.30. 

9.31. 

9.32. 

9.33. 

9.34. 

9.35. 

9.36. 

where n is the particle number density and P(Tr) is the phase function 
for backward scattering. Derive an expression for/3s(zr) in terms of the 
radius a of scatterers and the fractional volume r / =  n .  47ra3 occupied 
by them to show that the reflectivity is proportional to a 6. 

Derive the radiative transfer equation governing azimuthal-mean diffuse 
radiation (9.36) from the full radiative transfer equation. 

Sunsets were modified for several years following the eruption of Kraka- 
toa. How small must particles have been? 

Show that, for single scattering, the diffuse intensity I(/x, r) is propor- 
tional to the phase function P(~; tz~). 

Derive the system (9.37) governing upwelling and downwelling fluxes of 
diffuse radiation. 

Show that the blackbody function B*[T] is a particular solution of (9.46). 

Show that transmission of diffuse SW radiation is governed by the system 
(9.39). 

For the cloud droplet population in Problem 9.4, compute (a) the 
scattering-equivalent mean droplet radius, (b) the liquid water path for 
a cloud 4 km deep, (c) the cloud's optical depth, and (d) the cloud's 
absorptivity for A = 0.5/zm and a solar zenith angle of 30 ~ 

Calculate the optical depth posed to SW radiation by a 5-km cumulus 
congestus (an organization of cumulus), which has an average liquid 
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9.37. 

9.38. 

9.39. 

9.40. 

9.41. 

9.42. 

9.43. 

9.44. 

9.45. 

water content of 0.66 g m -3 and a scattering-equivalent mean droplet 
radius of 12/zm. 

Satellite measurements of SW radiation enable the albedo of clouds to be 
determined, from which the cloud optical depth can be inferred. (a) Plot 
cloud albedo as a function of optical depth for a solar zenith angle of 
30 ~ presuming a homogeneous scattering layer and a black underlying 
surface. (b) Discuss the sensitivity of cloud albedo to changes in optical 
depth for ~'c > 50. What implications does this have for inferring optical 
depth? 

A satellite measuring backscattered SW radiation and LW radiation emit- 
ted at 11 /xm observes a tropical cloud with an albedo of 0.9 and a 
brightness temperature of 220 K. If the solar zenith angle is 30 ~ and 
a scattering-equivalent radius of 5 /xm applies, use the result of Prob- 
lem 9.37 to estimate (a) the liquid water path of the cloud and (b) the 
cloud's average liquid water content if it is 1 km thick. 

A homogeneous cloud layer of optical depth ~'c is illuminated by the 
solar flux Fs at a zenith angle 0s - cos -a/Xs. If the surface is gray with 
absorptivity a, (a) derive expressions for the upwelling and downwelling 
diffuse fluxes inside the scattering layer and (b) plot the albedo and 
transmissivity, as functions of a, for overhead sun and ~c - 20. 

Consider the radiative-convective equilibrium for the cloudy atmosphere 
in Fig. 9.33. (a) Explain why the surface temperature in Fig. 9.34 increases 
linearly with the cloud's height once the cloud is elevated sufficiently 
above the surface. (b) Nearly identical results are obtained for other 
cloud optical depths. Why? 

Satellite observations reveal the following scene properties for a region of 
maritime convection in the tropics: a fractional cloud cover of 0.5, average 
clear-sky and overcast albedos of 0.2 and 0.8, respectively, and average 
clear-sky and overcast LW fluxes of 350 and 100 W m -2, respectively. 
Calculate the average SW, LW, and net cloud forcing for the region. 

Use the mean latent heat flux to the atmosphere, 90 W m -2 (Fig. 1.27), 
to estimate the global-mean precipitation rate. 

Estimate the fraction of the water vapor column in the tropics that is 
processed by convection during one day. Reconcile this fraction with the 
characteristic timescale and depth of individual convective cells. 

Use the mean annual precipitation in Fig. 9.38 and a characteristic 
tropopause height of 16 km to estimate the latent heating rate inside 
the ITCZ. 

Consider a horizontal interface separating two conservative media with 
real refractive indices n l and n2. Use the condition that the horizontal 
trace speed of electromagnetic waves (Sec. 14.1.2) must be identical on 
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9.46. 

9.47. 

either side of the interface to derive Snell's law: 
sin 02 nl 

sin 01 n2 

where 01 and 02 denote the zenith angles of incident and refracted ra- 
diation and n 1 - -  Co/C 1 and n2 = Co/C2 are the corresponding indices of 
refraction, which are defined in terms of the speeds Cl and c2 at which 
light propagates in media 1 and 2. 

Scattering of SW radiation is enhanced in polar regions, where solar 
zenith angles are large. As a simple model, consider conservative scatter- 
ing of SW radiation from a wind-blown ocean surface, which randomly 
occupies all angles a from the horizontal between +90 ~ (a) Use Snell's 
law and conservation of energy crossing the surface to determine that 
fraction of incident radiation arriving at zenith angle Os > 0 which is 
scattered into the zenith angle 0. (b) For 0~ = 30 ~ compare the inten- 
sity of light which is forward scattered (Os < 0) against that which is 
backward scattered (0 s > 0). 

Use the directionality of scattering to assess the change in overall SW 
transmission accompanYing the reduction of direct transmission following 
the eruption of E1 Chichon in Fig. 9.5. 



Chapter 10 Atmospheric Motion 

Under radiative equilibrium, the first law reduces to a balance between 
radiative transfers of energy, which determines the radiative-equilibrium ther- 
mal structure. This simple balance is valid for a resting atmosphere, but breaks 
down for an atmosphere in motion because heat is then also transferred me- 
chanically by air movement. Discrepancies of the radiative-equilibrium ther- 
mal structure (Fig. 8.21) from the observed global-mean temperature (Fig. 1.2) 
point to the importance of mechanical heat transfer. Radiative-convective 
equilibrium, which accounts for vertical heat transfer by convection, recon- 
ciles the equilibrium thermal structure with that observed, but only in the 
global-mean. 

Radiative and radiative-convective equilibrium both produce a meridional 
temperature gradient that is too steep compared to observed thermal structure 
(Fig. 10.1). Each accounts only for vertical transfers of energy. According to 
the distribution of net radiation (Fig. 1.29), low latitudes experience radiative 
heating, whereas middle and high latitudes experience radiative cooling. Ther- 
mal equilibrium then requires those radiative imbalances to be compensated 
by a poleward transfer of heat. That horizontal heat transfer is accomplished in 
large part by the atmospheric circulation. Thus, understanding how observed 
thermal structure is maintained requires an understanding of atmospheric mo- 
tion and the horizontal transfers of energy that it supports. 

10.1 Descriptions of Atmospheric Motion 

Until now, the development has focused on an infinitesimal fluid element 
that defines an individual air parcel. Thermodynamic and hydrostatic influ- 
ences acting on that discrete system must now be complemented by dynamical 
considerations that control the movement of individual bodies of air. To- 
gether, these properties constitute the individual or Lagrangian description of 
fluid motion, which represents atmospheric behavior in terms of the collec- 
tive properties of material elements comprising the atmosphere. Because the 
basic laws of physics apply to a discrete bounded system, they are developed 
most simply within the Lagrangian framework. However, the Lagrangian de- 
scription of atmospheric behavior requires representing not only the thermal, 
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Figure 10.1 Zonal-mean temperature as a function of latitude and height (a) under radiative- 
convective equilibrium and (b) observed during northern winter. Without horizontal heat trans- 
fer, radiative-convective equilibrium establishes a meridional temperature gradient that is much 
stronger than observed. Sources: Liou (1990) and Fleming et al. (1988). 

mechanical, and chemical histories of individual air parcels, but also track- 
ing their positionsmnot to mention their distortion as they move through the 
circulation. 

Like any fluid system, the atmosphere is a continuum. Hence, it is com- 
prised of infinitely many such discrete systems, all of which must be formally 
represented in the Lagrangian description of atmospheric behavior. For this 
reason, it is more convenient to describe atmospheric behavior in terms of field 
variables that represent the distributions of properties at particular instants. 
The distribution of temperature T(x, t), where x - (x, y, z) denotes three- 
dimensional position, is a scalar field variable. So is the distribution of mix- 
ing ratio r(x, t) and the component of motion in the ith coordinate direction 
vi(x, t). Collecting the scalar components of motion in the three coordinate di- 
rections gives the three-dimensional motion field v(x, t) - vi(x, t); i - 1, 2, 3, 
which is a vector field variable that has both magnitude and direction at each 
location. Like thermodynamic and chemical variables, the motion field v(x, t) 
is a property of the fluid system, one that describes the circulation. Because 
air motion transfers heat and chemical constituents, v(x, t) is coupled to other 
field properties. Collectively, the distributions of such properties constitute the 
field or Eulerian description of fluid motion, which is governed by the equations 
of continuum mechanics. 

The Eulerian description simplifies the representation of atmospheric be- 
havior. However, physical laws governing atmospheric behavior, such as the 
first and second laws of thermodynamics and Newton's laws of motion, apply 
directly to a fixed collection of matter. For this reason, the equations governing 
atmospheric behavior are developed most intuitively in the Lagrangian flame- 
work. In the Eulerian framework, the field property at a specified location 
involves different material elements at different times. Despite this compli- 
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cation, the Eulerian description is related to the Lagrangian description by a 
fundamental kinematic constraint: The field property at a given location and 
time must equal the property possessed by the material element occupying 
that position at that instant. 

10.2 Kinematics of Fluid Motion 

A material element (Fig. 10.2) can be identified by its initial position 

~ - - ( x 0 ,  Y0, z0), (10.1.1) 

which is referred to as the material coordinate of that element. The locus of 
points 

x(t) = [x(t), y(t), z(t)] (10.1.2) 

traced out by the element defines a material or parcel trajectory, which is 
uniquely determined by the material coordinate ~: and the motion field v(x, t). 
With ~ held fixed, the vector dx = (dx, dy, dz) describes the incremental dis- 
placement of the material element during the time interval dt. The element's 

= x ( o  ~ x (e t )  = e, + dx  

= (x~176 dx = (dx, dy, dz) 

Figure 10.2 Positions x of a material element initially and after an interval dt. The element 's 
initial position x0 = (x0, Y0, z0) defines its material coordinate ~. During the interval dt, the element 
traces out an increment of parcel trajectory dx = vdt, where v is the element 's instantaneous 
velocity. 
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velocity is then 

dx 

dt'  
(10.2.1) 

with components 

d x  
u ~  

dt '  

" o - -  

dt'  
dz 

W ~ ~ ,  

dt 

(10.2.2) 

Because it is evaluated for fixed ~:, the time derivative in (10.2) corresponds 

to an individual material element and therefore to the Lagrangian time rate 
of change on which the development has focused until now. By the kinematic 
constraint relating Eulerian and Lagrangian descriptions, the velocity in (10.2) 
must then equal the field value v(x, t) at the material element's position x(t) 
at time t. 

At any instant, the velocity field defines a family of streamlines (Fig. 10.3) 
that are everywhere tangential to v(x, t). If the motion field is steady, namely, 
if local velocities do not change with time, parcel trajectories coincide with 
streamlines. This follows from (10.2) because a material element is then al- 
ways displaced along the same streamline, which remains fixed. Under un- 
steady conditions, parcel trajectories do not coincide with streamlines, which 
then evolve to new positions. Initially tangential to one streamline, the veloc- 
ity of a material element will displace it to a different streamline, with which 
its velocity is again temporarily tangential. A streakline, which also character- 
izes the motion, is the locus of points traced out by a dye that is released 
into the flow at a particular location. As illustrated in Fig. 10.3, a streakline 
represents the positions at a given time of contiguous material elements that 
have passed through the location where the tracer is released. Like parcel 
trajectories, streaklines coincide with streamlines only if the motion field is 
steady. 

In addition to translation, a material element can undergo rotation and 
deformation as it moves through the circulation. These effects are embodied 
in the velocity gradient 

o91) i 
Vv = ~ ,  i, j = 1, 2, 3, (10.3) 

Oxj 

which is a two-dimensional tensor with the subscripts i and j referring to three 
Cartesian coordinate directions. The local velocity gradient Vv(x) determines 
the relative motion between material coordinates and hence the distortion 
experienced by the material element located at x. Two material coordinates 
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Figure 10.3 Motion and streamlines initially (solid lines) and streamlines after an interval At 
(dashed lines) for a vortex translating uniformly. Superposed is (1) the parcel trajectory at time At 
(bold solid line) of a material element that is initially positioned at the shaded circle and (2) the 
streakline at time At (bold dashed line) that originates from the same position. 

that are separated initially by dxj experience relative motion 

d v  i - c~vi d x j ,  
r3xj 

_ ~ 3V i 
~ d x  1 + d x  2 + d x  3, 

- 3x  x ~ 
(10.4) 

where repeated indices in the same term imply summation and the vector 
product~the so-called Einstein notation. How the material element evolves 
through relative motion is elucidated by separating the velocity gradient into 
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symmetric and antisymmetric components" 

o~v i 
dxj = eij + oJij, (10.5.1) 

where 

1 (  O~vi O~UJ t (10.5.2) 
e ij -- 2 --~x j + O X i / , 

l ( d v  i dry) 
wiJ = -2 dxj dxi . (10.5.3) 

The symmetric component e(x, t) of the velocity gradient defines the rate 
of  strain or deformation tensor acting on the material element at x. Diagonal 
components of e, which describe variations of velocity "in the direction of 
motion," characterize the rate of longitudinal deformation, or "stretching," 
in the three coordinate directions. For example, ell describes the rate of 
elongation of a material segment aligned in the direction of coordinate 1 
(Fig. 10.4a). Collecting all three components of stretching gives the trace of e 
and the divergence of the velocity field 

o~Ui 
= V.v ,  (10.6) 

dx i 
which reflects the rate of increase in volume or dilatation of the material 
element (Problem 10.4). In the case of pure shear, for which the field v(x, t) 
varies only in directions transverse to the motion, diagonal elements of e 
vanish. The material element may then undergo distortion, but no change of 
volume. 

Off-diagonal components of e(x, t), which describe variations of velocity 
"orthogonal to the motion," characterize the rate of transverse deformation, 
or "shear," experienced by the material element at x. As pictured in Fig. 10.4b, 
2e12 represents the rate of decrease of the angle between two material seg- 
ments aligned initially in the directions of coordinates 1 and 2 (Problem 10.5). 
In the case of rectilinear motion that varies only longitudinally, off-diagonal 
components of e(x, t) vanish. The material element at x may then experience 
stretching, but no shear. 

The antisymmetric component of Vv(x, t) also describes relative motion, 
but not deformation. Because it contains only three independent components, 
the tensor co defines a vector 

= -oJa3 . (10.7) 
0.112 

The vector ~(x, t) is related to the curl of the motion field or vorticity 

2~b = V x v, (10.8) 



X 

Xl 

Figure 10.4 (a) Stretching of a material element in a longitudinally varying flow. The element's rate of elongation is reflected in the normal strain 
rate e l , .  (b) Shearing of a material element in a transversely varying flow. The rate at which the material angle 0 decreases is reflected in the shear strain 
rate e,2.  
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which represents twice the local angular velocity. Thus, go(x, t) represents the 
angular velocity of the material element at position x. If symmetric com- 
ponents of Vv(x,  t) vanish, so does the local deformation tensor e(x, t). The 
material element's motion then reduces to translation plus rigid body rotation. 

10.3 The Material Derivative 

To transform to the Eulerian description, the Lagrangian derivative appearing 
in conservation laws must be expressed in terms of field properties. Consider 
a field variable ~O = qJ(x, y, z, t). The incremental change of property ~0 is 
described by the total differential 

dqJ - dqJ dt + dx + dy + - - d z  

= ~ d t  + V0 .  dx, (10.9) 
0t 

where dx, dy, dz, and dt are suitably defined increments in space and time. Let 
dr. = (dx, dy, dz)  and dt in (10.9) denote increments of space and time with 
the material coordinate ~: held fixed. Then dx represents the displacement of 
the material element ~ during the time interval dt and the increment of parcel 
trajectory shown in Fig. 10.2. With position and time related in this manner, 
the total differential describes the incremental change of property 6 observed 
"in a frame moving with the material element." Differentiating with respect 
to time (with ~ still held fixed) gives the time rate of change of ~ "following 
a material element" or the time rate of change "following the motion" 

d t = O t + u --~x + v d--~y + W ~d z 

oqJ 
= at + v .  V~, (10.10) 

which defines the Lagrangian or material derivative of the field variable ~(x, t). 
According to (10.10), the material derivative includes two contributions. 

The first, d~/d t ,  which is referred to as the Eulerian or local derivative, rep- 
resents the rate of change of the material property ~, introduced by temporal 
changes in the field variable at the position x where the material element is 
located. The second contribution, v. V~, which is referred to as the advective 
contribution, represents the change of the material property ~ due to motion 
of the material element to positions of different field values. Even if the field 
is steady, namely, if ~,(x, t) = ~(x) so that local values do not evolve with time, 
the property of a material element will change if that element moves across 
contours of the field property ~,(x). The rate that ~, changes for the material 
element is then given by its velocity in the direction of the gradient of ~ times 
that gradient. 
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10.4 Reynolds' Transport Theorem 

Owing to the kinematic relationship between Lagrangian and Eulerian de- 
scriptions, the material derivative emerges naturally in the laws governing 
field properties. Changes of g, described by (10.10) apply to an infinitesimal 
material element. Consider now changes for a finite material volume V(t), 
i.e., one containing a fixed collection of matter. Because V(t) has finite di- 
mension, we must account for variations of velocity v and property q, across 
the material volume. Consider the integral property 

fv  g,(x, y, z, t)dV' 
(t) 

over the finite system. The time rate of change of this property follows by 
differentiating the volume integral. However, the time derivative d/dt cannot 
be commuted inside the integral because the limits of integration (namely, the 
position and form of the material volume) are themselves variable. 

The time rate of change of the integral material property has two con- 
tributions (Fig. 10.5), analogous to those treated earlier for an infinitesimal 
material element: 

1. Values of g,(x, t) within the instantaneous material volume change 
temporally due to unsteadiness of the field. 

2. The material volume moves to regions of different field values. Rel- 
ative to a frame moving with V(t), such motion introduces a flux of 
property q, across the material volume's surface S(t). 

The first contribution is just the collective time rate of change of q,(x, t) within 
the material volume: 

(t) ~t 

The second is the net transfer of ~ across the boundary of V(t). If S(t) has 
the local outward normal n and local velocity v, the local flux of ~p relative to 
that section of material surface is - ~ v .  Then the flux of ~ into the material 
volume is given by - ~ p v . - n  = ~pv. n. Integrating over S(t) gives the net 
rate that ~ is transferred into the material volume V(t) due to motion across 
contours of ~: 

f (t) ~v . ndS'. 

Collecting the two contributions and applying Gauss' theorem obtains 

dt (t) (t) ~ + V. (vq~) dV' 

(t) --d7 + q~V. v dV' (10.11) 
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Figure 10.5 Finite material volume V(t), containing a fixed collection of matter, that is 
displaced across a field property q,. 

for the time rate of change of the integral material property. Known as 
Reynolds' transport theorem, (10.11) relates the time rate of change of some 
property of a finite body of fluid to the corresponding field variable and to the 
motion field v(x, t). As such, it constitutes a transformation between the La- 
grangian and Eulerian descriptions of fluid motion. ~ To develop the equations 
governing field variables in the Eulerian description of atmospheric motion, 
we apply Reynolds' theorem to properties of an arbitrary material volume. 

10.5 Conservation of Mass 

Let @ = p(x, t). An arbitrary material volume V(t) then has mass 

v(t) p(x, t)dV'. 

1 Mathematically, the transport theorem is a generalization to a moving body of fluid of Leibniz's 
rule for differentiating an integral with variable limits. It enables the time derivative of the integral 
property tobe expressed in terms of an integral of time and space derivatives. 
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Because the system is comprised of a fixed collection of matter, the time rate 
of change of its mass must vanish 

p(x, t)dV' = 0. (10.12) 
dt (r 

Applying Reynolds' transport theorem transforms (10.12) into 

(t) -~ + pV .  v dV' = O. (10.13) 

This relation must hold for "arbitrary" material volume V(t).  It follows that 
the quantity in braces must vanish identically. Thus, conservation of mass for 
individual bodies of air requires 

do 
d---t -t- p V - v -  0 (10.14.1) 

o r  
@ 
- -  + V . (pv) = O, (10.14.2) 
dt 

which provides a constraint on the field variables p(x, t) and v(x, t). Known 
as the continuity equation, (10.14) must hold pointwise throughout the domain 
and continuously in time. 

Consider a specific field property f (namely, one referenced to a unit mass). 
Then tp = pf  represents the absolute concentration of that property. Reynolds' 
transport theorem implies 

d t d f g p f d g ' - f g { d ( t )  (t) } --~(pf) + p f ( V .  v) dV' 

: + v]} (10.15) 

By the continuity equation, the term in square brackets vanishes, so (10.15) 
reduces to the identity 

d 
dt fv(t) pfdV' = fv(t) P~tdV'. (10.16) 

Hence, for an absolute concentration, the time rate of change of an integral 
material property assumes this simpler form. 

10.6 The Momentum Budget 

10.6.1 Cauchy's Equations of Motion 

In an inertial reference frame, Newton's second law of motion applied to the 
material volume V(t)  can be expressed 

d fv pvdV' = fv pf dV'  + fs  r ndS', (10.17) . 

dt (t) (t) (t) 
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where pv is the absolute concentration of momentum, f is the specific body 
force acting internal to the material volume, and ~- is the stress tensor acting 
on its surface (Fig. 10.6). The stress tensor 7, which is a counterpart of the 
deformation tensor e, represents the vector force per unit area exerted on 
surfaces normal to the three coordinate directions. Then ~'.n is the vector force 
per unit area exerted on the section of material surface with unit normal n. 

For commonly considered fluids like air, the stress tensor is symmetric 

Tji-- T 0. (10.18) 

Like e(x, t), the local stress tensor contains two basic contributions. Diagonal 
components of ~-(x, t) define normal stresses that act orthogonal to surfaces 
with normals in the three coordinate directions. The component ~'11(x, t) de- 
scribes the force per unit area acting in the direction of coordinate 1 on an 
element of surface with normal in the same direction (Fig. 10.6). Off-diagonal 
components of ~-(x, t) define shear stresses that act tangential to those surfaces. 
The component ~'2a describes the force per unit area acting in the direction 
of coordinate 2 on an element of surface with normal in the direction of 
coordinate 1. 

Each of the stresses in ~- also represents a flux of momentum. The nor- 
mal stress "rii (summation suspended) represents the flux of i momentum in 
the longitudinal i direction. The shear stress Tji represents the flux of j mo- 
mentum in the transverse i direction. Formally, these fluxes are accomplished 
by molecular diffusion of momentum, which gives fluid viscosity. However, in 
applications to large-scale atmospheric motion, mixing by small-scale turbu- 
lence accomplishes similar fluxes of momentum. Far greater than molecular 
diffusion, turbulent fluxes are treated in analogous fashion. Both render the 
behavior of an individual material element diabatic because they transfer heat 
and momentum across its boundary (e.g., Fig. 2.1). 

~11 

Figure 10.6 Finite material volume V(t),  which experiences a specific body force f internally 
and a stress tensor ~" on its surface. 
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In the atmosphere, the body force and stress tensor are either prescribed or 
determined by the motion field. Incorporating Reynolds' transport theorem for 
an absolute concentration (10.16) and Gauss' theorem transforms (10.17) into 

f v  dv fv p - ~ d V '  = {pf  + V .  ~} dV '  
(t) (t) 

o r  

(t) P-d-[ - p f  - V .  ~- dV '  = O. (10.19) 

As before, (10.19) must hold for arbitrary material volume, so the quantity 
in braces must vanish identically. Thus, Newton's second law for individual 
bodies of air requires 

dv 
P -d-[ - o f  + v.~-, (10.20) 

which provides constraints on the field properties p(x, t) and v(x, t). Known 
as Cauchy's equations, (10.20) hold pointwise throughout the domain and con- 
tinuously in time. 2 

The body force relevant to the atmosphere is gravity 

f = g ,  (10.21) 

which is prescribed. On the other hand, internal stresses are determined au- 
tonomously by the motion. A Newtonian fluid like air has a stress tensor that 
is linearly proportional to the local rate of strain e(x, t) and that, in the ab- 
sence of motion, reduces to the normal stresses exerted by pressure. For our 
purposes, it suffices to define the stress tensor as 

~ p  

2txe ij 

" r  m - p  

2 tze ji 
- p _  

(10.22) 

where / ,  is the coefficient o f  viscosity. 3 Equation (10.22) is the form assumed 
by the stress tensor for an incompressible fluid (Problem 10.16). Shear stresses 
internal to the fluid then arise from shear in the motion field dvi /dxj .  When 
expressed in terms of specific momentum, the governing equations involve 
the kinematic viscosity v = Iz/p, which is also termed the molecular diffusivity 
and has dimensions length/time 2. Turbulent momentum transfer is frequently 
modeled as diffusion, but with an eddy diffusivity in place of v (Chapter 13). 

2 In the absence of friction, these are called Euler's equations. 
3Strictly, normal stresses also include a contribution from viscosity, but that effect is small 

enough to be neglected for most applications (see, e.g., Aris, 1962). 
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where 

With r defined by (10.22), Cauchy's equations reduce to 

dv 1 
d t  = g - - V p  - D, (10.23.1) 

P 

1 
D -  - - V  �9 ~- 

P 

1 1 o ~ 691) i 
= - - V .  (/zVv) . . . .  / z ~  (10.23.2) 

p p tgXj o~Xj 

denotes the specific drag force exerted on the material element at location x. 
Known as the momentum equations, (10.23) are a simplified form of the Navier 
Stokes equations, which embody the full representation of ~- in terms of e and 
constitute the formal description of fluid motion. Conceptually, (10.23) asserts 
that the momentum of a material element changes according to the resultant 
force exerted on it by gravity, pressure gradient, and frictional drag. 

10.6.2 M o m e n t u m  E q u a t i o n s  in a Ro ta t ing  Re fe rence  F r a m e  

Because they follow from Newton's laws of motion, the momentum equations 
apply in an inertial reference frame. The reference frame of the earth (in which 
we observe atmospheric motion), however, is rotating and therefore noniner- 
tial. Consequently, the momentum equations must be modified to apply in 
that reference frame. Scalar quantities like p(x, t) appear the same in inertial 
and noninertial reference frames, as do their Lagrangian derivatives. However, 
vector quantities differ between those reference frames. Vector variables de- 
scribing a material element's motion (e.g., x, v = dx/dt, and a = dv/dt) must 
therefore be corrected to account for acceleration of the earth's reference 
frame. 

Consider a reference frame rotating with angular velocity g~ (Fig. 10.7). A 
vector A that is constant in that frame must rotate when viewed in an inertial 
reference frame. During an interval dt, A will change by a vector increment 
dA, which is perpendicular to the plane of A and g~ and has magnitude 

Ida[ - A sin 0.1~ dt, 

where 0 is the angle between A and J2. Hence, in an inertial reference frame, 
the vector A changes at the rate 

dA 
= AOsin  0 

and in a direction perpendicular to the plane of A and J2. It follows that the 
time rate of change of A apparent in an inertial reference frame is described by 

\ ~/--d-t" i 
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1 
Figure 10.7 A vector A, which is fixed in a rotating reference frame, changes in an inertial 

reference flame during an interval dt by the increment IdA] = A sin 0 - g l d t  in a direction 
orthogonal to the plane of A and g2, or by the vector increment dA = g~ x A dt. 

More generally, a vector A that has the time rate of change dA/dt  in a rotating 
reference frame has the time rate of change 

-37 i -37 + • a (10.25) 

in an inertial reference frame. 
Consider the position x of a material element. By (10.25), the element's 

velocity v = dx/d t  apparent in an inertial reference frame is 

1) i ~-- 11 -Jr- ~ X X. (10.26) 

Similarly, the acceleration apparent in the inertial frame is given by 

( d v i ) -  dvi  
- - ~  i - ' ~ - { - ~  X V i 

Incorporating the velocity apparent in the inertial frame (10.26) obtains 

dt i ~" + o x v  + ~ x ( v + ~ x x )  

dv 
= dt + 2 o x v + o x ( o x x )  (10.27) 

for the acceleration apparent in the inertial frame. 
According to (10.27), two corrections to the material acceleration arise to 

account for rotation of the reference frame. The first, 2g~ x v is the Corio- 
lis acceleration. Following from an artificial force in the rotating frame of the 
earth, the Coriolis acceleration is perpendicular to an air parcel's motion and 
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to the planetary vorticity 2g~. It is important for motions with timescales com- 
parable to that of the earth's rotation (Chapter 12). The second correction: 
g~ • (.Q • x) is the centrifugal acceleration of an air parcel due to the earth's 
rotation, which was treated in Chapter 6. When geopotential coordinates are 
used, the artificial force corresponding to this correction is automatically ab- 
sorbed into effective gravity. 

Incorporating the material acceleration apparent in an inertial reference 
frame (10.27) transforms the momentum equations into a form valid in the 
rotating frame of the earth: 

dv 1 
+ 2 0  x v - - - V p -  g k -  D, (10.28) 

dt p 

where g is understood to denote effective gravity and k the upward normal 
in the direction of increasing geopotential (i.e., gk = V~). The correction 
2 ~  • v enters as the "Coriolis acceleration" when it appears on the left-hand 
side of the momentum balance. Moved to the right-hand side, it enters as the 
"Coriolis force" -2g~ • v, a fictitious force that appears to act on a material 
element in the rotating frame of the earth. Because it acts orthogonal to the 
displacement, the Coriolis force performs no work on the material element. 

10.7 The First Law of Thermodynamics 

Applied to the material volume V(t), the first law can be expressed 

is do d pcvTdV' - - q.  ndS' - pp-d-[dV' + pgldV', 
-dt (t) (t) (t) (t) 

(10.29) 

where coT represents the specific internal energy. Forcing it on the right-hand 
side, q is the local heat flux so - q . n  represents the heat flux "into" the material 
volume, a = 1/p is the specific volume so p (da /d t )  represents the specific 
work rate, and q denotes the specific rate of internal heating (e.g., associated 
with the latent heat release and frictional dissipation of motion). 

The local rate of expansion work is related to the dilatation of the material 
element occupying that position. Because 

l dp d (~) 

p dt dt 

1 dc~ 

a d t '  
(10.30) 

the continuity equation (10.14) can be expressed 

1 da 

a dt 
= V . v .  (10.31) 
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Incorporating (10.31) along with Reynolds' transport theorem (10.16) and 
Gauss' theorem transforms (10.29) into 

pc,, + V + p V  Pit dV '  ( t )  - - ~  " q �9 v - = O.  

Again, since V ( t )  is arbitrary, the quantity in braces must vanish identically. 
Therefore, the first law applied to individual bodies of air requires 

d T  
= - V . q -  p V .  v + PO, (10.32) pCv dt 

which provides a constraint on the field variables involved. Of the three ther- 
modynamic properties represented, only two are independent because they 
must also satisfy the gas law. Similarly, the heat flux q and the internal heat- 
ing rate c) are determined autonomously by properties already represented, so 
they introduce no additional unknowns. 

It is convenient to separate the heat flux into radiative and diffusive com- 
ponents: 

q - -  qR + qT 

= F - k V T ,  (10.33) 

where F is the net radiative flux (Sec. 8.2) and k denotes the thermal conduc- 
tivity in Fourier's law of heat conduction. The first law then becomes 

d T  
pc v ~-~ + pV.  v - - V .  F + V. (kVT) + Oil. (10.34) 

Known as the thermodynamic equation, (10.34) expresses the rate that a ma- 
terial element's internal energy changes in terms of the rate that work is per- 
formed on it and the net rate it absorbs heat through convergence of radiative 
and diffusive energy fluxes. 

The thermodynamic equation can be expressed more compactly in terms of 
potential temperature. For an individual air parcel, the fundamental relation 
for internal energy 

du - Tds - p d a  (10.35.1) 

relates the change of entropy to other material properties. Incorporating the 
identity between entropy and potential temperature (3.25) transforms this into 

cpTd ln  0 - du + p d a .  (10.35.2) 

Differentiating with respect to time, with the material coordinate ~ held fixed, 
obtains 

d In 0 du dee 
cpT  d-----~ - dt  + p dt ' (10.36) 
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where d/d t  represents the Lagrangian derivative (10.10). Multiplying by p and 
introducing the continuity equation (10.4) transforms this into 

pcpT dO dT  
0 dt = PCv--~ + p V .  v. (10.37) 

Then incorporating (10.37) into (10.34) absorbs the compression work into the 
time rate of change of 0 to yield the thermodynamic equation 

cpT dO 
P--if- d-~ = - V .  F + V. (kVT) + pq. (10.38) 

Collectively, the continuity, momentum, and thermodynamic equations 
represent five partial differential equations in five dependent field variables: 
three components of motion and two independent thermodynamic proper- 
ties. Advective contributions to the material derivative, like advection of mo- 
mentum v .  Vv and of temperature v .  VT,  make the governing equations 
quadratically nonlinear. Their solution requires initial conditions that specify 
the preliminary state of the atmosphere and boundary conditions that specify 
its properties along physical borders. Referred to as the equations of  motion, 
these equations govern the behavior of a compressible, stratified atmosphere 
in a rotating reference flame. As such, they constitute, the starting point for 
dynamical investigations, as well for investigations of chemistry and radiation 
in the presence of motion. 

Suggested Reading 

Vectors, Tensors, and the Basic Equations of  Fluid Mechanics (1962) by Aris 
includes an excellent development of the kinematics of fluid motion and of 
the governing equations from a Lagrangian perspective. 

An Introduction to Dynamic Meteorology (1992) by Holton contains alternate 
derivations of the continuity and thermodynamic equations from the Eulerian 
perspective. It includes an illuminating derivation of the total energy balance 
for a material element in terms of contributions from mechanical energy and 
internal energy. 

Problems 

10.1. Show that the antisymmetric component of the velocity gradient tensor 
can be expressed in terms of the angular velocity vector & in (10.7). 

10.2. Show that the vorticity equals twice the local angular velocity (10.8). 

10.3. Derive the integral identity 

pc v + V + p V  pit dV'  - O  (t) --d-f " q �9 v - 

governing a material volume V(t) .  
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10.4. Demonstrate that the trace of the deformation tensor represents 
the fractional rate at which a material element's volume increases 
(Fig. 10.4a). 

10.5. Demonstrate that the shear strain rate e12 represents one-half the rate 
of decrease of the angle between two material segments that are aligned 
initially in the directions of coordinates 1 and 2 (Fig. 10.4b). 

10.6. The equations of motion determine three components of velocity and 
two thermodynamic properties. (a) Why are only two thermodynamic 
properties explicitly determined? (b) Describe the geometric form those 
thermodynamic properties assume for a particular atmospheric state. 
(c) As in part (b), but for the special case when one thermodynamic 
property can be expressed in terms of the other, for example, a = a(p) .  

10.7. Derive the momentum equations (10.23) from Cauchy's equations of 
motion. 

10.8. Prove that the relationship f ( x ,  t) = const describes a material surface 
if and only if f satisfies d f /d t  = O. 

10.9. Consider the two-dimensional motion 

u(x ,  y, t) = 

where 

v(x, y, t) = 

~y 

3X'  

q~(x, y, t) -- 4 exp( -{[x  - x0(t)] 2 + [Y - Y0(t)]2}) 

defines a family of streamlines and 

x0(t) = y0(t) = t. 

Plot the parcel trajectory and streakline from t - 0 to 4 beginning at 
(a) (x, y) = (0, 1), (b) (x, y) = ( - 1 ,  0), and (c) (x, y) = (0, 0). 

10.10. For the motion in Problem 10.9, plot at t = 1, 2, 3, 4 the material 
volume that, at t = 0, is defined by the radial coordinates: 

1 - A r  < r < 1 +Ar,  
--A4~ < ~b < A6 

for (a) Ar = 0.5 and A4~ = 7r/4 and (b) Ar = 0.1 and Acb = 0.1. 
(c) Contrast the deformations experienced by the material volumes in 
parts (a) and (b) and use them to infer the limiting behavior for •  and 
A4~ ~ 0. 

10.11. Use the vector identity (D.14) in Appendix D to show that the material 
acceleration can be expressed 

dv 3v 
d--i = a-7 + v + ~ x v, 

where ~" = V x v. 
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10.12. 

10.13. 

10.14. 

10.15. 

10.16. 

10.17. 

Demonstrate that the Coriolis force does not enter the budget of spe- 
cific kinetic energy Ivl2/2. 

Show that the vorticity ~" = k .  7 • v is a conserved property for two- 
dimensional nondivergent motion in an inertial reference frame. 

Simplify the equations of motion for the special case of (a) incompress- 
ible motion, wherein the volume of a material element is conserved, 
and (b) adiabatic motion. 

Describe the circumstances under which a property qJ is conserved, yet 
varies spatially in a steady flow. 

The stress tensor in a Newtonian fluid is described by 

Tij _P6ij_q_(tZ, 2 )  = - -~/x 6ijV.  v + 2/~eij, 

where/x '  is the so-called bulk viscosity. (a) Determine the average of 
the normal stresses in the three coordinate directions and discuss its 
relationship to the thermodynamic pressure p. (b) As in part (a), but 
for /z '  = 0, which describes a Stokesian fluid. (c) Show that the stress 
tensor reduces to (10.22) and the drag to (10.23.2) if the motion is 
incompressible. 

A free surface is one that moves to alleviate any stress and maintain 
z = 0. If the rate of strain tensor is dominated by the vertical shears 
Ou/Oz and Ov/dz, describe how the horizontal velocity varies adjacent 
to a free surface. 

10.18. A geostationary satellite is positioned over 30 ~ latitude and 0 ~ longi- 
tude. From it, a projectile is fired northward at a speed v0. By assuming 
the deflection of the projectile's trajectory to be small and ignoring 
sphericity and the satellite's altitude, estimate the longitude where the 
projectile crosses 45 ~ latitude if (a) v0 = 1000 m s -], (b) v0 = 100 m s -1,  
and (c) v0 = 10 ms -1. (d) For each of the preceding results, evaluate 
the dimensionless timescale for the traversal scaled by that for rotation 
of the earth. 

10.19. Consider a parcel with local speed v, the natural coordinate s measured 
along the parcel's trajectory, and a unit vector s that is everywhere 
tangential to the trajectory. (a) Express the material derivative in terms 
of v, s, and s. (b) Show that the material acceleration is described by 

dv dv ds 

dt dt dt 
(c) Interpret the two accelerations appearing on the right. 

10.20. In terms of Newton's third law, explain how turbulent mixing can exert 
drag on a moving air parcel. 



Chapter II Atmospheric Equations of Motion 

In vector form, the equations of motion are valid in any coordinate system. 
However, those equations do not lend themselves to application and standard 
methods of solution. To be useful, the governing equations must be expressed 
in scalar form, which then depend on the coordinate system. We develop 
the scalar equations of motion within the general framework of curvilinear 
coordinates. In addition to accounting for geometric distortions inherent to 
spherical coordinates, that framework allows a straightforward development 
of the equations in thermodynamic coordinates, which afford a number of 
simplifications. 

II.I Curvilinear Coordinates 

Consider the Cartesian coordinates 

X - - - ( X I ,  X2, X3) , (11.1.1) 

which are measured from planar coordinate surfaces: x i --  const. If those 
planes are perpendicular, (Xl, x2, x3) are referred to as rectangular Cartesian 
coordinates. More generally, the curvilinear coordinates 

.1~ = ('~1, "~2, X3) (11.1.2) 

are measured from coordinate surfaces that need not be planar nor mutually 
orthogonal (Fig. 11.1). Insofar as x and ,~ are both viable coordinate systems, 
there exists a transformation 

.~ = .~(x) (11.2) 

from one representation to the other, which constitutes a mapping between 
all coordinates x in the original system and coordinates ,~ in the curvilinear 
coordinate system. The mapping (11.2) is unique and therefore invertible, 
provided that the Jacobian of the transformation 

J ( x ,  .r) = 
~Xi 

(11.3) 

341 
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J 

Figure l l . !  Coordinate surfaces x i = const for curvilinear coordinates. Coordinate vectors 
ei point in the directions of increasing xi. 

is nonzero for all x. The Jacobian (which applies irrespective of whether or 
not the original coordinate system is Cartesian) has the reciprocal property 

J(x,.~)- J ( . f , x )  = 1 (11.4) 

(Problem 11.1). 
Unlike Cartesian coordinates, the curvilinear coordinates 2i need not rep- 

resent length. For example, the spherical coordinates longitude A and latitude 
~b represent angular displacements. The physical length dsi corresponding to 
an increment of the curvilinear coordinate -~i is accounted for in the metric 
scale factor hi: 

ds i = hid2 i (11.5.1) 

hi -1--- hV~i[, (11.5.2) 

where the summation convention is not in force and V refers to differentia- 
tion with respect to the original coordinates x i. Similarly, the physical volume 
corresponding to the incremental element dV~ = dYcldic2dYc 3 in the curvilinear 
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coordinate system is given by 

d E  - 

1 
= ~ d ~ .  (11.6) 

The curvilinear coordinate system is said to be orthogonal if coordinate 
surfaces are mutually perpendicular. Under those circumstances, coordinate 
vectors ei, which point in the directions of increasing 2 i (Fig. 11.1), are likewise 
mutually perpendicular 

Then the Jacobian reduces to 

ei "ej - ~/j. 

J ( ~ , x ) -  hlh2h3  (11.7) 

(Problem 11.2) and the physical volume corresponding to the element 
d21d22d23 in the curvilinear system is just the product of the corresponding 
physical lengths (11.5). 

The Jacobian accounts for distortions of physical length in all three curvi- 
linear coordinates. In the special case when only the third coordinate is trans- 
formed 

,I~(X) -- (X1, X2, "~3) (11.8)  

(e.g., when surfaces of constant height are replaced by isobaric surfaces), the 
Jacobian is given by 

J ( x , , )  - 

1 0 0 

0 1 0 

a2_._13 a2_.._!3 02..__!3 
o~X 1 o~X 2 o~X 3 

023 
Ox3 " (11.9) 

For this special class of transformations, (11.4) reduces to the simple reciprocal 
property 

1 

= , (11.10) 
ax3 \ a23 / 

which is not true in general. 
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Vector operations in arbitrary curvilinear coordinates can now be expressed 
in terms of the corresponding metric scale factors: 

1 0 0  1 0 r  ^ 1 0 0  

gilt = h--71 0 x---71 ~1 -~ g-~x2 e 2 --  h--3 0 x---3 ~" 3 ' 
(11.11.1) 

V . A =  
e e ] 

1 3 (hgh3A1) + (h h3A2) + (hlhaA3) (11.11.2) 
hl h2h3 ~ 1 ~X 3 , 

V x A =  

hie 1 h2~'2 h3e 3 

a d d 
021 ax  2 ax  3 

hlZl  h2A2 h3A3 

(11.11.3) 

V21// -- 1 

hlh2h3 ~Xl hi 021 

0 ( h l h 3 0 ~ )  d ( h l h 2 0 @ ) ]  
q- ~ 2  h2 d3:2 q - ~ 3  h3 0J:3 " 

(11.11.4) 

11.2 Spherica l  Coordinates  

Consider the rectangular Cartesian coordinates x = (Xl, x2, x3) having origin 
at the center of the earth and the spherical coordinates 

a~ = (A, ~b, r), 

both fixed with respect to the earth (Fig. 11.2). Spherical coordinate surfaces 
A = const, 4~ = const, and r = const are then (1) vertical planes intersecting 
the Cartesian x3 axis, (2) conical shells with apex at the origin x = 0, and 
(3) concentric spherical shells, respectively. The corresponding unit vectors 

ex -- i, 

e ,  = j ,  

e r -- k, 

(11.12) 

are everywhere perpendicular to those coordinate surfaces. Because coordi- 
nate surfaces are mutually perpendicular, so are the unit vectors, and the 
spherical coordinates (A, ~b, r) constitute an orthogonal coordinate system. 
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, 

~ ea 

I" 
" ' %  

- - - C >  
e2 

x1 

Figure 11.2 Spherical coordinates: longitude A, latitude 4', and radial distance r. Coordinate 
vectors e,  = i, e~ = j ,  and er = k change with position (e.g., relative to fixed coordinate vectors 
el, e2, and e3 of rectangular Cartesian coordinates). 

The rectangular Cartesian coordinates  can be expressed  in terms of  the 
spherical  coordinates  as 

x l - r cos ~b cos A, 

X 2 - -  r cos th sin A, 

X 3 - -  rsin ~b, 

(11 .13 .1)  
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which may be inverted for the spherical coordinates: 

h - tan-l(X2),\Xl 

4~ = tan -1 
+ ' 

r -  V/x  + + 

Metric scale factors for the spherical coordinates then follow as 

h 1 = rcos ~b, 

(11.13.2) 

h 2 -- r, (11.14) 

h 3 = l  

(Problem 11.4). Because .s constitutes an orthogonal coordinate system, the 
Jacobian of the transformation follows from (11.7) as 

J(.~,x) = r 2 cos q~, (11.15) 

which is nonzero except at the poles. At ~b = +90 ~ coordinate surfaces ~b = 
const converge onto the x3 axis, so the incremental volume encased by two 
such surfaces vanishes and the transformation is singular. Vector operations 
follow from (11.11) as 

100. 1 OqJi + - + 3qJk (11.16.1) 
V~ -- r cos qb 3A r - ~ J  dr ' 

1 3 A  x 1 d 1 3 
V-A = t (cos dpA4, ) + (rZAr) (11.16.2) 

r cos q~ 3~b r cos ~b 3~b ~ ~rr ' 

V x A =  
r 2 COS ~b 

r cos dpi rj k 

0 0 0 

OA 3dp Or 

r cos dpAa rAq, A r 

(11.16.3) 

1 t~ O~2~O~A 2 r2 cos q ~ 1  [ d ~ ]  r-2~rrl 3 ( 0 q / )  V2~ -- rZcos2 ~ cos q~--~ + r 2 ~  . (11.16.4) 

From (11.14), physical displacements in the directions of increasing longi- 
tude, latitude, and radial distance are described by 

dx = r cos ~bdA, 

dy = rd~b, (11.17.1) 

dz = dr, 
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in which height 

z -- r - a, (11.17.2) 

where a denotes the mean radius of the earth, is used to measure vertical 
distance. 1 Physical velocities in the spherical coordinate system are then ex- 
pressed by 

dx dA 
u - dt = rcos~b d t '  

dy dcb (11 18) 
v =  d t - r d - - 7 '  

dz dr 

dt dt 

The vector equations of motion can now be cast in terms of spherical co- 
ordinates. Derivatives of scalar quantities transform directly with the above 
expressions. However, Lagrangian derivatives of vector quantities are compli- 
cated by the dependence on position of the coordinate vectors i, j ,  and k. 
Each rotates in physical space under a displacement of longitude or latitude. 
For example, an air parcel moving along a latitude circle at a constant speed 
u has a velocity v = ui, which appears constant in the spherical coordinate 
representation, but which actually rotates in physical space (Fig. 11.2). Conse- 
quently, the parcel experiences an acceleration that must be accounted for in 
the equations of motion. 

Consider the velocity 

v = ui  + v j  + wk. 

Because the spherical coordinate vectors i, j ,  and k are functions of position 
.~, the material acceleration is actually 

dv du . dr .  dW k di dj dk 
dt - --dT' + --d7 J + --dt + u-~ + v-~ + w d--t 

( d r )  d i d j d k  
- - s  + + + W-dT, 

(11.19.1) 

where the subscript refers to the basic form of the material derivative in 
Cartesian geometry 

d-t c ~ + v . V .  (11.19.2) 

To evaluate corrections on the right-hand side of (11.19.1), the spherical co- 
ordinate vectors are expressed in terms of the fixed rectangular Cartesian 

~This representation is only approximate, because it ignores departures from sphericity of 
height surfaces (Sec. 6.2). 
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coordinate v e c t o r s  e l ,  e2, e 3 

i = - sin he 1 + COS Ae2, 

j - - s in  4' cos he 1 - s in  ~b sin he 2 + cos t ~ e 3 ,  

k = cos ~b cos he I + cos q~ sin he 2 + sin q~e3, 

(11.20) 

the demonstration of which is left as an exercise. From these and reciprocal 
expressions for el, e2, and e 3 in terms of i, j ,  and k, Lagrangian derivatives of 
the spherical coordinate vectors follow as 

di ( ta ;4~ ! )  
d t = U  j -  k 

_ _  _ t a n  4, v dj _ - u  i - - k ,  
dt r r 
dk u v 

= - i  + - j  
dt r r 

(11.21) 

(see Problem 11.5). Then material accelerations in the spherical coordinate 
directions become 

du ( d u )  uvtan ~b uw 
dt = - ~  c - - -  r ~ -  t ---~-, (11.22.1) 

dv ( d v )  u2 tan 4~ vw 
+ t r ' (11.22.2) 

-~  d-t c r 

dw (dw) _ (u2nt-v 2) 
dt = ~ c r " (11.22.3) 

Corrections appearing on the right-hand sides of (11.22), which are referred 
to as metric terms, describe accelerations that result from curvature of the 
coordinate system. 

Because the atmosphere occupies a thin shell about the earth, it is custom- 
ary to simplify the radial dependence by neglecting small fractional changes 
of r in (11.16) through (11.22). The shallow atmosphere approximation makes 
use of the fact that z < < a to take r = a and ignore the geometric diver- 
gence associated with vertical displacements. The vector operations (11.16) 
then reduce to 

1 OqJ 1 Oq~. O0 
V O =  i + -  + -~-' k, (11.23.1) 

a cos ~ OA a -O-~J Oz 

1 3A  A 1 0 OA z 
V .A = t (cos 4~A,/,) + - -  (11.23.2) 

a cos 4~ 04~ a cos 4~ ,34, O z ' 
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V x A =  
a 2 cos  4) 

a cos chi aj k 

3 3 3 

3A o~4, ~z 

acoschA A a A r  A~ 

(11.23.3) 

1 ~2 q, ~ cos 4' -Jr- - - ,  (11 23.4) 
V21/t - -  a 2 cos  2 4) o~/~. 2 a 2 cos  ~ ~ ~ z  2 " 

in which height has been formally adopted as the vertical coordinate. 
With this approximation and material accelerations (11.22), the equations 

of motion can be cast into component form. Expressing the planetary vorticity 
in terms of horizontal and vertical components of the earth's rotation 

292 = 2O(cos ~bj + sin ~bk) (11.24) 

(Fig. 11.3) yields the scalar equations of motion in spherical coordinates: 

du  1 3p tan 4, u w  
dt  211(vs in~b-wcos4~) -  pacos~bdh +-uv a a D,,  (11.25.1) 

dv 1 Op u2 tan ~b u w  
. . . . .  D4, , d t  F- 2 I l u  sin 4, = pa d4~ a a (11.25.2) 

d w  1 69p u 2 -~- 1) 2 
211u cos cb = g + - D z, 

d t  p 3z  a 
(11.25.3) 

dp 
dt  
- -  + p V .  v = O, (11.25.4) 

d T  
pc~ ~ + p V. v = qnet, 

where 

and 

d 3 u d 

d t = O t  I acosdpOA 

v d  3 
~ - -  + w - -  

a -ff-~ 3z  

qnet - -  - - V .  F + V .  (kVT) + p q  

denotes the net heating rate from all diabatic sources. 

(11.25.5) 

(11.25.6) 

(11.25.7) 
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cos~j 

2~ sin~k 
fk 

Figure 11.3 

v 

Planetary vorticity 2g~ decomposed into horizontal and vertical components. 

11.2.1 The Traditional Approximat ion 

Although it simplifies the mathematics, using height as the vertical coordinate 
with r replaced by the constant value a has an important drawback: The re- 
suiting equations do not possess an angular momentum principle, like the one 
satisfied by the equations in full spherical geometry (Problem 11.6). On con- 
ceptual grounds alone, this is an important deficiency because much of atmo- 
spheric dynamics concerns how angular momentum is concentrated into strong 
jets that characterize the general circulation. The failure of (11.25) to prop- 
erly represent the angular momentum of individual air parcels follows from 
an inconsistency in the treatment of horizontal and vertical displacements. 
Geometric variations in the radial direction are neglected, but Coriolis and 
metric terms proportional to cos ~b, which accompany radial displacements, 
are retained. 

Terms proportional to 213 cos ~b in (11.25) are associated with the horizontal 
component of planetary vorticity (11.24) and vertical motion. Those terms are 
much smaller than others and are often neglected on the basis of scaling 
arguments (Sec. 11.4). Known as the traditional approximation (Eckart, 1960), 
the neglect of terms proportional to 213 cos ~b is formally valid in the limit of 
strong stratification, wherein 

N 2 
c~. (11.26) 

122 
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Air is then constrained to move quasi-horizontally, which makes the vertical 
component of planetary vorticity 2[1 sin ~b dominant in the Coriolis accelera- 
tion 2.0 • v. For a lapse rate of F - 6.5 Kkm -1, (7.10) gives N 2 of order l 0  -4 

S - 2  and ~~2 ,~ 5 • 10 -9  S - 2 ,  SO N 2 / ~  2 ~ 2 x 10 4 is in good agreement with 
(11.26). Weak or unstable stratification is controlled by convection, which op- 
erates on timescales short enough to render both components of the Coriolis 
acceleration unimportant. 

An alternate derivation of the equations of motion (Phillips, 1966) provides 
a rationale for neglecting the aforementioned terms. The component equations 
assume a simpler form if derived from the momentum equations in vector- 
invariant form. In an inertial reference frame, the vector equations of motion 
can be expressed 

(3Lii)  ( Lii'Lii)2 Lii 1 -~ V \ + (V x Lie) x -- - - - r e  -- gk - D, (11.27.1) 
\ dt i P 

where the subscript refers to the velocity and local time rate of change ap- 
parent in the inertial flame (Problem 11.7). Evaluating metric scale factors 
at r - a before derivatives are taken recovers the vector operations (11.23). 
Then expressing the velocity and time derivative in terms of those apparent in 
the rotating flame of the earth 

L1 t - -  13 -1- [la cos ~bi, (11.27.2) 

o )  _ o  110 
~ i a t  O~a ( 1 1 . 2 7 . 3 )  

and incorporating (11.23) produces the simplified momentum equations 

d u (  utan 6 )  1 01) 
dt f + v - - ~  Da, a pa cos ~b 3A 

(11.28.1) 

d r (  utan 6 )  l a p  
d t +  f +  u -  D6, a pa 34) 

(11.28.2) 

dto 
dt 

where the Coriolis parameter 

lol) 
p Oz 

g - D z ,  (11.28.3) 

f - 2f~ sin ~b (11.28.4) 

represents the vertical component of planetary vorticity (Fig. 11.3). 
Equations (11.28) are free of metric and Coriolis terms proportional to 

w in the horizontal momentum equations and all such terms in the vertical 
momentum equation. The above system possesses the conservation principle 

d ( 1  ~p+DA ) (11.29) d t [ ( u  + a a  cos 4')a cos 4'] - - a  cos 4' pa cos 4' O~ 
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wherein the angular momentum of an air parcel changes according to the 
torque about the axis of rotation exerted on it by longitudinal forces (Prob- 
lem 11.8). Consistent with the shallow atmosphere approximation, angular 
momentum is treated as though the air parcel remains at r = a. 

1 1 . 3  S p e c i a l  F o r m s  o f  M o t i o n  

Certain conditions simplify the governing equations. For incompressible motion, 
the specific volume of an individual material element is conserved, so 

dP = o. 
dt 

Then the continuity equation (11.25.4) reduces to 

V . v - O .  (11.30) 

Because p is conserved, a material element that coincides initially with a partic- 
ular isochoric surface, p = const, remains on that surface~despite movement 
of that surface. Thus isochoric surfaces are material surfaces (namely, they are 
comprised of a fixed collection of matter). If the motion is steady, p surfaces 
are also stream surfaces, to which the motion is tangential. These conditions 
hold automatically for an incompressible fluid like water. They also hold for 
a compressible fluid like air if the motion is steady and orthogonal to the gra- 
dient of density. Because large-scale motions are quasi-horizontal, the latter 
condition is approximately satisfied by atmospheric circulations. 

For adiabatic motion, individual material elements experience no heat trans- 
fer with their surroundings (Sec. 3.6.1). The thermodynamic equation (10.38) 
then reduces to 

dO 
- -  - 0 ,  (11.31) 
dt 

which asserts that the potential temperature of a material element is con- 
served. Thus, an air parcel that coincides initially with an isentropic surface, 
0 = const, remains on that surface (refer to Fig. 2.9) and isentropic surfaces 
are material surfaces. 

The cases just discussed are particular examples of a conserved property, 
which behaves as a material tracer. More generally, a property r that is con- 
served for individual material elements obeys the continuity equation 

dr 
- -  = 0. (11.32) 
dt 

Mixing ratios of long-lived chemical species approximately satisfy (11.32) be- 
cause the rates of production and destruction for such species, which formally 
belong on the right-hand side, are much slower than advective changes in the 
Lagrangian derivative, which appear on the left-hand side. Ozone, which has a 
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photochemical lifetime in the lower stratosphere of several weeks, and water 
vapor, which is conserved away from clouds and the earth's surface, behave 
approximately in this manner (see Fig. 1.15). Hence, to a first approximation, 
particular values of mixing ratio track the movement of individual bodies of 
air and the surfaces r - const are material surfaces. 

11.4 Prevailing Balances 

The preceding equations govern motion in a compressible, stratified, and ro- 
tating atmosphere, so they apply to a wide range of phenomena. While de- 
scribing planetary-scale circulations that involve timescales of days and longer, 
the equations of motion also describe small-scale acoustic waves that have 
timescales of only fractions of a second. This generality needlessly complicates 
the description of phenomena that figure in the general circulation. To eluci- 
date essential balances controlling large-scale atmospheric motions, it is useful 
to examine the relative sizes of various terms. 

11.4.1 Mot ion-Rela ted  Stratification 

The stratification, which is represented in the distributions of pressure and 
density, is comprised of two components: (1) a basic component associated 
with static conditions and (2) a small departure from it that is related directly 
to motion: 

P t o t  "-- PO(Z) -+- p(x, t), 

Ptot  : "  PO(Z) -~- p(X, t), 
(11.33) 

where x = (x, y, z) follows from (11.17). The static components P0 and P0, 
which are functions of height alone, are symbolized by the global-mean pres- 
sure and density. Those components overshadow vertical variations associated 
with motion, so it is instructive to eliminate them from the governing equa- 
tions. 

Incorporating (11.33) into the horizontal momentum equation transforms 
the pressure gradient force into 

(po+p____~Vh(p ~ +p),~ _lpo (1--P~O) Vhp 

where V h denotes the horizontal gradient and P/Po << 1 and P/Po << 1 
have been used in combination with the binomial expansion to ignore higher 
order terms. Because po(z) depends on height alone, it drops out of (11.34) 
to leave the horizontal momentum equations in their original form (11.28). 

1 ~-- Vhp, (11.34) 
Po 
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In the vertical momentum equation, the basic components of stratification 
introduce vertical gradients that cannot be ignored. The right-hand side of 
(11.28.3) contains the net buoyancy force acting on an air parcel (7.2). Incor- 
porating (11.33) transforms the buoyancy force into 

1 0 1 (1 - p ) ( O P o  Op)  
f b = -- ( P o + P) 3 z ( P O + p)  -- g ~ -- P--o0 -~0 \ O Z + -~Z -- g 

) 
- oo ~ + p g  , 

wherein the basic stratification automatically satisfies hydrostatic equilibrium. 
Then the vertical momentum equation becomes 

dw 1 Op p 
= g - O  z. (11.36) 

dt Po Oz Po 

11.4.2 Scale Analysis 

With dependent variables related directly to motion, terms in the momentum 
equations can now be evaluated for relative importance. Away from the earth's 
surface and regions of organized convection, the frictional drag D is small 
enough to be ignored. Large-scale atmospheric motions are then characterized 
by the scales 

U = 10 m s - 1  L = 10 3 km P -  10 m b -  10 3 Pa 

W = 10  - 2  m s  -1  H -  10 km fo = 1 0 - 4  s-l, 

where U and W refer to horizontal and vertical motion, respectively, L and H 
are horizontal and vertical length scales that characterize the motion field, and 
f0 = 212sin 4'0 is the planetary vorticity at a representative latitude q'0. The 
pressure P characterizes the departure from pure static conditions, namely, the 
pressure variation associated directly with motion. If the Lagrangian derivative 
is dominated by advective changes, L / U  represents a timescale for advection 
that can be used to characterize d/dt .  

Scaling velocities, lengths, and the Lagrangian derivative by the scales given 
above (e.g., u --+ Uu, x --+ Lx ,  d /d t  --+ ( U / L ) d / d t ,  with u, x, and d /d t  then 
nondimensional) transforms the horizontal momentum equations (11.28.1) and 
(11.28.2) into the dimensionless forms 

R o - ~  - sin 4~v - Ro  tan 4)uv = - ~  
P l o p  

�9 (11.37.1) 
foPoo UL Po Ox' 

R o - ~  + sin dpu + Ro  a t a n  ~ u  2 - -  - ~  
P 1 0 p  

foPoo UL Po Oy 
(11.37.2) 
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where Poo = po(0) and all variables are nondimensional, of order unity, and 
are related to their dimensional counterparts through multiplication by the 
above scale factors. The Rossby number 

U 
Ro = (11.38) 

foL 

appearing in the scaled momentum equations is a dimensionless parameter 
that represents the ratio of the rotational timescale fo  1 to the advective 
timescale L/U.  

With the preceding scales, dimensionless factors in (11.37) are characterized 
by the following orders of magnitude: 

R o - 1 0  -1 R o ( L ) = I O  -2 P = 
, 

a foPooUL 1 

Hence, the horizontal momentum equations are dominated by a balance be- 
tween the Coriolis acceleration associated with the vertical component of plan- 
etary vorticity and the horizontal pressure gradient force, both of which are of 
order unity. Relative to these, the material acceleration, which is of order Ro, 
is small because the timescale for advection is long compared to the rotational 
timescale. Therefore, horizontal motion of an individual air parcel is domi- 
nated by rotation. Accelerations associated with metric terms and with vertical 
advection of momentum in d/dt are even smaller, whereas those proportional 
to w that were eliminated in the derivation of (11.28) are much smaller. 

Similar treatment transforms the vertical momentum equation (11.36) into 
the dimensionless form 

(W) dw ( L )  P l o p  . . . . .  (~oo) g p (11 .39) ,  
Ro dt = -  foPoo UL Po ~z fo ~J Po 

where P00 = p0(0). The preceding scales imply the orders of magnitude 

P _ 1 0  2 ( P g 

This scale analysis demonstrates that the vertical momentum equation for 
large-scale motions is dominated by a balance between the vertical pressure 
gradient and gravitational forces. Hence, the motion-related component of 
stratification also satisfies hydrostatic equilibrium, other vertical forces being 
much smaller. Vertical forces involved in hydrostatic equilibrium are also two 
orders of magnitude greater than accelerations in the horizontal momentum 
equations, which illustrates the comparative influences of gravity and rotation 
(11.26). 
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The foregoing analysis allows the equations of motion to be simplified. 
Inclusive of the basic stratification, the dimensional equations governing large- 
scale atmospheric motion in spherical coordinates then become 

dUdt ( f  + u tan 4 ~ ) a  v= - ~ p a  cosl r 3A~ D~, (11.40.1) 

dv ( utan~b) 1 Op 
d t  + f + u - D4,, (11.40.2) a pa ~49 

lop 
pOz 

= -g ,  (11.40.3) 

at, 
d t  + p V .  v = O, (11.40.4)  

dT 
pcv--d- [ + pV.  v = qnet, (11.40.5) 

which are termed the primitive equations because they constitute the starting 
point for investigations of large-scale atmospheric dynamics. Metric terms 
proportional to tan 4, and horizontal drag have been retained in (11.40), but, 
while often included in numerical integrations, they are small enough to be 
omitted for many analyses. In chemical applications, the primitive equations 
are augmented by continuity equations of the form 

dri 
dt =/~i -/)i (11.40.6) 

for the mixing ratio of the ith species, where/5 i and/) i  denote the local rates 
of production and destruction of that species. 

The governing equations must be closed with boundary conditions. Spher- 
ical geometry is periodic, so continuity suffices for horizontal boundary con- 
ditions. Vertical boundary conditions constrain the upward motion. At the 
ground, the motion must be tangential to that lower boundary. If the surface 
has elevation Zs(A, 49, 0, 2 this is equivalent to requiring an air parcel initially 
in contact with it to track along the same elevation: 

dzs 
w -  dt '  (11.41) 

where d/dt is given by (11.25.6). 3 In the presence of viscosity, the motion must 
also satisfy the no-slip condition, which requires the velocity at the ground to 
vanish. Upper boundary conditions are more difficult to apply because the 

2The lower boundary condition can be applied on a surface internal to the fluid, in which case 
the elevation is time dependent. 

3Even though a fluid element at the ground must remain in contact with that boundary, 
neighboring elements can achieve large vertical displacements (e.g., in convection; refer to Fig. 5.4) 
through deformation of finite bodies of fluid. 
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domain is unbounded, but similar constraints are usually imposed at a finite 
height. 

11.5 Thermodynamic Coordinates 

11.5.1 Isobaric Coordinates  

Because they involve hydrostatic equilibrium, the primitive equations simplify 
when formulated with pressure as the vertical coordinate. Hence, we consider 
a transformation from the standard spherical coordinates x = (x, y, z) given 
by (11.17) to the modified coordinates Xp = (x, y, p). Then isobaric surfaces 
p = const replace constant height surfaces z --- const as coordinate surfaces, 
along which horizontal derivatives must be evaluated. Using p as a vertical 
coordinate is possible because hydrostatic equilibrium (11.40.3) ensures that 
pressure varies with height monotonically and therefore is a single-valued 
function of z. 

In casting the equations into isobaric coordinates, the variables p and z are 
interchanged. Pressure then becomes an independent variable and z becomes 
a dependent variable. For a specified pressure, z(p) represents the height of 
an isobaric surface, which is contoured in Fig. 1.9. Isobaric surfaces are not 
perpendicular to the other coordinate surfaces, so this representation does not 
constitute an orthogonal coordinate system. 

Consider a scalar quantity 

g/(x, y, z, t) = (O[x, y, p(x, y, z, t), t]. (11.42) 

Hereafter, the caret will be omitted with the pressure dependence understood. 
By the chain rule, the vertical derivative can be expressed 

Op ( )xy - ( )xy  1143  
where subscripts denote variables that are held fixed. Likewise, differentiation 
with respect to x becomes 

oq, oqJ ) 
yzt ypt -~X / yzt 

and similarly for differentiation with respect to y. Thus, the horizontal gradient 
evaluated on surfaces of constant height V~ translates into 

(O~O) VzP, (11.44.1) Vzq, - Vpq, + Upp xy, 

where 

( )   11442  
i -~- -~Y xpt V p -  -~x ypt 
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z T 

I / 

Figure 11.4 Variation of property q/ along an isobaric surface. Horizontal derivatives 
( t ~ l l / t ~ X ) y p t  --" limax__,o(Ad//Ax ) and ( d ~ / d Y ) x p t  = limay_,o(Ad//Ay) are evaluated with changes 
of ~, along the isobaric surface p - const. (For clarity, Ax and Ay have been chosen to place the 
incremented values of 6 on the same contour.) Those derivatives imply the horizontal gradient 
evaluated along the isobaric surface Vp~, = (dcp/dX)rpti + (dd//OY)xptJ, which lies in the horizontal 
plane but reflects how ~, varies along the isobaric surface. 

denotes the horizontal gradient evaluated on an isobaric surface (Fig. 11.4). 
The local time derivative becomes 

(~ t  )xyz-- (--~)xypW (-~P)xyt (~ t )xyz .  ( 1 1 . 4 5 ,  

Incorporating these expressions transforms the Lagrangian derivative into 

dt = --~ + oh " Vp~ + ~ xyt ~ + l~h " Vzp + 113 ~Z xyt xyp xyz 

(dd/) dp (dq~) (11.46) 
-- --~ xyp -~- llh " VPr -~- --d-f ~ xyt' 

where 

Vh = ui + vj (11.47) 

denotes the horizontal velocity. By (11.44.2), the second term in (11.46) repre- 
sents horizontal advective changes evaluated on an isobaric surface~not to be 
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confused with advective changes due to motion along that surface. The third 
term has the form of vertical advection if 

ap 
w = dt (11.48) 

is identified as the vertical velocity in pressure coordinates. With p as the ver- 
tical coordinate, to denotes the Lagrangian derivative of vertical position and 
is positive in the direction of increasing p, that is, downward. Although to itself 
does not have dimensions of velocity, the product oo(OqJ/Op) has dimensions 
of vertical advection of the property qJ. Then the material derivative can be 

dt 

expressed 

~- (t~ �9 V ~ ) p  
3t 

+ Vh" VpO _ + w ~  
3t 

oqJ 
dp '  (11.49) 

in which p is held fixed unless otherwise noted and (v.  V~)p denotes three- 
dimensional advection of qJ in pressure coordinates. 

By taking qJ = z(x,  y, p, t) in (11.43) and (11.44), which for fixed p repre- 
sents the height of an isobaric surface as a function of horizontal position and 
time, we obtain 

3z 
- - = 1  
3z 

() Oz i +  j = O .  
V z Z  - -  -~X yzt xzt 

Then (11.43) reduces to the simple reciprocal property 

( O z ) - l o P  

oz 

= - p g ,  (11.50.1) 

which followed earlier from the Jacobian (11.10) for transformations involving 
the vertical coordinate alone. Similarly, (11.44) reduces to 

V z p  = -- VpZ 

= pgVpz .  (11.50.2) 

Incorporating (11.50.2) into the horizontal momentum equation transforms 
the pressure gradient force into 

1 
- - V z p  = - g V p z  

P 

= - V p . ,  (11.51) 
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where the geopotential q~ is given by (6.7). Then with (11.49), the horizontal 
momentum equations become 

Ov__k _ ( 
Ot b ('0 " VI~h)P -'[- f - ' [ " U  tana ~b) k x Vh - - V p d p  - D h ,  (11.52) 

where D h denotes the horizontal component of drag. Simple substitution trans- 
forms the hydrostatic equation into 

= - a .  (11.53) ap 

The continuity equation follows from its expression in terms of specific 
volume, which holds irrespective of coordinate system. In isobaric coordinates, 
(10.31) becomes 

do lp  
dt = ap(V. V)p, (11.54.1) 

where Cgp refers to the incremental material volume dVp and 

Then (11.6) implies 

According to (11.9), 

(V- l~)p  ~- V p . l~ h -Jr- 
dro 
op 

(11.54.2) 

ap = J(x, Xp )a. (11.55) 

ap 
J (x , x~ )  = 

= pg, (11.56) 

SO 

It follows that 

Olp --" p a  " g 

= g .  (11.57) 

dap 
dt 

= 0 ,  (11.58) 

which asserts that the volume of a material element is conserved in isobaric 
coordinates. Then (11.54) implies 

69(.0 
- ~  =0 .  (11.59) V P "  llh -~ Op 

Requiring the three-dimensional divergence to vanish, the continuity equation 
in isobaric coordinates has the same form as that for incompressible motion 
(11.30). 
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The thermodynamic equation can be developed from the first law for an 
individual air parcel (2.22), which implies 

d T  dp 
Cp--~ - -  a-~--7 - -  qne t "  (11.60) 

With (11.49), this becomes 

a T  + ( v h . V T ) p  a~o _ _ qne______tt , (11.61.1) 
at Cp Cp 

in which expansion work is proportional to the motion across isobaric surfaces. 
As before, the thermodynamic equation assumes a more compact form when 
expressed in terms of potential temperature: 

80 0 
dt + (vh " VO)p - ~{r (11.61.2) 

the derivation of which is left as an exercise. 
Collectively, the equations of motion in isobaric coordinates are then given 

by 

dv____Eh_( tan (h) 
dt f- f + U ~ a  k x v h - - V p ~ -  D h, (11.62.1) 

d~ 
- - a ,  (11.62.2) 

ap 

( V  �9 t l ) p  - - 0 ,  (11.62.3) 

with 

dO 0 
-- cpTqnet, (11.62.4) 

dt 

d 8 d 
a t  = at  + Vh " Vp + t o ~ .  (11.62.5) ap 

The lower boundary condition requires air to maintain the surface elevation 
Zs, SO 

d ~  dz  s 
dt  = g dt  (11.63) 

at p = ps(X, y, t). 
Simplifications introduced by transforming the equations into this coordi- 

nate system include the following: 

1. The pressure gradient force has been linearized through elimination 
of p. 

2. The continuity equation has reduced to a statement of three- 
dimensional nondivergence. In addition to being linear, it is now 
"diagnostic" (i.e., it involves no time derivatives). 
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These simplifications are not acquired without a price. Coordinate surfaces 
p = const are now time dependent, so their positions evolve with the circula- 
tion. Further, isobaric surfaces need not coincide with the ground. The lower 
boundary condition (11.63) must then be prescribed on different values of the 
vertical coordinate p = ps(X, y, t), which complicates its application. 

Complications in the lower boundary condition can be averted by introduc- 
ing the modified pressure coordinate 

P tr - ~ ,  (11.64) 
Ps 

which preserves a constant value at the ground. Although they pass the com- 
plication into the governing equations, or coordinates are advantageous from a 
computational standpoint and are used in general circulation models (GCMs) 
(see, e.g., Haltiner and Williams, 1980). 

11.5.2 Log-Pressure  Coordinates  

Combining some of the virtues of height and pressure is the modified vertical 
coordinate 

z* - - H  In ( ~ 0 0 )  , (11.65.1) 

with 

H -  RT~ (11.65.2) 

treated as constant. At this level of approximation, the basic pressure and 
density associated with static conditions are described by 

z* 
po ( z* ) -  po(O)e ",  

z* 
po(z*) -  po(O)e . .  

(11.66) 

Log-pressure height, which is formally constant on isobaric surfaces, is based 
on the stratification under static conditions (e.g., global-mean properties), so 
it only approximates geopotential height, However, discrepancies between z* 
and z are typically small and the two are identical under isothermal conditions. 

In terms of z*, the hydrostatic equation becomes 

d~ RT 
= . (11.67) 

3z* H 
The vertical velocity in log-pressure coordinates is given by 

dz* 

dt 
H dp 
p dt 

H 
= - - - t o .  (11.68) 

P 
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Then the Lagrangian derivative translates into 

d d d 
d t  = d t  + vh " Vz* + w*~,Oz, (11.69) 

where Vz, reflects the horizontal gradient evaluated on an isobaric surface. 
Likewise, vertical divergence in pressure coordinates becomes 

@ 
ogW * W* 

3z* H 

1 0 

= Po Oz* (poW*) ,  
(11.70) 

which transforms the continuity equation into 

1 d 
Vz,. Vh + ~ (PoW*) --  O. (11.71) 

PO dz* 

The thermodynamic equation is transformed in similar fashion, which is left 
as an exercise. 

With the foregoing expressions, the equations of motion in log-pressure 
coordinates become 

d V h (  tan 4~) 
d----t -+- f + u a k x Vh --  - V z , ~ -  D h ,  (11.72.1) 

d ~  R T  
= (11.72.2) 

Oz* H ' 

Vz, 
1 3 

Vh + - - ~  (PoW*) --  O, (11.72.3) 
Po dz* 

-~  + v h . Vz ,  ~ + N * 2 w  * - o~Z, ~Onet ,  (11.72.4) 

where 
d 

d t  

d d 
m + Vh .  Vz * + w * ~ ,  (11.72.5) 
dt  3z* 

and 

(11.72.6) 

represents the static stability in log-pressure coordinates. In the troposphere, 
N *: varies with height only weakly, so it can be treated as constant to first 
order. The lower boundary condition, in which geometric vertical velocity is 
specified (11.63), becomes 

3 ~  R T  d z  s 
Ot + vh " Vz*~ + - - ~ w *  - g d t  " (11.73) 
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At the level of approximation inherent to log-pressure coordinates, this can be 
* * accounted evaluated at the constant elevation z* - z s , but with variations of z s 

for in the right-hand side of (11.73). 
The equations in log-pressure coordinates have several advantages. Vari- 

ables are analogous to those in physical coordinates, so they are easily inter- 
preted. Yet, the pressure gradient force, hydrostatic equation, and continuity 
equation retain nearly the same simplified forms as in isobaric coordinates. In 
addition, mathematical complications surrounding comparatively small varia- 
tions of temperature are ignored. 

11.5.3 Isentropic Coordinates  

The nearly adiabatic nature of air motion simplifies the governing equations 
when 0 is treated as the vertical coordinate. Isentropic surfaces are then coor- 
dinate surfaces, to which air motion is nearly tangential (Fig. 2.9). Hence, we 
consider a transformation from the standard spherical coordinates x = (x, y, z) 
to the modified coordinates Xo = (x ,  y, 0). For it to serve as a vertical coordi- 
nate, potential temperature must vary monotonically with altitude. Hydrostatic 
stability requires dOl,~z > 0, so we are ensured of a single-valued relationship 
between potential temperature and height as long as the stratification remains 
stable. As is true for isobaric coordinates, using isentropic surfaces as coordi- 
nate surfaces leads to a coordinate system that is nonorthogonal. 

Consider the scalar variable 

q, = ~[x ,  y, O(x, y, z,  t) ,  t]. (11.74) 

Proceeding as in the development of (11.43) and (11.44) transforms vertical 
and horizontal derivatives into 

~qJ ~q, ~0 
= (11.75.1) 

~z dO dz '  

a~ 
Vzr = Vo@ + - -~VzO,  (11.75.2) 

where 0 is held fixed unless otherwise noted and 

() a i + j (11.75.3) 
V o "- ~ x  yOt ~Y x Ot 

represents the horizontal gradient evaluated on an isentropic surface. Then 
the Lagrangian derivative becomes 

dO aqJ 
d---t = dt + (v.  VO) 0 

~ dO ~ 0  
= ~--7 + Vh" Vo~ + d t  o~--0' (11.76) 
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in which we identify 

dO 
o~ o = d t  ( 1 1 . 7 7 )  

as the vertical velocity in potential temperature coordinates. Positive upward, 
oo o represents the Lagrangian derivative of vertical position in this coordinate 
system. 

Taking q /=  z(x ,  y, O, t) in (11.75), which for fixed 0 represents the height 
of an isentropic surface, leads to the identities 

O0 (OZ) -1 
7zz- ~ ' (11.78.1) 

0z 
Voz = - - - V z O .  (11.78.2) 

O0 

Then substituting (11.78.2) transforms (11.75.2) into 
a~ 

VzqJ - Voq, -~-~z Vo z. (11.79) 

Taking 0 - P and incorporating (11.79) transforms the pressure gradient 
force in the horizontal momentum equations into 

1 l o p  
_ 1  VzP _ _ _  Vop + _ Voz 

p p p ~ z  

1 
= - - V o p  - gVez.  (11.80) 

P 
Poisson's relationship for potential temperature (2.31) implies the identity 

In 0 - In T - K( ln  p --  In P0)- 

By applying the horizontal gradient evaluated on an isentropic surface, we 
obtain 

R T  
c p V o T  - -  ~ V o p  

P 
1 

= - V o p .  (11.81) 
P 

Then the pressure gradient force (11.80) reduces to 

1 
_ _ V z p  - - c p V o T  - gVoz  

P 

= - V o * ,  (11.82) 

where the Montgomery streamfunction 

xlt - c p T -Jr- g z 

= c p T - k - ~  (11.83) 
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plays a role in isentropic coordinates analogous to the one played by geopo- 
tential in isobaric coordinates. With (11.82) and (11.76), the horizontal mo- 
mentum equations become 

d V_~h _ ( t a n ~ b )  
at  F- ( v .  Vl3h) 0 + f + u a k x V h -- --VOatt - - D  h. (11.84) 

To transform the hydrostatic equation, we consider (11.75.1) with qJ = p, 
which gives 

az  ap  
- p g - ~  - - ~ .  (11.85) 

Poisson's relationship implies 

1 
m 

0 

Then substituting into (11.85) obtains 

o r  

l a T  K a p  

T 30 p 30 

a T  a z  c p T  

o 

o ~ 0  - -  Cp (11.86) 

for the hydrostatic equation in isentropic coordinates. 
The continuity equation follows from its expression in terms of specific 

volume. In isentropic coordinates, this becomes 

dao 
d t  = a ~  v ) ~  (11.87.1) 

where a o refers to the incremental material volume d V  o and 

dto 0 
(V. v)o = V o .  v h + . (11.87.2) 

aO 

According to (11.6), 

where 

a o - J ( x ,  x o ) a  , (11.88) 

aO 
J(x, xo) -  

By incorporating (11.85) with (11.78.1), we obtain 

(0,t-1 
ao -- Pa  " g - ~  (o )1 

= g - ~  . 

(11.89) 

(11.90) 
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Then (11.87) yields 

o r  

d 1 (0,)-1 

for the continuity equation in isentropic coordinates. Note that (11.91) is 
identical to the continuity equation in physical coordinates (11.25) if (ap /dO)  
is identified with density. The thermodynamic equation has the same form as 
earlier. 

Collectively, the equations of motion in isentropic coordinates are then 
given by 

dV__hh_( tan 4~) 
dt  ~- f + U ~ a  k x v h - - V o ~ -  Dh, (11.92.1) 

dO - Cp , (11.92.2) 

dt ~ + ~ ( V ' v ) ~  (11.92.3) 

0 
o)0 - c~0net  , (11.92.4) 

with 
d d 
dt  - dt + vh " V~ + w~ (11.92.5) 

The lower boundary condition becomes (Problem 11.22) 

d *  d ( O O * )  dz  s 
dt  dt  \ O0 / - g dt  " (11.93) 

These equations simplify the description of vertical motion, which is re- 
lated directly to the rate at which heat is absorbed by an air parcel (11.92.4). 
Under adiabatic conditions, there is no motion across coordinate surfaces, so 
w 0 and vertical advection vanish. Under diabatic conditions, the system is still 
advantageous because it relates vertical motion (which is difficult to measure 
due to its smallness) to quantities that are more reliably determined. An- 
other advantage of isentropic coordinates is enhanced resolution in regions 
of strong temperature gradient, such as those typical of frontal zones. Fig- 
ure 11.5 shows a frontal surface represented in terms of isobaric and isentropic 
coordinates. In the isobaric representation (Fig. l l.5a), motion and potential 
temperature vary sharply across the frontal zone, which then requires a fine 
computational mesh to be properly represented. These sharp gradients de- 
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Figure 11.5 Cross section through a frontal zone represented in (a) isobaric coordinates 
and (b) isentropic coordinates. Sources: Shapiro and Hastings (1973) and R. Bleck (U. Miami), 
personal communication. 

velop through nearly adiabatic flow deformation (Sec. 10.2) that concentrates 
0 surfaces into narrow regions during the amplification of extratropical cy- 
clones (Chapter 16). Isentropic coordinates maintain a fixed separation of 0 
surfaces, so they magnify the region of sharp behavior (Fig. l l.5b), which then 
varies smoothly and poses much less of a computational challenge. While of- 
fering these advantages, isentropic coordinates make the continuity equation 
more complex. They also suffer from variations of 0 along the ground, which 
complicate the lower boundary condition. 

Suggested Reading 

Vectors, Tensors, and the Basic Equations of Fluid Mechanics (1962) by Aris 
provides a complete treatment of curvilinear coordinates. It includes a gen- 
eral derivation of the continuity equation, valid for an arbitrary coordinate 
system, in terms of the Jacobian of the transformation between Lagrangian 
and Eulerian coordinates. 

A treatment of generalized vertical coordinates is given in The Ceaseless Wind 
(1986) by Dutton and in Bleck (1978a,b), which also discusses their computa- 
tional advantages in numerical applications. 

Numerical Prediction and Dynamic Meteorology (1980) by Haltiner and 
Williams describes ~r coordinates and their application in large-scale numeri- 
cal integrations. 
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Problems 

11.1. 
11.2. 

11.3. 

11.4. 

11.5. 

11.6. 

11.7. 

11.8. 

11.9. 

11.10. 

11.11. 

11.12. 

11.13. 

Demonstrate that the Jacobian satisfies the reciprocal property (11.4). 
Show that the Jacobian reduces to the product of the metric scale 
factors (11.7) if the curvilinear coordinate system is orthogonal. 

Express spherical coordinates in terms of the rectangular Cartesian 
coordinates (11.13). 
Show that metric scale factors for spherical coordinates are given by 
(11.14). 
(a) Express the spherical coordinate vectors in terms of the Cartesian 
coordinate vectors (11.20). (b) Show that the spherical coordinate vec- 
tors have spatial derivatives 

3i 3i 3i 
= sin ~bj - cos ~bk = 0 = 0 

oj oj oj 
= - s i n  ~bi = - k  = 0 

ok Ok Ok 
= cos ~bi = j  - -  = O. 

Oh 0~, 3z 

(Hint." Obtain reciprocal identities for el, e2, and e 3 in terms of i, j ,  and 
k.) (c) Evaluate the Lagrangian derivatives of the spherical coordinate 
vectors to obtain (11.21). 
Derive the angular momentum principle implied by the vector equa- 
tions of motion in full spherical geometry. 
Show that the equations of motion in an inertial reference frame are 
expressed by (11.27). (Hint: See Problem 10.11.) 
Show that the approximate system (11.28) has the angular momentum 
principle (11.29). 
(a) Derive the approximate expression (11.35) for the specific buoyancy 
force. (b) Discuss the validity of this approximation. 
Perform a dimensional analysis to demonstrate that, for scales represen- 
tative of the midlatitude stratospheric circulation (e.g., the polar-night 
jet disturbed by planetary waves; refer to Fig. 1.10), metric and Cori- 
olis terms proportional to cos ~b appearing in the equations of motion 
are negligible. 

The equations of motion are expressed conveniently in terms of the 
Exner function 7r = Cp(p/po)  K as the vertical coordinate, where P0 = 
1000 mb. Transform the equations from isobaric coordinates to Exner 
coordinates. 

In isobaric coordinates, derive the thermodynamic equation in terms of 
potential temperature (11.61.2). 

Show that isochoric surfaces are material if the motion is steady and v 
is everywhere orthogonal to V p. 
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11.14. (a) Discuss the circumstances under which isobaric and isentropic coor- 
dinates provide a valid description of atmospheric motion. (b) Discuss 
the circumstances under which applying those coordinate representa- 
tions isstraightforward. 

11.15. Derive the thermodynamic equation in log-pressure coordinates 
(11.72.4). 

11.16. The relationship 

3Y -(3-~yy) 

is not true in general. Show that, for the special circumstances under- 
lying thermodynamic coordinates, this identity is in fact true, thereby 
validating (11.50.1) and (11.78.1). 

11.17. Develop an analogue of the hypsometric equation in isentropic coordi- 
nates. 

11.18. (a) For a characteristic velocity of 10 ms -1, at what horizontal scale 
does the earth's rotation become important? (b) How will the earth's 
rotation be manifested in the streamlines of steady flow? 

11.19. The geostrophic wind Vg is the horizontal velocity that follows from 
a balance between the Coriolis and pressure gradient forces. Provide 
expressions for Ug and Vg in (a) isobaric coordinates and (b) isentropic 
coordinates. (c) How does Vg behave as the equator is approached? 

11.20. Use the result in Problem 11.19 along with the hydrostatic equation to 
derive an expression in isobaric coordinates for the vertical variation of 
geostrophic wind. 

11.21. Frictional drag beneath a cyclone produces horizontal convergence 
which varies inside the planetary boundary layer as 

z* 
- -V.Vh--~e h, 

11.22. 

11.23. 

where s r = (V • Vg).k is the (constant) vorticity of the geostrophic wind 
above the boundary layer and z* is log-pressure height. (a) Determine 
the vertical motion as a function of height if h/H < < 1. (b) Describe 
the divergent component of motion that must exist above the bound- 
ary layer (z* >> h) if vertical motion eventually vanishes above the 
tropopause. 
Derive the lower boundary condition in isentropic coordinates (11.93). 

In the zonal mean, isentropic surfaces slope meridionally more steeply 
than isobaric surfaces. Use the zonal-mean surface temperature in 
Fig. 10.1b and a uniform lapse rate of 6.5 Kkm -1 to estimate the 
heights of (a) the 300 K isentropic surface over the equator and pole 
and (b) the 700-mb isobaric surface over the equator and pole. 
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Scale analysis (Sec. 11.4) indicates that large-scale motion is dominated by 
a balance between the Coriolis acceleration and the pressure gradient force. 
Material acceleration, which is of order Rossby number [denoted O(Ro)], is an 
order of magnitude smaller, whereas metric terms are typically much smaller. 
Then the horizontal momentum equations can be expressed in terms of the 
horizontal velocity Vh 

dVh 
dt ~- f k  x v h = -VpOp - D. (12.1) 

We use the prevalence of certain terms in (12.1) to illustrate the essential 
balances controlling large-scale atmospheric motion. In the spirit of an asymp- 
totic series representation, dependent variables in (12.1) can be expanded in 
a power series in the small parameter Ro (Problem 12.1). The momentum 
equations can then be balanced with the expansion in R o truncated to a finite 
number of terms. In principle, this procedure can be carried out recursively, 
obtaining the momentum balance to successively higher order in Ro based on 
the balance to lower order. However, Ro < < 1 makes terms omitted much 
smaller than those retained in the approximate momentum balance, so retain- 
ing only a few terms in the expansion often provides sufficient accuracy. 

12.1 Geostrophic Equilibrium 

To zero order in Ro, the momentum equations reduce to 

f k  x rig = -Tp( I ) ,  (12.2.1) 

where frictional drag D is presumed to be O(Ro)  or smaller. Reflecting a 
balance between the Coriolis acceleration and the horizontal pressure gra- 
dient force, (12.2.1) defines geostrophic equilibrium (geo referring to "earth" 
and strophic to "turning"). The horizontal velocity satisfying (12.2.1) is the 
geostrophic velocity: 

1 
vg - ~k x Vp~ (12.2.2) 

371 
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(Problem 12.2). Similar expressions follow in isentropic coordinates with the 
Montgomery streamfunction (Problem 12.3). 

According to (12.2.2), the geostrophic velocity is tangential to contours of 
height z = do~g, with low height on the left (right) in the Northern (Southern) 
Hemisphere. This is equivalent to motion along isobars on a constant height 
surface (Sec. 6.3). Apparent in the observed circulation (Fig. 1.9), such mo- 
tion is perpendicular to fluid motion normally observed in an inertial reference 
frame (e.g., from high toward low pressure). This peculiarity of large-scale at- 
mospheric motion is known as the geostrophic paradox, which was not resolved 
until the the earth's rotation was incorporated into its explanation. 

To illustrate how geostrophic equilibrium is established, consider a hypo- 
thetical initial value problem describing an atmosphere that is initially at rest 
and in which contours of isobaric height are nearly straight, uniformly spaced, 
and, for the sake of illustration, fixed (Fig. 12.1). At t = 0, an air parcel has 
Vh = 0, so the Coriolis force acting on it vanishes. In response to the pressure 
gradient force, the parcel accelerates parallel to - V p ~  toward low height. As 
soon as motion develops, the Coriolis force - f k  x Vh acts perpendicular to 
the horizontal velocity. In the Northern Hemisphere, where f = 21~sin ~b is 
positive, the Coriolis force deflects the parcel's motion toward the right. Were 
it in the Southern Hemisphere, the parcel would be deflected to the left. In 

GEOSTROPHIC EQUILIBRIUM 

�9 

�9 1 

~3 ~ h  
04 /" /-Vpr 

-fk x 

I 

Q ~ -Vp~ 

Figure 12.1 Evolution of a hypothetical air parcel that is initially motionless in the Northern 
Hemisphere and in stratification characterized by contours of isobaric height z = ~/g that are 
nearly straight, uniformly spaced, and, for the sake of illustration, fixed. 
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either event, the Coriolis force performs no work on the parcel because it acts 
orthogonal to the instantaneous motion. While the parcel's trajectory veers 
to the right, the pressure gradient force remains unchanged because VpO is 
invariant of position under the foregoing conditions. However, the Coriolis 
force changes continually to remain proportional and orthogonal to v h. As 
the parcel accelerates under the pressure gradient force, its trajectory veers 
increasingly to the right, until eventually Vh has become tangential to con- 
tours of O. The Coriolis force then acts in direct opposition to the pressure 
gradient force, both of which are perpendicular to the parcel's velocity. If o h 
satisfies (12.2), the motion is then in geostrophic equilibrium and the parcel 
experiences no further acceleration. 1 

Once this mechanical equilibrium is established, the parcel's motion is 
steady---except for gradual adjustments allowed for in contours of O. Ac- 
cording to (12.2.2), geostrophic wind speed Vg is proportional to VpO and 
hence inversely proportional to the spacing of height contours (Fig. 12.2). 
Geostrophic wind speed increases into a region where height contours con- 
verge and decreases into a region where they diverge, vg remaining tangential 
to �9 contours. In the absence of vertical motion, this behavior automatically 
satisfies conservation of mass (Problem 12.12), which makes height contours 
streamlines of geostrophic motion. 

Geostrophic equilibrium implies circular motion about a closed center of 
height. The balance (12.2) is valid for curved motion so long as an anomaly's 
scale is large enough and its velocity slow enough to render the material ac- 

l If the Coriolis and pressure gradient forces do not balance exactly, the motion will undergo 
an oscillation about contours of O, which upon being damped out leaves the parcel in geostrophic 
equilibrium. 

% 

J 
Figure 12.2 Variation of geostrophic velocity with changes of isobaric height. 
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celeration negligible (e.g., Ro << 1) relative to the pressure gradient and 
Coriolis forces (Sec. 11.4). Because low height lies to the left (right) in the 
Northern (Southern) Hemisphere, geostrophic flow about a low is counter- 
clockwise (clockwise). In each hemisphere, motion about a closed low has 
the same sense as the planetary vorticity fk, which is termed cyclonic. About 
a high, geostrophic motion is clockwise (counterclockwise) in the Northern 
(Southern) Hemisphere. Opposite to the planetary vorticity in each hemi- 
sphere, motion about a high is termed anticyclonic. 

Such behavior is apparent in the 500-mb circulation (Fig. 1.9a), which is 
punctuated by anomalies of low height with counterclockwise flow about them. 
In fact, the circumpolar flow itself can be regarded as a cyclonic vortex. By the 
hypsometric relationship (6.12), poleward-decreasing temperature in the tro- 
posphere produces low isobaric height over the pole. Geostrophic equilibrium 
then establishes a cyclonic circulation about the pole, as manifested in the sub- 
tropical jet (Fig. 1.9b). The time-mean circulation at 10 mb (Fig. 1.10b) is also 
cyclonic, but intensified. Ozone heating at low latitudes produces poleward- 
decreasing temperature across the winter stratosphere, which establishes the 
polar-night vortex (see Fig. 1.8). Outside the vortex, the Aleutian high is ac- 
companied by anticyclonic motion. Even though the instantaneous circulation 
can be highly disturbed from zonal symmetry (Figs. 1.9a and 1.10a), motion 
remains nearly tangential to contours of height. 

12.1.1 Motion on an f Plane 

Consider motion in which meridional displacements are sufficiently narrow to 
ignore variations of f in its description. Expanding f in a Taylor series about 
the reference latitude 4~0 and truncating to zeroth order gives the constant 
Coriolis parameter 

f0 = 21) sin ~b0. (12.3.1) 

In the same framework, it is convenient to neglect spherical curvature in 
favor of simple Cartesian geometry. A Cartesian plane tangent to the earth at 
latitude 4~0 (Fig. 12.3) describes horizontal position in terms of the distances 

x = a c o s  4 , o -  A, 
y - a($ - $o), (12.3.2) 

but with the earth's sphericity ignored. Together, these simplifications comprise 
the f-plane description of atmospheric motion. 

On an f plane, the geostrophic velocity defines a nondivergent vector field. 
Tangential paths of Vg are given by height contours, which then serve as 
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CARTESIAN GEOMETRY 
WITH ROTATION 

2D 
~ y ! ~  [ / -  t-~ A / • = const 

o+[3Y l ~  "', ~r ~ // / - - - Y I " " < -  ; '..,,~:const 

fok. .......... ~ ~ ~ > "  ', 

. . . . ....... I " ' ,  (o) 
Figure 12.3 Approximation of the rotating spherical earth by Cartesian geometry. On a plane 

tangent to the earth at latitude 4~0, distance is measured by the coordinates x - a cos 4~0" A and 
y - a(<h- ~b0), which increase to the east and north, respectively. (a) Approximating the Coriolis 
parameter by its zeroth-order variation, f ( y )  = f0 = 2D sin th0, yields the f-plane description of 
atmospheric motion. Approximating it up to first order: f ( y )  - fo + flY, where/3 - (df/dy)y=O, 
yields the ~3-plane description of atmospheric motion. (b) The horizontal motion field at any 
instant Vh(X, y, t) can be expressed in terms of a streamfunction d/(x, y, t) and a velocity potential 
X(X, y, t): 1) h --- k x V ~  -J~ V ~ ,  which represent the rotational and divergent components of v h, 
respectively. 

streamlines. These and other implications of nondivergence follow from the 
general representation of a vector field. 

T H E  H E L M H O L T Z  T H E O R E M  

Any vector  field v can be represen ted  in terms of a divergent  or irrotational 
component and a rotational or solenoidal component: 

v = V X + V x q~, (12.4) 

where X is a scalar potential (analogous to the potential function in Chapter 2) 
and ~ is a vector potential. The divergent component 

Vd = VX (12.5.1) 

possesses zero vorticity 

V x Vd = 0. (12.5.2) 

The solenoidal component 

Vs = V x t0 (12.6.1) 

possesses zero divergence 

V - v s  = 0. (12.6.2) 
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For the two-dimensional field of horizontal motion, (12.4) reduces to 

Vh = VX + k x VqJ, (12.7.1) 

where X is the velocity potent ial  and qJ is the streamfunction.  T h e  horizontal 
motion field then has divergence 

V.13  h = V2X (12.7.2) 

and vorticity 

V x tl h = V 2 i//. ( 1 2 . 7 . 3 )  

The divergent component of motion Va is orthogonal to contours of X, whereas 
the solenoidal component v~ is tangential to contours of q,. 

According to (12.2.2), geostrophic motion on an f plane has the form of a 
solenoidal vector field, one characterized by the geostrophic s treamfunction 

1 
= ToO. (12.8) 

Because the divergence of vg vanishes, ~ the continuity equation implies little 
or no vertical motion. If pressure variations along the surface can be ignored, 
integrating (11.54.2) upward to some isobaric surface obtains 

o)(x, y, p, t) = - V . v h dp, (12.9) 

which implies zero vertical motion under pure geostrophic equilibrium 
(12.6.2). Air parcels then simply exchange horizontal positions with no vertical 
rearrangement. The solenoidal character of large-scale atmospheric motion 
follows from the earth's rotation, which maintains the circulation close to 
geostrophic equilibrium. Vertical motion does occur in the large-scale circu- 
lation, but it is higher order in Rossby number and therefore small, following 
from the ageostrophic component of horizontal motion Yd. 

Owing to its rotational character, geostrophic motion possesses a high de- 
gree of deformation. Horizontal shear associated with vorticity also introduces 
deformation (10.5), which distorts fluid bodies into complex forms. Figure 
12.4 shows the evolution of a material volume as it is advected though a two- 
dimensional cyclone. Shear strains deform the body into an elongated shape, 
wherein the transverse separation of boundaries collapses to small scales and 
accompanying gradients steepen. On those scales, turbulence and nonconser- 
vative processes (Chapter 13) act efficiently to homogenize sharp contrasts 
that have developed from shear strain. This consequence of rotational fluid 
motion is the basis for mixing. Analogous to cream being stirred into a cup 
of coffee, shear strains exaggerate fluid gradients until they are smoothed 

2 Hereafter, the term divergence will be understood to refer to the divergence of the horizontal 
velocity component. 
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Oh 6h 12h 

24h 36h 

Figure 12.4 Deformation of a material volume at successive times inside a two-dimensional 
cyclone obtained by integrating the barotropic nondivergent vorticity equation. Adapted from 
Welander (1955). Copyright (1955) Munksgaard International Publishers Ltd., Copenhagen, Den- 
mark. 

out by turbulent and eventually molecular diffusion. In the atmosphere, dif- 
fusion is accomplished by horizontal eddy motions and by vertical motions in 
convection (refer to Figs. 1.15 and 1.23). 

12.2 Vertical Shear of the Geostrophic Wind 

Geostrophic balance determines the horizontal structure of motion. Together 
with hydrostatic balance, it also determines the vertical structure. A funda- 
mental principle of rotating fluid mechanics known as the Taylor-Proudman 
theorem asserts that the motion of a homogeneous incompressible fluid can- 
not vary along the axis of rotation. Motion then occurs in so-called Taylor- 
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Proudman columns? The atmosphere is not homogeneous nor incompressible. 
Nevertheless, it possesses an analogue of Taylor-Proudman behavior, which 
provides an essential relationship between horizontal motion and stratification. 

12.2.1 Classes of Stratification 

The circulation is closely related to the stratification, which is represented 
in the distributions of thermodynamic properties. For dry air, only two such 
properties are independent (Sec. 2.1.4). Therefore, any two families of ther- 
modynamic surfaces uniquely describe the stratification (Fig. 12.5). Mathemat- 
ically, this is expressed by 0 = O(p, T), where p and T are functions of space 
and time. 

Should isentropic surfaces coincide with isobaric surfaces (Fig. 12.5a), 0 = 
O(p) and the stratification is said to be barotropic. Under barotropic stratifi- 
cation, the circulation possesses only one thermodynamic degree of freedom, 
which is reflected in the single independent family of thermodynamic surfaces. 
Because other thermodynamic surfaces coincide with that family, specifying p 
uniquely determines 0, which, in turn, determines the thermodynamic state 
and all other thermodynamic properties. 

More generally, two families of thermodynamic surfaces do not coincide 
(Fig. 12.5b), so 0 = O(p, T). The stratification is then said to be baroclinic. 
Under baroclinic stratification, the circulation possesses two thermodynamic 
degrees of freedom. Consequently, along any thermodynamic surface, other 
thermodynamic properties vary. The geostrophic velocity then changes with 
elevation and, as demonstrated below, it does so in direct proportion to the 
variation of temperature along isobaric surfaces. 

12.2.2 Thermal Wind Balance 

Under barotropic stratification, temperature variations along isobaric sur- 
faces vanish. Integrating the hypsometric relationship (6.12) upward from the 
ground then gives �9 as a contribution from the lower boundary (which may 
vary horizontally) plus a function of pressure alone (Problem 12.20). The dis- 
tribution of height contours then does not change from one isobaric surface to 
another. It follows that the geostrophic velocity (12.1.2) is independent of el- 
evation. Invariant in the direction of fk, geostrophic motion under barotropic 
stratification (wherein density is uniform along isobaric surfaces) is analogous 
to Taylor-Proudman flow for a homogeneous incompressible fluid. 

Under baroclinic stratification, T varies along isobaric surfaces. By differ- 
entiating (12.1.2) with respect to p, we obtain 

~Vg 1 ~ 
= ~ k x  V p ~ .  (12.10) 

3See Greenspan (1968) for a laboratory demonstration. 
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Figure 12.5 Thermal structure corresponding to (a) barotropic stratification, wherein isen- 
tropic surfaces coincide with isobaric surfaces and available potential energy d is zero (Sec. 
15.1.3), and (b) baroclinic stratification, wherein isentropic surfaces do not coincide with isobaric 
surfaces and d is positive. The rotation of isobaric and isentropic surfaces from their positions 
under barotropic stratification is symbolic of atmospheric heating at low latitude and cooling at 
middle and high latitudes (refer to Fig. 1.29c). 

Incorporating the hydrostatic equation (11.62.2) then yields for the vertical 
gradient of geostrophic velocity 

3vg R 
81n p = - f k  x VpT. (12.11) 

Known as thermal wind balance, (12.11) asserts that vertical shear of the 
geostrophic velocity is directly proportional to the horizontal temperature 
gradient along isobaric surfaces. The term thermal wind applies to the 
change of velocity Avg across an incremental layer of thickness - H A  In p, 
which is proportional to the horizontal gradient of temperature in that layer 
(Problem 12.28). Thermal wind balance, which follows from hydrostatic and 
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geostrophic equilibrium, couples the circulation to the stratification and makes 
vertical shear a measure of the departure from barotropic stratification. 

From (12.11), an equatorward temperature gradient is accompanied by 
positive shear of the zonal flow. Motion then becomes increasingly westerly 
with elevation. Examples are found in the troposphere and winter stratosphere 
(Fig. 1.7). Radiative heating at low latitude and cooling at middle and high 
latitudes establish an equatorward temperature gradient in the troposphere in 
both hemispheres. Thermal wind balance then implies westerlies that intensify 
upward to form the subtropical jets (Fig. 1.8). In the winter stratosphere, 
ozone heating at low latitude and longwave (LW) cooling to space at high 
latitude (e.g., in polar night) establish a temperature gradient of the same 
sense over a deep layer. Westerlies then intensify upward in the polar-night jet 
to a maximum near the stratopause. Opposite behavior occurs in the summer 
stratosphere, where solar insolation maximizes at high latitudes (Fig. 1.28) 
to produce a poleward temperature gradient. The zonal flow then becomes 
easterly above the tropopause and intensifies upward to a maximum near the 
stratopause. 

These features can also be inferred directly from geostrophic equilibrium 
and the hypsometric relationship, which is a statement of hydrostatic balance. 
In the presence of a horizontal temperature gradient, vertical spacing of iso- 
baric surfaces is compressed in cold air and expanded in warm air (Fig. 6.2). 
The meridional gradient of isobaric height in the troposphere then steepens 
with elevation, which, through geostrophic equilibrium, produces zonal mo- 
tion that intensifies upward. Strong zonal motion favored by the distribution 
of radiative heating (Fig. 1.29) and geostrophic equilibrium transfers neither 
heat nor chemical constituents meridionaUy. Consequently, the earth's rota- 
tion tends to stratify properties meridionally, just as gravity tends to stratify 
them vertically. 

Thermal wind balance also applies to zonally asymmetric motion. The po- 
lar front, which separates warm tropical air from cold polar air (Fig. 6.3), 
coincides with strong westerly shear and the instantaneous position of the jet 
stream (Fig. 1.9a). Inside a cold-core low, as typifies extratropical cyclones 
(Problem 6.7), cyclonic shear reinforces circumferential motion, which then 
intensifies upward to a maximum near the tropopause. The reverse occurs in- 
side a warm-core low, as typifies hurricanes (Problem 6.9). Anticyclonic shear 
then opposes circumferential motion to produce maximum winds near the 
surface (Problem 12.34). 

Geostrophic equilibrium governs motion that is sufficiently steady, slow, and 
weakly curved for material acceleration to be negligible relative to the Coriolis 
and pressure gradient forces (i.e., for R o  < < 1). It also requires frictional drag 
to be negligible. These conditions are well satisfied by large-scale extratropical 
motion away from the surface, which implies that v h is nearly nondivergent. 
However, the conditions for geostrophic equilibrium break down as the equa- 
tor is approached or as the horizontal scale of advection becomes small, which 
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render terms O(Ro) nonnegligible. By introducing an ageostrophic component 
to vh, these effects introduce divergence and hence vertical motion (12.9). 

12.3 Frictional Geostrophic Motion 

Inside the planetary boundary layer, frictional drag is large enough to inval- 
idate geostrophic equilibrium. Turbulent eddy motions within a kilometer of 
the surface, which are produced by strong vertical shear (see Fig. 13.3), mix 
momentum between bodies of air. The accompanying momentum flux exerts 
shear stresses on individual air parcels that render D of the same order as the 
Coriolis and pressure gradient forces (Sec. 10.6). 

If drag is represented as Rayleigh friction with linear drag coefficient K, 

D = KVh,  (12.12) 

then mechanical equilibrium is expressed by 

f k  x 13 h - -  - V p f ~  - K V h ,  (12.13) 

which can be solved for the components of horizontal motion (Problem 12.13). 
Friction modifies both the magnitude and the direction of vh. The ensuing 
mechanical equilibrium can be motivated by gradually introducing drag into 
the geostrophic balance in Fig. 12.1. Introducing D reduces the velocity of the 
air parcel, which reduces the Coriolis force - f k  x vh acting on it, which, in 
turn, allows the pressure gradient force to drive the parcel's motion across 
isobars toward low pressure (Fig. 12.6). Eventually, the motion achieves an 
angle 6 from isobars such that the resultant of the three forces acting on the 
parcel vanishes. The air parcel is then in frictional geostrophic equilibrium. 

Unlike simple geostrophic motion, frictional geostrophic motion is not 
solenoidal. The divergent component of Vh then introduces vertical motion 
via continuity (12.9). Frictional convergence into a center of low surface pres- 
sure (Fig. 12.7a) is compensated by rising motion overhead. By organizing 
moisture near the surface and reinforcing upward displacements, such motion 
favors cloud formation in a cyclone. It also reduces vertical stability (Sec. 7.4.4), 
which likewise provides conditions favorable to convection. Conversely, fric- 
tional divergence out of a center of high surface pressure (Fig. 12.7b) is com- 
pensated by subsidence. By opposing upward displacements, sinking motion 
inhibits cloud formation and favors the formation of a subsidence inversion 
that traps pollutants near the surface. 

The foregoing behavior is a consequence of vertical motion, which does 
not develop under simple geostrophic equilibrium. Divergence accompanying 
frictional geostrophic motion is inversely proportional to f (Problem 12.14). 
Therefore, vertical motion is favored in the tropics, where small f allows large 
departures from geostrophic equilibrium. The latter support thermally direct 
circulations in which air ascends over low pressure and descends over high 
pressure (Fig. 1.30). 
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Figure 12.6 Frictional geostrophic balance in a flow characterized by nearly straight height 
contours and containing Rayleigh friction. 
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Figure 12.7 Vertical motion introduced by (a) frictional convergence into surface low pressure 
and (b) frictional divergence out of surface high pressure. 

12.4 Curvilinear Motion 

The other factor driving the circulation out of geostrophic equilibrium is ma- 
terial acceleration. If its trajectory is sufficiently curved, an air parcel will 
experience a centripetal acceleration (which is embodied in the advective con- 
tribution Oh" VpVh) that renders the Rossby number nonnegligible. Unsteadi- 
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ness (which can introduce the same effect through the local time derivative 
3Vh/3t ) is typically less important. 

Consider steady motion in which parcels move along curved trajectories 
characterized by the local radius of curvature R. Parcel trajectories then coin- 
cide with streamlines. It is convenient to introduce the trajectory coordinates s 
and n, which increase along and orthogonal to the path of an individual parcel 
(Fig. 12.8). Then the coordinate vectors s and n are tangential and orthogo- 
nal to the local velocity Vh, with n pointing to the left of s. R is defined to be 
positive if the center of curvature lies in the positive n direction. Curvature is 
then cyclonic if R is of the same sign as f ( fR  > 0) and anticyclonic if it is of 
opposite sign ( fR  < 0). 

In this coordinate system, the horizontal velocity is described by 

where the speed is simply 

Vh = VS, (12.14.1) 

ds 
v =  dt" (12.14.2) 

�9 

q 
0 

V 2 

- fk  x v V h 

Figure 12.8 Trajectory coordinates s and n, which increase along and orthogonal to the path 
of an individual parcel. The coordinate vectors s and n are then tangential and orthogonal to the 
local velocity Vh, with n pointing to the left of s to form a right-handed coordinate system: s xn = k. 
The trajectory's curvature is represented in the radius of curvature R, which is defined to be pos- 
itive (negative) if the center of curvature lies in the positive (negative) n direction. The local ve- 
locity is then described by Vh = VS, with speed v = ds/dt. Centripetal acceleration (v2/R)n follows 
from an imbalance between the pressure gradient force -3r and the Coriolis force - f k  • Vh. 
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Then the material acceleration of an individual parcel follows as 

dVh dv ds 
dt  = --dt s + v dt" (12.15) 

The first term on the right-hand side represents longitudinal acceleration along 
the parcel's trajectory. The second represents centripetal acceleration, which 
acts transverse to the parcel's motion and follows from curvature of its trajec- 
tory. 

By the chain rule, 

ds 

dt  

ds ds 

ds dt  

ds 
- - - ' O ~  

ds" 
(12.16) 

Analysis similar to that in Sec. 10.6.2 shows that the unit vector s changes at 
the rate 

d$ v 
= --n (12.17) 

dt R 

(Problem 12.21). Substituting (12.16) then results in 

d v  h d v  v 2 
d t = -[t7 s + -~ n (12.18) 

for the material acceleration in terms of components longitudinal and trans- 
verse to the motion. As R --+ oo, the centripetal acceleration approaches zero 
and the parcel's motion becomes rectilinear. 

Incorporating (12.18) transforms the horizontal momentum equation into 

dv 1) 2 OrI ) 0 ~  
d-~S + ---Rn - - f v n  - ~Sos - On n, (12.19) 

which implies the component equations in the s and n directions: 

dv Orb 
dt  = 0s '  (12.20.1) 

v 2 o~ 
- -  + f v  = - ~ .  (12.20.2) 
R On 

Consider now motion that is tangential to contours of height, which then 
serve as streamlines. Then O~/Os vanishes and (12.20.1) implies that v = 
const along an individual streamline. Accordingly, we focus on the momentum 
budget in the normal direction. The centripetal acceleration v2 /R  reflects the 
material acceleration in (11.37) and is O ( R o ) ,  where the Rossby number 

U 
R o -  
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is based on the length scale R. According to (12.20.2), centripetal acceleration 
follows as an imbalance between the Coriolis and pressure gradient forces. 

12.4.1 Inertial Motion 

Consider a balance between the centripetal and Coriolis accelerations alone 

l) 2 

-~ + fv  - O, (12.21.1) 

which results in the absence of a pressure gradient. The radius of curvature 
follows as 

v 
R -  f .  (12.21.2) 

On an f plane, R = const, so streamlines form circular orbits that are anticy- 
clonic. The period of revolution is given by 

77" 

r - 12 sin q~' (12.22) 

which is half a sidereal day: the time for a Foucalt pendulum to sweep through 
180 ~ of azimuth. The motion (12.21) describes an inertial oscillation, in which 
parcels revolve opposite to the vertical component of planetary vorticity. In- 
ertial oscillations have been observed in the oceans, but they do not play a 
major role in the atmospheric circulation. 

12.4.2 Cyclostrophic Motion 

Consider motion in the limit of either R or f approaching zero. Then R o ~  c~, 
so the material acceleration dominates the Coriolis acceleration. Under these 
conditions, (12.20.2) reduces to the balance 

v 2 d~ 
--R = On' (12.23.1) 

which defines cyclostrophic equilibrium. Motion with the cyclostrophic wind 
speed 

v c -- ~ - R  

i 

OdP 
On (12.23.2) 

can be either cyclonic or anticyclonic, but always about low pressure (e.g., 
O~/On of opposite sign to R). 

Cyclostrophic equilibrium applies to (1) strong flow curvature, wherein the 
advective acceleration is large, or (2) slow planetary rotation, wherein the 
Coriolis force is weak. The former is typical of small-scale vortices such as 
tornadoes, whereas the latter is important in tropical cyclones. Slow rotation is 
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also a feature of the Venusian atmosphere, which is governed by cyclostrophic 
equilibrium instead of geostrophic equilibrium. 

12.4.3 Gradient  Motion 

To first order in Ro, all three terms in (12.20.2) are retained, which defines 
gradient equilibrium. Gradient balance describes horizontal motion when no 
two of the terms dominate. This often applies to tropical motions, for which 
f R  is small. 

Equation (12.20.2) is quadratic in v and can be solved for the gradient wind 
speed 

1 _ _  
fR  zlz/f2_R 2 ddp 
2 W 4 R - - .  (12.24) 1) gr = 

3n 

Not all roots of (12.24) are physically meaningful, real wind speed requiring 

d~ {< f-~ (R>O) 
�9 (12.25) 

3n > __f4 R ( R < O) 

We restrict subsequent analysis to regular cyclonic or anticyclonic motion in 
the Northern Hemisphere, for which 3~/3n < 0 (Fig. 12.8). The second in- 
equality in (12.25) limits the pressure gradient that can be sustained by an- 
ticyclonic motion. Because d~/dn < 0 and R < 0, ~ / d n  is sandwiched 
between 0 and f2R/4.  Near the center of an anticyclone, where R ~ 0, the 
height distribution must therefore become fiat and the accompanying motion 
weak. No corresponding limitation applies to a cyclone because, with R > 0, 
~d~/dn < 0 automatically satisfies the first inequality in (12.25). Hence, cy- 
clones are free to intensify, but amplification of anticyclones is limited. This 
distinction, which explains why winds are comparatively light inside an anticy- 
clone, follows from the fact that the pressure gradient force acts in the same 
direction as the centripetal acceleration in a cyclone but opposite to it in an 
anticyclone (Problem 12.32). 

Letting Ro ~ 0 recovers geostrophic equilibrium from (12.20.2), whereas 
Ro --+ c~ recovers cyclostrophic equilibrium. Intermediate to these extremes, 
the geostrophic wind speed only approximates the gradient wind. Substituting 
the geostrophic wind speed 

V g  - -  
1 o~ 
f c~n 

for the pressure gradient transforms (12.20.2) into 

V g  _ _ _  

= 1 -t Vgr. (12.26) 
Vg r f R  
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The geostrophic wind speed overestimates the gradient wind speed in cyclonic 
motion ( f R  > 0) and underestimates it in anticyclonic motion ( f R  < 0), the 
discrepancy being proportional to Ro. For large-scale extratropical motions, 
the discrepancy is of order 10 to 20%. However, discrepancies as large as 50 to 
100% can occur inside intense cyclones and in tropical systems characterized 
by small f R .  

12.5 Weakly Divergent Motion 

Geostrophic balance and the idealized curvilinear balance considered above 
are useful for describing the structure of large-scale motion, but they provide 
no information on how the circulation evolves (Problem 12.22). Such equations 
are termed diagnostic. Unsteadiness and divergence, although comparatively 
small, allow the circulation to change from one state to another. Equations 
describing such changes are termed prognostic. A simple framework for de- 
scribing how the circulation evolves can be developed in the absence of vertical 
motion. 

12.5.1 Barotropic Nondivergent Motion 

Consider motion that is horizontally nondivergent and under barotropic strat- 
ification. Continuity (12.9) then implies that vertical motion vanishes. By ther- 
mal wind balance (12.11), Vh is independent of height, so the motion is also 
two-dimensional. The governing equations in physical coordinates then re- 
duce to 

dVh 
d---t- + f k  x v h = - a V  p, (12.27.1) 

V .  Vh -- O, (12.27.2) 

where friction is ignored and V is understood to refer to the horizontal gradi- 
ent. With vector identity (D.14) from Appendix D, (12.27.1) can be written 

3v h 1 
at + ~V(Vh " Vh) + (~ + f ) k  • Vh -- - a V p ,  (12.28.1) 

where 

C-(v  • vh).k 
Ov Ou 

ax ay 
(12.28.2) 

is the vertical component of relative vorticity. Consistent with prior convention, 
relative vorticity is cyclonic if it has the same sign as the planetary vorticity 
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f and anticyclonic otherwise. Applying the curl to (12.28.1) and making use 
of other vector identities in Appendix D yields the vorticity budget for an air 
parcel 

o~t 
- -  + v h �9 V ~  + v h �9 V f  = (Vp x V a ) . k  

o r  

dt Pv3f = 0  (12.29) ay 

because a = a(p)  under barotropic stratification. Since 

af af 
" 0 - -  = 

3y dt'  

the vorticity budget can be expressed 

d(~ + f )  
dt 

= O. (12.30) 

Equation (12.30) asserts that the absolute vorticity (~ + f )  (e.g., that appar- 
ent to an observer in an inertial reference frame) is conserved for an individual 
air parcel. Thus, under barotropic nondivergent conditions, absolute vorticity 
behaves as a tracer of horizontal air motion and is rearranged by the circula- 
tion. Air moving southward must compensate for decreasing f by spinning up 
cyclonically (see the outbreak of cold polar air in the cyclone west of Africa 
in Figs. 1.23 and 1.24). Air moving northward must evolve in the opposite 
manner. On large scales, the circulation tends to remain close to barotropic 
stratification, which makes absolute vorticity approximately conserved. 

Because it is nondivergent, this motion can be represented in terms of a 
streamfunction (12.6), which automatically satisfies the continuity equation 
(12.27.2). Substituting the vorticity (1217.3) then transforms (12.30) into the 
barotropic nondivergent vorticity equation: 

(~ ~q, ~ ~q, ~ ) 
Ot Oy Ox + -~X-X ~yy {Vzq' + f} - O, (12.31) 

where qJ is defined by (12.8). Equation (12.31) provides a closed prognostic 
system for the single unknown qJ that describes how the motion field evolves. 
Advection terms in the material derivative make (12.31) quadratically nonlin- 
ear in the dependent variable q~. With suitable initial conditions and boundary 
conditions, the barotropic nondivergent vorticity equation can be integrated 
for the motion at some later time. 
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12.5.2 Vorticity Budget under Baroclinic Stratification 

Under more general circumstances, absolute vorticity is not conserved. How- 
ever, the governing equations still possess a conservation principle, albeit more 
complex. Baroclinic stratification renders the motion fully 3-dimensional. Even 
though vorticity is then a 3-dimensional vector quantity, the quasi-horizontal 
nature of large-scale motion makes its vertical component dominant (Prob- 
lem 12.41). 

Exclusive of friction, the horizontal momentum equations in physical coor- 
dinates are 

ou @ 
0--7 + v .  Vu - f v  - - a  Ox ' (12.32.1) 

ov @ 
- -  + v .  Vv  + f u  -- - a ~ ,  (12.32.2) 
Ot Oy 

where v and V denote the full 3-dimensional velocity and gradient. Cross 
differentiating (12.32) with respect to x and y and subtracting results in 

( )( ) O 3v 3u Ov.  V v -  ~ �9 Vu 
~ + v . V  ~x Oy + 0-7 Oy 

( Ou O_~y ) Of Op Oa Op Oa 
+ f  ~xx + + v - - =  Oy Ox Oy Oy Ox 

o r  

d(~ + f )  
dt 

Or 3v ) 
+ f V z ' V h +  ~ x ' V V - - - - ' V u  = ( V z p x V z a  ) .k .  Oy 

The third term in (12.33) can be written 

3v . Vv �9 V u -  + 
Ox Oy 3x 3x Oy -~y Ox 

3w 3v Ow Ou 
= ffV~ . v  h -~ 

Ox 3z 03, Oz 

Similarly, the last term in (12.34) can be expressed 

OwOv O w O u =  ( Ow 0 ~ )  
O x 3 z o y O z - ~ --O-xx + rl , 

3w 3v 

Oy 3z 

(12.33) 

where 

3u'~ 3w 3v 3w 3u 
Oy -t Ox Oz Oy Oz ) 

(12.34) 

(12.35.1) 

(12.35.2) 

Ou ON 

3z 3x 
(12.35.3) 
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are the horizontal components of vector vorticity ~" = (~:, r/, ~'). Then the 
budget for the vertical component of vorticity becomes 

+ f) ew ew) 
dt = -(st + f)V~ . v h + \ 3x + rl--~y + (Vzp  x V~a). k, (12.36) 

wherein the Lagrangian derivative includes full three-dimensional advection. 
According to (12.36), the absolute vorticity of a material element can change 

through three mechanisms (Fig. 12.9): 

1. Vertical stretching: By continuity, horizontal convergence - V z . V  h com- 
pensates vertical stretching of a material element (Fig. 12.9a). Its re- 
duced moment of inertia then leads to that fluid body spinning up (in 
the same sense as its absolute vorticity) to conserve angular momen- 

k 

,.:3 r~2 

(a) (b) 
STRETCHING TILTING 

SOLENOIDAL PRODUCTION 

Figure 12.9 Forcing of the absolute vorticity ( f  + ~') of a material element by (a) vertical 
stretching, which is compensated by horizontal convergence, (b) tilting, which exchanges horizon- 
tal and vertical vorticity, and (c) solenoidal production, which results from variation of density 
(shaded) across the pressure gradient force. The latter exerts a torque on the material element 
that is located inside a solenoid defined by two intersecting isobars (solid lines) and isochores 
(dashed lines). 
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tum. Horizontal divergence leads to the material element spinning 
down to conserve angular momentum. 

2. Tilting: Horizontal shear of the vertical motion Vzw deflects a ma- 
terial element and its vector angular momentum (Fig. 12.9b). This 
process transfers vorticity from horizontal components into the verti- 
cal component. Strong vertical shear of the horizontal motion (e.g., 
as accompanies a sharp temperature gradient) magnifies the compo- 
nents s c and 77, which then make tilting potentially important as a 
source of vertical vorticity. 

3. Solenoidal production: Under baroclinic stratification, isobars on a 
surface of constant height do not coincide with isochores. Two sets 
of intersecting isobars and isochores then define a solenoid, across 
which pressure varies in one direction and density varies in another 
(Fig. 12.9c). Variation of density across the pressure gradient force 
then introduces a torque, which changes the angular momentum of 
the material element occupying a solenoid. Under barotropic stratifi- 
cation, density is uniform across the pressure gradient, so the torque 
and solenoidal production of vorticity V~p • V~c~ vanish. 

Each of these forcing mechanisms reflects a rearrangement of angular 
momentum~not  dissipation, which has been excluded by considering adiabatic 
and inviscid conditions. Scale analysis indicates that vertical stretching domi- 
nates the forcing of absolute vorticity in large-scale motion (Problem 12.44). 
Because other mechanisms on the right-hand side of (12.36) follow from baro- 
clinic stratification, this is another reflection of the nearly barotropic nature 
of the large-scale circulation. 

Under adiabatic conditions, tilting and solenoidal production disappear for- 
mally when the vorticity budget is expressed in isentropic coordinates. Making 
use of vector identities in Appendix D allows the horizontal momentum equa- 
tion (11.92.1) to be expressed 

&v h 1 8Vh -- -V0XI*, (12.37) at ~- -2 v~  (Vh " Vh) + (~0 + f ) k  x Vh + oo0 ao - 

where st0 - (V 0 x Vh). k is the relative vorticity evaluated on an isentropic 
surface. Under adiabatic conditions, the term representing vertical advection 
disappears. Applying k. V0• to (12.37) then obtains the vorticity budget 

a( o + f )  
+ Vh. V0( 0 + f )  = + f)Vo'Vh 3t 

or 
d((o + f )  

= --(~0 -+- f ) V o ' V h ,  (12.38) 
dt 

in which the Lagrangian derivative involves only horizontal advection. Because 
vertical motion vanishes identically, so does the tilting apparent in physical co- 
ordinates (12.36). Likewise, solenoidal production vanishes because the ver- 
tical vorticity if0 is evaluated on an isentropic surface (Problem 12.48). The 
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continuity equation in isentropic coordinates (11.92.3) reduces to 

dt --~ + --~ V ~ " v h = O 

under adiabatic conditions. Combining this with (12.38) yields 

1 d ( ~ + f ) _  1 d { d p ~  
(~ + f )  dt - {ap] dt ~ ] -~  ' 

o r  

where 

(12.39) 

~o+ f Q = (12.40.2) 1( 0) g 

defines the potential vorticity, also termed the Ertel potential vorticity (Ertel, 
1942) and the isentropic potential vorticity. 

A generalization of the conservation principle for barotropic nondivergent 
motion, (12.40) asserts that the potential vorticity of an air parcel is conserved 
under inviscid adiabatic conditions. The parcel's absolute vorticity (st0 + f )  
can change, but in direct proportion to the vertical spacing - (1 /g)ap/aO of 
isentropic surfaces (11.85), which are material surfaces under adiabatic condi- 
tions. Despite its name, the conserved property Q does not have dimensions 
of vorticity, the denominator in (12.40.2) introducing other dimensions. 

Potential vorticity is a dynamical tracer of horizontal motion. Under the 
same conditions that Q is conserved, vertical motion is determined by varia- 
tions in the elevation of an isentropic surface, on which Q is evaluated. Unlike 
chemical tracers, potential vorticity is not advected "passively" by the circula- 
tion. Rather, the vorticity at a point induces motion about it, which makes Q 
and the motion field completely dependent on one another. According to the 
so-called invertibility principle (Hoskins et al., 1985), the distribution of Q at 
some instant uniquely determines the circulation. The conserved property Q 
can therefore be regarded as being self-advected. 

In practice, friction and diabatic effects are slow enough away from the sur- 
face and outside convection for Q to be conserved over many advection times. 
Synoptic disturbances are marked by anomalies of potential vorticity (see Fig. 
12.10). Hence, forecasting such disturbances amounts to predicting the distri- 
bution of Q, which is controlled primarily by advection. Over timescales much 
longer than a day, dissipative processes lead to production and destruction 
of Q (e.g., inside an individual air parcel). Nonconservative effects associated 
with turbulence, radiative transfer, and condensation eventually render the 
behavior of an air parcel diabatic, which introduces motion across isentropic 
surfaces (Sec. 3.6.1). Irreversibility associated with production and destruction 

aQ 
= 0, (12.40.1) 

dt 
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Figure 12.10 Distribution of quasi-geostrophic potential vorticity at 700 mb on March 2, 
1984. A cyclone off the coast of Africa (Figs. 1.9a and 1.24) rearranges air to produce a dipole 
pattern, with high Qg (shaded) folded south of low Qg (compare Fig. 16.6). A similar pattern 
appears over Europe, where Qg has been folded by another cyclone. 

of Q then leads to a vertical drift of air, one ultimately manifested in the mean 
meridional circulation. 

Unlike barotropic nondivergent motion (12.31), behavior described by 
(12.40) cannot be represented solely in terms of a streamfunction. Therefore, 
the vorticity budget alone does not provide sufficient information to describe 
the motion. Divergence, although comparatively small, interacts with vorticity 
in (12.38). A closed prognostic system is formed in large-scale numerical in- 
tegrations by augmenting the vorticity budget with the budget of divergence, 
which is obtained in a similar fashion (see, e.g., Haltiner and Williams, 1980). 
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12.5.3 Quasi-Geostrophic Motion 

An approximate prognostic system governing large-scale motion, which is use- 
ful for many applications, can be derived via an expansion in Rowas was 
used to introduce the diagnostic description of geostrophic motion. For the 
resulting system to remain prognostic, the expansion must then retain terms 
higher order than those in (12.2) and, in particular, it must retain horizontal 
divergence that forces changes of absolute vorticity (12.38). 

We consider motion with meridional displacements that are O(Ro) and 
hence sufficiently narrow to ignore the earth's curvature. Analogous to the f-  
plane development, spherical geometry is approximated in a Cartesian system 
tangent to the earth at latitude 4'0 (Fig. 12.3). For consistency with other terms 
in the equations, the variation with latitude of the Coriolis force must now be 
retained to order Ro. Expanding f in a Taylor series in y (which reflects the 
meridional displacement of an air parcel) and truncating to first order yields 
the ~-plane approximation 

f = fo +/3y, (12.41.1) 

df 
y=O 

(12.41.2) 

where f0 and y are given by (12.3). The motion is also presumed to satisfy the 
so-called Boussinesq approximation, in which variations of density are ignored 
except where accompanying gravity in the buoyancy force. The Boussinesq 
approximation neglects compression of an air parcel introduced by changes 
of pressure, retaining only density variations that are introduced thermally. 
Vertical displacements of air must then be shallow (e.g., compared to H). 

Following the development in Sec. 11.4, all variables are nondimensional- 
ized by characteristic scale factors. Dependent variables are then expanded 
in a power series in Rossby number. The dimensionless horizontal velocity 
becomes 

O h : ~)g + R O y  a - + - . . . ,  (12.42) 

where t~g satisfies geostrophic balance with f = f0 and the ageostrophic velocity 
where o a defines an O(Ro) correction to it. Both are O(1), as are all dependent 
variables in a formal scale analysis (see, e.g., Chamey, 1973), in which magni- 
tudes of various terms are contained in dimensionless parameters like Ro. To 
streamline the development, we depart from the formal procedure by absorb- 
ing dimensionless parameters other than Ro into the dependent variables, the 
magnitudes of which can then be inferred from the ensuing equations. This 
allows the dimensionless equations to be expressed in forms nearly identical 
to their dimensional counterparts. 
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In log-pressure coordinates, the horizontal momentum equation exclusive 
of friction becomes 

Ro ~ + (llg _qt_ Rov~ + . . . ) .  V~ 

�9 (Vg + R o y  a + . . . )  + R o w 3  gz(Vg + Rov  + . . . )  (12.43) 
+ (fo + Ro[3y)k x (Vg -+- R o y  a + . . . )  

= --Vz(dPg + R o ~  a + . . . ) ,  

where z denotes log-pressure height (11.65) and factors such as 13 are under- 
stood to be dimensionless and O(1). Because vg satisfies (12.2), the Ro ~ bal- 
ance drops out of (12.43). Under the Boussinesq approximation, w is smaller 
than O(Ro) [denoted o(Ro)], so vertical advection of momentum also drops 
out to O(Ro). Then the momentum balance at O(Ro) is given by 

dg l~g 
d---7- + f~ x 11 a + flyk x Vg - - V z f ~ a ,  (12.44.1) 

where 

d 

57 
o r  

dg d 
= + Vg. Vz (12.44.2) 

dt 3t 
is the time rate of change moving horizontally with the geostrophic velocity. 
According to (12.44), first-order departures from simple geostrophic equilib- 
rium provide a time rate of change or tendency to Vg, which is absent at 
O(Ro~ 

The continuity equation (11.72.3) becomes 

1 
oo oz (p~ - . + Rov  + . . . )  

= - R o V  z . v a, (12.45) 

so w follows directly from v a. The ageostrophic velocity introduces a secondary 
circulation, which, unlike the O(Ro ~ geostrophic velocity, involves vertical 
motion. Under adiabatic conditions, the thermodynamic equation (11.72.4) 
becomes 

d (~g + Ro~a + .) + + (Vg q - R o v  a + . . . ) .  V z -~z "" N2w 0 

dt 3z ] + w - O, (12.46) 

where N 2 is evaluated with the basic stratification T 0. The Boussinesq approx- 
imation requires N 2 to be large enough to render vertical displacements small, 
so the second term in (12.46) must be retained to leading order. 

Equations (12.44), (12.45), and (12.46) describe quasi-geostrophic motion 
on a fi plane. Accurate to O(Ro), they have dimensional counterparts that 
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are nearly identical. By expressing the momentum budget as in (12.28) and 
applying k. V z x, we obtain the vorticity equation 

or  
dt 

-1-- U~ --[-- s V z . V a = 0 

dg(~g + f )  
dt 

= - - f O V z  "lIa, (12 .47 .1 )  

= 

1 2 (12.47.2) = --foVz~g 

where 

is the geostrophic vorticity. This is similar to the full vorticity equation in 
isentropic coordinates (12.38), but the conditions of quasi-geostrophy make 
the relative vorticity Srg negligible compared to the planetary vorticity f0 in the 
divergence term. With the continuity equation, (12.47) can be written ~ 

d(srg + f)  1 

dt = f~ -~z ( p o W )  . 

Then applying the operator (1/po)O/Oz(po) to the thermodynamic equation 
and eliminating w yields the quasi-geostrophic potential vorticity equation: 

dO, 
= 0, (12.48.1) 

dt 
where 

[ Qg = V2z ~ + fo + flY + - -  (12.48.2) 
po 

is the quasi-geostrophic potential vorticity. Since dg/dt involves only Vg, (12.48) 
can be expressed in terms of the single dependent variable q~ 

o o ,o oq, o oo = o ,  

(12.49) 
which is a generalization of the barotropic nondivergent vorticity equation 
(12.31) to weakly divergent motion. 

Equation (12.49) constitutes a closed prognostic system for the streamfunc- 
tion 0. Like (12.31), it is quadratically nonlinear and can be integrated for the 
motion field's evolution with suitable initial and boundary conditions. The con- 
served property Qg is an analogue of isentropic potential vorticity (12.40.2), 

4Under fully Boussinesq conditions, the stretching term simplifies to foaW/az- - the  same as 
under incompressible conditions. With the density weighting retained, the approximation is re- 
ferred to as quasi-Boussinesq and accounts for vertical structure associated with the amplification 
of atmospheric waves (Chapter 14). 
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but is invariant following Vg rather than the actual horizontal motion (see 
Problem 12.53). 

Figure 12.10 shows the distribution of Qg at 700 mb two days prior to 
the analysis in Fig. 1.9. In the eastern Atlantic, air of high potential vorticity 
(shaded) is being drawn southeastward in a cyclone that matures into the one 
evident in Figs. 1.23 and 1.24. That cold air is being exchanged with warm 
air of low potential vorticity, which is being drawn in the opposite sense. This 
rearrangement of air introduces a dipole pattern with high Qg folded south 
of low Qg. Another appears over Europe, where the distribution of Qg has 
been folded by a cyclone over the North Sea. The conserved property Qg must 

be derived indirectly from temperature observations (12.48.2), so it tends to 
be noisy. But the same basic signature emerges clearly in satellite imagery of 
water vapor (compare Fig. 16.6). 

The distribution of Qg carries the same essential information as its formal 
counterpart Q. However, the two conserved properties deviate at low latitude, 
where Vh departs from vg. The quasi-geostrophic equations describe motion 
in which the rotational component is dominant and only weakly coupled to 
the divergent component. As the equator is approached, f becomes small 
enough to invalidate the underpinnings of quasi-geostrophy and render the 
divergent component of motion comparable to the rotational component. For 
this reason, tropical circulations must be described with the primitive equations 
or with forms specialized to the tropics that include divergence and vorticity 
to leading order. 

Suggested Reading 

An Introduction to Dynamic Meteorology (1992) by Holton gives a complete 
treatment of gradient wind solutions and provides an excellent introduction 
to the concepts of vorticity and circulation. An advanced treatment of those 
concepts is presented in Geophysical Fluid Dynamics (1979) by Pedlosky. 

An Introduction to Fluid Dynamics (1977) by Batchelor contains a formal de- 
velopment of vorticity and its relationship to angular momentum. The inter- 
dependence of vorticity and stratification is discussed in The Ceaseless Wind 
(1986) by Dutton. 

Hoskins et al. (1985) provide an overview of isentropic potential vorticity and 
different applications. Comparisons with quasi-geostrophic potential vorticity 
are given in Atmosphere-Ocean Dynamics (1982) by Gill and in Middle Atmo- 
sphere Dynamics (1987) by Andrews et al. 

Introduction to Circulating Atmospheres (1993) by James discusses vertical mo- 
tion in large-scale flows and contains a concise summary of quasi-geostrophic 
relationships. 
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Problems 

12.1. With the scaling in Sec. 11.4, perform an asymptotic series expansion of 
dependent variables in the horizontal momentum equations to obtain 
(12.1) accurate to O(Ro ~ and then to O(Rol), where drag may be 
regarded O(Ro ~ inside the boundary layer and smaller elsewhere. 

12.2. Recover the geostrophic velocity (12.2.2) from the vector equations of 
motion. 

12.3. Obtain expressions for the geostrophic velocity in (a) height coordinates 
and (b) isentropic coordinates. 

12.4. Write down explicit expressions for the geostrophic velocity components 
in terms of geopotential for (a) Cartesian coordinates, (b) spherical 
coordinates, and (c)vertical cylindrical coordinates. 

12.5. Discuss why the Coriolis force is not apparent for laboratory-scale flow 
in the reference frame of the earth. 

12.6. For geostrophic motion in spherical geometry and isobaric coordinates, 
(a) determine an expression for the vertical vorticity, (b) determine an 
expression for the horizontal divergence, and (c) interpret the signif- 
icance of the divergence in part (b) in light of observed circulations, 
wherein divergence is strongly correlated to lows and highs. 

12.7. The bullet train moves over straight and level track at 40 ~ latitude. 
If the train's mass is 105 kg, how fast must it move to experience a 
transverse force equal to 0.1% of its weight? 

12.8. Interpret the velocity potential in relation to the general concept of a 
potential function introduced in Sec. 2.1. 

12.9. Demonstrate that the Helmholtz theorem reduces to (12.7.1) for a two- 
dimensional vector field. 

12.10. Consider a steady vortex with circular streamlines and azimuthal veloc- 
ity v. (a) Determine the form of the velocity profile v(r) that possesses 
no vorticity for r > 0. (b) Calculate the circulation F(r) = f v(r). ds = 
f2~ v(r)rd ck about the vortex. (c) Use Stokes' theorem to interpret the 
distribution of vorticity. 

12.11. (a) Discuss the time during which a fluid body may be regarded as a 
compact closed system (e.g., a finite-dimensional air parcel) in relation 
to its size and deformation (see Problem 10.10). (b) After sufficient 
time, what additional factors intervene to invalidate the description of 
part (a)? 

12.12. Show that geostrophic motion on an f plane automatically satisfies 
conservation of mass. 

12.13. (a) Determine the components of frictional geostrophic motion tangen- 
tial and orthogonal to contours of height, in terms of the correspond- 
ing geostrophic velocity. (b) Construct an expression for the angle 6 by 
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12.14. 

12.15. 

12.16. 

12.17. 

which Vh deviates from height contours. Estimate 6 for a characteristic 
wind speed of 5 m s -a at a latitude of (c) 45 ~ and (d) 15 ~ 

(a) Derive an expression for the divergence of frictional geostrophic 
motion on an f plane to show that, in the presence of Rayleigh friction, 
V.Vh is proportional to the V2~. (b) From this expression, infer how 
vertical motion over a surface low depends on its latitude. 

Consider a surface low that is narrow enough for motion about it to 
be treated on an f plane. For Rayleigh friction with a timescale of 
1 day, determine the latitude at which horizontal divergence inside the 
boundary layer becomes comparable to vertical vorticity. 

The surface motion beneath a cyclone is described by the stream func- 
tion and velocity potential 

qJ(x, y ) -  ~ { l-expI-(x2 + ]} 

X(x y ) =  Xexp[  - (x2  _+_ y2)]  
' L 2 , 

where q~ and X are constants. Determine (a) the horizontal velocity, 
(b) the horizontal divergence, and (c) the vertical vorticity. (d) Sketch 
Vh(X, y) and discuss it in relation to q~(x, y) and X(x, y). (e) Indicate 
the horizontal trajectory of an air parcel and discuss it in relation to 
three-dimensional air motion. 

(a) Express the vertical velocity oJ in isobaric coordinates in terms of 
the geometric vertical velocity w under the conditions of large-scale, 
steady motion above the boundary layer. (b) Estimate the geometric 
vertical velocity that corresponds to oo = 100 mb day -1 at 500 mb. 

12.18. The 500-mb surface has height 

z 00-z 00 
zs00 - _ _ Y \ 

500 500 ~,a 

12.19. 

( x2+y )] 
COS 7/" L2 (x 2 -k-y2)�89 _< L 

1 

(x 2 + y2)~ >/~  

where the constants 2500, 2500, and zs00 reflect global-mean, zonal- 
mean, and perturbation contributions to the height field, respectively, 
a is the radius of the earth, and y is measured on midlatitude f plane 
centered at latitude ~b 0. (a) Provide an expression for the 500-mb 
geostrophic flow vs00. (b) Sketch zs00(x, y) and vs00(x, y), presuming 
z~00 < < 25oo. Discuss the contributions to vs00, noting how the flow is 
influenced by the thermal perturbation. (c) Provide an expression for 
the absolute vorticity at 500 mb and discuss its contributions. 

(a) Determine the geostrophic motion accompanying the upper-level 
depression in Problem 6.7. (b) Plot the vertical profile of horizontal 
motion at (h, ~b) = (0, ~b 0 - L). 
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12.20. 

12.21. 

12.22. 

12.23. 

12.24. 

12.25. 

12.26. 

12.27. 

12.28. 

12.29. 

Show that, under barotropic stratification, Vp(I) is invariant with eleva- 
tion. 

Show that the Lagrangian derivative of the coordinate vector s tan- 
gential to a parcel's trajectory is given by (12.17). (Hint: Express the 
vectorial change of s during an interval dt in terms of its angular ve- 
locity to, which, in turn, can be expressed in terms of v and R; see 
Fig. 10.7.) 

Determine the circumstances under which the special class of curvilin- 
ear motion considered in Sec. 12.4 is solenoidal. 

Show that the relative error introduced by treating steady motion 
geostrophically is O(R o). 

A midlatitude cyclone centered at 45~ produces a radial height gra- 
dient at 500 mb of 0.16 m km -1 at a characteristic radial distance of 
10 ~ If the motion is sufficiently steady, calculate the corresponding 
(a) geostrophic wind and (b) gradient wind. 

As in Problem 12.24, but for a tropical cyclone centered at 10~ which 
produces a radial height gradient at 850 mb of 1.88 m km -1 at a char- 
acteristic radial distance of 1 ~ 

Estimate the relative error introduced by treating motion geostrophi- 
cally for (a) an omega block, in which the jet stream is deflected pole- 
ward at 40 ~ where it has a velocity of 30 m s -1 and assumes a radius 
of curvature of 2000 km, (b) a tropical depression at 10 ~ characterized 
by a radius of 200 km and a velocity of 30 m s -1, and (c) the undis- 
turbed polar-night vortex at 60 ~ , wherein the motion is zonal and has 
a velocity of 80 m s -1. 

The Kelvin wave plays an important role in tropical circulations, having 
the form of a vertical overturning in the equatorial plane. Horizontal 
motion in the Kelvin wave is zonal and described by 

i(y) 2] Vh(X, y) = exp -- exp[i(kx - trt)]i, 

where y is measured on an equatorial/3 plane (~b 0 = 0) and Y corre- 
sponds to 10 ~ of latitude. (a) Sketch the velocity field over one wave- 
length in the x direction. (b) Calculate the vorticity and divergence of 
the wave, sketching each on the equatorial/3 plane. (c) Derive a system 
of equations that determines the streamfunction and velocity potential 
of the wave. Outline the solution of this system. 

Meteorologists refer to the vector change of horizontal wind across a 
layer as the thermal wind. Show that the thermal wind is proportional 
to the horizontal gradient of layer-mean temperature. 

Derive an expression for thermal wind balance in height coordinates. 
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12.30. A vertical sounding at 45~ reveals isothermal conditions with T = 0~ 
below 700 mb, but vertical shear characterized by the following wind 
profile: 

10m s-1 S 950mb 
v =  14.14m s -1 SW 8 5 0 m b ,  

10 m s -1 S 750 mb 

where the wind blows from the direction indicated. (a) Calculate the 
mean horizontal temperature gradient in the layers between 950 and 
850 mb and between 850 and 750 mb. (b) Estimate the rate at which 
the preceding layers would warm/cool locally through temperature ad- 
vection (e.g., were temperature approximately conserved). (c) Use the 
result of part (b) to estimate the lapse rate created between those layers 
after 1 day, noting the physical implications. 

12.31. In terms of horizontal forces, discuss why cyclostrophic motion can be 
either cyclonic or anticyclonic, but always about low pressure. 

12.32. Use the horizontal force balance to explain why, physically, the strength 
of curvilinear motion is limited for anticyclonic curvature but not for 
cyclonic curvature. 

12.33. Demonstrate that 
I < vg cyclonic motion 

l) gr 

I > vg anticyclonic motion. 

12.34. A circular hurricane has azimuthal velocity 

v(r, p )  - vo(p) r > ro, 

where r is measured from the center of the system, v0(1000 mb) = 50 
m s -1, and the hurricane's characteristic dimension, r 0 = 100 km, is 
small enough for it to be treated on an f plane with f0 = 5.0 x 10 -5 s -1. 
(a) As a function of p, determine the range of r where the motion can 
be treated as geostrophic, providing justification for this approximation. 
(b) In the foregoing range of r, determine the geopotential field O(r, p), 
which approaches an undisturbed value ~ as r --+ o0. (c) Hurricanes 
are warm-core depressions (see Problem 6.9), so the radial temperature 
gradient is negative. It follows that the azimuthal velocity decreases with 
height. If the system has an average horizontal temperature gradient of 
1 K km -1, in the foregoing range of r, estimate the level p(r )  where v 
becomes negligible. 

12.35. Consider the core of a tornado that is isothermal and rotates with 
uniform angular velocity f~. Derive an expression for the radial profile 
of pressure inside the tornado's core in terms of the pressure P0 at its 
center. 
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12.36. Isobaric height in the Venusian atmosphere varies locally as 

�9 ( x , y ) - - ~  1 + e  L--------g--- , 

where the length scale L is of arbitrary dimension. (a) If the motion is 
steady and frictionless, provide an expression for the horizontal velocity. 
(b) Can a similar result be obtained if the flow is transient? Why? 

12.37. Satellite measurements reveal the following thermal structure" 

( x2 +,2) 
T(x, y, p)  - T -  T - AT(p )  exp - L2 

where y is measured from 45 ~ a is the radius of the earth, the length 
scale L is of order 1000 km or longer, T and T are constants that refer 
to the undisturbed zonally symmetric state, and 

A T ( p ) - A + B l n ( ~ - ~ )  

describes a cold-core cyclonic disturbance with A and B constants and 
P00 - 1000 mb. (a) Determine the height of the 500-mb surface as a 
function of position. Sketch the distribution of zs00(x, y), presuming AT 
is not large enough to reverse the equatorward temperature gradient. 
(b) Determine the horizontal motion if meridional excursions are small 
enough for it to be treated on an f plane. Justify the validity of this 

S -1 expression based on a characteristic velocity of 10 m . Sketch the 
motion. (c) For undisturbed conditions (AT -- 0), describe the vertical 
profile of horizontal wind. If motion vanishes at the surface, determine 
the pressure at which the horizontal wind speed reaches 20 m s -1. 

12.38. A stratospheric sudden warming is accompanied by a reversal of the 
westerly circumpolar flow corresponding to the polar-night vortex 
(Fig. 1.10). Developing within a couple of days, this dramatic change 
in motion is attended by sharply warmer temperatures over the polar 
cap that follow from a rearrangement of air by planetary waves (see 
Fig. 14.26). If the initial motion at middle and high latitudes is ap- 
proximated by rigid body rotation with angular velocity 0.251~, if the 
reversed circumpolar flow at high latitude is also characterized by rigid 
body rotation, but with zonal easterlies of 20 m s -1 at 75~ and if the 
motion leading to this state is approximately nondivergent, estimate 
where air prevailing over the polar cap must have originated from. 

12.39. Consider steady, barotropic, nondivergent motion on a midlatitude fl 
plane. The motion is zonal and uniform with v - u-/ upstream of 
an obstacle at x - 0, which deflects streamlines meridionally from 
their undisturbed latitudes. If the disturbed motion downstream devi- 
ates from the upstream motion by a small meridional perturbation v', 
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(a) construct a differential equation governing the trajectory y ( x )  of an 
air parcel initially at y = 0, (b) obtain the general solution downstream 
of the obstacle, (c) determine the trajectory if the parcel is deflected at 
(0, 0) with a slope of tan a, and (d) interpret the motion downstream 
of the obstacle in terms of a restoring force. 

12.40. Derive the vertical vorticity budget for barotropic nondivergent motion: 

+ Vh" V ~  + v h �9 Vf = (Vp x Va) -k .  
dt 

12.41. 

12.42. 

12.43. 

12.44. 

12.45. 

12.46. 

12.47. 

12.48. 

12.49. 

Perform a scale analysis to show that the vertical component of vortic- 
ity dominates horizontal components for large-scale, three-dimensional 
motion under generally baroclinic conditions. 

Derive the vorticity budget (12.33). 

Show that a state of static equilibrium (v = 0) can persist only under 
barotropic stratification. 

Perform a scale analysis to show that vertical stretching dominates other 
mechanisms forcing absolute vorticity in (12.36). 

Rising motion is an essential feature of organized convection in the 
tropics, where f is small enough to permit comparatively large hori- 
zontal divergence yet still dominates relative vorticity. In terms of vor- 
ticity forcing, explain why motion in convective centers is anticyclonic 
near the tropopause (see Fig. 15.8). 

Explain why cyclogenesis would be favored in a cold continental air 
mass that has moved over a warmer maritime region, such as occurs in 
the north Pacific and Atlantic storm tracks (refer to Fig. 9.38). 

The zonal circulation is disrupted by a planetary wave that advects 
air northward from 10~ to 50~ If winds at 10~ are easterly with 
speed of 5 m s -1 and relative vorticity of 1.2 • 10 -5 s -1, estimate the 
column-averaged vorticity at 50~ if (a) air motion is barotropic non- 
divergent and (b) air motion is confined between an isentropic surface 
near 1000 mb and another near the tropopause, which slopes downward 
towards the pole from 100 mb in the tropics to 300 mb at 50~ 

(a) Explain why solenoidal production of vorticity vanishes in isentropic 
coordinates (12.38). (Hint: How many thermodynamic degrees of free- 
dom are present in general? Along an isentropic surface?) (b) Apply 
this argument to the budget of vorticity in isobaric coordinates. 

Use (11.27) to derive the equivalent expression for potential vorticity 

(V X l~i). %70 Q =  
p 

which is likewise conserved under inviscid adiabatic conditions. 
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12.50. 

12.51. 

12.52. 

12.53. 

12.54. 

12.55. 

Consider a material element which is bounded above and below by 
(nearly horizontal) isentropic surfaces that are separated incrementally 
by dO. The element has cross-sectional area dA on those surfaces. 
(a) Express the element's incremental mass in terms of ~p/~O. (b) Use 
potential vorticity together with Stokes' theorem to derive an expression 
governing the circulation F = f Vh" ds about the element. 

Consider an idealized model of the jet stream and its interaction with 
a transverse mountain range like the Rockies: A two-dimensional ridge 
oriented north-south on a midlatitude/3 plane presents a topographic 
barrier to an upstream zonal flow. The motion is inviscid and adiabatic. 
An isentropic surface coincides with the topography (which displaces it 
to smaller pressure) and another remains level near the tropopause. If 
the upstream flow is uniform, use conservation of potential vorticity to 
(a) sketch a vertical section of the flow and topography, noting the sign 
of relative vorticity for an air column as it is advected past different 
stations, and (b) determine the horizontal trajectory of an air column 
over and downstream of the barrier. 

Derive the conservation principle (12.48) for quasi-geostrophic motion. 

Vertical stretching, which forces changes in absolute vorticity, appears 
in the numerator of Qg, rather than the position it assumes in the 
isentropic potential vorticity Q. Argue this form from the shallowness of 
vertical displacements, which makes relative changes of an air parcel's 
depth small. See Andrews et al. (1987) for a formal comparison of Qg 
and Q. 

Satellite observations provide thermal structure from the surface up- 
ward and the mixing ratio of a long-lived chemical species above the 
tropopause--both at successive times. (a) Construct an algorithm to 
deduce the three-dimensional trajectories of individual air parcels on 
the timescale of a week, noting the level of approximation and sources 
of error. (b) Where does this approximation break down? How could 
this limitation be averted with additional chemical tracers and what 
property would then be required of those tracers? (c) How would the 
application of this algorithm be complicated in the troposphere? (Hint: 
See Fig. 13.2.) 

In practice, satellite observations are available asynoptically, that is, 
different positions are observed at different instants. (a) How might 
this feature of tracer observations be accommodated to implement the 
algorithm in Problem 12.54? (b) Discuss the practical limitations of 
inferring global air motion in light of the timescale for advection versus 
that for the earth to be sampled completely. 
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Previous development treats motion as a smoothly varying field property. 
However, atmospheric motion is always partially turbulent. Laboratory ex- 
periments provide a criterion for the onset of turbulence in terms of the 
dimensionless Reynolds number 

LU 
Re = ~ ,  (13.1) 

v 

where L and U are scales characterizing a flow and v = tz/p is the kinematic 
viscosity (Sec. 10.6). For Re greater than a critical value of about 5000, smooth 
laminar motion undergoes a transition to turbulent motion, which is inherently 
unsteady, three-dimensional, and involves a spectrum of space and time scales. 
Even for a length scale as short as 1 m, the critical Reynolds number with 
v = 10 -5 m 2 s -1 is exceeded for velocities of U > 0.05 m s -1. Consequently, 
atmospheric motion inevitably contains some turbulence. ~ 

Until now, turbulent transfers have been presumed small enough to treat 
an individual air parcel as a closed system. This approximation is valid away 
from the surface and outside convection because the timescale for turbu- 
lent exchange in the free atmosphere is much longer than the 1-day timescale 
characterizing advective changes of an air parcel. Budgets of momentum, in- 
ternal energy, and constituents for an individual parcel can then be treated 
exclusive of turbulent exchanges with the parcel's environment~at least over 
timescales comparable to advection. This feature of the circulation is reflected 
in the spectrum of kinetic energy (Fig. 13.1). In the free atmosphere, kinetic 
energy is concentrated at periods longer than a day, where it is associated with 
large-scale disturbances and seasonal variations. However, in a neighborhood 
of the surface, as much as half of the kinetic energy lies at periods of order 
minutes. Inside the planetary boundary layer, turbulent eddies are generated 
mechanically from strong shear as the flow adjusts sharply to satisfy the no-slip 
condition at the ground (see Fig. 13.3). Turbulence is also generated thermally 
through buoyancy when the stratification is destabilized. 

~Stratification of mass leads to v increasing exponentially with height. Therefore, a level is even- 
tually reached where v is sufficiently large to drive Re below the critical value and suppress 
turbulence (Problem 13.3). This transition occurs at the turbopause, as pictured in Fig. 1.4. 
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Mixing between air parcels cannot be ignored inside the boundary layer 
because the timescale for turbulent exchange there is comparable to that for 
advection by the large-scale flow. Turbulent exchanges of mass, heat, and 
momentum then make an air parcel an open system and render its behavior 
diabatic. Turbulent mixing transfers heat and moisture between the surface and 
the atmosphere. Because it destroys gradients inherent to large-scale motion, 
turbulent mixing also acts to dissipate the circulation. 

13.1 Description of Turbulence 

Turbulent fluctuations need not be hydrostatic, so the equations of motion 
are expressed most conveniently in physical coordinates. The limited vertical 
scale of turbulent eddies makes compressibility nonessential. However, vari- 
ations of density associated with temperature fluctuations play a key role in 
stratified turbulence because, through buoyancy, they couple the motion to 
gravity. These features are embodied in the Boussinesq approximation (Sec. 
12.5). Equivalent to incompressibility, the Boussinesq approximation allows 
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density to be treated as constant, except where accompanied by gravity in the 
buoyancy force. 

Consider the motion-related stratification (Sec. 11.4), which is regarded as 
a small departure from static conditions. In terms of the static density po(Z), 
the specific buoyancy force experienced by an air parcel (11.35) is 

l o p  p 
fb = g- (13.2) 

Po 3z Po 

The gas law and Poisson's relation for potential temperature, along with the 
neglect of compressibility, then imply 

p T p 
~ - -  [ 
P0 To P0 

0 
~- . ( 1 3 . 3 )  

00 

Hence, the vertical momentum budget becomes 

dw 1 0 p  0 
dt Po Oz t- g-oo Dz" (13.4) 

Similarly, the thermodynamic equation becomes 

dO dOo Oo 
-}- W - -  - -  - - q n e t ,  (13.5) 

dt dz cpT o 

where Oo(Z) describes the basic stratification and 0 the small departure from 
it. Under the Boussinesq approximation, the continuity equation reduces to a 
statement of three-dimensional nondivergence. Then the equations governing 
turbulent motion become 

du 1 Op 
dt fv  - Po Ox D x, (13.6.1) 

dv 1 31) 
d----t -~- f u  - Oy,  (13.6.2) 

Po ay 

dw 1 31) 0 
dt = Po Oz + g-Oo Dz' (13.6.3) 

3u 3v Ow 
- -  - - -  = 0 ,  (13.6.4) 
3x +--~y q Oz 

dO 

dt 
dOo Oo 

D 

dz cpT o - -  q n e t ,  (13.6.5) 
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where 

d 
= - - + v . V  

dt 3t 
~ o~ o~ 

= ~t + u--- + v--- + w - -  (13.6.6) 
d x  ay oz 

includes three-dimensional advection. The frictional drag D -  - ( 1 / p ) V . r ,  
which follows from the deformation tensor e (10.23), reduces under the Boussi- 
nesq approximation to 

D = - l , , vzv .  (13.6.7) 

Compared to the timescale of turbulent eddies, radiative heating in 0net is 
slow enough to be ignored. However, thermal diffusion (e.g., conduction) op- 
erates efficiently on small scales that are created by turbulent deformations 
(refer to Fig. 12.4). Diffusion of momentum and heat are both involved in 
dissipation of turbulence, which takes place on the smallest scales of motion. 
Sharp gradients produced when anomalies are strained down to small dimen- 
sions are acted on efficiently by molecular diffusion.: When those gradients 
are destroyed, so too is the energy transferred to small scales. The foregoing 
process reflects a cascade of energy from large scales of organized motion to 
small scales, where it is dissipated by molecular diffusion; see Tennekes and 
Lumley (1972) for a formal development of turbulent energetics. 

13.1.1 Reynolds Decompos i t ion  

Of relevance to the large-scale circulation is the time-averaged motion and 
how it is influenced by turbulent fluctuations. To describe such interactions, 
each field variable is separated into a slowly varying mean component, which 
is denoted by an overbar, and a fluctuating component, which is denoted by a 
prime, for example, 

v = fi + v' ,  ( 1 3 . 7 . 1 )  

with 

v --7 - 0. (13.7.2) 

For this decomposition to be meaningful, timescales of the two components 
must be widely separated. Only then can averaging be performed over an inter- 
val long enough for a stable mean to be recovered from fluctuating properties 
yet short enough for mean properties to be regarded as steady. 

2The scale dependence of diffusion can be inferred from the viscous drag (13.6.7), which 
increases quadratically with the inverse scale of motion anomalies. 
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The continuity equation (13.6.4) allows the material acceleration to be ex- 
pressed in terms of the divergence of a momentum flux 

du Ou 
= - -  + v .  (vu) ,  (13.8.1) 

dt dt 

dv dv 
= + v .  (vv ) ,  (13.8.2) 

dt 3t 

dw dw 
= ~ + V .  ( v w ) ,  (13.8.3) 

dt at 

where terms on the far right describe the three-dimensional momentum car- 
ried by the velocity v. Likewise, the material rate of change of temperature in 
(13.6.7) can be expressed in terms of the divergence of a heat flux 

dO 30 
= + V .  (vO). (13.9) 

dt dt 

Expanding as in (13.5) and averaging then obtains the equations governing 
the time-mean motion 

( ) d -~ 1 ?-~ 3u'u'  ?u'v'  3u'w'  

dt  f - 6 -  + + Po Ox 3x 3y 3z 
(13.10.1) 

( ) d ~ 1 3-ff du'v'  Ov'v' Ov'w' 

d--t + f-~ -- + + Po ?Y Ox Oy Oz 
(13.10.2) 

( ) d -~ 1 ?-p 0 Ou'w' 3v'w'  Ow'w' 

dt = PodZ t - g - ~ o -  dx + ?y + 3z 
(13.10.3) 

OK O~ 3N 
. . . .  ~ ~ 0 

Ox t- dy 4 3z 
(13.10.4) 

( -) d 0 _dOo _ 3u'O' 3v'O' Ow'O' 

dt. t -w dz  3x + Oy + Oz 
(13.10.5) 

where 
m 

d 0 
= - -  + ~.  V (13.10.6) 

dt 3t 

is the time rate of change following the mean motion, and diffusive transfers 
of momentum and heat are slow enough, on scales of the mean flow, to be 
ignored. 

Terms in (13.10.1) through (13.10.3) involving time-averaged products of 
fluctuating velocities represent the convergence of an eddy momentum flux 
(e.g., of eddy momentum carried by the eddy velocity). Mean x momentum 
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(13.10.1) is forced by the convergence of eddy x momentum flux and so forth. 
Then, according to the discussion in Sec. 10.6, fluxes of x momentum carried 
by the three components of fluctuating velocity 

rxx = -poU 'U '  (13.11.1) 

7"xy " -  - -  P o  Ut l) t (13.11.2) 

rxz - - p o u ' w  ' (13.11.3) 

constitute stresses in the x direction exerted on the mean flow by turbulent 
motions. Referred to as Reyno lds  stresses, they are responsible for turbulent 
drag on the mean motion of an air parcel. Collectively, the Reynolds stresses 
define a turbulent stress tensor ~- - - p o V ' V ' ,  which is a counterpart of the 
stress tensor in (10.22) and the divergence of which forces ~ according to 
(13.10.1) through (13.10.3). A similar interpretation applies to the mean po- 
tential temperature (13.10.5), which is forced by the convergence of eddy heat 
flux 

q v' O' - -  = P 0  �9 (13.12) 
Cp 

13.1.2 Turbulent  Diffusion 

Reynolds decomposition provides a framework for describing how turbulent 
motions interact with the mean flow. However, it offers little clue as to how 
the turbulent fluxes of momentum and heat forcing the mean circulation can 
be determined. The description for mean motion (13.10) can be closed only 
by resorting to empirical or ad  hoc  relationships between the eddy fluxes and 
mean fields. 

The closure scheme adopted most widely is inspired by molecular diffusion, 
which smooths out gradients. Although more complex, turbulence has a simi- 
lar effect on mean properties. Figure 13.2 shows the evolution of a turbulent 
spot that has been introduced into a uniform flow at large R e .  Streaklines of 
smoke captured by the spot are dispersed across the turbulent region, which 
spreads laterally with distance downstream. Therefore, mean concentrations 
inside the turbulent region decrease steadily and have progressively weaker 
gradients. Turbulent dispersion is responsible for mean concentrations of pol- 
lutants diminishing following the breakdown of the nocturnal inversion (Sec. 
7.6.3) and for the expansion of buoyant thermals (Sec. 9.3). 

Turbulent dispersion acts on all conserved properties and is, at least quali- 
tatively, analogous to molecular diffusion. The eddy momentum flux can then 
be expressed in terms of the gradient of mean momentum (13.6.7) 

~" = PoKM �9 V ~, (13.13.1) 
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Figure 13.2 Turbulent spot introduced into a laminar flow (from right to left) at R e  = 

4.0 x 105. After Van Dyke (1982). 

where the eddy diffusivity of momentum KM is an analogue of the kinematic 
diffusion. As far as the boundary layer is concerned, viscosity v for molecular " " 3 

it suffices to consider mean motion that is horizontally homogeneous, in which 
case horizontal diffusion of momentum vanishes and KM pertains to the ver- 
tical flux alone. The vertical eddy flux of momentum 

w'v'  - - K M - ~ z  (13.13.2) 

is then proportional to the vertical gradient of mean momentum. Likewise, 
the vertical heat flux becomes 

3O 
w' O' - -Ki_I-~z , (13.13.3) 

where K/_/is the eddy diffusivity of heat. 
Expressions (13.13) comprise the so-called f lux-gradient  relationship. Turbu- 

lent transfer in (13.10) then assumes the form of diffusion of mean properties 
(e.g., KMV2~). Eddy diffusivity, although it can be defined as above, depends 
on the unknown fluctuating field properties. So, in practice, KM and K/_/must 

be evaluated empirically in terms of the eddy fluxes w'u' and w'0'. Measured 
eddy diffusivities range between 1 and 10 2 m e s -1 inside the boundary layer. 
These values of KM are orders of magnitude greater than its counterpart for 
molecular diffusion (v - 10 -5 m e s-l), which makes turbulent diffusion the 
chief source of drag and mechanical heating exerted on the mean flow. 

3For anisotropic turbulence (e.g., wherein statistical properties vary with direction) KM is a 
tensor, the components of which refer to turbulent dispersion in the horizontal and vertical 
directions; see Andrews et  al. (1987) for applications to two-dimensional models. 
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13.2 

13.2.1 

Structure of the Boundary Layer 

The Ekman Layer 

In terms of eddy diffusivity, the horizontal momentum equations inside a 
boundary layer in which mean properties are steady and horizontally homo- 
geneous become 

1 O-fi o~2-U 
-f-~ = t- K ~  (13 14.1) 

PO cgX o~Z 2 '  " ' 

1 o~p o~2V 
f-a = ~- K ~  (13.14.2) 

Po Oy ~Z 2 '  

where K = KM is regarded as constant and the Boussinesq approximation has 
been used to ignore vertical advection of mean momentum. Eliminating the 
pressure gradient in favor of the geostrophic velocity transforms (13.14) into 

K02  
O9Z2 q- f ( 5 -  l)g) - 0,  (13.15.1) 

Oz e - f ( - ~ -  Ug) = 0. (13.15.2) 

Multiplying (13.15.1) by i = ~/~-1 and adding to (13.15.2) results in the single 
equation 

d2X 
K-~-ffz 2 - if)( = - i f X g  (13.16.1) 

in terms of the consolidated variables 

X = ~ + if, (13.16.2) 

Xg -- Ugn t- iVg. (13.16.3) 

If llg does not vary through the boundary layer and is oriented parallel to the 
x axis, (13.16) has the general solution 

X(z )  - A exp[(1 + i)yz] + B exp[-(1 + i)yz] + Ug (13.17.1) 

where 

~ f  
7 =  2-K" (13.17.2) 

The no-slip condition requires the horizontal velocity to vanish at the surface, 
whereas the motion must asymptotically approach the geostrophic velocity 
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above the boundary layer: 

~ = 0  z = 0 ,  
(13.17.3) 

Incorporating these boundary conditions and collecting real and imaginary 
parts then yields the component velocities 

g(z) - ug (1 - e -v~ cos yz) ,  (13.18.1) 

V(Z) -- Vge -Tz sin yz ,  (13.18.2) 

which define an Ekman layer. 
The mean velocity in (13.18) describes an Ekman spiral, which is plotted in 

Fig. 13.3a as a function of height. Moving downward through the boundary 
layer witnesses a rotation of the mean velocity, to the left in the Northern 
Hemisphere and across isobars toward low pressure (Sec. 12.3), until a limiting 
deflection 6 - 45 ~ is reached at the ground. The deflection from isobars is 
an indication of turbulent drag exerted on the mean flow, which increases 
with mean vertical shear (Fig. 13.3b) and drives the motion out of geostrophic 
equilibrium. The effective depth of the Ekman layer is given by 7r/y, where 

reverses sign and above which ~ remains close to Vg (Fig. 13.3c). Values of 
K - 10 m 2 S -1  and f -  10 . 4  s -1  give 7r/y ~ 1 km. In practice, a pure Ekman 
spiral is seldom observed. 4 Nonetheless, it captures the salient structure of the 
planetary boundary layer, a deflection from surface isobars 6ob s "~ 25 ~ being 
typical. 

13.2.2 The  Surface Layer  

Within the lowest 15% of the boundary layer, the assumption that K ~ const 
breaks down. Instead, K, which is determined by the characteristic velocity 
and length scales of turbulent eddies, varies linearly with height. In this re- 
gion, the no-slip condition forces eddies to have a characteristic length scale 
proportional to the distance z from the boundary and a characteristic velocity 
scale 

1 

u, - ( - u - - ~  ~ , (13.19) 

which is known as the friction velocity because it reflects the turbulent shear 
stress near the ground. The flux-gradient relationship (13.13) then requires 

2 k z u ,  0-~ u, - - - ,  (13.20) 
8z 

4The high Re characteristic of the atmosphere makes simple Ekman flow dynamically unstable. 
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Figure 13.3 Mean horizontal motion inside an Ekman layer in which isobars are oriented 
parallel to the x axis, with p decreasing northward. (a) Planform view of the Ekman spiral, with 

= (~, ~) shown at different levels. Vertical profiles of (b) ~ and (c) ~ through the boundary 
layer. 

where ~ = ~i near the surface has been presumed parallel to the x axis and 
k - 0.4 is the so-called yon Karman constant. Integrating (13.20) gives the 
logarithmic law 

(~__u,) 1 ( z ) _ ~ l n  ~00 (13.21) 

governing the surface layer, where z 0 is a roughness length that characterizes 
the surface. The depth of the surface layer varies in relation to its roughness 
through z0, which has values smaller than 5 cm for level vegetated terrain. 

The structure (13.21) is an exact counterpart of the viscous sublayer in 
turbulent flow over a flat plate (see, e.g., Schlicting, 1968), where fluxes of 
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momentum and heat are independent of height. For neutral stability, the log- 
arithmic behavior predicted by (13.21) is well-obeyed over a wide range of 
level terrain (Fig. 13.4). The same is true for stable stratification, within some 
distance of the surface. 

13.3 Influence of Stratification 

Under more general circumstances, static stability sharply modifies the char- 
acter of the boundary layer by influencing the production and destruction of 
turbulence. Vertical shear of the mean flow leads to mechanical production of 
turbulent kinetic energy. Under neutral stability, that energy cascades equally 
into all three components of motion. Turbulent kinetic energy is also pro- 
duced through buoyancy. Contrary to mechanical production, buoyancy can 
represent either a source or a sink of turbulent kinetic energy. Under unsta- 
ble stratification, turbulent vertical velocities w' are reinforced by buoyancy, 
whereas they are damped out under stable stratification. In either event, buoy- 
ancy acts selectively on the vertical component of motion. Even though some 
of that energy cascades into the horizontal components, buoyancy makes the 
turbulent motion field anisotropic. In the presence of strong positive stabil- 
ity, the vertical component may contain very little of the turbulent kinetic 
energy. 

The degree of anisotropy is reflected in the dimensionless flux Richardson 
number 

g W f 0 / 
0 RZ = ~ o ~ ,  (13.22) 

T~ 

which represents the ratio of thermal to mechanical production of turbulent 
kinetic energy. Unlike other dimensionless parameters, Rf is a function of 
position. Inside the surface layer, downward flux of positive x momentum, 
which exerts drag on the ground, makes the denominator of (13.22) negative. 
Under unstable stratification, the vertical heat flux must be positive to transfer 
heat from lower to upper levels and drive the stratification toward neutral 
stability (Sec. 7.5). Then Rf < 0. Large negative values of Rf, such as those 
that occur in the presence of weak shear, imply turbulence that is driven 
chiefly by buoyancy, which is termed free convection. If the heat flux vanishes, 
Rf = 0 and turbulence is driven solely by shear. Under stable stratification, 
the vertical heat flux must be negative (Problem 13.12), so Rf > 0. Buoyancy 
then opposes vertical eddy motions and damps out turbulent kinetic energy. 
For turbulence to be maintained, production by shear must exceed damping 
by buoyancy. 
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Analogous, but more readily evaluated, is the gradient R ichardson  n u m b e r  

g o0 
R i  - o oz 

3-a] 2 
3 z ]  

N 2 
= ( o ~ 2 .  (13.23.1) 

3z 1 

With (13.13), the gradient Richardson number is related to the flux Richardson 
number as 

KH 
RZ - -~M Ri .  (13.23.2) 

If KM -- KH,  the two are equivalent. The gradient Richardson number reflects 
the dynamical stability of the mean flow, so it provides a criterion for the onset 
of turbulence. For N 2 > O, R i  is positive and buoyancy stabilizes the motion 
by opposing vertical displacements. Disturbances having vertical motion are 
then damped out if the destabilizing influence of shear in the denominator 
is sufficiently small. Stability analysis (see, e.g., Thorpe, 1969) reveals sheared 
flow to be dynamically unstable if 

1 
R i  < ~. (13.24) 

Supported by laboratory experiments (Thorpe, 1971), this criterion corre- 
sponds to shear production of turbulent kinetic energy exceeding buoyancy 
damping by a factor of 4. Small disturbances then amplify into fully developed 
turbulence? Similar behavior occurs for R i  < 0, in which case turbulence is 

1 small disturbances are damped out by also driven buoyantly. For R i  > ~, 

buoyancy, so turbulence is not favored. 
Stable stratification inhibits turbulence inside the boundary layer. But in- 

creasing shear near the surface eventually makes mechanical production of 
turbulent kinetic energy large enough to overcome damping by buoyancy. 
Consequently, there inevitably exists a turbulent layer close to the ground in 
which K varies logarithmically and fluxes of momentum and heat are indepen- 
dent of height. The depth of this layer is controlled by surface roughness and 
by stability. Strong stability limits the layer to a few tens of meters above the 
ground, whereas weak stability allows a deeper layer with smaller aft /Oz.  

Strong surface heating, such as that occuring under cloud-free conditions or 
over warm sea surface temperature (SST), favors buoyantly driven turbulence 

5 Outside the boundary layer, the criterion for the onset of turbulence can be satisfied locally, 
for example, in association with fractus rotor clouds (Fig. 9.22) and severe turbulence found in 
the mountain wave (see Fig. 14.24). 
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Figure 13.6 Observed profiles during the day of (a) potential temperature and (b) specific 
humidity. Adapted from Sun and Chang (1986). 

by destabilizing the stratification. These conditions lead to the formation of 
a superadiabatic layer immediately above the surface (Fig. 13.5a). Buoyant 
parcels from the superadiabatic layer enter a deeper layer of free convec- 
tion that is characterized by nearly unform stability (0 = const) and strong 
overturning. Vertical mixing of momentum makes the profile of mean motion 
likewise uniform in this region (Fig. 13.5b). 6 T h e  height of convective plumes 
is eventually limited by stable air overhead, which interacts with convection 
through entrainment and subsequent mixing (Sec. 7.4.1). Continued heat sup- 
ply at the surface enables the convective layer to advance upward by eroding 
the stable layer from below. 

The foregoing process is responsible for the diurnal cycle of the bound- 
ary layer (Sec. 7.6.3) and is revealed by vertical soundings (Fig. 13.6). In early 
morning, increasing 0 below 300 m (Fig. 13.6a) marks the nocturnal inversion, 
which has been neutralized in a shallow layer near the surface. Specific humid- 
ity (Fig. 13.6b) decreases sharply with height. By mid-day, surface convection 
has broken through the inversion and thoroughly mixed potential tempera- 
ture and moisture across the lowest kilometer. Mean motion (not shown) is 
likewise independent of height inside this layer. Later in the day, the convec- 
tive layer advances a few hundred meters higher, until, by early evening, the 
collapse of surface heating begins to reestablish the nocturnal inversion. 

6Since the flux-gradient relationship breaks down in this well-mixed layer, turbulent drag can 
be represented as Rayleigh friction (Sec. 12.3), the coefficient of which is then determined by ~; 
see Holton (1992). 
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13.4 Ekman Pumping 

Turbulent drag inside the boundary layer drives the large-scale motion out 
of geostrophic equilibrium and introduces a divergent component (Sec. 12.3). 
To satisfy continuity, that divergence must be compensated by vertical motion, 
which imposes a secondary circulation on the O(Ro ~ geostrophic flow in 
the free atmosphere. Frictional convergence (divergence) inside the boundary 
layer leads to rising (sinking) motion over surface low (high) pressure (Fig. 
12.7). 

Vertical motion atop the boundary layer is related to the circulation in the 
free atmosphere through the boundary condition (13.17.3). By continuity, it 
must also be related to the convergence of horizontal mass flux inside the 
Ekman layer, which follows from the cross-isobaric component ~. Integrating 
vertically over the boundary layer obtains the column-integrated mass flux 
across isobars 

M = po(O) 9dz 

L = po(O) Uge -~z sin 7zdz, (13.25.1) 

which reduces to 

M = P~ 
23, Ug. (13.25.2) 

Since ~ is directed toward low pressure, the column-integrated mass flux across 
isobars can be expressed 

M = P~ x Vg. (13.26) 
27 

By integrating the continuity equation (13.10.4) in a similar fashion, we obtain 

V z �9 M + po(O)wo = 0, (13.27) 

where w 0 denotes the vertical velocity or Ekman pumping atop the boundary 
layer. Incorporating (13.26) then yields 

1 
Wo = ~ srg(O), (13.28.1) 

where 

srg(0)- V2@(0) (13.28.2) 

is the geostrophic vorticity at the base of the free atmosphere. According 
to (13.28), Ekman pumping is directly proportional to the vorticity above the 
boundary layer. For values used previously to evaluate 7 and for srg = 10 -5 s -1 
typical of quasi-geostrophic motion, (13.28) gives Wo of order 5 mm s -1. 
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z~ 

Figure 13.7 Schematic of the secondary circulation imposed on the O(Ro ~ geostrophic 
motion above the boundary layer. Frictional convergence in the boundary layer beneath a cyclone 
is compensated by ascending motion and divergence in the free atmosphere. A material ring 
diverging from the center of the cyclone must then spin down to conserve angular momentum, 
which decelerates organized motion above the boundary layer. 

Frictional convergence and divergence inside the boundary layer act to 
equalize pressure variations and thus destroy gradients supporting large-scale 
motion. They also have an indirect but more important influence. Upward 
motion out of the boundary layer must be compensated by horizontal diver- 
gence in the free atmosphere (Fig. 13.7). From the vorticity budget (12.36), 
that divergence acts to reduce the absolute vorticity of air in the free atmo- 
sphere. A material ring spins down as it expands radially to conserve angular 
momentum, which weakens organized motion about a cyclone. 
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Under barotropic stratification, the horizontal velocity in the free atmo- 
sphere is independent of height. Integrating the continuity equation (13.10.4) 
from the top of the boundary layer to a height h where w has been driven to 
zero then yields 

w o = h V z . V  

= hV z .Va, (13.29) 

where v a is the ageostrophic velocity associated with the secondary circulation. 
The vorticity equation for quasi-geostrophic motion (12.47) restricted to an 
f plane reduces to 

dt - - f o V z "  Va" 

With (13.29) and (13.28), this becomes 

fo 
at = 2yh ~g 

o r  

(13.30) 

�9 �9 ~ g  dt = -  ~ " (13"31/ 

A vorticity anomaly like that accompanying a cyclone then decays exponen- 
tially as 

where 

~'u=exp - - -  , 
,l" E 

(13.32.1) 

1 

~'E = ~, 2h 2 j (13.32.2) 

is an Ekman e-folding time. Hence, the secondary circulation imposed by 
Ekman pumping causes the primary circulation to spin down. This process in- 
volves no actual dissipation, but rather follows from a redistribution of angular 
momentum when absolute vorticity is diluted over a wider region. By Stokes' 
theorem, the circulation along an expanding material contour s(x, y) 

F =  f v g . d s  

= f,, 
(13.33) 

remains unchanged. (Should a disturbance's vertical structure make Vg = 0 at 
the surface, Ekman pumping and divergence in the free atmosphere vanish, 
eliminating spin down.) In practice, the depth h over which spin down occurs 
is shaped by static stability in the free atmosphere. For values representative 
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of the troposphere, (13.32) gives an e-folding time of order days, which is an 
order of magnitude shorter than the timescale for direct frictional dissipation 
in the free atmosphere. 

Suggested Reading 

A First Course in Turbulence (1972) by Tennekes and Lumley presents an in- 
troduction to the subject at the graduate level and includes a formal treatment 
of turbulent energetics. Statistical Fluid Mechanics (1973) by Monin and Ya- 
glom is an advanced treatment that includes a wide range of observations and 
a Lagrangian description of turbulent dispersion. 

An Introduction to Boundary Layer Meteorology (1988) by Stull is a nice devel- 
opment at the graduate level. An extensive collection of recent observations is 
included in The Structure of the Atmospheric Boundary Layer (1989) by Sorbjan. 

Hydrodynamic Instability (1985) by Drazin and Reid contains a formal treat- 
ment of shear instability at the graduate level. 

Problems 

13.1. 

13.2. 

13.3. 

13.4. 

13.5. 

Calculate the Reynolds number for the following flows: (a) Stokes flow 
about a spherical cloud droplet (Problem 9.15) of radius 10 ~m and fall 
speed of 3 mm s -a, (b) cumulus convection of characteristic dimension 
1 km and velocity 1 m s -1, and (c) a midlatitude cyclone of characteristic 
dimension 10 3 km and velocity 5 m s -a. 

Express the Reynolds number as a ratio of timescales and then use 
them to interpret the criterion for the onset of turbulence. 

Estimate the height of the turbopause based on characteristic length 
and velocity scales of 1 km and 10 m s -a, respectively. 

In terms of temperature, water vapor mixing ratio, and ozone mixing 
ratio, contrast the state of an air parcel before and after encountering 
(a) the boundary layer and (b) cumulus convection. 

Frictional dissipation is an essential feature of turbulence because it 
cascades energy from large scales of organized motion to small scales, 
on which molecular diffusion operates efficiently. The specific energy 
dissipation rate for homogeneous isotropic turbulence is described by 

U 3 
E m  

L ' 
where U and L are the characteristic velocity and length scales of the 
large-scale motion that drives the cascade. Hence, the rate of  energy 
dissipation, which occurs almost entirely at small scales, is dictated by 
the motion at large scales, which is nearly inviscid. Use this result to 
estimate the rate at which energy is dissipated inside a cumulonimbus 
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cloud of characteristic dimension 10 km and velocity 10 m s -1 .  Compare 
this value with the 1000 MW generated by a large urban power plant. 

13.6. For the cumulonimbus cell in Problem 13.5, estimate the precipitation 
rate necessary to sustain the motion. 

13.7. Derive the approximate vertical momentum balance (13.4). 

13.8. Establish the flux form of the momentum equations (13.8). 

13.9. Contrast the signs of the momentum flux in (13.11) and the heat flux 
in (13.12) in light of their appearance in the primitive equations. 

13.10. Verify that (13.18) is the solution of the boundary-layer equations, sub- 
ject to appropriate boundary conditions. 

13.11. Recover (13.20) governing mean motion inside the surface layer. 

13.12. Demonstrate that the turbulent vertical heat flux must be positive (neg- 
ative) under unstable (stable) stratification. 

13.13. Show that divergence associated with the secondary circulation above 
the boundary layer does not alter the circulation F = ~ v .  ds along a 
material contour. 

13.14. Derive expression (13.27) for vertically integrated conservation of mass. 

13.15. A midlatitude cyclone is associated with the disturbance height in the 
lower troposphere (x2+y ) 

z ' = - Z e x p  - 2L 2 , 

where Z = 200 m, L = 1000 km, y is measured from 45 ~ and the 
boundary layer has an eddy diffusivity of 10 m2s -1. Calculate the max- 
imum vertical velocity atop the boundary layer. 

13.16. Observations reveal a nearly logarithmic variation with height of mean 
wind below 100 m above prairie grass land, which has a roughness 
length of 4 cm. If the mean wind is 5 m s -1 at the top of this layer, 
calculate the stress exerted on the ground. 

13.17. Inside a well-mixed boundary layer of depth h, convection makes mean 
horizontal motion and potential temperature invariant with height (Fig. 
13.5), rendering the flux-gradient relationship inapplicable. The verti- 
cal momentum flux then decreases linearly with height from a surface 
maximum described by 

w'v ' ls  = - -edible ,  

where Cd is a dimensionless drag coefficient. (a) Construct a counterpart 
of the Ekman equations (13.15) governing mean motion inside the well- 
mixed layer to show that the effect of turbulence is then equivalent to 
Rayleigh friction (Sec. 12.3). (b) Determine ~ if Vg = Ugi above the well- 
mixed boundary layer. (c) Calculate the timescale of Rayleigh friction 
for h = 1 km, Ca = 5.0 x 10 -3, and a mean wind speed of 5 m s -1. 
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13.18. Estimate how strong vertical shear must become before turbulence 
forms under stability representative of (a) mean conditions in the tro- 
posphere: N 2 -- 1.0 x 10-4S -2 and (b) mean conditions in the strato- 
sphere: N 2 --  6.0 x 10-4S -2 .  (C) How would these values be affected if, 
locally, isentropic surfaces are steeply deflected from the horizontal? 

13.19. Calculate the characteristic spin-down time due to Ekman pumping for 
a cyclone at 45 ~ vertical motion extending to the tropopause at 10 km, 
and an eddy diffusivity inside the boundary layer of 10 m2s -2. Compare 
this spin-down time with the timescale of radiative damping. 

13.20. The contrail formed from the exhaust of a commercial jet flying at 200 
mb contains liquid water. At a distance x from the jet, the contrail has a 
temperature T ( x )  and a mixing ratio for total water r t ( x  ). The contrail 
dissolves some distance x d downstream of the jet through entrainment 
with ambient air, of temperature T~ and mixing ratio ra. Immediately aft 
of the jet, the exhaust plume has temperature T(0) - T o and total water 
mixing ratio rt(0 ) - r 0. (a) Formulate a differential equation governing 
r t ( x  ), in terms of the entrainment length L -1 - d ( l n m ) / d x ,  which 
characterizes the rate at which the contrail expands through mixing 
with ambient air (See. 7.4.2). (b) Derive expressions for r t ( x )  and T ( x ) .  

(c) Derive an expression for the saturation mixing ratio of the contrail 
r w ( x  ). (d) Determine the distance x d at which the contrail dissolves 
for L - 100 m, r 0 - 4 g kg -1, r a - 0.05 g kg -1, T O - - 2 0  ~ C, and 
T a - - 5 0  ~ C. (e) As in part (d), but under the warm moist conditions" 
T a - - 3 0  ~ C, r a - 1.25 g kg -1, T o - 0 ~ C, symbolic of conditions inside 
the warm sector of an advancing cyclone. 



Chapter 14 Atmospheric Waves 

The governing equations support several forms of wave motion. Atmo- 
spheric waves are excited when air is disturbed from equilibrium (e.g., me- 
chanically when air is displaced over elevated terrain or thermally when air 
is heated inside convection). By transferring momentum, wave motions com- 
municate the influence of one region to another. This mechanism enables the 
troposphere to drive the stratosphere out of radiative equilibrium (Fig. 8.27) 
and tropical convection to influence the extratropical circulation. 

14.1 Description of Wave Propagation 

Wave motions are possible in the presence of a positive restoring force, which, 
by opposing disturbances from equilibrium, supports local oscillations in field 
properties. Buoyancy provides such a restoring force under stable stratification 
(Sec. 7.3). The compressibility of air provides another. Variations with latitude 
of the Coriolis force provide yet another restoring force, which will be seen to 
support large-scale atmospheric disturbances. 

14.1.1 Surface Water Waves 

The description of wave motion is illustrated with an example under nonro- 
tating conditions that will serve as a model of buoyancy oscillations in the 
atmosphere. Consider disturbances to a layer of incompressible fluid of uni- 
form density p and depth H (Fig. 14.1). The layer is bounded below by a rigid 
surface and above by a free surface, namely, one that adjusts position to relieve 
any stress. Motions inside this layer are governed by 

dv 
P--d-t = - V p  - gk  (14.1.1) 

V. v = O, (14.1.2) 

with v and V referring to 3-dimensional vector quantities. 

426 
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Figure 14.1 A layer of incompressible fluid of uniform density p and depth H. The layer is 
bounded below by a rigid surface and above by a free surface that has displacement ,/' from its 
mean elevation. The profile of horizontal motion for surface water waves is indicated. 

We are interested in how the fluid layer responds to disturbances that are 
imposed through a deflection of its free surface. It is convenient to decom- 
pose the behavior into a zonal-mean basic state, which reflects undisturbed 
conditions and is denoted by an overbar, and perturbations from it, which are 
denoted by a prime, for example, 

with 

v - -~ + v '  (14.2.1) 

m 

v ' -  O, (14.2.2) 

analogous to the treatment of turbulence (Chapter 13). For simplicity, the 
undisturbed zonal motion ~ = Ki is taken to be independent of x, analogous 
to motion in Fig. 1.8. 

Incorporating (14.2) into equations (14.1) produces terms involving mean 
properties, perturbation properties, and products thereof. In the spirit of the 
asymptotic analysis for small Rossby number (Chapter 12), the resulting system 
can be solved recursively to successively higher order in wave amplitude E, 
which symbolizes small departures from equilibrium [e.g., u', v', p' - O(e)]. 
To zero order in E (namely, in the absence of waves), the governing equations 
reduce to a statement of hydrostatic equilibrium 

= - p g  (14.3) 
3z 
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that must be satisfied by the mean state. To first order in e and with the basic 
state balance (14.3) eliminated, the governing equations reduce to 

Dr' 
= - V p '  (14.4.1) 

Dt 

where 

V. v ' =  0, (14.4.2) 

D 3 3 
= - -  - - -  (14.4.3) 

Dt 3t + U3x 
defines the material derivative following the mean motion. Linear in pertur- 
bation quantities, equations (14.4) govern the wave field. However, because 
they neglect products of perturbation quantities resulting from the advective 
terms v ' .  Vv', the first-order equations ignore influences the waves exert on 
the mean state. Such feedback is reflected in the equations accurate to sec- 
ond order in ~, which, upon eliminating the zero- and first-order balances and 
averaging zonally, yields 

- -  = - ( v ' .  v v ' )  
3t 

o(v'u') o(w'u') 
= ~ .  (14.5) 

Oy 0z 

Quadratic terms appearing on the right-hand side of (14.5) represent the con- 
vergence of an eddy momentum flux that forces the zonal-mean motion~just 
like the turbulent eddy fluxes forcing mean motion in (13.10). Corresponding 
changes in ~ then reflect second-order corrections to the zeroth-order steady 
motion. 

In the limit of small wave amplitude, to which the development is now 
restricted, second-order terms in (14.5) are small, so the basic state may be 
regarded as steady. Motion in the fluid layer is then described by the equa- 
tions accurate to first order in wave amplitude, which are said to have been 
linearized. If the basic state is in uniform motion, so that ~ is independent 
of position, applying V. to (14.4.1) and incorporating (14.4.2) leads to the 
consolidated equation for the perturbation pressure 

VZp ' - 0 .  (14.6) 

With fixed boundaries, Laplace's equation cannot describe wave propagation 
because it is diagnostic. However, boundary conditions governing the free 
surface introduce time dependence to make the complete system prognostic. 

The free surface, which is an interface between fluids, must satisfy two 
conditions. The dynamic condition requires the stress and hence total pressure 
to vanish. With hydrostatic equilibrium for the mean state (14.3), the total 
pressure on the free surface is 

P - -Pg~7' + P' z = H + r/, (14.7.1) 
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where rt' is the deflection of the free surface from its undisturbed elevation. 
Then the perturbation pressure at the top of the layer is given by 

P' = Pgn'  z = H,  (14.7.2) 

which may be evaluated at the mean elevation of the free surface to the same 
degree of approximation inherent in (14.6). The kinematic condition requires 
the free surface to be a material surface, so its vertical displacement must 
satisfy 

dr/' 
= w z - H 4- r/'. (14.8.1) 

dt 

In the limit of small amplitude, this reduces to 

Dr/' = w' z -  H. (14.8.2) 
D t  

Combining the dynamic condition (14.7.2) and the kinematic condition (14.8.2) 
obtains 

1 D p '  = w' z -  H,  (14.9.1) 
pg D t  

which, when incorporated into the vertical momentum equation, gives the 
upper boundary condition 

1 DZp  ' dp' 
= z - H .  (14.9.2) 

g D t  2 3z 

Another boundary condition applies at the base of the layer, where vertical 
motion must vanish identically. Then the vertical momentum equation requires 

ap' 
= 0  z - 0 .  (14.10) 

3z 

14.1.2 Four ier  Synthesis 

Consider a small disturbance to the free surface. The system is positively 
stratified because the density of the liquid is much greater than that of the 
overlying air, which is ignored. Buoyancy then provides a positive restoring 
force, which drives fluid back toward its undisturbed position and sets up 
oscillations. As a result, a compact initial disturbance radiates away in the 
form of waves. 

Wave activity radiating away from the initial disturbance may assume a 
complex form (e.g., because the structure of the disturbance imposes that 
form initially or because individual components of the wave field propagate 
differently). Equations governing the wave field are linear in perturbation 
quantities and have coefficients that are independent of position and time. 
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These features allow the wave field to be constructed from a superposition of 
plane waves, which is expressed in the Fourier integral 

1 
p'(x, t) - (21r)3 f f f P~l(z)ei(kx+ly-~t' dkdld~r 

l fff  : (2,n.) 3 ~ P f f ( z ) e  i(k'x-crt) d k d c r ,  ( 1 4 . 1 1 . 1 )  

wherein the z dependence must satisfy boundary conditions. Equation 
(14.11.1) describes a spectrum of monochromatic plane waves, individ- 
ual components of which have angular frequency or, wavenumber vector 
k = (k,l), and complex amplitudes P~(z) that contain the magnitude 
and phase of oscillations. An individual component of the wave spectrum 
(Fig. 14.2) has lines of constant phase: kx + ly-  at = const, which propagate 

Y 

Cy T,  Ik l  

i 

! ! I 

.,,.... . . . . . .  . ....." 

c = ~  

2~; " ~ .... ~. x 
k - "  

Figure 14.2 An individual plane wave component having wavenumber vector k = (k, l) and 
frequency tr. Lines of constant phase: kx + l y -  trt - const, propagate parallel to k (tr > 0) or 
antiparallel to k (tr < 0), with phase speed c = tr/[k[. Phase propagation in the x and y directions 
is described by the trace speeds Cx = tr/k and Cy = o/l, which equal or exceed c and are related to 
it through 1/c 2 + 1/c 2 = 1/C 2, SO they do not represent its components. As k becomes orthogonal 
to a direction, the trace speed in that direction becomes infinite. 
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in the direction of k with the phase speed 
o" 

c = ik I , (14.11.2) 

where Ikl 2 = k 2 + l 2. Phase propagation in the x and y directions is described 
by the trace speeds 

o- 

Cx= k '  
or (14.11.3) 

Cy = - {  . 

2 2 r Note that c x + Cy ~ According to Fig. 14.2, the trace speed in a given 
direction equals or exceeds the phase speed and approaches infinity as k 
becomes orthogonal to that direction. 

By the Fourier integral theorem (see, e.g., Rektorys, 1969), the complex 
amplitudes in (14.11.1) follow as 

fff  Pk~(z) -- p ' (x ,  y, z, t)e -i(kx+ly-~rt) dxdydt,  (14.12.1) 
O0 

which defines the Fourier transform of the variable p' at level z. Equation 
(14.12.1) describes a spectrum of complex wave amplitude over the space- 
time scales k, l, and o-. Real p'  requires the amplitude spectrum to satisfy the 
Hermitian property 

-~ - P~* (14.12.2) P-~-t  ~t �9 

Because (14.11.1) and (14.12.1) constitute a one-to-one mapping, p'(x,  t) 
in physical space and its counterpart in Fourier space, P~(z) ,  are equivalent 
representations of the wave field. The power spectrum, IP~I 12, then describes the 
distribution over wavenumber and frequency of variance [p,[2, which reflects 
the energy in the wave field. In general, a disturbance excites a continuum of 
space and timescales, so wave variance follows as an integral over wavenumber 
and frequency: 

1 ~ 12 f f Ip'(x, t)12dxdt-(2,rr) 3 f f f= IP~ dkdcr, (14.13) 

which is known as Parseval's theorem. 
Differentiating p'  in physical space is equivalent to multiplying its transform 

P~t by the corresponding space and time scales: 
ap' 

ikP~,  
8x 
•p! 

ilP~z, (14.14) 
ay 
ap, 

+-~ -i~rP~t , 
3t 

the demonstration of which is left as an exercise. Then applying (14.12.1) 
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transforms the material derivative into 
Dp'  
D t  

--+ --iwPk~l, (14.15.1) 

where 
to - o -  kK (14.15.2) 

is the intrinsic f requencymthat  relative to the medium, for the component with 
frequency ~r and zonal wavenumber k. The term - k K  represents a Doppler 
shift of the intrinsic frequency by background motion. A component propa- 
gating opposite to ~ is Doppler-shifted to higher intrinsic frequency: w > ~r, 
whereas one propagating in the same direction as K is Doppler-shifted to lower 
intrinsic frequency: o~ < or. 

Applying (14.12.1) transforms the governing equations in physical space: 
(14.6), (14.9.2), and (14.10), into their counterparts in Fourier space: 

32Pfft Ikl2e~ = 0, (14.16.1) 
~Z 2 

aPk  
= 0 z = O, (14.16.2) 

3z 
OPk~l to 2 

Pk5 -- 0 Z = H. (14.16.3) 
3z g 

Space-time dependence involving derivatives with respect to x, y, and t has 
been reduced to algebraic dependence on the scales k, l, and o- for individ- 
ual modes, which can be resynthesized via (14.11.1). The general solution of 
(14.16.1) satisfying the lower boundary condition (14.16.2) is of the form 

Pfft(z) = Z cosh(Iklz) (14.17) 

(Fig. 14.1). Substituting into the upper boundary condition (14.16.3) then 
yields the algebraic identity 

o~ 2 - g l k l  tanh(Ikln). (14.18) 

Referred to as the dispersion relation, (14.18) must be satisfied by each com- 
ponent (k,l,~r) if the wave spectrum is to obey the goveming equations. The 
dispersion relation expresses one of the space-time scales (e.g., frequency) 
in terms of the others. Therefore, the spatial scales of an individual wave 
component determine its frequency. 

14.1.3 Limiting Behavior 
According to (14.18), different horizontal scales propagate relative to the 
medium with different intrinsic phase speeds 

s 

Ikl 
1 

_ [gHtanh(Ik l  ~ ] ' (14.19) 
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which are plotted as functions of IklH in Fig. 14.3. Phase speed decreases 
monotonically with wavenumber, so the longest waves travel fastest. 

In the limit of long wavelength, 

~ ~ Ikln --+ O. (14.20) 

The dispersion relation (14.20) describes shallow water waves, which have wave- 
lengths A = 2~r/Ikl long compared to the depth H of the fluid. Phase speed 
is then independent of wavelength, so different components of a shallow wa- 
ter disturbance propagate in unison. An ocean 5 km deep has ~ > 200 m s -1 
(comparable to the speed of sound), which enables large-scale components of 
a tsunami to traverse an ocean in only hours. 

In the longwave limit, vertical structure (14.17) is independent of z 
(Fig. 14.4a). Then, by continuity (14.4.2) and the lower boundary condition, 
shallow water waves possess no vertical motion. Under these circumstances, 

1.0 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 

.1 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 

IkIH 

Figure 14.3 Intrinsic phase speed of surface water waves (equals phase speed in the absence 
of mean motion), as a function of horizontal wavenumber. 
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(a) IklH ---> 0 (b) IklH ---> oo 

Figure 14.4 Surface water waves (a) in the longwave limit, where they assume the form of 
shallow water waves, with horizontal wavelengths long compared to the fluid depth and horizontal 
motion that is invariant with elevation, and (b) in the shortwave limit, where they assume the form 
of deep water waves, with horizontal wavelengths short compared to the fluid depth and motion 
that decays exponentially away from the free surface as an edge wave. 

the vertical momentum equation reduces to a statement of hydrostatic equi- 
librium. Hence, the longwave limit is equivalent to invoking hydrostatic 
balance, which follows from the shallowness of vertical displacements relative 
to horizontal displacements. 

In the limit of short wavelength, 

~ ~~kl Ik[H--> oo. (14.21) 

The dispersion relation (14.21) describes deep water waves, which have wave- 
lengths that are short compared to the depth of the fluid. In this limit, vertical 
structure (14.17) decreases exponentially away from the free surface in the 
form of an edge wave (Fig. 14.4b). Deep water waves do not feel the lower 
boundary because their energy is negligible there. Unlike shallow water waves, 
they have phase speeds that vary with wavelength, so longer components of a 
deep water disturbance leave behind shorter ones. 

14.1.4 Wave Dispersion 

Because a spectrum of waves is involved, interference among components 
can modify wave activity as it radiates away from the imposed disturbance. 
To illustrate such behavior, consider a group of plane, waves defined by an 
incremental band of wavenumber centered at k, with I fixed (Fig. 14.5a). Wave 
activity in this band can be approximated by the rectangle shown, in which 
case variance is shared equally by two discrete components with wavenumbers 
k + dk. Those components have frequencies tr + dtr which are related to 
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(a) (b) 

c -_0_~ 
. _ _  g x -  ~ k  

V - q h- 
2~ 
dk 

Figure 14.5 Power spectrum of surface water waves as a function of zonal wavenumber. A 
wave  group  is defined by variance in the incremental band centered at k (shaded), which may be 
approximated by the rectangle shown. Wave activity is then carried by two discrete components at 
k -4-dk. (b) Wave activity in the band produces a disturbance of wavenumber k that is modulated 
by an envelope of wavenumber d k .  Oscillations propagate with the trace speed c x = t r / k  but their 
envelope propagates with the group  speed  Cgx = ~tr/ ,3k.  

wavenumber through the dispersion relation (14.18). For unit amplitude, wave 
activity in the band is described by 

, 1 
wk(x, t) - ~{ cos [(~ - d k ) x  - (,~ - d~) t ]  + cos [(~ + d~:)x - ( ~  + d~) t ]  } 

- cos(dk �9 x - do-. t ) .  cos(kx - tot), (14.22.1) 

which follows from (14.11.1) with the amplitude spectrum approximated as 
above and with the Hermitian property (14.12.2). Wave activity in the band 
can then be expressed 

r/~(x, t) -- cos d k ( x  - - ~ t )  �9 cos(kx - o-t). (14.22.2) 

As shown in Fig. 14.5b, (14.22) describes a disturbance with wavenumber k 
and trace speed Cx = o-/k that is modulated by an envelope of wavenumber 
dk ,  which propagates in the x direction with the group speed 

3o- 
Cgx = 3k  

3to 
m 

= ~k + u. (14.23.1) 

Since it is concentrated inside the envelope, wave activity in this band propa- 
gates, not with the phase speed, but with the group speed. A group defined by a 
continuous Gaussian window (instead of the two discrete components used to 
approximate the rectangular window) produces a Gaussian envelope, outside 
of which oscillations vanish (Problem 14.8). Clearly, wave activity must then 
move with the envelope~irrespective of the movement of individual crests 
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and troughs inside it. A similar analysis applied to wavenumber I with k fixed 
yields the group speed in the y direction: 

30" 
Cgy = 31 

3to 
= ---/. (14.23.2) 

Then wave activity is propagated in the x - y  plane with the group velocity 

30" 30") 

O k ' 3 1  oo) 
= . 

r 

(14.23.3) 

A function of k and l, Cg describes the propagation of wave activity in indi- 
vidual bands of the spectrum (14.11.1). According to (14.23.3), background 
motion advects wave activity with the basic flow. The intrinsic group velocity 

~:g - Cg - -~i (14.23.4) 

gives the same information relative to the medium and is recognized as just 
the gradient of to with respect to k = (k, l). 

Let us return now to the limiting forms of surface water waves described 
previously and in the absence of background motion: K = 0. In the longwave 
limit, phase speed (14.20) is independent of k. Since individual wave compo- 
nents all propagate with the same speed, a disturbance comprised of shallow 
water waves retains its initial shape. Such waves are said to be nondispersive 
because a disturbance that is initially compact remains so. The group speed 
of shallow water waves follows from (14.23) as 

Cg = x /gH 

= c. (14.24) 

Because all of its components propagate with identical phase speed, a group 
of shallow water waves centered at wavenumber k propagates in the same 
direction and with the same speed. 

An example is presented in Figs. 14.6 and 14.7. The free surface is initialized 
with a compact disturbance (Fig. 14.6a) 

x 2 +y2 

r/'(x, y, 0) = ~_~------~e 2L-z , (14.25.1) 

with characteristic horizontal scale L. Because it is not simple harmonic, that 
disturbance excites a continuum of waves. Transforming (14.25.1) via (14.12.1) 
with t = 0 gives its power spectrum 

[ r/k/I 2 =  e -L2(k2+12) (14.25.2) 
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Figure 14.6 (a) A Gaussian disturbance imposed initially to the free surface. The length 
L characterizes the width of the disturbance. (b) The power spectrum of the disturbance, as a 
function of zonal wavenumber k. As L increases, variance becomes concentrated at small k in 
a red spectrum, which excites waves in the longwave limit. As L decreases, variance becomes 
distributed widely over k, approaching a white spectrum with most of the variance at large k, 
which excites waves in the shortwave limit. 

(Fig. 14.6b), the demonstration of which is left as an exercise. The excited 
wave field is then described by (14.11.1), with individual components subject 
to the dispersion relation (14.18). 

If the scale of the imposed disturbance is sufficiently long (e.g., L > > H), 
the power spectrum of r/' (Fig. 14.6b) is very red: Variance is concentrated 
at small IklH, so the excit.ed wave field is comprised of shallow water waves. 
Far from the impulse, where waves can be treated as planar, the disturbance 
(Fig. 14.7a) then translates outward jointly with its envelope at a uniform 
speed c = c~ and retains its initial form. Therefore, wave activity (shaded) 
remains confined to the same range of x as initially. 

In the shortwave limit, the phase speed (14.21) depends on Ikl. Individual 
components (k, l) then propagate with different phase speeds, so a disturbance 
comprised of deep water waves cannot retain its initial shape. The difference 
in phase speed between components with small and large Ikl leads to a group 
unraveling with time. Such waves are said to be dispersive because a disturbance 
that is initially compact is eventually smeared over a wider domain. The group 
speed for deep water waves follows from (14.21) as 

cg-~  Ikl 
c 

-- ~. (14.26) 

Thus, a group of deep water waves propagates at exactly half their median 
phase speed, both c and cg being functions of Ikl. 

The behavior predicted by (14.26) is readily observed with the toss of a 
pebble into a pond and is recovered from (14.25) if the horizontal scale of 
the disturbance is sufficiently short (e.g., L < < H). The power spectrum of 
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Cg=C C Cg= ~. 

(a) L >> H 

m 

Ikl 

L H (b) << 

Figure 14.7 (a) Surface water waves produced by the initial disturbance in Fig. 14.6, with 
L > > H. Shallow water waves radiate nondispersively away from the initial disturbance: Wave 
components with different k propagate at identical phase speed c = ~ (solid lines). The 
envelope of wave activity then propagates at the same speed c 8 = c (dashed line). Under these 
circumstances, the shape of the initial waveform is preserved, so wave activity (shaded) remains 
confined to the same range of x as initially. (b) As in part (a) but for L < < H and a different x 
scale. Deep water waves radiate dispersively away from the initial disturbance: Wave components 
with different k propagate at different phase speeds c = ~ (solid line), so the initial waveform 
unravels into a series of oscillations. Occupying a progressively wider range of x, the envelope of 
wave activity (shaded) propagates at exactly half the median phase speed of individual components 
cg = c/2 (dashed line). Individual crests and troughs therefore overrun the envelope, disappearing 
at its leading edge, to be replaced by new ones at its trailing edge. 

r/' (Fig. 14.6b) is then nearly white: Variance decreases slowly with [kl, so 
most of the excited wave spectrum lies at large IklH and is comprised of deep 
water waves. Under these conditions, the initial disturbance unravels into a 
series of oscillations (Fig. 14.7b), with wave activity occupying an increasingly 
wider range of x. Contrary to shallow water waves (Fig. 14.7a), the envelope 
of wave activity translates outward slower than individual crests and troughs. 
Waves inside it then overrun the envelope and disappear at its leading edge, 
to be replaced by new ones that appear at its trailing edge. 
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14.2 Acous t i c  Waves  

The simplest wave motions supported by the governing equations are sound 
waves. Compressibility provides the restoring force for simple acoustic waves, 
which have timescales short enough to ignore rotation, heat transfer, fric- 
tion, and buoyancy. Further, because they are longitudinal disturbances, in 
which fluid displacements are parallel to the propagation vector k, we may 
consider motion in the x direction. Under these circumstances, air motion is 
governed by 

du 1 ~p 
= (14.27.1) 

dt p dx 

m _  du dp l- p - -  - 0 (14.27.2) 
dt dx 
pp-~ conserved, (14.27.3) 

where Poisson's relation (2.30) serves as a statement of the first law under adi- 
abatic conditions. Applying the logarithm to (14.27.3) followed by the material 
derivative obtains 

1 d l n p  l d p  

3' dt p dr'  

which, on substitution into (14.27.2), yields 

1 d l n p  du 
t -- 0. (14.28) 

3" dt dx 

For a homogeneous basic state (e.g., one that is isothermal and in uniform 
motion), the first-order perturbation equations are then 

Du' 1 ~p' 

Dt -fi dx 

Dp' Ou' 
+ Y P ~  Dt 3x 

- 0 .  

(14.29) 

These may be consolidated into a single second-order equation 

D2p ' _ d 2 p  ' 
Dt 2 TRT ~ - O. (14.30) 

Equation (14.30) is a one-dimensional wave equation for the perturbation 
pressure p', from which other field properties follow. Its coefficients are inde- 
pendent of x and t, so we may consider solutions of the form e x p [ i ( k x -  r 
which is an implicit application of (14.12.1). Substituting then transforms 
(14.30) into the dispersion relation 

~2 = 7RT, (14.31) 
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which defines the speed of sound. Because the intrinsic phase speed is inde- 
pendent of k, sound waves are nondispersive and their group velocity equals 
their phase velocity. 

14.3 Buoyancy Waves 

More important to the atmosphere are disturbances supported by the positive 
restoring force of buoyancy under stable stratification. Known as gravity waves, 
these disturbances typically have timescales short enough to ignore rotation, 
heat transfer, and friction. Vertical motions induced by gravity waves need not 
be hydrostatic, so the governing equations are expressed most conveniently in 
physical coordinates. Likewise, because they involve motion transverse to the 
propagation vector k, gravity waves require two dimensions to be described. 
In the x - z  plane, air motion is then described by 

du 1 0 p  

dt p Ox ' 

dw 1 ~p 

dt p dz 

(14.32.1) 

g, (14.32.2) 

1 do du 3w 
. . . . . .  0, (14.32.3) 
p d t F --~x -~ d z 

d In p d In p 
= 0. (14.32.4) 

dt 3/ dt  

Since they account for compressibility, equations (14.32) also describe acoustic 
waves, which, at low frequency, are modified by buoyancy. 

For a basic state that is isothermal, in uniform motion, and in hydrostatic 
equilibrium, the perturbation equations become 

DN ! ~̂_~p' 
- - g H  (14.33.1) 

D t  ax ' 

Dw'  - g H  ~ '  
D t  - ~ + gP' - g~''  (14.33.2) 

D f /  Ou' Ow' w' 
D----i--t- ~ -~ O z H = 0, (14.33.3) 

D N 2 
- -  ( p '  - + = o ,  
D t  g 

(14.33.4) 

where 

^, p' ^, p' 
p - --_ p = --_ (14.33.5) 

P O 
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are scaled by the basic state stratification, 

R T  
H =  

g 

and 

(14.33.6) 

is the speed of sound and 

where 

m2 -- k2 (~-~ - 1) + 

2 yR-T (14.34.2) C s ---- 

Cs 
O)a "-  2H (14.34.3) 

is the acoustic cutoff frequency for vertical propagation. 
Equation (14.34) describes acoustic-gravity waves, which involve buoyancy 

as well as compression. Their vertical propagation is controlled by the sign 
of m 2. For m 2 > 0, individual components of the wave spectrum oscillate in 
z. Vertically propagating, such waves are referred to as internal because their 
oscillatory structure occurs in the interior of a bounded domain. 1 Internal 
waves amplify upward like exp[z/2H] (Fig. 14.8a) to offset the stratification 
of mass and make energy densities invariant with height. For m 2 - - rh  2 < 0, 
individual wave components vary exponentially in the vertical (Fig. 14.8b). Os- 
cillations then occur in-phase throughout the column. For the column energy 
to remain bounded, the energy density of these waves must decrease exponen- 
tially with height. Such waves are referred to as evanescent or external because 

1This terminology is a misnomer  because internal modes  are actually t rapped vertically between 
boundaries.  

(.o2 2 
- -  o )  a 

Cs 
(14.34.1) 

N 2 3 In 

g 3z 
K 

= H (14.33.7) 

gives a buoyancy period of about 5 min. 
tO t Equations (14.33) constitute a closed system for the four unknowns: u', , 

/3', and t~'. Because it has constant coefficients, solutions can be expressed 
in terms of plane waves (14.11.1). However, owing to the stratification of 
mass, a group of waves propagating vertically must adjust in amplitude to 
conserve energy. For quadratic quantities like ~u '2 (e.g., the kinetic energy 
density) to remain constant following the group, u', w', /Y, and t3' must am- 

1 
plify vertically like ~-~ - exp[z/2H]. Then considering solutions of the form 
exp[(z/2H) + i(kx + mz - o-t)], where m denotes vertical wavenumber, trans- 
forms the differential system (14.33) into an algebraic one. Consolidating that 
system yields the dispersion relation 
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Figure 14.8 Vertical structure of (a) internal w a v e s  (m 2 > 0), which oscillate with z (solid 
line) and amplify upward like e z/EH to make energy density (dashed line) invariant with height, 
and (b) external w a v e s  (m E < 0), whose energy density (dashed line) decays exponentially with 
height but whose amplitude (solid line) can either amplify or decay depending on m. 

they form along the exterior of a boundary. The edge wave structure of sur- 
face water waves in the deep water limit (Fig. 14.4b) is an example. Even 
though their energy decreases, external waves in the range 1/4H 2 < m 2 < 0 
amplify upward like e x p [ ( 1 / 2 H -  rh)z] due to stratification of mass. 

The dispersion relation assumes two limiting forms associated with vertical 
propagation, as seen when m2(k, to) is plotted (Fig. 14.9). For w2 > >  N 2, 
(14.34) reduces to 

1 00 2 0) 2 
k 2 + m 2 -q '~ --+ oo,  ( 14 .35 .1 )  

4 H  2 - Cs 2 N 2 

which describes high-frequency acoustic waves modified by stratification. This 
limiting behavior can also be recovered by letting N ~ 0, which eliminates 
buoyancy. Acoustic waves propagate vertically for w greater than those on the 
upper curve for m 2 = 0 in Fig. 14.9. Their intrinsic phase speeds approach the 
speed of sound for k 2 -+-m 2 --+ oo. In the longwave limit k ~ O, the minimum 
to for vertical propagation equals the acoustic cutoff to a. In the shortwave 
limit k ~ c~, the minimum to for vertical propagation tends to infinity and 
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Figure 14.9 Vertical wavenumber  squared contoured as a function of horizontal wavenumber  
and intrinsic frequency. Vertical propagat ion (shaded) occurs for acoustic waves at w greater  than 
the acoustic cutoff o.i a and for gravity waves at oJ less than the buoyancy frequency N,  with 
O) a ~ 1.1N under  isothermal conditions. The Lamb wave, which connects the limiting behavior of 
acoustic waves for m 2 = 0 and k --+ c~ to the limiting behavior of gravity waves for m 2 = 0 and 
k ~ 0, propagates  horizontally at the speed of sound. 

the corresponding waves have horizontal phase speeds approaching the speed 
of sound. 

2 (14.34) reduces to For 0) 2 < <  0)a, 

1 N 2 0) 2 
k 2 ~ -~ 0, (14.35.2) k 2 - k - m  2 -~ 4 H  2 - -  60 2 0)2 

which describes low-frequency gravity waves modified by stratification of mass. 
This limiting behavior can also be recovered by letting Cs ~ ~ ,  which renders 
air motion incompressible (Problem 14.14). Gravity waves propagate vertically 
for w less than those on the lower curve for m 2 = 0 in Fig. 14.9. Unlike 
most vibrating systems, internal gravity waves have a high-frequency cutoff 
for vertical propagation, N. In the shortwave limit k --+ ~ ,  the maximum 
~o for vertical propagation approaches N. Since the horizontal phase speed 
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then vanishes, the corresponding behavior describes column oscillations at the 
buoyancy frequency (7.11). In the longwave limit k ~ 0, the maximum to 
for vertical propagation approaches zero and the corresponding waves have 
horizontal phase speeds approaching the speed of sound. 

The regions of vertical propagation in Fig. 14.9 (shaded) are well separated. 
Between them, m 2 < 0 and waves are external. Acoustic-gravity waves then 
propagate horizontally, with energy that decreases exponentially above the 
forcing and no net influence in the vertical (Problem 14.12). Connecting the 
limiting behavior of internal acoustic waves for k ~ ~ and internal gravity 
waves for k ~ 0 is the external L a m b  wave (Lamb, 1910), which propagates 
horizontally at the speed of sound for all k. 

Dispersion characteristics of the acoustic and gravity branches of (14.34) 
are illustrated in Fig. 14.10, which plots to as a function of k = (k, m). The 
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Figure 14.10 Intrinsic frequency of acoustic-gravity waves contoured as a function of 
wavenumber. Group velocity relative to the medium is directed orthogonal to contours of in- 
trinsic frequency toward increasing to. (a) Acoustic waves (to > toa) have group velocity relative 
to the medium s that is nearly parallel to phase propagation k. (continues) 
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Figure 14.10 (Continued) (b) Gravity waves (o~ < N) have s 
except close to m = 0, where both become horizontal. 

that is nearly orthogonal to k, 

intrinsic group velocity (14.23) is directed orthogonal to contours of intrinsic 
frequency toward increasing ~o. On the other hand, phase propagates with the 
velocity ~(k/rk]) parallel (~o > 0) or antiparallel (~o < 0) to the wavenumber 
vector. For acoustic waves (Fig. 14.10a), contours of ~o are elliptical, modified 
only slightly from their forms under unstratified conditions. The group velocity 
is then close to the phase velocity for all k, so those waves are only weakly 
dispersive. 

In the case of gravity waves (Fig. 14.10b), contours of ~o are hyperbolic and 
the situation is quite different. For ~o decreasing with k fixed (e.g., moving 
downward along the dotted line), contours of ~o become straight lines that 
pass through the origin. The intrinsic group velocity is then orthogonal to 
the phase velocity, so the waves are highly dispersive. A wave group defined 
by the vector k in Fig. 14.10b has phase that propagates downward and to 
the right, but its envelope propagates upward and to the right. A packet of 
gravity waves (Fig. 14.11) propagates parallel to lines of constant phase (e.g., 
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Figure 14.11 A packet of simple gravity 
waves (to < N) propagates along crests and 
troughs--just perpendicular to a packet of sim- 
ple acoustic waves (to > to a), which propagates 
orthogonal to crests and troughs. 

along crests and troughs), rather than perpendicular to them, as is observed of 
more familiar acoustic waves. 2 Consequently, downward propagation of phase 
translates into upward propagation of wave activity. This peculiarity follows 
from the dispersive nature of gravity waves and applies to all waves whose 
vertical restoring force is buoyancy. For to increasing with k fixed (e.g., moving 
upward along the dotted line in Fig. 14.10b), contours of to become parallel to 
the m axis. Intrinsic group velocity is then in the same direction as the phase 
velocity~both horizontal. 

At very low frequency, rotation cannot be ignored. The Coriolis force 
then modifies the dispersion relation by making parcel trajectories three- 
dimensional. Air motion (u, w) associated with ,buoyancy oscillations expe- 
riences a Coriolis force fu ,  which drives parcel trajectories out of the x-z  
plane and introduces v. Disturbances in this range of frequency are referred 
to as inertio-gravity waves (see Gill, 1982). 

2See Lighthill (1978) for a laboratory demonstration. 
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14.3.1 Shor twave  Limit  

In the limit k ~ c~ with to fixed, the dispersion relation (14.34) reduces to 

to 2 k 2 

N 2 k 2 + m 2 

= cos: a, (14.36) 

where c~ is the angle k makes with the horizontal. Contours of to are 
then straight lines, with s orthogonal to k, as for the limiting behavior in 
Fig. 14.10b. Simple gravity waves propagate at progressively shallower angles 
as to is increased (Fig. 14.12), until, at to - N, k is horizontal with phase lines 
oriented vertically. External waves with ~o > N are vertically trapped because 
Cg~ then vanishes. 

The limiting behavior (14.36) applies to mountain waves (Fig. 9.22), which 
have horizontal wavelengths of about 10 km. Generated by forced ascent 
over elevated terrain, these waves are fixed with respect to the earth, so they 
have frequencies tr ~ 0. Their intrinsic frequencies, however, do not vanish, 
but rather are determined by the Doppler shift - k ~ .  Westerly flow makes 
contours of phase propagate westward relative to the medium. Since upward 
propagation of energy requires downward phase propagation, phase contours 

k rn 

Figure 14.12 Schematic illustrating a simple gravity wave of wavenumber k that is inclined 
from the horizontal by an angle a. 
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must tilt westward with height above their forcing. Such behavior is often 
observed in the leading edge of lenticular clouds (Fig. 9.22a). 

Even though their phase velocity relative to the ground vanishes, orograph- 
ically forced gravity waves have nonvanishing group velocity. As illustrated in 
Fig. 14.13 for steady motion incident on a two-dimensional ridge, wave ac- 
tivity is transferred upward and downstream. The dispersive nature of gravity 
waves leads to wave activity occupying a progressively wider sector of the first 
quadrant with increasing distance from the source. Vertical motion accompa- 
nying the oscillations can extend into the stratosphere (see Fig. 14.24), which 
has enabled sailplanes to reach altitudes of 50,000 ft. 

14.3.2 Propagation of Gravity Waves in a Nonhomogeneous Medium 

When the basic state is not isothermal and in uniform motion, wave prop- 
agation varies with position. Consider the propagation of gravity waves in a 
basic state that varies with height: N 2 - -  N 2 ( z )  and K -  K(z), and under the 
Boussinesq approximation (Sec. 12.5.3). The wave field is then governed by 

Du' Off (14.37.1) 
D---t -F w'-U z = - g H O x ' 

Dw' - g H  Off 
Dt = - ~ z  gP" (14.37.2) 
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Figure 14.13 Streamlines and vertical motion accompanying a stationary gravity wave pat tern 
that is excited by uniform flow over a two-dimensional ridge 100 km wide. After  Queney (1948). 
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3U I OW t 
+ ~ - O, (14.37.3) 

3x 3z 
D/~' N 2 

- ~  + ~ w ' -  0, (14.37.4) 
Dt g 

where (14.37.4) follows from (14.33.4) with the neglect of compressibility. 
Applying the linearized material derivative to (14.37.2) gives 

D2m ' D ( 3~' ) D[~' 
D t ----5- + g H - ~  -~z -- - g D---t- 

With (14.37.4), this becomes 

- O ~  + N 2 w '  + g H -~  O z I 

Considering solutions of the form exp[i(kx - ~rt)] (coefficients are still inde- 
pendent of x and t) and combining (14.37.1) with (14.37.3) obtains 

gH3P~ i [  3 2 w ~ r  ] 
og Z = -s ( C x -- -U ) o9Z2 + -~ z z W~ , (14.39) 

where P~(z) denotes the transform (14.12.1) of/3'. Then incorporating (14.39) 
into (14.38) yields 

32Wk r 
o3Z 2 

+ mZ(z)W~ - O, (14.40.1) 

in which 
N 2 

m 2 ( z )  - - k 2 -4- U z ~ z  (14.40.2) 
(C x _ ~ ) 2  Cx _ -~ 

serves as a reduced one-dimensional index of refraction. 
Known as the Taylor-Goldstein equation, (14.40) describes the vertical prop- 

agation of wave activity in terms of local refractive properties of the medium. 
For m 2 > 0, Wff(z) is oscillatory in z. Wave activity then propagates verti- 
cally with a local wavelength 2~r/m(z). Contrary to propagation under the 
homogeneous conditions described by (14.33), variations of m 2 lead to reflec- 
tion of wave activity, which couples propagation in the upward and downward 
directions. Oscillations also do not amplify vertically due to the neglect of 
compressibility. For m 2 < 0, the vertical structure is evanescent. Wave activity 
incident on such a region must therefore be reflected. 

Static stability, which provides the restoring force for vertical oscillations, 
is the essential positive contribution to m 2 in (14.40.2). The greater N 2, the 
shorter the vertical wavelength and the more vertical propagation is favored. 
Since k 2 reduces m 2, short horizontal wavelengths (large k) are less able 
to propagate vertically than long horizontal wavelengths (small k). Vertical 
propagation is also controlled by the mean flow, chiefly through the intrinsic 
trace speed c x --~. For small flow curvature (K~ ~ 0), increasing Cx--~ 
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inhibits vertical propagation by reducing m 2. The vertical wavelength is then 
elongated, which makes wave activity increasingly vulnerable to reflection. 
If m 2 is driven to zero for a particular k, the vertical wavelength becomes 
infinite (see Fig. 14.14b). Continued propagation is then forbidden and wave 
activity is fully reflected. The height where this occurs is called the turning 
level, above which wave structure is external (m 2 < 0). On the other hand, 
decreasing Cx--~ favors vertical propagation by increasing m 2. The vertical 
wavelength is then shortened, which reduces reflection by making variations 
in refractive properties comparatively gradual. Should Cx--~ decrease to zero, 
(14.40) becomes singular. The refractive index is then unbounded and the 
vertical wavelength collapses to zero (see Fig. 14.15b). The height where this 
occurs is called the critical level. Contrary to a turning level, which leads to 
reflection, the condition m 2 --+ cx~ leads to absorption of wave activity. 

14.3.3 The WKB Approximat ion  

Analytical solutions to (14.40) can be obtained only for very idealized profiles 
of N2(z) and K(z). But an approximate class of solutions that is valid when 
the basic state varies slowly compared to the phase of oscillations affords 
great insight into how wave activity propagates--even under more general 
circumstances. The approximate solutions 

W~(z) = W~ exp[+i f m(z) dz] (14.41) 
v/m(z) 

satisfy the related equation 

32W+ 
~z------ 2-  + m2(z)W + = -R(z )m2(z )W +, (14.42.1) 

where 

R ( z ) =  1 o2m 3 ( 0 m )  2 
2m 3 3z 2 4m 4 ~ (14.42.2) 

symbolizes the interdependence of W + and W- and therefore wave reflection. 
In the limit of R ~ 0 everywhere, (14.42) reduces to the general form of 

(14.40). Reflection then vanishes and the upward- and downward-propagating 
waves can be treated independently. In the absence of dissipation, wave ac- 
tivity then propagates conservatively along rays that are smoothly refracted 
through the medium. The solution (14.41) defines the so-called slowly varying 
or WKB approximation. 3 Its validity (e.g., R < < 1 ) rests on refractive proper- 
ties changing on a scale that is long compared to the wavelength. In practice, 
(14.41) often provides a qualitatively correct description of the wave field even 

3The letters stand for Wentzel (1926), Kramer (1926), and Brillouin (1926), who rediscovered 
the procedure in different problems, after being introduced originally by Liouville (1837) and 
Green (1838). 
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when it cannot be justified formally. Should R become O(1) somewhere, re- 
flection introduces the other of the components in (14.41). Clearly, m 2 = 0 
violates the aforementioned condition because the local wavelength is then 
infinite, which is attended by strong reflection. Although the WKB approxi- 
mation breaks down there, the wave field can be matched analytically across 
the turning level (see, e.g., Morse and Feschbach, 1953). 

14.3.4 Me thod  of Geomet r i c  Optics 

under  conditions of the WKB approximation, wave activity can be traced from 
its source along rays that are defined by the local group velocity cg. If 

N 2 
K= < <  ic ~ _ K[, (14.43) 

(14.40.2) has the same form as the dispersion relation for simple gravity waves 
in the short wavelength limit (14.36). Components of cg then follow from 
(14.23) as 

m2to 
Cg x = k ( k  2 + m 2) 

m + u ,  

(14.44) 
mr 

Cg z = - ( k  2 + m 2 )  ' 

with m = m ( z )  and K -  K(z). Tangent to Cg, a ray has local slope in the x - z  
plane 

dz  Cgz 
= (14.45) . 

d x  r 

Specifying its initial coordinates then determines the ray corresponding to an 
individual component (k, m) of the wave spectrum. 

TURNING LEVEL 

Orographically forced gravity waves involve a spectrum about zero fre- 
quency. Figure 14.14 shows rays of two components with o- - 0 under the 
conditions of (14.43) for N2=const and ~(z) representative of the tropo- 
sphere and wintertime stratosphere (Fig. 14.14a). Each ray emanates from a 
point source located at the origin of the x - z  plane. For component 1, which 
has short horizontal wavelength, westerly shear drives o92 to N 2 and m 2 to zero 
near the tropopause (Fig. 14.14b). The ray for that component (Fig. 14.14c) 
is reflected at its turning level Ztl, above which wave amplitude decays expo- 
nentially. 

Since m -  0 at the turning level, 

Cg x ~ lg 
z -  Ztl. (14.46) 

Cg~ - 0 
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Figure 14.14 (a) Zonal motion representative of the extratropical troposphere and strato- 
sphere during winter. (b) Vertical refractive index squared following from mean motion in part 
(a) and uniform static stability. (continues) 

Thus,  relative to the  medium,  wave activity is mot ionless  at z = ztl. Consider  
the t ime for wave activity to reach the t uming  level f rom some neighbor ing 
level below. The  t ime for wave activity to p ropaga te  f rom a level z0 to a level 

z is given by 

fz~ dz' At = ~ .  (14.47) 
Cgz 

N e a r  the  turning level, 

o)m 
z ~ Ztl .  ( 1 4 . 4 8 . 1 )  cg z ~ _ k2 

Since oJ = - k ~  < 0 for z < zta and Uz > 0, 

oJ ~ - N -  k-~z(Z- Ztl ) Z --+ Ztl .  (14.48.2) 
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Figure 14.14 (Continued) (c) Rays for two stationary wave components with a source at 
(x, z) = (0, 0). Arrowheads mark uniform increments of time moving along the ray at the group 
velocity Cg. Component  1, which has short horizontal wavelength, encounters a turning level in 
the troposphere, where it is reflected downward. Component  2, which has a longer horizontal 
wavelength, propagates into the stratosphere before encountering a turning level. 

Substituting into the dispersion relation (14.36) obtains 

k m'~ k [2-~-Uz(Ztl - z)1�89 z ~ Zt l .  (14.48.3) 

Then the vertical group speed behaves as 
1 

Cg z ~ (Z t l  --  Z)  Z ~ Zt l .  

Incorporating (14.49) into (14.47) gives for the approach time 

~u~u (z,, - ~tl ~ 

< c o  z----~ Zt l .  

(14.49) 

(14.50) 
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Figure 14.15 As in Fig. 14.14, except for conditions representative of summer and for com- 
ponent  2. The wave is Doppler-shifted to zero intrinsic phase speed: Cx - ~ = 0, at the critical 
level, where m 2 ~ ~ ,  group propagation stalls, and the ray terminates. (Frequency of arrowheads 
near  z = Zc2 reduced for clarity. (continues) 

Thus, the time for wave activity to reach the turning level is finite, even though 
Cg z vanishes there. It follows that wave activity can rebound from the turning 
level having suffered only finite dissipation. This is the premise for interpreting 
behavior near Ztl as reflection. 

Wave activity trapped between its turning level and the surface is ducted 
horizontally in the troposphere. This can produce oscillations far downstream 
of the source, as is revealed by extensive wave patterns in satellite cloud 
imagery (Fig. 1.11). In contrast, wave activity propagating freely in the vertical 
(Fig. 14.13) produces only a few oscillations downstream, so cloud bands are 
confined near the source (Fig. 9.22). 

Component 2 of the wave spectrum, which has longer horizontal wave- 
length, does not encounter a turning level until it has propagated well into the 
stratospheric jet (Fig. 14.14b). Although m 2 is reduced in the core of the tro- 
pospheric jet, it remains positive, which allows component 2 to propagate to 
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Figure 14.15 (Continued) 

higher levels. The region of small m 2 in the upper troposphere coincides with 
small vertical group speed. Propagation is then refracted into a shallower an- 
gle (Fig. 14.14c), only to be refracted more steeply again when it encounters 
weaker zonal flow in the lower stratosphere. Eventually, K in the stratospheric 
jet becomes large enough to drive m 2 t o  zero, which occurs at the turning 
level zt2 and below which component 2 is vertically trapped. 

CRITICAL LEVEL 

Consider now conditions representative of summer. Figure 14.15 shows 
the same features for component 2, but for easterly flow in the stratosphere. 
Having Cx = 0, component 2 is Doppler-shifted to zero at the zero wind line, 
which lies not far above the tropopause (Fig. 14.15a). At the critical level Zc2, 
m 2 --+ cx~ and the vertical wavelength collapses to zero (Fig. 14.15b). 
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Since w - 0  at the critical level, 

% x = K - O  
z = Zc2, (14.51) 

Cg z - -  0 

so wave activity is again motionless relative to the medium. Consider the time 
for it to reach the critical level from some neighboring level z0 below. For z 
near the critical level, 

to 
Cg z ~ - - - -  Z ~ Zc2. (14.52) 

m 

Since ~o - - k g  < 0 for z < Zc2 and Uz < O, 

to ~ - k - ~ z ( Z -  Zc2 ) Z ~ Zc2. (14.53.1) 

Substituting into the dispersion relation gives 

N 
m ~ z ~ Zc2. (14.53.2) 

- ~ z ( Z -  Zc2 ) 

Then the vertical group speed behaves as 

_ r  --2 )2 (14.54) Cg z ~-" u Uz ,Z  - Zc2 Z ---+ Zc2. 

By incorporating (14.54) into (14.47), we obtain for the approach time 

N 17 A t  = - 1  

"---> O0 Z ~ Zc2. (14.55) 

Unlike behavior at a turning level, the time for wave activity to reach the 
critical level is infinite. Thus, the critical level is never actually encountered. 
Instead, wave activity remains frozen relative to the medium for infinite dura- 
tion, allowing dissipation to absorb it. The ray for component 2 (Fig. 14.15c) 
is then refracted into the critical level, where it stalls and terminates. 

14.4 The Lamb Wave 

Consider oscillations in an unbounded atmosphere and in the absence of 
forcing. These conditions define an eigenvalue problem for the normal modes 
of that system, namely, wave modes that can persist without forcing. Should 
forcing exist at the corresponding eigenfrequencies, normal modes are greatly 
amplified relative to other wave components. 

For oscillations that are hydrostatic, the perturbation equations (14.33) re- 
duce to 

D u '  
- -  - g H  O f f  , (14.56.1) 

D t  Ox 
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H a )P' h' Oz 1 + = 0, (14.56.2) 

Dt~' Ou' (O l ) w , = O ,  (14.56.3) 
D--t- § Ox + Oz H 

D 
D---~(/3' - yt3') + 3' w' - 0. (14.56.4) 

Considering solutions of the form exp[i(kx - ~rt)] transforms (14.56) into 

- iwU~ = -ikgHP~, (14.57.1) 

3-z 1 P~ + p~ - 0, (14.57.2) 

-',wPk '~ +"kUk" +(OzO H )  Wff = 0 , 1  (14.57.3) 

- iw(P~  - yp~)+  YHWff = 0. (14.57.4) 

Using (14.57.2) to eliminate density in (14.57.4) gives 

i W H ( H O )  
w ~ =  K oz K P~ (14.58) 

for the vertical velocity. Then, incorporating (14.58), (14.57.1), and (14.57.3) 
yields a second-order differential equation for the perturbation amplitude 
P~(z) 

2 cr or k 2 0 Pk 10P~ Kg 
3z 2 H Oz ~- -H--JPff = 0. (14.59) 

For physically meaningful behavior, solutions to (14.59) must satisfy bound- 
ary conditions. At the surface, we require w' to vanish. The upper boundary 
condition depends on whether the solution is vertically propagating or evanes- 
cent. If the solution is evanescent, it must have bounded column energy. If it 
is vertically propagating, at large distances from the source, the solution must 
transfer wave activity away from regions of possible excitation (e.g., from finite 
z). These conditions define the so-called finite-energy and radiation conditions, 
respectively, which apply at z ~ ec. Collectively, P~(z) must then satisfy 

oZP~ 1 OP~ Kg k 2 .,,~r 

o~Z 2 H Oz ~- ~ - ~ r ~ ,  - 0, (14.60.1) 

H ~zz - K Pff = 0  z - - 0 ,  (14.60.2) 

finite-energy/radiation z --+ ~ .  (14.60.3) 

Equations (14.60) define a homogeneous boundary value problem for the 
vertical structure P~(z), namely, one with no forcing in the interior or on 
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the boundaries of the domain. Nontrivial solutions can exist only at particular 
frequencies. 

Seeking solutions of the form exp[(1/2H + im)z] transforms (14.60.1) into 
the dispersion relation 

1 N 2 
- ~ k  2. (14.61) m 2 + 4H 2 - -  CO 2 

Equation (14.61) may be recognized as (14.35.2) in the limit k ~ 0, wherein 
the horizontal wavelength is long enough for vertical displacements to be hy- 
drostatic. If m 2 > 0, solutions are vertically propagating. By (14.44), upward 
energy propagation (14.60.3) requires mo~ < 0, which corresponds to down- 
ward phase propagation. For w > 0, this requires m < 0. It is readily verified 
that these solutions do not satisfy the homogeneous lower boundary condition 
(14.60.2). Nor do their counterparts for ~o < 0. If m 2 = - rh  2 < 0, the solu- 
tions of (14.60.1) are external. The requirement of bounded column energy 
then selects solutions of the form e x p [ ( 1 / 2 H -  rh)z]. One of these satisfies 
the lower boundary condition, namely, th = ( K -  �89 which has the vertical 
structure 

P~(z) = e "(h). (14.62.1) 

For this particular vertical structure, (14.61) reduces to 

~2  __ ygH 

2 (14.62.2) C s . 

The vertical structure (14.62), which defines the Lamb mode and is pictured 
in Fig. 14.8b, makes w' vanish~not just at the surface, but everywhere (14.58). 
Buoyancy oscillations then vanish identically. The restoring force for Lamb 
waves is provided entirely by compressibility so they propagate at the speed 
of sound (Fig. 14.9). Lamb waves are the normal modes of an unbounded, 
compressible, stratified atmosphere. Even though their energy decreases up- 
ward like an edge wave, Lamb waves amplify vertically, which makes them 
potentially important in the upper atmosphere. 

Because they are normal modes of the atmosphere, Lamb waves are excited 
preferentially by forcing that is indiscriminate over frequency, for example, an 
impulsive disturbance (Problems 14.33). The response spectrum to such forc- 
ing is unbounded at those wavenumbers and frequencies satisfying (14.62.2), 
so it is dominated by Lamb waves (Problem 14.32). Historical records in- 
clude several impulses to the atmosphere that were felt around the earth. 
Most notable was the eruption of Krakatoa in 1883 (Chapter 8). Disturbances 
in surface pressure cycled around the globe several times before dissipating. 
Taylor (1929) used barometric records to infer the vertical structure of at- 
mospheric normal modes. By comparing arrival times at several stations, he 
showed that the compression wave emanating from Krakatoa propagated at 
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the speed of sound. Then, with the aid of a system like (14.60), Taylor de- 
duced the Lamb structure for atmospheric normal modes. A similar analysis 
was performed by Whipple (1930) for the impact of the great Siberian meteor 
in 1908. The Lamb vertical structure applies to atmospheric normal modes 
at all frequencies, even very low-frequency waves supported by the earth's 
rotation (Dikii, 1968). 

14.5 Rossby Waves 

At frequencies below 2f~, another class of wave motion exists, one possible 
only in a rotating medium. Named for C. G. Rossby who established their 
connection to weather phenomena (Rossby et al., 1939), these waves are also 
referred to as rotational waves and, on the gravest dimensions, planetary waves. 
The restoring force for Rossby waves is provided by the variation with latitude 
of the Coriolis force, which links them directly to the earth's rotation. 

14.5.1 Barotropic Nondivergent  Rossby Waves 

The simplest model of Rossby waves relies on the solenoidal character of 
large-scale motion (Sec. 12.1). Under nondivergent conditions, atmospheric 
motion is governed by conservation of absolute vorticity (12.30), which on a 
beta plane is expressed by 

d~ 
+/3v  = 0. 

dt 

Linearizing about a basic state that is barotropically stratified and in uniform 
motion, we obtain the perturbation vorticity equation 

D~" 
D---t- +/3v' - 0. (14.63) 

The motion is nondivergent, so it can be represented in terms of a stream- 
function 

v~ - k • Vqd. (14.64) 

Then the perturbation vorticity equation becomes 
~ , '  

O V2 ~, -~- ~ -- 0, (14.65) 
Dt  dx 

which is just the linearized form of the barotropic nondivergent vorticity equa- 
tion ( 12.31). 

Known as the Rossby wave equation, (14.65) reflects a balance between 
changes in the relative vorticity of an air parcel and changes in its planetary 
vorticity due to meridional displacement. An eastward-moving parcel deflected 
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equatorward (Fig. 14.16) experiences reduced planetary vorticity f ,  so it spins 
up cyclonically to conserve absolute vorticity. Northward motion is then in- 
duced ahead of the parcel, which deflects its trajectory polewardmback toward 
its undisturbed latitude ~b 0. Upon overshooting ~b 0, the parcel spins up anti- 
cyclonically. Southward motion ahead of the parcel then deflects its trajectory 
equatorwardmagain back toward its undisturbed latitude. The variation with 
latitude of f thus exerts a torque on displaced air (analogous to the positive 
restoring force of buoyancy under stable stratification), which enables air to 
cycle back and forth about its undisturbed latitude. 

The coefficients of (14.65) are constant, so we consider solutions of the 
form e x p [ i ( k x  + l y -  trt)]. Substitution then results in the dispersion relation 
for Rossby waves 

/3 
Cx - ~ - - k2  + ~ �9 ( 1 4 . 6 6 )  

Figure 14.16 Schematic illustrating the reaction of an air parcel to meridional displacement. 
Displaced equatorward, an eastward-moving parcel spins up cyclonically to conserve absolute 
vorticity. Northward motion induced ahead of it then deflects the parcel's trajectory poleward 
back toward its undisturbed latitude. The reverse process occurs when the parcel overshoots and 
is displaced poleward of its undisturbed latitude. 
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Relative to the basic state, Rossby waves propagate only westward. 4 Their 
intrinsic trace speed, c x --~ = w/k, is proportional to the local gradient of 
planetary vorticity and inversely proportional to the horizontal wavenumber 
squared. Hence, Rossby waves are dispersive, with the gravest dimensions 
propagating westward fastest. Small scales with slow phase speeds will be 
swept eastward by westerly zonal flow, as is typical of synoptic disturbances 
(Fig. 1.9). Stationary Rossby waves forced orographically propagate only if the 
basic flow is westerly. 

The intrinsic frequency I~oh of Rossby waves is proportional to/3, so it has 
a high-frequency cutoff of 21)--analogous to the cutoff N for internal gravity 
waves. 

The solenoidal character of Rossby waves distinguishes them from gravity 
waves, which are nearly irrotational. Because Rossby waves are almost non- 
divergent, the Helmholtz theorem (12.4) implies that horizontal motion can 
be characterized by the vorticity field, with vertical motion ignored to a first 
approximation. Conversely, gravity waves are determined chiefly by vertical 
motion and hence by the divergence field. Although the essential properties 
of Rossby waves follow from the rotational component of motion, divergence 
enters by forcing absolute vorticity. 

14.5.2 Rossby Wave Propagat ion in Three Dimensions 

To examine three-dimensional wave propagation, divergence must be ac- 
counted for. Within the framework of quasi-geostrophy, air motion is 
governed by conservation of quasi-geostrophic potential vorticity. Lineariz- 
ing (12.49) about an isothermal basic state in uniform motion leads to the 
perturbation potential vorticity equation for wave motion on a beta plane 

D [V2~O,+{f2~ 10 [_Oq/)]  0 q / = 0  ' (14.67) 
D t \ N 2 ] p -~z ~ P -~z + fl 3 x 

where z refers to log-pressure height and q/ = (1/f0)~' to the geostrophic 
streamfunction. 

Since coefficients are again constant, we consider solutions of the form 
exp[(z/2H)+ i(kx + ly+ mz-crt)]. Substitution into (14.67) recovers the 
dispersion relation for quasi-geostrophic Rossby waves 

/3 
~ , 

{ f ~ ' ~  1 (14.68)  
C x - -  U - -  k 2 n t- l 2 n t- IkN2,] ( m2 + 4-H -~) 

4The direction of Rossby wave propagation can be deduced from the vorticity pattern in Fig. 
14.16, relative to the frame of the material contour shown. Southward motion behind the cyclonic 
anomaly displaces that segment of the material contour equatorward, shifting the wave trough west- 
ward. Northward motion behind the anticyclonic anomaly has the same effect on the wave crest. 
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If the denominator is identified as the effective total wavenumber squared, 
(14.68) has a form analogous to (14.66), but modified by the stratification of 
mass. For many applications, m 2 > > 1/4H 2. Vertical stretching (12.36) is then 
embodied in the term ( f2 /N2)m2.  As the vertical wavelength 2,rr/m --+ oo, 
divergence forcing of vorticity vanishes and (14.68) reduces to.the dispersion 
relation for barotropic nondivergent Rossby waves. 

Because their intrinsic phase speeds depend on wavenumber, Rossby waves 
are dispersive. Expressing (14.68) as 

/3k 
(.o -- -- [" f2"~ 1 (14.69) 

k2-1-12-1- ~k ) "~g (m2+ a-B:) 

leads to the components of group velocity: 

k2 __ 12. { f2"~ 1 
-- -- ~'N2 J (m2 + 4-H-T) { f2 '~  1 o(2%k) 

Cg x - - U -  /~1- 12 = k 1 +  ~ , (14.70.1) 
[ k2 + 12 + kui] (m2 + ~-r) ] 

213kl 2&o a 
Cgy = [ / 'f2'~ 1 ]2"-- /3k '  (14.70.2) 

�9 k2 -+- 12 + \ N 2 ]  ( m2 + ~-H--g) 

2em  (6) t' 
1 2 " cg z [ k2+  12-1 - (Nf--4~ ( m2+ TH-r)] ~N2 ] ~ (14.70.3) 

Wave activity propagates in the positive y and z directions if kl > 0 and 
km > 0, respectively. Since ~o < 0, the form adopted for q,' then implies 
phase propagation in the opposite directions. Thus, downward and equator- 
ward phase propagation corresponds to energy propagation that is upward and 
poleward. For stationary waves in the presence of westerly flow, these condi- 
tions translate into phase surfaces that tilt westward in the direction of energy 
propagation, for example, in the upward and equatorward directions for the 
circumstances just described (Fig. 14.17). 

Contrary to Cgy and Cgz, the sign of Cg x - - U  depends on the magnitude of 
k. For k < & (e.g., long zonal wavelength), group propagation relative to the 

t~ n medium is westward. But k > ~-~ (e.g., short zonal wavele gth) gives intrinsic z~lOJ I 
group propagation that is eastward. Separating westward and eastward group 
propagation is the locus of wavenumbers that makes Cgx - -5 vanish: 

k e - l e + \ N e  ( m e + ~ H 2 ) .  (14.71) 
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k 

Figure 14.17 A stationary Rossby wave with group velocity that is upward and equatorward 
tilts westward in the same directions. Phase propagation relative to the medium is antiparallel 
to k. 

These and other properties of Rossby wave propagation can be inferred 
from the dispersion characteristics w(k, l, m) = const. Expressing (14.69) as 

t (' lm2 k 2[wl + + ~ - ~ - ~ (14.72) 

shows that surfaces of constant o) (Fig. 14.18) are nested ellipsoids centered 

- -I~ol, 0, 0 The intrinsic group velocity (14 23) is on the points (k, l, m ) -  2 " 

directed orthogonal to those surfaces toward increasing ~o. Thus, g:g is upward 
for m > 0 and equatorward for l < 0, corresponding to phase propagation in 
the opposite directions. For k smaller than values defined by (14.71), which 
are indicated in Fig. 14.18 by the dashed curve, g-g is westward, whereas larger 
k propagate eastward. 

The dispersion relation can be rearranged for the vertical wavenumber 

( 2)E i 1 m 2 0 Ikhl 2 (14 .73)  
f2 -a Cx 4H 2" 

The gradient of planetary vorticity/3, which provides the restoring force for 
horizontal displacements, is recognized as the essential positive contribution to 
m2--analogous to the role played by N 2 for gravity waves (14.40). According 
to (14.73), Rossby waves propagate vertically only for a restricted range of 
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Figure 14.18 Intrinsic frequency for Rossby waves illustrated as a function of three- 
dimensional wavenumber k = (k, I, m), with ~o 3 > to 2 > to 1. Group velocity relative to the 
medium is directed orthogonal to surfaces of intrinsic frequency toward increasing to. For given 1, 
zonal wavenumbers k greater than a critical value (dashed line) have eastward s whereas smaller 
k have westward ~g. 

zonal trace speed, namely, for westward phase propagation relative to the 
mean flow. As for gravity waves, short horizontal scales ([khl large) are less 
able to propagate upward than large horizontal scales ([kh[ small). 

For stationary waves, (14.73) admits m 2 > 0 only for mean flow in the range 

0 < K < . (14.74) 
[khl 2 §  f2 

4N2H 2 

If the mean flow is easterly or if it is westerly and exceeds a critical speed given 
by the right-hand side of (14.74), Rossby waves are external. Their influence 
is then exponentially small far above the forcing. Even for zonal wind satis- 
fying (14.74), only the gravest horizontal dimensions (Ikhl small) propagate 
vertically. The rest have energy that is trapped near the surface. 

These features of Rossby wave propagation were advanced by Charney 
and Drazin (1961) to explain observations from the International Geophysi- 
cal Year (IGY), which was the first comprehensive campaign to observe the 
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atmosphere. Taken during 1958, observations from the IGY revealed that the 
synoptic eddies which dominate the tropospheric circulation are conspicuously 
absent in the stratosphere (refer to Figs 1.9 and 1.10). All eddy scales are ab- 
sent from the time-mean circulation in the summer hemisphere, which is 
nearly circumpolar. According to the preceding analysis, only planetary-scale 
components of the wave spectrum can propagate into the strong westerlies 
of the winter stratosphere (Fig. 1.8). Disturbances of smaller horizontal di- 
mension encounter turning levels not far above the tropopause (Fig. 14.14), 
below which they are trapped. During summer, stratospheric easterlies pre- 
vent all horizontal scales from propagating vertically because Rossby waves 
then encounter critical levels (Fig. 14.15), where Cx - u and wave activity is 
absorbed. 

Charney and Drazin argued that these features of the stratospheric flow pre- 
vent kinetic energy, which is concentrated in the troposphere in synoptic-scale 
eddies, from propagating to high levels. Were vertical propagation possible for 
energy-bearing eddies in the troposphere, the e x p ( z / 2 H )  amplification associ- 
ated with stratification would produce enormous temperatures at high altitude 
to yield a corona similar to the sun. 

Easterly flow in the tropical troposphere has a similar effect by block- 
ing wave propagation between hemispheres. Therefore, large orographic fea- 
tures that produce amplified waves in the Northern Hemisphere exert only 
a minimal influence on the Southern Hemisphere. These interhemispheric 
differences combine to produce a broken storm track in the Northern Hemi- 
sphere (e.g., where amplified wave motions reinforce and interfere with with 
the zonal-mean jet) and a comparatively uniform one in the Southern Hemi- 
sphere. 

14.5.3 Planetary Wave Propagation in Sheared Mean Flow 

Westerly mean flow during winter and equinox enables planetary-scale Rossby 
waves to radiate into the middle atmosphere. Due to stratification of mass, 
those waves amplify vertically. Where planetary wave activity propagates and 
is absorbed can be understood from a ray-tracing analysis. 

Consider zonal-mean flow that varies with latitude and height K -  K(y, z). 
Linearizing the quasi-geostrophic potential vorticity equation (12.49) and not- 
ing that -3q,/ ,~y - -~ leads to the perturbation potential vorticity equation 

1 O f0 _O~' 3~' D V2~ ' + - +/3 -- O, (14.75 1) 
Dt p ~z  - ~ P ~ z  e-~X 

where (2) 1 o~ fo _3~ 
~ e -- ~ -- -U y y -p o~ Z - ~  P -~Z 

m 

3Q 
= (14.75.2) 

oy 
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represents the meridional gradient of zonal-mean vorticity and is referred to 
as beta effective. According to (14.75), positive curvature of the basic flow re- 
duces the effective restoring force to meridional displacements of air, whereas 
negative curvature reinforces it~analogous to gravity wave propagation in 
sheared flow (14.40). 

Considering solutions of the form e x p [ ( z / 2 H ) +  i ( k x -  o-t)] transforms 
(14.75) into a Helmholtz equation 

O2aI/'~ " a ( f 2  oat/'~ " ) /,,2 o" 
dy - - - - T  + -~z N 2 dz + (y' z)~l'  = 0, (14.76.1) 

where 

l,'2(y, Z) = _ ~e k 2 _ f 2  (14.76.2) 
u -- c x 4NZH 2 

represents a reduced two-dimensional index of refraction that describes prop- 
agation in the y-z  plane. Solutions oscillate in regions where v2(y, z)  > O, 
whereas they are evanescent in regions where v2(y, z)  <_ O. Hence, propaga- 
tion is excluded from regions where fie is sufficiently small or g is sufficiently 
strong. Should -~(y, z)  ~ Cx, v 2 becomes infinite and (14.76) is singular. The 
critical region defined by this condition differs from that for gravity waves 
because v 2 ~ +c~ on either side (compare Fig. 14.15b). So wave structure 
oscillates rapidly on one side of the critical line but is sharply evanescent on 
the other. 

Analytical solutions to (14.76) exist only under very idealized circumstances. 
But, within the framework of the WKB approximation, wave propagation can 
be diagnosed in terms of monochromatic behavior along rays. The dispersion 
relation then assumes the same form as (14.69), but with fie in place of/3. 
Under these circumstances, propagation in the y-z  plane is controlled by 

f 2 )  m 2 _ #e k 2 f2 (14.77) 
12+ ~ - - ~ _ c  x - 4 N 2 H  2, 

/ 

which is analogous to (14.40.2) for gravity waves. Figure 14.19 shows rays 
introduced into zonal-mean flow representative of the winter stratosphere. 
Planetary wave activity radiating upward and northward into strengthening 
westerlies of the polar-night jet encounters a turning line, where 12 + m 2 van- 
ishes, and is reflected. Refracted equatorward toward easterlies, wave activity 
along that ray then encounters a critical line, where o) and the group velocity 
vanish, so the ray stalls out. Analysis similar to that in Sec. 14.3.4 for gravity 
waves shows that, ahead of the critical line, planetary wave activity is frozen 
in the medium and hence absorbed. Planetary wave activity radiating ini- 
tially upward and equatorward encounters a critical line and is absorbed even 
sooner. Dickinson (1968) used the foregoing analysis to explain observed am- 
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Figure 14.19 Rays of two stationary planetary wave components introduced into the lower 
stratosphere in zonal-mean winds (contoured in ms -i) representative of northern winter on a 
midlatitude beta plane. Arrowheads mark uniform increments of time moving along a ray at 
the group velocity cg. The ray for component 1, which initially propagates upward and poleward, 
encounters a turning line in strong westerlies of the polar-night jet, where wave activity is refracted 
equatorward. As the ray approaches easterlies, it next encounters a critical line (~ - 0), where Cg 
vanishes. Propagation then stalls, leaving wave activity to be absorbed, so the ray terminates. The 
ray for component 2 is initially directed upward and equatorward, so wave activity encounters 
the critical line and is absorbed even sooner. Thus, wave activity introduced between tropical 
easterlies and strong polar westerlies can propagate vertically only a limited distance before being 
absorbed. (Frequency of arrowheads near the critical line reduced for clarity.) 

plitudes of planetary waves, which, according to Charney and Drazin's (1961) 
one-dimensional analysis, would amplify vertically with little attenuation. 

Horizontal wave propagation can be diagnosed in similar fashion. Figure 
14.20a shows the anomalous planetary wave pattern observed in the tropo- 
sphere for disturbed winters during E1 Nifio. A series of positive and negative 
anomalies marks a planetary wavetrain that radiates poleward from anomalous 
heating in the equatorial Pacific, which is associated with disturbed convection 
during E1 Nifio (Chapter 15). Decreasing /3 along the wavetrain introduces 
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(a) A 
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Figure 14.20 (a) Anomalous planetary wave field for northern winters during E1 Nifio, when 
anomalous convection (stippled) is positioned in the tropical central Pacific. The anomalous ridge 
over western Canada and trough over the eastern United States characterize the so-called Pacific 
Noah America (PNA) pattern that upsets the normal track of the jet stream (wavy trajectory) and 
cyclone activity during E1 Nifio winters. After Horel and Wallace (1981); see Wallace and Gutzler 
(1981) for a detailed plot. (continues) 

a turning latitude, where wave activity is reflected equatorward. Calculations 
with convective heating in the tropical central Pacific (Fig. 14.20b) produce 
similar structure, in particular, the prominent ridge over western Canada and 
trough over the eastern United States that characterize the so-called Pacific 
North America (PNA) pattern during E1 Nifio winters. By interfering with the 
extratropical planetary wave field (e.g., as manifested in undulations of the jet 
stream in Fig. 14.20a), those anomalies upset the normal pattern of cyclone 
development, which controls weather in the troposphere. 

14.6 Wave  A b s o r p t i o n  

In the absence of dissipation, wave activity is conserved following a wavepacket 
(e.g., moving along a ray with the velocity Cg)? When dissipation is present, 

5Amplitude, however, varies along a ray (14.41); see Lighthill (1978). 
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Figure 14.20 (Continued) (b) Anomalous 300-mb height field calculated from the linearized 

primitive equations with convection positioned in the equatorial central Pacific and with zonal- 
mean winds in Fig. 14.19. See Garcia and Salby (1987) for details of the calculation and Hoskins 
and Karoly (1981) for a formal ray-tracing analysis on the sphere. Similar structure emerges in 
calculations that include longitudinal variations of the basic state, albeit modified in detail by 
zonal variations in background wind (see Jin and Hoskins, 1995). 

this is no longer true. Wave activity is then removed from individual wavepack- 
ets and deposited in the mean state, which forces K through the convergence of 
momentum flux (14.5). To illustrate how absorption alters the wave field, con- 
sider the propagation of planetary waves in the presence of radiative damping. 

Planetary waves have vertical wavelengths much longer than a scale height, 
so radiative transfer reduces to longwave (LW) cooling to space (Sec. 8.6). 
For small departures from the equilibrium temperature, radiative transfer can 
then be represented as Newtonian cooling (8.79). The linearized form of the 
thermodynamic equation (12.46) then becomes 

Dt ~ 1  + \ Oz ' 
(14.78.1) 
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where a is the damping rate of temperature perturbations (units of inverse 
time), or 

( D  ) 3 q t ' N 2 w ,  
+ a ~ + 7 0  = 0. (14.78.2) 

Using (14.78) to eliminate w' in the linearized form of the vorticity equation 
(12.47), 

[d(sr + f ) ]  ' _ fo 1 0  
d t p -~z (- t im') ,  (14.79) 

where the left-hand side accounts for shear in the mean flow K = K(y, z), 
yields the perturbation vorticity equation 

D V21/t ' q- --  O~ D t p ~z ~ N-2 P ~ z  at- p -~z N-2 P -~z .at- [~e -~x - O, ( 1 4 . 8 0 )  

which is a generalization of (14.75). 
Within the framework of the WKB approximation, considering solutions 

of the form e x p [ ( z / 2 H )  + i ( k x  + ly + m z  - ~rt)] transforms (14.80) into the 
dispersion relation 

o~ 
[1 + i ( = ) ]  m 2 - -m  2, (14.81.1) 

where 

(N_0~) [ /~e ikhl 2 ] 1 m 2 -- -~ _ Cx 4H 2 (14.81.2) 

satisfies the dispersion relation in the absence of damping (14.77). Solving for 
the vertical wavenumber gives 

ei(~) 
m = m r + i m  i = 1 mo,  (14.82.1) 

(Fig. 14.21a), where (since oJ < 0) 

(~ 4~ = tan -1 ~-~ �9 (14.82.2) 

An individual wave component has vertical structure 

e( l +im)z __ e ( ~ -mi)z " eimr z. 

Because m0 > 0 for downward phase propagation, (14.82) implies m i > O. 
Hence, thermal damping introduces an imaginary component to m that off- 
sets the vertical amplification of wave activity (Fig. 14.21b). Representing the 
ratio of timescales for wave oscillation and damping, m i increases with in- 
creasing (o~ /w)mo.  Wave amplitude then grows with height more slowly than 
under adiabatic conditions, which corresponds to the kinetic energy density 
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Figure 14.21 (a) Polar representation of complex vertical wavenumber for Rossby waves in 
the presence of Newtonian cooling with coefficient a. (b) Vertical structure and kinetic energy 
density of an individual wave component for a = 0 and a > 0. 
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,[2) decreasing upward as progressively more wave activity is ab- (e.g.,-~[v h 
sorbed. For ( a / w ) m o  sufficiently large, amplitude itself decreases with height, 
so components with small intrinsic frequency or short vertical wavelength de- 
cay vertically above their forcing. 

In practice, thermal dissipation is introduced whenever the circulation is 
driven out of radiative equilibrium. Wave motions do this naturally by advect- 
ing air from one radiative environment to another. In the stratosphere, the 
polar-night vortex is displaced out of radiative equilibrium by planetary waves, 
which drive air across latitude circles (refer to Fig. 1.10). Longwave cooling to 
space then acts on individual air parcels in proportion to their departure from 
local radiative equilibrium, which destroys anomalous temperature and the 
accompanying motion. Air displaced into polar darkness, where the radiative- 
equilibrium temperature is very low, finds itself anomalously warm, so it cools 
(Fig. 8.27). Conversely, the vortex in the summer stratosphere remains rela- 
tively undisturbed and therefore close to radiative equilibrium. 

Because it is proportional to the vertical derivative of q~', Newtonian cool- 
ing leads to stronger damping of short vertical wavelengths than long vertical 
wavelengths. For vertical wavelengths comparable to H, the cool-to-space ap- 
proximation breaks down. As shown in Fig. 8.29, LW exchange between neigh- 
boring layers then makes a itself strongly scale dependent, being much faster 
for short vertical wavelengths than long vertical wavelengths. 

Absorption can change along a ray because a varies spatially. According 
to Fig. 8.29, the timescale for thermal damping decreases from several weeks 
in the troposphere to only a couple of days in the upper stratosphere. Of 
greater significance, (a/~o)mo --+ ~ if the intrinsic frequency is Doppler- 
shifted to zero. Near a critical line, oscillations become stationary relative to 
the medium, allowing wave activity to be fully absorbed. 

14.7 Nonlinear Considerations 

Under inviscid adiabatic conditions, the equations governing wave propaga- 
tion become singular at a critical line. Dissipation removes the singularity by 
absorbing wave activity as the wavelength collapses and cg approaches zero. 
Strong gradients near the critical line then magnify thermal damping and dif- 
fusion, which, by smoothing out those gradients, act to destroy organized wave 
motion. These conclusions follow solely from considerations of the first-order 
equations, in which only simple forms of dissipation are represented. More 
generally, singular behavior near a critical line invalidates treating the per- 
turbation equations in isolation. In the limit of small dissipation, wave stress 
exerted on the mean flow (14.5) becomes concentrated at the critical line 
and unbounded (Dickinson, 1970). Even with plausible dissipation, the con- 
vergence of momentum flux implies large accelerations locally, so ~ cannot be 
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regarded as steady. Further, nonlinear interaction between components of the 
wave spectrum can then also become large. 

Recall that the governing equations can be linearized as long as second- 
order terms such as v ' .  Vv' are much smaller than those first order in wave 
amplitude. Since, for an individual wave component, the material derivative is 

d D 
= -+- Vf �9 V 

dt Dt  
: - i to  + iv' �9 k 

- - i k [ ( c x - - ~ ) - v ' -  . -kk] , (14.83) 

ignoring second-order behavior is tantamount to requiring the intrinsic trace 
speed ICx - ul to be large compared to the eddy velocity Iv'l induced by the 
wave. Near a critical line, this requirement breaks down because ICx--ul  
--+ 0. Instead of undergoing a small oscillation during the limited time for 
a wavelength to propagate by, an individual parcel then experiences finite 
displacements, which can lead to a permanent rearrangement of air. 6 

Attention was first drawn to this issue by Kelvin (1880), who noted the pe- 
culiar behavior in Fig. 14.22a for the critical level of a gravity wave under 
incompressible conditions and neutral stratification. For N 2 = 0, (14.40) im- 
plies a total streamfunction relative to the medium that is symmetric about 
z - Zc and contains closed streamlines within some neighborhood of the crit- 
ical level. 7 Known as Kelvin's cat's-eye pattern, this distribution of qJ describes 
a series of vortices that overturn and eventually wind up air inside the criti- 
cal region (Fig. 14.22b). Gradients supporting organized wave motion are then 
sheared down to small scales, where diffusion can destroy them efficiently, cul- 
minating in the absorption of wave activity arriving at the critical level. In the 
limit of weak dissipation, another scenario is possible. The vorticity u z is then 
a conserved property (Problem 14.25). Therefore, mixing will homogenize the 
distribution of vorticity and drive Kz~ to 0, in the same fashion that convec- 
tive mixing homogenizes the distribution of potential temperature and drives 
30/3z  to zero (Sec. 7.6). Once this condition is achieved, m 2 - 0 in a neigh- 
borhood of zc (14.40.2), so wave activity is subsequently reflected from the 
critical level. 

Rossby waves produce analogous behavior through horizontal advection. 
Figure 14.23 shows planetary wave activity incident on a critical line at low 
latitude. Under weakly dissipative conditions (Fig. 14.23a), nonlinear advec- 
tion near the critical line overturns material lines, which are delineated by 
contours of potential vorticity Q. Air inside the critical region is rolled up in a 
series of vortices that destroy organized wave motion on large scales by shear- 
ing it down to small scales, where diffusion is effective. Efficient horizontal 

6Dissipation keeps displacements bounded by introducing an imaginary component to c x - 
(Problem 14.53). 

7Rossby waves behave similarly, but with/3 e in place of-Kzz-  
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(a) 

(b) 

.- ~..~../~.'~"~'" 

Figure 14.22 (a) Streamfunction at the critical level of a simple gravity wave under neutral 
stratification, which assumes the form of Kelvin's cat's-eye pattern. (b) Evolution of a material 
contour initialized at the critical level. Adapted from Scorer (1978). 

mixing homogenizes Q near the critical line, driving the refractive index there 
(14.76) to zero. Wave activity is then reflected from the critical line, which 
can be inferred from the weak phase tilt with latitude (dashed line). Under 
strongly dissipative conditions (Fig. 14.23b), diffusion prevents the formation 
of sharp gradients that promote vortex roll-up. Wave activity then continues to 
propagate equatorward and be absorbed at the critical line, which is evident 
from the strong westward tilt of phase with decreasing latitude. 

Nonlinearity is also introduced by large wave amplitude because it like- 
wise makes Iv'l = O(Icx- ~1). The conditions presented in Fig. 14.24 were 
observed during an intense wind storm, when the mountain wave over the 
Colorado Rockies was greatly amplified. Air moves along isentropic surfaces 
through large vertical displacements (e.g., descending some 5 km in the lee of 
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Figure 14.23 Nonlinear evolution of a planetary wave critical layer under barotropic con- 
ditions and with zonal wavenumber 1 incident on it. Illustrated in terms of potential vorticity 
(contours) and the position and thickness of a Lagrangian ensemble (bold/broken curve and dots) 
that was initialized at the critical latitude. (a) In the presence of weak dissipation, potential vor- 
ticity is rolled into a series of vortices that mix air inside the critical layer, driving/3 e - ~O/Sy 
to zero. Wave activity is then reflected from the critical region, as manifested by the absence of 
phase tilt (dashed line). (b) In the presence of strong dissipation, diffusion prevents the forma- 
tion of sharp gradients that support vortex roll-up, so 8Q/~y > 0 is maintained. The incident 
planetary wave then continues to propagate equatorward and be absorbed, as is manifested by its 
systematic meridional tilt. After Salby et al. (1990). 
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Figure 14.24 Cross-section of isentropic surfaces in the mountain wave during a major wind storm over the Colorado Rockies. 
Severe turbulence (+) is found at elevations of the mountain cap cloud and below, as well as near the tropopause, but it is visible only 
in the isolated rotor cloud near 600 rnb. After Lilly (1978). 
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the continental divide). The steep slope of isentropic surfaces reduces dO/dz 
and static stability locally. In addition, the large amplitude exaggerates ver- 
tical shear. Both effects tend to destabilize the organized motion through 
mechanisms discussed in Sec. 13.3. Richardson numbers less than 1 then pro- 
duce intense turbulence that damps the wave by cascading energy to small 
scales, where it is dissipated efficiently. Advected downstream, that turbu- 
lence can be violent and is visible only in the isolated rotor cloud at 600 mb 
(Sec. 9.3). During the event shown, a Boeing 707 on approach to Denver air- 
port sustained loads of 3 g's. Similar conditions were encountered during the 
1950s in the Sierra Wave Project, when the jet stream was observed by in- 
strumented sailplanes. The following excerpt from a chronicle of the project 
(Lincoln, 1972) describes an episode familiar to aviators: 

Editor's Note: On the day described, Larry Edgar was flying a Pratt-Read, one 
of the strongest sailplanes ever built, and he had the ultimate experience of flying 
turbulence in the rotor. This story has probably saved the lives of a number of 
aviators who have learned the indicated lesson and treat rotor clouds with respect. 

"Lloyd Licher and I examined the wreckage and compared notes with others. 
The nose pulled off just at the seats, by what seemed to be a tension failure of the 
steel tubing. Considering Larry's weight and the instrumentation, this should have 
required just in excess of 16 g's . . . .  The wreckage showed the left wing to have 
broken at altitude. It broke downward near the root. The tail boom was broken 
cleanly from the fuselage pod, at altitude, and appears to have come off upward. 
The various control cables going from nose to tail were pulled apart completely--in 
a bunch. The force needed to do this should be far over 10, 000 pounds." 

JOACHIM P. KUETFNER 

(The pilot survived.) 
Large amplitude results naturally from vertical propagation. Upon reaching 

sufficient height, a gravity wave will have achieved a perturbation potential 
temperature 0' large enough to drive the vertical gradient of total potential 
temperature to zero locally 

30 dO dO' 
= - -  -t- ~ = 0. (14.84) 

dz dz dz 

Isentropic surfaces are then vertical, which corresponds to zero static stability. 
The gravity wave may then break by overturning the stratification, analogous 
to a surface water wave incident on a shoreline. Air of low 0 is folded over 
air of higher 0, as shown in Fig. 14.25 for a gravity wave that has reached the 
mesosphere, so stable stratification is transformed into unstable stratification. 
Violating the Ri  criterion for turbulence, the ensuing stratification culminates 
in vigorous mixing, with wave momentum being deposited at the site of ab- 
sorption. Momentum deposited by gravity waves is thought to be responsible 
for driving the zonal-mean circulation of the mesosphere out of radiative 
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Figure 14.25 Potential temperature distribution in the presence of gravity waves, which are 
excited in the troposphere by a moving bump analogous to a squall line. Positioned near x = 
30 km, the disturbance is 10 km wide and migrates eastward. Gravity waves amplify with height 
sufficiently to break in the mesosphere, where they overturn 0 surfaces. Note that wave activity 
propagates eastward relative to the medium, so phase lines tilt eastward with height. Courtesy of 
R. Garcia (NCAR). 

equilibrium (Fig. 1.7), where temperature  increases from the summer pole (in 
perpetual  daylight) to the winter pole (in perpetual  darkness). 

Planetary waves under disturbed conditions introduce similar behavior by 
rearranging air horizontally. Figure 14.26 shows the rearrangement  of air by 
planetary waves under amplified conditions typical of the wintertime strato- 
sphere. Anticyclonic motion has displaced the polar-night vortex out of zonal 
symmetry and advects midlatitude air into the polar cap. To conserve potential 
vorticity, that air spins up anticyclonically, which tends to establish a reversed 
circulation over the pole (e.g., easterly circumpolar flow). This behavior may 
be regarded as an expansion of the critical region in Fig. 14.23a, in which 
I v'l = O(Icx - u l ) .  Both are characterized by closed streamlines that produce 
a complex rearrangement  of air. 

Behavior like that in Fig. 14.26 occurs sporadically in the stratosphere dur- 
ing northern winter (refer to Fig. 17.13). Planetary waves forced by large orog- 
raphy in the Northern Hemisphere  often amplify sufficiently to form closed 
streamlines at middle and high latitudes. Termed sudden stratospheric warm- 
ings, those episodes are marked by a reversal of the zonal -mean flow and, from 

Figure 14.26 Distribution of potential vorticity Q and horizontal motion in a two-dimensional 
calculation representative of the stratospheric circulation at 10 mb under disturbed conditions. 
Color and velocity scales shown at left. High-Q polar air (blue), which marks the polar-night 
vortex, has been displaced well off the pole by an amplified planetary wave and has undergone 
pronounced distortion. Low-Q air from equatorward (red) that has been advected into the polar 
cap spins up anticyclonically to form a reversed circulation, with easterly circumpolar flow at high 
latitudes. These features are characteristic of a stratospheric sudden warming (refer to Fig. 17.13). 
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thermal wind balance, abrupt warming at high lat i tude~as much as 50 K in 
just a few days. Air over the winter pole, which is in perpetual darkness, then 
becomes warmer than air in the tropics, which experiences ozone heating. Ac- 
cording to Fig. 1.10a, which shows the 10-mb circulation during a stratospheric 
warming, this dramatic change in zonal-mean properties actually follows from 
a complex rearrangement of air. 

In the Southern Hemisphere, orographic features at the earth's surface 
are comparatively small, so planetary waves are weaker. For this reason, sud- 
den warmings and the disturbed conditions accompanying them are rare in 
the Southern Hemisphere. Less disturbed, the Antarctic polar-night vortex 
remains closer to radiative equilibrium and therefore much colder than its 
counterpart over the Arctic. 

Suggested Reading 

Atmosphere-Ocean Dynamics (1982) by Gill includes an excellent introduction 
to gravity waves at the graduate level and discusses the role of rotation in 
adjustments to equilibrium. 

The monograph Atmospheric Waves (1975) by Gossard and Hooke contains a 
thorough treatment of acoustic gravity waves, inclusive of rotation. 

Waves in Fluids (1978) by Lighthill is an advanced treatment of wave propa- 
gation that formally develops wave dispersion and ray tracing analysis. 

An Introduction to Dynamic Meteorology (1992) by Holton contains a nice 
introduction to Rossby waves, drawing examples from orographically forced 
disturbances. Middle Atmosphere Dynamics (1987) by Andrews et al. includes 
an advanced treatment of planetary waves that formally develops the concept 
of wave activity and discusses its implications for transport. 

Problems 

14.1. Derive the zonal-mean momentum budget (14.5). 

14.2. Show that surface water waves must satisfy (14.9.2) at the free surface. 

14.3. Describe the circumstances under which a wave field can be formally 
represented as a superposition of plane waves. 

14.4. Show that transforming the derivative of a function is equivalent to 
multiplying its transform (14.14). 

14.5. Verify that (14.17) is the solution of the homogeneous boundary value 
problem (14.16). 

14.6. Demonstrate that vertical motion vanishes for surface water waves in 
the long wave limit, k --+ 0, to show that shallow water waves represent 
an analogue of large-scale hydrostatic disturbances in the atmosphere. 

14.7. Formally derive the power spectrum (14.25.2) for the Gaussian initial 
conditions (14.25.1). 
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14.8. Construct a wavepacket of surface water waves r/'(x, t) from a Gaussian 
spectrum of wavenumbers centered at k0 and of spectral width dk: 

1 _ (k-ko)2 
~ql, =/c~/2"n'-'=---d - ' ~ e  2d~2 

14.9. 

(a) Use this expression to produce a counterpart of (14.22). (b) Sketch 
the wavepacket for given k0 and dk. (c) Recover expressions (14.23) 
for the group velocity in the limit dk ~ O. 

On approach to JFK Airport in New York, winds are gusting nearly 
along the shoreline. Yet, whitecaps are observed to approach the shore 
virtually head on. Construct a simple model based on shallow water 
waves propagating in the x-y plane, with depth decreasing linearly to 
zero at the shoreline, which coincides with y = 0. For a wavepacket 
characterized initially by k = (k0, 10), (a) determine k(y), (b) sketch 
phase lines corresponding to successive positions of the wavepacket for 
l 0 > 0, and (c) plot rays that are initially oriented 60 ~ and 30 ~ from the 
shoreline. 

14.10. 

14.11. 

14.12. 

14.13. 

14.14. 

14.15. 

14.16. 

14.17. 

14.18. 

Obtain the dispersion relation (14.34) for acoustic-gravity waves. (Hinu 
What condition must be satisfied for a homogeneous system of linear 
equations to have nontrivial solution?) 

Show that the dispersion relation for acoustic-gravity waves reduces to 
that for sound waves in the limit of high frequency and short wave- 
length. 

Show that, at a given elevation, external gravity waves perform no net 
work on the overlying column during a complete cycle and therefore 
transmit no energy vertically. You may restrict the analysis to simple 
gravity waves in the shortwave limit. 

Lenticular clouds (Chapter 9) form preferentially during winter. Ex- 
plain their seasonality in relation to conditions favoring gravity waves. 

Recover the limiting dispersion relation for gravity waves (14.35.2) by 
invoking incompressibility. 

Derive the group velocity (14.44) for simple gravity waves. 

Demonstrate that phase lines of a stationary gravity wave forced at 
the surface in mean westerlies (e.g., undulations of isentropic surfaces) 
must slope westward with height. 

Show that the flux of zonal momentum transmitted vertically by simple 
gravity waves, poU'W', is positive (negative) if their group velocity is 
upward and they propagate eastward (westward). 

Show that wave activity for simple gravity waves propagates vertically 
one vertical wavelength for each horizontal wavelength that it propa- 
gates horizontally. 
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14.19. 

14.20. 

14.21. 

14.22. 

14.23. 

14.24. 

14.25. 

For gravity waves with horizontal and vertical wavenumbers k and m, 
respectively, describe the limiting behavior of phase and group propa- 
gation for (a) m / k  --+ O, (b) m / k  --+ - o c .  

The Manti-La Sal range in southern Utah comprises an isolated ridge 
that has a characteristic width of 10 km and is oriented N-S. If winds 
blow from the SW, the range's N-S extent is much longer than 10 km, 
and static stability is characterized by N 2 ---- 2.0 x 10 - 4  S - z ,  (a) at what 
polar angle are lenticular clouds likely to be found? (b) What will be 
their orientation relative to the range? 

Verify that (14.41) satisfies the Taylor-Goldstein equation within the 
framework of the WKB approximation. 

A gravity wave of zonal wavenumber k = 0.5 km -1 propagates vertically 
through mean westerlies of uniform positive shear 

= T 0 + Az, 

with ~0 - 10 m s -1, A = 0.1 m s -1 km -1, and constant static stability 
N 2 - -  2 . 0  x 10  - 4  s - 2 .  In the framework of the Boussinesq and WKB 
approximations, sketch the profiles of intrinsic frequency and vertical 
wavenumber if the gravity wave (a) is stationary, (b) propagates west- 
ward at 10 m s -1, and (c) propagates eastward at 10 m s -1. 

Describe the physical circumstances under which reflection may be ig- 
nored and the WKB approximation is a valid description of wave prop- 
agation. 

A stationary gravity wave of the form 

w'(x ,  z )  - W ( z ) e  il'x 

is excited by flow over elevated terrain. The horizontal and vertical 
scales are short enough for wave propagation to be controlled by local 
conditions. If the upstream flow ~ is independent of height but the 
stratification varies as 

(a) characterize the propagation according to levels where wave activ- 
ity is vertically propagating and external, (b) sketch the vertical wave 
structure, and (c) determine the range of ~ for which wave activity is 
trapped at the surface. 

(a) Show that, in the limit of no rotation and weak dissipation, vorticity 
is a conserved property for incompressible gravity waves and is there- 
fore rearranged by the motion. (b) In light of this feature, describe the 
limiting behavior (t --+ ec) of 0 and ~ anticipated near a gravity wave 
critical level, where the motion assumes the form of a cat's-eye pattern 
(Fig. 14.22). 
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14.26. Show that, under the Boussinesq approximation, the linearized conti- 
nuity equation has the counterpart 

Dt~' d ln~  
- -  + w ~  - 0 ,  
Dt  Oz 

where ~3'- p'/-~. 
14.27. A gravity wave of wavenumber k - (k, m) propagates into a region 

where potential temperature varies with height as 

0 ( Z -  Z0) 2 

0 0 H 2 , 

with H - const. (a) Describe propagation in the x-z  plane, sketching 
the corresponding ray. (b) Sketch the vertical structure of the wave. 
(c) Describe the behavior under fully nonlinear conditions. 

14.28. Flow over oscillating terrain excites a gravity wave of horizontal 
wavenumber k - 0.5 km -1 that propagates horizontally and verti- 
cally away from its source region at (x, z) = (0, 0). If the wave can 
be treated within the Boussinesq approximation, the background flow 
varies vertically as 

14.29. 

14.30. 

- K0 + Az, 

where ~ 0 -  10 m s -1 and A = 1.0 m s -1 km -a, and N 2 - -  2.0 x 10 - 4  s - 2  

= const, (a) plot the ray for a steady wave, (b) plot rays for an un- 
steady spectrum of wave activity (e.g., generated by low-level flow that 
fluctuates with time) of the form e x p ( - - o - 2 / 2 ] ~ 2 ) ,  with E - (2 hr) -1, for 
frequencies ~r - 0, +E, and +2E, and (c) contrast the behavior for 
E ~ ~ against that for steady forcing: E --+ 0. 

Within the framework of the Boussinesq approximation, consider 
inertio-gravity waves, which are buoyancy waves with horizontal scales 
long enough to be influenced by rotation. (a) Write down a set of 
equations governing such motion on an f-plane. (b) Show that these 
waves satisfy the dispersion relationship 

m 2 N 2 _ w 2 

k 2 092 _ f 2 '  

which is a generalization of (14.36) and illustrates that inertio-gravity 
waves propagate vertically only for Iw[ > Ill. Atmospheric tides, which 
are generated by diurnal variations of heating, are inertio-gravity waves. 
Estimate the range of latitude for vertical propagation of (c) the diurnal 
tide, o- = 1.0 cpd, and (d) the semidiurnal tide, o- = 2.0 cpd. 

Barometric registrations following the eruption of Krakatoa revealed 
an oscillatory disturbance in surface pressure having an amplitude of 
1 mb. If the period of the oscillation was 1 hr, estimate the amplitude 
of (a) the pressure perturbation at 80 km and (b) the wind perturbation 
at 80 km. 
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14.31. Show that the Lamb mode is the only nontrivial solution to the homo- 
geneous boundary value problem (14.60). 

14.32. Consider hydrostatic perturbations to a motionless isothermal atmo- 
sphere that are introduced by unsteady vertical motion at the surface. 
If the surface forcing is indiscriminate, with the power spectrum of 
white noise, 

I Wff L 2 - const, 

(a) determine the wave response in terms of the power spectrum of 
pressure at some level and (b) for a particular wavenumber, sketch the 
power spectra of forcing and response as functions of frequency. 

14.33. Show that the power spectrum of white noise is recovered from (a) the 
impulse 

1 t2 
w(t) = ~ e  2r2 

in the limit r ~ 0 and (b) a superposition of such impulses at random 
times tj. (c) Interpret this limiting behavior in light of a characteristic 
timescale for unsteadiness. 

14.34. Interpret the Lamb waves satisfying (14.61) in light of shallow water 
waves. 

14.35. 

14.36. 

14.37. 

14.38. 

14.39. 

14.40. 

Derive the vertical structure equation (14.59). 

Show that the Lamb mode also satisfies the equations governing non- 
hydrostatic motion. 

Derive the thermodynamic equation (14.33.4). 

Discuss how propagation in Figs. 14.14 and 14.15 would be modified 
by realistic variations of N 2. 

Demonstrate that Rossby wave propagation is restricted to intrinsic 
frequencies smaller than 2f~. 

See Problem 12.51. 

14.41. Consider bartropic nondivergent motion on a beta plane positioned at 
latitude ~b 0, which is periodic in x, over length X, and unbounded in y. 
Steady zonal flow ~ over an isolated mountain excites Rossby waves that 
radiate away from the topographic feature. The effect of the mountain 
may be treated as a vorticity source 

(  2+y2 t e(x,y)- o0 e x p - ~  
2zrL 2 2L 2 �9 

(a) Provide a rationale for treating surface forcing in this manner. 
(b) Write down an equation governing the motion. (c) Obtain an ap- 
proximate solution for the wave field, subject to the condition of radia- 
tion away from the source region, by (1) expressing the streamfunction 
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14.42. 

14.43. 

14.44. 

14.45. 

14.46. 

14.47. 

14.48. 

14.49. 

in terms of the Fourier transform and inverse: 

K dlalkrslei(ksx+ly ) 
O(x, y)  = 2,rrX s=- 

%=fx/2 dx dy ~(x, y)e -i(k'x+ly), 
,I -X/2 oo 

217" 
ks = s - ~ -  s = 0, +1, + 2 , . . . ,  

which apply to semiperiodic geometry, and (2) treating propagation 
independently in the positive and negative y half-planes. (d) Plot the 
wave field for 4~0 = 45~ u = 10 m s -1, X = 2~ra cos 4~0, and L / X  = 
1/4Ir. 

In terms of the vorticity budget (12.36), discuss how volume heating 
excites planetary waves. 

Derive the group velocity for quasi-geostrophic Rossby waves (14.70). 

Show that stationary planetary wave activity generated by westerly flow 
over elevated terrain will be found downstream of its topographic forc- 
ing. 

Derive the Helmholtz equation governing propagation of quasi- 
geostrophic planetary waves through sheared zonal flow (14.76). 

Consider quasi-geostrophic motion in spherical geometry. (a) Provide 
an equation governing the propagation of planetary waves in lati- 
tude and height. For a stationary wave that is invariant with height, 
O0' /3z  = 0, and propagates horizontally through uniform westerlies 
of 20 m s -1, estimate the polar turning latitude for (b) zonal wave- 
number 1 and (c) zonal wavenumber 4. 

In light of Problem 14.46, describe the wave propagation that could 
be established with a source at midlatitudes if potential vorticity is 
homogenized at low latitudes by horizontal mixing (See. 14.7). 

Steady flow over oscillating terrain at 45 ~ latitude excites a Rossby wave 
of zonal wavenumber k that propagates zonally and vertically. If the 
undisturbed motion, 

K(z) - u0 + Az, 

with u0 = 10 m s -1 and A = 0.05 m s -1 k m  -1 ,  varies slowly enough 
for wave propagation to be treated locally, (a) plot the refractive index 
squared as a function of height, (b) sketch the vertical wave structure 
for k = 1-3, (c) plot rays emanating from the source at (x, y) = (0, 0) 
for wavenumbers k = 1-3, and (d) describe vertical propagation of a 
broad spectrum of stationary wave activity generated near the surface. 

Under the conditions of Problem 14.48, but for A = -0.05 m s -1 
km -1, k - 2, and in the presence of linear dissipation (i.e., Rayleigh 



14.50. 

14.51. 

14.52. 
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friction and Newtonian cooling) with a timescale of 10 days, (a) plot 
the refractive index squared as a function of height, (b) plot the vertical 
structure of the wave, (c) plot the ray emanating from the wave source. 
(d) What condition(s) must be satisfied for the behavior to remain 
linear? 

Show that propagation of quasi-geostrophic planetary waves in the pres- 
ence of radiative dissipation is governed by (14.80). 

Consider a gravity wave with potential temperature amplitude O(z) 
propagating in a region of mean potential temperature O(z) and static 
stability N2(z). (a) Determine the vertical wavenumber m at which the 
wave will break. (b) Express the breaking wavenumber in terms of the 
wave's horizontal wavenumber and phase speed to derive an expression 
governing the breaking height. (c) If the wave's forcing is maintained 
below, describe the propagation anticipated in the limit t --~ oo. 

Under barotropic nondivergent conditions, evaluate the time for a 
Rossby wavepacket to reach its critical line at y = 0 from y > 0, 
where the mean flow varies as 

g - c ( 1  +Ay) .  

14.53. Within the framework of the WKB approximation, consider a baro- 
tropic nondivergent Rossby wave of wavenumber k and phase speed 
c, which propagates on a beta plane toward its critical line, where the 
mean flow behaves as 

K = c ( 1  +Ay)  

with A - 0.01 km -1, and in the presence of small linear dissipation 
e -  O.01kc. (a) Plot the streamfunction over one wavelength. (b) Plot 
successive positions of the material contour that coincides initially with 
y - 0. (c) Reversal of the potential vorticity gradient, oQ/oy < O, 
provides a condition for dynamical instability (Chapter 16). From ad- 
vection of the material contour in (b), determine if, when, and where 
this condition is met. 

14.54. Associate the breaking of gravity waves with the breaking of Rossby 
waves in terms of analogous properties and behavior. 



Chapter 15 The General Circulation 

Thermal equilibrium requires net radiative forcing to vanish for the earth- 
atmosphere system as a whole. Although it applies globally, this requirement 
need not hold locally. Net radiation (Fig. 1.29c) implies that low latitudes 
experience radiative heating, whereas middle and high latitudes experience 
radiative cooling. To preserve thermal equilibrium, that radiative heating and 
cooling must be compensated by a mechanical transfer of heat from tropical 
to extratropical regions. The simplest mechanism to transfer heat meridionally 
is a steady zonally symmetric Hadley cell. This thermally direct overturning 
(Sec. 1.5), can be driven by heating in the tropics and cooling in the extratrop- 
ics, which make air rise and sink across isentropic surfaces. Although steady 
zonally symmetric motion can balance radiative heating and cooling, the ob- 
served circulation is more complex (Fig. 1.9). 

How meridional heat transfer is actually accomplished in the atmosphere is 
influenced profoundly by the earth's rotation. Net radiation is almost uniform 
in longitude, so it tends to establish a steady zonally symmetric thermal struc- 
ture with temperature and isobaric height decreasing poleward. Since contours 
of isobaric height are then parallel to latitude circles, geostrophic equilibrium 
requires steady motion to be nearly zonal--virtually orthogonal to the simple 
meridional overturning hypothesized above. That zonally symmetric circula- 
tion is also virtually orthogonal to the temperature gradient (a reflection of 
the geostrophic paradox; Sec. 12.1), so it cannot transfer heat poleward ef- 
ficiently. The meridional temperature gradient must then steepen until heat 
transferred meridionally by the zonally symmetric Hadley cell balances radia- 
tive heating in the tropics and cooling in the extratropics. 

This produces a meridional gradient of zonal-mean temperature that is 
much steeper than observed (e.g., such as that resulting under radiative- 
convective equilibrium in Fig. 10.1). Thermal wind balance (12.11) then implies 
a strong zonal jet aloft. The speed of this jet can be inferred from conserva- 
tion of specific angular momentum (u + lIa cos ~b)a cos ~b (11.29) for individ- 
ual air parcels drifting poleward in the hypothetical Hadley cell. An air parcel 
that is initially motionless at the equator then assumes a zonal velocity at 

486 
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latitude 4~ of 

sin 2 4) 
u = D . a ~  

COS ~ ' 

which predicts wind in excess of 300 m s -1 at 45 ~ 
Discrepancies from observed zonal-mean behavior follow from the absence 

of zonally asymmetric eddies, which completely alter the extratropical circu- 
lation. Those asymmetric motions transfer heat poleward far more efficiently 
than can a zonally symmetric Hadley cell in the presence of rotation. In- 
trinsically unsteady, extratropical disturbances are fueled by reservoirs of at- 
mospheric energy and exchanges among them, which maintain the general 
circulation. 

15.1 Forms of Atmospheric Energy 

From the time it is absorbed until it is eventually rejected to space, energy 
undergoes a complex series of transformations between three basic reservoirs: 

1. Thermal energy, which is represented in the temperature and moisture 
content of air. 

2. Gravitational potential energy, which is represented in the horizontal 
distribution of atmospheric mass. 

3. Kinetic energy, which is represented in air motion. 

Transformations from thermal and potential energy to kinetic energy are re- 
sponsible for setting the atmosphere into motion and maintaining the circula- 
tion against frictional dissipation. 

15.1.1 Moist Static Energy 

The thermal energy of moist air has two contributions: Sensible heat content 
reflects the molecular energy of dry air, which is the dominant component of 
moist air. Latent heat content reflects the energy that can be imparted to the 
dry air when the vapor component condenses. Both are represented in the 
specific enthalpy (Sec. 5.3) 

h = cpT + lvr + h o. (15.1) 

Here, cpT m e a s u r e s  the sensible heat content of a moist parcel, whereas lvr 
measures its latent heat content. 

The first law (2.15) implies that the specific enthalpy of an individual air 
parcel changes according to 

dh dp 
dt a-d- ~ - qnet, (15.2.1) 
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where qnet is the net rate heat is absorbed by the parcel. Incorporating hydro- 
static equilibrium allows (15.2.1) to be expressed 

or with (15.1) 

dh dz 
d t  -t- g ~-  - r 

d 
dt(CpT + l,r + alp) - qnet (15.2.2) 

= r + qmech, 

where qrad and l)mec h denote radiative and mechanical components of heat 
transfer, respectively. The quantity (cpT + lvr + ~) defines the moist static 
energy of the air parcel, which includes thermal as well as potential energy. The 
parcel's kinetic energy is much smaller, so (cpT+l~r+dp)very nearly equals its 
total energy. A parcel's moist static energy changes only through heat transfer 
with its environment. It is unaffected by vaporization and condensation, which 
involve only internal redistributions of sensible and latent heat contents. 1 

Mechanical heat transfer is dominated by turbulent mixing, which leads to 
exchanges of sensible heat (temperature) and latent heat (moisture) 

l)mech -- 0sen -Jr- qlat" (15 .3 )  

These components of turbulent heat transfer can be represented in terms of 
mean gradients of temperature and moisture and corresponding eddy diffu- 
sivities (13.13). 

Equation (15.2.2) describes an air parcel's moist static energy in terms of 
advection and the distributions of sources and sinks. A parcel moving poleward 
will have acquired moist static energy at low latitudes through absorption of 
radiative, sensible, and latent heats from the surface. Upon returning equator- 
ward, that parcel will have lost moist static energy through radiative cooling 
to space. Hence, completing a meridional circuit (e.g., the one symbolized 
in Fig. 6.7) results in a net poleward transfer of moist static energy, which 
compensates radiative heating at low latitude and cooling at middle and high 
latitudes. Integrating (15.2) over the entire atmosphere and averaging over 
time obtains the mean change of moist static energy, which must vanish under 
thermal equilibrium. It follows that mean heat transfer into the atmosphere 
must likewise vanish 

qrad -I- qsen -}- t)lat -- O, (15.4) 

where the overbar denotes global and time mean. Radiative cooling of the 
atmosphere (Fig. 8.24) must then be balanced by transfers of sensible and 
latent heat from the earth's surface (Fig. 1.27). 

1This differs from the development in Sec. 10.7, which focuses on the dry air component and 
therefore must account for transfer of latent heat from the vapor component. 
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Inside the boundary layer, turbulent diffusion of heat and absorption of 
longwave (LW) radiation from the surface increase an air parcel's sensible 
heat content. Absorption of water vapor from the surface increases its latent 
heat content. Both increase the moist static energy of the parcel. Outside the 
boundary layer and convection, turbulent diffusion is small enough to be ig- 
nored. Radiative cooling then takes over as the primary diabatic process and 
gradually depletes the parcel's store of moist static energy, which is subse- 
quently replenished when it returns to regions of positive heat transfer. 

15.1.2 Total Potential  Energy 

Thermal energy is reflected in the internal energy of dry air. Heat transfer 
from the surface increases an atmospheric column's temperature and hence 
its internal energy. The hypsometric relationship (6.12) then implies vertical 
expansion of the column. Since it elevates the column's center of mass, a pro- 
cess that increases the column's internal energy must also increase its potential 
energy. 

Consider a dry atmosphere in hydrostatic equilibrium and in which air 
motion occurs on a timescale short enough to be regarded adiabatic. An 
incremental volume of unit cross-sectional area (Fig. 15.1) has internal energy 

d~ -- p c v T d z .  (15.5.1) 

Integrating upward from the surface gives the column internal energy 

~l - c v p Tdz .  (15.5.2) 

The potential energy of the incremental volume is 

d @ -  p g z d z  

= -zdp.  (15.6.1) 

Then the column potential energy up to a height z is given by 

~ ( z )  - z ' d p ' ,  (15.6.2) 
(z) 

where z' - z ' ( p ' )  and the integral is evaluated in the direction of increasing 
pressure. Integrating by parts transforms this into 

z'p'l p" fo p(z) 4 p d z '  

= - z p ( z )  + R p r d z ' ,  

which reduces to 

f0 X) 5 ~ - R p T d z  (15.7) 
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~A= I  

dz 

-pgdz 
z 

Figure 15.1 An incremental volume of unit cross-sectional area and height z inside an atmo- 

spheric column. 

for z ~ ~ .  A similar expression holds for the column internal energy (15.5.2), 
SO 

5 a R 

c v 

- y -  1. (15.8) 

Equation (15.8) asserts that the internal and potential energies of an atmo- 
spheric column preserve a constant ratio, which is a consequence of hydrostatic 
equilibrium. Energy can then be drawn from those reservoirs only in a fixed 
proportion. Adding the internal and potential energies of the column results 
in 

jo + ell -- p c p T d z  

Cp fo ps = Tdp 
g 

= Y(, (15.9) 

which is just the column enthalpy and is called the total potential  energy (Mar- 
gules, 1903). 
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Consider the atmosphere as a whole and, for the sake of illustration, with 
an absence of heat transfer at its boundaries. Because p vanishes at the top 
of the atmosphere and w vanishes at its bottom, no work is performed on this 
system as well. Then the first law for the entire atmosphere and inclusive of 
kinetic energy Y{ asserts 

A(Nf + J{) -- 0, (15.10.1) 

o r  

A J{ -- --AYf 

= - A ( ~  + o-//), (15.10.2) 

where column properties are understood to be globally integrated. Under adi- 
abatic conditions, the atmosphere's kinetic energy is drawn from its reservoir 
of total potential energy. 

15.1.3 Available Potential  Energy 

Only a small fraction of the atmosphere's total potential energy is actually 
available for conversion to kinetic energy. Consider an atmosphere that is ini- 
tially motionless and barotropically stratified (Sec. 12.2). Isobaric surfaces then 
coincide with isentropic surfaces, as shown in Fig. 12.5a. Because air parcels 
must move along 0 surfaces under adiabatic conditions, no pressure gradi- 
ent exists in the directions of possible motion. Consequently, a barotropically 
stratified atmosphere possesses no means of generating motion internally, so 
none of its potential energy is available for conversion to kinetic energy. 

Suppose this atmosphere is now heated at low latitude and cooled at mid- 
dle and high latitudes, in such a manner that net heating integrated over the 
globe vanishes. By the first law, the atmosphere's total energy is unchanged. 
So is its total potential energy if the atmosphere remains motionless (15.10.1). 
But, locally, total potential energy clearly does change. Increased temperature 
increases total potential energy at low latitude, whereas reduced temperature 
diminishes total potential energy at middle and high latitudes. By the hyp- 
sometric relationship, the vertical spacing of isobaric surfaces is expanded at 
low latitude and compressed at middle and high latitudes, which tilts isobaric 
surfaces clockwise into the positions assumed in Fig. 12.5b. Just the reverse 
occurs for isentropic surfaces under hydrostatically stable conditions. Heat- 
ing increases potential temperature at low latitude, which, since 0 increases 
upward, is achieved by bringing down greater values from above. Conversely, 
cooling reduces 0 at middle and high latitudes, which is achieved by bringing 
up smaller values from below. Isentropic surfaces are thus tilted counterclock- 
wise (Fig. 12.5b). In this fashion, nonuniform heating drives isobaric surfaces 
out of coincidence with isentropic surfaces and hence drives the thermal struc- 
ture into baroclinic stratification. 
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Figure 15.2 Variation of pressure along an isentropic surface under baroclinic stratification. 
The pressure variation vanishes under barotropic stratification. 

The atmosphere now possesses a pressure gradient along isentropic surfaces 
(Fig. 15.2). An air parcel can then accelerate under  the action of the pressure 
gradient force, so potential energy is available for conversion to kinetic energy. 
Even though no potential energy has been added to the atmosphere as a whole, 
that energy reservoir has been tapped by introducing a horizontal variation 
of buoyancy. Similar reasoning shows that uniformly heating the atmosphere,  
which does increase its store of total potential energy, introduces none that is 
available for conversion to kinetic energy. 

From hydrostatic equilibrium, the variation of pressure along a 0 surface 
reflects a nonuniform distribution of mass above that surface. The situation 
is analogous to two immiscible fluids of different densities that have been 

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 15.3 Schematic illustrating the rearrangement of mass in a system of two immiscible 
fluids of different densities which are initially juxtaposed horizontally. In the absence of rotation, 
heavier fluid (shaded)undercuts and comes to rest underneath lighter fluid, which renders the 
system hydrostatically stable and lowers its center of mass (dot). Rotation modifies this adjustment 
by deflecting motion into the page. Adapted from Wallace and Hobbs (1977). 
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juxtaposed horizontally (Fig. 15.3). Hydrostatic equilibrium implies a pressure 
gradient force directed from the heavier fluid to the lighter one. Motion will 
then develop internally to alleviate the mechanical imbalance. The nonrotating 
system in Fig. 15.3 accomplishes this by rearranging mass so that heavier fluid 
undercuts and eventually comes to rest underneath lighter fluid, so the system's 
final state is hydrostatically stable. By lowering the center of gravity of the 
system, this process releases potential energy, which is converted into kinetic 
energy and eventually dissipated by viscosity to increase the system's internal 
energy. 

In the atmosphere, horizontal rearrangement of mass is inhibited by ro- 
tation, which deflects air motion parallel to isobars (e.g., into the page in 
Fig. 15.3). Nevertheless, the pressure gradient along 0 surfaces enables air 
motion to develop and, although more complex, to neutralize the mechanical 
imbalance. The Coriolis force makes those motions highly rotational, which 
favors horizontal mixing (Fig. 12.4). This process is illustrated by interleav- 
ing swirls of tropical and polar air in the cyclone off the coast of Africa in 
Fig. 1.15. By mixing air horizontally, extratropical cyclones homogenize the 
distribution of mass along isentropic surfaces, which drives isobaric surfaces 
back into coincidence with isentropic surfaces and restores the thermal struc- 
ture to barotropic stratification. Those motions also result in a net poleward 
transfer of heat and moisture because air drawn poleward from low latitudes 
has greater moist static energy than air drawn equatorward from high lati- 
tudes. In making the horizontal mass distribution uniform, air motions lower 
the overall center of gravity of the atmosphere. Potential energy is therefore 
converted into kinetic energy, which in turn is dissipated by viscosity, converted 
into internal energy, and finally rejected to space as heat. 

Air motions responsible for this redistribution of mass are fueled by a 
conversion of potential energy to kinetic energy. They are termed baroclinic 
instability because their source of energy is directly related to the baroclinicity 
of the stratification. Since temperature then varies along isobaric surfaces, 
thermal wind balance implies that those motions are also related to vertical 
shear of the flow. 

ADIABATIC ADJUSTMENT 

The potential energy available for conversion to kinetic energy is reflected 
in the departure from barotropic stratification. Consider an adiabatic redis- 
tribution of mass from a given baroclinic state. Because air must move along 
0 surfaces, horizontal mixing will eventually render the distributions of mass 
and pressure uniform over those surfaces, restoring the thermal structure to 
barotropic stratification. In that limiting state, the atmosphere has no more 
potential energy available for conversion, so ~ = ~min. 

The available potential energy d (Lorenz, 1955) is defined as the difference 
between the total potential energy for the state under consideration and the 
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minimum that would result through an adiabatic rearrangement of mass 

-- asrff- fftamin" (15.11) 

Available potential energy has the following properties: 

1. d + P'[ is preserved under adiabatic rearrangement, so AY{ = - A d .  

2. d is positive for baroclinic stratification and zero for barotropic strat- 
ification. 

3. d is uniquely determined by the distribution of mass. 

To derive an expression for d ,  consider an isentropic surface of area S. 
The average pressure on this surface 

Xfs -ff-  ~ pdS (15.12) 

is conserved under adiabatic rearrangement (Problem 15.7). The atmosphere 
as a whole has total potential energy 

a~'-fsdSfo~176 

CPfs fo ps - - -  dS Tdp. (15.13) 
g 

In terms of potential temperature, this becomes 

Yg = gp,~ dS Op~dp 

1 is y0 - p~(1 + K)F a dS Odp I+K, (15.14) 

where F a = g/cp is the dry adiabatic lapse rate. Because the atmosphere 
is hydrostatically stable, 0 increases monotonically with height, so it may be 
interchanged with p for the vertical coordinate. Integrating (15.14) by parts 
results in 

+ p"+ldO (15.15) 
= p~(1 + K)F d 0 , ' 

with 0, denoting the potential temperature at the surface. The limit p -  0 in 
the first term in brackets vanishes (Problem 15.9). Defining p - p, for 0 < 0, 
allows us to express (15.15) as 

fo S p,,+ldO. (15.16) 
Yg = p~(1 + K)F a 

When the stratification has been driven barotropic, Yg = a~mi n and p has 
become uniform over isentropic surfaces. Since p then equals if, 

~min = S P K+ld0" (15.17) 
p~(1 + K)F a 
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Hence, the state under consideration has available potential energy 

f0 [ p~(1 + •)F d pK+a dO. (15.18) 

For small departures p' and T' from their areal averages, (15.18) is approx- 
imated by 

al - 2gp~ -fi2 ] dO (15.19.1) 

and 

d-g~S2 fo ~-~ _T2}dP, (15.19.2) 

the demonstration of which is left as an exercise. Thus, the variance of pres- 
sure on an isentropic surface and the variance of temperature on an isobaric 
surface, which reflect the degree of baroclinicity, are direct measures of avail- 
able potential energy. Calculations based on typical conditions reveal that only 
about 0.1% of the atmosphere's total potential energy is actually available for 
conversion to kinetic energy (Problem 15.12). 

15.2 Heat Transfer in an Axisymmetric Circulation 

Available potential energy is released by meridional air motion, which trans- 
fers heat poleward and is influenced importantly by the Coriolis force. To 
explore how rotation influences poleward heat transfer, we consider a simple 
model within the framework of the Boussinesq approximation (Sec. 12.5.3). A 
spherical atmosphere of finite vertical extent H is bounded below by a rigid 
surface and above by a free surface. The lower boundary is maintained at a 
zonally symmetric temperature T0(4~ ), with T o decreasing poleward, whereas 
the upper boundary is maintained at T0(~b)+ AT, with AT = const. If AT < 0, 
this corresponds to heat being supplied at the atmosphere's lower boundary 
and rejected at its upper boundary. It is through imposed temperature con- 
trast that laboratory simulations are driven thermally, which will be seen in 
the next section to provide a mechanical analogue of this theoretical model. 

Following Charney (1973), we consider zonally symmetric motion ~ - 
(~, ~, ~)  in the presence of turbulent diffusion. Scaling variables as in Sec. 11.4 
casts the governing equations into nondimensional form, which allows the pre- 
vailing balances to be identified in terms of the dimensionless Rossby number 
and Ekman number: 

U K 
R o - 21~a E - 21~H2, (15.20) 

where K - K m = K n is a constant eddy diffusivity (Sec. 13.1). The limit 
of fast rotation and small friction makes E < O(Ro) << 1. To streamline 
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the development, we follow the convention adopted in Sec. 12.5. Other than 
R o and E, dimensionless factors are absorbed into the dependent variables, 
which allows the nondimensional equations to be expressed in a form nearly 
identical to their dimensional counterparts. Prevailing balances can then be 
identified in dimensional form because, at a specified order of R o and E, 
those dimensionless parameters drop out. Proceeding as we did earlier casts 
the governing equations in log-pressure coordinates into 

Ro { ~ O-5 0-~ } 02~ 
a -ff-~ + -~z - f ~ - E K --a z 2 , (15.21.1) 

Ro { ~ OF OW I 10-~ 02~ 
a--~ + W o-zz + f-~ = - -a O--dfi -t- E K --o z 2 , (15.21.2) 

O(P RT 
= (15.21.3) Oz H ' 

1 0 0 ~  
(cos ~bV) + - -  - 0, (15.21.4) 

a cos 4) 04) Oz 

R ~ { ~ ~ O-T] 02-T 
+ ~--~z - EK--az  2 , (15.21.5) 

where factors such as a, f - sin 4), and K are understood to be dimensionless 
and O(1). At the rigid lower boundary, no-slip and the imposed temperature 
require 

E=~-~-O 
z - 0. (15.21.6) 

r -  r 0 ( 6 )  

At the free surface, the stresses rxz = K(O-~/Oz) and ryz = K(O~/Oz) must 
vanish. Further, for motion that is nearly geostrophic, vertical deflections of the 
free surface are small enough to replace the kinematic condition (Sec. 14.1) by 
the requirement of no vertical motion. Then the upper boundary conditions 
are 

a~ 0~ 
= = 0  ~ = 0  

Oz oz z - H. (15.21.7) 

r -  to(4 , )  + a T  

The dominant balances in (15.21) are geostrophic and hydrostatic equilib- 
rium, with advective acceleration and friction introducing a small ageostrophic 
component into the momentum balance. As in Chapter 12, we consider an 
asymptotic series solution, one that is valid in the limit E --+ 0. Expanding 
dependent variables in power series of E 1, for example, 

- -  1 - - ( 1 )  
v = ~ ( ~  . . . ,  (15.22) 
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allows the motion to be determined recursively to successively higher 
2 accuracy. 

To O(E~ the governing equations reduce to 

f~(o) _ O, 

1 o~ (~ 
fK(o) _ ~ ,  

a 84~ 

(~ _ R T ( ~  

3z H 

1 3 [ 4~(o) ] 
a cos 4) 34) cos q- 

3D(o) 

dz 

(15.23.1) 

(15.23.2) 

(15.23.3) 

-- 0, (15.23.4) 

which are identical to their dimensional counterparts. Equations (15.23) imply 
that, to lowest order, the motion is zonal and in geostrophic balance. By cross- 
differentiating (15.23.2) and (15.23.3), we obtain the thermal wind relation 

8K (~ R ff~(o) 

az aHf 
(15.24) 

With (15.23.1) and the boundary conditions, (15.23.4) gives 

~(o) = O. (15.25) 

Then the thermodynamic equation (15.21.5) implies 

ST (~ 

o~Z 2 
= 0 .  (15.26.1) 

The vertical heat flux is nondivergent, so the circulation is in diffusive equi- 
librium. Heat absorbed at the atmosphere's lower boundary is transferred 
vertically to its upper boundary, where it is rejected. The solution of (15.26.1) 
satisfying the boundary conditions of imposed temperature is 

(15.26.2) 

Then (15.24) implies that the E ~ motion increases linearly with height 

~(0) (z) R OT o - - - z .  (15.27) 
aHf  04) 

2powers of E�89 are the appropriate form for the expansion because K enters the equations 
with second-order derivatives. 
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The O(E�89 equations have the same form as (15.23). Proceeding along 
similar lines leads to 

~(a) _ O, (15.28.1) 

~(1) ~ O, (15.28.2) 

T (1) _= O. (15.28.3) 

Thermal wind balance (15.24) then implies that the O(E�89 ) zonal flow is inde- 
pendent of height 

~(1) _7(: ~-(1)(Z)" (15.29) 

The solution accurate to O(E�89 ) has constant vertical shear, so it violates the 
upper boundary conditions of no stress on the free surface. This deficiency 
follows from the neglect of viscous terms, which reduces the order of the 
governing equations. Instead, the full solution must possess a boundary layer, 
in which the motion adjusts sharply to meet boundary conditions. Viscous 
terms are then nonnegligible in a shallow neighborhood of the free surface, 
where friction drives the motion out of geostrophic balance and renders the 
preceding equations invalid. 

To obtain an O(E�89 ) solution that is uniformly valid, we introduce a stretch- 
ing transformation that accounts for sharp changes near the upper boundary. 
Boundary conditions can be satisfied by augmenting the first-order geostrophic 
motion with ageostrophic corrections 

~(1)  = g(1)i + ~(al), (15.30) 

where K(1) is the inviscid motion described by (15.29). The ageostrophic veloc- 

ity V(a 1) imposes a secondary circulation onto the geostrophic flow, analogous 
to Ekman pumping (Sec. 13.4), which transports heat poleward by driving the 
motion across isotherms. Introducing the stretching transformation 

1 
H -  z = E~ ~" (15.31) 

inside the upper boundary layer magnifies sharp changes to make viscous terms 
comparable to others in the momentum balance. Then the O(E�89 ) momentum 
equations reduce to the Ekman balance 

1) 
O~r2 ' (15.32.1) 

f -~l)  ._ g ~ (15.32.2) 
O~r2 ' 

with the geostrophic contribution automatically satisfied by ~(gl). Requiring 

the total solution accurate to O(E 1) to satisfy (15.21.7) provides boundary 
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conditions at the free surface 

03~(O) 0~'~ 1 ) 03~( 1 ) 
= 0  = 0  sr-O.  (15.32.3) 

For the solution to reduce to the inviscid behavior outside the boundary layer, 
the ageostrophic corrections must also satisfy 

~1)  ,-,., 0 V(a 1) ~ 0 S r ~ OC. (15.32.4) 

The boundary value problem (15.32) has solution 

1 0~  (~ 
- - e  -re (sin yff - cos yff) (15.33.1) U(al)(~ ' )-  2V o~z 

1 3K (~ 
- - e  - r ;  (sin ysr + cos ys r) (15.33.2) v~l)(sr)- 23, o~z 

(Figs. 15.4a and b), where 

w / f  3 , -  2K (15.33.3) 

is the same parameter definingthe Ekman spiral in Sec. 13.2.1. 
Because ~ vanishes outside the boundary layer, meridional mass transfer is 

proportional to 

~ ~ f 0 ~ a  1 E~(1)dz -- E -~ )d~ 

KR OT o 
=-EaHf--------~ 349" (15.34) 

Hence, meridional mass transfer along the upper boundary is O(E) and pole- 
ward (Fig. 15.4c). Integrating the continuity equation (15.21.4) gives the ver- 
tical motion just beneath the boundary layer 

f ]~ (cos chv) dz 
1 d w(/-/) - ~ 

-~ acos60~b 

( ,) 
acos  c~ dff, 

which is likewise O(E). Thus, to leading order, vertical motion beneath the 
upper boundary layer is 

KR 0 (cosOSOT0) 
w(Z)(H) - - H a  2 cos 05 O~b f2 O~b " (15.35) 
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Figure 15.4 Zonally symmetric circulation in a Boussinesq spherical atmosphere of depth H 
that is driven thermally by imposing different temperatures along its rigid lower boundary and 
upper free surface. Motion is valid in the limit of fast rotation and small friction, which makes the 
Ekman number E small. The solution accurate to O(E�89 ): ~ = v -(~ + E�89 -(1), is characterized by 
a strong zonal jet, with meridional motion confined to shallow boundary layers along the bottom 
and top. (a) Zonal motion. (b) Meridional motion. (c) Streamfield in a meridional cross section. 
(d) Meridional profile of imposed temperature. Adapted from Charney (1973) with permission of 
Kluwer Academic Publishers. 
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At O(E), the zonal momentum equation reduces to 

- - f " v  -(2) - -  K ~  
a~/(o) 
o~Z 2 

= 0. (15.36) 

Then continuity implies 

o ~ ( 2 )  
--" 0~ 

o~z 

so ~(2) is independent of height in the interior and equal to m(2)(H). Air 
expelled from the upper boundary layer drives a gentle O(E) subsidence in 
the interior, which must be absorbed in another boundary layer at the bottom. 

The lower boundary is a rigid surface, so motion there has the form of a 
standard Ekman layer. Introducing the stretching transformation 

1 
z = E~ ~: (15.37) 

inside the lower boundary layer magnifies sharp changes to make viscous 
terms comparable to others in the momentum balance. Then, at O(E�89 the 
momentum equations reduce to the Ekman balance 

-f-O~ 1) = K ~ 
a~:2 , (15.38.1) 

f-U(a 1) - -  K ~ 
Osc2 (15.38.2) 

with the geostrophic contribution again automatically satisfied by ~1). Requir- 

ing the total solution accurate to O(E�89 to satisfy (15.21.6) and to reduce to 
the inviscid behavior outside the boundary layer yields 

-'l" U(a 1) --  0 V(a 1) = 0 ~: - 0 (15.38.3) 

~ 1 )  ,~, 0 V(a 1) 0 (15.38.4) 

The boundary value problem (15.38) has solution 

~1)(~:) _ _~(gl)e-r~ cos y~:, 

~(al)(~ :) = ~(~l)e-r~: sin y~: 

(15.39.1) 

(15.39.2) 

(Figs. 15.4a and b), which is analogous to the Ekman structure in Fig. 13.3. 
Because ~ vanishes in the interior, meridional mass transfer inside the 

lower boundary layer must be exactly compensated by meridional mass transfer 
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inside the upper boundary layer. This requires ~Cal) to satisfy the condition 

fo fo E 9(al)ds r - - E  9(al)ds r 

K R  3 T  o 
= EaHf---5 d--~" (15.40.1) 

Thermal Wind (15.24) then implies 

K(ga) = R dT o (15.40.2) 
aHyf a~ 

for the O(E�89 ) geostrophic motion, which completes the solution to this order. 
Figure 15.4 illustrates the motion for the profile T0(~b ) = Too- 6T sin4 ~b 

(Fig. 15.4d). This temperature structure may be thought to result from the dis- 
tribution of radiative heating (Fig. 1.29c) and is sufficiently flat at low latitude 
for the solution to remain valid up to the equator. The motion characterizes 
a zonally symmetric Hadley cell. Air heated near the equator rises, gradually 
spirals poleward in a strong zonal jet along the upper surface, sinks in the ex- 
tratropics, and then returns along the lower boundary. Because motion in the 
interior is zonal and parallel to isotherms, meridional heat flux is concentrated 
inside the boundary layers, which have thickness O(E 1) and v = O(E�89 As 
f~ increases, E --+ 0. The zonally symmetric circulation then becomes increas- 
ingly geostrophic, with meridional motion confined to shrinking Ekman layers 
along the walls in which poleward heat transfer collapses like E. Hence, ro- 
tation acts to choke the poleward transfer of heat by the zonally symmetric 
circulation. 

In the atmosphere, the zonal-mean meridional circulation (Fig. 15.5) qual- 
itatively resembles the idealized Hadley cellmbut only in the tropics. Rising 
motion is found near the equator in the summer hemisphere, coincident with 
the Inter Tropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) and organized latent heat re- 
lease (Fig. 9.38). This is compensated almost entirely by sinking motion in the 
winter hemisphere. Strong meridional motion appears near the tropopause 
and surface, but only equatorward of 30 ~ Like subsidence, that ageostrophic 
motion is found chiefly in the winter hemisphere, where the meridional tem- 
perature gradient is steepest (15.40). 

The observed Hadley cell can, in fact, be understood from considerations 
of angular momentum conservation like those discussed at the beginning of 
this chapter (see, e.g., James, 1993). Air moving poleward in the upper tro- 
posphere accelerates via the Coriolis force to produce strong westerlies (see 
Fig. 15.8a later in this chapter). This acceleration is observed, however, only 
out to the poleward edge of the Hadley cell, which happens to coincide with 
the subtropical jet (compare Fig. 1.8). At higher latitudes, the thermally di- 
rect Hadley cell in Figure 15.5 is replaced by a thermally indirect Ferrell cell, 
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Figure 15.5 Zonal-mean meridional circulation observed during December-February. 
Adapted from Peixoto and Oort (1992). 

in which air sinks at low latitude and rises at high latitude. 3 Contrary to the 
Hadley cell, which is driven thermally by heating at low latitude, the Ferrell 
cell is driven mechanically by zonally asymmetric eddies that develop along 
the poleward flank of the subtropical jet and dominate the extratropical cir- 
culation. 

15.3 Heat Transfer in a Laboratory Analogue 

Insight into why the observed meridional circulation differs from the zonally 
symmetric model is provided by laboratory simulations. A rotating cylindrical 
annulus (Fig. 15.6) is driven thermally by imposing high temperature along its 
outer surface, which represents the equator, and low temperature along its in- 
ner surface, which represents the pole. Figure 15.7 shows the motion observed 
in the rotating frame, as a function of its rotation rate 1~. At slow rotation, 
the motion is zonally symmetric and has the form of a thermally direct Hadley 
cell. Fluid along the surface gradually spirals inward in a zonal jet, converges, 
and then sinks along the interior wall. As ~ increases, fluid moving radially 
experiences an intensified Coriolis force that deflects the motion increasingly 
parallel to isotherms and spins up a strong zonally symmetric jet in the inte- 
rior. Heat transfer then becomes concentrated inside the Ekman layers along 
the walls, diminishing like E. 

3This thermally indirect motion is actually an artifact of the Eulerian mean along latitude 
circles, disappearing in other representations (see, e.g., Holton, 1992). For this reason, the Ferrell 
cell is not the principal mechanism for meridional transport in extratropical regions. 
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Figure 15.6 Schematic of a rotating cylindri- 
cal annulus that is driven thermally by imposing 
high temperature along its outer surface and low 
temperature along its inner surface. 
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Figure 15.7 Surface flow pattern in the rotating cylindrical annulus for fixed temperature 
contrast and as a function of increasing rotation rate. Adapted from Hide (1966). 
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Beyond a critical rotation rate, zonally asymmetric waves appear. These 
waves develop from a steep temperature gradient that forms in the interior 
when radial heat transfer by the zonally symmetric circulation is choked by 
rotation. The zonally symmetric stratification is then strongly baroclinic, pos- 
sessing available potential energy. By thermal wind balance (12.11), the ra- 
dial temperature gradient is accompanied by strong vertical shear, which ren- 
ders the zonally symmetric flow baroclinically unstable (Chapter 16). Unsteady 
disturbances then amplify by extracting available potential energy from the 
zonal-mean state and converting it to eddy kinetic energy. Baroclinic waves ac- 
complish this by transferring heat radially in sloping convection. Warm inward- 
moving fluid overrides heavier fluid and ascends, whereas cool outward-moving 
fluid undercuts lighter fluid and descends (compare Fig. 15.3). The result is 
net heat transfer inward. This asymmetric heat transfer occupies much of the 
interior, so it is far more efficient than the shallow O(E) heat transfer of the 
zonally symmetric circulation that has been confined along the walls by rota- 
tion. Although more complex, sloping convection likewise lowers the overall 
center of gravity to release available potential energy. 

The wavelength of the dominant baroclinic disturbance decreases with in- 
creasing rotation rate (Fig. 15.7b-e). In certain ranges of [l, the annulus cir- 
culation resembles observed flows in the troposphere. The pentagonal struc- 
ture in Fig. 15.7e is similar to patterns observed in the Southern Hemisphere 
(Fig. 2.10). Because its storm track is almost zonally symmetric, cyclones of- 
ten appear uniformly spaced about the pole. At sufficiently fast rotation, the 
dominant wavelength becomes small enough to make the wave itself unstable. 4 
Wave motion then breaks down into isolated vortices that transfer heat effi- 
ciently by rolling up and eventually mixing fluid across the annulus. Behavior 
similar to that in Fig. 15.7 occurs if the imposed temperature contrast ex- 
ceeds a critical value, which likewise renders the zonally symmetric circulation 
baroclinically unstable. 

In the troposphere, nonuniform heating (Fig. 1.29c) continually makes 
the zonal-mean stratification baroclinic, producing available potential energy. 
Baroclinicity is strongest at midlatitudes, between regions of radiative heat- 
ing and cooling. Unstable eddies develop on the strong vertical shear of the 
zonal-mean jet, where they transfer heat poleward through sloping convection. 
Compared to the troposphere, heating in the stratosphere is fairly uniform. 
Therefore, baroclinicity remains weak, as does the potential energy available 
to generate baroclinic eddies. 

By transferring heat poleward, baroclinic motions along with the Hadley 
circulation make the general circulation of the troposphere behave as a heat 
engine (Fig. 6.7). Air is heated at high temperature while it is near the equator 

4Vertical shear of the wave reinforces that of the zonal-mean flow, which makes shear strong 
enough locally to render the motion baroclinically unstable. A parallel exists in the Northern 
Hemisphere, where planetary waves reinforce zonal-mean shear in the North Pacific and North 
Atlantic storm tracks to provide conditions favorable for the development of baroclinic eddies. 
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and surface, whereas it is cooled at low temperature after being displaced 
upward and poleward. The second law then implies that an individual air 
parcel performs net work when executing a thermodynamic cycle. Kinetic 
energy produced in this fashion maintains the circulation against frictional 
dissipation. About half of the organized kinetic energy of the troposphere 
is dissipated inside the planetary boundary layer through turbulent mixing 
(Sec. 13.1.2). The remainder is dissipated in the interior through turbulence 
generated by dynamical instability (Sec. 14.7) and convection. 

15.4 Tropical Circulations 

At low latitude the Coriolis force is weak, which allows the circulation to 
possess a greater contribution from divergence and be thermally direct. The 
relatively flat temperature distribution (Fig. 1.7) implies little available po- 
tential energy to drive large-scale motion. Instead, latent heat release inside 
organized convection provides the primary source of energy for the tropical 
circulation, which in turn is derived from evaporative cooling of the oceans. 

Precipitation inside the ITCZ (Fig. 9.38) exceeds evaporation directly be- 
neath it. Thus, moisture must be imported into convection from surrounding 
areas. Much of this converges in the easterly equatorward trade winds near 
the surface (Fig. 15.8b). The trades comprise the lower branch of the zonal- 
mean Hadley cell in Fig. 15.5 and develop when equatorward-moving air is 
deflected westward by the Coriolis force. Air subsiding from the upper branch 
of the Hadley cell dries the troposphere and stabilizes it through mechanisms 
discussed in Sec. 7.4.4. By inhibiting convection, subsidence in the Hadley 
circulation maintains the deserts common at subtropical latitudes. 

In addition to the zonal-mean Hadley cell, the tropics contain two other 
classes of circulation. These are also thermally direct, but zonally asymmetric. 
Monsoon circulations are established by horizontal gradients of surface tem- 
perature, which vary annually. During summer, subtropical landmasses such 
as India and northern Australia become warmer than neighboring maritime 
regions. 5 During winter, the horizontal temperature gradient reverses, with 
continents becoming colder than the surrounding maritime regions. 

Surface heating during summer favors enhanced convection over land, 
which is fueled by moist inflow at low levels. Latent heat release then warms 
a deep layer, which leads to increased thickness between 1000 and 100 mb by 
the hypsometric relationship (Fig. 1.30). Isobaric surfaces that have been de- 
pressed in the lower troposphere introduce a surface low over land, which re- 
inforces convection through frictional convergence inside the boundary layer. 

5 Higher temperatures over land result from the comparatively small heat capacity of soil and 
its immobility, wherein only diffusion is available to transfer heat away from the surface. By 
comparison, water has a much greater heat capacity and can efficiently transfer heat away from 
the surface through fluid motion. Both effects make seasonal swings in ocean temperature much 
smaller than corresponding swings over continents. 
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The influx of water vapor then increases 0 e to make the lower troposphere 
potentially unstable (Fig. 7.12). Convergence, which extends well above the 
boundary layer, also reduces the moist static stability through mechanisms 
described in Sec. 7.4.3. These changes provide conditions favorable to deep 
convection by allowing air to penetrate more easily to the level of free con- 
vection (LFC). Low-level air that converges into the convective region spins 
up cyclonically to conserve potential vorticity (e.g., over northern Australia in 
Fig. 15.8b). Convected to the tropopause, that air then diverges from the con- 
vective region and spins up anticyclonically (e.g., also over tropical Africa and 
South America in Fig. 15.8a). 

The onshore circulation during the summer monsoon is analogous to a 
seabreeze circulation, which is likewise generated by horizontal gradients of 
heating. Both may be understood in terms of solenoidal production of horizon- 
tal vorticity, which occurs under baroclinic stratification (Fig. 15.9). Nonuni- 
form heating introduces a horizontal variation of temperature that drives 
isochoric surfaces (a = const) out of coincidence with isobaric surfaces. A 
solenoidal production term proportional to V p x V a  then appears in the 

L ~ Z ~ 
p = c o n s t .  

- -  - -  o~ = c o n s t .  

- ~ ~ 

_ _. ....._ _..._. ~ ~ ~ ~_....." 
------ ......,.......... .... 

W a r m  

Figure 15.9 Schematic of a thermally direct monsoon circulation that is established through 
solenoidal production of horizontal vorticity under baroclinic stratification. Heating over land 
expands the vertical spacing of isobaric surfaces (solid lines), whereas it draws down isochoric 
surfaces (dashed lines) of larger a from aloft. The reverse occurs from cooling over ocean. 
The nonuniform distribution of heating drives isochoric surfaces out of coincidence with isobaric 
surfaces to produce baroclinic stratification. Solenoidal production of horizontal verticity Vp x Va 
then spins up an onshore circulation. 
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budget of horizontal vorticity, analogous to the one in the budget of vertical 
vorticity (12.36). This spins up horizontal vorticity as an onshore circulation, 
with rising motion over the heated region and sinking motion over the cooled 
region. 

During winter, the monsoon circulation is reversed. Land, colder than 
neighboring water, then cools the overlying air to produce subsidence. This 
process inhibits convection by drying the environment with air from aloft, 
which in turn reduces 0e and stabilizes the stratification. The compressed 
thickness between 1000 and 100 mb forms a surface high (Fig. 1.30). Frictional 
divergence at low levels then drives anticyclonic motion (e.g., as appears over 
the south Indian ocean in Fig. 15.8b) and subsidence, which strengthens the 
moist static stability of the lower troposphere (Sec. 7.4.3). 

The other class of circulation important in the tropics is the Walker cell, 
which is depicted in Fig. 1.30. A zonally asymmetric overturning in the equato- 
rial plane, the Walker circulation is characterized by rising motion over regions 
of heating and sinking motion to the east and west. The Pacific Walker circu- 
lation is forced by latent heating in the western Pacific. Low surface pressure 
in the western Pacific supports deep convection, in the same way it does mon- 
soons. Strong surface easterlies along the equator fuel convection with mois- 
ture that has been absorbed by air during its traversal of the western Pacific, 
where sea surface temperature (SST) approaching 30~ provides an abundant 
source of water vapor (Fig. 5.1). 

Latent heating that drives zonal overturning in the Walker cell also drives 
meridional overturning, which is likewise zonally asymmetric. Figure 15.10a 
shows surface motion forced by a steady heating anomaly (shaded area) over 
the equator. Surface easterlies along the equator that converge into the heating 
resemble the Pacific Walker cell and are mirrored in the upper troposphere 
by westerlies (Fig. 15.10b). Flanking ascending motion inside the heating are 
two cyclonic gyres in the subtropics, which reinforce inflow along the equator 
to the west. Those gyres represent a Rossby wave mode that is trapped about 
the equator (see, e.g., Gill, 1982). They are evident in the 200-mb streamfield 
(Fig. 15.8b), along with zonal flow to the east that comprises the Walker cell. 

The Pacific Walker circulation changes markedly on interseasonal 
timescales. El Niho, which occurs with a frequency of 3 to 5 years, is 
marked by warming of SST in the eastern and central Pacific (Fig. 15.11). 6 
The equatorial Pacific is especially sensitive to temperature perturbations 
because SST exceeds 25~ there. The exponential dependence in the Clausius- 
Clapeyron equation (4.39) then implies that small variations of SST produce 
large changes in evaporation and latent heat transfer. When the tempera- 
ture anomaly in Fig. 15.11 is introduced, the warmest SST and convection 
shift eastward from their normal position (Fig. 9.38) to the central Pacific. 

6The name refers to "the child" because warm waters off the coast of Peru, which signal its 
onset, appear around Christmas. 
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Figure 15.10 Zonally asymmetric circulation produced by a deep heating anomaly over the 
equator (stippled). (a) Planform view of surface motion. (b) Streamfield in a vertical cross section 
over the equator. (c) Surface pressure distribution. Adapted from Gill (1980). 

E1 Nifio is accompanied by a seesaw in surface pressure between the western 
and eastern Pacific. Known as the Southern Oscillation, this seesaw shifts low 
pressure from the western Pacific and Indian ocean to the eastern Pacific, as 
is evidenced by the anticorrelation of changes in those regions (Fig. 15.12). 
These phenomena are referred to jointly as E1 Nifio Southern Oscillation or 
ENSO. Because it reconfigures the convective pattern, ENSO introduces a 
major perturbation to the tropical circulation. 

ENSO is also felt at extratropical latitudes. By upsetting the distribution of 
heating in the equatorial troposphere, ENSO alters planetary waves excited 
thermally at low latitude that radiate poleward. Figure 14.20 shows the anoma- 
lous upper-tropospheric height for winters during E1 Nifio, when convective 
heating is positioned in the equatorial central Pacific. A planetary wavetrain 
radiates poleward from anomalous convection, being refracted equatorward 
along a great circle route. Known as the Pacific North American (PNA) pat- 
tern, this perturbation to the normal height field alters the extratropical cir- 
culation, in particular, by introducing a prominent ridge over western Canada 
and trough to its east. The jet stream (wavy trajectory in Fig. 14.20a) is then 
deflected northward over the western United States and Canada and south- 
ward over the eastern United States. Since the jet stream marks the boundary 
between tropical and polar air (Sec. 12.2.2), these changes produce abnor- 



Figure 15.11 Anomalous SST (K) during El Nifio. After Philander (1983). 
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Figure 15.12 Correlation of monthly mean surface pressure in the Pacific with that at Djakarta. Oppositely phased variations 
in the eastern and western Pacific characterize the Southern Oscillation. After Philander (1983). 
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mally warm temperatures over the western United States and Canada and 
abnormally cold temperatures over the eastern United States. By altering the 
locations of the storm tracks, they also modify the development and movement 
of baroclinic systems. 

Suggested Reading 

Atmospheric Science: An Introductory Survey (1977) by Wallace and Hobbs 
contains a nice introduction to moist static energy and other concepts figuring 
in the global energy budget. 

An historical overview of available potential energy is given in Atmosphere- 
Ocean Dynamics (1982) by Gill, along with applications to wave motions. It 
also includes a comprehensive discussion of tropical circulations and their 
interaction with the oceans. 

An Introduction to Dynamic Meteorology (1992) by Holton contains a formal 
treatment of the zonal-mean circulation and its relationship to eddies. 

Introduction to Circulating Atmospheres (1993) by James develops the observed 
Hadley circulation from first principles and in light of the three-dimensional 
structure of the general circulation. 

Global Physical Climatology (1994) by Hartmann includes a thorough descrip- 
tion of the general circulation and its relationship to eddy transports of heat 
and momentum and to regional climates. 

Physics of Climate (1992) by Peixoto and Oort is a comprehensive treatment 
of the general circulation that surveys a wide range of observations. 

Problems 

15.1. 

15.2. 

15.3. 

15.4. 

15.5. 

See Problem 1.18. 

A national research announcement for a precipitation monitoring satel- 
lite asserts that latent heating inside convection is the primary energy 
source driving the atmospheric circulation. Discuss the accuracy of this 
assertion (a) for the globe as a whole, in light of Problem 15.1, and 
(b) inside regions of organized deep convection, in light of the discus- 
sion in Sec. 9.5.1. 

Derive expression (15.2.2) for conservation of moist static energy. 

Relate the change of moist static energy E - cpT + l~r + d~ for an air 
parcel to its change of equivalent potential temperature 0e. 

Consider an air parcel that moves equatorward at sea level, ascends 
adiabatically in the tropics, returns poleward at a constant altitude of 
15 km, and then descends in the extratropicsmas symbolized by the 
idealized thermodynamic circuit in Fig. 6.7. If heat transfer is restricted 
to upper and lower legs of the circuit and if, along the lower leg, the 
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parcel's initial temperature and mixing ratio in the extratropics are 
250 K and 1 g kg -1, respectively, whereas it assumes a temperature and 
mixing ratio in the tropics of 300 K and 20 g kg -1, calculate the radiative 
heat transfer that occurs along the upper leg of the circuit. 

15.6. Demonstrate that no work is performed on the atmosphere as a whole. 

15.7. Show that the pressure averaged over an isentropic surface ff is pre- 
served under an adiabatic rearrangement of mass. 

15.8. Discuss why uniformly heating an atmosphere increases its store of total 
potential energy, but makes none available for conversion to kinetic 
energy. 

15.9. Show that the integration limit p - 0 in (15.15) vanishes. 

15.10. Derive expressions (15.19) for available potential energy. 

15.11. Consider the following thermal structure, representative of zonal-mean 
stratification in the troposphere: 

T(th, p ) =  T(p)- T'(th, p), 

where 

T ( p ) =  T 0 - r H l n  --p- + P0 ' 

T,(ch p ) _ A T [sinch la ( P ) A__~~ ( p ) 
' T o -  T o '  

and an overbar denotes global average. For T O - 268 K, F - 4 Kkm -1, 
H = 8 km, AT = 70 K, 4,0 - 45 ~ and P0 -  1000 mb, (a) plot the ther- 
mal structure and zonal wind as functions of latitude and ~ - ln(po/p), 
(b) calculate the available potential energy d of the atmosphere, and 
(c) plot the vertical concentration of available potential energy ? d / ? ~  
as a function of ~. 

15.12. For the atmosphere in Problem 15.11, determine the fraction of total 
potential energy that is available for conversion to kinetic energy. 

15.13. For the atmosphere in Problem 15.11, determine a characteristic eddy 
velocity if thermal structure is driven adiabatically into barotropic strat- 
ification and if the kinetic energy produced is concentrated between 
4-30 ~ and +60 ~ latitude. What conclusion can you draw? 

15.14. Show that E�89 is the appropriate power of Ekman number in which 
equations (15.21) should be expanded. 

15.15. Verify that equations (15.21) at O(E�89 have the same form as (15.23). 

15.16. For the spherical atmosphere treated in Sec. 15.2, (a) verify that (15.33) 
describes the O(E�89 ) behavior inside the lower Ekman layer and (b) ver- 
ify that (15.39) describes the O(E�89 ) behavior inside the upper Ekman 
layer. 
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15.17. Show that the temperature profile 

To(b) - Too - 6Tsin 4 ~b 

15.18. 

15.19. 

15.20. 

15.21. 

15.22. 

15.23. 

15.24. 

makes the solution in Sec. 15.2 valid up to the equator. 

Observed zonal-mean flow in the troposphere is easterly at low lat- 
itudes and westerly at middle and high latitudes (Fig. 1.8). Surface 
drag must then represent a sink of easterly momentum at low latitudes, 
which is equivalent to a source of westerly momentum there, and a 
sink of westerly momentum at middle and high latitudes. On average, 
the atmosphere's angular momentum remains constant, so the Preced - 
ing source and sink of momentum must be compensated by a poleward 
transfer of westerly momentum. (a) Demonstrate that transport of an- 
gular momentum by the zonal-mean Hadley circulation produces a 
momentum flux fi-~ of the correct sense to accomplish this transfer of 
westerly momentum. (b) Not all of the momentum transfer required to 
maintain equilibrium is accomplished by the zonal-mean Hadley cir- 
culation. The remainder occurs through large-scale eddy transport. In 
terms of horizontal phase structure and group velocity, describe the 
meridional propagation of Rossby waves needed to accomplish the re- 
maining momentum transfer between tropical and extratropical regions. 

The length of day can vary through exchanges of momentum between 
the atmosphere and solid earth. (a) Estimate the velocity fluctuation 
over the equator corresponding to observed fluctuations in the length 
of day of order 10 -3 s, if the earth has a mean density of order 5.0 x 
103 kg m -3 and if the atmosphere responds through uniform changes of 
angular velocity. (b) More generally, where would velocity fluctuations 
most effectively introduce changes in the length of day? 

Describe how sloping convection lowers the center of gravity of air to 
release available potential energy. 

Discuss how horizontal rearrangement of air by baroclinic eddies drives 
thermal structure toward barotropic stratification. 

Relate heat transfer inside convective and cloud-free regions to the 
distribution of surface pressure in the tropics. 

(a) Use observed distributions of precipitation rate (Fig. 9.38) and 
total precipitable water vapor (Fig. 1.16) to calculate a characteristic 
timescale for the column abundance of water vapor in the tropics. 
(b) Discuss this timescale in relation to the efficiency of dehydration 
inside individual convective cells, their fractional coverage, and the 
efficiency with which water vapor is produced at the earth's surface. 

Describe the disturbed Walker circulation and trade winds in the Pacific 
anticipated during E1 Nifio, when convection is found near the dateline. 
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15.25. 

15.26. 

15.27. 

15.28. 

The variation with latitude of planetary vorticity (i.e., /3) is difficult 
to simulate directly in the laboratory. Use the vorticity budget for an 
incompressible fluid to construct an analogue of /3 in terms of the 
variation of fluid depth inside a rotating cylindrical annulus. 

The height of convective towers in the tropics is controlled by the 
convective available potential energy (CAPE) of surface air (Sec. 7.4.1), 
which in turn is controlled by fluxes of sensible and latent heat from 
the surface. A surge of extratropical air into the tropics produces the 
temperature profile 

T ( z ) =  I T ~  z < z~ 

I Tr z >_ zr, 

where T o = 290 K, F= 7.5 K k m  -1, z T = 12 km, and Tr = 200 K. 
(a) Calculate the CAPE of surface air if, through contact with an iso- 
lated landmass, it attains a temperature of 300 K and a mixing ratio of 
25 g kg -~. (b) As in part (a) but if the air is dry. (c) Estimate the height 
to which convection would develop under the conditions of parts (a) 
and (b). 

In terms of the first law, hydrostatic equilibrium, and the budget of hor- 
izontal vorticity, (a) describe the development of stratification over a 
continental and neighboring maritime region in the tropics under mon- 
soonal conditions and (b) describe how the accompanying thermally 
direct circulation spins up. 

Many components of the global energy budget, like convection, cloud 
albedo, and fluxes of sensible and latent heat, vary diurnally. Discuss 
how systematic diurnal variations of such properties contribute to the 
time-mean energetics illustrated in Fig. 1.27. 



Chapter 16 Hydrodynamic Instability 

Wave propagation is supported by a positive restoring force, which opposes 
air displacements by driving parcels back toward their undisturbed positions 
(Chapter 14). Under certain conditions, the sense of the restoring force is re- 
versed. Air displacements are then reinforced by a negative restoring force, 
one which accelerates parcels away from their undisturbed positions. Instabil- 
ity was encountered earlier in connection with hydrostatic stratification (Chap- 
ter 7). If distributions of temperature and moisture violate the conditions for 
hydrostatic stability, small vertical displacements produce buoyancy forces that 
accelerate parcels away from their undisturbed positions. Unlike the response 
under stable stratification, this reaction leads to finite displacements of air. 
Fully developed convection then drives the stratification toward neutral stabil- 
ity by rearranging air. 

Two classes of instability are possible. Parcel instability follows from re- 
inforcement of air displacements by a negative restoring force, such as that 
occurring in the development of convection. Wave instability occurs in the pres- 
ence of a positive restoring force, but one that amplifies parcel oscillations 
inside wave motions. Unstable waves amplify by extracting energy from the 
mean circulation (e.g., from available potential energy associated with baro- 
clinic stratification and vertical shear; Chapter 15). Strong zonal motion that 
results from the nonuniform distribution of heating and geostrophic equilib- 
rium makes this class of instability the one most relevant to the large-scale 
circulation. Like parcel instability, it develops to neutralize instability in the 
mean flow, which it achieves by rearranging air. 

16.1 Inertial Instability 

The simplest form of large-scale instability relates to the inertial oscillations 
described in Sec. 12.4. Consider disturbances to a geostrophically balanced 
zonal flow K on an f-plane. If the disturbances introduce no pressure pertur- 
bation, the total motion is governed by the horizontal momentum balance 

du 
dt f v - O ,  (16.1.1) 

dv 
dt  + f (u  - ~) = 0, (16.1.2) 

517 
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where geostrophic equilibrium has been used to eliminate pressure in favor 
of ~. 

Since a parcel's motion satisfies 

(16.1.1) implies 

dy (16.2) 
v -  d t '  

dt  = f " (16.3) 

Integrating from the parcel's initial position Y0 to its displaced position Y0 + Y' 
gives 

u(yo + y')  - -a(yo) = fy ' .  

To first order in parcel displacement, this can be expressed 

d-~y, 
u(Yo) + -~y - -u(yo) = fY'  

o r  

OK) y, 
( u  - ~) ly0 - f - 7 y  = O. 

Then incorporating (16.1.2) yields 

d2y ' dK) y' 
et---r + f f - Uy = o. (16.4) 

f +  st= f (16.5) ~y 

has sign opposite to the planetary vorticity f. Displacements then amplify 
exponentially and the zonal flow is inertially unstable. These circumstances 

w 

make the specific restoring force f ( f  + ( )y '  negative, so the ensuing instability 
is of the parcel type. Because f + s r usually has the same sign as f, the criterion 
for inertial instability is tantamount to the absolute vorticity reversing sign 
somewhere. 

Inertial instability does not play a major role in the atmosphere. Extratrop- 
ical motions tend to remain inertially stable, even locally in the presence of 
synoptic and planetary wave disturbances. However, the criterion for inertial 
instability is violated more easily near the equator, where f is small. Evidence 
of inertial instability exists in the tropical stratosphere, where horizontal shear 

If the mean flow is without shear, (16.4) reduces to a description of the 
inertial oscillations considered previously. In the presence of shear, ' displace- 
ments either oscillate, decay exponentially, or grow without bound. The system 
possesses unstable solutions if the absolute vorticity of the mean flow 
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flanking the strong zonal jets (Fig. 1.8) can violate the criterion for inertial 
stability. 

16.2 Shear Instability 

More relevant to the large-scale circulation is instability associated directly 
with shear. Shear instability is of the wave type, so it requires a more involved 
analysis than that applying to an individual parcel. Like the treatment of wave 
motions, describing shear instability requires the solution of partial differen- 
tial equations that govern perturbation properties. Closed-form solutions can 
be found only for very idealized profiles of zonal-mean flow K(y, z). How- 
ever, an illuminating criterion for instability, due originally to Rayleigh, can be 
developed under fairly general circumstances. 

16.2.1 Necessary Conditions for Instability 

Consider quasi-geostrophic motion on a beta plane in an atmosphere that 
extends upward indefinitely and is bounded below and laterally at y - +L 
by rigid walls. Disturbances to the zonal-mean flow K(y, z) are governed by 
first-order conservation of potential vorticity (14.75) 

DQ' 
Dt 

where D / D t  - 3/3t + -~3/3x, 

- -  -]- 1)'/~ e --" 0 ( 1 6 . 6 . 1 )  

l a  (fff ,~g,') (2'- v2q/+ (16.6.2) po ~ ~P~ ' 

o~2~ 1 3  ( f 2  3~)  
~e - -  ~ Oy 2 PO Oz - ~  Po -~z 

~Q 
- 3y '  (16.6.3) 

and z denotes log-pressure height. Requiring vertical motion to vanish at the 
ground (which is treated as an isobaric surface) gives, via the thermodynamic 
equation and thermal wind balance, the lower boundary condition 

= 0  z - 0 .  (16.6.4) 
Dt \ 3z J 3z 3x 

Physically meaningful solutions must also have bounded column energy, which 
provides the upper boundary condition 

finite energy condition z ~ oo. (16.6.5) 
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At the lateral walls, v' must vanish, so 0'  =const. It suffices to prescribe 

0'  = 0 y - +L.  (16.6.6) 

Equations (16.6) define a second-order boundary value problem for the distur- 
bance streamfunction ~'(x, t ) - -one  that is homogeneous. Containing no im- 
posed forcing, (16.6) describes a system that is self-governing or autonomous. 
Nontrivial solutions (i.e., other than q,' -- 0) exist only for certain eigenfrequen- 
cies that enable boundary conditions to be satisfied. Determined by solving the 
homogeneous boundary value problem for a given zonal flow ~(y, z), those 
eigenfrequencies are, in general, complex. 

Consider solutions of the form 

q,' = ~ (y ,  z ) e  ik(x-ct), (16.7) 

where �9 and c - Cr + ici c a n  assume complex values. Substituting (16.7) 
transforms (16.6) into 

+ --P0 ~zz N2P~ - k2 +/~eXI t - -  0. (16.8.1) 

The lower boundary condition (16.6.4)becomes 

3 ~  3~ 
( ~ -  c ) - -  * - 0 z - 0. (16.8.2) 

0z 3z 
For c real, (16.8) is singular at a critical line where ~ = c. The singularity 
disappears if ci :/: O, in which case (16.7) contains an exponential modulation 
in time. If the flow is stable, wave activity incident on the critical line is 
absorbed when dissipation is included (Sec. 14.3). The wave field then decays 
exponentially. If the flow is unstable, wave activity can be produced at the 
critical line. The wave field can then amplify exponentially. 

Multiplying the conjugate of (16.8) by �9 and (16.8) by the conjugate of 
and then subtracting yields 

"u Oy---g-- ay 2 j + ~ - - - -  P0 po Oz k N  2 -~z 
(16.9.1) ..10(, 0.)] 

PO Oz N 2  P o ~ z  - 2 i c i I -u - c l fie "-" 0 

and 

a~* _ ~ ,  a ~  I~] 2 3~ = 0 z - 0. (16.9.2) 
3 z  3 z  + 2ici  [-u -- c[ 2 o~z 

The chain rule allows terms in the first set of square brackets in (16.9.1) to be 
expressed 

02 XI/'* XI/'* o~2 a~r o ~ [ ~  o~aIt'* _ XI/'* o~aIr ] 
,I, oy----- 7- - 0 7  = k oy oy j 
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Terms in the second set of square brackets can be expressed in a similar 
manner. Then (16.9.1) can be written 

d I ~ d ~ * _ x i , , O ~  1 1 0  [ f~  ( O ~ *  ~ , d ~ ) l  
3y L 3y 3y + ~ ~ - Po 7z - ~  Po az Oz 

(16.10) 

- 2ic i l_ ~ _ c[ 213 e - -  O. 

Integrating over the domain unravels the exterior differentials in (16.10) to 
give 

xI, 3xI't'* x[t* ~ y=L 
- podz '~Y aY y=-L 

+ -~po Ve~-- 
L o~Z o~Z z--O 

2icifLfo0 ~ L  
I~I*12 

{~._ C[ 2 ~ e d y p o d z  - O. 

dy (16.11) 

By (16.6.6), the first integral vanishes. The finite energy condition makes the 
upper limit inside the second integral also vanish. Then incorporating (16.9.2) 
for the lower limit yields the identity 

(16.12) C i /3 e ~P01XP'I2 d y d z -  ~ d y  = O, 
N 2 I-u cl 2 3 z  L 1~-  el 2 L -- ~--0 

which must be satisfied for ~(y, z) to be a solution of (16.6). 
Advanced by Charney and Stern (1962), the preceding identity provides 

"necessary conditions" for instability of the zonal-mean flow K(y, z). If c is 
complex, (16.7) describes a disturbance whose amplitude varies in time expo- 
nentially 

e ik (x -c t )  = ekci t . e ik(x-Crt) ,  

with the growth/decay r a t e  k c  i. Without loss of generality, k can be considered 
positive, so the existence of unstable solutions requires ci > 0. Unstable solu- 
tions are then possible only if the quantity inside braces in (16.12) vanishes. If 
it does not, (16.12) implies ci = 0 and solutions to (16.6) are stable. 

16.2.2 Barotropic and Baroclinic Instability 

Requiring (16.12) to be satisfied with c i > 0 provides two alternative criteria 
for instability: 
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1. If 3-~13z vanishes at the lower boundary, so does the temperature 
gradient by thermal wind balance. Then /3e - 3Q/3y must reverse 
sign somewhere in the interior. Since/3 e isnormally positive, a region 
of negative potential vorticity gradient, oQ/3y < 0, is identified as an 
unstable region of the mean flow. 

2. If/3 e > 0 throughout the interior, 3-u/3z must be positive somewhere 
on the lower boundary. By thermal wind balance, this implies the 
existence of an equatorward temperature gradient at the surface. 

Other combinations are also possible, but these are the ones most relevant 
to the atmosphere. Neither represents a "sufficient condition" for instability. 
Satisfying criterion (1) or (2) does not ensure the existence of unstable 
solutions. 

Criterion (1) defines a necessary condition for free-field instability (e.g., in- 
stability for which boundaries do not play an essential role). From (16.6.3), the 
mean gradient of potential vorticity can reverse sign through strong horizon- 
tal curvature of the mean flow or through strong (density-weighted) vertical 
curvature of the mean flow. It is customary to distinguish these contributions 
to eQ/3y. If the necessary condition for instability is met through horizontal 
shear, amplifying disturbances are referred to as barotropic instability. If it is 
met through vertical shear (which is proportional to the horizontal temper- 
ature gradient and the departure from barotropic stratification), amplifying 
disturbances are referred to as baroclinic instability. Realistic conditions of- 
ten lead to criterion (1) being satisfied by both contributions, in which case 
amplifying disturbances are combined barotropic-baroclinic instability. 

In the absence of rotation, criterion (1) reduces to Rayleigh's (1880) neces- 
sary condition for instability of one-dimensional shear flow (Problem 16.12). 
Criterion (1) is then equivalent to requiring the mean flow profile to possess 
an inflection point. Since /3 is everywhere positive, rotation is stabilizing. I t  
provides a positive restoring force that inhibits instability and supports stable 
wave propagation. 

Recall that (16.8) is singular at a critical line K = Cr if ci = 0. Exponential 
amplification removes the singularity by making ci > 0. When boundaries 
do not play an essential role, amplifyin__g solutions usually possess a critical 
line inside the unstable region where ~Q/~y < 0 (see, e.g., Dickinson, 1973). 
Rather than serving as a localized sink of wave activity, as its does under 
conditions of stable wave propagation (eQ/dy > 0), the critical line then 
functions as a localized source of wave activity. Wave activity flux then diverges 
out of the critical line, where it is produced by a conversion from the mean 
flow. Alternatively, incident wave activity that encounters the critical line is 
"overreflected": More radiates away than is incident on the unstable region. 

Criterion (2) describes instability that is produced through the direct in- 
volvement of the lower boundary. This criterion applies to baroclinic insta- 
bility because it requires a temperature gradient at the surface and hence 
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baroclinic stratification. Since air must move parallel to it, the boundary can 
then drive motion across mean isotherms, which transfers heat meridionally 
(e.g., in sloping convection). By weakening the temperature gradient, eddy 
heat transfer drives the mean thermal structure toward barotropic stratifi- 
cation and releases available potential energy (Sec. 15.1), which in turn is 
converted to eddy kinetic energy. This situation underlies the development of 
extratropical cyclones. Temperature gradients introduced by the nonuniform 
distribution of heating make the stratification baroclinic and produce available 
potential energy, on which baroclinic instability feeds. 

16.3 The Eady Problem 

The simplest model of baroclinic instability is that of Eady (1949). Consider 
disturbances to a mean flow that is invariant in y, bounded above and below by 
rigid walls at z = 0, H on an f plane, and within the Boussinesq approximation 
(Sec. 12.5). A uniform meridional temperature gradient is imposed, which, by 
thermal wind balance, corresponds to constant vertical shear (Fig. 16.1) 

- Az A - const. (16.13) 
n 

Under these circumstances, 3Q/o~y vanishes identically in the interior, so in- 
stability can follow solely from the temperature gradient along the boundaries. 

Disturbances to this system are governed by the perturbation potential 
vorticity equation in log-pressure coordinates 

D (v2~t'-4- f2 32-----~u)--O (16.14.1) 
D t  N 2 3 z  2 ' 

=Az 

Figure 16.1 Geometry and mean zonal flow in the Eady problem of baroclinic instability. 
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with the boundary conditions 

D ( 3 q / )  o~3q~ '=O z = O , H .  
Dt ~ o~z 3x 

Considering solutions of the form 

~' = xIt(z) cos( ly)e  ik(x-ct) 

reduces (16.14) to the one-dimensional boundary value problem 

d2~ 
-- a2a~ t = O, 

dz  2 

d~  
(-~ - c)--~z - A ~ - 0 z = O, H ,  

where 

(16.14.2) 

(16:15) 

(16.16.1) 

(16.16.2) 

N 
a -  ~lkhl (16.16.3) 

with [kh] 2 = k 2 - +  - / 2 ,  is a weighted horizontal wavenumber. 1 Solutions of 
(16.16.1) are of the form 

= A cosh (az) + B sinh (az).  (16.17) 

Substituting (16.17) into the boundary conditions (16.16.2) leads to a homo- 
geneous system of two equations for the coefficients A and B. Nontrivial 
solutions exist only if the determinant of that system vanishes, which yields 
the dispersion relation for Eady modes (Problem 16.14) 

c = A2H2 coth (al l )  1 
a H  + (a l l )  2 . (16.18) 

If the right-hand side of (16.18) is positive, c is real and the system is stable. 
If it is negative, unstable solutions exist. Because c -  (AH/2) must then be 
imaginary, 

AH 
Cr = --~-. (16.19) 

Thus, amplifying disturbances have phase speeds equal to the mean flow at 
the middle of the layer. Unstable disturbances are advected eastward by the 
mean flow with its speed at the the steering level: z = HI2. While influenced 
by rotation, baroclinic waves are not Rossby waves in a strict sense because, 
as the Eady model demonstrates, they can exist in the absence of/3. 

The quantity k 2 ( c -  AH/2) 2 reflects the square of the complex frequency 
and is plotted as a function of a H  in Fig. 16.2. For a greater than a critical 

1( ) 1Considering structure of the form cos(/y) = 5 eily+e -ily implicitly presumes that disturbances 

are trapped meridionally (e.g., by rigid walls at y = • 
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Frequency squared of Eady modes as a function of scaled horizontal wavenum- 

value ac ~ 2.4, (c - AH/2) 2 > 0. Thus, the system possesses a "shortwave 
cutoff '  for instability, amplifying solutions existing only for smaller a (larger 
scales). Wavenumbers oL < a~ are all unstable: (c - AH/2) 2 < 0. A maxi- 
mum growth ra t e  k c  i is achieved at a H  ~ 1.6 for l - 0. This value of a H  
also maximizes the growth rate for waves of fixed aspect ratio l / k ,  which have 
smaller kci. For square waves (k = l) and values representative of the tro- 
posphere, a H  ~- 1.6 predicts a wavenumber of order 5, which is typical of 
extratropical cyclones. The maximum growth rate is proportional to A and 
therefore to the meridional temperature gradient. Representative values give 
an e-folding time for amplification of a couple of days, consistent with the 
observed development of extratropical cyclones. 

Insight into how instability is achieved follows from the structure of the 
most unstable disturbance. The lower boundary condition (16.16.2) implies 
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the following relationship between the coefficients in (16.17): 

B A 
= (16.20) 

A c~c'  

which yields the structure shown in Fig. 16.3 for k - l. The fastest grow- 
ing Eady mode is characterized by a westward tilt with height that places 
geopotential anomalies about 90 ~ out of phase between the lower and upper 
boundaries. This can be inferred from the eddy meridional velocity v' = i k q / ,  

which is contoured (solid/dashed lines) in Fig. 16.3a on a vertical section pass- 
ing zonally through the center of the disturbance (y - 0). 

Eddy geopotential and motion maximize at z = 0 and H in the form of two 
edge waves that are sandwiched between the upper and lower boundaries. In 
addition to driving air across mean isotherms, those boundaries trap instability, 
which allows the disturbance to amplify. Each edge wave decays vertically with 
the Rossby height scale H R - a-1. In the limit Ikhl --+ c ~ ,  H R is short enough 
for the two edge waves to be isolated from one another. Because neither has 
vertical phase tilt, hydrostatic balance implies a temperature perturbation that 
is in phase with the geopotential perturbation (Problem 16.15). The perturba- 
tion velocity v' is then everywhere in quadrature with 0', so the eddy heat flux 
averaged over a wavelength v' 0' vanishes. Consequently, eddy motion does not 
alter the baroclinic stratification of the mean state and no available potential 
energy is released. It is for this reason that short wavelengths in the Eady 
problem are neutral. 

For a < a c, H R is long enough for the two edge waves to influence one 
another. Phase-shifted, they produce the westward tilt apparent in Fig. 16.3a. 
The temperature perturbation is then no longer in phase with the geopoten- 
tial perturbation. Isentropes (dotted lines in Fig. 16.3a) actually tilt slightly 
eastward with height to make 0' positively correlated with v" Cold air moves 
equatorward (out of the page) and warm air moves poleward (into the page). 2 
Both contribute positively to v' 0' to produce a poleward eddy heat flux, which 
releases available potential energy. The mode's amplification is thus directly 
related to its westward tilt with height. 

The streamfunction in a horizontal section at z - H / 2  (Fig. 16.3b) and 
in a meridional section at k x  - 37r/2 (Fig. 16.4) illustrates that poleward- 
moving air ascends, whereas, half a wavelength away, equatorward-moving air 
descends. Characteristic of sloping convection, this is the same sense merid- 
ional motion would have were it to move along zonal-mean isentropic surfaces 
in Fig. 16.4 (dotted lines), which slope upward toward the pole. However, 
meridional displacements of the fastest growing Eady mode have a slope at 
midlevel which is only about half that of mean isentropic surfaces (Problem 
16.18). Eddy motion directed across those surfaces advects high 0 poleward 
and low 0 equatorward in adjacent branches of a cell, as is evident from isen- 
tropes at midlevel (Fig. 16.3b). This asymmetric motion produces a net heat 

2 In fact, v' and 0' are perfectly in phase at the steering level: z = HI2. 
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Figure 16.3 Structure of the fastest growing square Eady mode (k = I). (a) Vertical section in 
the zonal plane at y = 0 of eddy meridional velocity v' (solid/dashed lines) and isentropic surfaces 
0 = const (dotted lines). Potential temperature  increases upward. | marks equatorward motion 
(v' < 0) and @ marks poleward motion (v' > 0). (b) Horizontal section at z = H/2 of eddy 
streamlines (solid/dashed lines) and isentropes (dotted lines). Potential temperature  increases 
equatorward. 
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Figure  16.4 Vertical section in the meridional  plane at kx = 37r/2 of mean  isentropic surfaces 
(do t ted  lines) and mot ion  for the fastest growing square  Eady  mode.  Potential  t empera tu re  
increases upward  and equa to rward  (compare  Fig. 12.5). 

flux poleward, which releases available potential energy by driving the thermal 
structure toward barotropic stratification. Poleward heat flux acts to elimi- 
nate the horizontal temperature gradient and shallow the slope of isentropic 
surfaces, which in turn reduces the zonal-mean available potential energy. 

Extratropical cyclones have qualitatively similar structure during their de- 
velopment. Figure 16.5 shows distributions of 700-mb height and temperature 
for an amplifying cyclone situated off the coast of Africa on March 2, 1984. 
This disturbance is the precursor to the cyclone apparent in Figs. 1.15 and 1.24 
two days later. During amplification, the system tilts westward, which trans- 
fers heat poleward and releases available potential energy--analogous to an 
unstable Eady mode with c~ < a c. Eddy heat flux tends to maximize near 
700 mb, which typifies the steering level of observed cyclones. This is lower 
than the steering level predicted by the Eady model. However, an unbounded 
model treated by Charney (1947) reproduces the observed steering level, while 
retaining the essential ingredients captured by Eady's solution. 

Figure 16.5 contains the characteristic signature of sloping convection: A 
tongue of warm air is drawn poleward ahead of the closed low, while cold air is 
advected equatorward behind it. Those bodies of air have disparate histories, 
which are reflected in contemporaneous infrared (IR) and water vapor imagery 
(Figs. 16.6a and b). A tongue of high cloud cover and moisture that extends 
northwestward from the African coast defines the w a r m  s e c t o r  ahead of the 
cyclone. A complementary tongue of cloud-free conditions and low moisture is 
being drawn equatorward behind it. Sharp gradients separating those bodies 
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Figure 16.5 700-mb height (solid lines) and selected isotherms (dashed lines) on March 2, 
1984. A surface frontal analysis is superposed. 

of air mark warm and cold fronts at the surface, which are superposed in 
Fig. 16.5 and delineate the warm sector. Moisture inside the warm sector can 
be traced back in water vapor imagery (e.g., Fig. 16.6d) to its source: tropical 
convection over the Amazon basin (compare Fig. 1.24). Air advancing behind 
the cold front undercuts the warm sector in sloping convection, lifting moist 
air to produce the extensive cloud shield in Fig. 16.6a. 

16.4 Nonl inear  Considerat ions  

While capturing the development of extratropical cyclones, Eady's solution 
provides only a hint of their behavior at maturity. Conversion of available 
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Figure 16.6 Infrared and water vapor imagery from Meteosat between March 2 and March 
4, 1984, that reveal the evolution of an extratropical cyclone off the northwest coast of Africa. The 
warm sector ahead of the cyclone is marked by a tongue of high cloud cover and moisture, which 
slopes northwestward on March 2. That air mass subsequently overturns near the juncture of cold 
and warm fronts delineating it to form an occlusion, in which cold and warm air are entrained 
and mixed horizontally (compare Fig. 9.21). 
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potential energy into eddy kinetic energy enables a baroclinic system to in- 
tensify and eventually attain finite amplitude. Finite horizontal displacements 
then invalidate the linear description on which Eady's model is based and 
which predicts exponential amplification to continue indefinitely--analogous 
to vertical displacements under hydrostatically unstable conditions (Sec. 7.3). 
Second-order effects then modify the zonal-mean state, which in turn limits 
subsequent amplification of the baroclinic system. 

As a baroclinic disturbance amplifies, horizontal displacements (e.g., 
Fig. 16.3b) become increasingly exaggerated. Warm tropical air is eventually 
folded north of cold polar air, as is revealed by the distribution of potential 
vorticity on March 2, 1984 (Fig. 12.10). Deformations experienced by those 
air masses steepen potential temperature gradients separating warm and cold 
air (e.g., Fig. 12.4), which intensifies the accompanying fronts. Continued ad- 
vection leads to warm and cold air eventually encircling the low, with the 
warm sector overturning at the junction of the warm and cold fronts. (Cloud 
cover in Fig. 9.21 provides a textbook example.) The cyclone in Fig. 16.5 then 
occludes, with warm and cold fronts overlapping in the center of the system. 
The occlusion actually develops when the surface trough (not shown) sepa- 
rates from the junction of warm and cold fronts and deepens farther back 
into the cold air mass (see, e.g., Wallace and Hobbs, 1977). This structure 
marks the mature stage of the cyclone's life cycle because the surface trough 
is then positioned beneath the upper-level trough, which eliminates the sys- 
tem's westward tilt and hence its release of available potential energy--now 
analogous to a neutral Eady mode with c~ > c~ C. Cold and warm air drawn 
into the occlusion are then wound together and mixed horizontally. 

Figure 16.6 shows sequences of IR and water vapor imagery while the 
disturbance in Fig. 16.5 matures. At 1500 GMT on March 2 (Figs. 16.6a 
and b), the cold front is approaching the warm front near their junction, 
with the warm sector clearly defined. Twelve hours later, the 700-mb trough 
has deepened (not shown). The warm sector in IR and water vapor imagery 
(Figs. 16.6c and d) has then been sheared to the northwest, where cold dry 
air is being entrained with warm moist air in the occlusion that has formed. 
This process culminates in cold and warm air at the occlusion winding up 
into a spiralbsimilar to behavior in a cylindrical annulus at high rotation 
(compare Fig. 15.7f). By 1200 GMT on March 3 (Figs. 16.6e and f), air inside 
the occlusion has wound up into a vortex, which is seen to separate from 
the remaining warm sector to its south and east. Interleaving bands of cold 
and warm air that are apparent in both cloud cover and moisture symbolize 
efficient horizontal mixing. One day later (Figs. 1.15 and 1.23), that mass of 
air has become nearly homogeneous. The 700-mb trough has then weakened 
and high cloud cover that developed earlier through sloping convection is 
dissipating. Only a broad spiral of equatorward-moving air remains, drawn 
cyclonically around the now-diffuse anomaly of potential vorticity, in which 
cold and warm air have been mixed. 
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Since 0 (more generally, 0e) is conserved for individual air parcels, horizon- 
tal mixing makes the potential temperature uniform and restores the thermal 
structure to barotropic stratification. Baroclinic instability that was present ini- 
tially has then been neutralized and no more potential energy is available for 
conversion to eddy kinetic energy. This process is a direct counterpart of ver- 
tical mixing by convection, which neutralizes hydrostatic instability (Sec. 7.3). 
Strong modification of the mean state by unstable eddies contrasts sharply 
with wave propagation under stable conditions. Parcel displacements are then 
bounded, so the mean state remains largely unaffected outside regions of dis- 
sipation, where wave activity is absorbed (Chapter 14). 

The preceding treatment applies formally to a zonally symmetric mean state. 
In practice, the results also lend insight into isolated regions of instability. 
Amplified planetary waves in the Northern Hemisphere reinforce zonal-mean 
vertical shear to produce a broken storm track that is marked by localized 
jets east of Asia and North America (refer to Figs. 15.8a and 9.38). Strongly 
baroclinic, the north Atlantic and north Pacific storm tracks are preferred sites 
for cyclone development. Weaker planetary waves in the Southern Hemisphere 
leave stratification there nearly uniform in longitude to produce a continuous 
storm track. This enables cyclones there to assume a more regular distribution 
than is observed in the Northern Hemisphere, one that occasionally resembles 
baroclinic modes in a rotating annulus (see Figs. 2.10 and 15.7e). 

The criteria for instability also have implications important to planetary 
waves that have attained large amplitude. The situation is analogous to the 
breaking of gravity waves when isentropic surfaces are overturned (Fig. 14.25). 
High 0 is then folded underneath low 0 to make ~O/3z < 0 and render 
the region hydrostatically unstable. Convective mixing that ensues absorbs 
organized wave motion and neutralizes the instability by driving ~O/3z to 
zero. Planetary waves of sufficient amplitude overturn the distribution of the 
conserved property Q (Fig. 14.26). High potential vorticity folded poleward 
of low potential vorticity then reverses ~Q/~y locally to render the motion 
dynamically unstable. At that point, the planetary wave field breaks. Small- 
scale eddies that develop in the region of instability mix Q horizontally, which 
absorbs organized wave motion and neutralizes the instability by driving ~Q/~y 
to zero. 

Suggested Reading 

Atmospheric Science: An Introductory Survey (1977) by Wallace and Hobbs 
contains a synoptic analysis of the life cycle of extratropical cyclones. 

Atmosphere-Ocean Dynamics (1982) by Gill includes a nice comparison be- 
tween Charney's (1947) model of baroclinic instability and the Eady model. 

An Introduction to Dynamic Meteorology (1992) by Holton provides a com- 
plete description of baroclinic extratropical disturbances, their energetics, and 
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aspects surrounding their prediction. It also discusses the process of frontal 
formation. 

Middle Atmosphere Dynamics (1987) by Andrews et aL discusses inertial insta- 
bility in the tropical stratosphere and includes a description of planetary wave 
breaking. 

Problems 

16.1. Derive equations (16.1). 

16.2. Carry out the Lagrangian integration of (16.3) to relate an air parcel's 
meridional displacement to its change of zonal velocity. 

16.3. Provide an expression for the specific restoring force inside an inertially 
unstable layer. 

16.4. (a) At what latitudes is inertial instability favored? (b) Identify those re- 
gions of the zonal-mean flow in Fig. 1.8 that would be most susceptible 
to inertial instability. 

16.5. Consider westerly flow that corresponds to an angular velocity A(z) = 
-~/(a cos ~b), which varies with height but not with latitude. (a) Within 
the framework of quasi-geostrophic motion and the Boussinesq approx- 
imation, what sign of curvature must the velocity profile A(z) have for 
shear instability to develop? (b) At what latitudes is shear instability 
favored most if A(z) = E(z)-2~,  with E < < 17 

16.6. Obtain the lower boundary condition (16.6.4). 

16.7. A wave packet approaches its critical line with phase speed Cr equal to 
the real part of c in (16.8.1). Describe the wave packet's evolution in 
the presence of weak dissipation if, under inviscid adiabatic conditions, 
(a) c in (16.8.1) is real and (b) c in (16.8.1) is complex. 

16.8. Obtain equations (16.9) and (16.10). 

16.9. Recover the necessary condition (16.12). 

16.10. Derive a necessary condition for instability of a quasi-geostrophic zonal 
flow that is unbounded above and bounded below by a rigid surface of 
constant height. 

16.11. Derive a necessary condition for instability of a quasi-geostrophic zonal 
flow that is bounded vertically at z = 0 and H by rigid walls. 

16.12. (a) Show that, in the absence of rotation, criterion (1) in Sec. 16.2.2 
recovers Rayleigh's condition for instability: a barotropic flow must 
possess an inflection point in its interior. (b) Discuss the influence 
rotation has on shear instability. 

16.13. Why do midlatitude cyclones intensify during winter? 

16.14. Obtain the dispersion relation (16.18) for Eady modes. 
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16.15. Demonstrate that the limiting structure of Eady modes for H ~ oo 
has v' in quadrature with 0'. 

16.16. Derive an expression for the shortwave cutoff ac for instability in the 
Eady problem. 

16.17. (a) Show that the maximum growth rate of Eady modes is achieved for 
l = 0. (b) Express the growth rate of the fastest growing square Eady 
mode (k = l) in terms of that of the fastest growing Eady mode (l = 0). 

16.18. Show that, for the fastest growing Eady mode, the maximum slope of 
motion in the meridional plane is only about half the slope of mean 
isentropic surfaces. 

16.19. Calculate the e-folding times of square Eady modes (k = l) for an f 
plane at 45 ~ N 2 - 1 0  - 4  S -2, vertical shear of 3 m s -1 km -1, a rigid lid 
at 10 km, and for zonal wavenumbers 1-8. 

16.20. Within the framework of an initial value problem, describe the structure 
and evolution predicted by the Eady model if the flow in Problem 15.19 
is initialized with random structure having a broad wavenumber spec- 
trum (a) under inviscid adiabatic conditions, (b) in the presence of 
linear dissipation 3 with a timescale equal to the shortest e-folding time 
of zonal wavenumber 2 under inviscid adiabatic conditions and (c) in 
the presence of linear dissipation with a timescale equal to the shortest 
e-folding time of zonal wavenumber 4 under inviscid adiabatic condi- 
tions. 

16.21. Meridional components of the eddy momentum flux u'v' and group 
velocity %y vanish for Eady modes. Why? 

16.22. Show that the eddy heat flux v'0' is positive and independent of height 
for Eady modes. 

16.23. Use the Eady problem to explain (a) why midlatitude cyclones develop 
and track along the jet stream, (b) how baroclinic instability would be 
altered if the jet were displaced equatorward and (c) where the storm 
tracks should be positioned in relation to the time-mean motion in 
Fig. 1.9. 

16.24. Precipitation inside cyclones often assumes a banded structure. Discuss 
this feature in relation to the evolution in Fig. 16.6 and the correspond- 
ing distribution of potential vorticity Qg. 

16.25. Consider an idealized atmosphere in which the circulation is described 
by the barotropic zonal flow 

K(y) = - U  cos(24~), 

3Rayleigh friction and Newtonian cooling of the same timescale. 
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where U = 0.55~a. (a) Characterize the inertial stability of this flow as 
a function of latitude. (b) Describe the zonal-mean circulation toward 
which inertial instability will drive the flow. 

16.26. Discuss the relationship of barotropic and baroclinic instability to strat- 
ification (Sec. 12.2.1). 

16.27. Unlike extratropical cyclones, tropical cyclones are driven by latent heat 
release. Suppose a typhoon drifts poleward from the ITCZ. (a) De- 
scribe its evolution as it migrates over colder sea surface temperatures. 
(b) What structure of midlatitude westerlies will allow it to sustain it- 
self? 
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Above the tropopause, the horizontal gradient of heating is generally weak 
enough to leave the thermal structure close to barotropic stratification. There- 
fore, baroclinic instability generated through local conversion of available po- 
tential energy does not play an essential role in the stratosphere. Further, 
strong westerlies in the winter stratosphere and easterlies in the summer 
stratosphere trap baroclinic disturbances generated in the troposphere, lim- 
iting their presence in the stratosphere to a neighborhood of the tropopause. 
These features leave the circulation in the stratosphere much smoother than 
in the troposphere (Fig. 1.10). However, planetary waves propagate through 
strong westerlies of the polar-night jet (Sec. 14.5.2). Vertical growth enables 
planetary waves to disturb the polar vortex and, during strong amplifica- 
tions, to disrupt the circumpolar flow completely. Air then moves freely be- 
tween tropical and polar regions, where it experiences sharply different ra- 
diative environments. Global-scale disturbances like the one in Fig. 1.10a 
play a key role in establishing mean distributions of motion and chemical 
constituents. 

With convection inhibited by strong static stability, the energy budget of the 
stratosphere is dominated by radiative transfer, so it generally remains closer 
to radiative equilibrium than the troposphere (Fig. 8.24). The radiative energy 
budget is controlled by shortwave (SW) heating due to ozone absorption in the 
Hartley and Huggins bands (Sec. 8.3.1) and longwave (LW) cooling due to CO2 
emission to space at 15/zm. Ozone thus determines the thermal structure of 
the middle atmosphere. Since this controls the circulation through hydrostatic 
and geostrophic equilibrium, ozone figures indirectly in much of the observed 
behavior of the middle atmosphere. 

17.1 Ozone Photochemistry 

The simplest treatment of ozone photochemistry is attributed to Chapman 
(1930). Consider a pure oxygen atmosphere, the composition of which is gov- 
erned by the following reactions 

536 
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02 + hv ~ O + O (J2), (17.1.1) 

0 + 0  2 -+-M --+ 0 3 -~-M (k2), (17.1.2) 

O + 03  ~ 2 0 2  (k3),  (17.1.3) 

03 + hu --+ 02 + O (J3), (17.1.4) 

where the rate coefficients indicated parenthetically to the right character- 
ize the speeds of individual reactions. ~ Reactions (17.1.1) and (17.1.4) de- 
scribe photodissociation or photolysis of O2 by ultraviolet (UV) radiation in 
the Herzberg continuum near 242 nm and of 03 in the Hartley and Huggins 
bands near 310 nm, (17.1.4), operating at all wavelengths shorter than 1/xm. 
Reactions (17.1.2) and (17.1.3) describe recombination of O2 and 0 3 with O. 
The molecule M represents a third body needed to conserve momentum and 
energy in the recombination of O and O2. Atomic oxygen produced by pho- 
tolysis of ozone in (17.1.4) recombines immediately with molecular oxygen in 
(17.1.2) to reform ozone. Hence, those reactions constitute a closed cycle in 
O and 03 that absorbs UV radiation efficiently. 

17.1.1 The Chemical Family 

The rate coefficients determine the photochemical lifetimes of these species 
(Problem 17.1), which are shown in Fig. 17.1 as functions of altitude. Lifetimes 
of the odd oxygen species O and 03 are short by comparison with that of 
O2, which is present in fixed proportion. Moreover, the lifetimes of O and 
03 differ by several orders of magnitude, which complicates their treatment 
in numerical calculations. For this reason, it is convenient to introduce the 

Figure 17.1 
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odd oxygen family: 

O x -- O -t- O 3. (17 .2 )  

Individual members of the family have lifetimes much shorter than that of 
O x, so they can be thought of as remaining in photochemical equilibrium with 
one another. Reactions (17.1) then describe comparatively slow changes in Ox 
that are attended by immediate adjustments of O and 03 within the family to 
maintain photochemical equilibrium. Such changes are introduced whenever 
an air parcel is displaced from one radiative environment to another. 

The relative abundance or partitioning of family members is determined 
by reactions (17.1.2) and (17.1.4), which operate much faster than the others. 
Those reactions preserve odd oxygen, so they represent a simple redistribution 
between O and 03. The rate of destruction of 03 in (17.1.4) is expressed by 

d[O31 
= -J3[O3], (17.3.1) 

dt destruction 
where [ ] denotes the number density (molecules/volume) and d/dt reflects 
the Lagrangian derivative. [The chemical budget should formally be expressed 
in terms of mixing ratio to account for expansion and compression of an 
air parcel (Sec. 1.2), but, for the moment, we ignore motion.] The rate of 
production of 03 in (17.1.2) is given by 

d[O3] 
=  2[O21[O1[M1. (17.3.2)  

dt production 

Adding yields the net rate of production of 03 in (17.1.2) and (17.1.4): 

d[O3] 
=  2[02I[O][MI - J3[03] .  (17.3.3)  

dt net 

Photochemical equilibrium within the family requires the left-hand side to 
vanish, so 

J3[O31- g2[O2l[Ol[Ml, (17.4) 

which describes the partioning of its member species. Below 60 km, 0 3 is 
the dominant member of O x. Consequently, ozone tracks the behavior of 
odd oxygen. The lifetime of Ox (Fig. 17.1) is several weeks in the lower 
stratosphere, where it is an order of magnitude longer than the timescale of 
advection (~1 day). But it decreases rapidly with height, falling to under 1 day 
above about 30 km. 

17.1.2 Photochemical Equilibrium 

The remaining reactions (17.1.1) and (17.1.3) describe the production and 
destruction of Ox, processes which operate on timescales much longer than 
reactions for the individual member species. For photochemical equilibrium 
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of the family as well, the net rate of production of [Ox] must also vanish. The 
rate at which Ox molecules are produced in (17.1.1) is expressed by 

a[~ i = 2,2[02], (17 1) dt production 

whereas the rate they are destroyed in (17.1.3) is given by 

d[Ox] 
= -2k310][O 3 ]. (17.5.2) 

dt destruction 
Adding yields the net rate of production of [Ox] 

dIOx] 
= 2J2[O2]-  2k3[O][O3]. (17.5.3) 

dt net 

Photochemical equilibrium of O x then requires 

J 2 [ O 2 ] -  k3[O][O3]. (17.6) 

Eliminating [O] from (17.4) and (17.6) results in the equilibrium ozone number 
density 

1 

( k2J 2k3J3 )2 [03] = [02] \  [M] (17.7) 

in terms of the number densities of molecular oxygen and air. 
The profile of [O3] predicted by (17.7) is plotted in Fig. 17.2. Chapman 

chemistry (solid line) reproduces the essential structure of the observed ver- 
tical ozone distribution, which is superposed for tropical and extratropical 
regions. Ozone number density decreases downward due to increasing [02] 
and photolysis in (17.1.1). A maximum in [O3] is achieved near 30 km, below 
which UV flux and J2 fall off sharply due to extinction by photolysis. 

Despite this general agreement, the behavior predicted by (17.7) deviates 
importantly from the observed distribution of ozone. Ozone number density 
is generally underpredicted in the lower stratosphere and overpredicted in the 
upper stratosphere. In extratropical regions, the observed profile of [03] is dis- 
placed downward from that in the tropics, with the maximum concentration 
lying below 20 km (refer to Fig. 1.17). When the distribution of ozone column 
abundance s is considered (Figs. 1.18 and 1.19), the discrepancy with ob- 
served behavior is even more serious. Observed total ozone at 60 ~ is almost 
double that in the tropics. By contrast, (17.7) predicts total ozone to minimize 
at high latitude because UV flux and hence J2 are small there. Both vanish in 
the polar night, where some of the largest values of s are, in fact, found. 

These discrepancies are attributable to two key ingredients that are not ac- 
counted for by (17.7). First, ozone chemistry involves species other than oxy- 
gen. Catalytic cycles involving free radicals of hydrogen, nitrogen, and chlorine 
deplete odd oxygen and make ozone dependent upon a wide array of chemical 
species. The second factor not accounted for is motion. Below 30 km, where 
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Figure  17.2 Vertical profile of ozone number density under photochemical equilibrium, as 
calculated from Chapman chemistry (solid line), and observed in tropical (dashed line) and ex- 
tratropical (dotted line) regions. Chapman chemistry was calculated with rate coefficients from 
Brasseur and Solomon (1986) and Nicolet (1980). It yields realistic vertical structure, but a col- 
umn abundance of Eo3 ~ 1000 DU. Observed data are from Hering and Borden (1965) and 
Krueger (1973). 

the ozone column is concentrated, the photochemical lifetime is long enough 
for 03 to be transported by the circulation and therefore to pass between 
widely differing photochemical environments. Even at higher altitudes, other 
species participating in the complex photochemistry of ozone are influenced 
importantly by transport. 

17.2 Involvement of Other Species 

Photodissociation by UV radiation produces a number of free radicals from 
less reactive reservoir species of tropospheric origin. Photochemically active, 
these free radicals can then go on to destroy ozone in catalytic cycles that 
leave the free radical unchanged. 
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17.2.1 Nitrous Oxide 

The free radical nitric oxide, NO, represents an important link to human 
activities. Nitric oxide is a by-product of inefficient combustion (e.g., in aircraft 
exhaust). In the stratosphere, the principal source of NO is dissociation of 
nitrous oxide N20 through reaction with atomic oxygen: 

N 2 0  + O --+ 2NO. (17.8) 

Nitrous oxide is produced in the troposphere by natural as well as anthro- 
pogenic means (Chapter 1). Away from the surface, N20 is long-lived, having 
a photochemical lifetime of order 100 years (Fig. 17.3). Further, nitrous oxide 
is not water soluble, so it is immune to normal scavenging mechanisms asso- 
ciated with precipitation (Sec. 9.5.2). These properties allow N20 to become 
well-mixed in the troposphere and make it useful as a tracer of air motion in 
the stratosphere. 

After entering the stratosphere, N20 is photodissociated according to the 
reaction 

N 2 0  + hv - - ~  N 2 + O, (17.9) 

which constitutes the primary destruction mechanism for nitrous oxide and 
is responsible for the decrease of its mixing ratio rN2 o above the tropopause 
(Fig. 1.20). The mixing ratio of N20 is largest above the tropical tropopause 
(Fig. 17.4), which, in view of its long lifetime, illustrates how air enters the 
stratosphere. A dome of high values reflects upwelling motion in the tropical 
stratosphere that carries nitrous oxide across the tropical tropopause from its 
reservoir below. 

Figure 17.3 
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Figure 17.4 Zonal-mean mixing ratio of nitrous oxide N20 on January 9, 1992, as observed 
by the ISAMS instrument on board the Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite (UARS). Adapted 
from Ruth et al. (1994). 

The free radical NO, once produced via (17.8), can efficiently destroy ozone 
through the catalytic cycle 

NO + 03 ~ N O  2 -k- 02,  (17.10.1) 

N O  2 -k- O --+ NO + 02,  (17.10.2) 

which has the net effect 

03 -1- 0 ~ 202 (net). (17.10.3) 

This closed cycle leaves NO + NO2 unchanged, so one molecule of nitric oxide 
can destroy many molecules of ozone. 

Reactions with other nitrogen compounds make NO dependent upon a 
number of species. Because reactions among those species are fast, it is con- 
venient to introduce the odd nitrogen family: 

NOx = N + NO + NO2 + N O  3 + 2N205 + HNO4,  (17.11) 

the members of which may be thought to remain in photochemical equilibrium 
with one another. The lifetime of NOx is much longer than the timescale for 
advection (Fig. 17.3), despite the much shorter lifetimes of some of its mem- 
bers. The abundance of NO then follows from [NOx] and from partitioning 
within the family, which reacts on a slower timescale with other families such 
as Ox. 

17.2.2 Chlorofluorocarbons 

Free radicals of chlorine represent another important link to human activities. 
Atomic chlorine is produced naturally in the stratosphere through photodisso- 
ciation of methyl chloride CH3C1, which is a product of ocean processes, and 
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through its oxidation with reactive species. Atomic chlorine is also produced 
by photodissociation of chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), the sole source of which 
is industrial. Like N20, CFC-11 (CFC13) and CFC-12 (CF2C12) are long-lived 
(Fig. 17.5). Photochemical lifetimes of several years along with their water in- 
solubility, which circumvents normal scavenging mechanisms, allow CFCs to 
become homogenized in the troposphere (Fig. 1.20). 

In the stratosphere, CFC-11 and CFC-12 decrease upward due to photodis- 
sociation, which releases free chlorine in the reactions 

CFC13 + hv -+ CFC12 + C1, (17.12.1) 

CF2C12 + hv -+ CF2C1 + C1, (17.12.2) 

which operate at wavelengths shorter than 225 nm. Once produced, free CI 
reacts with ozone in the catalytic cycle involving chlorine monoxide CIO 

C1 + 03 ~ CIO + 02, (17.13.1) 

C10 + O --+ CI + 02, (17.13.2) 

which has the net effect 

0 3 + O --+ 20  2 (net). (17.13.3) 

This closed cycle leaves C1 + C10 unchanged, so one atom of chlorine can 
destroy many atoms of ozone. 

Like free radicals of nitrogen, atomic chlorine can react with other species 
on widely varying timescales. It is therefore convenient to introduce the odd 
chlorine family: 

C1 x = C1 + C10 + HOC1, (17.14) 
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Figure 17.5 Photochemical lifetimes of chlorine species, including CFC-11 (CFC13) and 
CFC-12 (CF2C12). Source: Brasseur and Solomon (1986). 
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from which the abundance of C1 follows with the partitioning of member 
species. Relative to air motion, CII is short-lived (Fig. 17.5), so it is not pas- 
sively advected. Nevertheless, Clx is much longer-lived than its members, which 
facilitates the numerical treatment of chlorine species. Odd chlorine can in- 
teract with odd nitrogen in the reaction 

C10 + NO ~ C1 + NO2,  (17.15) 

which regenerates free C1 and couples the families NOx and Clx. Other inter- 
actions among Ox, NOx, and C1 x bear importantly on ozone depletion in the 
polar stratosphere (Sec. 17.7). 

17.2.3 Methane  

Methane enters the equation for ozone because it interacts with NOx and Ox. 
In addition to being radiatively active, C H  4 represents an important link be- 
tween chemical constituents in the stratosphere and water vapor, both of which 
have the troposphere as a reservoir. Like N 2 0  , methane has a photochemical 
lifetime of several years below 30 km (Fig. 17.6) and is water insoluble. These 
properties allow C H  4 to become well mixed in the troposphere (Fig. 1.20) and 
make it useful as a tracer in the stratosphere. Figure 17.7 shows the zonal- 
mean distribution of rCH 4 in the middle atmosphere. Mirroring behavior in the 
N 2 0  distribution, a dome of high values above the tropical tropopause reflects 
upwelling motion in the equatorial stratosphere. 

Decreasing mixing ratio in the stratosphere follows from chemical destruc- 
tion of C H  4. Methane is oxidized by the hydroxyl radical in the reaction 

C H  4 --I-OH ~ C H  3 --I- H 2 0 .  (17.16.1) 
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Figure 17.6 Photochemical lifetimes of hydrogen species. Source: Brasseur and Solomon 
(1986). 
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Figure 17.7 Zonal-mean mixing ratio of methane CH4, as observed by the HALOE instru- 
ment on board UARS during September 21-October 15, 1992. Adapted from Bithell et al. (1994). 

It is also destroyed by atomic oxygen and chlorine in the reactions 

CH 4 + O ~ CH 3 + OH, 

CH 4 + C1 --+ CH 3 + HC1. 

(17.16.2) 

(17.16.3) 

The latter represents an important sink of reactive Cl x. The free radical CH 3 
produced in reactions (17.16) immediately combines with molecular oxygen to 
form CH302. Two reactions involving NO~, 

CH302 + NO --~ CH30  + NO 2 

NO 2 + h v  --+ NO + O, 

(17.17.1) 

(17.17.2) 

then constitute a closed cycle that has the net effect 

CH302 + h v  ~ CH30 + O (net). (17.17.3) 
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Figure 17.8 Zonal-mean mixing ratio of water vapor observed by Nimbus-7 LIMS during 
December, 1978. Adapted from Remsberg et al. (1984). 

Methane oxidation thus leads to production of Ox. Since the partitioning of Ox 
fixes the abundance of 03, reactions (17.17) provide a potentially important 
source of ozone in the lower stratosphere. 

The free radical OH that initiates the foregoing process is produced by 
dissociation of water vapor 

H 2 0  + O --+ 2 O H .  (17.18) 

Above the tropopause, the lifetime of H20 is several years (Fig. 17.6), so it 
too behaves as a tracer at these heights. Water vapor mixing ratio decreases 
sharply in the troposphere to a minimum of just a few ppmv at the hygropause 
(Fig. 17.8). The steep decrease with height in the troposphere reflects precip- 
itation processes that dehydrate air reaching the tropopause by limiting rH2 o 
to saturation values. Above the hygropause, rH~O increases due to oxidation 
of methane, as rCH 4 decreases. How much of the observed increase is actually 
explained by reactions (17.16) remains unclear. 

17.3 Air Motion 

Photochemical considerations alone predict maximum column abundances of 
ozone at low latitude. This shortcoming is unchanged by the addition of other 
chemical species because UV radiation and hence photolysis maximize in the 
tropics. Consequently, the maximum of observed ~o3 at middle and high lati- 
tudes can be explained only by incorporating dynamical considerations. 
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17.3.1 The Brewer-Dobson Circulation 

The latitudinal gradient of heating in combination with geostrophic equilib- 
rium favors motion that is chiefly zonal, with only a small meridional com- 
ponent to transfer heat and chemical species between the equator and poles 
(Chapter 15). In the winter hemisphere, ozone heating establishes an equa- 
torward temperature gradient over a deep layer (Fig. 1.7), which, by thermal 
wind balance, produces strong westerly flow. Stratospheric westerlies intensify 
upward along the polar-night terminator, where SW absorption vanishes, to 
produce the polar-night jet (Fig. 1.8) and the circumpolar vortex (Fig. 1.10b). 
In the summer hemisphere, a poleward gradient of heating, which follows from 
the distribution of daily insolation (Fig. 1.28), produces a deep temperature 
gradient of the opposite sense and strong easterly circumpolar flow. 

Under radiative equilibrium, the circulation is zonally symmetric and ex- 
periences no net heating. Then, by the first law, individual air parcels do not 
cross isentropic surfaces. This implies no net vertical motion and, by continu- 
ity, no net meridional motion--analogous to the zonally symmetric circulation 
in Sec. 15.2. Therefore, mechanical disturbances that drive the circulation out 
of radiative equilibrium play a key role in producing the gradual meridional 
overturning that accompanies strong zonal motion in the middle atmosphere. 

The behavior of long-lived tracers (Figs. 17.4 and 17.7) implies upwelling 
in the tropics, where tropospheric air enters the stratosphere. Downwelling at 
middle and high latitudes, which is required by continuity, can then explain the 
large abundances of ozone observed in extratropical regions. Air drawn pole- 
ward and downward from the chemical source region of ozone in the tropical 
stratosphere (Fig. 17.9) would then undergo compression to yield the greatest 
absolute concentrations /903 (Fig. 1.17) and hence the greatest column abun- 
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F i g u r e  17.9 Streamlines of the mean meridional circulation of the middle atmosphere, in 
a quasi-Lagrangian representation. Adapted from Garcia and Solomon (1983), copyright by the 
American Geophysical Union. 
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dances at middle and high latitudes. Suggested by Dobson (1930) and Brewer 
(1949) to explain tracer observations, this gradual meridional overturning is 
responsible for observed distributions of ozone and other chemical species in 
the middle atmoSphere. The Brewer-Dobson circulation also underlies chemi- 
cal production because, by displacing air out of photochemical equilibrium, it 
enables chemical reactions to occur. 

17.3.2 Wave Driving of the Mean Meridional Circulation 

Although it may be envisioned as a zonally symmetric overturning in the 
meridional plane, the Brewer-Dobson circulation is in reality accomplished 
by zonally asymmetric processes. A clue to its origin lies in the radiative- 
equilibrium state of the middle atmosphere (Fig. 17.10). During solstice, the 
sharp gradient of heating across the polar-night terminator produces radiative- 
equilibrium temperatures TRE colder than 150 K (Fig. 17.10a). These are much 
colder than observed zonal-mean temperatures (Fig. 1.7), which are more 
uniform latitudinally and remain above 200 K in the Northern Hemisphere. 
Radiative-equilibrium winds implied by the deep layer of sharp temperature 
gradient (Fig. 17.10b) intensify to more than 300 m s-l--much stronger than 
observed winds (Fig. 1.8). 

The observed polar-night vortex is warmer than radiative equilibrium, so it 
must experience net radiative cooling (Sec. 8.5). Observed temperatures and 
ozone imply cooling rates exceeding 8 K day -1 in the polar night (Fig. 8.27). By 
the first law, that cooling must reduce the potential temperature of air parcels 
inside the vortex. Positive stability (30/3z > 0) then implies downwelling across 
isentropic surfaces (e.g., parcels sink to lower 0). Calculations in which this 
diabatic cooling is prescribed (Murgatroyd and Singleton, 1961) qualitatively 
reproduce the meridional circulation inferred from tracer behavior by Brewer 
and Dobson. 

In the Southern Hemisphere, polar temperatures as cold as 180 K are 
observed. Zonal-mean winds are then commensurately faster. Colder and 
stronger than its counterpart over the Arctic, the Antarctic polar-night vortex 
remains closer to radiative-equilibrium behavior. According to the preceding 
arguments, radiative cooling and downwelling in extratropical regions should 
then be weaker. Similar considerations apply to the summertime circulation 
(compare Fig. 8.27), in which strong easterlies block planetary wave propaga- 
tion from below (Sec. 14.5). 2 

The key to understanding interhemispheric differences of the circumpolar 
vortex lies in understanding how the circulation is maintained out of radiative 
equilibrium. Observed motion during winter is rarely in a quiescent state of 
zonal symmetry, especially in the Northern Hemisphere, where the circumpolar 

2The absence of eddy motion enables the cloud of volcanic debris in Fig. 9.6 to remain 
confined meridionally through the summer season. When the zonal flow reverses near equinox and 
planetary waves emerge from below, the volcanic cloud is quickly dispersed over the hemisphere. 
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Figure 17.10 Radiative-equilibrium (a) temperature and (b) zonal wind in the middle at- 
mosphere during solstice, as calculated in a radiative-convective-photochemical model. Thermal 
structure adapted from Fels (1985). Zonal wind calculated from thermal wind balance and from 
climatological motion at 20 km in Fig. 1.8. 

flow is continually disturbed by planetary waves that propagate upward from 
the troposphere. Planetary waves in the Northern Hemisphere are stronger 
than those in the Southern Hemisphere because of larger orographic forcing 
at the earth's surface. Able to penetrate into the strong westerlies of the winter 
stratosphere, planetary waves drive the circulation out of zonal symmetry and 
away from radiative equilibrium. As illustrated by Fig. 1.10a, air then flows 
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meridionally from one radiative environment to another (e.g., from sunlit 
regions, where it experiences SW heating, into polar darkness, where LW 
cooling prevails). Irreversible heat transfer can then lead to net cooling of 
individual parcels (Sec. 3.6), which is manifested in a drift of air to lower 0. 

Figure 17.11a shows the horizontal trajectory of an air parcel inside the 
polar-night vortex, superposed on the instantaneous distributions of motion 
and potential vorticity Q (Sec. 12.5) in a numerical integration. During its 
evolution, the vortex is sporadically displaced out of zonal symmetry and dis- 
torted by planetary waves. The air parcel shown then passes between different 
latitudes and therefore different radiative-equilibrium temperaturesas it orbits 
about the displaced vortex. In its thermodynamic state space (Fig. 17.11b), the 
parcel's temperature oscillates between excursions of TRE. This prevents the 
parcel from adjusting to radiative equilibrium, instead trailing behind the lo- 
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Figure 17.11 (a) Distributions of potential vorticity Q and horizontal motion in a two- 
dimensional calculation representative of the polar-night vortex (compare Fig. 14.26). The bold 
line shows the trajectory of one of an ensemble of air parcels (dots) initialized inside the vortex. 
The folding of contours along the edge of the vortex and regions where the Q distribution has 
been homogenized by secondary eddies symbolizes horizontal mixing. (continues) 
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Figure 17.11 (Continued) (b) Evolution of the parcel whose trajectory is shown in part (a) in 
its thermodynamic state space (solid line), represented in terms of the parcel's departure from 
local radiative equilibrium. Irreversible heat transfer introduces a hysteresis into the parcel's state 
with each circuit about the displaced vortex, which produces a steady drift of air to lower 0. In 
the same calculation, but without planetary waves to maintain the circulation out of radiative 
equilibrium (dotted line), the parcel lapses into radiative equilibrium, which brings to a halt 
subsequent cooling and descent inside the vortex. After Fusco and Salby (1994), copyright by the 
American Geophysical Union. 

cal value of TRE by a finite temperature difference. The air parcel is therefore 
out of thermodynamic equilibrium with its surroundings (Chapter 3). Accord- 
ing to the second law, the parcel then experiences irreversible heat transfer, 
which introduces a hysteresis into its thermodynamic state with each circuit 
about the vortex. Net cooling during successive circuits causes the parcel to 
drift across isentropic surfaces toward lower 0 (refer to Fig. 3.6). Following ul- 
timately from work performed by planetary waves, net rejection of heat makes 
the parcel and the circulation as a whole behave as a radiative refrigerator. 

Irreversible heat transfer leads to thermal dissipation of planetary waves 
because it destroys large-scale temperature anomalies. Diabatic behavior in- 
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troduced when the vortex is driven out of zonal symmetry corresponds to 
Newtonian cooling (Sec. 8.6), which acts to restore the circulation to radia- 
tive equilibrium. Thermal relaxation operates on a timescale of order a week 
(Fig. 8.29)~still much longer than the characteristic timescale of advection. 
As air relaxes toward radiative equilibrium, temperature anomalies associated 
with the wave field collapse, and with them so does eddy motion. Momentum 
carried by planetary waves is then transferred to the zonal-mean flow. 

Planetary waves also experience mechanical dissipation when the polar- 
night vortex is subjected to quasi-horizontal mixing, which destroys large-scale 
motion anomalies. Such behavior is evident in Fig. 17.11a from the folding 
of tracer contours along the edge of the vortex and in regions where the dis- 
tribution of Q has been homogenized. Those features neighbor the critical 
line of stationary planetary waves (see Fig. 14.23), where large eddy displace- 
ments overturn the distribution of Q and render the local motion dynamically 
unstable (Sec. 16.4). Air is then wound up in secondary eddies that cascade 
large-scale tracer structure to small dimensions, where it is eventually ab- 
sorbed by diffusion. Secondary eddies generated through instability produce 
an irreversible dispersion of air along isentropic surfaces, because advection 
operates much faster than diabatic processes. Under amplified conditions, dis- 
persive eddy motions can entrain and mix low-latitude air well into the body 
of the vortex. Like thermal dissipation, mechanical dissipation of planetary 
waves acts to maintain the Arctic polar-night vortex warmer and weaker than 
the radiative-equilibrium circulation. 

Weaker planetary waves in the Southern Hemisphere introduce smaller 
meridional displacements and hence smaller departures of individual parcels 
from local radiative equilibrium. The Antarctic polar-night vortex also expe- 
riences anomalous radiative cooling at high latitudes through exchange with 
the underlying surface. The Antarctic plateau, which is as high as 700 mb, is 
much colder than the surrounding maritime region. Radiative exchange be- 
tween the cold surface and the lower stratosphere in the 9.6-~m band of 
Ozone represents anomalous cooling not experienced by the Arctic vortex. To- 
gether, these factors leave the Antarctic polar-night vortex colder and closer 
to radiative equilibrium than its counterpart over the Arctic. The foregoing 
considerations then imply that the Antarctic vortex should possess a weaker 
meridional circulation and reduced transfer of ozone out of its photochemical 
source region. 

Even though the actual circulation is more complex, it is convenient to 
consider motion two-dimensionally in terms of the zonal-mean circulation 

- (~, 9, ~). This representation is especially useful in light of the numer- 
ous chemical species that must be accounted for in stratospheric photochem- 
istry. Within this framework, zonal-mean distributions of motion and chemi- 
cal species interact with the wave field. Wave fluxes of momentum, heat, and 
chemical mixing ratio enter the equations governing zonal-mean properties 
(see, e.g., Andrews et al., 1987), analogous to the convergence of eddy momen- 
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tum flux appearing in the zonal-mean budget (14.5). Transfers of momentum 
accompanying dissipation of planetary waves then force the zonal-mean flow 
by exerting an eddy drag. Deceleration of the zonal-mean flow must be at- 
tended by a change in zonal-mean thermal structure to maintain thermal wind 
balance. Wave dissipation thus drives the circulation out of radiative equilib- 
rium, which in turn forces a mean meridional circulation like the one inferred 
earlier from Lagrangian considerations. 

The zonal-mean circulation in Fig. 17.9 was calculated in this manner. In 
the lower stratosphere, it consists of two equator-to-pole Hadley cells that 
transport ozone-rich air from the photochemical source region in the tropics 
to extratropical regions. Meridional transport and subsequent downwelling 
explain the large column abundances observed at high latitudes (Fig. 1.19). 
Most active when planetary waves are amplified, that transport also explains 
the strong seasonality of total ozone (Fig. 1.18). Maximum values of ~o3 
appear during late winter and spring, just following the period of strongest 
planetary wave activity. 

In the mesosphere, the meridional circulation is transformed into a pole- 
to-pole cell, with air passing from the radiatively heated summer hemisphere 
to the radiatively cooled winter hemisphere. Despite the distribution of net 
heating (Fig. 8.27), the summer mesosphere is actually colder than the win- 
ter hemisphere (Fig. 1.7), which is only weakly illuminated. Like the winter 
stratosphere, the mesosphere is driven out of radiative equilibrium by me- 
chanical disturbances that propagate up from below. Planetary waves play a 
role at these altitudes, but gravity waves are thought to be the primary agent 
responsible for driving the mesosphere out of radiative equilibrium. This con- 
clusion is supported by the fact that, unlike the stratosphere, both hemispheres 
of the mesosphere are far from radiative equilibrium. Westward-propagating 
gravity waves can propagate through westerlies of the winter stratosphere with- 
out encountering a critical level (Sec. 14.3.4), whereas eastward-propagating 
gravity waves can do the same in the summer stratosphere. Upon reaching 
mesospheric heights, gravity waves excited in the troposphere have amplified 
sufficiently to break (Fig. 14.25). Momentum carried by the waves is then 
transferred to the zonal-mean flow, which, on being decelerated, alters the 
thermal structure to maintain thermal wind balance. 

17.4 Sudden Stratospheric Warmings 

Occasionally during northern winter, the circulation becomes highly disturbed. 
Accompanied by a marked amplification of planetary waves, the disturbed 
motion is characterized by a marked deceleration of zonal-mean westerlies or 
even a reversal into zonal-mean easterlies. At the same time, temperatures 
over the polar cap increase sharply~by as much as 50 K, so the dark winter 
pole actually becomes warmer than the illuminated tropics. This dramatic 
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sequence of events takes place in just a few days and is known as a sudden 
stratospheric warming. 

A stratospheric warming is under way on the day shown in Fig. 1.10a. 
Zonal-mean wind on the same day (Fig. 17.12b) has reversed across much 
of the winter hemisphere at 30 mb and above. Zonal-mean temperature 
(Fig. 17.12a) is anomalously warm from 70 mb upward. Polar temperatures 
there are some 40 K warmer than climatological values (Fig. 1.7) and exceed 
those over the equator, so the meridional temperature gradient is reversed. 
These dramatic changes in the zonal-mean circulation result from the absorp- 
tion of planetary waves, which have amplified and transmit upward anoma- 
lously strong momentum flux. 

Even though it is formally defined in terms of zonal-mean properties, the 
stratospheric warming is actually a phenomenon that is inherently zonally 
asymmetric. Figure 1.10a reveals that zonal-mean deceleration on this day 
really follows from a marked displacement of the cyclonic low out of zonal 
symmetry and its replacement over the polar cap by an anticyclonic high that 
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Figure 17.12 ( C o n t i n u e d )  (b) zonal wind (m s -1) on March 4, 1984, during a stratospheric 
sudden warming (compare Fig. 1.10a). 

has built in from midlatitudes. This asymmetric flow pattern corresponds to 
an amplification of planetary wavenumber 1. It permits air to flow freely be- 
tween tropical and extratropical regions---on the timescale of a day, rather 
than on the much longer timescale of the zonal-mean meridional circulation. 
Figure 17.13 shows the distributions of potential vorticity and motion near 10 
mb on the same day. The cyclonic vortex has been displaced well off the pole 
and has undergone a complex distortion, with high-latitude air (blue) being 
drawn equatorward around the anticyclone that has invaded the polar cap. 
Large eddy displacements have overturned the potential vorticity distribution 
[e.g., near (135~176 to make aQ/ay < o. That motion is then dynami- 
cally unstable (Sec. 16.2), so the planetary wave field breaks (Mclntyre and 
Palmer, 1983). 

Secondary eddies that amplify in the region of instability bring about an ir- 
reversible rearrangement of air. Midlatitude air (red) drawn poleward spins 
up anticyclonically to conserve potential vorticity. It then forms easterly flow 
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over the polar cap that prevails in the zonal mean (Fig. 17.12). At the same 
time, polar air drawn equatorward degenerates into small anomalies of cy- 
clonic vorticity that are only suggested in the analyzed distribution of Q.3 The 
foregoing behavior resembles an expanded critical layer that engulfs much of 
the hemisphere when the wave field amplifies and overturns the Q distribution 
(compare Fig. 14.26). 

Motions during a stratospheric warming bring about a major rearrange- 
ment of air and chemical species. Ozone then flows freely from its site of 
chemical production at low latitude to middle and high latitudes. Air advected 
poleward moves approximately along isentropic surfaces. In the lower strato- 
sphere, where the ozone column is concentrated, isentropic surfaces slope 
downward toward the pole, so air descends as it streams poleward. On a longer 
timescale, poleward-moving air also experiences radiative cooling, which in- 
troduces a net downward displacement across isentropic surfaces. These are 
the same mechanisms responsible for generating the Brewer-Dobson circu- 
lation, which is temporarily accelerated due to the exaggerated meridional 
displacements accompanying a stratospheric warming. 

Ozone-rich air advected poleward descends and undergoes compression, 
which increases the absolute concentration /903 and magnifies the column 
abundance of ozone. Stratospheric warmings are often accompanied by a 
marked increase of total ozone at high latitudes. Figure 17.14 shows the dis- 
tributions of 2~o3 and 400 K isentropic motion on February 25, 1984, when 
the zonal-mean flow was reversed down to 70 mb. A tongue of enhanced to- 
tal ozone (~o3 > 500 DU) coincides with the cross-polar flow, where air from 
lower latitudes has descended and experienced compression. In the Eastern 
Hemisphere, air that has been displaced equatorward leads to anomalously 

low Xo3. 
Stratospheric warmings occur primarily in the Northern Hemisphere, where 

planetary waves are strong. However, behavior like that described here invari- 
ably closes the winter season of both hemispheres. Spring witnesses a weaken- 
ing of the equatorward temperature gradient that supports strong zonal flow. 
Circumpolar westerlies then collapse in the final warming and are eventually 
replaced during summer by circumpolar easterlies. 

3The Q distribution must be derived from meteorological analyses, which have limited ability 
to resolve such features because they are based largely on temperature observations. 

Figure 17.13 Distributions of potential vorticity Q and horizontal motion on the 850 K 
isentropic surface (near 10 mb) for March 4, 1984. High-Q polar air (blue), which marks the 
polar-night vortex, has been displaced off the pole by a large-amplitude planetary wave and 
has undergone pronounced distortion, with secondary eddies appearing along its tail. Low-Q air 
from equatorward (red), which is advected into the polar cap, spins up anticyclonically to form a 
reversed circulation, with easterly circumpolar flow at high latitudes (compare Fig. 14.26). 
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17.5 The  Q u a s i - B i e n n i a l  Osc i l l a t ion  

The circulation in the tropics is also chiefly zonal. However, it is modified 
importantly by interannual variations. Figure 17.15 shows zonal wind averaged 
over equatorial stations as a function of time and height. An oscillation of 26 to 
28 months prevails over seasonal variations at heights of 15 to 30 km. Known 
as the quasi-biennial oscillation (QBO), this variation is seen to descend with 
time in an alternating series of easterlies and westerlies that attain speeds 
of 20 to 30 m s -1. At higher levels, the QBO gives way to the semi-annual 
oscillation, which is a harmonic of the seasonal cycle. The QBO is symmetric 
about the equator and is confined to latitudes of less than about 15 ~ . 

Even though it is nearly periodic, the QBO is not a harmonic of the sea- 
sonal cycle. Therefore, it cannot be explained simply in terms of seasonality 
that is imparted to the lower stratosphere from other regions. Latent heating 
in the troposphere contains no preferred period on timescales of the QBO. 
Likewise, diabatic heating in the equatorial stratosphere is unable to explain 
the oscillation (Wallace, 1967). This leaves momentum transfer. During the 
westerly phase of the QBO, air over the equator moves faster than the earth, 
so the specific angular momentum exceeds that found at other latitudes. This 
rules out horizontal advection of zonal-mean momentum as an explanation. 

The QBO is thought to be driven mechanically by vertically propagating 
waves that transfer momentum upward from the troposphere. The particular 
waves involved remain a matter of some discussion, but there is no debate 
over their origin. Unsteady latent heating inside tropical convection excites a 
spectrum of wave activity, much of which propagates vertically into the middle 
atmosphere. Upon being absorbed, that wave activity transfers momentum to 
the zonal-mean flow, which is thereby accelerated toward the phase speeds of 
individual waves. 

As illustrated in Fig. 17.16, eastward- and westward-propagating waves have 
transmission and absorption characteristics that differ between easterly and 
westerly layers of the QBO (e.g., as controlled by their intrinsic frequencies; 
Sec. 14.6). These differences allow wave absorption to establish a westerly 
critical line, where the zonal flow matches the phase speed and therefore 
absorbs westerly waves, flanked aloft by an easterly critical line, where the 
zonal flow matches the phase speed and therefore absorbs easterly waves. 
Transfers of westerly and easterly momentum at those sites of wave absorption 

Figure 17.14 Total o z o n e  ~O3 and horizontal motion on the 400 K isentropic surface in the 
Northern Hemisphere on February 25, 1984, during a stratospheric warming when zonal flow 
was disturbed down to 70 mb. A tongue of enhanced Xo3 coincides with cross-polar flow be- 
tween longitudes of 150~ and 30~ where air descends along isentropic surfaces and undergoes 
compression. Air displaced equatorward in the Eastern Hemisphere ascends isentropically and 
undergoes expansion to introduce anomalously low ~o3- 
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Figure 17.15 Monthly mean zonal wind (m s -1) averaged over equatorial rawinsonde stations. 
Updated from Naujokat (1986); courtesy of B. Naujokat (Free U. Berlin). (continues) 

then cause both critical lines to descend (Lindzen and Holton, 1968; Holton 
and Lindzen, 1972), as is observed in Fig. 17.15. 

The tropical QBO has an extratropical counterpart. During years when 
equatorial winds are easterly, the polar-night vortex is warmer and more dis- 
turbed than during years when equatorial winds are westerly (Labitzke, 1982; 
Holton and Tan, 1982). Owing to the close relationship between ozone and 
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Figure 17.15 (Continued) 

disturbances to the circumpolar vortex, similar interannual variability is man- 
ifested by total ozone in extratropical regions. For instance, interannual vari- 
ations of Antarctic Eo3 (see Fig. 17.23 later in this chapter) are strongly cor- 
related with equatorial winds (Garcia and Solomon, 1987). The extratropical 
QBO appears to result from a repositioning of the critical line for planetary 
waves in relation to the polar-night vortex. During the easterly phase of the 
QBO, the critical line advances into the winter hemisphere, where it introduces 
large eddy displacements of the vortex (Fig. 17.17a). Conversely, the critical 
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Figure  17 .16  Schematic illustrating the differ- 
ential transmission and absorption characteristics 
of vertically propagating eastward- and westward- 
traveling waves with phase speed c. Absorption of 
momentum from the eastward-traveling wave ac- 
celerates the zonal-mean flow toward the phase 
speed of that wave. Westerlies then form a criti- 
cal level, where eastward-traveling wave activity is 
fully absorbed. The westward-traveling wave prop- 
agates through those westerlies without encounter- 
ing a critical level, but it experiences absorption at 
higher levels in easterly shear. Absorption of its mo- 
mentum accelerates the zonal-mean flow there to- 
ward the phase speed of the westward-traveling wave 
to produce a critical level where that wave is fully ab- 
sorbed. Continued absorption of eastward and west- 
ward momentum at the critical levels of the two 
waves then causes the layers of easterlies and west- 
erlies to descend. Adapted from Plumb (1982). 

line is removed into the summer hemisphere during the westerly phase of the 
QBO, leaving the polar-night vortex comparatively isolated (Fig. 17.17b). The 
vortex is therefore more disturbed during the easterly phase, which implies 
intensified diabatic motion, than during the westerly phase, when it remains 
closer to zonal symmetry and radiative equilibrium. 

17.6 Direct Interactions with the Troposphere 

For the most part, the middle atmosphere is driven indirectly through verti- 
cally propagating waves that carry momentum upward from the troposphere. 
However, mean vertical motion implied by the Brewer-Dobson circulation 
allows stratospheric air to interact directly with tropospheric air. Chemical 
tracers such as N20 and CH 4 imply that air enters the stratosphere across 
the tropical tropopause. By continuity, that air must eventually return to the 
troposphere at middle and high latitudes. Estimates of mass transfer suggest 
a residence time in the middle atmosphere of 2.5 years (Holton, 1990). Ex- 
changes of air between the troposphere and stratosphere are complex and not 
well understood. However, tracer observations like those in Figs. 17.4 and 17.7 
point to the involvement of tropical convection and synoptic disturbances at 
midlatitudes. 

Water vapor mixing ratio reaches a minimum at the hygropause due to 
moisture in tropospheric air being limited to saturation values. In the tropics, 
the hygropause is found as high as 18 km~several kilometers above the mean 
elevation of the tropopause. Figure 17.18 shows the profile of water vapor 
mixing ratio over Darwin, Australia, along with the mixing ratio of ozone 
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Figure 17.17 Distributions of potential vorticity and motion in a two-dimensional calculation 
representative of the polar-night vortex during (a) the easterly phase of the QBO, when the 
critical line for stationary planetary waves is situated in the winter subtropics, and (continues) 

and potential temperature. Well-mixed air below 17 km is marked by nearly 
uniform ro3 and slowly increasing 0 that reflects neutral moist static stability. 
Having been processed by deep convection, that air is characterized by rH~ o 
which decreases sharply to a broad minimum between 16 and 18 km. The 
minimum in water vapor mixing ratio extends about a kilometer above the local 
tropopause. This feature is suggestive of dehydrated tropospheric air that has 
entered the stratosphere in overshooting convection. The observed minimum 
of rH2o < 2 ppmv is significantly drier than saturation values corresponding 
to the mean tropical tropopause. These departures from mean conditions 
indicate that air entering the stratosphere at low latitude is confined to deep 
convective towers that have temperatures of 190 K and colder. Penetrative 
convection culminates in mixing of tropospheric and stratospheric air, which 
maintains the tropopause against radiative drive and temporarily elevates its 
position (Fig. 7.8). 
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Figure 17.17 (Continued) (b) the westerly phase of the QBO, when the critical line for 
stationary planetary waves is removed into the summer subtropics. Adapted from O'Sullivan and 
Salby (1990). 

Vertical mixing that occurs when cumulonimbus towers encounter stable air 
overhead and subsequent heat transfer can lead to upwelling across the mean 
elevation of the tropical tropopause. Convective turrets that overshoot their 
equilibrium level (Fig. 7.7) eventually collapse into extensive anvils, in which 
tropospheric and stratospheric air are  mixed.  4 Mixing results in irreversible 
heat transfer between air parcels, which reduces the potential temperature of 
the stable layer overhead. Radiative heating, which acts to restore the layer 
to radiative equilibrium, then increases 0, which in turn produces upwelling 
across isentropic surfaces in the tropical lower stratosphere. How much this 
air is taken up by large-scale upwelling in the middle atmosphere must, to 
some degree, be controlled by large-scale downwelling at middle and high 
latitudes (Figs. 17.9 and 17.11). Since downwelling motion carries stratospheric 

4 Vertical mixing is an inevitable consequence of cumulus convection because a buoyant thermal 
comprised of tropospheric air advances only by entraining environmental air (Fig. 9.16), which, 
for an overshooting turret, is stratospheric in origin. 
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Figure 17.18 Vertical profiles of water vapor and ozone mixing ratio and potential tempera- 
ture over Darwin, Australia, on January 13, 1987. Source: Kelly et al. (1993). 

air across the extratropical tropopause, by continuity, it must act to pump the 
troposphere and, therefore, promote large-scale ascent in the tropics (see 
Holton et aL, 1995, for an overview of the possibilities). 

For convective transport to explain the observed distribution of water vapor, 
air introduced into the tropical stratosphere must be relatively free of water 
in the condensed phase, which would subsequently evaporate and increase 
rH2 o over the very lean values observed (see, e.g., Holton, 1984). Cumulonim- 
bus anvils, in which tropospheric and stratospheric air have been mixed, are 
destabilized by LW heating below and cooling aloft (Sec. 9.4). Vertical over- 
turning then allows condensate to precipitate out (Danielsen, 1982). Airborne 
observations point to a sink of total water in the neighborhood of convective 
anvils, where measured ice particles are large enough to undergo sedimenta- 
tion (Kelly et aL, 1993). This process dehydrates tropospheric air that has been 
mixed with stratospheric air. 

Air that enters the stratosphere in the tropics must eventually return to the 
troposphere in extratropical regions. Vertical mixing is believed to be involved 
in this transfer of air as well, but on the larger scale of synoptic disturbances. 
Although confined to a neighborhood of the tropopause, baroclinic systems 
disturb the stratospheric circulation (see Fig. 2.10). Their importance is un- 
derscored by the fact that the ozone column is concentrated between 10 and 
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20 km (Fig. 1.17). It is also suggested by daily variations of Eo3, which are as 
large as seasonal variations. 

The daily distribution of total ozone (Fig. 1.19a) is punctuated by anoma- 
lies of high Eo3 that circumscribe the poles. Comparison with the 500-mb 
circulation in Fig. 1.9a reveals that those anomalies are positively correlated 
with midlatitude cyclones. According to the pressure on the 375 K isentropic 
surface, which is contoured in Fig. 1.19, midlatitude cyclones coincide with 
depressions of 0 surfaces in the lower stratosphere. Isentropic surfaces are 
deflected downward to greater pressure over mature baroclinic systems, in 
which static stability is reduced. Ozone-rich air descending along those sur- 
faces undergoes compression, which magnifies Eo3 locallymby as much as 
100%. Analogous behavior occurs on planetary dimensions during a strato- 
spheric warming, when air is advected meridionally along isentropic surfaces 
(refer to Fig. 17.14). Conversely, expansion and adiabatic cooling when air 
ascends isentropically over an anticyclone have been found to support the for- 
mation of extensive polar stratospheric clouds (PSCs) (Jones et al., 1990; Pitts 
et al., 1990). 

Meteorological analyses suggest that isentropic surfaces undergo vertical de- 
flections of a couple of kilometers. However, airborne measurements record 
anomalous concentrations of stratospheric species as low as 700 mb. Strato- 
spheric air enters the troposphere inside tropopause folds, in which isopleths 
of stratospheric tracers are overturned and drawn downward into the tropo- 
sphere along frontal zones that intensify during the development of baroclinic 
systems. Their impact is manifested in the zonal-mean ozone mixing ratio 
(Fig. 1.17), which dips downward and enhances ozone number density at the 
poleward edge of the subtropical jet--precisely where baroclinic systems de- 
velop (Sec. 15.2). 

Figure 17.19 shows a cross section of a tropopause fold. Isentropic sur- 
faces (Fig. 17.19a), which reflect stratospheric air in strong vertical stability 
(e.g., large 30/3z), have been drawn downward and concentrated into a tilting 
frontal zone that separates cold and warm air. Strongly baroclinic, that region 
develops from deformations accompanying the amplification of a baroclinic 
disturbance (Hoskins, 1982). According to the distribution of ozone mixing 
ratio (Fig. 17.19b), stratospheric air drawn into the frontal zone is diluted by 
small-scale mixing that diminishes I'O3 along the intrusion. Once it has entered 
the troposphere, the water-soluble species 0 3 quickly encounters convective 
systems, in which it is absorbed, precipitated to the surface, and destroyed 
through oxidation processes. 

17.7 Heterogeneous Chemical Reactions 

The chemical reactions considered in Secs. 17.1 and 17.2 involve species only in 
gas phase. During the 1970s and 1980s, these and other elements of gas-phase 
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photochemistry were the focus of intensive investigation. Although an impact 
from anthropogenic species was suggested, it was not expected to emerge 
clearly before the twenty-first century and even then it was expected to reduce 
the column abundance of ozone by only about 5%. The timing and magnitude 
of anticipated changes were set by two considerations: (1) Reactive species 
had to increase to relatively large concentrations before catalytic destruction 
of ozone via (17.10) and (17.13) became sufficiently fast. (2) Those reactions 
were favored at higher altitudes, where only a small fraction of the ozone 
column is affected. 

For these reasons, the discovery of the Antarctic ozone hole in 1985 
caught much of the scientific community by surprise. Moreover, the order- 
of-magnitude greater depletions observed (e.g., Fig. 1.19b) were found at 
latitudes where ozone was thought to be photochemically inert~because UV 
fluxes there are small. The key ingredient not considered in earlier investiga- 
tions was the presence of solid phase in the stratosphere, which is normally 
excluded by very low mixing ratios of water vapor. 

PSCs (Sec. 9.3) were already recognized to form over the Antarctic due 
to its very cold temperatures, but they were regarded largely as a curiosity. 
PSCs appear far more frequently in the Antarctic stratosphere than in the 
warmer Arctic stratosphere (Fig. 17.20). During late Austral winter, when 
temperatures are coldest, fractional coverage over the Antarctic exceeds 50%, 
chiefly by very tenuous clouds in the PSC I category. It is now widely accepted 
that PSCs provide the surfaces on which certain reactions proceed much faster 
than they can in gas phase alone. Moreover, the presence of PSCs shifts 
catalytic destruction of ozone from the upper stratosphere, where only a small 
fraction of the ozone column resides, to the lower stratosphere, where Eo3 is 
concentrated. 

Figure 17.21 shows profiles of ozone concentration over Antarctica dur- 
ing Austral winter (solid line) and shortly after equinox (dashed line), when 
the sun rises above the horizon. A marked reduction of ozone has occurred 
between 10 and 20 km, where most of the ozone column normally resides. 
Decreases in Eo3 of 50% are observed at this time year, with column abun- 
dances as low as 100 DU having been recorded. Superposed in Fig. 17.21 is 
the profile of C10 (shaded line), which is produced by destruction of ozone 
(17.13). Consistent with the observed ozone depletion, rcl o maximizes be- 
tween 10 and 25 km~precisely where PSCs are sighted (Fig. 17.20). A cor- 
respondence between reduced 03 and increased C10 is also apparent across 
the edge of the polar-night vortex (Fig. 17.22). Ozone decreases sharply and 
chlorine monoxide increases sharply where temperature becomes colder than 
196 K, which is close to the threshold temperature for the formation of 
type I PSCs. 

The reactions now recognized to be primarily responsible for the ozone 
losses in Figs. 1.19b, 17.21, and 17.22 involve two stages: First, inactive chlorine 
species such as HC1 and C1ONO2 are converted to reactive forms of C1 x 
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Figure 17.20 Relative frequency of PSC sightings in satellite observations from SAM II, as a 
function of height and month, over (a) the Arctic and (b) the Antarctic. After WMO (1991). 

through heterogeneous reactions like 

HCl(s) + C1ONOz(g) --+ CI2(g) + HNO3(s) 

and 

(17.19.1) 

HOC1 are readily photolyzed by sunlight to release free chlorine 

C12 4- h v  --~ 2C1, 

HOC1 4- hu  ~ OH + C1, 

which is a reactive form of CI x. Then the sequence of reactions 

C1 + 0 3 ~ C10 + 0 2 ,  

2C10 + M ~ C120 2 4- M, 

(17.19.3) 

(17.19.4) 

(17.20.1) 

(17.20.2) 

HzO(s) 4- C1ONOz(g) --+ HNO3(s) 4- HOCI(g), (17.19.2) 

which involve solid (s) as well as gas (g) phases. These reactions proceed 
rapidly on ice, but slowly in the gas phase alone. Once produced, C12 and 
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C1202 4- ht, --+ C1 + C102, (17.20.3) 

C10 2 + M --+ C1 + 0 2 -t- M (17.20.4) 

destroys ozone catalytically with the net effect of 

203 + hv ~ 302 (net). (17.20.5) 

With established reaction rates, observed mixing ratios of rc10 ~ 1 pptv 
are adequate to explain the observed ozone depletion rate of about 2% per 
day. This concentration of C10 is two orders of magnitude greater than that 
predicted by gas-phase photochemistry alone. However, it is consistent with 
calculations that include heterogeneous reactions like (17.19). 

The catalytic sequence (17.20) is initiated by free chlorine, which origi- 
nates largely from photolysis of CFCs (17.12). Produced exclusively by in- 
dustry, CFCs have led to steadily increasing levels of atmospheric chlorine 
(Fig. 17.23). Above a natural background level of about 0.6 ppbv associated 
with ocean processes (Sec. 17.2.2), atmospheric chlorine has increased fivefold 
since the 1950s~shortly after the introduction of CFCs in industrial applica- 
tions. Tending in the opposite sense, the signature of ozone depletion over 
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Antarctica emerges clearly after 1980, presumably when chlorine levels ex- 
ceeded a threshold for reactions (17.20) to become an important sink of 03 
(Solomon, 1990). 

While converting inert forms of chlorine into reactive Clx, heterogeneous 
reactions (17.19) have the opposite effect on reactive nitrogen. They convert 
NOx into relatively inactive nitric acid. This bears importantly on ozone deple- 
tion because NOx regulates the abundance of reactive chlorine. The principal 
means by which Clx is converted back to inactive forms is via reaction with 
nitrogen dioxide 

C10 + N O  2 4- M --+ C 1 O N O  2 4- M. (17.21) 

The abundance of N O  2 thus controls the duration over which reactive chlorine 
is available to destroy ozone in (17.20). Since PSCs are composed of hydrated 
forms of nitric acid (Sec. 9.3), their formation removes NOx from the gas 
phase. Should PSC particles become large enough to undergo sedimentation, 
NOx is removed entirely. The stratosphere is then denitrified, leaving reactive 
chlorine available much longer to destroy ozone. 

Figure 17.24 compares the seasonal cycle of ~o3 over Antarctica based 
on the historical record against that based on years since the appearance of 
the ozone hole. The two evolutions diverge near Austral spring, when solar 
radiation triggers reactions (17.19.3) and (17.19.4), which release reactive chlo- 
rine and set the stage for catalytic destruction of ozone in (17.20). Minimum 
column abundances are observed in mid-October. By November, increasing 
values restore ~o3 toward historical levels, when ozone-rich air is imported 
from low latitudes during the final warming. But even then, values remain be- 
low historical levels due to the dilution of subpolar air with ozone-depleted 
air from inside the polar-night vortex. As illustrated by Fig. 17.25, the break- 
down of the vortex during Austral spring involves a complex rearrangement 
of air. Meridional displacements when the circumpolar flow weakens allow 
ozone-depleted air that had been confined inside the vortex to escape from 
the polar cap. Anomalies of mixing ratio created in this fashion can survive 
for several weeks before they are eventually destroyed by deformation and 
small-scale diffusion (see Hess and Holton, 1985). 

Airborne observations have established that the same reactions operating 
over the Antarctic occur in the Arctic stratosphere. But, owing to the warmer 
temperature of the Arctic polar-night vortex, PSCs are a relatively infrequent 
phenomenon. Moreover, free chlorine that is produced in isolated PSCs via 
(17.19) is quickly acted on by dynamical effects that, by elevating temperature, 
reverse the process through other chemical reactions (see, e.g., Garcia, 1994). 
This limits the amount of reactive chlorine available when the sun rises over 
the Arctic, which in turn limits catalytic destruction of ozone via (17.20). 
Similar considerations apply to midlatitudes, where ozone depletions of 5 
to 10% have been documented (WMO, 1991). Occurring at temperatures 
too warm to support cloud formation, those depletions may also follow from 
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Figure 17.24 Seasonal cycle of total ozone over Halley Bay, Antarctica, based on the historical 
record since 1957 and on years since the appearance of the Antarctic ozone hole. After Solomon 
(1990). 

heterogeneous reactions, but involving sulfuric acid aerosols of volcanic origin 
(Hoffman and Solomon, 1989). 

The limiting factor in ozone depletions appears to be temperature, which 
controls the formation of stratospheric cloud (Sec. 9.3). Indeed, the deep- 
est reductions of Antarctic Eo3 are observed during the coldest winters, in 
agreement with the sharp correspondence between temperature and perturbed 
photochemistry (Fig. 17.22). Consequently, dynamical disturbances that con- 
trol temperature inside the vortex through diabatic effects (Sec. 17.3) are a 
key ingredient that regulates ozone depletion at high latitudes. 

Intriguingly, recent temperatures over Antarctica during October are cooler 
than those in the historical record. Evidence suggests that those depressed tem- 
peratures follow from diminished ozone heating associated with anomalously 
low ozone concentrations (Poole et al., 1989). By steepening the meridional 
temperature gradient, this response reinforces the vortex, which in turn acts to 
postpone the final warming that eventually restores the circulation toward nor- 
mal conditions. It therefore represents a positive feedback on ozone depletion, 
one that involves interactions between chemistry, radiation, and dynamics. An 
improved understanding of such interactions will be important to achieving 

Figure 17.25 Distributions of total ozone and horizontal motion on the 325 K isentropic 
surface over the Southern Hemisphere on November 5, 1983, during the final warming. Ozone- 
depleted air, which had previously been confined inside the polar-night vortex, escapes in a tongue 
of anomalously lean values (white) that spirals anticyclonically into midlatitudes to conserve 
potential vorticity. 
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further progress on the ozone hole as well as on other complex problems 
facing atmospheric science. 

Suggested Reading  

An Introduction to Dynamic Meteorology (1992) by Holton provides a nice 
introductory development of stratospheric waves and a quantitative description 
of how they interact with the mean meridional circulation. 

An advanced treatment of these topics is presented in Middle Atmosphere 
Dynamics (1987) by Andrews et aL 

Holton (1984) discusses the historical view of the Brewer-Dobson circula- 
tion in relation to transport of water vapor across the tropical tropopause. 
WMO (1987) gives a more general development of stratosphere-troposphere 
exchange in light of aircraft and satellite observations. Recent observations of 
stratosphere-troposphere exchange and their interpretation are developed in 
Holton et al. (1995). 

Aeronomy of the Middle Atmosphere (1986) by Brasseur and Solomon is a com- 
prehensive treatment of gas phase photochemistry. Heterogeneous chemical 
processes are reviewed in WMO (1991). 

Solomon (1990) provides an excellent overview of the Antarctic ozone hole 
and its relationship to polar stratospheric clouds. 

Problems 

17.1. 

17.2. 

17.3. 

17.4. 

Within the framework of Chapman chemistry, derive expressions for the 
photochemical lifetimes 703 and ZOx for 03 and Ox, respectively, where 
Zx 1 - - ( 1 / X ) d X / d t  is defined from reactions that destroy species X. 
Given the rate coefficients in cgs units: k 2 - 6.0 x 10-34(300/T)[M], 
k 3 = 8.0 • lO-12e -2060/T, where T is in Kelvin, and [M] is the number 
density of air, J2 = 4.35 x 10  - 1 5 ,  7.44 x 10  -11 , 1.01 x 10 -9, and J3 = 4.47 x 
10 -4, 7.80 x 10 -4, and 6.96 x 10 -3, at 100, 10, and 1 rob, respectively, 
evaluate Zo3 and ZOx at (a) 100 mb, (b) 10 mb, and (c) 1 mb. 

Ozone is useful as a tracer in the lower stratosphere. Yet, 03 has a 
photochemical lifetime there of only hours (see Fig. 17.1). Resolve this 
discrepancy. 

(a) Construct an analytical approximation to the radiative-equilibrium 
temperature in Fig. 17.10. (b) Construct an analytical approximation to 
the zonal wind at 100 mb in Fig. 1.8. (c) Use the results of parts (a) and 
(b) to plot the radiative-equilibrium wind in the middle atmosphere. 

Use observed temperature (Fig. 1.7), radiative-equilibrium temperature 
(Fig. 17.10), and the coefficient of Newtonian cooling (Fig. 8.29) to 
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17.5. 

17.6. 

17.7. 

17.8. 

17.9. 

17.10. 

17.11. 

estimate the radiative cooling rate (K day -I) inside the polar-night 
vortex at (a) 100 mb, (b) 10 mb, and (c) 1 mb. 

Describe how the polar-night vortex is maintained warmer than ra- 
diative equilibrium by (a) thermal dissipation of planetary waves and 
(b) mechanical dissipation of planetary waves. 

Use the fact that upward momentum flux carried by planetary waves 
is absorbed to describe how vertically propagating wave activity makes 
the circulation of the middle atmosphere behave as a refrigerator. 

If the middle atmosphere remains in thermodynamic equilibrium, net 
heat transfer vanishes for individual air parcels, even though they may 
temporarily sustain heat transfer during their motion about the pole 
(see, e.g., Fig. 3.6). Likewise, if the middle atmosphere remains in 
photochemical equilibrium, no ozone is produced. (a) Discuss net pro- 
duction of ozone in relation to air being driven out of thermodynamic 
equilibrium and photochemical equilibrium and relate those concepts 
to the Brewer-Dobson circulation. (b) Extend the foregoing ideas to 
explain the seasonal cycle of total ozone in Fig. 1.18. 

Discuss how changes of radiative transfer introduced by depleted ozone 
at high latitudes can reinforce the polar-night vortex to represent a 
positive feedback. 

According to the Brewer-Dobson circulation (Fig. 17.9), air enters the 
stratosphere from the tropical troposphere. Estimate the water vapor 
mixing ratio in ppmv (Problem 1.2) for the tropical lower stratosphere 
if tropospheric air entering the stratosphere (a) evolves through a ther- 
modynamic state corresponding to the mean temperature and height of 
the tropical tropopause (Fig. 1.7), (b) were actually introduced through 
isolated convective overshoots that have a mean height and tempera- 
ture of 16.5 km and 185 K (see Fig. 1.25a), and (c) as in part (b), but if, 
after entering the stratosphere, tropospheric air inside convective over- 
shoots were to mix with subtropical stratospheric air that has a mixing 
ratio of 5 ppmv. 

The Brewer-Dobson circulation (Fig. 17.9) gives no indication of equa- 
torward transport in the lower stratosphere. (a) How could subtropical 
air in Problem 17.9, part (c), be supplied to the equator? (b) Why does 
such transport not appear in the Brewer-Dobson circulation? 

Methane oxidation is thought to be responsible for about 25% of strato- 
spheric water vapor. Given the reactions 

CH 4 -t- OH ~ H20 q- CH 3 ( k a )  

HzO + O ~ 2OH (kb), 

with the rate coefficients in cgs units: k a - 2.4 • l O - 1 2 e  -1710/T and 
kb -- 2.2 • 10 -1~ calculate the photochemical-equilibrium mixing ratio 
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17.12. 

17.13. 

of water vapor produced by methane oxidation at 20 km. Compare this 
value with observed mixing ratios at this altitude. 

See Problem 4.8. 

Consider Chapman chemistry, but augmented by the catalytic cycle 
(17.13) involving CI~. Determine the photochemical lifetime of Ox at 
100 mb for (a) rate coefficients for (17.13.1) and (17.13.2) in cgs units 
of ka = 8.5 • 10  -12  and k b - -  3.7 • 10  -11 ,  respectively, and a C10 mix- 
ing ratio of 100 pptv, which are representative of gas-phase chemistry 
under unperturbed conditions, and (b) rate coefficients for (17.13.1) 
and (17.13.2) in cgs units of k a = 8.5 • 10 -l~ and k b = 3.7 • 10 - 9 ,  

respectively, and a C10 mixing ratio of 1000 pptv, which are represen- 
tative of heterogeneous chemistry involving (17.20) under chemically 
perturbed conditions. (c) Compare the photochemical lifetimes of Ox 
in parts (a) and (b) with that under pure oxygen chemistry calculated 
in Problem 17.1. 
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Appendix A 

Conversion to SI Units 

Physical quanti ty Uni t  SI (MKS) equivalent 

Length  

Time 

Mass 

Tempera tu re  

Volume 

Velocity 

Force 

Pressure 

Energy 

Power 

Specific heat  

Energy flux 

ft 

/xm 
n m  

day 

lb 

o F 

liter 

mph 

knots 
km hr -1 

fps 

k g m s  -2 

lb 
dyne 

N m - 2  

bar 

mb 

kg m 2 s -2 

Nm 
erg 

cal 

kg m -2 s -3 

j s -1  

Langley day-  

cal gm-  

cal cm -2 min -1 

0.305 m 
10 -6 m 

10 -9 m 

8.64 • 104 s 

0.454 kg 

273 + (~ - 32)/1.8 K 

10 -3 m 3 

0.447 m s -1 
0.515 m s  -1 

0.278 m s-1 

0.305 m s-1 

1N 
0.138N 
10 -5 N 

1Pa  
105 Pa 

102 Pa = 1 hPa 

1 J  
1 J  

10 .7 J 

4.187 J 

1 W  

l W  
4.84 x 10 -1 W m  -2 

4.184 x 103 J kg -1 

6.97 x 102 W m -2 
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Appendix B 

Thermodynamic Properties 
of Air and Water 

Dry Air 

Mean molecular weight 
Specific gas constant 
Density 
Number density (Loschmidt number) 
Isobaric specific heat capacity 
Isochoric specific heat capacity 
Ratio of specific heats 

Coefficient of viscosity 
Kinematic viscosity 
Coefficient of thermal conductivity 
Sound speed 

M d = 28.96 gmo1-1 
R = 287.05 J kg -1 K -1 
p = 1.293 kg m -3 (at STP*) 
n = 2.687 x 1025 m -3 (at STP) 
Cp = 1.005 x 103 J kg -1K -1 (at 273 K) 
c o = 7.19 x 102 J kg -1K -1 (at 273 K) 
y = Cp/Co = 1.4 
K = ( y  - 1 ) / y  = R / c p  = 0.286 
/z = 1.73 x 10 -5 kgm -a s -1 (at STP) 
v = 1.34 x 10 -5 m 2 s -1 (at STP) 
k = 2.40 x 10 -2 W m -1K -1 (at STP) 
Cs = 331 ms  -1 (at 273 K) 

Water 

Mean molecular weight 

Specific gas constant 
Density (liquid water) 
Density (ice) 
Isobaric specific heat capacity (vapor) 
Isochoric specific heat capacity (vapor) 
Ratio of specific heats (vapor) 
Specific heat capacity (liquid water) 
Specific heat capacity (ice) 
Specific latent heat of fusion 
Specific latent heat of vaporization 
Specific latent heat of sublimation 

M o = 18.015 gmo1-1 
�9 = M o / M  a = 0.622 
R = 461.51 J kg- a K -  1 

p - -  103 kgm -3 (at STP) 
p = 9.17 x 102 kgm -3 (at STP) 
Cp = 1.85 x 103 J kg -1K -1 (at 273 K) 
c o = 1.39 x 103 J kg -a K -1 (at 273 K) 

y = Cp/Co = 1.33 
c = 4.218 x 103 J kg -1K -1 (at 273 K) 
c = 2.106 x 103 J kg -1K -1 (at 273 K) 
If  = 3.34 x 105 J kg -1 
l o = 2.50 x 106 J kg-a 

l s = If  + l o 

*Standard temperature and pressure (STP) = 1013 mb and 273 K. 
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Appendix C 

Physical Constants 

A v o g a d r o ' s  n u m b e r  

Universa l  gas cons tan t  

B o l t z m a n n  cons t an t  

P lanck  cons t an t  

S t e f a n - B o l t z m a n n  cons t an t  

Speed  of  light 

Solar  cons t an t  

Rad ius  of  the  ea r th  

S t a n d a r d  gravity 

E a r t h ' s  angu la r  veloci ty  

NA = 6.022 X 10 23 m o l -  1 

R* = 8.314 J mo1-1 K -1 

k = 1.381 x 10 -23 J K -1 

h = 6.6261 • 10 -34 J s -1 

tr - 5.67 x 10 -8 W m -2 K -4 

c -  2.998 x 108 m s  -1 

F s = 1.372 x 10 3 W m  -2 

a = 6.371 • 10 3 k m  

go = 9.806 m s -2 

12 = 7.292 • 10 -5 s -1 
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A p p e n d i x  D 

Vector  Identit ies  

A • (B  • C )  = ( A . C ) B - ( A . B ) C  

A.(B • C)=(A • B).C =B.  (C • 

(A x B )  . (C  x D )  = (A . C ) ( B  . D )  - (A . D ) ( B  . C )  

V(fg) = f V g  + gV f 

V .  ( fA )  = V f  .A + f V . A  

V x ( f A ) =  V f  x A  + f V  x A  

V. (A x S) = S .  (V x A ) - A .  (V x S) 

V . V x A = 0  

VxVf=O 

V. Vf = V2f 

V x V x f = V(V. f)  - V2f 

V(A .B )  = A .  VB + B .  VA + A  x VB + B  x V xA 

V(A x B) = B . VA - A . VB + A ( V  . B) - B (V  . A) 

1 V ( A . A ) - A  x (V x A )  A . V A  - 

(D.1) 

(D.2) 

(D.3) 

(D.4) 

(D.5) 

(D.6) 

(D.7) 

(D.8) 

(D.9) 

(D.10) 

(D.11) 

(O.12) 

(D.13) 

(D.14) 
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A p p e n d i x  E 

C u r v i l i n e a r  C o o r d i n a t e s  

Spher ica l  C o o r d i n a t e s  (a ,  4~, r) 

v,/,= 
1 8q, 

r cos 4) OA 

1 Og, Oq, 
ea + -  ~--~-e,/, + r 3r er (E.1) 

1 8A a 1 8 
V . A =  t 

r cos r 8A r cos 4~ 04) 
1 8 (r2Ar) (cos 6 A , )  + 7Tr (E.2) 

V x A =  
1 { E Ar 

(r 2cOs$) rcos~b 3q~ 
O(rA4') ] 

3 ( r c o s  ~ A a )  - OAr]  
+ r  ~rr --~- e6 

E ]} + 3A - 3---~(r cos ~bAx) e r 

1 o~2 I/t 
g 2 I// -- r2 C0S2 ~b ~)A2 + 1 3 ( O~b) 1 3 (r2O~b) 

r 2 COS 4) 34) COS q~--~ + 7 ~rr -~r 

(z.3) 

(E.4) 

2 OA r A~ + t 
V2A = V2Aa - r2 c0s2 4) r 2 cos q~ 3A 

2 sin ~b OA 6 ] 
r2 c0s2 4) o~A e 

A6 
-a t- V 2A6 - r2 c0s2 4 ) 

2 3A r 2 sin ~b OAa ] 

I e ~b r 2 8~b r 2cos 2~b 3A 

2 2 8 (sin ) _ 2 8Ax ] 
+ V2Ar - -~ Ar - rZcosq~ 3~b 4~A6 r2cosq~ 3A e r (E.5) 
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582 Appendix E 

Cylindrical Coordinates (r, ~b, z) 

V ~  - O~ 1 ?0  O~ 
e--~ e r -t- - - - ~  e 4, + - -  r Oz ez 

1 OA 4, 3A  z V .A  = __1 O (rAr) 4 f 
r Or r Odp @z 

V x A -  [10A z 
I r O4, 

FOUr 
Oz e r + L - ~ z  

 Az] 
Or e4~ 

1 e(rA4,) + - 
r Or 

1 OA r ] 
r ?4) e~ 

l O  
V2O--rO r r-fir- r q 

1 021// 020 
I r 2 0t~ 2 o~z 2 

V 2 A -  rv2Ar  Ar 
L 1.2 r 2 34) er nt- V2A6 

n t- V2Azez 

(E.6) 

(E.7) 

(E.8) 

(E.9) 

A~ 2 OAr ] 

(E.10) 



Appendix F 

Pseudo-Adiabatic Chart 

Figures on the following pages show adiabats (solid lines), which are character- 
ized by constant values of potential temperature 0, pseudo-adiabats (dashed lines), 
which are characterized by constant values of equivalent potential temperature 0 e, and 
isopleths of saturation mixing ratio with respect to water r~ (thin solid lines), all as 
functions of temperature and pressure with the ordinate proportional to (Po/P)". 
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Answers to Selected Problems 

Chapter  1 

Vi m ri  
2. V. ~" 

Vi  ~ n i  
3. Va - -  n-- 7 . 

6. (a) NH2o -- 0.0231, (b) M - 28.71 g mo1-1, (c) R -  289.58 J kg- 

(d) PH2o-  0.0173 kg m -3, (e) rH2o-  0.0147, (f) ~ -0.0236.  
8. En20 -- 1000 ~ (mm). - f o  rH2oPddZ 
9. (a) 47 mm, (b) 9.7 mm. 

12. A T  e - -  4.4 K. 

13. (a) 0. 
16. T ( z ) -  gh2 [1 + (z) 2] 

2-~ a �9 
17. 236 K. 

Chapter  2 

1. (a) 5 km, (b) 0.9 km. 

2. (a) 0950 - 30 ~ C. 
3. (a) 3.06 x 103 J, (b) 3.10 x 103 J, (c) 4.06 x 104 J. 

6. 15.85. 

Chapter  3 

1. (a) 298 K, (b) -6.3 J K -1, (C) 7.05 J K -1, (d) 0.75 J K -1. 

2. (a) -20.7 J K -1, (b) 21.5 J K -1. 

3. 0.90. 

4. (a) 0.967. 

5. (a) 277 K, (b) 285 K. 

7. 199 J K -1 kg -1. 

9. (a) 1.3 x 10 2 J K -1 mo1-1, (b) 5.2 x 10 4 J mo1-1. 

595 

1 K - l ,  
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Chapter 4 

6. (a) 95 ~ C, (b) 86 ~ C, (c) 71 ~ C. 

7. (a) 599 K. 
8. (a) 188 K, (b) in the wintertime Antarctic stratosphere. 

Chapter 5 

1. (a) 33 ~ C, (b) 10.2 g kg -1, (c) 26%. 

3. (a) T ( z ,  t; x )  = r ~ [ z  - h ( x  - ct)] - Fdh(x - ct), (b) r(z ,  t; x )  = 

r ~ [ z  - h ( x  - ct)]. 

7. (a) 75%, (b) 25 ~ C, (c) 325 K, (d) 770 mb, (e) 400 K, (f) 22.5 g kg -1, 

(g) 450 mb. 

8. 53%. 
9. (a) 53%, (b) 100%. 

11. (a) 20.1 ~ C, (b) 32.6 ~ C. 
15. (e) 328 K. 
16. 9~ C. 
18. (a) 920 mb, (b) 610 mb. 
19. 9%. 
20. (a) 5.4%, (b) 0.51 kg, (c) 7.22 x 10 6 J. 

22. (a) 13.6 km. 

23. 3.4 km. 
25. (d) 1.3 km. 

Chapter 6 

3. w = - R  f Td In p = - R A .  

4. W - -  c p ( T 2 -  TI) [ I -  ( p34 

R - -  T' ~~ 7. (a) 2 { ( ~ +  Tcos4~)~- (-~)exp[ -A~+(6- z -  , 2  

8. 23K. 
9. (a) z =  -Rf(~:- 's) [1--  's[1-e'~('s-O] } (~_~) �9 

12. (a) 158 m. 
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C h a p t e r  7 

( hI ) N 2 ~ ez/hl-- 2. (a) unstable" z < z c, stable: z > Zc; z c - h 1 In ~ , (b) --- g ez/h 1 

4. 1.24 10 -4 kg s -2, (b) 5.41 10 -4 kg s -2. 
5 (a)wo �9 " ~ " .  

�9 

10. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

24. 

25. 

z �9 

~2 

6. ( a ) 0 - - T  0 a exp[r'd ( - ~ ) ]  -~o a z  + , (b) unstable: z < Zc, stable: z > z c, 

Zc /-aTo _ a 
= V  ra 

3Fa 
(a) Ttrigger- r 0 -q- --~, (b) At "~ 5 hr. 

(a) stable: z < a, unstable: z > a; (b) Az = 2a (exclusive of instability). 

27 km. 

15kin. 
doe dO e > 0 (stable), = 0 (neutral), a0e -37 ~ < 0 (unstable). 
57 m s -1. 

(a) T I ( z )  = 4 z - 2 0 ,  (b) 5 km, (e) Wmax = 58 m s -1 at 5 km, Zmax = 9.5 km. 

(a) K' > 0 for z < 9.8 km, (b) K' > 0 for z < 5.7 km, (c) K' > 0 for 

z < 5.3 km. 

(a) 244 K at 13 km. 

(a) potentially unstable (stable) for z < 1.6 km (z > 1.6 km), (b) poten- 

tially unstable (stable) for z < 4.8 km (z > 4.8 km). 

C h a p t e r  8 

. 

3. 

4. (a) 

5. (a) 

9. (a) 

10. (a) 

11. (a) 

12. (a) 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

(a) 254 K, (b) 290 K, (c) 270 K, (d) 240 K. 

-32 .4  K. 

4.6 K. 

u ( z )  = p o r H  exp - --g- 

227 K. 

95 , (b) 3.4. 
393 K, (b) 393 K. 

1 :asw-5)  
k aLw , (b) 278 K. 

2] 
z 

1 

T ( t )  = (0.12~rt + 1 )  3. 
\ " 0  

,~ a t m - -  a t m  h o o d  - . 
L--aLWWaLWaLW ~ h o o o  I t7 _ h o o d  

2--aLW '~SW ,~ cos O s -  uLW ~rTnood; (a) 298 K, (b) 392 K. 

(a) 324 K, (b) 212 K. 

(a) [asw + (1 - asw)aLw ] Zn%0 (_a._~)n, (b) 252 K. 
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17. (a) 291 K, (b) 252 K, (c) 294 K. 

18. (a) 5.0 mb, (b) 6.4 mb. 
2+(U-1)a 

19. (a) F~ - F02_-- ~ (U - 1), F o 2+a (U - 2) Fo 2-a ~ **,  

= Fo [I + N2ava] (N) .  

22. - 9 7  K. 
24. (a) o.T4RE(Z)_ Fo{3k gclz' 11 / ,~ T ~ P 0  e x p [ -  fo RTRE(2 t) ] "Jr- , ( b )  T R E ( Z )  

_[3kF~ z , ( c ) l T - ~ - p o e x p ( - ~ )  ] _  __ - T ~ -  Fs(0)Zr. q-d~-po exp ( - ~ ) ]  1 [ 3kF0 

32. (a) 16 days, (b) 0. 

33. (a) 4.6 K, (b) 17.6 K. 

C h a p t e r  9 

3 (a) as an dM 4 dn d(loga) -- 4"n'a2d(loga) (b) - "n'a3p �9 ~ ' d ( l o g a )  ~ 3 d ( l o g a ) "  

8. AG = 1 6 ' n ' ~  

3[nwKTln(e-~)] 2 

9. (a) 0.60/xm, (b) 0.19/xm. 

10. 1.6 g m -3. 

11. (a) ~ 100 m. 
2 pwga 2 (b) 87/xm, (c) 88/xm. 15. (a) W t - -  -~ Ix ' 

17. (a) 0.76 years, (b) 76 years. 

19. (a) 150 m, (b) 1500 m. 

26. cos | = cos 0 cos 0' + sin 0 sin 0' cos(~b - ~b'). 

27. (a) 0.013, (b) 0.051, (c) 0.301. 
28. /3s(~r) - 6 4 z r 5  n a 6 (m2-I ~2 

A 4 '0 2 m-----~] " 

35. (a) a e - - 5 . 7 / x m ,  (b) ~ l -  785 g m -2 (c) r c - 2 0 8 .  

36. r c = 410. 

38. (a) E t -  240 g m -2, (b) Pt = 0.24 g m -3. 
( ) E _ a _ e - , ' * - E + a + e - ~ ' ~ - ( 1 - a ) a + E _  e - ~ ' ~ - e - ~ ' *  

39. (9.40), but with C = a2e~ ,*_a2e-~ , ,~+( l_a)a+a_(e - ,~_e~ ,~)  , 

i~ �9 , { _ ~ ,  \ 
E + a _ e - ~  , c - E a + e ~ ' c  +(1-a)a E ~e v~* _ _ - e  Us c )  

D ~  31 * * a2+e , r  e-r'~ +(1 -a )a+a_(e - r ' * -e r ' c  ) 

41. Csw = -131 W m -2, CLW -- 125 W m -2, C -  - 6  W m -2. 

42. 3.1 mm day -1. 

47. Strong forward scattering implies that the reduction of direct transmission 

is offset by an enhancement of diffuse transmission. 
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C h a p t e r  10 

6. (a) two thermodynamic degrees of freedom, (b) two independent families 

of surfaces, (c) the families coincide. 

10. (c) For a given time interval, the deformation experienced by a material 

volume approaches zero with its dimension. 
do _ O. 14. (a) 77d~ _ V . v -  0, (b) 17 

15. v orthogonal to Vq,. 

18. (a) 3.5 ~ , (b) 34.8 ~ (c) 348 ~ (d) 0.019, 0.19, 1.9. 

C h a p t e r  11 

6. [(u + Or cos q~)r cos 4~] - - r  cos q~ prcos~b Oh Jr- Da �9 
dVh . ( )  1 1  11. -d7 + f k x v  h - - V ~ d O - D  h o O _ _ O ;  a ~-14r + Tr , a ~ - -  ~ 7r - -  V c r . v  h - O ;  \ / 
dO (t. d _ 3__ +11 h . V,n. + 7r3--7 dt ~ zr' dt ~ 3t 

19. (a) Ug- fa och' Vg facos4~ oh, (b) U g -  fa acb' 1)g facos4~ Oh" 
3Vg 

20. alnp = ~k x VpT. 

21. (a) w - srh { 1 -  e -z*/h  }, (b) convergence inside the boundary layer must 

be compensated by divergence aloft. 

C h a p t e r  12 

_ 1  k 3. (a) Vg of x Vzp, (b) vg ~k x Voq*. 
__ 1 3 " .  __ 1 3"  ( b )  Ug - -  1 3 . .  _ 1 3 .  

4. (a) Ug --  f Oy' Vg f Ox' - -  fa Oqb' Vg facos~  3--A-' 

(C) Ugch = --~, Ug r = r 36" 
cot4~ cot~b 6. ( a )  k - ( V  x l/g) - -  %V2(I ) +  ~ H g ,  ( b )  V-13g  - a l)g. 

7. 105 m s -1. 
10. ( a )  u ( r ) -  const - 7 - ,  (b) F(r) - 27r. const -5/= f ( r ) ,  (c) vorticity is concentrated 

at r = 0 in a point vortex. 

(b) Diffusion. 

(a) vii = K2+f2, v• -- K2+f2, (b) 6 - tan-  , (c) 6.4 ~ (d) 17.1 ~ 
K V2(i). 

g " l'lh - -  K 2 +f2 

4.6 ~ . 
2 ( x 2 + y  2 ) 

(a) v - ~ exp - - - g : -  [ - ( ~ Y  + X x ) i  + ( ~ x  - Xy) j] ,  

~--~X4 (b) V.  v - exp ~ -Xe+y2 / ---yz-) [ x ~  ~ 2 -  1] 

4.exp( x +y2)[x2+y  ] ( c )  k .  ( v  • - - - z =  - 1 .  

11. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 
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17. (a) o) = -pgw ,  (b) w = -18  mm s -1. 
~ { [~soo 2 ~ ,  sin(~r x2+y2)] [2~rx _, ( x2+y2)] } 18. (a) Vsoo = a L 2 Zsoo --gr- i + --LrZsooSin zr--zr- j , 

(c) (~ + f ) =  }4,~,U Zsoo [sin(zr x2~ y------~2 ) + rr (x2+Y:)L2 COS (TrX2~ y 2 ) ~  ql + f0- 

24. (a) 16 m s -1, (b) 14.3 m s -1. 

25. (a) 768 m s -1, (b) 45 m s -1. 
2y [ 2] 27. (b) s r = ~ exp - (Y) exp[i(kx - o-t)]; 

- ik exp [ - ( y ) 2 ]  exp[i(kx - ~rt)]; V.  v h 
m _  

[ ] i O x  (c) V2X = ik exp - (y)2 exp[i(kx - ~rt)]; q, - f, oy" 

OT __ O, 30. (a) 950-850: 52~ = 0, N=~ -0.032 K km -1", 850-750:52 

o__r = +.028 K km -1 (b) 950-850:32 K day -1" 850-750: 
Oy ' 

- 28  K day -1, 

(c) 63 K km -1. 

32. Positive (negative) feedback between changes of e,  and ~2 --Off ~" 
{1]2r2 ~ 

35. p = poexp \2RT]" 

36. (a) v = + (~)~~-e~e6. 

37. (a) zsoo =R Y _..U_) [A + ~ ln(2)] ] ' 

T 2y n ln(2) [ - -a  + e x p  ( - X2+y2 (b) U5oo = - 7  L-r --Zr-) [A + ~ ln(2)] }, 

vs00 ~ ln(2) { 2x exp ( - xi+y2 = L-r L2 ) [ A  + ~ ln(2)] ], (c) p 430 mb. 

38. 33 ~ . 
o~y t~ 0, (b) y(x)  Aei]  -~x + Be -iv/-~x 39. (a) ~-r + u Y = = �9 

45 d__~ ~ _ f V  . Vh"  
�9 d t  

47. (a) s r = - 7 . 5  x 10 -5 s -1, (b) ~" = - 8 . 3  x 10 -5 s -1. 

48. (b) Solenoidal production is absent in isobaric coordinates as well, but 

tilting remains. 
50. ( a ) d M  _~o ( e p ) d A  = const. ( e p ) d A ,  (b )dr  d,faA) 

- -  - -  ~ ~ d - - [ ' -  d t  " 

54. (c) Diffusion. 

Chap te r  13 

1. (a) 0.003, (b) 108, (c) 5.0 x 1011 

3. 87 km for H --7.3 km. 
5. 105 MW (!). 

15. 8.9 m m s  -1 
16. 0.08 N m -2. 
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17. (a) K K -  f-~ - 0; K~ + f(-~ - ug) = 0; K - cel~l (b) ~ - u-----s-g h ' , + ~  (i + ~ j ) ,  

(c) 0.46 days. 

18. (a) 20 m s-akm -1, (b) 50 m s -1 km -1. 

19. 4.5 days. 
drt 1 20. (a)  ~ + z r t  --  l r a ,  (b)  r t ( x  ) - -  ro e - x / L  -Jr- ra; T ( x )  - -  To e - x / L  + Ta, 

9.4- 2354 
(c) rw(X ) - 0.622 10 Toexp(-~+Ta) 

-NO-- 

C h a p t e r  14 

9 ' gH(y) 
19. (a) k and cg are both horizontal, (b) k points downward and Cg is horizon- 

tal. / 

(a) vertical propagation: z < zt, external: z > zt; zt = h~/1 
k2ff 2 

24. 
--  N ~ '  

m0 (c) > T .  

28. (a) zt = 18 km, (c) wave activity disperses for E -+ ec. 

30. (a) 0.0004 mb, (b) 5.1 m s -1. 
32. [pff[2 _ K 2 [wff[ 2ez/H K 2 [Wff[ 2efT-2&z _ r h 2  1 N 2 k 2 

__ H--- ~ o.2K(K_I)WN2k2H 2 ~ o.2H 2 [�89 ; ~ 4H 2 "- o.---- ~- . 
41. (a) Through divergence, the mountain acts as a vorticity source, 

exp - 2 (b) o V 2 ~ ,  o $ '  Q0 exp x2+y2~ i . 
-Jr- f l  3x --  27rL 2 - - ~ 1 ,  (c) ~ s t -  -~Qo ff(ks2+/2)_/3 , 

ks l > 0, y > 0; k sl < O, y < O. 
1 O ( O q / )  l d (Nf_~ ~ )  - - 0 ;  46. (a) a2 cos ~b 0-~b COS ~ ~ --[- P ~-~ p _.[../,,2 ~t  

1 3 ( O f f )  13 ( f 2 ~ o f f )  /,,2 - -  u-cfle k2; fie --  f l  a2~s-~- ~ cos~b~ - ~  ~ r t , ~  , (b) 74 ~ 

(c) 45 ~ 

OQ driven to zero, reflection can occur at both high and low 47. With fie -- -~- 

latitudes, supporting the existence of horizontal modes. Since propagation 

is also trapped vertically, normal modes can exist as well. 
N2 L k2 1 -- 0. 51. ( a ) m  b - o  g ,  (b) g~ -Jr-U2 (c_ff) 2 --  

C h a p t e r  15 

4. de = cpTd In 0e. 

5. - 9 . 8  x 104 J kg -1. 

11. (b) 2.6 x 1021 J. 

12. 0.0013. 

13. 81 m s -1. 
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18. (b) Phase lines tilt SW-NE in the Northern Hemisphere, so that wave 

activity propagates equatorward with Cgy < O. 
19. (a) 2.9 m s -1. 

23. (a) 6 days. 

26. (a) 9.2 x 103 J kg -1, (b) 7.8 x 102 J kg -1, (c) 13.3 km; 4.4 km. 

C h a p t e r  16 

3 . - f ( f - ~ ) y ' .  
4. (a) low latitudes. 

5. (a) positive, (b) 4) = cos -1 l_f2 a202" . 
U2 a-~ 

1 6 . - ~  = coth ( - ~ - )  

17. (b) (kCi)k=l --'-~1 (kCi)l=O 
19. 6.1 days, 3.2 days, 2.25 days, 1.86 days, 1.71 days, 1.77 days, 2.22 days, oo. 

25. (a) unstable (stable) equatorward (poleward) of 25 ~ 

C h a p t e r  17 

__ 1 . 1 - -  3 7  min; - -  3 2  y e a r s ,  1. z03 - J3+~3[01' ZOx - 2 k 3 [ 0 ] '  (a) Zo3 ZOx 
(b) ~'o3 = 21 min; ~'Ox = 15 days, (c) Zo3 = 2.4 min; ~Ox = 3.8 hr. 

9. (a) 16.4 ppmv, (b) 1.6 ppmv, (c) 3.3 ppmv. 

11. 1.26 ppmv. 
1 . J2[o2] 

13. (a) fOx = 2k3[O]+2ka[Cl] , [ O ] - -  k3[O3]+kb[ClO] , (a) 8 years, (b) 3.1 days. 



Index 

Absolute concentration, 6-7 
Absolute humidity, 26, 118 
Absolute vorticity, 388, 389-392 
Absorption 

atmospheric waves, 468-472 
by gases, characteristics, 216-224; see also 

specific gases 
graybody, 211-212 
heat, 65-66, 81-87 
plane parallel atmosphere, 226, 228-230, 

232 
radiation, LW, 46, 200, 469, 472 
radiation, SW, 48-49, 200, 243, 244, 263, 

307 
radiative, 199-200, 207-208, 243-244, 246 
strong, 230, 232 

Absorption coefficient, 207 
Absorption cross section, 207 
Absorptivity, 208, 211, 216 

cloudy atmosphere, 298, 300 
plane parallel atmosphere, 229 

Acceleration, 335-336 
centrifugal, 143, 144-145, 336 
centripetal, 384-385 
Coriolis, 351, 355, 371, 385 
material, 347-348, 355, 382-384, 409 

Accumulation particle, 261 
Acid rain, 41 
Acoustic cutoff frequency, 441 
Acoustic-gravity wave, 441, 444 
Acoustic wave, 439-446 
Activated droplet, 268 
Adiabat, 69, 71, 128 

pseudo-adiabatic process, 132, 134, 135 
Adiabatic cooling, 283 
Adiabatic layer, 155 
Adiabatic process, 58, 63, 68-75, 128-129 

Carnot cycle, 82-84 
control surface, 58 

603 

entropy, 87, 93 
equation of motion, 352 
equilibrium conditions, 91 
isentropic coordinates, 364, 367 
lapse rate, 171 

dry, 74, 135, 151 
saturated, 132-133, 151 

path independence, 63 
potential energy, 493-495 
potential temperature, 71-73, 74, 93, 352 
pseudo-adiabatic, 130-132, 134-148 
stratification, 130-131, 156-160 

Advection, 27, 552 
material derivative, 328, 338 

Aerosol, 33, 35, 46; see also Clouds, droplet 
growth 

chemical processes, role, 314-315 
cloudy atmosphere, 295-305 
global energy budget, role, 312-314 
ice nuclei, 275-276 
LW and SW radiation, 244, 263, 312-313 
Mie scattering, 291-295 
morphology, 258-264, 270-271 
thermal structure, 275-305 
as trace constituent, 35 

Ageostrophic motion, 394, 422, 502 
?fir, see also Dry air; Moist air 

compressibility, 2, 6-7, 152-153 
constituents, 3-4, 12, 14; see also specific 

constituents 
internal energy, 44 

Air parcel, 1, 32 
Aitken nuclei, 261 
Albedo, 305 

aerosol, 312 
cloud, 298-299, 300, 307 
global energy budget, 48-49, 307 
Mie scattering, 293 
radiative equilibrium, 41, 43 



604 Index 

Albedo ( con t inued)  

Rayleigh scattering, 290 
single scattering, 214 

Aleutian high, 374 
Altitude, see also Geopotential height; 

Height 
coordinate systems, 146 
pseudo-adiabatic chart, 134 

Amazon basin, global energy budget, 307 
Angle 

scattering, 288-289 
zenith, see Zenith angle 

Angular momentum 
absolute vorticity, 391 
coordinate systems, 350, 352 
general circulation, 486, 502 
quasi-biennial oscillation, 557 

Angular velocity 
earth, 579 
reference frame, 334 

Answers, to selected problems, 593-600 
Antarctic plateau, 552 
Anthropogenic impact 

aerosol, 35, 258, 262, 271 
albedo, 312 
carbon dioxide, 23-24 
chlorofluorocarbons, 33, 542 
greenhouse effect, 252 
heterogeneous chemistry, 567, 569 
methane, 32 
nitric oxide, 35, 541 
nitrous oxide, 34-35 

Anticyclone, 187, 192; see also Cyclone 
Anticyclonic motion, 374; see also Cyclonic 

motion 
geostrophic equilibrium, 380, 386-387, 388 
stratospheric warming, 554-556 
tropical circulation, 508 

Anvil cirrus cloud 
global energy budget, 307 
radiative cooling, 304 

Archimedes' principle, 167 
Arctic haze, 312 
Asymmetry factor, scattering, 297 
Asynoptic satellite observation, 404 
Atacama desert, LW radiation, 211 
Atmospheric behavior, see also Atmospheric 

motion 
influencing mechanisms, 2-3 
perspectives, 1-2, 321-323 

Atmospheric energy, see General circulation, 
atmospheric energy 

Atmospheric motion, see also Equations of 
motion; Horizontal motion; Large-scale 
motion; Vertical motion 

Cauchy's equations, 331-334 
conservation of mass, 330-331 
descriptions, 321-323 
first law of thermodynamics, 336-338 
fluid motion, kinematics, 323-328 
material derivative, 328 
momentum budget, 331-336 
Reynolds' transport theorem, 329-330 
rotating reference frame, 334-336 

Atmospheric window, 200, 203 
absorption characteristics, 216 

Auxiliary function, 88 
Avogadro's number, 579 
Axisymmetric circulation, 495-503 

Band, spectrum, 218-220 
Band absorptivity, 229 
Band model, 217, 229-230 
Band transmissivity, 228 
Baroclinic instability, 493, 505, 521-523; see 

also Eady problem 
Baroclinic stratification, 378--379, 389-393 

potential energy, 491, 494 
Barotropic instability, 521-523 
Barotropic nondivergent motion, 387-388 
Barotropic nondivergent vorticity equation, 

388 
Barotropic nondivergent wave, 459-461 
Barotropic stratification, 378 
Beta effectiveness, 466 
Beta-plane approximation, 394 
Blackbody radiation theory, 208-212 
Blackbody spectrum, 209 
Blackbody temperature, 43, 44, 208-212 
Boltzmann constant, 579 
Boundary layer, see Planetary boundary 

layer 
Boussinesq approximation, 394-395 
Break temperature, 193 
Brewer-Dobson circulation, 547-548 
Brightness temperature, 209 
Brunt-V~iis/iill/i frequency, 175 
Bulk viscosity, 340 
Buoyancy 

cloud dissipation, 286-287 
cloud formation, 277-281 
conditional instability, 178-179 



Buoyancy (continued) 

entrainment, 181, 184 
vertical stability, 166-170, 174-176, 189 

Buoyancy wave, 440--456 

CAPE, see Convective available potential 
energy 

Carbonaceous aerosol, 258, 260, 262 
Carbon dioxide (CO2) 

absorption by, 200, 201, 203, 216-217, 232, 
244 

greenhouse effect, 249-250, 252 
line broadening, 224 
LW radiation, 46, 242 
as trace constituent, 22-25 

Carbon monoxide (CO), absorption by, 216 
Carnot cycle, 82-84, 159 
Carnot's theorem, 84-85 
Cartesian coordinates 

rectangular, 341 
transformations, 341-342, 344-346 

Cauchy's equations of motion, 331-334 
CCN, see Cloud condensation nuclei 
Centrifugal acceleration, 143, 144-145, 336 
Centripetal acceleration, 384-385 
CFCs, see Chlorofluorocarbons 
Chapman layer, 243, 246, 304 
Chappuis band, 219, 220 
Chemical equilibrium, 118, 120; see also 

Photochemical equilibrium 
Gibbs function, 102-103, 105-106 
heterogeneous system, 99, 102-104 

Chemical potential, 102-104, 105, 109 
Chinook wind, 138 
Chlorine chemistry, 35, 41; see also 

Chlorofluorocarbons; Heterogeneous 
chemistry 

odd chlorine family, 543-544 
Chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) 

absorption by, 216, 220 
greenhouse effect, 252 
heterogeneous chemistry, 569 
increased levels, 33-34 
middle atmosphere, 542-544 
mixing ratio, 33 
ozone destruction, 34 
radiative equilibrium, 43 
as trace constituents, 33-34 

Chromosphere, 201 
Circulation, 2, 41; see also Atmospheric 

motion; General circulation; 

Index 605 

Large-scale motion; Meridional 
circulation; Middle atmosphere 

Brewer-Dobson, 547-548 
Hadley, 39, 51, 505 
secondary, 395, 420 
structure, 17-22 
thermally direct, 51 
time-mean, 19-21, 51 
Walker, 51 
zonal-mean, 17-18 

Circumpolar flow, 18-19, 21, 51, 150 
Cirriform cloud, 277, 307 
Cirrus cloud, 300, 304, 305 

dissipation, 287 
global energy budget, 307 
microphysical properties, 285-286 
Mie scattering, 295 

Cirrus uncinus cloud, 286 
Clausius-Clapeyron equation, 112-114 

distribution of water vapor, 122 
greenhouse effect, 250 
saturation properties, 120 

Clausius inequality, 85-86 
Closed system, 55 
Cloud condensation nuclei (CCN), 268, 

270-271, 275 
chemical species, 314 

Cloud cover, 250, 306-312 
Cloud radiative forcing, 308-310 
Clouds, 39, 41, 259; see also specific cloud 

types 

climate, role in 
chemical processes, 314-315 
global energy budget, 306-312 

droplet growth 
collision, 273-275 
condensation, 264-273, 274 

ice particle growth, 275-276 
IR radiation, 36-38, 43 
LW radiation, 46, 280, 281, 287, 300-302, 

304-305 
macroscopic characteristics 

dissipation, 286-287 
formation and classification, 277-285 
microphysical properties, 285-286 

microphysics, 264-276 
optical properties, 299-305 
radiative transfer 

cloudy atmosphere, 295-305 
Mie scattering, 291-295 

structure, 36-41 
Coagulation, ice particle growth, 276 



606 Index 

Coefficient 
absorption, 207 
drag, 424 
extinction, 214, 293 
isobaric expansion, 125 
scattering, 293 
viscosity, 333 

Cold cloud, 275 
Collection efficiency, 273 
Collector drop, 273-274 
Collision 

droplet growth by, 273-275 
ice particle growth by, 276 
molecule, critical level, 13 

Collisional broadening, 223, 224 
Combustion aerosol, 258, 260, 261 
Compressibility, air, 2, 6-7, 152-153 
Concentration 

absolute, 6-7 
relative, 7 

Condensation, 126-130; see also Lifting 
condensation level; Moist air; Water 
vapor 

aerosol formation, 261 
droplet growth, 264-273, 274 
ice particle growth, 276 
pseudo-adiabatic chart, 137-138 
pseudo-adiabatic process, 130-132 

Conditional instability, 173, 176-181, 189 
Conservation of mass, 330-331 
Conserved property, 7-8 
Constants, physical, 579 
Continental aerosol, 258, 260-263, 270-271 
Continental cloud 

droplet growth, 271 
glaciation, 275 
reflective properties, 300 

Continuity equation, 331, 338 
incompressible motion, 352 
isentropic coordinates, 366-367 
isobaric coordinates, 360, 361 
log-pressure coordinates, 363 
quasi-geostrophic motion, 396 
turbulence, 409 

Control surface, 55, 58 
Convection, 27 

boundary layer, 419 
cumulus, 39, 190-191 
entrainment, 181, 183-184 
free, 178, 179, 189, 415, 508 
Rayleigh-B6nard, 282 
sloping, 39, 505 

stratification, 159 
vertical stability, 176, 189 

Convective available potential energy 
(CAPE), 179, 189 

Convective cloud, 38, 127, 136 
Convective mixing, 189-191, 192-193 
Convective overshoot, 180-181 
Convective overturning, 236-240 
Conversion, to SI units, 577 
Cooling, see also Longwave radiation; 

Shortwave radiation 
adiabatic, 283 
cirrus, 304 
evaporative, 45 
Newtonian, 76, 248, 469, 472, 552 

Cooling rate, 160-161 
Cooling to space, 241, 246-248 
Cool-to-space approximation, 246 
Coordinates 

Cartesian, 341-342, 344-346 
curvilinear, 341-344, 581-582 
cylindrical, 581-582 
fluid motion, kinematics, 323-326 
geopotential, 145-147, 336 
isentropic, 364-368, 372 
isobaric, 151, 357-362 
log-pressure, 362-364 
orthogonal, 343, 344, 346 
spherical, 146, 344-352, 581 
thermodynamic, 357-368 
trajectory, 383 

Coriolis acceleration, 335-336, 351, 355, 371 
cyclostrophic motion, 385 
inertial motion, 385 

Coriolis force, 336 
general circulation, 502 
geostrophic equilibrium, 372-374 
Rossby waves, 459 

Coriolis parameter, 351 
Critical level, 13-15 

gravity waves, 473 
Rossby waves, 465 
wave activity, 450, 454-456 

Critical line 
quasi-biennial oscillation, 557-560 
shear instability, 522 

Critical point, water, 108 
Critical radius, droplet formation, 268 
Critical supersaturation, 268 
Crustal aerosol, 258, 260, 261, 262, 275 
Cumuliform cloud, 277; see also Cumulus 

cloud 



Cumulonimbus cloud, 180-181, 277, 
280-281 

global energy budget, 307 
microphysical properties, 285-286 
troposphere-stratosphere interaction, 562, 

563 
Cumulus cloud, 39, 128; see also 

Stratocumulus cloud 
albedo, 299 
dissipation, 286, 287 
droplet growth, 271, 274 
formation, 277-281 
global energy budget, 307, 310, 311 
microphysical properties, 285-286 
Mie scattering, 293-295 
transmissivity, 299 

Cumulus convection, 39, 190-191 
Cumulus tower, 180-181 
Curl, motion field, 326 
Curvature effect, droplet growth, 268 
Curvilinear coordinates, 341-344, 581-582 
Curvilinear motion, 382-387 
Cyclic process, 59, 62; see also Circuit, heat 

transfer 
first law, 64-65 
second law, 80-82, 85 

Cyclic work, 57 
Cyclone, 20, 72; see also Anticyclone 

Eady model, 525 
potential energy, 493 
vertical instability, 188 

Cyclonic motion, see also Anticyclonic 
motion 

geostrophic equilibrium, 374, 380, 
386-387, 388 

Rossby waves, 460 
Cyclostrophic equilibrium, 385-386 
Cylindrical coordinates, 581-582 

Dalton's law, 5 
Deforestation, 191 
Deformation. tensor, 326 
Degrees of freedom, 59 

barotropic stratification, 378 
heterogeneous system, 99, 106-107 
homogeneous system, 99 
moist air, 123 
water, 108-109 

Density, number, see Number density 
Deposition, 276 
Desert dust, 312-314 
Dew point, 121, 135-136 

Index 607 

Diabatic process, 75-76, 156 
changes of state, 63-65 
entrainment, 181 
momentum budget, 332 
stratification, 160-162 

Diagnostic equation, 387 
Diffuse flux transmission function, 229 
Diffuse radiation, 205, 295-296; see also 

Scattering 
Diffusive transport, 11-12 
Diffusivity, 232, 333, 411, 412 
Dilatation, motion field, 326 
Dipole moment, scatterer, 287 
Direction, see also Reversibility 

thermodynamic process, 85, 87, 90 
Dispersion 

turbulent, 174, 189-193 
wave, 434-438 

Dissipation, 392 
cloud, 286-287 
frictional, 50, 52 

Dobson units, ozone abundance, 31 
Doppler broadening, 224 
Doppler shift, 432, 447, 472 
Drag 

frictional, 381 
Stokes, 317 
turbulent, 420 

Drag coefficient, 424 
Drag force, 334 
Droplet growth, 264-275 
Dry adiabatic lapse rate, 74, 135, 151 
Dry air, 4, 7 

equation of state, 118 
thermodynamic properties, 578 

Dynamical structure, 16-22 
Dynamic condition, free surface, 428-429 

Eady problem, 523-529, 531 
Earth 

angular velocity, 579 
radius, 579 
rotation, see Rotation, earth 

Eddy diffusivity, boundary layer, 411, 412 
Eddy momentum, 409-411, 428 
Edge wave, 434, 442, 526 
Effective gravity, 143-145, 336; see also 

Height 
Eigenfrequency, shear instability, 520 
Einstein notation, 325 
Ekman balance, 498, 501 
Ekman layer, 412-413, 501, 502, 503 



608 Index 

Ekman number, 495-496 
Ekman pumping, 420-423 
Ekman spiral, 413, 499 
E1 Chichon volcano, 263, 315 
Elevation, see Altitude; Geopotential height; 

Height 
El Nifio, 467-468, 509-510 
E1 Nifio Southern Oscillation (ENSO), 510 
Emission 

Lyman-c~, 201 
radiative, 208-212 

plane parallel atmosphere, 226, 228, 232 
Emissivity, 211 
Energy transfer, see General circulation; 

Global energy budget; Heat transfer; 
Radiation; Radiative transfer 

ENSO, see El Nifio Southern Oscillation 
Enthalpy, 65, 11 0-111 

ideal gas law, 67 
specific heat capacity, 66 

Entrainment, 181, 183-184 
cloud dissipation, 286-287 
cloud formation, 280 

Entropy 
changes, 87-88 
potential temperature, 91-96, 337 
saturated behavior, 126 
second law, 84-87, 91-96 

Environmental lapse rate, 151-153, 168 
Environmental temperature, 169-170 
Equations of motion, 331-334, 338; see also 

Perturbation equation 
adiabatic motion, 352 
balances 

scale analysis, 354-357 
stratification, 353-354 

Cav,:hy's, 331-334 
coordinates 

curvilinear, 341-344 
spherical, 344-352 
thermodynamic 

isentropic, 364-368 
isobaric, 357-362 
log-pressure, 362-364 

incompressible motion, 352 
traditional approximation, 350-352 
turbulence, 407-408, 409 

Equations of radiative transfer, 215, 233, 295 
Equations of state, 5-7, 59 

dry air, 118 
heterogeneous system, 106, 112-113 
moist air, 119 
water, 107-108, 112, 113 

Equilibrium 
stable, 90 
true, 90, 91 

Equilibrium phase transformation, 110-114 
Equilibrium supersaturation, 268, 269 
Equilibrium temperature, 236 
Equilibrium vapor pressure, 109, 112-114 
Equivalent potential temperature, 131-132, 

136 
Ertel potential vorticity, 392 
Escape velocity, 13-15 
Eulerian derivative, 328 
Eulerian description 

versus Lagrangian, 1-2, 322-323, 324 
material derivative, 328, 329-330 

Evanescent wave, 441--442 
Evaporation 

cloud dissipation, 286-287 
droplet growth, 265-268 

Evaporative cooling, 45 
Exact differential theorem, 61 
Exchange integral, 241 
Exner function, 369 
Exosphere, 13-15 
Expansion work, 56-58 

adiabatic conditions, 63, 73 
diabatic conditions, 75 

Exponential kernel approximation, 232 
Extensive property, 55-56, 99-101 
External wave, 441-442 
Extinction, 206 
Extinction coefficient, 214, 293 
Extinction cross section, 213-214 
Extinction efficiency, 292 

Fair weather cumulus cloud, 281 
Feedback, greenhouse effect, 250-252 
Ferrell cell, 502-503 
Field variable, 322, 331, 338; see also 

Atmospheric motion 
Final warming, 557 
Finite-energy condition, 457 
First law of thermodynamics, 63-65, 85 

atmospheric motion, 336-338 
forms, 66 

adiabatic process, 68-69, 132 
diabatic process, 75, 76 
isochoric process, 87 

Fluid motion, 1-2, 321-328; see also 

Atmospheric motion 
Flux Richardson number, 415 
f-plane motion, 374--375 



Forcing 
cloud radiative, 308-310, 311 

Fourier's law of heat conduction, 337 
Fourier synthesis, 429-432 
Fourier transform, 431 
Fractus cloud, 282 
Free atmosphere, 405 
Free convection, 178, 179, 189, 415, 508 
Free energy, 89, 265-267 
Free surface, 426-429 
Freezing level, 136-137 
Freezing nucleus, 275 
Frictional convergence, 420, 421 
Frictional dissipation, 50, 52 
Frictional geostrophic equilibrium, 381 
Friction velocity, 413 
Frost point, 121 
Fundamental relations, 88-90 

heterogeneous system, 104-106 

Gases, thermodynamics, see 

Thermodynamics of gases 
Gas phase properties, 117-120 
Gas-to-particle conversion, 35 
General circulation, 50-52, 486-487; see also 

Circulation 
atmospheric energy 

moist static, 487-489 
potential, available, 491-495 
potential, total, 489-491 

heat transfer 
axisymmetric circulation, 495-503 
laboratory simulations, 503-506 

radiative transfer, 198 
tropical, 506-513 

General circulation model (GCM), 24, 362 
Geological evidence 

carbon dioxide, 24-25 
ozone, 29-30 

Geometric altitude, see Altitude 
Geometric optics method, 451-456 
Geopotential coordinates, 145-147, 336 
Geopotential height, 146-147; see also 

Gravity; Potential energy 
Geostrophic balance, 377 
Geostrophic equilibrium 

curvilinear motion, 382-384, 386-387 
frictional, 381 
large-scale motion, 371-377 
thermal wind balance, 380 
weakly divergent motion, 388, 394-395 

Index 609 

Geostrophic motion, 372, 374, 377-381; see 

also Quasi-geostrophic motion 
Geostrophic paradox, 372, 486 
Geostrophic streamfunction, 376, 461 
Geostrophic velocity, 371-373, 374, 378-379 

quasi-geostrophic motion, 394 
Geostrophic wind, 370, 377-381 
Gibbs-Dalton law, 117, 120 
Gibbs free energy, 265-267 
Gibbs function, 88-89 

chemical equilibrium, 102-103, 105-106 
equilibrium conditions, 91 

Gibbs' phase rule, 107, 109, 123 
Glaciated cloud, 275 
Global energy budget, see also Momentum 

budget; Vorticity budget 
aerosol, role, 312-314, 315 
clouds, role, 306-312 
global-mean energy balance, 44--46 
radiative transfer, 198 

Global-mean energy balance, 44-46 
Global warming, 23-24 
Governing equations, see Continuity 

equation; Equations of motion; 
Equations of state; Perturbation 
equation 

Gradient equilibrium, 386 
Gradient motion, 386-387 
Gradient Richardson number, 417 
Gradient wind speed, 386 
Grauple, 276 
Gravity, 2, 8, 44; see also Height; Hydrostatic 

equilibrium; Potential energy 
centrifugal acceleration, 336 
effective, 143-145, 336 
escape velocity, 13-15 
standard, 579 

Gravity wave, 440-450 
critical level, 473 
dynamical structure, 22 
nonlinear conditions, 477 

Gray atmosphere, see also Plane parallel 
atmosphere 

greenhouse effect, 248-249 
radiative equilibrium, 233-236 

Graybody absorption, 211-212 
Greenhouse effect, 43, 203, 248-252 

global energy budget, 45, 306 
runaway, 250 

Group speed, 435 
Group velocity, 436 

acoustic waves, 439-440 
gravity waves, 441 



610 Index 

Group velocity ( con t inued)  

Lamb waves, 458 
Rossby waves, 462 

Hadley cell 
general circulation, 486--487, 501, 502 
tropical circulation, 506 

Hadley circulation, 39, 51, 505 
Hartley band, 219, 220, 243, 537 
Haze, 270, 312 
Heat engine, 64, 82, 83 
Heat transfer, 3, 58; see also Circulation; 

General circulation; Global energy 
budget; Radiation; Radiative transfer; 
Thermal equilibrium , 

axisymmetric circulation, 495-503 
diabatic stratification, 160-161 
meridional, 486 
noncompensated, 89-90 
polytropic processes, 156 
simulations, 503-506 
vertical stability, 188-189 

Height, 150-155, 161 
entrainment, 183, 184 
geopotential, 146-147 
scale, 9, 526 
as vertical coordinate, 349, 350, 362 

Helmholtz function, 88-89, 91 
Helmholtz theorem, 375-377 
Hermitian property, 431, 435 
Herzberg continuum, 218 
Heterogeneous chemistry 

aerosol, 35, 314-315 
clouds, 41 
middle atmosphere, 564, 567-573 

Heterogeneous nucleation, 268, 275 
Heterogeneous state, 110 
Heterogeneous system, 56, 99-102 

chemical equilibrium, 99, 102-104 
degrees of freedom, 99, 106-107 
equilibrium phase transformations, 

110-114 
fundamental relations, 104-106 
thermodynamic characteristics, 107-109 

Heterosphere, 12-13 
Historical record 

carbon dioxide, 24-25 
ozone, 29-30, 571, 572 

Homogeneous nucleation, 264-268, 269, 275 
Homogeneous state, 66 
Homogeneous system, 56, 99 

characteristics, 108-109 
heterogeneous subsystem, 106 

Homopause, 11, 12 
Homosphere, 11, 13, 147 
Horizontal distribution, radiative transfer, 

46-50 
Horizontal motion, see also Atmospheric 

motion; Large-scale motion; Vertical 
motion 

frictional drag, 381 
geostrophic balance, 377 
isobaric coordinates, 151 
quasi-, 351, 352, 389 
scale analysis, 354-355 
traditional approximation, 350-351 

Horizontal shear, 376, 391 
Horizontal velocity, 371 
Huggins band, 219, 220, 537 
Human activity, see Anthropogenicimpact 
Humidity 

absolute, 26, 118 
relative, 121, 135, 262 
specific, 118, 120 

Hydrocarbons, aerosol, 258, 262 
Hydrodynamic instability, see Instability 
Hydrogen 

depletion, 15 
escape velocity, 15 
Lyman-a emission, 201 

Hydrostatic balance, 9, 147-151 
Hydrostatic equation, 360, 362, 366 
Hydrostatic equilibrium 

balance, 147-151 
geopotential coordinates, 145-147 
gravity, effective, 143-145 
gravity waves, 440-441 
primitive equations, 357 
stratification, 151-155 

Lagrangian interpretation, 155-162 
wave propagation, 427--428, 434 

Hydrostatic stability, 166-172, 174, 189; see 

also Vertical stability 
Hygropause, 546, 560 
Hygroscopic particle, 268-269 
Hypsometric equation 

hydrostatic balance, 149, 150-151 
potential energy, 489, 491 
thermal wind balance, 378, 380 
tropical circulation, 506 

Hysteresis, 62, 96 

Ice particle growth, 275-276, 305 
shapes, 276, 295 

Ideal gas law, 5, 67 



Incompressibility, Boussinesq approximation, 
406-407 

Incompressible fluid, 426-427 
Incompressible motion, 352 
Index 

refractive, 289-290, 291, 449-450 
thermal, 196 

Inertial motion, 385 
Inertial oscillation, 385, 517-518 
Inertial reference frame, 334-336, 351 
Inertio-gravity wave, 446 
Infrared (IR) radiation 

aerosol, 35 
global energy budget, 44 
greenhouse effect, 43 
Newtonian cooling, 76 

Infrared (IR) wavelength 
absorption at, 216, 217, 244 
clouds, 36-38 
line broadening, 224 
spectra, 199-200, 201, 216-217 

Insolation, 4647, 200 
Instability, see a lso  Stability; Vertical stability 

baroclinic, 493, 505, 521-523 
barotropic, 521-523 
conditional, 173, 176-181, 189 
criteria, 521-522 
Eady problem, 523-529 
inertial, 517-519 
nonlinear considerations, 529, 531-532 
parcel, 517 
potential, 184-186, 189 
shear, 519-523 
wave, 517 

Instantaneous circulation, 50-51, 149 
Intensity, 205-206 
Intensive property, 55-56, 69 

heterogeneous system, 99, 106 
homogeneous system, 106 

Internal energy, 44, 63, 67, 91; see  a l so  

Temperature 
general circulation, 489-490 
material element, 336-337 
saturated behavior, 126 
specific heat capacity, 66 

Internal wave, 441, 444 
International Geophysical Year, 464-465 
Inter-Tropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ), 39 

axisymmetric circulation, 502 
cloud radiative forcing, 309 
general circulation, 51 
precipitation, 114, 311, 506 

Intrinsic frequency, 432 

Index 611 

Inversion, 191-193 
nocturnal, 192-193, 410, 419 
subsidence, 187, 192 

Invertibility principle, 392 
Ionization, 16, 200, 201, 217 
Irradiance, 206 
Irreversibility, see Reversibility 
Irrotational component, 375 
Irrotational vector field, 62 
Isentropic coordinates, 364-368, 372 
Isentropic potential vorticity, 392 
Isentropic process, 87, 93-96, 131 
Isentropic surface, 129, 352, 378 

potential energy, 491-492, 495 
Isobaric coordinates, 151, 357-362 
Isobaric expansion coefficient, 125 
Isobaric process, 68 

heterogeneous states, 110 
heterogeneous system, 101 
homogeneous states, 66 

Isobaric surface 
potential energy, 491, 495 
stratification, 378 
temperature gradient, 147-149 

Isochoric process, 66, 68, 87 
Isochoric surface, 352 
Isopleth, 129, 132, 134 
Isothermal layer, 155 
Isothermal process, 80-84, 89 
Isotropic radiation, 206, 208, 212 
Isotropy, hemispheric, 233 
ITCZ, see Inter Tropical Convergence Zone 

Jacobian 
curvilinear coordinates, 341-343 
isobaric coordinates, 359 
spherical coordinates, 346 

Jet stream, 17-18, 21 
Joule's experiment, 67 

Kelvin's cat's-eye pattern, 473 
Kelvin's formula, 268 
Kelvin wave, 400 
Kinematic condition, free surface, 429 
Kinematics, fluid motion, 323-328 
Kinematic viscosity, 333 
Kinetic energy 

general circulation, 487, 488, 491-493 
simulations, 505-506 

Kirchhoff's equation, 111 
Kirchhoff's law, 211-212 



612 Index 

K6hler curve, 269-270, 272 
Krakatoa volcano, 191, 263, 458-459 

Lagrangian derivative, 328, 338 
isentropic coordinates, 364-365 
isobaric coordinates, 358-359 
log-pressure coordinates, 363 
spherical coordinates, 347-348 

Lagrangian description, 155-162, 321-323 
versus Eulerian, 1-2, 322-323, 324 

material derivative, 328, 329-330 
Lambert's law, 207-208 
Lamb mode, 458 
Lamb wave, 444, 456--459 
Laminar air flow, 282 
Lapse rate, 16 

constant, 153-155, 156 
dry adiabatic, 74, 135, 151 
environmental, 151-153, 168 
saturated adiabatic, 132-133, 151 
superadiabatic, 171 

Large-scale motion, see also Atmospheric 
motion; Equations of motion 

curvilinear, 382-385 
cyclostrophic, 385-386 
gradient, 386-387 
inertial, 385 

geostrophic equilibrium, 371-374 
f plane, 374-375 
frictional, 381 
Helmholtz theorem, 375-377 
thermal wind balance, 378-381 
vertical shear, 377-378 

weakly divergent 
barotropic nondivergent, 387-388 
quasi-geostrophic, 394-397 
vorticity budget, 389-393 

Latent heat, 44, 45-46 
condensation, 126-130 
entrainment, 184 
general circulation, 51-52 
global energy budget, 310-311 
heterogeneous system, 110-112 
thermal energy, 487-488 
vertical motion, 130 

LCL, see Lifting condensation level 
Lenticular cloud, 281-282, 448 
Level of free convection (LFC), 178, 179, 

189 
tropical circulation, 508 

LFC, see Level of free convection 
Lifting condensation level (LCL), 127-130 

cloud formation, 277, 280, 281 
conditional instability, 178 
potential instability, 186 
pseudo-adiabatic chart, 136 
vertical stability, 189 

Light speed, 579 
Linearized equation, 428 
Line broadening, 220-224, 229 
Line-by-line calculation, 217, 229 
Line strength, 221, 229 
Liquid water content, cloud, 271-272, 285, 

300 
Liquid water path, 300 
Local derivative, 328 
Local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE), 

212 
Log-pressure coordinates, 362-364 
Longwave (LW) radiation, see also Outgoing 

longwave radiation 
aerosol, 244, 312-313 
boundary layer, 489 
cloudy atmosphere, 300-302, 304-305 
cooling, 241-242, 244, 302, 304, 550 

dissipation, 287 
wave absorption, 469, 472 

cumulonimbus cloud, 280, 281 
emission, 209, 210-211, 212 
global energy budget, 44--46, 49-50, 

306-309 
gray atmosphere, 233-235 
heating, 241-242, 244, 258, 302, 304, 

306-307 
Mie scattering, 295 
plane parallel atmosphere, 227, 228, 230, 

232, 233 
radiative equilibrium, 41-43 
spectra, 198-203 
vertical stability, 188 

Lorentz line, 223, 224, 229 
L T E ,  see Local thermodynamic equilibrium 
LW radiation, see Longwave radiation 
Lyman-a emission, 201 

Mammatus cloud, 280-281 
Maritime aerosol, 263, 271 
Maritime cloud 

albedo, 307 
droplet growth, 271-272, 274-275 
glaciation, 275 
global energy budget, 309 
reflective properties, 300 

Maritime continent, 189, 307 



Mass 
atmospheric column, 50 
conservation, 330-331 
diffusion, 104, 109 
stratification, 2, 8-15 

Mass absorption coefficient, 207 
Mass mixing ratio, see Mixing ratio 
Material acceleration, 335-336, 355 

geostrophic equilibrium, 382-384 
spherical coordinates, 347-348 
turbulence, 409 

Material coordinate, 323 
Material derivative, 328, 329-330, 338 
Material element, 323-328, 336-337 
Material line, 128-129 
Material surface, 352-353 
Material tracer, 8 
Material velocity, 324-328, 335-336 
Material volume, 329-330 

conservation of mass, 330-331 
first law of thermodynamics, 336-337 
momentum budget, 331-333 

Maxwell relations, 89 
Maxwell's equations, Mie theory, 291 
Mean free path, 9-11 
Mechanical equilibrium, 57, 59, 90; see  a l so  

Hydrostatic equilibrium 
heterogeneous system, 102, 106 
homogeneous system, 99 

Meridional circulation, 3, 50-51, 150, 486 
axisymmetric circulation, 495, 499-502 
laboratory simulation, 503 
tropical circulation, 509 
wave driving, 548-553 

Meridional overturning, 548 
Mesosphere, 16, 17 

collisional broadening, 224 
Lyman-a emission, 201 
meridional circulation, 553 
Newtonian cooling, 248 
ozone formation, 220 
radiative heating, 243-244 

Metastable equilibrium, 90, 91 
Methane (CH4) 

absorption by, 200, 216, 220 
greenhouse effect, 252 
middle atmosphere, 544-546 
mixing ratio, 33, 544 
as trace constituent, 32-33 

Metric scale factor, 342 
Metric terms, 348 
Microphysical properties, cloud, 285-286 
Microphysics, cloud, 264-276 

Index 613 

Microwave radiation, 199 
Middle atmosphere, see  a l so  Stratosphere 

air motion, 546 
Brewer-Dobson circulation, 547-548 
meridional circulation, 548-553 

chlorofluorocarbons, 542-544 
heterogeneous chemistry, 564, 567-573 
methane, 544-546 
nitrous oxide, 541-542 
ozone photochemistry, 536-540 
quasi-biennial oscillation, 557-560 
structure, 16 
sudden stratospheric warming, 553-557 
troposphere interactions, 560-564 

Mie scattering, 291-295, 297 
Mixing ratio, 7, 352-353 

chlorofluorocarbons, 33 
cloud formation, 283 
methane, 33, 544 
moist air, 118 
nitric acid, 72 
nitrogen, 10 
nitrous oxide, 35, 541 
oxygen, 10 
ozone, 7, 30, 31, 564 
potential instability, 185, 186 
pseudo-adiabatic chart, 137-138 
saturation, 120, 126-130, 134 
vertical stability, 189 
water vapor, 26, 27, 29, 546, 560--561 

Moist air 
adiabatic lapse rate, 132-133 
adiabatic process, 75 
condensation, 126-130 
equation of state, 119 
latent heat, 126-130 
properties 

gas phase, 117-120 
saturation, 120-121, 124-126 

pseudo-adiabatic chart, 134-138 
pseudo-adiabatic process, 130-132 
state variables, 120, 123-126, 132 
unsaturated behavior, 123-124 
vertical motion, 126-133, 134-138 

Moist static energy, 487-489 
Moisture dependence, 173-174 
Molar abundance, 5-45, 7 
Molar fraction, 7 
Molar property, 101-102, 105 
Molar weight, 5-6 
Molecule-radiation interaction, 216-220 
Momentum balance, 167, 168 
Momentum budget, 331-336, 407 



614 Index 

Momentum equation, 334-336, 351; see also 

Horizontal momentum equation; 
Vertical momentum equation 

Monsoon, 39, 191, 506, 508-509 
Montgomery streamfunction, 365-366, 372 
Motion, see Atmospheric motion; Equations 

of motion; Horizontal motion; 
Large-scale motion; Vertical motion; 
Wave 

Motion field, 322, 323-328 
Mountain wave, 447 
Mountain wave cloud, 282, 283 
Mount St. Helens volcano, 264 

Nacreous cloud, 282, 283 
Natural broadening, 223 
Natural process, 79 
Navier Stokes equations, 334 
Net radiation, 49-50 
Net work, 65 
Neutral stability, 415 
Newtonian cooling, 76, 248, 469, 472, 552 
Newtonian fluid, 333 
Newton's second law, 143, 331-332, 333; see 

also Hydrostatic equilibrium 
Nimbostratus cloud, 285-286 
Nitrate aerosol, 261-262 
Nitric acid, 72, 571 
Nitric oxide (NO), 34, 35, 541-542 
Nitrogen, 3, 10 

odd nitrogen family, 542 
Nitrogen compounds, as trace constituents, 

34-35 
Nitrous oxide (N20), 34-35 

absorption by, 200, 216, 220 
greenhouse effect, 252 
middle atmosphere, 541-542 
mixing ratio, 35, 541 

Nocturnal inversion, 192-193, 410, 419 
Noncompensated heat transfer, 89-90 
Nondispersive wave, 436 
Nondivergent motion, 387-388 
Nondivergent Rossby wave, 459-461 
Nonlinearity 

instability, 529, 531-532 
waves, 472-479 

Nonuniform heating, 47-48, 51-52, 505 
Normal stress, 332 
No-slip condition, 356 
Nuclear detonation, 191 
Nucleation, 261 

heterogeneous, 268, 275 
homogeneous, 264-268, 269, 275 

Number density 
aerosol, 260, 263 
clouds, 285-286 
droplet, 271 
equations of state, 6 
ozone, 539 
scatterers, 290 

Oceans 
evaporative cooling, 45 
heat exchange, 39 
SW absorption, 48--49 
water vapor distribution, 122, 130 

Odd chlorine family, 543-544 
Odd nitrogen family, 542 
Odd oxygen family, 538-540 
OLR, see Outgoing longwave radiation 
Omega block, 400 
Open system, 55 
Optical path length, 208 
Optical properties, see also Scattering 

cloudy atmosphere, 299-305 
Mie scattering, 291-295 
radiative transfer, 46-50 
Rayleigh scattering, 288-290 

Optical thickness, 215, 231 
Orographic cloud, 281-283 
Orthogonal coordinates, 343, 344, 346 
Oscillation 

E1 Nifio Southern, 510 
inertial, 385, 517-518 
quasi-biennial, 557-560 

Outgoing longwave radiation (OLR), 43, 
305, 307; see also Longwave radiation 

global energy budget, 48-50 
Overturning, 51 

boundary layer, 419 
convective, 236-240 
meridional, 548 
potential temperature, 73 

Oxygen, 3, 10, 15 
absorption, 201, 220 
lifetime, 537 
odd oxygen family, 538-540 
photodissociation, 12, 218, 220 

Ozone, 3-4, 7, 29-32 
absorption 

characteristics, 216, 219, 220 
radiative heating, 243, 244, 246 
spectra, 200, 201, 203 

chemical processes, 314-315, 567-573 
chlorofluorocarbons, 34 



Ozone ( con t inued)  

circulation, 31-32 
general circulation, 51 
greenhouse effect, 249-250 
LW heating, 242 
mixing ratio, 30, 31, 564 
nitrogen compounds, 34-35 
number density, 539 
photochemistry, 352-353, 536-546, 567 
photodissociation, 219-220 
quasi-biennial oscillation, 558-559 
radiative-convective equilibrium, 240 
radiative equilibrium, 43 
stratospheric warming, 556 
troposphere-stratosphere interaction, 

563-564 
variable distribution, 25 

Ozone heating, 16 
geostrophic equilibrium, 374 
vertical stability, 189, 191 

Ozone hole, 32, 34, 35, 41 
heterogeneous chemistry, 567, 569, 571 
PSCs, 314-315 

Paddle work, 58, 65 
Parallel-beam radiation, 205 
Parcel, 1 

instability, 517 
trajectory, 323-324 

Parseval's theorem, 431 
Partial molar property, 101-102, 105 
Partial pressure, 5 
Partial specific property, 101-102 
Partial volume, 5 
Partitioning, odd oxygen family, 538 
Path, mean free, 9-11 
Path dependence, 64 
Path function, 62 
Path independence, 59, 62, 63 
Pencil of radiation, see Absorption; 

Emission; Radiative transfer; Scattering 
Perpetual motion machine, 85 
Perturbation equation, see also Equations of 

motion. 
acoustic waves, 439 
gravity waves, 440 
Lamb waves, 456--457 
Rossby waves, 459 

Phase function, 214, 296-297 
Phase rule, Gibbs', 107, 109, 123 
Phases, single versus multiple, see 

Heterogeneous system; Homogeneous 
system 

Index 615 

Phase speed, 430-431, 432-433 
Phase transformation, 79, 110-114 
Photochemical equilibrium, see also Ozone; 

Photodissociation 
Brewer-Dobson circulation, 548 
odd oxygen family, 538-540 

Photodissociation, 12, 29-30, 34, 200 
absorption, 217-218, 219-220 
Lyman-a emission, 201 
middle atmosphere, 537, 540, 541, 543, 

546 
plane parallel atmosphere, 232 
vertical motion, 130 

Photoionization, 200, 201, 217 
Photolysis, 537; see also Photochemical 

equilibrium; Photodissociation 
Photons, 209, 214 
Photosphere, 200 
Photosynthesis, 29-30 
Physical constants, 579 
Planck's constant, 209, 579 
Planck's law, 209 
Planck spectrum, 209 
Plane parallel atmosphere, 224-228; see also 

Gray atmosphere 
transmission function, 228-230 
two-stream approximation, 230-233 

Planetary boundary layer, 52 
Ekman pumping, 420-423 
stratification, 415, 417-419 
structure 

Ekman layer, 412-413 
surface layer, 413-415 

turbulence, 405-408, 420 
diffusion, 410--411 
Reynolds decomposition, 408-410 

well-mixed, 424 
Planetary vorticity, 336, 355 

geostrophic motion, 374 
Rossby waves, 460 
traditional approximation, 350-351 

Planetary wave, 465-468; see also Rossby 
wave 

dynamical structure, 19-21 
E1 Nifio Southern Oscillation, 510 
general circulation, 51-52 
instability, 532 
meridional circulation, 549-553 
nonlinear considerations, 478 
thermodynamic cycle, 65 

Plant life, 29-30 
Point function, 61-62 
Poisson's equations, 69, 71 



616 Index 

Polar front, 149, 151 
Polarization, 287-290, 290 
Polar-night jet, 17, 21, 151 
Polar-night terminator, 47, 547 
Polar-night vortex, 374, 478, 479, 548-552 

heterogeneous chemistry, 571 
quasi-biennial oscillation, 558-560 

Polar stratospheric cloud (PSC), 41, 283-284 
global energy budget, 314-315 
heterogeheous chemistry, 567, 571 
microphysical properties, 285-286 
troposphere-stratosphere interaction, 564 

Pollution, see also Aerosol; Anthropogenic 
impact; Volcano 

inversion, 187, 192, 193 
precipitation, 314 
turbulence, 410 

Polytropic process, 75-76, 156 
Polytropic specific heat capacity, 76 
Potential energy, see also Gravity 

available, 491--495 
baroclinic system, 491, 494, 531 
conditional instability, 178-179 
general circulation, 487, 489-495 
gravitational field, 44 
tropical circulation, 506 
vertical stability, 189 

Potential function, 62, 375 
Potential instability, 184-186, 189 
Potential temperature 

adiabatic process, 71-73, 74, 93, 352 
diabatic process, 75, 76 
entropy, 91-96, 337 
equivalent, 131-132, 136 
inversions, 191, 192 
isobaric coordinates, 361 
potential energy, 494 
potential instability, 185 
pseudo-adiabatic process, 131-132 
stratification, 153-155 
surface, 135, 136 
thermodynamic equation, 337 
vertical coordinate, 364 
vertical displacement, 186, 187-188 
vertical stability, 171-173 
virtual, 124 

Potential vorticity, 392, 396 
Potential well, 179 
Power spectrum, 431, 437, 438 
Precipitable water vapor, 28 
Precipitation, 27, 41; see also Condensation; 

Monsoon 
cloud absorptivity, 300 

cloud dissipation, 287 
droplet growth, 272-273, 275 
global energy budget, 310, 311 
Inter Tropical Convergence Zone, 114, 

311, 506 
pollution, 314 
pseudo-adiabatic chart, 137-138 
vertical motion, 129 

Pressure, 5, 9; see also Log-pressure 
coordinates 

hydrostatic balance, 147-151 
potential temperature, 71-72 
pseudo-adiabatic chart, 134-137 
vapor, 120, 121-122, 250 

equilibrium, 109, 112-114 
as vertical coordinate, 357 

Pressure broadening, 223 
Pressure gradient force, 371 
Primitive equations 

isobaric coordinates, 357 
scale analysis, 356 

Prognostic equation, 387 
Prognostic system, 393, 394 
PSC, see Polar stratospheric cloud 
Pseudo-adiabatic chart, 97, 134-138, 583-584 
Pseudo-adiabatic process, 130-132, 134-138 

adiabats, 132, 134, 135 
stratification, 158 

Pure substance, 58-59, 69 

QBO, see Quasi-biennial oscillation 
Quasi-biennial oscillation (QBO), 557-560 
Quasi-geostrophic motion, 394-397 

boundary layer, 420, 422 
shear instability, 519 

Quasi-geostrophic potential vorticity, 396 
Quasi-geostrophic Rossby wave, 461 
Quasi-geostrophic vorticity, 461 
Quasi-horizontal motion, 351, 352, 389 

Radiance, 205 
Radiation, 198-200; see also Infrared 

radiation; Longwave radiation; 
Shortwave radiation; Ultraviolet 
radiation 

absorption characteristics, 216-224 
blackbody, 208-212 
diffuse, 205, 295-296 
greenhouse effect, 248-252 
isotropic, 206, 208, 212 
line broadening, 220-224 



Radiation (cont inued)  

microwave, 199 
net, 49-50 
outgoing longwave, 43, 48-50, 305, 307 
parallel-beam, 205 
plane parallel atmosphere, 224-233 
terrestrial, 41-43 
thermal relaxation, 245-248, 552 
top of atmosphere, 307, 311 
transfer 

absorption, 207-208 
emission, 208-212 
equation, 215 
radiometric quantities, 203, 205-207 
scattering, 213-214 

X-ray, 216 
Radiation-molecule interaction, 216-220 
Radiative-convective equilibrium, 236-240 

cloudy atmosphere, 302-304 
greenhouse effect, 249, 250-252 
thermal structure, 321 

Radiative equilibrium, 41-43; see also Global 
energy budget 

gray atmosphere, 233-236 
temperature, 211-212 
thermal structure, 226, 321 

Radiative heating, 241-245, 246 
cloud cover, 307-309 
cloud dissipation, 287 
thermal equilibrium, 486 

Radiative transfer, 44--46, 58, 75 
absorption, 207-208 
cloudy atmosphere, 295-305 
directionality, 205-206, 214 
emission, 208-211 
gray atmosphere, 233-236 
plane parallel atmosphere, 224-233 
radiometric quantities, 203, 205-207 
scattering, 212-215, 287-295 
thermal structure, 198, 248 

Radiative transfer equation, 215, 233, 295 
Radioactive debris, 191 
Radiometric quantities, 203, 205-207 
Rain out, 41 
Rate of strain, 326 
Rawinsonde measurement, versus satellites, 

149 
Rayleigh-B6nard convection, 282 
Rayleigh friction, 381 
Rayleigh scattering, 287-290, 292, 293, 297 
Rectangular coordinates, 341; see also 

Cartesian coordinates 

Index 617 

Reflection 
cloud properties, 300 
wave activity, 450, 454 

Refractive index, 289-290, 291, 449-450 
Refrigerator, 65, 84, 85 
Relative concentration, 7 
Relative humidity, 121, 135, 262 
Relative vorticity, 387-388, 459 
Restoring force, 426, 517; see also Instability 

negative, 170 
positive, 169 

Reversibility, 79-84 
entropy, 84-87 
equilibrium conditions, 90-91 
fundamental relations, 88-90 
potential temperature, 91-93 
saturated adiabatic process, 130-131 

Reynolds decomposition, 408-410 
Reynolds number, 317, 405 
Reynolds stress, 410 
Reynolds' transport theorem, 329-330, 331, 

333, 337 
Richardson number, 415, 417 
Riming, 276 
Rossby height scale, 526 
Rossby number, 355, 371, 427 

axisymmetric circulation, 495-496 
curvilinear motion, 382, 384-385, 386 
geostrophic equilibrium, 394-395 

Rossby wave, see also Planetary wave 
barotropic nodivergent, 459-461 
nonlinear considerations, 473 
propagation 

planetary waves, 465-468 
three-dimensional, 461-465 

tropical circulation, 509 
Rotating reference frame, 334-336 
Rotation 

earth, 3 
axisymmetric circulation, 495 
cyclostrophic motion, 385-386 
general circulation, 51 
geostrophic paradox, 372 
gravitational components, 143, 144-145 
meridional heat transfer, 486 
potential energy, 493 
reference frame, 334, 336 

laboratory simulation, 503-505 
sun, 203 
Venus, 386 

Rotational energy, 213, 216 
Rotational wave, 459; see also Planetary 

wave; Rossby wave 



618 Index 

Rotor cloud, 282 
Roughness length, 414 

Sahara desert 
crustal aerosol, 258 
dust, 312-314 

Satellite measurement, versus rawinsondes, 
149 

Saturated conditions 
adiabatic lapse rate, 132-133, 151 
adiabatic stratification, 130-131, 159 
mixing ratio, 120, 126-130, 134 
moisture dependence, 173-174 
phases, 109 
plane parallel atmosphere, 230, 231 
potential temperature, 173 
properties, 120-121 
specific humidity, 120 
supersaturation, 268-270, 277 
two-component system, 124-126 
vapor pressure, 120, 121-122, 250 

Saturation values, 120 
Scalar potential, 375 
Scale analysis, 354-357, 371 
Scale height, 9, 526 
Scattering, 213-215 

aerosol, 312-313 
Mie, 291-295, 297 
plane parallel atmosphere, 226 
Raleigh, 287-290, 292, 293, 297 
thermal structure, 295-305 

Scattering angle, 288-289 
Scattering coefficient, 293 
Scattering cross section, 213 
Scattering efficiency, 292-293 
Schumann-Runge band, 218-219, 224, 243 
Schwartzchild's equation, 215 
Sea salt aerosol, 263, 271 
Sea surface temperature (SST), 122 

stratification, 417, 419 
tropical circulation, 509 
vertical stability, 190 

Secondary aerosol, 258, 260, 261 
Secondary circulation, 395, 420 
Second law of thermodynamics 

entropy, 84-87, 91-96 
forms 

Clausius inequality, 85 
differential, 86 
latent heat, 112 
restricted, 87-88 

fundamental relations, 88-90, 104-106 

natural and reversible processes, 7%84 
potential temperature, 91-96 
thermodynamic equilibrium, 90-91 

Sedimentation, 262, 264, 287 
Sensible heat, 44, 45-46 

entrainment, 184 
thermal energy, 487-489 

Shallow atmosphere approximation, 348-349 
Shear 

horizontal, 376, 391 
motion field, 326 
vertical, 377-381, 415, 493 

Sheared mean flow, 465-468 
Shear instability, 519-523 
Shear stress, 332, 333 
Shortwave cutoff, 525 
Shortwave limit, 434, 447-448 
Shortwave (SW) radiation, 198-200 

aerosol, 191, 244, 263, 312-313 
cloudy atmosphere, 295-296, 304, 305 
cooling, 258, 307 
emission, 209, 212 
global energy budget, 44-50, 307-309 
gray atmosphere, 233-234 
heating, 304, 307, 550 
nocturnal inversion, 192 
plane parallel atmosphere, 233 
radiative-convective equilibrium, 240 
radiative equilibrium, 41-43 
radiative heating, 242, 243, 244 
scattering, 290, 294 
solar constant, 200 
spectra, 198-203, 219 

Sidereal day, 385 
Sierra Wave Project, 477 
Simulation, heat transfer, 503-506 
Single scattering, 214 
SI units, 577 
Skin temperature, 236 
Sloping convection, 39, 505 
Slowly varying approximation, 450 
Sodium chloride (NaC1), droplet growth, 

268-269 
Solar constant, 200, 579 
Solar inclination, 200 
Solar-max, 203 
Solar-rain, 203 
Solar spectrum, 200-201 
Solar structure 

chromosphere, 201 
photosphere, 200 
rotation,1203 
sunspots, 203 



Solar variability, 203 
Solenoid, 391 
Solenoidal component, 375 
Solenoidal production, 391 
Sound wave, see  Acoustic wave 
Source function, radiative emission, 212 
Southern Oscillation, 510 
Specific gas constant, 5-6 
Specific heat, 110, 119-120 
Specific heat capacity, 65-66, 67-68, 76 
Specific humidity, 118, 120 
Specific property, 56, 101-102 
Specific volume, 5 
Spectrum 

bands, 218-220 
blackbody, 209 
clouds, 286, 293-294 
IR, 201, 216-217 
line broadening, 220-224 
LW, 198-203 
Planck, 209 
power, 431, 437, 438 
radiation-molecule interactions, 216 
solar, 200-201 
SW, 198-203, 219 
UV, 200, 201, 203 

Speed of light, 579 
Spherical coordinates, 146, 344-352, 581 
Sphericity, 144, 145, 224 
SST, see Sea surface temperature 
Stability, see a l so  Instability; Vertical stability 

absolute, 173, 186 
hydrostatic, 166-172, 174, 189 
neutral, 415 
static, 449 

Stability criteria, 169, 172-173, 176, 188 
Stable equilibrium, 90 
Standard gravity, 579 
State 

equations of, see Equations of state 
thermodynamic, 55-56, 58-63, 99, 106 

State change, 63-65 
reversible, 80-84, 86-87 

State space, 59 
State variable, 58-63, 65, 66 

moist air, 120, 123-126, 132 
Static stability, 449 
Steering level, 524 
Stefan-Boltzmann constant, 210, 579 
Stefan-Boltzmann law, 43, 210-211 
Stokes drag, 317 
Stokesian fluid, 340 
Storm track, 20, 41, 51 

Index 619 

Rossby waves, 465 
laboratory simulation, 505 

Stratification, 2, 8-15; see  a lso  Plane parallel 
atmosphere; Vertical stability 

adiabatic, 130-131, 156-160 
baroclinic, 378-379, 389-393, 491, 494, 508 
barotropic, 378, 422, 493-494, 532 
boundary layer, 415, 417-419 
components, 353 
diabatic, 160-162 
equations of motion, 353-354 
hydrostatic equilibrium, 151-162 
Lagrangian interpretation, 155-162 
moisture, 184-186 
subadiabatic, 161 
superadiabatic, 162 
unstable, 236-238 

Stratiform cloud, 38, 277, 280-281, 287 
Stratocumulus cloud, 281; see a lso  Cumulus 

cloud 
albedo, 307 
global energy budget, 309 
microphysical properties, 285-286 

Stratopause, 16, 242, 244 
Stratosphere, 16, 17, 20-21; see a lso  Middle 

atmosphere 
aerosol, 260, 262, 263-264 
global energy budget, 307 
gravity waves, 448 
hydrostatic equilibrium, 160, 161 
inertial instability, 518 
LW radiation, 65, 242 
nacreous clouds, 282, 283 
ozone, 219, 220, 353 
ozone heating, 374 
ozone photochemistry, 536-546 
planetary waves, 478-479 
radiation absorption, 200 
radiative-convective equilibrium, 237, 238 
radiative emission, 209 
radiative heating, 243-244 
Rossby waves, 465 
sudden warming, 478-479, 553-557 
thermal heating, 246 
vertical stability, 166, 189, 191 
wave activity, 451, 454, 472 

Stratus cloud, 285-286 
Streakline, 324 
Streamfunction 

geostrophic, 376, 388, 461 
Montgomery, 365-366, 372 

Streamline, 324 
Stress tensor, 332, 333 



620 Index 

Stretching 
motion field, 326 
vertical, 390-391 

Stretching transformation, 498, 501 
Strong absorption, 230, 232 
Structure 

boundary layer, 412-415 
circulation, 17-22 
cloud, 36-41 
dynamical, 16-22 
general circulation, 50-52 
global energy budget, 44-50 
radiative equilibrium, 41-43 
stratification of mass, 2, 8-15 
thermal, see Thermal structure 

Subadiabatic process, 161, 171 
Subsidence inversion, 187, 192 
Sudden stratospheric warming, 478-479, 

553-557 
Sulfate aerosol, 261-262, 271 
Sulfur dioxide (SO2), 35 
Sun, structure, see Solar structure 
Sunspot activity, 203 
Superadiabatic layer, 419 
Supercooled water, 275 
Supersaturation 

cloud formation, 277 
droplet growth, 268-270 

Surface layer, 413-415 
Surface water wave, 426-429, 442 
SW radiation, see Shortwave radiation 
Synoptic weather system, 18, 149 

general circulation, 51 
vorticity budget, 392 

System, thermodynamic, 55--63; see 

Thermodynamics 6f gases 

Taylor-Goldstein equation, 449 
Taylor-Proudman column, 377-378 
Taylor-Proudman flow, 378 
Taylor-Proudman theorem, 377-378 
Temperature, 5, 14, 16; see also Greenhouse 

effect; Potential temperature; Sea 
surface temperature; Thermal 
equilibrium; Thermal structure 

adiabatic process, 74, 132, 133 
blackbody, 43, 44, 208-212 
break, 193 
brightness, 209 
clouds 

cold, 275 
warm, 273 

critical point, 108 
dew point, 121 
environmental, 169-170 
equilibrium vapor pressure, 112-114 
frost point, 121 
global-mean, 16, 45 
global warming, 23-24 
hydrostatic balance, 147-150 
isentropic behavior, 93-96 
ozone depletion, 572 
plane parallel atmosphere, 226 
polar stratospheric clouds, 285 
potential instability, 185 
pseudo-adiabatic chart, 134-137 
pseudo-adiabatic process, 131 
radiative-convective equilibrium, 238 
radiative equilibrium, 41, 43, 211-212, 236 
saturation mixing ratio, 126 
saturation vapor pressure, 122 
sudden stratospheric warming, 478-479, 

553-557 
trigger, 193 
vertical stability, 169-170 
virtual, 119, 120 
zonal-mean, 16-17 

Temperature inversion, 152, 191-193 
Tensor analysis, 324-326, 332, 333 
Terminator, polar-night, 47, 547 
Terrestrial radiation, 41-43; see also Infrared 

radiation; Longwave radiation 
Thermal, 277-280, 286 
Thermal damping, 472 
Thermal energy, 44, 487-489 
Thermal equilibrium, 41, 43, 59; see also 

Global energy budget 
absorption-emission, 208 
general circulation, 486 
gray atmosphere, 233-236 
heterogeneous system, 102, 106 
homogeneous system, 99 
inversions, 192 
isentropic behavior, 94-95 
radiative-convective, 236-240 
radiative emission, 211 
radiative heating, 241-245 
radiative transfer, 198 

Thermal index, 196 
Thermally direct circulation, 51 
Thermal relaxation, 245-248, 552 
Thermal structure, 16-22, 51 

barotropic stratification, 532 
cloud and aerosol influences, 295-305 
gray atmosphere, 233 



Thermal structure (continued) 

ozone, 536 
plane parallel atmosphere, 226 
radiative-convective equilibrium, 238, 321 
radiative transfer, 198, 248 
stratification, 156-162 
vertical stability, 188-189 

Thermal wind balance, 378-381 
general circulation, 486 
potential energy, 493 
shear instability, 522 

Thermodynamic coordinates, 357-368 
Thermodynamic cycle, 65, 157, 159, 161 
Thermodynamic equation, 337-338 

adiabatic motion, 352 
isentropic coordinates, 367 
isobaric coordinates, 361 
log-pressure coordinates, 363 
quasi-geostrophic motion, 395-396 
turbulence, 407 

Thermodynamic equilibrium, 59 
conditions, 90-91 
heterogeneous system, 99, 103-104, 106 
homogeneous system, 99 
irreversibility, 79 
local, 212 

Thermodynamic potential, 97; see also Free 
energy 

Thermodynamic process, 59, 61 
direction, 85, 87, 90 

Thermodynamic properties, 55-56, 578 
Thermodynamics of gases, see also First law 

of thermodynamics; Second law of 
thermodynamics 

adiabatic process, 63, 68-74, 132 
diabatic process, 75-76 

changes of state, 63-65 
entropy, 84-87, 91-96 
fundamental relations, 88-90, 104-106 
heat capacity, 65-68 
internal energy, 63 
natural and reversible processes, 79-84 
potential temperature, 71-76, 91-96 
system concepts, 55-56 

expansion work, 56-58 
heat transfer, 58 
state variables, 58-62 

thermodynamic equilibrium, 90-91 
vertical motion, 73-74, 126-133 

Thermodynamic state, 55-56, 58-63 
heterogeneous system, 99, 106 
homogeneous system, 99 

Thermodynamic system, 55-63 

Index 621 

Thermosphere, 16, 201, 219 
Time-mean circulation, 19-21, 51 
Time-mean cloud field, 39, 41 
Time-mean cloudiness, 39, 41 
Time-mean thermal structure, 51 
Timescale 

advection, 552 
diabatic process, 75, 156, 160 
dissipative process, 392 
Ekman pumping, 423 
heat transfer, 71, 128 
horizontal motion, 71 
radiative transfer, 75, 248 
thermal damping, 472 
thermal relaxation, 552 
turbulent exchange, 405, 408 
vertical mixing, 190 
vertical motion, 71, 128, 156 

Top of atmosphere (TOA) radiation, 307, 
311 

Trace constituent, 22-36; see also specific 
constituents 

Tracer, 8, 71 
Trace speed, 431 
Trade wind, 506 
Traditional approximation, 350-352 
Trajectory, parcel, 323-324 
Trajectory coordinates, 383 
Transmission function, 228-230 
Transmissivity, 208, 228, 298-299 
Transport theorem, 329-330, 331, 333, 337 
Trigger temperature, 193 
Triple point, 106 
Tropical circulation, 506-513; see also Inter 

Tropical Convergence Zone 
Tropical cirrus cloud, 285-286 
Tropopause, 16, 17 

cloud formation, 283 
conditional instability, 181 
cumulus formation, 280 
nitrous oxide, 541 
potential temperature, 191 
radiation spectra, 200 
radiative-convective equilibrium, 237-238, 

240 
tropical circulation, 508 
water vapor, 546 
wave activity, 451, 454 

Tropopause fold, 564 
Troposphere, 16, 17, 18 

absorption, 216 
aerosol, 258, 260-263, 314 
air motion timescale, 248 



622 Index 

Troposphere (continued) 
cloud formation, 285 
conditional instability, 181 
cyclones, 72 
Ekman pumping, 423 
El Nifio Southern Oscillation, 510 
hydrostatic equilibrium, 157, 159-161 
kinetic energy, 506 
LW radiation, 65, 232, 241, 244 
middle atmosphere interactions, 560-564 
nitrous oxide, 541 
nonuniform heating, 505 
ozone, 219 
planetary waves, 468 
radiation absorption, 200 
radiative-convective equilibrium, 236-237, 

240 
radiative emission, 209 
radiative forcing, 311 
Rossby waves, 465 
thermal heating, 246 
thermal wind, 380 
tropical circulation, 508 
vertical stability, 166, 178, 188, 189, 

190-192 
water vapor mixing ratio, 546 
wave activity, 451, 454 

Turbopause, 11 
Turbulence, boundary layer, 405-411, 420 
Turbulent dispersion, 174, 189-193 
Turbulent transport, 10-12, 52 
Turning level, wave activity, 450, 451-455 
Two-stream approximation, 230-233 

Ultraviolet (UV) radiation 
absorption of, 219 
ozone, 29-30 
photodissociation, 12, 537, 540, 546 

Ultraviolet (UV) wavelength 
absorption at, 216, 217, 219, 220 
line broadening, 224 
spectra, 200, 201, 203 

Universal gas constant, 579 
Unsaturated conditions 

moist air, 123-124, 132 
moisture dependence, 173-174 
potential temperature, 171-173 
stratification, 151 

Unstable equilibrium, 90 
Unstable stratification, 236-238 

Vapor pressure, 109, 120, 121-122, 250 
equilibrium, 109, 112-114 

Vector field, irrotational, 62 
Vector identities, 580 
Vector operations 

curvilinear coordinates, 344 
spherical coordinates, 346, 348-349 

Vector potential, 375 
Velocity, see also Geostrophic velocity; 

Group velocity 
angular, 334, 579 
friction, 413 
horizontal, 371 
material, 324-328, 335-336 
spherical coordinates, 347 

Velocity potential, 376 
Venus 

cyclostrophic motion, 386 
greenhouse effect, 250, 251-252 

Vertical coordinate 
height, 349, 350 
log-pressure height, 362 
potential temperature, 364 
pressure, 357 

Vertical momentum budget, 407 
Vertical momentum equation, 354-355, 429, 

434 
Vertical motion, see also Atmospheric 

motion; Gravity; Horizontal motion; 
Large-scale motion; Vertical stability 

adiabatic process, stratification, 156-160 
boundary layer, 420 
buoyancy, 128-130, 157, 161 
cloud formation, 277 
condensation, 126-130 
hydrostatic balance, 9 
isentropic behavior, 93-96 
pseudo-adiabatic chart, 134-138 
scale analysis, 354-355 
stability implications, 174-176 
thermodynamic behavior, 73-74, 126-133 
traditional approximation, 350-351 

Vertical shear 
boundary layer, 415 
geostrophic wind, 377-381 
potential energy, 493 

Vertical stability 
buoyancy, 166-170, 174-176, 189 
categories, 168-174 
finite displacements 

conditional instability, 176-181 
entrainment, 181, 183-184 
potential instability, 184-186 
unsaturated conditions, 186-188 



Vertical stability ( c o n t i n u e d )  

hydrostatic stability, 169-172 
implications for vertical motion, 174-176 
influences, 188-189 
moisture dependence, 173-174 
potential stability, 186 
potential temperature, 171-173 
turbulent dispersion, 174 

convective mixing, 189-191 
inversions, 191-192 
nocturnal inversion, 192-193 

Vertical stretching, 390-391 
Vertical vorticity budget, 509 
Vibrational energy, 213, 216 
Virtual potential temperature, 124 
Virtual process, 90, 91, 103-104 
Virtual temperature, 119, 120 
Viscosity 

bulk, 340 
coefficient, 333 

Viscous sublayer, 414 
Visible wavelength 

absorption at, 216, 217, 244 
line broadening, 224 

Voigt line shape, 224 
Volcano 

aerosol, 263-264 
E1 Chichon, 263, 315 
global energy budget, 314 
Krakatoa, 191, 263, 458459 
Mount St. Helens, 264 

Volume 
material, 32%333, 336-337 
specific heat capacity, 65-66, 67-68 

Volume heating rate, 243 
Volume mixing ratio, 7 
von Karman constant, 414 
Vorticity, 336 

absolute, 388, 389-392 
Ekman pumping, 420 
motion field, 326 
planetary, see Planetary vorticity 
potential, 392, 396 
quasi-geostrophic, 396, 461 
relative, 387-388, 459 
Rossby waves, 459-460, 461, 463 
wave absorption, 470 

Vorticity budget, 389-393, 421, 509 
Vorticity equation, 388, 396, 422 

Walker cell, 509 
Walker circulation, 51 

Index 623 

Washout, 264, 314 
Water 

Clausius-Clapeyron equation, 112-113 
pseudo-adiabatic chart, 137 
pure substance, 107-108, 112 
saturation vapor pressure, 120 
supercooled, 275 
thermodynamic characteristics, 107-109, 

112, 113, 578 
Water vapor, 34 ;  see also Clouds; 

Condensation; Moist air 
absorption by, 200, 201, 203, 216-217, 220, 

232, 244 
chemical equilibrium, 118 
circulation, 27, 114 
Clausius-Clapeyron equation, 113-114 
distribution, 121-122, 130 
greenhouse effect, 250-252 
heterogeneous system, 99-100 
IR absorption, 43 
line broadening, 224 
liquid, 271-272, 285, 300 
LW radiation, 46, 241 
mixing ratio, 26, 27, 29, 546, 560-561 
photodissociation, 12 
precipitable, 28 
radiative-convective equilibrium, 240 
as trace constituent, 25-29 

Water wave 
deep, 434, 437-438 
shallow, 433, 436-437 
surface, 426-429, 442 

Wave 
absorption, 468-472 
acoustic, 439-446 
acoustic-gravity, 441, 444 
buoyancy, 440-446 

geometric optics, 451-456 
gravity waves, 440-450 
shortwave limit, 447-448 
WKB approximation, 450-451 

dispersion, 434-438 
edge, 434, 442, 526 
evanescent, 441-442 
external, 441-442 
gravity, see Gravity wave 
internal, 441, 444 
Lamb, 444, 456-459 
mountain, 447 
nondispersive, 436 
nonlinear considerations, 472-479 
planetary, see Planetary wave 



624 Index 

Wave ( c o n t i n u e d )  

propagation 
dispersion, 434-438 
Fourier synthesis, 429-432 
limiting behavior, 432-434 
surface water waves, 426--429 

refraction, 450 
Rossby, see Rossby wave 
water, see Water wave 

Wave instability, 517 
Wave interference, 434 
Wavelength, 199-203, 208-212 
Wave power spectrum, 431, 437, 438 
Weakly divergent motion, 387-397 
Wentzel-Kramer-Brillouin approximation, 

see WKB approximation 
Wettable particle, 268 
Wien's displacement law, 209 
WKB (Wentzel-Kramer-Brillouin) 

approximation, 450--451 
planetary waves, 466 
wave absorption, 470 

Work 
compression, 71 
cyclic, 57 

expansion, 56-58, 63, 73, 75 
net, 65 
paddle, 58, 65 
reversible processes, 79-87 

X-ray radiation, 216 

Zenith angle, 46-48, 200, 205 
global energy budget, 307 
plane parallel atmosphere, 224-227, 232 
radiative heating, 242 

Zonal jet, 519 
Zonal-mean circulation, 17-18 
Zonal-mean mixing ratio 

ozone, 30 
water vapor, 26 

Zonal-mean temperature, 16-17 
Zonal motion 

general circulation, 486--487, 495-503 
laboratory simulation, 503, 505 
tropical circulation, 509 

Zonal overturning, 51 
Zonal symmetry, 19, 21, 50 
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